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Newcastle College of Advanced Education 
P.O. Box 84, Waratah, N.S.w., Australia 2298 
Rankin Drive, Waratah West. N. S.w. 
Telephone: (049) 67 1388 
Telegraphic code: NEWCAE, Waratah 

The Calendar was first published in 1949 

The Arms 

The following is an extract from the document granting Arms to the College, dated June 
2,1977: 
VertabaseComposedofRocksproperabrokenOlaininfessthroughouthgentoverail 
a Torch erect Or enflamed proper. 
The princip~1 elements incorporated in the arms of the College depict the myth of the 
~ deml~ Prometheus: the Rock to 'Nhich Prometheus was bound, the broken 
Olalnsfrom ymlch he ~s freed and the enflamedTorch representing Prometheus' gift 
cj fire and skills to mankind. Hence the elements in the arms signify the gift of the POINe( 
ct knowledge, freeing and inSpiring mankind to build "Towards a Better World", 
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Introduction 

Newcastle College of Advanced Education is being developed 
as a multi-discipline tertiary institution to cater for the demands for 
higher education in the Newcastle and Hunter Valley Region. The 
College was declared a corporate college of advanced education 
by the Minister for Education on October 1, 1974 and is governed 
by a Council established under the Colleges of Advanced Educa
tion Act (1975) of New South Wales. The College achieved full 
corporate status upon the gazettal of its By-Jaw on February 25, 
1977 and the reconstitution of its Council from April 1, 1977. 

Newcastle, with an urban population of 297,000 situated 160 
kilometres north of Sydney, is the second Gityof New South Wales. It 
is a major Australian seaport, a centre of heavy industry and serves 
the rich Hunter Valley region (total population 484,000), a noted 
wine proclucing area. The city and district is well endovved with 
beaches, lakes, tourist resorts and an attractive hinterland. 

The College was originally established in 1949 as the Newcastle 
Teachers' College and although teacher education still plays an 
important role for the institution, the past decade has seen an 
expansion into the area of visual and pertorming arts and para
medical and community welfare studies. The College's diver
sification of its academic programmes commenced in 1975 when it 
assumed responsibility of the Fine Arts diploma courses, formerly 
clfered by the Department of Technical and Further Education atthe 
Newcastle branch of the National Art School, and full responsibility 
for the Diploma in Art (Education) courses formerly offered in 
association with that department. 

The College has continued its diversification into many fields and 
a full list of courses is a~ the end of this Introduction. 

The College occupies extensive, moclem, well-appointed build
ings in an attractive natural bushland setting of some 24 hectaresat 
Waratah West, adjacent to the University of Newcastle and 11 
kilometres from Hie city of Newcastle. Stage I of the College 
complex at Waratah West was occupied progressively, first by the 
Department of Industrial Arts in 1970 and then by the Department of 
M Education which followed in 1971 . Stage 11 of the new complex 
wasfully occupied in March 1974 when the College moved most of 
its remaining activities from the former Union Street site in the city. 
Stage II was finalised with the completion in November, 1974, of an 
auditorium incorporating an extensive stage area, excellent facil
ities for the pertorming arts and seating on two levels for 924 
persons. 

In the total complex there are art stooios; craft rooms; science, 
'NOClCIwork, metalwork, and materials science laboratories; geog
raphy, history and social science rooms; home SCience, cooking 
and food science laboratories; needlework and textiles rooms; 
mathematics lecture and computer rooms; an obseNation clinic; 
music rooms; 20 music practice rooms; general lecture rooms and 
theatres; a Physical Education complex incorporating two fully
equipped gymnasia, a dance studio, health studio, change rooms 
and lecture facilities, with adjacent courts and playing fields; and 
student common room, coffee lounge and dining hall. The Library 
consists of a single floor reading room, inclooing study rooms, 
offices, typing rooms, stacks and catalogues; and a second lower 
floor which includes an audiO-visual teaching aids resources 
centre, tape recording rooms, visual education rooms, a language 
laboratory, two lecture rooms, and extensive storage space for 
films, cassettes and records. 

In 1981 the College opened a TAFE Curriculum Centre at the 
Tighes Hill campus of the Newcastle Technical College. The Centre 
was funded and supported by the Commonwealth Tertiary 
Education Commission, The Department of Technical and Further 
Education (N.SW.) and the Colleges and provides facilities ofT AFE 
teachers undergoing initial teacher training and is serviced by the 
College's own Department of Technical and Further Education. 

Construction was completed in 1980 of an Art building costing 
$1.5m and this houses a number of the College'sfine arts courses 
8ild craft courses. The building includes studios for design, 
drawing/painting and printmaking, display areas, workshop, dark
room, offices and course service facilities. There arethreesculpture 
'M.">rkshops adjacent to the building. A new Ceramics block was 
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constru.cted on the College campus last year. 
Am8Jo~capital building development completed in 1976 was the 

construction of the Special Education Centre to facilitate the 
consolid~tion ~d development of the College's courses and 
research In the field of special education, especially the provision of 
courses for the preparation of resource teachers and teachers of 
educationally handicapped children. The Centre is magnificently 
~s!gned ~~. equipped for exemplary training, research and 
chnlcal activities and provides excellent opportunities for the 
teaching of special education courses, particularly where clinical 
conditions are appropriate. It consists of two major intervention 
classrooms; four smaller observation/Clinical rooms; as well asfour 
diagnostic/clinical rooms, a conference room, staff office wing, 
staff lounge, computer and curriculum resources reference room, 
director's suite, audio-visual control room, and extensive direct 
obselVation rooms via one-way glass. A Motor Skills Therapywing 
has been added to the Centre and includes a small hydrotherapy 
pool, an additional pre-school room and a large area for the 
treatment of physical disabilities and will be used in the treatment of 
children who have motoric disability and whose ages range from a 
few months to eight years. Close links have been established with 
1I1e schools and children with specific leaming difficulties are 
brought to the Centre for special corrective programmes which are 
conducted in the intervention classrooms established by the 
College. It is the College's aim that the Centre should become, in 
co-operation with other educational institutions, a centre for further 
development and research in special education and thus provide a 
valuable service to the community. 

A new addition to the Special Education Centre in 1983 was an 
Mimal Shelter which is used as a teaching aid as well as an 
experiential aid for children who attend the Centre. 

A Multi-Purpose Centre, which includes a Olild Care Unit, was 
officially opened at the College in 1984. The Centre is being 
developed on a progressive basis and the Olild Care Unit provides 
a flexible range of care and hours for children from a few weeks of 
age up to four years. The Unit is available for staff and students and 
the nearby community and can cater for 25 children. 

Mother development in 1984 was the establishment and 
qJening of a Studies Resources Centre for Aboriginal students at 
the College. The Centre provides a variety of support for these 
students and is being well patronised. 

In 1984, the College had a student enrolment of 2940, an 
academic equivalent full-time staff establishment of 160 in 18 
departments and a non-teaching staff establishment of 145. The 
College's vocational courses are offered through three Schools; the 
School of Teacher Education, the School of Visual and Pertonning 
Ms and the School of Paramedical and Community Welfare 
Studies. 

The College is governed by a Council of members drawn from the 
community, the staff and the students. The Council is responsible 
for the management of the College's affairs and exercises its 
powers, duties and authorities under the Colleges of Advanced 
Education .6(:t, 1975. In discharging its powers, the Council 
consults with the College .Academic Board and chief executive 
officers. The CounCil has established committees to advise it on 
matters relating to finance, personnel and management, academic 
and planning, properties and grounds, and legislative matters. 

The .Act empowers the College Council to make By-laws with 
respect to a wide range of matters for the management and gocx:J 
govemment of the College, including discipline within the College; 
1I1e election of elected members of Council; the manner of 
appointment, promotion and dismissal of staff; the qualifications 
required for admission to courses; the progress and the examin
ation of students; the terms and conditions upon which awards, 
feliolNShips, scholarships and prizes may beconferred; the conduct 
of rneetingsof the Council and the membership and appointment of 
Committees and Boards of the College. The By-lalNS made by the 
Council must be transmitted to the Governor for his approval. The 
College's Principal By-law was approved early in 1977 and came 
into effect upon its gazettal on February 25, 1977. 

A corporate college of advanced education established under 
the Colleges of .Advanced Education .Act has perpetual succes
sion, a common seal, may take legal proceedings and be proceed
ed against, deal with property and all matters that a bodycorporate, 
by law, may do to further the purposes for which it was constituted. 
The College is funded by the Australian Government through the 
agencies of the Tertiary Education CommiSSion and the New South 

Wales Higher Education Board. The planning of the College's 
recurrent and capital programmes is undertaken on a three-year 
basis in accordance with the pjlicy and requirements of these 
instrumentalities, but at the present time is subject to annual review 
in accord with current policy. The College is entirely responsible for 
the handling and management of its funds, both capital and 
recurrent, granted under States Grants (Tertiary Education Assist
ance) legislation of the Australian Parliament. 
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COURSES OFFERED 
BY NEWCASTLE C.A.E. 

DURATION OF COURSE 
(FIt = FulHlme) 

SCHOOL OF TEACHER EDUCATION 
(P/t= Part-time) 
(Number = 'years) 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

Bachelor of Education (Art) 
Bachelor of Education (Early Childhood) 
Bachelor of Education (English/History) 
Bachelor of Education (Home Economics) 
Bachelor of Education (Industrial Arts) 
Bachelor of Education (Mathematics) 
Bachelor of Education (Modern languages) 
Bachelor of Music Education (in association with the N.S.W. 

Conservatorium of Music 
Bachelor of Education (Physical Education) 
Bachelor of Education (Primary) 
Bachelor of Education (Social Sciences) 
Bachelor of Education (Science) 

F/t-4 
F/t-3 + FIt-lor PIt equiv 
F/t-3 + FIt-lor PIt equiv 
F/t-4 
F/t-4 
F/t-3 + FIt-lor PIt equiv 
F/t-3 + F/t-1 or PIt equiv 

F/t-4 
F/t-44l--------IP/t Holders of a 
F/t-3 + F/t-. or PIt equiv Diploma In teaching 
F/t-3 + F/t-. or PIt equiv may undertake part
F/t-3 + F/t-' or PIt equiv time studies for the 

1: t Bachelor of Education (Technical and Further Education) 
Diploma In Teaching (Physical Education) F/~3 

a.Ed. 

Diploma In Teaching (Technical and Further Education) 
Diploma in Special Education 
Diploma in Teacher Librarlanship 
Graduate Diploma in Education (Primary Education) 
Graduate Diploma in Education (Secondary Education) 
Graduate Diploma in Education (Technical and Further Education) 
Graduate Diploma in Educational Studies (Advanced Teaching Method) 
Graduate Diploma In Educ:a.tlonal Studies (Computer Education) 
Graduate Diploma in Educational Studies (Curriculum Development) 
Graduate Diploma in Educational Studies (Educational Drama) 
Graduate Diploma in Educational Studies (Science) 
Graduate Diploma in Educational Studies (Special Education) 
Master of Education (Industrial Education) 
Master of Education (Special Education) - with University of Newcastle 

P/t-2 
F/t-l P/t-2 

F/t-l 
F/t-l 
F/t-l 

P/t-2 

~/t-2 
PI~2 
P/t-2 
P/t-2 
P/t-2 

F/t-l P/t-2 
F/t-2 P/t-3/4 
F/t-2 P/t-3/4 

SCHOOL OF VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 

t 
t 

t 

Bachelor of Arts (Visual Arts) 
Associate Diploma in Creative Arts and Crafts 
Graduate Diploma in Art (Ceramics) 
Graduate Diploma in Art (Illustration) 
Graduate Diploma in Art (Painting) 
Graduate Diploma in Art (Photography) 
Graduate Diploma in Art (Printmaking) 
Graduate Diploma in Art (Sculpture) 
Master of Art (Visual Arts) 
Graduate Diploma in Art (Art History) 
Graduate Diploma in Art (Textiles) 
Bachelor of Arts (Communication Studies) 

F/t-3 
F/t-2 
F/t-l 
F/t-l 
F/t-l 
F/t-l 
F/t-1 
F/t-l 
F/t-2 
F/t-l 
F/t-l 
F/~3 

P/t-6 
P/t-4 
P/t-2 
P/t-2 
P/t-2 
P/t-2 
P/t-2 
P/t-2 
P/t-3/4 
P/t-2 
P/t-2 
P/t-6 

SCHOOL OF PARAMEDICAL AND COMMUNITY WELFARE STUDIES 

• 
t 
t 

Diploma In Applied Science (Nursing) . F/t-3 
Diploma In Taachmg (Nursing) F/t-1 'h 
Diploma In Administration (Nursing) F/t-1 'h 
Associate Diploma In Automated Information Processing F/t-2 
Associate Diploma In Diagnostic Medical Radiography F/t-1 
Associate Diploma In Pollee Studies F/t-2 
Associate Diploma In Social Welfare F/t-2 
Graduate Diploma in Multicultural Studies F/t-. 

+ Pit-V, 
+ Pit-V, 

P/t-4 
P/t-2 ~ Students are required 
P/t-3/4 to be part-time after 
P/t-4 compulsory fuU-time 
P/t-2 studies In Vear 1 

Conversion course also available by part-time or external study - Duration depends on status at time of entry. 
Available only as a conversion course - Duration depends on statu9 at time of entry. 
Proposed courses - subject to approval by the NSW Higher Education Board. 
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Calendar of Dates 1985 

JANUARY 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

Tues 

Wed 

Thur 

Fri 

Sat 

Sun 

Mon 

Tues 

Wed 

Thur 

Fri 

Sat 

Sun 

Man 

Tues 

Wed 

Thur 

Fri 

Sat 

Sun 

Mon 

Tues 

Wed 

Thur 

Fri 

Sat 

Sun 

Man 

Tues 

Wed 

Thur 

Public Holiday - New Years Day 

Last day for ioogernent of request for review of 1984 
.Annual and Second Semester Examination results. 

Special Examinations begin. 

Special Examinations end. 

Public Holiday - hlstralia Day 

U.CAG. first round offers of piaces posted. 

FEBRUARY 
Fri 

7 

2 Sat 

3 Sun 

4 Man 

5 Tues 

6 Wed 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Thur 

Fri 

Sat 

Sun 

Man 

Tues 

Wed 

Thur 

Fri 

Sat 

Sun 

Man 

Tues 

Wed 

Thur 

Fri 

Sat 

Sun 

Man 

Tues 

Wed 

Thur 

MARCH 
Fri 

2 Sat 

3 Sun 

4 Man 

5 Tues 

6 Wed 

7 Thur 

8 Fri 

9 Sat 

Last dayfor lodgement for request for review of 1984 
Special Examination results. 
Last day for acceptance of U. CA G. first round offers 
of places. 

U.CAG. second round plotters posted. 

Orientation Week commences. 

Last day for acceptance of U.CAG. second round 
otters of places. 

Newcastle Show Day (to be confirmed) 

Rrst Semester begins. 
last day for enrolment in a module. 
Last day for enrolment in a full year subject. 

Last day for payment of fees. 



10 Sun 

11 Mon 

12 Tues 

13 We<! 

14 Thur 

15 Fri 

16 Sat 

17 Sun 

18 Mon 

19 Tues 

20 We<! 

21 Thur 

22 Fri 

23 Sat 

24 Sun 

25 Mon External Studies Year Commences 

26 Tues 

27 We<! 

28 Thur 

29 Frj 

30 Sat 

31 Sun 

APRIL 
Mon 

2 Tues 

3 We<! 

4 Thur 

5 Frj 

6 Sat 

7 Sun 

PUblic Holiday - Easter Friday 

8 Mon Public Holiday - Easter Monday 

9 Tues Last Day of Easter Recess 

lOWed LastdayforwithdrawalwithoutfailurefromaSemester 

11 Thur 

12 Frj 

13 Sat 

14 Sun 

15 M::>n 

16 Tues 

I module/course. 

8 

17 We<! 

18 Thur 

19 Fri 

20 Sat 

21 Sun 

22 Mon 

23 Tues 

24 We<! 

25 Thur Public Holiday - Anzac Day 

26 Frj 

27 Sat 

28 Sun 

29 Mon External Studies On-Campus School (Industrial Arts) 
commences 

30 Tues 

MAY 
We<! 

2 Thur 

3 Fri Graduation Day 

4 Sat 

5 Sun 

6 Mon Rrst Semester Break begins. 

7 Tues 

8 We<! 

9 Thur 

Extemal Studies On-Campus School (All Specialis
alions) commences 

10 Frj External Studies On-Campus School ends. 

11 Sat 

12 Sun 

13 Man 

14 lues 

15 We<! 

16 Thur 

1 7 Fri Rrst Semester Break ends. 

18 Sat 

19 Sun 

20 Mon LastdayforwithdrawalwithoutfailurefromSemesterl 
Modules (Extemal Studies) 

21 lues 

22 We<! 

23 Thur 

.24 Fri 

25 Sat 

26 Sun 

27 Man 

28 lues 

29 We<! 

30 Thur 

31 Frj 

JUNE 
Sat 

2 Sun 

3 Man 

4 lues 

5 We<! 

6 Thur 

7 Frj 

8 Sat 

9 Sun 

1 0 ~ Public Holiday - Queen's Birthday. 

11 Tues Rrst Semester Examinations begin. 

12 We<! 

13 Thur 

14 Fri 

15 Sat 

16 Sun 

17 Man 

18 Tues 

19 We<! 

20 Thur 

21 Fri 

22 Sat Rrst Semester Examinations end. 
Rrst Semester eros. 

23 Sun 

24 ~ Practicum commences. 

25 Tues 

26 We<! 

27 Thur 

28 Fri 

29 Sat 

30 Sun 
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JULY 
Man 

2 lues 

3 We<! 

4 Thur 

5 Fri 

6 Sat 

7 Sun 

8 Man 

9 Tues 

10 We<! 

11 Thur 

12 Fri 

13 Sat 

14 Sun 

last day for withdrawal without failure from a full-time 
course or full year subject. 

15 tv10n Approximate date for posting of Notification of 
Semester I examination results. 

16 Tues 

17 We<! 

18 Thur 

19 Fri 

20 Sat 

21 Sun 

Practicum ends. 

22 tv10n Orientation Week commences. 
Semester I, Special Examinations begins. 

23 lues 

24 Wed Last day for withdrawal without failure from full year 
Modules (External Studies) 

25 Thur 

26 Fri 

27 Sat 

28 Sun 

Special Examinations end. 

29 tv10n Second Semester begins. 
Last day for enrolment in a module. 

30 Tues 

31 We<! 

AUGUST 
Thur 

2 Fri 

3 Sat 

4 Sun 



5 ~ 

6 Tues 

7 Wed 

8 Thur 

9 Fri 

10 Sat 

11 Sun 

12 ~ 

13 Tues 

14 Wed 

15 Thur 

16 Fri 

17 Sat 

18 Sun 

19 ~ Second Semester Break begins. 

20 Tues 

21 Wed 

22 Thur 

23 Frj 

24 Sat 

25 Sun 

26 ~ 

27 Tues 

28 Wed 

29 lhur 

30 Frj 

l..a$t dayfor lodging for request for review of Semester 
I examinations result. 

31 Sat 

SEPTEMBER· 
Sun 

2 ~ 

3 Tues 

4 Wed 

5 ThlJ( 

6 Fri Second Semester Break ends. 

7 Sat 

8 Sun 

9 ~ 

10 Tues 

11 Wed 

12 Thur 

10 

13 Fri 

14 Sat 

15 Sun 

16 ~ 

17 Tues 

18 Wed 

19 Thur 

20 Fri 

21 Sat 

22 Sun 

23 ~ 

24 Tues 

25 Wed 

26 Thur 

27 Fri 

28 Sat 

29 Sun 

30 ~ 

OCTOBER 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Tues 

Wed 

Thur 

Fri 

Sat 

Sun 

Last dayforwithdrawal without failure from a Semester 
II module/course Intemal and External studies. 

7 ~ Public Holiday· Eight Hour Day. 

8 Tues 

9 Wed 

10 lhur 

11 Fri 

12 Sat 

13 Sun 

14 ~ 

15 Tues 

16 Wed 

17 Thur 

18 Fri 

19 Sat 

20 Sun 

21 ~ 

22 Tues 

23 Wed 

24 Thur 

25 Frj 

26 Sat 

27 Sun 

28 ~ 

29 Tues 

30 Wed 

31 Thur 

NOVEMBER 
Fri 

2 Sat 

3 Sun 

4 ~ 

5 Tues 

6 Wed 

7 Thur 

8 Fri 

9 Sat 

10 Sun 

11 ~ 

12 Tues 

13 Wed 

14 Thur 

15 Frj 

16 Sat 

17 Sun 

18 W!on Second Semester Examinations begin. 

19 Tues 

20 Wed 

21 Thur 

22 Frj 

23 Sat 

24 Sun 

25 ~ 

26 Tues 

27 Wed 

28 Thur 

11 

29 Fri 

30 Sat Second Semester Examinations end. 
Second Semester ends. 

DECEMBER 
Sun 

2 ~ 

3 Tues 

4 Wed 

5 Thur 

6 Fri 

7 Sat 

8 Sun 

9 ~ 

10 Tues 

11 Wed 

12 Thur 

13 Fri 

14 Sat 

15 Sun 

16 ~ 

17 Tues 

18 Wed 

19 Thur 

20 Frj 

21 Sat 

22 Sun 

23 ~ 

24 Tues 

Approximate date for posting of Notification of 
Semester II examination results. 

25 Wed O1ristmas Day 

26 Thur Boxing Day 

27 Fri 

28 Sat 

29 Sun 

30 ~ 

31 Tues 



Principal Dates 1986 

JANUARY 
3 Fri Last day for lodgement of request for review of 1985 

Annual and Second Semester Examination results. 

13 tvton Special Examinations begin. 

18 Fri Special Examinations end. 

FEBRUARY 
7 Fri Last day for Icdgement of request for review of 1985 

Special Examination results. 

24 tvton First Semester begins. 
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Officers of the College 

Officers of the College 
(Including Principal, Assistant Principal, Heads of 
School, Heads of Division, Registrar) 

The Council 
Committees of the Council 

The Academic Board 
Committees of the Academic Board 

Academic Staff 
Art Education 
Education 
English and Languages 
Health and Nursing Studies 
Home Economics 
Industrial Arts 
Mathematics and Computing Studies 
Music 
Physical Education 
Professional Studies 
Science 
Social Sciences 
Social Welfare 
Special Education 
Technical and Further Education 
Three Dimensional Visual Arts 
Two Dimensional Fine Arts 
Visual Arts Communication 

External Studies 

Administrative Staff 

Library Staff 

Student Services 

Education Research Officer 

Community Programmes 

Honorary Fellows of the College 

Honorary Associates of the College 

Honorary Degrees of the College 
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Officers of the College 

Principal: 
(Vacant) 

AssIstant Principal: 
D:>uglas Rex HUXLEY, BA, UttB (New England), MA, PhD 
(Newcastle) 

School of Teacher Education 

Head of School: 
Allen Owen TAYLOR, BA, ASTC (Man Ans), MEngSc 
(Newcastle), PhD (Newcastle), RIA 

Assistant Head of School: 
John Archibald Wayne CALDWELL, BA, DipEd (New South 
Wales), MA (Newcastle), PhD (Macquarie), MACE, ALAN. 

School of Visual and Performing Arts: 

Head of School: 
Graham John GILCHRIST, ATD, DipCBAD (Sculplure), BA 
(londcn). 

School of Paramedical and Community Welfare Studlea: 

Head of School: 
John Edward GAY, BS Education (sue, Buffalo), MS Health 
Science (San Diego State University), EdD Health Science 
(West Virginia), FRSH, FASHA, FAGSM, FSOPHE. 

Registrar: 
John David TODD, BCom (Newcastle) 

Bursar: 
Emanuel G. KALUNICOS, BBus (Acc) (am, AASA CPA, AA1M. 

The Council 

President: 
Margaret Esletle BOWMAN, BA, DipEd 

Vice President: 
John Charles PRICE, AMIMarE (Lond), MP 

Members Appointed by the Minister for Education: 
Brian A ADNUM, AASA, AFAIM 

Alan Francis BEARD, BSc, DipEd (Syd) 

Marjorie BIGGINS, BA (N'cle) DipSocSc (Southhampton) 

Margaret Estelle BOWMAN, BA(UNE) DipEd (NSW) 

Rev. Mgr. Francis Joseph COOLAHAN 

8win George CURROW, MB, BS (Syd), FRGS, FRACMA 

Kennetll Raymond DUTTON, MA (Syd), D.de I'U (Paris) 
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ZenyGIUES, BA, DipEd (Sydney), MA (Newcastle), GradDipEdStI.ds 
(SpecEd) (NCAIE) 

Gordon GILROY 

Sydney John Oyde HEATH, BA (Newcastle), DipEd (Newcastle) 

Leooore Rae HUGHES, AssocDipAdmin (Nursing), AssocDipEd 
(Nursing), FCN 

Susan Elizabetll MACLEOD 

8inO( Marie O'CONNELL, BA (UNE), DipTeach (Ub) (NCAIE), ALM 

John Chares PRICE, AMIMarE (London), MP 

John VARNUM 

MemlMra being Official Members: 
Vacant (Principal) 

D:>uglas Rex HUXLEY, BA, UnB (UNE), MA, PhD (Newcastle) 
(Assistant Principal) 

Allan Owen TAYLOR, BA, ASTC (Man Arts) MEngSc, PhD 
(Newcastle) 

Members elected by Members of the Academic Staff: 
James Morris GRAHAM, BA (Sydney), UnB (New England), MA 
(Newcastle) 

Raymond Lewis HODGINS, BSc (NSW), ASTC, BEdS1ud 
(Newcastle), MACE 

Member elected by Members of the Non-Academic 
Staff: 
Frederick Joseph McENEARNEY 

Members elected by the Students of the College: 
Jenn~er Suzanne LANG, BA (Newcastle), DipTeach (NCAIE) 

Annette June WELSH 

Members elected by Members of Council: 
Anne Catherinevon BERTOUCH, DipEd (Sydney), MA(Newcastle) 

Uonda Elspetll MAKEPEACE, DipNursing (Admin) (Cumberland), 
FCN 

Secretary to the Council: 
John David TODD, BCom (Newcastle) 

Council Committees 

By previous decisions of the Council. the President and the 
Principal are ex offiCiO members of all Council sub-oommittees. 

Academic and Planning Committee: 
Ms. M. Biggins, (Chairperson) 
Ms. ME. Bowman 
Ms. AC. von Bertouch 
Professor K.R. Dutton 
Ms. Zeny Giles 
t,t. J.M Graham 
t,t. S.J.C. Heatll 
0'. D.R. Huxley 
Ms. Jennie Lang 
0'. AO. Taylor 

Finance Committee: 
t,t. AF. Beard, (Chairperson) 
M. BAMnum 
Ms. ME. Bowman 
t,t. R.l. Hodgins 
Ald. J.C. Price 
Ms. Jennie Lang 
0'. AO. Taylor 

legislative Committee: 
Ald. J.e. Price, (Chairperson) 
Ms. ME. Bowman 
Rev. Mgr. F.J. Coolahan 
Professor K.R. Dutton 
M. R.L Hodgins 
0'. D.R. Huxley 
Ms. J. Lang 
Ms. E.M O'Connetl 
Ms. AJ. Welsh 

Personnel and Management Committee: 
Ms. E.M O'Connetl (Chairpe!Son) 
tvt. SA Mnum 
Ms. M.E. Bowman 
Rev. Mgr. F.J. Coolahan 
Ms. M. Biggins 
tvt. G. Gilroy 
t,t. J.M Graham 
0'. D.R. Huxley 
Ms. Jennie Lang 
rvt. F.J. tvkEnearney 
Ms. S.E. Macleod 
Commissioner J. Varnum 
Ms. AJ. Welsh 

Properties and Grounds Committee: 
Dr. E.G. Currow (Chairpefson) 
Mrs. M.E. Bowman 
Mr. AF. Beard 
Mr. S.J.C. Heath 
Mr. F.J. McEneamey 
Miss l.E. Makepeace 

The Standing Committee: 
The Standing Committee of Council is constituted as follolNS: 
The Pre~denl 
The Vice-President 
The PrinCipal 
The o,airpersons of the permanent sub-committees: 

kademic and Planning 
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Finance 
Legislative 
Personnel and Management 
Properties and Grounds 

of their nominees. 

Academic Board 

Chairman: 
Vacant (principal) 

Deputy Chairman: 
0'. D.R. Huxley (_stant PrinCipal) 

Members Ex Officio: 
School of Visual and Performing Arts 
M. G.J. Gilchrist 

School of Teacher Education 
0'. AO. Taylor 

SchoolofParamedlcalandCommunltyWelfareStudle. 
0'. J.E. Gay 

AssIstant Head of School: 
0'. JA Caldwell 

Heads of Department: 
Dr. D. Absalom 
Ms. D. Angell 
Mr. JW. Oamp 
Mr. T.J. Fullerton 
Mr. J.M. Graham 
Mr. R. Killen 
Mr. K. Leveson 

Dr. H.B. Undsay 
Mrs. F.M. Uoyd 
Dr. J. Miles 
Dr. K. Morgan 
Dr. R. Morland 
Mr. R. Morrison 
Dr. D.R. Parsons 
Mr. T.J. Sheedy 
Mr. P. Singleton 
Mrs. F. Trent 
Mr. R.J. W'hitbread 

Head of Service Centres: 
Ubrary: 
Mss J. Blatchford 

Instructional Media Unit: 
t,t. K. Davey 

External Studies: 
t,t. W. Newiing 

English 
Health Studies 
Art Education 
Professional Studies 
Social Sciences 
Technical and Further Education 
Dept. of Three Dimensional Visual 
Ans 
Education 
Music 
Special Education 
Industrial Arts 
Social Welfare 
Dept. of Visual Ms Communication 
Physical Education 
Science 
Dept. of Two Dimensional Fine Art 
Home Economics 
Mathematics 

Member appointed by the NSW State Conservatorlum 
of Music (Newcastle Branch) 
t,t. M. Dudman 

Members elected by Academic Staff: 
Dr. R. RoVv'8 
t,t. R.L. Hodgins 
M. R. Bm'Nn 
t,t. W. Galvin 
t,t. A Cuny 

Members elected by the Student Body 
Ms. J. Lang 



Standing Committees of 
Academic Board 

Executive Committee: 
The Principal 
Assistant Principal 
Heads ot School 
Mrs. F.H.E. Trent 
Ct. H.B. Undsay 
t-Ir. J.w. Qamp 
Dr. R. Morland 
Ct. A. RoYle 

Admissions Committee: 
Dr. H. B. Undsay (Olainnan) 
Dr. JAW. Galdwell 
t-Ir. J.W. Qamp 
Dr. A.F. Morland 
D'. R. Rowe 
fvt. PW. Singleton 
t-Ir. AW. OJrry 

Staff Development Programme Leave Committee: 
Dr. D.A. Huxley 
Dr. R. Morland 
Dr. D.J. Absafom 
t-Ir. G.J. Gilchrist 
t-Ir. AW. 0Jrry 
t-Ir. A. Haywood 

External Studies Committee: 
The DIrector of ExtemaJ Studies (01airman) 
Dr. JAW. Galdwell (elected by Academic Board) 
Dr. KA. Morgan (elected by Academic Board) 
t-Ir. A.H. Coolton (Education) 
M. J.M. Graham (Social Sciences) 
t-Ir. AP. Mitchefl (English) 
t-Ir. K. McDonald (Science) 
t-Ir. L.A. Killen (T AFE) 
tJrs. J. Cowley (SpeciaJ Education) 
M". K.G. Wilkinson (Art Education) 
fv'f. KA Laffey (Physical Education) 
Dr. WL. Cook (Industnal Arts) 
t-Ir. H.E. White (Home Economics) 
M. R.E. Haines (Mathematics and Computing Studies) 

Research Committee: 
Il'. J. Miles (Olairman) 
Dr. E. Manning 
t-Ir. R.H. Coolton 
Dr. R.S. Rowe 
Wf. B. Wilson 
Dr. S.J. Beveridge 

Honorary Degrees and Awards Committee: 
Dr. D.R. Huxley 
Dr. D. R. Parsons 
fv'f. R. Killen 
r....t. T.J. Fullerton 
t-Ir. B.W. Wilson 
t-Ir. J.A. Nyman 

nmetable Advisory Committee: 
limetable Officer (Olairman) 
t-Ir. J. Gill 
t-Ir. A.L. Hodgins 
M. K. Scott 
Dr. JAW Galdwell 
Wr. P. Singleton 
Mr. M. Williams 
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Open Day Committee: 
Public Relations Officer (Olairman) 
fvt. J. Mcivor 
t-Ir. K. Laffey 
t-Ir. J.M Schiller 
t-Ir. J. D.Jgas 
fvt. G.J. Rintoul 
fvt. W. Galvin 
Ms. M.L. Manning 
Two members elected by the Student Body. 

College Academic Dress Committee: 
Ms. J. Lang 
tv1r. L.w.J. Pennington 
t-Ir. J. R. Nyman 
fvt. P.w. Singleton 
tJrs. R. Gibbon 

Community Programmes Committee: 
t-Ir. J.D. O'Donoghue (Chainnan) 
Ms. W. Schiller 
tJrs. P. Oarke 
t-Ir. D. Condon 

Ce~tre for Development of Industrial Education: 
OlaJrman or Deputy Chairman of Academic Board 
Heads ot Schoof 
Assistant Heads of School 
Heads of Department as determined from time to time 
Personnel Officer 
Bursar 
Education Research Officer 
Two external members judged to have the expertise to assist the 

09ntre in its work 

AcademiC Progression Review Committee: 
Assistant Principal 
Heads ot Schoof 
Two student members nominated by the S.R.G. 

Committee considering matters affecting all Schools: 
Dr. AO. Ta~or (Olainnan) 
Dr. J.E. Gay 
t-Ir. A. V>titbread 
Dr. JA Galdwell 
fvt. G. Rintoul 
M. P. Singleton 
Ms. J. Lang 
Ms. S. Smith 

Academic Staff 
(at October, 1984) 

School of Teacher Education: 
Head of School: 
!'Jlan Owen Ta~or, SAASTC(Man Arts) MEngSc (Newcastle), 
PhD (Newcastle), FilA 

Assistant Head of School: 
John ArchibaJd Wayne Galdwell, SA OpEd (NewSouth WaJes), 
MA (Newcastle), PhD (Macquane), MACE. 

School of Visual and Performing Art: 
Head of School: 
Graham John Gilchrist, AID, OipCSAD (Sculpture), BA 
(london) 

School of Paramedical and Community Welfare Studies: 
Head of Schoot: 
John Edward Gay, BS Educatioo (SUC, Buffafo), MS Health 
ScIence (San Diego State University), EdD Health Science 
('YVest Virginia), FRSH, FASHA, FACSM, FSOPHE. 

DEPARTMENT OF ART EDUCATION 

Head of Department 
J.w. Qamp, OpM SA (New England), GradDip (lnd Design)(New 

Sou1h Wafes) 

Senior Lecturer: 
D.L. Yorke, ICAC, NDD (WaJlasey College ot Art), ARCA (RCA 

London), FBID, BIID 

Lecturers: 
J.N. Berthold, DipArt (Ed), BEd Studies, MEd Studies (Newcastle) 
J. Bir1<etl, SA (Exeter), ATC (london) 
K.G. Wilkinson, Dip Art (Ed). 

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

Head of Department: 
HB. Undsay, SA MEd (Sydney), PhD (New England), MACE 

Senior Lecturers: 
D.C. Olaston, SA MEd (Sydney) 
W.A. Maley, SA (Sydney), UtlB, MEd (New England) MACE 

MAPsS, ABPsS ' 
E.J. Manning, MA OpEd (Sydney), PhD (Newcastle), MAPsS 

Lecturers: 
RH Coulton, BA, UtlB (New England), MA (Newcastle), GradOp 

Deta Procesaing (NSWrT], MACE 
Carolyn G. Ranagan, BA, MEd(Newcastle) 
tvlJnef J. Haywood, BA (New England), OpEd (Sydney) MEd 
(Newcastle). ' 

A.D. Hinten, BA, Op EdMmin (New England), MEd (Newcastle) 
W.G. Jones, SA (Newcastle), PhD(DU), MAPsS, ABPsS, MAMI 
JA Roes, SA PhD (Newcastle) 
A.~~'l:;"" SA (New England), PhD (Newcastle), MACE, MAPsS, 

;lAmdy E. Schiller, Op Teach (Infants), BEd, MEd (Early Olildhood) 
(!'Jberta), JlJJA (Adelaide) 

Sandra Sirasch, BSc, OpEd (Newcastle), MAPsS 
N H Wright, BA (New England), MEd (Newcastle), MACE 

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH AND 
LANGUAGES 

Head of Department: 
D.J. Absalom, MA, PhD, OpEd, BEd Siudies (Newcastle) 
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Senior Lecturers: 
JAW. Caldwell .. SA OpEd (New South Wales), MA (Newcastle), 

PhD (Maquane), MACE 
Frances Nugent, SA (Sydney), MA (New England) 
B.A. Smith, SA (Sydney), OpEd, UtlB (New England), MA PhD 

(Newcastle) 

Lecturers: 
MM Beck, BA (New South Wales), BEd Studies (Newcastle) 
A.J. Haywood, SA (New England), MEd (Newcasle) 
D.F. King, SA (Newcastle), MACE 
D.G. Matlhews, SA (Newcastle), MACE 
AP. Mitchell, SA UtlB (New England) 
Pamela M. Mowatl, SA PGCE (London) 
AC. Murphy, SA OpEd (Sydney), BEd Studies (Newcaslle) 
J.D. O'Donoghue, SA (Newcastle), OpEd 
J. Robson, SA OpEd (Sydney), MA (Newcastle) 
B W. W'ilson, MA (Newcastle), MA (Communication) (Leicester) 

DEPARTMENT OF HOME ECONOMICS 

Head of Department: 
Faith HE. Trent, OpTeach (Sydney leach Coli), BSc (Sydney) MA 

(Simon Fraser) 

Lecturers: 
Ena D. Abell. SA (New England) 
Paulin~ J. Oark, DipTeach, GradDip (Food Sc), (Hawkesbury) 
Rae GIbbon, DipTeach, DipArtEd 
Maia l. Manning, OipTeach, DipArtEd 
Rhonda M. Williamson, SSc (New South Wales), ATI 

DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS 

Head of Department: 
K.R. Mcrgan, OplA (Ed), BEd Studies (NewcasUe) PhD (UMC) 

MilA ' , 

Senior Lecturers: 
WL Cook, SA (New England), MSc (New South Wales) PhD 

(Newcastle), ASTC (Man Arts), MilA ' 
D. E. Corney, ASTC (Man Arts), OpM (Ed), MilA MASA 
G T. Nicholls, SA (New England), ASTC (Man Arts) MEd (!'Jber1a) 

MilA MACE " 

Lecturers: 
B.w. Ableson, ASTC (Man Arts), MilA 
C.HL. Ferguson, ASTC (Man Arts), MilA 
J.P. Koos, Op Art (Ed) 
Gc. Undsay, ASTC (Man Arts), MilA 
WT. Marsh, ASTC (Man Arts), MilA 
T.A. Owen, Op Art (Ed) 
AJ. Pateman, ASTC (Man Arts), MilA 
H. Pickard, ASTC (Man Arts), MilA 
LN. See, ASTC (Man Arts), MilA 
WH Wiltshire, OplA (Ed), MilA 

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS AND 
COMPUTING STUDIES 

Head of Department 
R.J. Whilbread, BSc, OpEd (Sydney) 

Senior Lecturer: 
J.wW Hill, SA (New England), ASTC (Man Arts) 

Lecturers: 
F.G.H. ~shop, SA (New England), MEd (Sydney) 
D.J. Condon, BSc (New Sou1h Wales) MSc (Macquarie), MMalh 

MEngSc (Newcastle), MCS ' 
WP. Galvin, SA (Sydney), MMath, MEd, MEngSc (Newcastle) 
A.E. Haines, BSc (Sydney) 
E. Jordan, BSc (Aslon), GradOpStats (Wales) 
B.F. Joyce, BA (New England), MEd (Newcastle) 



RS. Murray, SSe DipEd (Sydnay), MEd (Newcastle) 
M.J. Williams, BA, MEngSc, ~pEd (Newcaslle) 

DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC 

Head of Department: 
F. Margarel Uoyd, SA (Newcaslle), ~pMusEd (Con 01 NSW), 

AMusA 

Senior Lecturers: 
AW. Cuny, BA, MEd (Sydney), ~pMusEd (Con 01 NSW), MIMT, 

MACE 
RJ. Heading, SA (Newcaslle), ~pMusEd (Cun 01 NSW), MACE 

DEPARTMENTOF HEALTH AND NURSING 
STUDIES 
Head of Department: 
Dorothy Angell, RN, AM, DipWM, DipWM, ONE. DANS M.Ed. 
(Manchester Uni) 

Senior Lecturers: 
Nancy North, RM, ONE (UK), SA (Newcastle) 
Robyn Schultz, AN, AM. ONE (Armidale), SA (Newcastle) 

Lecturers: 
LA. Crawford BA (London), MA (Middlesex) 
Marilyn Pedder, RN, AM, DME, SA 
Deidre Wicks, SRN, BA (Macquarie) 

Principal Tutor: 
June Graham, RN, AssocDip, Nurse Ed, DipAdmin (Nursing) 

(NCAE) 

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

Head of Department 
D.R. Parsons, ~pPE (Syd Tech Cull), BPE, MPE (British Culumbia), 

EdD (CaI_omia) 

Senior Lecturer: 
KA Laltay, ~pPE (Syd Teacl1 Co~, SA(Newcastle), MEd (Sydney), 

MACE 

Lecturers: 
LW. Burwell, BA, BEd Studies (Newcastle) 
Marilyn K. Cooper, ~pPE (Syd Tech Col) BEd (PE) 
T. Hall, SSe (Ed), MEd (Illinois), ElemAdminQedential (California) 
M. Kaye Thomas, ~pPE (Waliongong Teach Col), BPE (Western 

.AJ.Jstratia) 
KW Thom~, BEd (PE) (Sydney), BEd Studies, MEd (Newcastle) 

DEPARTMENT OF PROFESSIONAL 
STUDIES 

Head of Department 
T.J. Fullerton, BA (Newcastle) 

Senior Lectuer: 
J. Gill, BA, ~pEd (New England), MA (Newcastle) 

Lecturers: 
WL Howard, SA (New England), MEd (New South Wales), MA 

(Sydnay) 
J.M. Schiller, ~p Teach Prim (MunayParkSA), SA(Adelaide), MEd 

(l'Jberta) 
JW. Tierney, SSe, MEd, ~pEd (Sydney), PhD (Newcastle) 

DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE 

Head of Department 
T.J. Sheedy, SSe, ~pEd (New England), M.Sc, MEd (Newcastle), 

AsslntEd (London) 
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Senior Lecturers: 
S.J. Beveridge. BSc, DipEd (Newcastle), MSc (Sydney), PhD, 

ARACI, FRSH, MIASS 
R.L. Hodgins, eSc (New South Wales), ASTC, BEd Studies 

(Newcastle), MACE 
K. McDonald, ADM, UttB, SA, MA (New England, MEd Studies 

(Newcastle) FACE 
LA McKenzie, SSe (Westem Australia) BEd (New England) 
L.W.J. Pennington, SSe, DipEd (Uverpool). MEd (Sydney), MAIP, 

MACE 

Lecturers: 
A. B. Flanagan, SSe, MEd (Newcastle) 
H.E. White, SSe, MEd (Newcastle) 

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SCIENCES 

Head of Department: 
J.M. Graham, SA (Sydney), UttB (New England), MA (Newcastle) 

Senior Lecturer: 
N.D. Pryde, SA (Newcastle), MEd (Sydnay), MACE 

Lecturers: 
WR Bruce, BA, ~pEd (Sydney), MEd (Newcastle), MACE 
H.J.G. Green, BA, ~pEd (New England), MA (Newcastle) 
R Lewis, BA, MEd (Newcastle) 
J.R Nyman, BA(Sydnay), MA MUtt (Oxon), ~pEd (New England), 

ThL 
K Scott, BA, UttB (New England), BEd Studies (Newcastle) 
J.F. Stokes, SA (New England), ~pBus Studies (Newcastle) 
Helen M. Vaile, BA, MA ~pEd (Sydney) 
P.J. Vaile, BA (New England), MA (Sydney) 

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL WELFARE 

Head of Department 
RF. Morland, OPE (OU), ~pSocSC (VUW), MEd (WWSU), PhD 

(UGS)AASPA 

Lecturers: 
R. Brown, SA (Newcastte), MA (Wollongong Uni) 
Janis Fook, BS>N (NSW) 
G.G. Mills, HND (NEUP) PhD (Macquarie Uni) MA (ESSEX) MMN 
GH Morgan, BA PGCEd (york), MEd (UNE), MPJW 
L Pohl, BA, MSW (Manit_), MMN, AASW, AASPA 

DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION 

Director and Head of Department: 
J. Miles, BA, PhD (Newcastle), MAPsS 

Senior Lecturer: 
J.J. Mcivor, BA, UttB (New England), MEd (Sydney), MAPsS 

Lecturers: 
R.N.F. Conway, ~pSpecEd, BA BEd Studies, MEd (Newcastle) 
Judith Cuwiay, BA, MA (Macquarie), LSDA, MAATD 
P.J. Foreman, BA, UttB, MEd (New England), MACE 
AM. t\icholas, MA (SpEd) (Macquarie), SSe (Appl'sych) (New 

South Wales), MAPsS 
Janice North, BSpecEd (Flinders) 
G.LW. Robinson, SA, DipEd (Sydney), MEd (Newcastle), PhD 

(Newcastle) MAPsS 

Teachers: 
Pannela A Canuthers, Teachers Cert., ~pSpecEd, B.Ed.Stud. 

(Newcastle) 
G. CurTie, SA (Newcastle) 
Helen Verdon, DpTeach 
J. Maddison, ~pTeach, Grad~p Spec Educ 
L Martin, MA CertT each, ~p Spec Educ 

DEPARTMENT OF TECHNICAL AND 
FURTHER EDUCATION 

Head of Department: 
LA. Killen, SSc MEdStud (Newcastle), ~pEd [T AFE) 

Lecturers: 
J. Bailay, SA (Newcastle), ~pEd [T AFE) MAPsS 
J. D..Jgas, SA, DipEd (Newcastle), CertRlm and Television Studies 

(London) 
!'me McKee, SA (Newcastle) 

DEPARTMENT OF THREE DIMENSIONAL 
VISUAL ARTS 

Head 01 Department: 
KR. Leveson, Dip.Art Design, Dip Nt Ceramics, TIC 

Lecturers: 
Kathleen D. Burston. ASTC, DipPaint 
Jutta Fedderson, DipTextiles (Bremen) 
V. Nikoleski, OipArt (VeA). GradDip Fine Art (VeA), BE (Bitola) 
Pamela Sinnott, ADFA (CeramiCS) (Cull Art, Brisbane), Grad~p 

Teach (KelVin Grove), SA (CeramiCS) (Bendigo) 

DEPARTMENT OF TWO DIMENSIONAL 
FINE ART 

Head of Department: 
P.W Singleton, NDD (Fytde Cull) 

Senior Lecturers: 
Aldana O'Brien. ASTC, DipPaint, MA (RCA London) 
G.J. Rintoul, DipArt, MFA (New Y()(k) 

Lecturers: 
Patricia A. Adams, ASTC, DipPaint 
F.M. Ceillan, ASTC. DipPaint 
GW. Jones, ASTC, DipArtEd, MA (Studio .An) (New York) 
J. McGrath, Teachers Certificate, DipArt 
J. Montefiore, ASTC, DipPaint 
Beth C. Parnaby, Dip Art & Design (Bendigo). GradDip Printing 

DEPARTMENT OF VISUAL ARTS 
COMMUNICATION 

Head of Department: 
R Morrison, ~pArt, MA (Binningham Polytechnic) I'JIP, I'JAP 

Lecturers: 
A AIkins, ~p Fine Arts (RMIT) 
AB. Chawner, ~pArt (NCAE) ~pEd 
Olristine A Sanders, ASTC, DipPaint 
BW. Shepherd, ~pArt, Grad~pArt (Film) (l'Jexander Mackie) 

DIRECTOR OF EXTERNAL STUDIES 

W Newiing, BA, MEd, ~pEd (Sydney), MACE 
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Administrative Staff 

Registrar: 
J.D. Todd, SCum (Newcastle) 

Deputy Registrars: 
Management Services: 
P.R. Welsh, AASA, CPA 

Academic: 
A. Weir, SA (Newcastle) 

Bursar: 
E.G. KallinicQS, BBus (I'cc) (QIT), AASA CPA, AAM 

PrIncipal's Office: 
Executive Administrative Assistant: 
Arien G. Petrovic, SA (f\IelNcastle) 

AssIstant Principal's Office: 
Education Research Officer: 
E. Skuja, SA (Queensland) 

Equal Employment Opportuntty Co-ordinator: 
Monica Hayes, SA (Leiceste~, PhD (CNAA) 

External Studies: 
Oare p. Martin 

Head of Instructional Media Unit: 
R. K Davey, SSe (Newcastle) 

Student Services: 
Senior Student Counsellor: 
Nanette Bryant, BA, ~pSocialWor1< (Sydney) 

Part~tlme Student Counsellor: 
Teresa G. Dluzewska, SA, DpTeach (Newcastle) 
Student Advisory Officer: 
B. Gasay, Assoc ~pSocWeI 

Nursing Sister: 
Shirley K. Andrews, SRN 

Registrar'S Division: 
Management Services: 
Administrative Assistant (Secretariat) 
Jennifer S. Lang, SA (Newcastle), DipTeach (NCAE) 

Computer Centre: 
Head of Centre: 
D.J. Redman, SSe (Newcastle) 

Programmer Analysts: 
P.A. Schembri S.Math (Newcastle) 
Vacant 

Public Relations: 
Public Relations Officer: 
K.C. Powell, Assoc. Dip (JoumJ (RMIT) 

Staffing Services Office: 
Personnel Officer: 
D. Oook, SCom (Newcastle) 

Administrative Assistants: 
Helen A. Parr 
J. Richards, SA, DipEd (Newcastle) 



Academic Secretariat: 
Assistant Registrar: 
GL Parkinson, SA (Auck) 

Senior Administrative Assistants: 
Vacant 

Administrative Assistants: 
Helen Surgmann, SA. DipEd (New England) 
Lyn M. McSriarty, SA, DipEd (Newcastle) 
Christine l. Wood, SA. DipEd (Newcastle) 

Student Administration: 
Assistant Registrar: 
carolyn J. Fardon, SA. DipEd (Sydney) 

Senior Administrative Assistants: 
Sheila M. Proust. SA (Sydney) 
Judith M. Wallom, BA(Newcastle) DipEd DevCountries (Papua 

New Guinea) 

Administrative Assistants: 
Solvejg Iisley 
Violet M. Roberts 

Bursar's DIvision: 
Accountant: 
GA Searles, N>SA 

Finance: 
G.J. Parkinson 

Salaries: 
Marie Murnain 

Budget: 
Patricia L Lo'Ne 

Purchasing Officer: 
R.M. Richardson, AFIPSM, MtAA 

Assistant Purchasing Officer: 
N. McNaughton 

Properties Officer: 
V.G. ~ng, AAM, MISTSO 

Assistant Properties Officer: 
J.G. Brazier 

Maintenance Supervisor: 
F.J. ~Enearney 

Gardener Tradesman: 
J. Hicks 

Library Staff 

College Librarian: " 
.klan Blatchford, SA (Sydney), OpEd, />J..AA 

Technical Services: 
Senior Librarian: Robyn M. Emanuel, SA (New South Wales), 

/>J..AA 
Lynette D. Firkin, BA (Newcastle), OpUb, />J..AA 
Noelene M. ~ng, />J..AA 
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Rehrence Services: 
Senior Librarian: GW. Anderson, SA (Librarianshlp) (Canberra 

CAE) 
Jane E. Scott, BA (New England), DipEd (Sydney), />J..AA 
Jennifer M. Bennett, BMath (Newcastle), DipLib, ALAA 
Helen Uoyd, SA (Newcastle) 
Marilyn Wagstaff, /lJ..AA 

Non-Book Services: 
Margaret E. Stewart, SA (New South Wales), DipEd, />J....AA 
Margaret Mir, /lJ..AA 

Community Programmes 

Chairman of Committee: 
J.D. O'Donoghue, BA (Newcastle), OpEd 

Honorary Fellows of the 
College 

1975: Griffith Hammond CXJncan, OBE, MA (Sydney). BEd 
(Melboume), FACE 

t98t: Leslie Gibbs, AM, BEM. FAiM 

Honorary Associates of 
the College 

t 976: Edward Albury Crago, SSe (Sydney) 
1976: Gordon Olarles Elliott, SA, DipEd (Sydney), MA (New South 

Wales), ABPsS, MAlPsS, MACE 

Honorary Degrees of the 
College 

Bachelor of Education (Industrial Arts): 
t 980: Walter Eli Wilcox, MilA 

Bachelor of Education (Home ScienceiTextiles): 
1981: Mabel Frances Grady, SA (New South Wales) 

Bachelor of Education (Physical Education): 
1982: Harold Wesley Gillard, AM 
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Academic Structure 

TheColiege'sAcademic Structure is established infourdirnensions: 

AcademlcAdmlnlstratlon -the College Council, the Principal! 
Assistant Principal, and the Academic Board. 

Schools - with School Boards under the chainnanship of a Head 
of School. Each School Board is responsible for the administration 
of courses and the progression of students within a course. 

Academic Departments - under the leadership of a Head of 
Department. The Departments are responsible for the academic 
content of modules/subjects and for their teaching as a service to 
the Schools. 

Service Centres - established to service both departments and 
Schools (and possibly the community) with expertise, specialist 
equipment, the facilities. 

* Aschematic representation of the structure is on following page. 

Academic Board 
Terms of Reference 
Relative to academic matters the Academic Board shall: 
(a) recommend the broad policy for all matters pertaining to 

academic courses; 
(b) provide a forum for staff to give advice to the Principal and 

hence to Council on academic matters; 
(c) refer to Council, through the Principal, recommendations for 

dlanges in academic structure; and 
(d) where necessary, make recommendations directly to 

Council. 

Composition 
(i) Olairman: The Principal 
(ii) Deputy Olairrnan: The Assistant Principal 
(iii) Ex-officio 

members: Heads of School 
Assistant Heads of School 
Heads of Department 
l-leads of Service Centres 

Ov) Elected 
members: At least four members of academic staff 

M. least four students 
The number of elected members in excess offour in each category 
mall be determined from time to time by Academic Board. 

Government of Schools 

(a) Each School is administered by a School Board comprised 
a: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 

the Head of School (01ainnan); 
Assistant Head of School (if applicable); 
Course Directors (ex-officio); 
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(iv) one elected representative from each appropriate 
academic department; 

(v) one representative from each appropriate service 
centre; 

(vi) students members in accordance with rules governing 
student membership on School Boards. 

(b) Each School Board has the authority of the College Council to 
determinetheacademicstructurewithinitsSchool,subjectto 
ratification by tna Academic Board and Council. 

(e) Divisions of a School are established by the School Board 
(with the assent of AcademiC Board and Council) where it is 
deemed to be necessary to subdivide the academic adminis
tration in a large School. 

(d) The Course Director is responsible to the Head of School 
through the Head of Division (where appropriate) for the 
implementation of School Board policies relative to the 
development and management of a specific course or a 
cluster of courses. 

(e) Boards of Studies are established by the School Board to 
administer a particular course or cluster of courses. 
Each Board of Studies, whereestablishedseparatelyfromthe 
School Board, is comprised of: 
(i) the Head of School or Nominee (Chairman): 
(ii) the Assistant Head of School (if applicable); 
(iii) the appropriate Course Director; 
(iv) the appropriate Programme Co-ordinators; 
(v) one elected representative from each academic depart

ment servicing the School and not already represented 
by a Course Director or Programme Co-ordinator; 

(vi) student members in accordance with the rules govern
ing student membership on Boards of Studies. 

(f) VVhere a Board of Studies administers a cluster of courses, 
Course Committees are established in each academic area 
in which a College academic award is sought by students. 

Each Course Committee, where established separately from 
the Board of Studies, shall be comprised of; 
(i) the Course Director (Chairman); 
(ii) the Head of School and Assistant Head of School (ex

officio) (if applicable); 
(iii) Programme Co-ordinators (ex-officio); 
(iv) members of relevant specialist academic staff elected 

to the Course Committee under a policy determined by 
the School Board; 

(v) other members of the academic staff elected to the 
Course Committee under a policy determined by the 
School Board; 

(vi) up to three external specialists in the vocation as 
determined under a policy of the School Board; 

(vii) student members in accordance with rules governing 
student membership on Course Committees. 

(g) VVhere a Board of Studies functions also as a Course 
Committee, the composition shall be: 
(i) Olairman: Head of School or Nominee; 
(ii) Ex-officio Assistant Head of School (if applicable); 

members: Course Directors 
Programme Co-ordinators 

(iii) Elected 
Head of School where applicable; 

members: Representatives of Departments pro
viding at least one module compulsory 
for or peculiar to students in the course. 
~mbers of specialist academic staff, 
Students; 

(iv) Up to three external specialists in the vocation unless 
otherwise determined by the School Board. 

(h) VVhere aJoint Board of Studies is established, itscomposition 
shall be: 
(i) Olairman (acceptable to the co-operating institutions); 
(ii) an agreed number of members not fewer than three 

from each co-operating institution (NCAE membership 
must include any relevant Course Director and 
Programme Co-ordinator); and 

(iii) Student member in accordance with rules determined 
by the Joint Board of Studies. 

ACADEMIC 
\> STRUCTURE 
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Function of School 
Board 

Each School Board: 
(i) establishes Boards of Studies and specifies the courses for 

.....nich they are responsible; 
Oil specifies general School requirements within the broad 

course requirements set by the Academic Board; 
Vii) determines policies concerning admission, enrolment and 

progression in courses of study within the School subject to 
the approval of Council on the recommendation of the 
.Academic Board; 

(iv) submits to the Academic Board cases where students have 
fulfilled requirements for graduation or where exclusion from 
the College is recommended. 

(v) refers to the Academic Board recommendations for changes 
to the academic structure within the School; 

(vi) refers to the Academic Board recommendations on any 
matter affecting the School; 

(vii) deals with any matter referred to it by the Academic Board; 
(viii) deals with any matter referred to it by any of the Boards of 

Studies in the School; 
Ox) exercises such other duties and powers as may from time to 

time be delegaled 10 it by the CounCil and the Academic 
Board. 

Function of Boards 
of Studies 

Each Board of Studies: 
(i) assists in the supervision of courses and encourages and 

p-ornotes studies in its area of responsibility; 
Oi) establishes a Course Committee in each academic area 

associated with the responsibility of the Board leading to 
academic awards of the College; 

(iii) after consideration of recommendations from Course 
Committees, determines, within the general requirements set 
by the School Board, the details of courses within its charter; 

Ov) deals with any matter referred to it by the School Board; 
(v) submits to the School Board at the end of each academic 

session, reports on each student's total academic perform
ance and makes recommendations relative to progression in 
the course; 

(vi) deals with any matter referred to it by its Course Committees; 
(vii) exercises such other duties and powers as may from time to 

time be delegated to it by the Schoot Board. 
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Function of Course 
Committees 

Course Committees shall be established as committees of advice 
to Boards of Studies. In this capacity Course Committees' 
0) recommend to the Board of Studies specific requirements 10 

be met by students for gradualio~ in a particular course; 
(Ii) pi'"8pare the draft for new course submiSSions for conSider

ation by the Board of Studies, School Board and Academic 
Board; 

(iii) prepare the draft for revision of courses for consideration by 
the Board of Studies, School and Board and Academic 
Board; 

(v) exercise such other duties and powers related to course 
development and review as may from time 10 time be 
delegated to it by the Board of Studies. 

Academic Departments 

Within the Academic Structure of the College, Independent 
academic departments are established to service the Schools 
through the preparation, teaching and examination of modules. 
Responsibilities associated with the teaching of both academic 
content and vocational practice (method) are vested in each 
academic department. 
Future changes in Academic Structure will lake place through 
evolution. Development of particular areas may lead to the 
formation of new departments. ft.cademic departments shall be 
created by the CounCil on the recommendation of the Academic 
Board. 

Service Centres 

The Service Centres, headed by the officers listed, are: 
1 . Ubrary: College Ubrarian 
2. Instructional Media Unil: Head of Unit 
3. External Studies: Director of External Studies 
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ADMISSION 
Admission 88 a Student 
A person who has applied to undertake a course or subject or 
subjects shall upon the approval of admission to the College and 
the payment of such fees as may from time to time be determined 
become an admitted member of the Q)ltege and be deemed to 
have accepted the privileges and obligations of membership of the 
D>lege. 
Admission Baaed on the New South Wales Higher 
School Certificate 
A candidate before being deemed eligible to be considered for 
admission to Newcastle College of Advanced Education is 
required to: ' 
(a) offer at least 11 units in the N.S.w. Higher School Certificate 

presented from at least 4 approved subjects, one cJ which 
roosI be English, and 

(b) reach a standard accepted as satisfactory by the College 
.Academic Board in the English course attempted, and 

(c) have attained in that examination the aggregate of marks 
prescnbed by the College !'eademic Board (aggregate 
based on 10 best units), and 

(d) have satisfied in that examination the departmental entry 
prerequisites. 

Approved Subjects 
The approved subjects shall include: 
English Mcient History 
Mathematics .Art 
Science Economics 
O1inese Geography 
French Modern History 
GenTIan Food & Textile Science 
Oassical Greek Music 
l-iebrew Agriculture 
habic latvian 
Czech Uthuanian 
Indonesian Industrial .Arts 
halian General StLdies 
D..rtch Home Science 
Japanese Textile & Design 
Latin Farm Mechanics 
f\AOOern Greek Sheep Husbandry & 
Russian Wool Technology 
Spanish Polish 
I .. tmgarian Serbo-Croatian 
Ukranian Turkish 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
SCHOOL OF TEACHER EDUCATION 
1. Ilploma in Teaching (Primary, Early Olildhcxx:l and 

Secondary Education). 
2. Bachelor of Education. 
3. Bachelor of Music Education 
In addition to the General 'Admission Requirements (a) and (b) 
above, candidates for entry to the above courses must satisfy the 
following special English and departmental entry prerequisites: 
Special English Requirements 
(a) Students entering .Art Education, Home Economics, Industrial 

Arts, languages, Mathematics, Music, Physical Education, 
Science and Social Science should have attained in English 
at the H..S.c. the level of 

(i) 3 Unit, Percentile band 1-10 or better 
or Oil 2 Unit, Percentile band 11-20 or better 
or Oil) 2 Unit General, Percentile band 31-40 or better 
unless otherwise stated by the department concerned .. 

(b) Qrndidates for specialist secondary English courses should 
have attained in English at the H..S.c. the level of 

0) 3 Unij, Percentile band It -20 or bener 
or Oil 2 Unit, Percentile band 31-40 or better 
or Oii) 2 Unit General, Percentile band 71-80 or better

provided that those candidates who have attained 
in Engli~h at the H .. S .. C .. the level of 2 Unit General, 
Percentile barKt 71-80 or better, should have 
attained the level of 2 Unit, Percentileband31-40 in 
~y other !'NO humanities subjects .. (Geography, 
History, Economics, .Art, MUSiC or a Foreign 
Language). 

(c) OYldidates for entry to the Ilploma in Teaching/Bachelor of 
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Education (Primary Education)& (EariyOlildhood Education) 
should have attained in English at the H.S.C. the level of 

0) 3 Unit, Percentile band 1-10 or better 
or Oil 2 Unit, Percentile band 11-20 or better 
or Oii) 2 Unit General, Percentile band 31-40 or better 
Preference wiH be given to candidates with attainments at (c) 
0) or (c) (ii) levels. 

Admission to Specialist Courses 
M Educaflon Prescribed: Mleast a 2 lXIit course in M at 

the H.S.C. 
Preferred: A 3 Unit course in .Art at the 

HS.C. 
English/History Prescribed: Candidates must satisfy the 

Special English Requirements 
(b) staled abcve. 

t-bme Economics Preferred: (i) A 3 Unit COIJ{5e in Food 
and Textile Science 

or Oil Two 2 Unit courses from 
(a) Home Science 
(b) Textilesand Design 
(c) 'Science (01emstry 

preferred) 
Industrial Arts Preferred: Units in Industrial Arts, Math

ematics and Science .. 
languages Prescribed: Aforeign language at one of the 

following levels: 
3 lklit, Percentile band 11-20 
or better 
2 Unil, Percentile band 2t -30 
or better 
2 UnitZ, Percentile band 21-30 
or better 
2 Unit General, Percentile band 
7t -80 orbener, togethe<with 2 
Lklit or better in tlNO other 
h.rnanitiesSLtJjects(Geo!1aPhy, 
History, M, Music, English or 
Economics) 

Mathematics S1Ldents offering a 2 Unit General course in 
Mathematics are not eligible .. 
Prescribed: (1) StLdents offering the 2 

Unit course in Mathsmust 
attain a Percentile band 
of 71-80 or bener. 

(ii) Students offering a 3 Unit 
course in Maths must 
attain a Percentile band 
ci 31-40 or better .. 

Students offering the 4 Unit course in Math
ematics will be deemed eligible for consider
ation. 

MJs;c Specific Music Requirements -
In general, the candidate must: 

(i) have satisfactorily c0m
pleted Music examin
ations conducted by the 
Board of Senior School 
Studies of 3 unit, 2 unit 11 
or 2 unit I.. 
or 
Pass in Grade VI Perform
ance and Grade VI 
tvllsicianship in examin
ations conducted by the 
Australian Music Educa
tion Board. 
or 
Demonstrate musical 
expertise equivalent in 
standard to the require
ments listed above. 
and 

(ii) Satisfy the requirements 
of an interview/aooition 
conducted jointly by 
members of staff Irom the 
Conservatooum and the 
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College. 
M the interview/audition, 
applicants will be required 
to perform tlNO pieces of 
rrM..Isic of a contrasting 
nature and sing a song of 
their 0'NI1 choice (accom
panists must be provided 
where required) .. 
Applicants will also be 
required to undergo aural 
tests and tests of musical 
ability if competence in 
these has not been 
demonstrated by exam
ination results .. 
No preparation is required 
for tests of musical ability, 
but aural testswiU include: 
.Aural recognition of 
(a) lime signatures 
(b) Major and Minor 

tonality 
(c) Cadences 
(d) Triads 
(e) Intervals 

A'lysical Preferred: (i) A 2 Unit course in Math-
Education ematics and 

(ii) A2 Unit course in Science 
Science Students offering a 2 Unit General course in 

Science are not eligible .. 
Prescribed: (i) Mleast a 2lklit course in 

Science .. 
(ii) Nleast a 2 Unit course in 

Mathematics. 
Preferred: (i) A4 Unit course in Science 

at the H.S.C.: 
or (ii) A 2 Unit course in Olem

istry or Physics at the 
HS.C., and 

(iii) A4unitor3Unitcoursein 
Mathematics (not includ
ing a 2 Lklit General 
course) .. 

Social Sciences No specific prerequisites. LectlSers will be 
tased on the assumption that students have 
studied Economics or Geography at the H.S .. c. 

4. Diploma In Teaching (Technical and Further 
Education) 

In general, candidates should possess recognised specialist 
technical qualifications suitable as a basis for teaching in post
secondary technical and further education or similar fields. 
0) An applicant for admission to candidature for the Diploma in 

Teaching shall rx>SSess either 
(a) a Trade Certificate, or 
(b) a Certificate of the technician or middle level kind of the 

New South Wales Department of Technical and Further 
Education,or 

(c) an Associate Diploma, 
or shafl 

(d) have completed a three-year full-time technical course 
based upon a School Certificate or Higher School 
Certificate, or 

(e) have such specialised training and occupational 
experience as to have been selected by the Ilrector of 
Technical and Further Education for employment as a 
teacher, or 

(f) have such vocational education qualifications as may 
be deemed by the Academic Board to be equivalent to 
roe of the qualifications (a) to (d) above, or 

(g) be eligible for admission to the College as a mature age 
candidate, 
AND 

(h) have had, except in cases under (c) and (d) afore
mentioned, a minimum of three years' occupational 
experience related to the specialised vocational 
qualification forming the basis of application for admis-

sion .. 
5. Diploma In Teacher Llbrarlanshlp 
Candidates must be teachers having at least 2 years' trained 
certificate attainments and a minimum of 2 years' teaching 
experience. 
6. Graduate Diploma In Education (Primary and 

Secondary Education) 
Candidates must be graduates of a recognised university or hold 
qJalifications deemed equivalent.. Ilplomates of a recognised 
tertiary institution who hold a three year diploma in a field other than 
teacher education may be deemed eligible for consideration for 
admission. 
/owlicants who have completed the equivalent of 8!9ths of a 
degree or diploma may be considered for admission .. Gandidates 
oomitted under this regulation are required to complete degree! 
diploma requirements concurrently with their candidature for the 
Graduate Ilploma in Education. 
7. Graduate Diploma In Education (Technical and 

Further Education) 
In general, candidates should have a university degree or other 
appropriate tertiary quanfication and be employed for concurrent 
teaching in technical and further education .. 
(i) M applicant for admission to candidates for the Graduate 

[lploma in Education shall either 
(a) have qualifiedfor an appropriate degree at an approved 

institution, or 
(b) have qualified for an appropriate diploma at an approved 

tertiary institution, or 
(c) hold qualifications approved as equivalent, e .. g .. 

membership by examination of a professional asscx;i
atien for which degree qualifications are a normal 
requirement.. 

(ii) Applicantswho have completed all requirements for adegree 
cradiplomasaveonecoursemaybeadmittedtocandidature .. 
Candidates admitted under this regulation are required to 
complete the course necessary to fulfil the requirements of 
the degree or diploma concurrently with their candidature for 
the Graduate Ilploma in Education .. 

8. Graduate Diploma In Educational Studies 
(Curriculum Development) 

Candidates for entry to this course are required to: 
0) hold a degree or equivalent qualification from a recognised 

tertiary institution together with an approved teacher education 
Q.JaIificatioo; or 

(ii) hold a diploma in teaching from an approved tertiary insti
Mion; and 
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(iii) have at least 2 years' teaching experience. 
9. Graduate Diploma In Educational Studies 

(Advanced Teaching Method) 
Candidates for entry to this course are required to: 
(i) hold a degree or equivalent qualification from a recognised 

tertiary instiMion together with an approval teacher education 
q..Jalification; or 
hold a Ilploma in Teaching from an approved tertiary 
institution; and 

(ii) have at least two year's teaching experience or su'ltable 
equivalent experience .. 

10. Graduate Diploma In Educational Studies 
(Educational Drama) 

candidates for admission to the course are required to have 
completed: 
(i) an approved 3 or 4 year teacher education programme which 

includes at least tlNO courses in Drama, or English in which 
[)ama is a significant component, and at least two years of 
successful teaching experience; or 

(ii) an approveddegreeorGraduate Ilplomain Educationwhich 
includes at least tlNO courses in Drama, or English in which 
[)ama is a significant component, and at least two years of 
successful teaching experience; or 

(iii) an approved diploma or degree which may not include 
sufficient Drama, if the candidate has undertaken Drama 
studies of significant duration and depth in, for instance, 
in-service courses, vacation schools run by professional 
theatre companies, university community programs depart
ments or similar, and has had at least two years of successful 
teaching experience .. 

Gaduates with qualifications other than those described above 



may be considered for admission by the Mmissions Committee of 
the College. 
11. Graduate Diploma In Educational Studies 

(Special Education) 
Candidates for entry to this course are required to: 
1. have completed either 

(i) an appropriate degree from a recognised university or 
college of advanced education together 'Nith an 
approved programme of pre-service teacher education; 
or 

(ii) a UG2 Diploma in the field of Teacher Education from 
an approved institution; or 

(iii) such other studies at approved tertiary institution(s) as 
the College deems to be equivalent to 0) or (ii) above. 

2. have at least three years' teaching experience and proven 
competence as a teacher. (Information will be sought from 
ty.,.u referees knowledgeable of the person's teaching situ
ation and ability). 

NOTE: Candidates who have more than five years' teaching 
experience and/or are currently serving as resource 
teachers may be given priority for entry. 

SCHOOL OF PARAMEDICAL AND COMMUNITY 
WELFARE STUDIES 
1. Diploma In Teaching (Nursing) and Diploma In 

Administration (Nursing) 
(i) have completed the requirements for registration in any of the 

fields accredited by the Nurses Registration Board of N.S.W. 
and be currently registered; 

(ii) have completed 
(a) two years post-registration experience in the area of 

specialisation, or 
(b) one year post-registration experience in each of two 

areas of specialisation; I 

(iii) (a) be currently engaged in the practice of her/his speciality, 
or 

(b) generally have been absent for not more than 5 years 
from practising as a nurse specialist. 

Nurse specialists 'NIlo have not practised as nurse speciaiists 
'Nithin the last two years may be required to undertake 
preliminary refresher courses before being considered foir 
admission. 
Nurse specialists 'NIlo have not had substantial practice on a 
reasonably regular basis formorethan 5 years'Nill be required 
to demonstrate to the satisfaction of the /l.dmission Committee 
an adequate knowledge of and their competence in current 
nursing practice. 
Non-nurses seeking entry to the Diploma in Teaching 
(Nursing) and Diploma in Mministration (Nursing) courses 
shall have satisfied the general entry requirements of the 
College and, in addition, shall be graduates in Science 
(including) ,Applied Science) or Social Science with degree 
components deemed satisfactory by the College Mmissions 
Q)mmittee or Equivalent qualifications; and at interview, 
demonstrate a commitment to the application of the dis
cipline to the Heaith Care profession. 

Applicants who meet the criteria set out in (i), (ii) and (iii) above but 
cb not meet the general entry requirements of the College may 
apply for admission under the College's Mature .Aqe Entry pro
visions. 
2. Diploma in Applied Science (Nursing) 
Applicants for admission to the course must be 17 years of age by 
the date of the commencement of the course. ,Applicants should 
possess the New South Wales Higher School Certificate with a 
result in Englishwhich satisfies the requirement set from time to time 
for students entering courses having similar demands. Applicants 
must have achieved a satisfactory pass in Science (2 Unit 
Olemistry or Chemistry as part of the multi-strand Science course 
preferred) and should generally have achieved an aggregate mark 
O<?t lower than 230. Mature age applicants over the ageof 21 years 
VV!!I be coosideredfor admission tothecourse. Thefollowing factors 
'Mil be taken into consideration in the selection of mature age 
applicants: 
(0 results of mature age entry examinations. 
O~) evidence of recent academic study. 
(in) relevant work experience. 
(iv) motivation. 
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.AJI students who are selected for admission to the Diploma of 
Applied Science (Nursing) will be required to fumish a medical 
certificate. 
3. Associate Diploma in Automated Information 

Processing 
Before enrolling forthe Associate Diploma in Automated Information 
Processing a candidate should: 
(a) have met the general entry requirements of the College; 

or 
(b) be at least 21 years of age by the day of enrolment and have 

qualified as a mature age entrant. 
Candidates for admission to the course will also be expected to 
lIldertake an aptitude test at which their potential for successfully 
undertaking the course will be gauged. 
4. Associate Diploma In Social Welfare 
Application for admission to the Associate Diploma in Social 
Application for admission to the Associate Diploma in &>cial 
Welfare course who satisfy the General Admission Requirements 
(a) and (c) as stated above shall also be required to satisfy the 
College Admissions Comminee of their suitability for and interest in 
Social Welfare work. However, previous academic achievement 
will be considered as only one criterion of suitability and applications 
are encouraged from those with qualifications such as welfare 
experience, proven ability, demonstrated commitment and/or 
strong motivation. It is generally expected that suitable candidates 
will be over 19 years of age. ,Applicants may be asked to attend the 
College for an intelview. 
5. Associate Diploma in Diagnostic Medical 

Radiography 
In addition to satisfying the College's general admission require
ments candidates for entry must have attained the following 
minimum grades at the N.S.W. Higher School Certificate: 
English Prescribed: 2 or 3 Unit, Percentile band 11-

20 or better. 

Mathematics 

Science 

2 UnitA, Percentile band 31-40 
or better. 

Prescribed: 2 or 3 Unit, Percentile band 11 -
20 or better. 

Prescribed: 2 Unit Physics, Percentile band 
31-40 or better. 
4 Unit including Physics, Per
centile band 31-40 or better. 

6. Associate Diploma in Police Studies 
Applicantsfor admission to the Associate Diplomain Police Studies 
course should: 
(i) have met the general entry requirements of the College; or 
Oi) be at least 21 years of age by the day of enrolment and have 

qualified as a mature age entrant. 
As well as the above candidates must: 
(i) have the status of permanent appointment in the NSW Police 

Force and have had that status for at least two years; 
(ii) or be deemed to have achieved a similar level and type of 

training. 
7. Graduate Diploma in Multicultural Studies 
Students enrolling in the course are required to: 
(a) hold a diploma or degree from a recognisedtertiruy institution 

OR 
(b) (i) 

(ii) 

have had substantial experience in a multicultural or 
ethnic context 
and 
can demonstrate an ability to perform at a graduate 
level by dint of previous studies undertaken. These 
studies should be at a level significantly above those of 
the level of the Higher School Certificate and could 
include studies done in countries other than Australia. 
VVhere this level is difficult to determine the College 
could require an entrance examination. 

SCHOOL DF VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 
1. Bachelor of Arts (Visual Arts) 
In addition to the general admiSSion requirements, candidates for 
entry to the Bachelor of Arts (Visual Arts) course must satisfy the 
following special English and course entry prerequisites: 
English Prescribed: 3 Unit, 2 Unit or 2 Unit General, 

Percentile band 11-20orbetter. 
Art Prescribed: At least a 2 Unit course in Art. 

Preferred: A 3 Unit course in Art 

+ 

Applicants who have not had the opportunity to present art for the 
HSC may submit at interview a substantial portfolio of work which 
clearly demonstrates artistic ability of a standard comparable to that 
expected of applicants who have presented art for the HSC. 
Candidates may also be considered on the follo'Ning criteria: 
(i) completion of the T AFE Art Certificate or equivalent post

secondary studies in art having a duration of at leasttwoyears 
full-time AND achievement of a satisfactory result in the 
tv1ature fJ.J;Je English test. 

(ii) Mature fJqe entry. 
I/'Jhere an applicant wishes to be considered for admission 
under a "Mature fJqe" provision, asubstantial portfolio of work 
must be submitted which clearly demonstrates an artistic 
ability of a standard comparable to that required for normal 
admissions. In such cases the applicant will be required to 
attend for interview and aseries of entrance tests to show that 
the course can be successfully completed. 

2. Associate Diploma In Creative Arts and Crafts 
In addition to the General Admission Requirements (a) and (c) 
above, candidates for entry to the Associate Diploma in Oeative 
Ms and Crafts 'Nill be required to satisfy the AdmissionsCommittee 
that they have the potential to benefit from undertaking the course. 
Candidates who are not eligible for entry under the General 
Mmission Requirements or Other Entry Provisions may neverthe
less be admitted if they satisfy the Admissions Committee of their 
p)tential to benefit from undertaking the course. 
Candidates may be required to attend the College for an interview 
as part of the selection procedure. 
3. Graduate Diploma In Art 
Candidates for entry to the Graduate Diploma in Art courses in the 
fields of Ceramics, Illustration, Painting, Photography, Printmaking, 
Sculpture and Textiles should have successfully completed a 
Oploma or Degree in Art or equivalent with specialisation in the 
subject area for which graduate entry is sought. A portfolio (this may 
be in the form of slides, documents, publications, photographs, 
video, film or other evidence) of completed art work should be made 
available for examination by a course admissions selection panel 
and applicants will normally be required to anend for an inteNiew.lt 
is expected that applicants will be able to indicate their reasons for 
wishing to work at graduate level. 
Exceptiooally, where an applicant wishes to be considered for 
admission as an "Established Artist", a substantial portfolio (this 
may be in the form of slides, documents, publications, photographs, 
video, filmorotherevidence) of work will be submitted which clearly 
demonstrates an artistic ability and knowledge of a standard 
comparable to that required for normal admissions. The Established 
Artist category is only available to those persons who can demon
strate a degree of public standing in their field. In all such cases the 
applicant will be required to attend for an interview and otherwise 
show that the course can successfully be completed if admitted. 

OTHER ENTRY PROVISIONS 
Mature Age Entry 
Applicants 'NIlo will be at least 21 years of age by March 1, 1984 
may apply for oomission as mature age entrants, whether or not 
they meet the normal entry requirements. Such applicants may be 
required to anend the College in November, 1983 for a series of 
entrance tests and inteNiews. ,Applicants who are not admitted as 
mature age entrants wills till be considered for admission on the 
basis of whatever academic qualifications they may hold. 
Artisan Entry 
ProviSion is made for the admission into Industrial Arts courses with 
one year's advanced standing of suitably qualified tradesmen with 
the Higher School Certificate or equivalent. 
Candidates seeking entry to the Artisan course must possess the 
following qualifications:-
1. (i) Successful completion of at least four approved sub

jects including English at the N.S.W. Higher School 
Certificate or equivalent examination; or 

(ii) Completion of one of the following certificate courses 
conducted by the Department ofT echnical and Further 
Education:- Automotive Engineering, Electrical 
Engineering, Marine Engineering Technology, Materials 
Testing, Mechanical Engineering, Metalliferous Mine 
Surveyors, Metallurgy, Production Engineering; or 

(iii) Other equivalent qualifications; 
AND IN ADDITION 
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2. (i) Completion of an apprenticeship; or 
(ii) Possession of a certificate of trade competency in an 

appropriate trade such as fitting and machining, 
electrical fitting, pattem making, boiler making, car
pentry and joinery or cabinet making and allied trades; 
or 

(iii) Employment as a trainee and completion of one of the 
certificate courses listed in 1 (ii), above; or 

Ov) Employment as a trainee engineer with completion of 
one of majority of studies for a degree or diploma in 
Engineering; or 

(v) Completion of the Metallurgy Certificate as well as the 
Higher School Certificate or Leaving Certificate. 

Provisional Admission 
Provision has been made forthe admission to courses of applicants 
who do not possess recognised entry qualifications. The AdmiS
sions Committee may recommend the admission of such an 
applicant under such conditions or with such standing as it may 
detennine where the applicant has satisfied the Committee that he 
has reached a standard of education sufficient to enable him to 
pursue his proposed course of study. 
My candidate who wished to apply for admission on the basis of 
qualifications other than those listed above and is in doubt about his 
eligibility for admission is invited to approach the College for advice. 
Advance Standing 
The College may give credit for relevant tertiary studies completed 
at other recognised institutions. 
Applications for advanced standing must be accompanied by 
official documentation of previously completed studies and will be 
acJSessed on an individual basis by the Admissions Committee. 
Conversion ProviSions 
External courses are available to enable suitably qualified teachers 
who hold the Diploma in Teaching to qualify for the degree of 
Bachelor of Education. These are currently offered in the Earfy 
O1ildhood and Primary fields and in several secondary specialis
ations. 
ftJl applications for admission to these courses are assessed by the 
Mmissions Committee. 

HOW TO APPLY 
Undergraduate Courses 
In 1985 the College participates with other colleges and universities 
in N.S.W. in the centralising of applicants for admission through the 
Universities and Colleges .Admissions Centre (U.CAC.). Applic
ations for admission to undergraduate courses (i.e. those available 
to schoolleavers) must be made on the joint application form which 
may be obtained either at high schools throughout the State orfrom 
U.CAe. by writing to: 

The Universities and Colleges Admissions Centre, 
P.O. Box 7049, 
G.P.O. 
SYDNEY. N.SW 2001 Telephone: (02) 232 1699 

The joint application form may also be obtained from the College. 
Applications for admission to undergraduated courses must be 
lodged at the U.CAe. office. 
Graduate and External Courses 
.All applications for admission to graduate and external courses in 
1985 must be made direct to the College on forms available only 
from the College. These may be obtained by writing to: 

The Registrar, 
Newcastle College of Advanced Education, 
P.O. Box 84, 
WARATAH, N.8W. 2298 Telephone (049) 671388 

Closing Date 
The closing date for all applications for admission in 1985 is 
O::tober 2, 1984. Successful applicants will be advised by letter in 
early February, 1985. New students 'Nill be required to attend the 
College in persoo in mid-February to have their enrolments approved 
and to pay fees. 
Deferment 
S1udents offered a place in the College may be granted a deferment 
d 12 months in taking up the place offered. Such a request for 
deferment must be made in writing. If deferment is granted, the 
student must advise the College of his/her intention to take up the 
pace offered by October of the year prior to enrolling. 
Limitation of Numbers 
The Council may limit the number of places available in any subject 
ocr course. 



REQUIREMENTS FOR THE REGULATION OF 
SEMESTER PROGRAMMES 

(INTERIM RULES) 
A. DEFINITIONS 
CREDIT POINTS:A measure of the minimum amount of work 

required for a module/course. The normal hour 
equivalent for each credit point is two and two 
thirds contact and study hours per week per 
semester. 

MODJLE: A unit of study taken by a student as part of the 
requirements of the College award. 

COURSE: The aggregate set of modules leading to an 
award of the College as defined in the require
ments for the particular degree or diploma. -

FULL-TIME A student enrolled in modules totalling 75% or 
STUDENT: more of the total credit points of the course minus 

the total credit points of any practicum divided by 
the normal semester duration of the course. 

PART-TIME A student enrolled in modules totalling less than 
STUDENT: 75% of the total credit points of the course minus 

the total credit points of any practicum divided by 
the normal semester duration of the course. 
(For the purpose of the requirements an external 
student means a student who enrols in a course 
available by correspondence. External students 
'Nill normally be enrolled in a part-time programme 
and be designated as part-time students. 

PACX3RAMME: A sequence of modules taken by a student to 
satisfy the requirements of an award of the 
O>lege. 

NORMAL (a) The nOffilal duration of a course of fuJI-time 
DURATION: students shall be: 

G"aduate Courses 2 semesters 
Degree Courses 6-8 semesters 
Ilploma Courses 6 semesters 
Associate Diploma Courses 4 semesters 

(b) The normal duration of a course for part
time students shall be twice that prescribed 
for full-time students. 

Notwithstanding the above, variations to the stated 
duration of courses exist and reference should be 
made to the Requirements for the particular 
award to determine the length of time set dO'Nfl for 
that course. 

B. REQUIREMENTS 
1. MAXIMUM TIME FOR (X)MPLETION OF COURSE. 

1 .1. Full-time students enrolled in a course having a normal 
duration of two semesters will required permiSSion of 
the School Board to proceed after three semesters. 

1.2 FuJI-time students enrolled in a course having a normal 
duration offour semesters will require permission of the 
School Board to proceed after six semesters. 

1 .3 FUll-time &tudents enrolled in a course having a normal 
ooration of six semesters will require permission of the 
School Board to proceed after eight semesters. 

1 .4 Full-time students enrolled in a course having a normal 
duration of eight semesters will require permission of 
the School Board to proceed after ten semesters. 

1.5 A student's progress in the course will be reviewed 
annually and any student who is determined as being in 
jeopardy of not completing within the maximum time 
will be notified. 

1.6 In general, the maximum time permitted for part-time 
students to complete a course shall be double that 
permitted for full-time students. 

2. MAXIMUM CREDrT POINTS PER SEMESTER 
2.1 Astudent may enrol in anyone semester in modules the 

total credit point value of which does not exceed that 
arrived at by dividing the total credit points for the 
course minus practicum credit points by the normal 
semester duration of the course. 

2.2 ThIs requirement may be varied with the permission of 
the appropriate Board of Studies on the recommend
ation of the appropriate Head of School. In general it is 
expected that no Board of Studies will authorise a 
student to attempt more than the above prescribed 
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maximum credit points without reference to the School 
Board. 

3. RNAL DATE FOR ENROLMENT IN MODULES 
Except with the express permission of the Head of School a 
student will normally be expected to enrol in a mooule before 
the commencement of lectures for that module. 

4. PROGRESS IN THE COURSE 
A student shaM be permitted to continue in the course: 
(a) while ever it is possible for him/her to accumulate the 

total credit points for the award either: 
0) within the maximum time as defined in Regulation 

(1); 
0< 

Oil within the further perioo of time stipulated by the 
School Board in accordance with the provisions 
lflder Regulalion (1). 

0< 
(b) unless he/she fails to meet Practicum requirements 

'Nithin a period stipulated by the School Board. 
5. UNSATISFACTORY PROGRESS 

5.1 A student who fails to meet the requrements under 
Regulation (4) shall be excluded from further study in 
the course for a period of one semester. 

5.2 Such a student may apply alter one semester for re
admission to the course. If the Admissions Committee 
is satisfied that the condition or circumstances of the 
student have so changed that there is reasonable 
probability that he/she will make satisfactory progress 
in hiS/her studies, it may recommend to the Academic 
Board the re-admission of the student under such 
conditions as it may determine. 

5.3 Astudent excluded from acourse is excluded from that 
course only and may apply for admission to other 
courses in which case his!h8f application will be 
considered in the normal way. 

6. SHOW CAUSE 
A student affected by a decision under section (5) of this 
requirement shall be invited to give reasons as towhyhe/she 
should not be excluded from the Course. Such reasons must 
be presented in writing to the Registrar. 
(a) The Academic Progression Review Committee will 

examine any written submission and hear a student in 
person (if the student so desires) before a decision to 
exclude the student from a course is implemented. 
Should the Committee recommend to the Academic 
Board, as a result of its review, that a student be 
permitted to continue in a course, the Committee may 
recommend to Academic Board the condition(s) under 
which the particular student may so continue. 

(b) Both the student and relevant members of staff are 
permitted to make written submissions and to be heard 
in person by the Academic Progression Review Com
mittee. 

(c) The Academic Progression Review Committee shall 
comprise the Assistant Principal (Olainnan and 
Convenor), three student members, one to be elected 
byeach oflhe School Boards, and the HeadsofScl1oo 
or their nominees. 

(d) In appearing before this Committee a student shall be 
€(ltilled to legal or such other representation as he/she 
desires byway of counsel. Hearingsshall notbe subject 
to the Rules of Evidence. 

(e) Academic Progression Review Committee shall make 
recommendations to Academic Board. The decision 
made by the Academic Board will be notified to the 
student in writing. 

7. APPEAL AGAINST EXCLUSION 
A student excluded from any course of the College may 
appeal to the Council. Such appeal must be in writing 
addressed to the Registrar of the College. 

8. WITHDRAWAL 
Astudent who withdra'NS from one or more mooules at a time 
after the mid-point of the programmed duration of the 
module(s) shall be deemed to have failed in the module(s). 
t-bwever, such a student may apply to the Head School who, 
after consultation with the relevant departments concerned, 
may allow him/her to withdraw without failure. 

t 
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9. LEAVE OF ABSENCE 
9.1 A student who has successfully completed the equiva

lent of at least Iv.otl semesters of a College programme
(a) may be granted leave of absence for a maximum 

cI two consecutive semesters with the right of a 
place in the same course at the end of that time, 
subject to the following conditions: 
0) that the course is being offered by the 

O>lege; 
(ii) that the student applies for re-admission at 

least two (2) calendar months before the 
commencement of the semester in which 
he/she seeks to be re-admitted. 

(b) IAlhere, during the period of absence, the College 
hassignificantly modified the course, the College 
Academic Board shall, on the advice of the 
Admissions Committee, determine the require
ments for completion ci the course. 

(c) IAlherethecourseisnolongeroffered, the College 
Academic Board may, on the advice of the 
Admissions Committee, grant the student 
advanced standing in another course. 

9.2 A student who is not eligible for leave of absence may 
withdraw from the course (with or without failure) and, 
on seeking re-admission to the course, may be re
enrolled provided there is a place available in the 
course to which re-admission is sought. Should such 
be available, the College Academic Board, on the 
advice of the Admissions Committee, shall determine-
(a) the standing to be granted to the student; 
(b) ftKther requirements the student shall meet to 

complete the course. 
10. RElAXING CLAUSE 

The College Academic Board may relax these requirements 
in special cases. 

GENERAL PRESCRIPTIONS 
GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR AWARD OF DIPLOMAS 
In order to qualify for a degree or diploma of the College, every 
candidate shall satisfy the requirements for admission to the 
appropriate course of study, following the course of study for the 
p-escribed periods, pass the prescribed examinations and assign
ments, pay the fees prescribed and comply with such procedures 
and rues as are determined by the College Council. 

FEES 
The fees payable in respect of attendance at the College shall be 
determined from time to time by the Council, acting in accordance 
Vv'ith the provisions of the Act. 
Thefollowing schedule of fees and charges has been prescribed by 
Council. 
1. Students Association Fee 
AJI registered full time students must pay an annual membership fee 
d $80 .00 to the Students' Association. All students enrolled in part
time courses in the College are required to pay a Students' 
Association fee of $40.00. External students are required to pay a 
lee 01 $15.00 
2. Service Charge 
All registered full-time, part-time and external study students are 
required to pay a service charge of $3.00. Payment of this charge 
will entitle full-time and part-time students to a copy of the College 
Calendar and for external study students to a copy of the College 
Calendar, extemal study Supplement to the Catendar and Award 
booklet. 
3. Late Enrolment and Re-enrolment Charges 
(a) Late lodgement of re-enrolment form charge, where a con

tinuing student fails to lodge a re~nrolment form with the 
Student Administration Office by the prescribed date 

. . ............................ $10.00 
(b) Late enrolmenVre-enrolment charge, where a continuing 

student does not lodge the "approved" section of the enrol
ment form with the cashier by Monday, March 4, 1985 
............................ . ....... $10.00 

(c) Late enrolment charge, where a commencing student does 
oot lodge the "approved" section of the enrolment form with 
the cashier by Monday March 4,1985 ........... $10.00 

(d) Late lodgement charge, where an application to sit for 

examination is lodged alter the costing date.. . .... $8.00 
(e) late payment charge, where payment due under sections (1) 

and (2) above are not paid within an extension of time to pay 
fees approved by the Principal ..... $5.00 

4. Late Lodgement Charge 
IIvhere Verification of Programme advice is looged alter the 
p-escribed closing date. . . . .. $8.00 
5. Other Charges 
Examination under special supervision (per paper) ..... $12.00 
Review of examination results (per subject). 
(The charge is refundable if the result is altered). . . ..... $3.00 
Academic Statements in excess of six per annum... . .. $0.15 

per copy 
Replacement of student identity card. . . . . ..... $1 .00 
* All fees and charges are subject to review. 

Refund of Student Fees 
,Application for RefundS of Student Fees following withdrawal 
should be lodged with the Administrative Secretary, Students' 
Association as soon as possible accompanied by a photooopy of 
~oved variation form and receipt. Normally, fees under $40 will 
not be refunded. 

TIMETABLE REQUIREMENTS 
f\b sltK:ient may enrol in any year for any combination of subjects 
which is incompatible with the requirementsofthetimetableforthat 
year. 

ATTENDANCE REQUIREMENTS 
1. Attendance at lectures is expected, but optional. 
2. The relevant head of department shall be responsible for 

determining whether attendance at tutorials, workshops, etc. 
is compulsory and to what extent a student's attendance 
record will be taken into account in assessment of the 
student's grading in a particular module. 
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3. The head of department, in determining the requirements for 
attendance at Morials, workshops, etc. shall dose within the 
following policy guidelines: 
(a) The student mustbe made aware of the extenttowhich 

his failure to comply with any attendance requirement 
will affect his final assessment. This means that require
ments concerning attendance are subject to Clause 
1.2 of the rules governing the assessment and reviewof 
gades awarded which states: "Students shall be 
advised, in writing, at the commencement of study in a 
subject or module of a course of the assessment 
1N9ighting criteria, which may differ between subjectsor 
mcxtules, to be applied in assessing a student's work 
and in determining the final grades awarded in the 
subject or modute. The assessment criteria and pro
cedures shall bedescribed in detail sufficient toenable 
astudent to understand the academic requirements for 
each assessment or examination activity." 

(b) The lecturer/s responsibte for each module which has 
an attendance requirement shall keep an accurate 
record of each student's attendance. 

(c) A student who has not attended at least 75% of the 
compulsory tutoriats, workshops, MC., relevant to a 
rncx:tule shall be deemed to have failecl that module. 

(d) Where a student fails a mcx:lule because of failure to 
comply with (cl and can demonstrate that there was a 
legitimate reason for his absence (e.g. illness) the head 
ci department may permit the student to recoup the 
failure by completion of work of the type that would have 
been done had the student been able to attend. 

4. IAlhere a head of department decides that a module shall have 
no compulsory attendance requirement, he shall explain the 
reasons for this decision to Academic Board. 

5. Academic Board has determined that for the purposes of 
these requirements block Practice Teaching shall be deemed 
to be a workshop situation and that attendance at blook 
Practice Teaching will be compulsory. 

EXAMINATIONS 
General 
A student's work in each subject shall be assessed either by final 
examination or by progressive assessment or both. The form of the 



assessment shall be determined by the head of the department 
concerned. 
The Council shall determine the dates upon which final examin
ations will take place. The head of each subject department shall 
determine the requirements for the conduct of progressive assess
ment within his department. 
.AJI students shall be required to notify the Registrar by the 
rxescribed date of the subjects in which they expect to be given a 
result. 
A late lodgement charge will be applied where a student fails to 
notify the Registrar by the prescribed date of the subjects which he 
wishes to present for examination. Late notifications will not be 
accepted later than two weeks after the prescribed closing date for 
notification without the approval of the Registrar. 
Atimetable showing the time and place of each examination will be 
posted on official notice boards prior to the holding ofexaminations. 
Students are expected to acquaint themselves with the details. 
Misreading of the timetable will not be accepted as a reason for 
failing to attend at an examination. Students who are unable to 
attend an examination byvirtue of their religious beliefs may apply to 
the Registrar in writingto be examined at analternativetime. Where 
this request is granted a special supelVision fee may be charged. A 
student may be required by the examiner in a subject to undertake 
supplementary examinations following the final examinations in 
CIder to satisfy the examiner of the student's performance at the final 
examinations. Such additional examination may take the form of 
practical, oral or 'NIitten work and will be regarded as forming part of 
the final examinations. 
Conduct of Examinations 
1 . Candidates are required to obey any instruction given by a 

&JpelVisor for the proper conduct of the examination. 
2. Candidates are expected to be in their places in the examin

ation room not less than fifteen minutes before the time for' 
commencement of the examination. 

3. No bag, 'NIiting paper, blotting paper, manuscript or book, 
other than a specified aid, is to be brought into the examin
ation room. Small hand purses for carrying money and/or 
other valuables may be brought into the examination room. 
SupelVisors have the right to determine what is admissable in 
this context. 

4. No candidate shall be admitted to an examination after thirty 
minutes from the time for the commencement of the examin
ation. In the case where the same examination will be 
conducted for asecond group of students has concluded, no 
candidate will be admitted to the second session of the same 
examination after the time specified for the commencement 
of the second session or the time the second group is 
admitted to the examination room, whichever is the later. 

5. No candidate shall be permitted to leave the examination 
room before the expiry of thirty minutes from the commence
ment or during the tast ten minutes of the examination. No 
extra time will be allowed to students who arrive late. In 
special instances candidates may be required to remain in 
the examiantion room for the duration of an examination. 

6. No candidate shall be re-admitted to the examination room 
after he has left it unless during the full period of his absence 
he has been under approved supervision. 

7. A candidate shall not by any improper means obtain or 
endeavour to give assistance to any other candidate, or 
commit any breach of good order. 

• Candidates are required to complete attendance slips for 
every examination and to provide all the information sought. 

9. Smoking is not permitted during the course of an examination. 
10. A candidate who commits any infringement of the rules 

\PI9ming examinations is liable to disqualification at the 
particular examination and if detected at the time, to immediate 
expulsion from the examination room, and is liable to such 
further penalty as may be determined. 

RULE XI/3(b){1 
ASSESSMENT AND REVIEW OF GRADES AWARDED 
1 .1 For the purpose of this Rule, subject Of module refers to any 

assessable unit of a course, including a practicum require
ment, for which the grade awarded in the subject or module is 
entered in the official transcript of a student's academic 
record; grade refers to a siX-point scale comprising High 
[lstinction (HD), [lstinction (DIST), Credit (C), Pass (PI, 
Terminating Pass{TP)and Fail (FF) Of, in some instances, toa 
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tvvo-point scale comprising Ungraded Pass (UP) and Fail (FF); 
and result refers to the result given for classwork or an 
assignment which is a component of the progressive 
assessment of a subject Of module. 

1.2 Students shall be advised, in writing, at the commencement 
dstudyin asubjectormoduleof acourse of the aassessment 
weighting criteria, which may differ between subjects or 
roodules, to be applied in assessing a student's work and in 
determining the final grades awarded in the subject or 
module. The assessment criteria and procedures shall be 
described in detail sufficient to enable a student to under
stand the academic requirements for each assessment or 
examination activity. 

1.3 It shall be the responsibility of the Departmental Board of the 
kademic Department responsible for offering the subject or 
module to ensure that the assessment weighting criteria 
referred to in 1.2 is available to students in 'NIiting, and is 
adhered to by the lecturers responsible for teaching the 
subject or module in carrying out individual assessments and 
in determining the final grades awarded in the subject or 
roodule. 

1 .4 At. the same timed as the assessment weighting criteria fOf" a 
subject or module are made available to students, lecturers 
shall be required to submit for filing within the Department 
responsible for the offering of the subject or module a copy of 
the assessment weighting criteria so published. The sub
mitteddocuments shall be kept onfilefor aminimum period of 
tINO years. 

1.5 It shall be the responsibility of a student to ensure that he/she 
has obtained a copy of the assessment 'Neighting criteria 
made available for a subject or module inwhich the student is 
enrolled. 

1 .6 I/v'here classwork or assignments during the yearform part of 
the progressive assessment of a subject or module, students 
shall be made aware within areasonable time by the lecturers 
responsibte for the teaching of the subject or module of the 
results given for such classwork and assignments. 

1 .7 MY request by a student for reconsideration of a result 
rotainedforclassworkor an assignmentshall bemade within 
a fortnight of the retum of the work to the student by the 
lecturer responsible fOf assessing the classwork or aSSign
ment. The outcome of reconsideration of a result obtained fOf 
dasswork or an assignment can be a better result, no change 
in result, or a worse result. 

1.8 Astudentwho is dissatisfied with the final grade awarded in a 
subject or module may apply for a review of the grade 
3'N8rded. A review of a final grade awarded in a subject or 
module can result in a better grade, no change in grade, or a 
v.orse grade. 

1.9 M application for a review of a final grade awarded in a 
subject or module must be submitted to the Cashier on the 
appropriate form, together with the prescribed charge for a 
review, by the date listed on the "Notification of Examination 
Results" posted to the student. 

1.10 Astudent who has sought a review of the final grade awarded 
in a subject or module and who considers that he/she has 
grounds for dissatisfaction with the decision reached as a 
consequence of the review may, within one month from 
despatch of notification of the decision, appeal to an 
kademic ,Appeals Committee of the School in which the 
course is offered. The determination of an appeal by an 
,Appeals Committeecan result in a better grade, nochange in 
gade, or a worse grade. 

1.11 The composition of the .Academic Appeals Committee 
established in each School shall be as approved by the 
kademic Board from time to time and shall include at least 
me student member. 

1.1 2 The procedures to be adopted for the hearing of an appeal 
CNer a decision reached as a consequence of a review of the 
final grade awarded in a subject or module shall be the same 
as those for the hearing of student appeals against exclusion 
by the .AcademiC Progression Review Committee. 

Special Examinations 
A student may be permitted by the Academic Board to undertake 
Special examinations where: 
1. he provides evidence to the Registrar that exceptional 

circumstances prevented him from attending the final exam-
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ination in a subject; 
2. he can provide to the Registrar within seven days from the 

completion of the final examination in the subject, evidence 
that he was unable to complete the final examination or that 
his performance at the final examination was impaired 
through exceptional circumstance; provided that the Super
visor in charge of the examination is advised during the 
course of the examination; and 

3. he provides evidence to the Registrar that his academic 
performance in a subject during the year was adversely 
affected through exceptional circumstances. 

Withholding 01 Ollieial Transcript 
A student who is indebted to the College for the non-payment of 
recognised fees or charges or who has not reimbursed the College 
for books, materials or equipment which the student has borrowed 
and not returned shall not be entitled to receive an official transcript 
d his/her academic record until such time as the indebtedness is 
eliminated. 
Withholding of Examination Results 
Students \oVho are indebted to the College because of unpaid 
charges, library lines, outstanding library loans or parking fInes may 
rot 
- complete enrolment in a following year; 
- receive a transcript of academic record; or 
- graduate or be awarded a Diploma. 

VARIATION OF PROGRAMME 
My action taken by a student which involves a variation to the 
course information provided by him/her at the time of enrolment 
nlJst be documented. Appropriate forms are provided for this 
purpose and may be obtained at the general Inquiry Counter. A 
stlM1ent must use the appropriate for to do any of the following: 

Withdraw from a subjecVmodule 
A£Id a subjecVmodule 
Seek Leave of Absence 
Withdraw from course 
Olange attendance pattern (e.g. full-time to part-time) 
Olange from one course to another 
Olange from one specialisation to another 

My variation application should be referred by the student to the 
appropriate Programme Co-ordinator. 
!\bte: Substitution of a strand within a subject or module should be 
referred directly to the department concerned to authorise such 
substitution and does not require a variation form to be lodged. 

WITHDRAWAL 
Wlthdrawallronl SubjectS/Modules 
A student who withdraws at a time after the mid-point of the 
p-ogrammed duration ofasubjecVmoduleshall bedeemed to have 
failed in the subjecVmodule. However, such students may apply to 
Heads of School who, after consultation with the head of the 
department concerned may allow withdrawal without failure. 
Last day tor Withdrawal without Failure 
Semester 1 tvtoduleS/Course: 

VVOdnesday, April 10, 1985 
Semester II Modules/Course: 

VVOdnesday, October 2, 1985 
Full-year Subjects or Modules: 

Friday, July 12, 1985. 
WIthdrawal from Course 
Students who wish to withdraw from courses should notify their 
liaad of School of their intention to do so. Generally speaking no 
student is permitted to withdraw from a course of study without 
failure after the mid-JX)int of the programmed duration of the course. 
Withdrawal notification forms may be obtained from the Inquiry 
Counter. 

UNSATISFACTORY PERFORMANCE IN 
PRACTICE TEACHING 

Astudent who is recorded as having failed block practice will not be 
permitted to proceed to the next semester of his course; provided 
that a failure in block practice will only be recOf"ded after a student 
Vvho has been found unsatisfactory in block practice has been given 
the opportunity to attempt additional block practice and has 
subsequently had a failure in the additional block practice recorded. 

IDENTITY CARDS 
New identity cards will be available in 1985 tostudenlsenrollingfor 
the first time who have paid both the Students' Association fee and 
Ubrary deposit. Re-enrofling students must have their existing 
cards endorsed for the current year. Identity cards will be issued or 
endorsed at the Student Administration Office in first semester upon 
the presentation of a fees paid receipt. 
Students wishing to borrow library books, obtain travel concessions 
and attend functions are required to produce their identity card on 
demand. 
Loss olldentlly Card 
If a student loses his identity card he should pay to the Cashier the 
sum of $1 .00 and present the receipt to the Student Administration 
Olice for the purpose of obtaining a replacement card. 
Return of Identity Card 
If astudent withdraws from his course during the academic year, he 
will be required to return the identity card to the Student Administ
ration Office. 

CHANGE OF NAME/ADDRESS 
Students who change their name and/or address should notify the 
Student Administration Office in writing as soon as possible. The 
appropriate form should be used and this is available from the 
Inquiry Counter. 

GRADUATION 
Students \oVho have completed requirements for the award of a 
degree or diploma will be sent a letter with details of the procedure 
for graduation not later than the end of March in the year following 
final examinations. If you are so qualified and have not received a 
letter within that time please contact the Registrar. 
The ceremony for Graduation is held on the first Friday in May 01 
each year. 

TRANSFER TO OTHER COLLEGES 
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Astudent who wishes to study at another tertiary institution in order 
tocompfetean award of Ne1NC3Stfe College of.Advanced Education 
should apply for admission to the other institution and at the same 
time submit details of the proposed course of study to the 
.AcinissionsCommitteeofthis College. TheAdmissions Committee 
may reject or endorse the proposed course of study, or may 
determine the conditions under which the College award may be 
ganted. 
If it is interned thattheawardoftheotherinstitutionbe l.Ildertaken, a 
transferring student must advise the Student Mministration Office 
c:A his/her intention to withdraw from this College. 

DISCIPLINE 
The provisions governing student conduct and discipline are 
contained in Olapter X of the College By-law. (Refer 10 page 1 64). 

TRAFFIC AND PARKING RULES 
The Traffic and Parking requirements of the College are prescribed 
in Rule YN/1. (Refer to page 192.) 
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Services for Students 

STUDENT UNION BUILDING 
The Union Building is of Australian colonial design and located 
adjacent to the Physical Education block. 
01 the ground floor can be found the Common Room and Coffee 
Shop, the Association Students' shop, the Activities Office, the 
Media Room, the T.E.AS. Office and the Clubs and Societies 
Equipment Store. The Students Representative Council Office, 
Students' Association Administration and a Conference space are 
located on the Mezzanine. 

STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION 
.AJI students enrolled as students proceedingtoadiplomaordegree 
qJaflflcatlon are members of the Students' Association. 
A copy of the Students' Association Constitution is available from 
the Association Office in the Union Building. 
The governing body of the Students' Association, the Student 
Representative Council (S.R.C.), is elected by general elections 
commencing in September of each year. Casual vacancies are 
filled through by-elections. Services provided by the Students' 
Association include:-

The Studant.' Association Shop: 
For stationery, drawing equipment. art and photographic supplies, 
haberdashery, College sweatshirts, T-shirts and tracksuits, 
postage stamps, daily papers and ticket sales for student functions, 
collection of payments fOf intercollegiate and club triPs, etc. 

The Coffee Shop: 
A-ovides a range of alternative food (vegetarian food a specialty) 
'Wholesome cakes and pies and espresso coffee and other (non 
caffeine) beverages. 

Equipment Hire 
Underwater, camping and recreational equipment can be hired at 
cheap rates from the S1udents' Association. Enquire at the 
Association Shop. 

Student Accident Insurance: 
The Students' Association insures all full and partMtime students 
against death or disability sustained through accidents. The cover 
is 24 hours a day 365 days a year any.vhere in the world. If you 
have an accident. report it to the S.R.e. office and collect a claim 
form. Oleck the schedule of benefits for injury, medical costs 
including physiotherapy, loss of wages, etc. 

Student Members on' Boards: 
S1udents have representatives on all College Boards and these 
people can be contacted through the S.R.e. Office in the Union 
Building. 

Emergency Loans: 
S1udents in financial difficulties may apply to the Students 
Association for short term, no interest, emergency loans. Enquire at 
the S.R.C. Office. 

Commonwealth Bank Agency: 
Q)mmonwealth Bank Agency is located in the Student Union 
Building and is open bef'.Neen 10.00a.m. and 3p.m. Monday to 
Friday. 

Student Clubs and Societies: 
Join a student sport, recreation or social club. Enquire at the S. R.e. 
Office. 

CHILD CARE CENTRE 
The on~ampus Olild Care Centre caters for children aged from 
birth to 5 years. Hours d operation are from 8a.m. to 6.15p.m. 
Monday to Friday. Vacation care is also available in Semester 
I:l'eaks for children aged from birth to 8 years. Application forms are 
available from the Centre or by telephoning 676488. 
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STUDENT SERVICES CENTRE 
The Student Services Centre is designed to assist students to 
resolve difficulties and also to provide a range of services to meet 
students' needs. 
Information, direct aSSistance, counselling and/or referral are 
available to all stooents and Pfospective students in matters relating 
to their health, personal development and welfare. 
The Section is located just off the main concourse bef'.Neen the 
Enquiry Q)unterand the Ubrary. It is staffed bya team, consisting of 
two Q)unsellOf'S, a Nursing Sister, Student Advisory Officer and 
Secretcuy, who provide the following services: 

Counselling Service: 
Individual counselling is available to students who have concems 
about their academic progress and/or personal matters.lfunableto 
provide direct help the Counsellor will refer students to other 
personnel within the College or agencies in the community. The 
type of issues which students commonly discuss with CounsellOf'S 
include study problems, management of time, stress, interpersonal 
relationships, family problems etc. 
The Q)unselling Service also conducts group programmes in such 
areas as study skills, relaxation training, personal awareness etc. 
All Counselling Services are free and confidential. Appointments 
can be made with CounsellOf'S during the day and also after 5.00pm 
for parHime students. 

Student Advisory Service: 
The Student Advisory Service provides assistance and advice on 
problems related to accommodation, employment, careers and 
finance. It also can assist students by referring them to community 
agencies. 

Accommodation: 
The Accommodation Service offers assistance in finding suitable 
accommodation and provides information on the rights and 
respoosibility of the tenant and landlord. 

Employment and Careers 
The Section seeks part-time and casual employment for students 
and any vacancies are displayed on Notice Boards in the Student 
Services section. Careers information and advice also is provided 
for students. 

Finance: 
The Student Pdvisory Officer can offer advice and assistance to 
students who are experiencing financiar problems. 
Twoloanfundsareavailabletostudents, one offered by the Q)lIege 
md the other by the Students' Representative Council. Students 
'Who wish to apply for a loan from the Q)lIege should consultwith the 
Student Advisory Officer. If students wish to apply for an S. R. e. loan 
they should make an appointment with S.R.e. staff. 
The College has limited funds to assist needy students and this 
Sl.heme supplements the Students' Association's short term loan 
arrangement. It also supplements the type of credit extended by 
the Q)lIege bankers 'Nhereby third and fourth year students may 
rotain a loan repayable after graduation. 
Assistance may be made available by the College to needy 
students, both lulHime and parHime, in accordance with the 
following guidelines: 
(a) Funds will be allocated normally as loans. 
(b) The maximum loan or grant to a student will normally not 

exceed $500. 
(c) Loans will be interest free for a period of up to twelve (12) 

months from the end of the year in which the student 
completes or ceases his course. 

(d) Merthis time interest will be payable on the unpaid balance of 
the loan, calculated at five percent (5%) per annum reducing 
00 monthly rests. 

(e) Loans are to be repaid within one year of the completion or 
cessation of a course. 

(f) Undertakings to repay loans will be required to be completed 
try students prior to any loans being made. 

Because of the heavy demand for emergency loans and the limited 
funds available, students are encouraged to repay loans as soon as 
possible so that the needs of other students can be met. 

HeaHh Service: 
kI experienced Nursing Sister is available to assist all staff and 
students of the Q)lIege in matters relating to health. The Sister can 
help and offer treatment for accidents and sickness and will be 
happy to discuss any personal hearth problems. 
All discussions are treated in confidence, and, if necessary, 
patients will be referred to an appropriate specialist. All accidents 
on campus should be reported to the Sister in order that possible 
danger areas may be rectified. 
The Sister can becontacted between 8,45a.m. and 4,45p.m. in the 
Student Services Section. ~ charge is made for this service. 
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General Information 

AUSTRALIAN ARMY RESERVE UNIT 
Students from Newcastle College of .Advanced Education are 
eligible to enlist in the University of Newcastle Company, the 
.Australian Army Reserve Unit affiliated with the University. 
Enlistment in the Company is voluntary and is open to all students 
17 years of age or over. Inquiries regarding enlistment should be 
made at the Training Depot, King Street, Newcastle West. 

BANKING FACILITIES 
Banking facilities are provided in the College complex by the 
Westpac Banking Corporation. The College branch is open during 
semesters from:-
10.00 a.m. - 12.30 p.m. (MJnday to Thlrsday) 

1.30 p.m. - 3.00 p.m. (Monday to Thursday) 
10.00 a.m. -12.30 p.m. (Friday) 
1.30 p.m. - 4.00 p.m. (Friday) 

The hours during vacation times vary and notices are displayed on 
the door prior to the vacations. 
Travel information is also available from the branch. 
ACommonwealth BankAgencyprovidesbankingfacililiesat 
the S.A.C. Office, in the Student Union Building from 10 a.m. to 3 
p.m. Monday to Friday. The hoorsdo not vary during vacation times 
ex Practicum. 

PUBLIC TRANSPORT 
This College is serviced by seven bus routes, mainly from the 
central business district of Newcastle. 

Bus Route 
100 Newcastle via: Tighes Hill, Mayfield, Waratah West 

(Rankin Drive), University 
105 Newcastle via: Tighes Hill, Mayfield, Waratah West 

(Rankin Drive), University 
225 Newcastle via: Georgetown, Waratah Hospital, 

Waratah West (Rankin Drive), University 
228 Newcastle via: Broadmeadow, Waratah West 

(Rankin Drive) 
233 Newcastle via: BroadmeadoN, Jesmond, Birmingham 

Gardens (near University), WaUsend. This bus does 
not come to the College. 

234 Newcastle via: Broadmeadow, Jesmond, Birmingham 
Gardens (near University), Waltsend. This bus does 
not come to the College. The same as 233 but only 
three buses per day. 

236 Bar Beach, ~rewether - via Hamilton South, 
.A.damsto'Nll, Lambton, Jesmond to Waratah West 
(Ranl<in Drive) 

Bus timetables for these routes have been collated intoone booklet 
C¥ld are available at the Enquiry Counter, Student Services Section 
and the Student Union Shop. 

CASHIER'S OFFICE 
The Cashier's office is open Monday to Friday from 9 a.m. -12.30 
p.m. and 1.45 p.m. - 3.30 p.m. Vacation hours 1.45 p.m. - 3 p.rn. 
~yto Friday. Thehours will beextended during enrolment and 
students will'be advised accordingly. 

CHAPLAINCY SERVICE 
A Olaplaincy SelVice is provided within the College by the Olristian 
o,urches of Newcastle for the benefit of students and members of 
staff. Their service offers personal counselling and guidance, and 
also assistance in biblical and doctrinal studies. Opportunities for 
liturgical worship are also provided. 

NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF CHAPLAINS 
Anglican: 
The Reverend James Bromley, 
11 Myall Road, 
WAAATAH.2298 
Telephone 68 5204, A.H. 68 3378 
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Baptist: 
The Reverend Peter Banks, 
133 Kemp Street, 
HAMILTON SOllTH. 2303 
Telephone 61 3656, A.H. 61 4048 
Presbyterian: 
The Reverend A Ewin, 
St. Andre'WS Manse, 
40 Stewart Avenue, 
HAMILTON. 2303 
Telephone 61 1455 
Roman Catholic: 
The Reverend Father P. Brock, 
Catholic Presbytery, 
P.O. Box 14, 
BOOLAROO. 2284 
Telephone 58 2031 

CHARGES FOR USE OF COLLEGE FACILITIES AND 
SERVICES 

The Griffith Duncan Theatre (924 seats) is registered as a public 
hall. Collegefacilities areal so available for conferences and ascale 
rJ charges is available from the Properties Office under the following 
categories; 
(1) My professional or learned body not directly connected with 

the College. 
(2) My professional or learned body directly connected with the 

College or invited and SUpjX)r1ed by the College (Community 
Programmes) 

(3) College Departmenls or Student OUbs. 
(4) Other. Determined by the Principal in the light of relevant 

factors such as additional costs to the College, demand for 
facilities, size of the conference, seminar etc and benefit to the 
College. 

(a) Conference Facilities. 
The College facilities are available for conference, con
ventions, seminars etc and all inquiries should be directed to 
rvt John Brazier in the Properties Office. 
The College's Griffith Duncan Theatre can seat 924 people 
while two tiered-seating lecture theatres can seat 200 and 
125 delegates respectively. Lecture rooms with seating 
capacity of between 20 and 70 are also available. 
Other facilities for conferences include audio-visual and 
back-up equipment, typing and photocopying services, 
courtyards for study groups, a gymnasium complex, banks 
on campus and suitable areas for displays and demon
strations. The College has its own on-campus food selVice 
"While accommodation can be arranged at the nearby 
Edwards Hall at certain times of the year. Bookings for off
campus accommodation and scenic tours can be arranged 
through the Properties Office. 
(i) Griffith Duncan Theatre 

General Category 
Rehearsal Olarge 
Monday to Saturday $10 per hour 
&Jndays & public holidays $15 per hour 
Pertormance Olarge (with no Admission fee) 
Monday to Friday $150 per session 
Saturdays $280 per session 
Sundays & public holidays $350 per session 
Performance Olarge 
Monday to Friday $150 + 10% gross box 

office takings 
Saturdays $250 + 10% gross box office takings 
&!ndays& public holidays $300 + 1 O%grossbox 

Concessional Category 
office takings 

This category may include professional bodies con
nected with or invited by the College. 
Rehearsal O1arge 
Same as for Category A 
Performance Olarge (with no Admission fee) 
Monday to Friday $120 per session 
f\b concessional rate to apply on weekends and public 
holidays. 
Performance Olarge (with Admission fee) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

M:>nday to Friday $100 + 10% gross box 
office takings 

No concessional rate to apply on weekends and public 
holidays 
Student Qubs/Staff Depts. - Actual costs to College to 
be O1arged 
Further Olarges 
Grand Piano $20 per session 
Follow Spot $5 per session 
[)"ama Room $20 per session - no special lighting 

(ii) Business Session/Lecture Facilities 
General Category 
B15 $10 per hour or $50 per day 
B13 $7 per hour or $35 per day 
L.ectLXe Rooms with air-condo 

$5 per hour or $25 per day 
Lecture Rooms without air-cond. 

Tutorials 
Cafeteria 
Concourse 

$4 per hour or $20 per day 
$2 per hour or $10 per day 

$100 (when no food served) + security 
$20 per day with track lighting 

$10 per day without track lighting 
Foyer 
Giffith Duncan Kiosk Area 

No charge 
$10.00 per hour 

Aus additional security charges 
outside normal hol.J($. 

Turf Fee. 
1. My amateur sporting club not directly connected with 

the College. 
$1 0.00 turf fee where no preparation of the ground is 

required outside nOOTlal College hours. 
$30.00 YJhere additional preparation of wicket is 

required outside of normal College hours. 
2. College Qubs and Teams. 

Actual additional groundsman costs to O::lllege if any. 
3. Other 

Olarges not exceeding those specified above, 
determined by the Principal in the light of relevant 
factors such as actual additional cost to the College, 
demand for facilities and benefit to the College. 

Playing Relds. 
1 . Any amateur sporting group not directly connected with 

the College. 
$10.00 ground fee where no preparation of the 

gound is required outside normal College hours. 
$30.00 YJhere additional preparation of ground is 

required outside of normal College hours. 
2. College Qubs and Teams. 

Actual additional groundsman costs to College if any. 
3. Other 

Olarges not exceeding those specified above, 
determined by the Principal in the light of relevant 
factors such as actual additional cost to the College, 
demand for facilities and benefit to the College. 

Tennis Courts. 
1 . Myamateur sporting group not directly connected with 

the College. 
$1.00 per hour of part thereof per court. 

2. College Qubs and Teams. 
Actual additional operating costs of College if any. 

3. Other. 
Olarges not exceeding those specified above, 

determined by the Principal in the light of relevant 
factors such as actual additional cost to the College, 
demand for facilities and benefit to the College. 

Volleyball/Badminton Courts. 
1. Arty amateursporting group not directlyconnectedwith 

the College. 
$4.00 per court per hour plus direct additional 

caretaking and/or security costs if any. 
2. College Oubs and Teams. 

Actual additional operating costs of the College if 
any. 

3. Dloor. 
Olarges not exceeding those specified above, deter

mined by the Principal in the light of relevant factors 
such as actual additional cost to the College, demand 
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for facilities and benefit to the O::lllege. 
(f) Dance Studio 

1. Any amateursporting group not directly connected with 
the College. 

$10.00 per session plus direct additional caretaking 
and/or security costs if any. 

2. College Oubs and Teams. 
Actual additional operating costs of the College if 

any. 
3. Dloor. 

Olarges not exceeding those specified above, 
determined by the Principal in the light a' relevant 
'actors such as actual additional cost to the College, 
demand for facilities and benefit to the College. 

(g) Health Studio. 
1. My amateursporting group not directly connected with 

the College. 
$5.00 per hour plus direct additional caretaking 

and/or security costs if any. 
2. College Cubs and Teams. 

Actual additional operating costs of the College if 
any. 

3. Dloor. 
Olarges not exceeding those specified above, 

determined by the Principal in the light Of relevant 
factors such as actual additional cost to the College, 
demand for facilities and benefit to the College. 

(h) Gymnasia G9 and Gl1. 
1 . Any amateur sporting group not directly connected with 

the College. 
$8.00 per hour plus direct additional caretaking 

and/or security costs if any. 
2. College Oubs and Teams. 

Actual additional operating costs of the College if 
any. 

3. 3. DlOOr. 
Olarges not exceeding those specified above, 

determined by the Principal in the light of relevant 
factors such as actual additional cost to the College, 
demand for facilities and benefit to the College. 

6) Outdoor Basketball Courts. 
1 . Any amateur sporting group not directly connected with 

the College. 
$1.00 per court per hour or part thereof plus direct 

additional caretaking and/or security costs if any. 
2. College Oubs and Teams. 

Actual additional operating costs of the College if 
any. 

3. Other. 
Charges not exceeding those specified above, 

determined by the Principal in the light of relevant 
factors such as actual additional cost to the College, 
demand for facilities and benefit to the College . 

Q) Locker Key Deposit. 
$10.00 per annum provided that the sum will onlybe 

refunded on application and upon return of the key with 
ring and tag intact by the last day of term/semester of 
theyear. $2.00 will be retained ifkeywithringandtag is 
not returned intact. 

(k) Photocopy. 
5 cents per copy for photocopying within the library

except for 3M machine (10 cents). 
0) Microfilm Reader/Printer 

20 cents per hard copy. 
(m) Ubrary Rnes. 

20 cents per day (5 day week) per item up to a 
maximum of $9.00 per book or a group Of overdue 
books. A 20% discount is given if the fine is paid on the 
spot. 

(n) ReplacemenVRepair of Materials and Equipment. 
In respect of materials and equipment of the College 

misplaced or lost. a charge to the amount Of replace
ment value of the article will be levied. A minimum 
charge of $2.00 will aplly. IM1ere repair is possible and 
economical, the direct cost of repairs will be charged to 
the borrower. 



(0) Dning Hall. 
\lVhere Dining Hall is used, with the approval of the 

Principal, for functions not associated with the College, 
a charge of $100.00 per occasion will be levied. 
Provided that a charge not exceeding $1 00.00 may be 
determined by the Principal in the tight of relevant 
factors such as actual additional costs to the College, 
demand for the facilities and benefits to the College. 

(P) College Calendar. 
A charge of $3 is levied for supply of the College 

Calendar to persons or organisations other than those 
having a formal connection Of association with the 
(;(>1990· 

COLLEGE SHOPS 
University Co-operative Bookshop. 
The College Branch of the University Co-operative Bookshop is 
open as follom:-
Rrst two weeks of 1 stterm-9 a.m. -6 p.m. each day, after that 10 
am. -6 p.m. 
Vacations - ParHime hours will be reverted to during schools 
vacation and Practicum. 
School Vacations - 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Practicum - 1 p.m. - 5 p.m. 
Text books for College courses are ordered by the Branch from lists 
supplied by lecturers. A mail order and special order service are 
available, as is a selection of paperback and general books. 
Telephone orders can be made on 687284. 
The Branch is located on 'A' level near the Social Sciences area. 
Students' Association Shop 
The Students' Association conducts its own shop in the Union 
Building. The shop provides at a reduced price, clothing, haber
dashery, stationery, drawing equipment. art and photographic 
supplies, calculators, and many other goods. Payment may be 
made in the shop for club trips and intercollegiates, also bookings 
for student shOINS, dances and concerts. 

COMMUNITY PROGRAMMES 
College Community Programesofferthe region non award courses 
aimed at broadening interests and promoting constructive use of 
teisure. 
Courses in previous years have included weaving, painting, 
photography, through to guitar for beginners and enjoyment through 
exercise. A field of increasing popularity is computing and many 
courses are now offered to cover this subject. 
These non credit courses must be self funding. Accordingly 
courses which do not anract sufficient subscribers are cancelled. 
Suggestions are invited from community groups to establish short 
courses and enjoy the staff expertise and the excellent facilities of 
the College for a nominal fee. 

HEALTH SOCIETY FOR TRAINEE TEACHERS 
The New South Wales T earners' Federation Health Society provides 
a special concession scheme for teacher trainees. Membership is 
restricted to students during training provided they are associate 
members of the N.S.w. Teachers' Federation. 
My unmarried student up to the age of 25, lNhose parent is a 
member of the New South Wales Teachers' Federation Health 
Society is already covered by the parent's membership and should 
not take out separate membership of the Students' Concession 
Scheme. 
Further information is available from the N.S.W. Teachers Feder
ation, Room 3, Federation House, 26 Union Street, Newcastle, 
Telephone 22006. 

THE LIBRARY 
A 2-storey air-conditioned library in the centre of the College 
j:l"ovides reference and teaching material for the academic 
p-ogrammes. 
The main reading room houses 111 ,000 monograph and serial 
\QIumes, and nearly 1300 current serial titles. 
Major subject specialisations are Education, Teaching Method, 
Special Education, Art and Social Welfare. Collections for Basic 
f\l!rsing, Nurse Administration and Nurse Education are being 
rapidly developed. The education collection, established in 1949, 
now contains many valuable back-runs of serials. 
M the discretion of reference staff, on-line access to the Australian 
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Bibliographic NeIlMJrk, Eric and Medline supplements the reference 
services. 
The second reading room contains an extensive reference collection 
rj audio-visuals together with curriculum material and teaching 
aids. These include 16mm films, videOS, art prints, synchronised 
tape/slide sets, reading "laboratories" and slides. 
The library actively participates in the inter-library loan network, 
lending and borrowing books and periooical articles. Rims are 
obtained from the National Library and other centres for use in 
College courses. 
Entryof holdings in union lists and on the database of the Australian 
Bibliographic Network facilitates sharing of library resources within 
f\b\.vca.stte (notably with the University of Newcastle) and on a 
national scale. 
The library is a participant in the CLANN Reciprocal Borrowing 
Scheme, providing borrowing rights for students living away from 
the campus and serving students from other Colleges. 
tv1embersof professions trainedat the College (e.g. teachers, social 
INelfare workers) are able to become borrowing members of the 
library for an annual fee. 
Co-operative arrangements with the University of Newcastle 
include reciprocal borrowing rights for staff and students. Consult
ation in the acquisition of materials prevents unnecessary duplic
ation of monographs and serials. 
Hours of opening: 
IlJring Term: ~da.y-Thursday 

Friday 
Vacation: 

except Tuesday 

LOST PROPERTY 

9 a.m. -9 p.m. 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
9 a.m. -9 p.m. 

Inquiries regarding lost property should bedirected to the cashier's 
CXfice between 9a.m. and 12.30 p.m. and 1.45p.m. and 3.30 p.m. 

MEDICAL CERTIFICATES AND ADVICE OF 
ABSENCE 

Students who af:8 absent from the CoHeg;e for any appreciable 
period because of illness or for any other reason are advised to 
looge a medical certificate or letter of explanation with the Student 
Mninistration ()fice as soon as possible. Such advice of absence 
is kept on file and may be considered in the event of a student 
making unsatisfactory progress in hislher studies or applying for re
admission. 

N.S.W. TEACHERS' FEDERATION 
The Federation now provides membership for Trainee Teachers for 
$6.00 per year and unemployed teachers for $11.16 per year and 
Casual and Part Time teachers for $50.22 per year. 
Teacher Education students should contact the Teachers' Feder
ation upon completion of their Course for further details. 

NOTICE BOARDS 
College notices are displayed on the offiCial Notice Boards 
qJpOSite the Inquiry Counter. Students are expected to become 
acquainted with the contents of those announcements which 
concem them. 
Specific notices concerning examination timetables and pro
cedural maners relating to examinations are displayed on these 
boards as well as notices concerning enrolment maners, scholar
ships, and travel concessions. 
All students should consult the notice boards regularly. 
The Students' Association has its own Notice Board in the cafeteria 
near the entrance from the concourse and also in the Student Union 
Building. 

POSTAL FACILITIES 
A fX>St box is situated on the road side at the rear of the cafeteria. 
This box is cleared at 8.30 a.m. and 2.30 p.m. fvtondayto Friday. A 
post office is situated next to the Staff House and at the rear of the 
Social Sciences building in the grounds of the University of 
Neocastle. 

TEACHER EDUCATION ADVISORY SERVICE 
Students holding a Department of Education scholarship and who 
'Nish to seek advice on pre-service teacher education maners 
should contact The Department of Education, Hunter Regional 
Office. 

TRAINEE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION 
The Trainee Teachers' Association is affiliated with the Teachers' 
Federation and provides a voice for students with the Department 01 
Education and the Govemment. Students become eligible for 
dscounts at various stores throughout the district upon becominga 
member of the T.TA 
Membership applications are available from the S.R.G. Office. 

TRAVEL CONCESSIONS 
Airlines: 
~t internal airlines give full-time students under 26 years of age 
dscount travel in Australia. Students must purchase an airline card 
from the company concerned and have it authorised by the 
O>lIege. 
Bus and Rail Concessions: 
Railways of Australia Student Identification cards. 
Application must be made on the prescribedformlNhich is available 
at the Inquiry Counter. Upon production of the Student Identification 
Card, the holder will be entitled to purchase tickets at the student 
concession rate of fare, for unlimited travel by all services operated 
by the State Rail Authority and the Urban Transit Authority of N .S.w. 
except the hydrofoils. Periodical tickets are available. Cards must 
be renewed each year priorto April 1 and are not transferable. Cards 
lost, destroyed or stolen will be replaced onlyupon submission of a 
new application with a Statutory Declaration reg;arding the circum
stances, and payment of a few amounting to $1.00 in respect of 
each calendar month or part thereof of the unexpired period. 
~mum payment $12.00. Further information is available at the 
Inquiry Counter. 
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External Studies 

Newcastle College of Advanced Education, while offering pre
dominantly face-la-face programmes for intemal students, has 
developed an extensive distance-teaching provision since 1972. 
Initially, its major purpose was to assist teachers to progress to an 
appropriate Diploma award. The main emphasis now is at Degree 
level across a wide range of awards which reflect and build on the 
comprehensive offerings of Newcastle College of Advanced 
Education for teacher education . .Applications exceed the number' 
a places available. but any teacher interested in further profession
al development is invited to apply to have their eligibility and point 
of entry to an appropriate specialist award determined. Entry to 
Diploma is still availableforT.A.F.E. awards (see later) and there are 
some continuing candidates in other Diploma awards. 

DEGREE COURSES OFFERED EXTERNALLY -1985 
Bachelor of Education (Industrial Arts) 
Bachelor of Education (Home Economics) 
Bachelor of Education (Physical Education) 
Bachelor of Education (Primruy) 
Bachelor of Education (Early Olildhood) 
Bachelor of Education (English/History) 
Bachelor of Education (Mathematics) 
Bachelor of Education (Science) 
Bachelor of Education (Social Sciences) I 

Bachelor of Education (TAFE) - subject to approval of the 
Higher Education Board. 

Awards gained from external study from the College have complete 
parity with awards gained internally. Appropriate variations in 
methodology are made for distance teaching and there are some 
differences too in the regulations applying to external students. The 
College Calendar presents the rights and responsibilities of 
students and the procedures required in the relationships of 
students with the College. Because of the different duration of 
external courses, the cyclical patterns of avaitabitity of modules in 
some awards, and the special differences ofoff~ampus study, and 
because candidates are building on former approved studies, 
some variations of regulations and information are necessary. 
Where significant variations apply to external students, these are 
outlined in this section of the Calendar. Day-to-day, informal and/or 
specifically 1985 information for external candidates will be 
included in a separate External Studies supplement to be issued 
with enrolment and re.-enrolment materials. In addition each 
external candidate will re.ceive the appropriate Award Booklet. 
The Award Booklet (e.g., Bachelor of Education (Physical Educ
ation), Bachelor tlf Education (Industrial Arts)) covers course 
requirements specific to the award, module availability charts, 
credit point information and sufficient information about each 
module to assist the students' choice of course pattem. e.g., 
objectives, topics, teaching strategies, assessment methods, texts 
and references. This information is then expanded in the first 
printout of subject content and assignments when students enter or 
continue the particular programme. 
All lecture materials are prepared by members of the Academic 
Staff, many of whom were responsible for the development of 
particular modules. A distinctive methodology has evolved, part
icularly in areas not customarily selViced by external study e.g., 
Industrial Arts, Home Economics and Physical Education. Com
pulsory On-campus Schools and voluntary "Days" supplement the 
external programme and permit face-ta-face instruction, access to 
specialised equipment and reading resources and interaction with 
staff members and other candidates. 
Significant aspects of methodology include comprehensive lecture 
notes, with reading lists for further study, and a wide variety of 
assignment patterns, including opportunities for independent 
research. 
Strategies vary with module content and objectives and include 
field work, interviews, case studies, use of local resources, labor
atory work, problem-solving experiments, worksheets, model 
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making projects, certified photographic records of phases of 
construction, preparation of charts and diagrams, reports and 
industrial visits, gathering language samples, curriculum design 
and preparation of resource kits to name but a few. 
.Activities thus have moved well beyond print only, arxJ further 
emphasis on audiotape and videotape is planned. 
Lecturers comment in some detail on assignments and, where 
practicable, include a resume of general comments so that 
students will gain an overall perspective on their work. 
A specialised External Studies Unit staffed by the Director, Admin
istrative Assistant and 3 clerical staff are respoosible for most 
selVicing arrangements, including the conduct of On-campus 
Schools. These functions are complemented by Student Adminis
tration for services such as enrolment/re-enrolment, while an 
Examinations Branch arranges for appropriate centres to form a 
netvvurk throughout the State to ensure appropriate supelVision and 
to minimise the need for candidates to travel beyond their region for 
examinations. 
Library services from the College ensure a daily tum-around of 
request, often received via Vocaphone. Excellent co-operation is 
also received from other academic libraries. 
The College has not yet installed a teleconferencing faCility, but 
individual counselling by telephone is readily available and most 
useful in problem-solving and other necessary interactions, part
icularly for isolated students. 
Almost all external students have completed an initial tertiruy award 
and so, not surprisingly, their examination performances are often 
outstanding, despite adverse personal and study circumstances. 

T_A_F_E_ AWARDS BY EXTERNAL STUDY: 
Some of the preceding generalisations applied to other programmes 
do not apply in full to TAF.E. Diploma programmes which,are 
designed specifically for teachers in vocational education/further 
education, undertaking initial teacher education following success
ful completion of vocational training from many areas of expertise. 
In 1985 these candidates only will participate in four separate 
residential schools to introduce each new set of modules andto link 
their teacher training with their on-going teaching practice. 
External study and residential schools are supplemented by 
periodic visits by College staff to monitor progress, observe 
teaching and liaise with special method tutors in TAF.E. colleges. 
TAF.E. Diploma programmes are currently under review. Candid
ates entering in 1985 may enter under altered conditions. 
TAFE candidates undergoing conversion programmes 6.e., 
converting previous teacher education qualifications to TAF.E. 
awards) may seek exemption from some of the reSidential require
ments. 
Candidates in the Bachelorof Education (TAFE)award (currently 
awaiting Higher Education Board approval) follow course pattems 
similar to those in other degree specialisations. In 1985, their 
compulsory On-campus School will coincide with that for other 
degree candidates, within the period April 29th - May 10th and 
depending upon module choices. 

EXTERNAL STUDY 
The response from candidates to the external mode has been very 
encouraging. Most have managed to overcome some of the 
problems of external study - isolation, lack of peer group and 
lecturer interaction, separation from books and periodicals, limited 
laboratory facilities, and postal difficulties. Theyhave identified, too, 
some of the positive benefits of external study- the greater freedom 
of time and place of study, the reduction of repetitive expensive 
travel, the availability of support services from the External Studies 
Department and the Library and the rapid growth in the skills of 
independent study. 
Pamphlets and application forms are available from the Registrar. In 
Term III Information Nights attended by the Director of External 
Studies and Award Co-ordinators are held at the College to 
familiarise interested teachers with the opportunities available for 
further study. Teachers are welcome to 'phone for an appointment 
to discuss course offerings in relation to their professional goals. 

APPLICATION, ENROLMENT, COURSE PLANNING 
In most years, except for some specialist secondary awards, there 
is a March intake only for external students. Preference is given to 
qualified applicants who apply before 1 5th November. My addition
al entry opportunities are advertised in newspapers. 

All applicants are required to complete an application form and 
C\ttach to it detailed transcripts from approved institutions and 
evidence of successful professional experience. 
If Admissions Committee assesses the applicant as eligible, 
subject to availability of places and level of priority, he/she is sent an 
offer of a place, indicating the point of entry to the particular 
programme. 
If the applicant accepts the offer of a place and the associated 
conditions, he/she is then sent an enrolment package. This 
provides course content information, and guidance in choice of 
subjects/modules. Great care is needed in completing the form so 
that the forward planning of the course pattern is feasible. 
6) SubjecVmodule prerequisites must be met before the can

didate is eligible for a particular unit. 
6i) Timing requires a careful check of subject/module availability 

in particular semesters or years. 
6ii) Particular obligations e.g. attendance at a compulsory On-

campus School should also be noted. 
Vv'hen enrolment procedures (including payment of fees) have been 
completed, the candidate officially becomes a registered external 
student. From then on, all "on course" matters are handled initially 
by the Department of External Studies and all correspondence must 
be addressed to the Director of External Studies. 
M exception may occur if a student is replying to a particular query 
from a particular section of the College, e.g. Examinations. In such a 
case, in no circumstances may assignments be included. 
In order to qualify for a degree or diploma of the College, every 
candidate shall satisfy the requirements for admission to the 
appropriate course of study, follow the course of study for the 
prescribed periods, meet the specified on-campus school commit
ments, pass the prescribed examinations and assignments, pay 
the prescribed fees and comply with such procedures and rules as 
are determined by the College Council. 

COMPULSORY ON-CAMPUS SCHOOLS 
In 1985, the compulsory On-Campus Schools are scheduled: 

(S.Ed Industrial Arts): Mon 29th April - 10th May. 
All other specialisations: Man 6th May - 10th May. 

Compulsory On-Gampus Schools for all candidates attempting 
4000 level modules and specified sub 4000 level modules are a 
most important part of all degree awards, and some diplomas. 
Being non-residential, Newcastle College of Advanced Education 
is at some disadvantage in presenting On-campus Schools but 
students will receive in advance lists of hotel, motel and caravan 
park accommodation and latest prices. 
During On-campus Schools, special arrangements are made for 
Ubrary access and guidance with research work. Sporting facilities 
are available and the Students Representative Council usually 
provides some social activities for its external members. External 
members will no doubt be pleased to visit the new SRC building on 
campus. Canteen service is available for morning tea and lunch. 
Constructive criticisms and suggestions are welcomed in joint 
sessions which aim to identify problems and strengthen the 
servicing of external courses. The schools have been found to be 
invaluable in strengthening interaction between lecturers and 
students and between students and other students. Peer support 
groups in various areas often emerge from contacts made at On
campus Schools. 
Access to specialised equipment and procedures is provided. 
Guest speakers are invited to participate in some programmes to 
offer current research and insights from industry when appropriate. 

COUNSELLING SERVICE 
External students who are encountering difficulties, particularly of a 
personal nature and affecting their chances of success in the 
course, are invited to contact the Counselling Service of the 
College. 
Direct contact may be made with the service by personal visit. 
telephone call or letter. Complete confidentiality is preserved. 
My letters received will be answered promptly. STD telephone 
contact is (049) 687224. 

FEES 1985 EXTERNAL STUDENTS 
(1) Students Association Fee. 

External students are required to pay a fee of $15. 
(2) ServIce Charge. 

All registered external students are required to pay a service 
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charge of $3. Payment of this charge will entitle them to 
receive the College Calendar, the External Studies Supple
ment and the appropriate Award Booklets. 

(3) Late Enrolment/Re-Enrolment Verification 
Charges. 
Olarges are levied when external students fail to lodge 
enrolment ($t 0), re-enrolment ($10), applications to sit for 
examinations ($8), and verification of programmes ($8) by 
the prescribed date. 
Such breaches greatly impede adequate servicing of external 
programmes. 

(4) Other Charges 
Review of examination results (per module) $3. (The charge 
is refundable if the result is altered). 
Academic statements in excess of six per annum $0.15. 

(5) Refund of Student Fees. 
Normally, fees under $40 will not be refunded. 

Examinations 
Examinations Section of the College establishes a network of 
centres for external candidates after an analysis of the distribution of 
candidates each year, and responses supplied by external can
didates. 
General examination requirements are the same as those for 
internal candidates (p.l 92). External candidates are advisedtonote 
carefully the dates of the Examination period and keep it free of 
other commitments. Variation of examination date to meet other 
professional commitments is not permitted. 

ASSESSMENT AND REVIEW OF GRADES AWARDED 
The attention of extemal students is directed to this important 
detailed regulation which applies to both internal and external 
candidates (p.l 92). 

Special Examinations 
As for internal candidates. 

Withholding of Official Transcripts. 
As for internal candidates. 

Witholdlng of Examination Results. 
As for internal candidates. 

Variation of Programme/Personal Information 
k1y action taken by a student which involves a variation to the 
information provided by him/her on his/her course, name, address 
or school must be documented. 
Forms are avaitable for intemal students but a signed statement 
providing all details (and supported by any necessary documents) 
is acceptable from external students. 
e.g. Change of name 

Olange of address. 
Change of school (if applicable). 
Withdraw from subject/module. 
Add a subject/module 
Seek leave of absence. 
Substitute one or more subjects/modules for others. 

Since the servicing of their work is continuous, prompt written 
notification of any of the above is essential. 
The College cannot accept responsibility if official communications 
Oncluding lecture materials) fail to reach students because they 
have not lodged the necessary information. 

WITHDRAWAL 
Withdrawal from Subjects/Modules 
A student who withdraws at a time after the mid-point of the 
programmed duration of asubjecVmodule shall be deemed to have 
failed in the subject/module. However, such students may apply 
requesting withdrawal without failure, clearly presenting the case 
on which their request is based. 

Last Day for Withdrawal Without Failure 
Semester I Modules/Course: Monday, May 20, 1985 
Semester II Modules/Course: Wednesday, October 2, 1985 
Full-year Subjects/Modules: Wednesday, July 24, 1985. 



Withdrawal from Course 
Students who wish to withdraw from courses should notify their 
intention to do so. Generally speaking no student is permitted to 
withdraw from acourse of study without failure after the mid-point of 
the programmed duration of the course. 
Students considering withdrawal are strongly advised to discuss 
the matter first with the Director of External Studies orthe Award Co
ordinator. 
All withdrawals must be in writing. Where withdrawal must occur, 
students are asked to keep in mind that not all subjects/modules 
can be offered every year, so that a restructuring of their course may 
be necessary if they wish to resume subsequently and are success
ful in gaining re-admission. 
Withdrawal rates from most external courses in most countries tend 
to be fairly high as students in most cases are both full-time 
employees and part-time students. Newcastle College of Advanced 
Education external students have the advantage of previous 
successful tertiary studies but many still find withdrawal necessary. 
The most common reasons given are lack of time, personal 
pressures, work pressures, excessive study load, difficulties in 
acquiring information, return to full-time teaching, inability to attend 
On-campus Schools, home building or housing problems, family 
difficulties or isolated location. 
Oearly the decisions to enrol in, to continue in, or to withdraw from 
external programmes need to be based on careful assessment of 
time available, personal priorities, effect on the rest of the family, 
and willingness to buy the necessary resources. Purchase of 
specified textbooks is essential. 
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The School of Teacher 
Education 

A number of undergraduate and graduate courses are offered by 
the College within the School of Teacher Education leading to the 
following awards: 

Bachelor of Education (Art) 
§ #= Bachelor of Education (Early Childhood) 
§ # Bachelor of Education (English/History) 

# Bachelor of Education (Home Economics) 
# Bachelor of Education (Industrial Arts) 

§ #= Bachelor of Education (Mathematics) 
§ #= Bachelor of Education (Modem Languages) 

Bachelor of MUSic Education in association with the N.S.W. 
Conservatorium of Music 

# Bachelor of Education (Physical Education) 
§ =It Bachelor of Education (Primary) 
§ # Bachelor of Education (Social Sciences) 
§ #= Bachelor of Education (Science) 

11< Bachelor of Education (Technical and Further Education) 
Diploma in Teaching (Technical and Further Education) 
Diploma in $pecial Education 

• 
• 

Graduate Diploma in Education (Primary Education) 
Graduate Diploma in Education (Secondary Education) 
Graduate Diploma in Education (Technical and Further 

Education) 
Graduate Diploma in Educational Studies (.Advanced 

Teaching Method) 
Graduate Diploma in Educational Studies (Computer 

Education) 
Graduate Diploma in Educational Studies (Curriculum 

Development) 
Graduate Diploma in Educational Studies (Educational 

Drama) 
Graduate Diploma in Educational Studies (Science) 
Graduate Diploma in Educational Studies (Special Edocation) 
Master of Education (Special Education) - in conjunction with 

the University of Newcastle. 
Master of Education (Industrial Education) 
Proposed courses - subject to approval by the NSW Higher 
Education Board. 

# Conversion course also available by part-time or extemal 
study. 

§ Rnal year of Bachelor of Education programme available 
externally only after one year of teaching experience, or 
equivalent. . 

The undergraduate programmes within the School of Teacher 
Education are, in the main, based on a modular system, to give 
candidates choice and flexibility in the structuring of their courses 
and to achieve some degree of integration in the student population. 
Candidates are expected to achieve a prescribed number of credit 
points to gain an award. All College programmes are based on a 
teaching year divided into two semesters. Candidates intending to 
qualify for the Diploma in Teaching are generally expected to 
undertake six semesters of full-time study, and candidates for the 
Bachelor of Education, eight semesters of full-time study. 
Course modules may be of one semester's duration 0( two 
semesters' duration. 
The course of study for the Bachelor of EdUcation in Early 
OIi1dhood Education, is designed to prepare candidates to teach 
children in the age group 0-8 in both Preschools and Primary 
schools. 
The course of study for the Bachelor of Education (Primary 
Education) is designed to prepare candidates to teach the subjects 
taught in the Primary school to children in the age group 5-12. 
Various courses of study covering the broad spectrum of subjects in 
Secondary education lead to the award of Bachelor of Education. 
Specifically, programmes for initial and inservice secondary 
teacher education are provided in, English/History, Home 
Economics, Industrial Arts, Mathematics, Modem Languages, 
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MUSiC, Physical Education, Social Science and Science. 
The Diploma in Teaching in Technical and Further Education 
course is designed to prepare teachers in the field of Technical and 
Further Education. Candidates entering the course are generally 
employees of the Department of Technical and Further Education. 
The Diploma in Teaching in Technical and Further Education is 
offered on a part-time basis over four to twelve semesters. 
Candidates are granted various levels of standing in their subject 
content studies. 
The graduate programmes of the College are of two distinct types. 
The programmes leading to the award of the Diploma in Education, 
for instance, are designed to provide preservice teacher training to 
graduates of approved tertiary institutions while the programmes 
leading to the award of the Diploma in Educational Studies are 
intended to provide further expertise to trained and experienced 
teachers. 
The course of study leading to the award of the Diploma in 
Education is a full-time programme of two semesters' duration. 
Candidates may specialise in either Primary Education or in one of 
the Secondary Teaching areas mentioned above. A four semester 
part-time programme is available to candidates who wish to quality 
as teaChers in Technical and Further Education. 
Courses of study in Advanced Teaching Method, Computer 
Education, Curriculum Development, Educational Drama and 
Special Education are available to experienced teachers who wish 
to quality for the award of the Diploma in Educational Studies. The 
programme in Special Education, which is intended to provide 
advanced training in the resource teaching of children with mild 
learning and behaviour problems and to equip candidates for the 
teaching of moderately and severely developmentally disabled 
infants and children, or children with hearing impairment and/or 
language problems, is offered on a full or part-time basis over two or 
four semesters. The other programmes leading to the award of the 
Diploma in Educational Studies are offered on a part-time basis 
over four semesters. Lectures are normally programmed at times 
convenient for teachers. 
Except in the fields of Art Education and Music Education students 
studying for the award of the Bachelor of Education having 
satisfactorily completed the prescribed modules and sections of 
the course and having gained the requisite number of credit points 
may graduate with a Diploma in Teaching. Generally a full-time 
student can gain a Diploma after six semesters of study. A further 
two semesters, plus in some cases a year of practical experience 
are usually required to complete the degree programme. Individual 
awards should be examined for details. 
The Bachelor in Music Education course is offered jointly by the 
College and the Newcastle Branch of the New South Wales State 
Conservatorium of Music. The course is deSigned to produce 
teachers of Music for Secondary schools. 

Diploma in Teaching in 
Technical and Further 
Education 

In O(der to qualify fO( the award of Diploma in Teaching (Technical 
and Further Education) candidates must follow a part-time course 
of study for 2 to 9 years and gain a total of 108 credit points in 
components of the course which will contribute to their general and 
professional development as teachers. In general, candidates 
should possess recognised specialist technical qualifications as a 
basis for teaching in technical and further education. Candidates 
acquire their General Preparation through studies in Education and 
Subject Content Studies and their Professional Preparation through 
studies in the theory and practice of teaching and practical teaching 
experience. 

Core Programme 
A1lcandidatesarerequiredtoundertakeacoreprogrammewhichis 
generally completed over two years of part-time study. The Core 
Programme is undertaken in the in-service or pre-service mode by 
candidates who are concurrently employed as full-time teachers or 
as pre-setvice teachers of fashion 

Education 
Professional Preparation 
Professional Preparation 
General Studies 
Practical Experience 
Special Melhod 
TOTAL CREDrr POINTS 

Subject Content Studies 

In-service 
18 
18 
18 

6 
12 

6 
60 

Pre-service 
18 
18 
18 

6 
6 

8 
56 

The remaining 48-52 credit points necessary to qualify for the 
award must be gained in Subject Content Studies wnch: 
0) will be related to the candidate's field of teaching. 
Oil will be 

(a) formal studies to be undertaken in one or more approved 
institutions, OR 

(b) individual study programmes which combine formal 
studies and formal project or thesis WOlk. 

Each Subject Content Studies programme must adhere to such 
guidelines as the Board of Studies and Course Committee in 
Further Education may prescribe for the relevant field of teaching 
and be submitted for the approval of the Board. 

Criteria for Determining Subject Content Studle. 
Requirements 
1 . Criteria to be used will include a preference for some 

sequential studies, undertaken at an approved institutionover 
at least two years and a strand of studies consistent with the 
Core Programme. That is, the total programme of Subject 
Content Studies taken by each candidate shall be of a 
sufficiently advanced, relevant and substantial nature as to 
significantly complement and broaden the candidate's 
knowledge and skills within his/her field of specialisation to a 
level beyond that at which he/she is required to teach. 

2. Subject Content Studies shall be undertaken at degree, 
diploma or certificate level and/or by means of special 
projects. 

3. Completion of an appropriate study plan. 
3.1 In cases where an appropriate certificate, diploma or 

degree course is not available candidates may submit 
individual study plans. Astudy plan shall consist of a co
ordinated programme of studies made up of approp
riate subjects from certificate, diploma, degree, post
trade and/or other approved courses. 

3.2 Each study plan shall be judged as being of sufficient 
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continuity and depth to satisfy the reqUirements, in 
whole or part, of Subject Content Studies. 

3.3 In approved cases credit in Subject Content Studies 
maybe acquired by the completion of amajortechnical 
report or investigation. In general, a technical report 
shall be judged as the equivalent of only partial comp
letion of Subject Content Studies. 

3.4 Where the study plan approach is adopted, the pro
gramme of study shall generally include at least one 
course or area of study taken over a two year period. 

3.5 In some cases where a technical report or investigation 
is approved, this shall represent the culmination of the 
total programme of study in the study plan. The project 
shall require candidates to carry out a major investig
ation or report, at a tertiary level, in their area(s) of 
speCialisation. 

4. A candidate may apply for credit in Subject Content Studies 
on the basis of previous studies. Applications must be 
supported by documentary evidence. Where credit isgranted, 
The Board of Studies and Course Committee in Further 
Education shall determine further studies the candidate 
needs to complete in order to meet Subject Content Studies 
requirements. 

5. The Board of Studies and Course Committee in Further 
Education will give due consideration to the comparability of 
courses at other institutions and the promotions requirements 
of the relevant employing authorities when determining 
Subject Content Studies requirements. 

At the time of publication the above course was under review and 
content may change for 1985. Student should contact the Course 
Oirector for possible changes. 



Diploma in Teaching 
(TAFE) 
CORE PROGRAMME Intemal Mode(ln-Servlceand Pre
service) 

STAGE I 

Sem •• ter Module. 
ET2110 - Planning Skills 
Ef2250 - Teaching Skills I 
ET2260 - Instructional Media I 
ET2120 - Evaluation Skills 
ET2130 - Students & Teachers in TAFE 
ET2270 - Teaching Skills II 
ET2280 - Instructional Medja II 
ET3300 - Alternative Teaching Strategies 

- An erective module 

Full Year Module. 
ET2000 - Special Method I' 
ET2025 - Practical Experience *+ 
STAGE II 
Seme .. er Module. 
83140 - Processes of Learning 
ET3160 - Issues in TAFE (8) 
ET21 70 - Curriculum Studies 

- AIl elective module 

Full Yea, Module. 
ET2150 - issues in TAFE (A) 
ET2050 - Special Method 2* 
ET2026 - Practical Experience 2* + 

TOTAL CREDIT POINTS 

Qedlt Hrs. Per 
Points Week 

3 2 
3 2 
3 2 
3 2 
3 2 
3 2 
3 2 
3 2 

4 
6 

Variable 

2 

3 2 
3 2 
3 2 

3 
2 
6 

60 

Variable 

1< Pre-service students enrol in the following special method and 
practical experience modules: 

STAGE I 
Full Year Modules 
Efl000 - Special t.Aethod I Pre-service 
Efl020 - Practical Experience I Pre--service 

STAGE II 
Full Vear Modules 
ET1050 _ Special Method I! Pre-service 
ET1026 _ Practical Experience II P~rvice 

+ Students who have less than ten hours per week of face to face 
teaching enrol in alternative Practical Experience modules which 
attract fewer credit points. 
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Diploma in Teaching 
(TAFE) 
CORE PROGRAMME (In-service) by Off Campus or 
External Mode. 

STAGE I 
Semester Modules 

ET2621 _ Skills for External Study 
ET2622 _ Communication Skills 
ET2623 _ Student Learning Objectives 
ET2624 _ Planning a Lesson 
ET2625 - Lesson Presentation 
ET2627 - An Introduction of Teaching 
ET2628 - Teaching to Assimilate Learning 
ET2630 - College Observations 
ET2631 _ Introduction to Teaching Strategies 
ET2632 _ Alternative Teaching Strategies 
ET2633 - Instructional Media 

Oedit Points 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 

ET2634 - Preparing Instructional Notes and Qass Materials 
ET2637 - The TAFE Environment 

1 
1 
1 

ET2638 - Processes of Learning 
ET2639 _ Personal Factors in Teaching 
ET2640 _ Oass Management and Organization 

Full Vear Module. 
ET2609 

Special Method I 

ET2610 _ Practical Experience 1+ 

1 
1 
1 

4 
6 

STAGE II 
Semester Module. Credit Points 
ET2626 - Developing a Curriculum 
ET2629 - Explaining 
ET2635 - Developing Programmed Learning Materials 
ET2636 _ Media Package Construction 
82641 _ Qment Measures of Assessment 
82642 _ Developing and Using Assessment Measures 
82643 - Preparing a Module for TAFE Teaching A 
ET2644 - Preparing a Module for TAFE Teaching B 
ET2645 _ Local Issues in TAFE 
82646 _ National Issues in T AFE 
ET2647 _ Comparative TAFE Issues 
ET2648 _ Social Issues Related to TAFE 
ET2649 _ TAFE Extension Studies 

Full Vear Modules 
ET2619 - Special Method II 
82620 _ Practical Experience 11+ 

1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 

2 
6 

+ Students who have less than 10 hours per week of face to face 
teaching enrol in alternative Practical Experience modules which 
attract fewer credit points. 

Bachelor of Education 
(Art) 

The Bachelor of Education (Art) programme is a degree course of 
four years full-time duration. To qualify for the award, students must 
obtain a minimum of 144 credit points divided into various areas of 
study. 

The course is designed to provide general and vocational pre
paration for prospective art teachers. The aim of the course is to 
prepare.candidates for entry into the teaching service. Graduates of 
the course should, with experience, become skilled teaching 
practitioners with a sound understanding of educational prinCiples 
and procedures who possess expert knowledge in the specialist 
field of Art Education. 

BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (ARl) 
Course Content and Requirement. 

Study Are. 
PART A: GENERAL PREPARATION 

Education 

Educational Studies 

Subject Content Studies 
(a) Special 

- Major Study 

- Support Study 

- Applied Art Study 

_ "Theoretical Study 

(b) General Studies 

Project 

TOTAL CREDIT POINTS (A) 

PART 6: VOCATIONAL PREPARATION 
Special Theory 
(a) General 

(Theory & Practice of Teaching) 

(b) Specific to Subject 

Practical Teaching Experience 

TOTAL CREDIT POINTS (6) 
TOTAL CREDIT POINTS A + 6 

Required 
Credit 
Points 

18 

9 

33 

12 

9 

12 

12 

9 

114 

6 

18 

6 

30 
144 

... Art History modules are currently under review and may be subject to change. 

Course Modules 
DescriptionS of course modules may be found on pages 114-168. 
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Modules and Specific ReqUirements 

Must include 3 credit points in each of the following 
three areas: Child Development, Curriculum, Sociology 
of EducatiOll, Including 6 credit points in Education at 
300 level. 

9 credit points at 400 level. 

Select two subjects at 100 level (total: 12 credit points 
over two semesters). Select one ofthose subjects for in
depth study to 400 level gaining 6 credit points at 200 
level, 6 credit points at 300 level and 9 credit points at 
400 level. Choose from Painting, Sculpture, Print
making, Ceramics. 

a100se from Drawing, Design and Photography. 

Oloose from Jewellery, Cennamics, Textiles and Fibre 
Arts. 

Art History -3 credit points at each of 1 OQ, 200, 300 and 
400 levels. 

9 credit points at 400 level. A project involving an 
investigation into an aspect of secondary school 
education through the arts. 

2 credit points to be gained at 1 00,200 and 300 levels. 

7 credit points at 100 level 
7 credit points at 200 level 
4 credit points at 300 level 

2 credit points at 100, 200 and 400 levels 



BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (ARl) COURSE STRUCTURE BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (ARl) COURSE STRUCTURE 

I STAGE 1 STAGE 2 STAGE 3 STAGE 4 . STAGE 5 STAGE 8 STAGE 7 STAGE 8 CREDIT POINTS 
PART A GENERAL PREPARATION 

(0 (3) (3) (3) (3) 
EDUCATION ED1902 Olild Dev. (AdoO ED1801 Ba~cl~s ED2801 Teach/Learn Process ED28Q3 Issues & Pattems 

In CUrriculum 

(3) (3) 
E03101 School and ED3301 Pars. Development - - 18 

Society Mental Health 

00 
EDUCATIONAL 

STUDIES 

Select two: (6) Select one: (3) 
AE4085 Visual Education AE483 Art Therapy 
ED4819 Interp. Comm. Skills AE486 Growth Development 9 
SE4009 Dev. Disabilities in Art Education 

010 • (6) • (6) (3) (3) 
SUBJECT CONTENT Two of: Continue two of: Continue one of: Continue one of: 
(a) Special AT122 Painting AT123 Painting AT222 Painting AT223 Painting 

Studies AT132 Sculpture AT133 Sculpture AT232 Sculpture AT233 Sculputre 
AT142 Printmaking AT143 Printmaking AT242 Printmaking AT243 Printmaking 

Continue one of: (3) Cont. simultaneously ** (3) Cont. simultaneously (6) Continue one of: (3) 
AT322 Painting AT323 & AT324 Painting AT422 & AT423 Painting AT424 Painting 
AT332 Sculpture AT333 & AT334 Sculpture AT432 & AT433 Sculpture AT 434 Sculpture 
AT342 Printmaking AT343 & AT344 Prin1ma~ng AT442 & AT443 Printma~ng AT444 Printmaking 33 
AT352 Ceramics AT353 & AT354 Ceramics AT452 & AT453 Ceramics AT454 Ceramics 

(i) Major Study AT152 Ceramics AT1S3 Ceramics AT252 Ceramics AT253 Ceramics 
(3) (3) (3) 

Oneal: 
Qi) Support A T116 Drawing AT117 Drawing AT216 Drawing -

Study AT113 Design 
AT172 Pholography 

(3) 
One ot (at approp, level) 
- Drawing 12 
- Design - - -
- Photography 

(3) 
Oii) Applied One at: Any one (at approp. levet) 

Art Study AT152 CeramiCS • CeramiCS 
AT157 Textiles - Textiles 

(3) 
Anyone (at approp. level) 
- Ceramics 
- Textiles - - - 9 

AT142 Printmaking - Printmaking 
, HT1 770 Fibre Arts - Fibre Arts 

- Printmaking 
- Fibre Arts 

(3) (3) 
(b) General One Module at any level My module from any department either semester. 

Studies in any department. 

(3) (3) 12 One module at any level One module at any level 
in any department. in any department. 

11; Full year module (3) Full year module (2) 
(c) Theoretical AT101 History of Art AT201 History of Art 

(2) (3) 12 AT301 History of Art AT401 Histol\' of Art 

PART B VOCATIONAL PREPARATION 
THEORY (2) (2) 
(0 GENERAL THEORY PSI 01 Principles & Prac. PS201 Theory & Practice 

Semester 5 or 6 6 PS301 Principles & Practices of Teaching Art 
& PRAGnCEOF of Teaching of Teaching Art 
TEACHING 

(2) or (3) TOTAL (7) (4) or (5) (2) or (3) TOTAL (7) (4) or (5) 
(10 SPECIFIC Oneaf: AE153 Struc!. Art. Exp. (2 Oneal: AE259 Metl10ds 01 (2) 

TO AE156 ConcePt Dev! (3) Prog. Dev. AE257 Concept Dev. & (3) Tech. Art History 
SUBJECT Tech. 20 Art Plus one of: Tech. 3D Plus one of: 

(2) (2) 
Oneal: One at 
AE355 Utilizing Res. in AE358 Art Educators Prof. 

Teaching Art (2) Prac. Resp. (2) 
AE158 Print Tech/Proc. (2) AE156 COncept Dev. & (3) AE258 Teaching Method (2) AE257 Concept Dev. (3) 

Tech. 20 reI. to Photog. & Tech. 3D 
AE357 Concept Dev. & AE359 Mv. f.Aethod Teach. 18 

Tech. in 3D (3) !VI History (3) 
AE158 Print Tech/Proc. (2) AE25B Teach. ~od (2) 

rei. to Photog. 
• (2) • (2) 

(110 PRACTICUM PTl08 PRACTK;UM PT208 PRACTICUM 
o ART PRACnCUM PT408 PRACTICUM' (2) 

(Four weeks studio practice Full Year 6 
Full Year Full Year in Major Study) 

(IV) PROJECT - - - - (9) 9 o AE400 !VI Education Project - Full Year 

* Please note that the History of Art modules are currently under review and may be subject to change. 

NOTE: AT Module. can be found on page. 204-206. TOTAL 144 

NOTE: AT Modute. can be found on page. 204-206. 
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Bachelor of Education 
(Early Childhood) 

The Bachelor of Education (Early Childhood) programme is a 
degree course of four years duration. The pr~lVice component 
requires a student to study fulHime for three years and to attain a 
minimum of 131 creditpointstobeawardedaDiplomaofTeaching 
in Early Childhood Education. Before proceeding to the degree 
component of the programme, a student is then required to gain a 
year of teaching experience (the 'E' component) or its equivalent. 
The post-service component of the programme is only offered by 
the external mode of study and requires a student to gain a further 
39 credit points, making a minimum of 1 70 credit points to obtain 
the Bachelor of Education (Early Childhood) award. 
The aim 01 the Bachelor of Education (Early Childhood) course is to 
produce teachers who are well prepared in both the theoretical and 
practical aspects of Early Childhood Education. With an emphasis 
on children from birth to eight years of age, the course enables 
students to gain practical experience in both community and Early 
Olildhood settings and in the more formal early childhood class
rooms found in regular Primary Schools. 
In each year of the course students are required to complete a four 
week block practice teaching period. During the first year this 
experience will be in an Infants Departmentwithin a Primary School, 
in the second year, in a regular Pre-School setting and, during the 
third year this experience may be undertaken in an Infants 
Department, Pre-School orother approved Community placement. 
Subjects in the course are divided into the broad categories of 
PROFESSIONAl STUDIES (comprising Educational Studies, Early 
Olildhood Major, Earty Olildhood Subject Studies, Integrated 
Studies, and Foundation Studies) and GENERAL STUDIES. 

PART A: PROFESSIONAL STUDIES 
EdJcationaiStudiesbegin with the module Orientation to Teaching, 
proceed through the studies in human psychological development 
and in addition include studies in the sociology of education. 
The Early Childhood Major provides specific modules within the 
Early Olildhood discipline to complement studies in human 
development. Modules such as Special Education, Multicultural 
OJrricula, and Play (as a teaching medium) enhance the studies in 
child development. The module Philosophy and OJrriculum for 
Early Childhood draws together many of the studies in the Early 
Olildhood Major and, together with the Educational Studies com
ponent of the course, provides a focus for classroom management 
and procedures. 
Early Childhood Subject Studies include more discrete subject 
areas such as Social Science and Mathematics together with a 
continuing emphasis on the study of language. 
The study of the developing child does not fit neatly into the division 
of subject disciplines. In order to provide students with the notion of 
a unity of knowledge for teaching the young child, a set of subjects 
will be presented in an integrated and inter-disciplinary manner. 
Under the title Integrated Studies subject disciplines such as 
Mathematics and Science are combined to explore the nature of 
measurement whilst aspects of Physical Education, Music and 
Drama are incorporated in the module based on human movement. 
The Foundation Studies are designed to give students the know
ledge and skills needed to teach subjects within an Infants School 
setting. 

PART B: GENERAL STUDIES 
These are elective programmes in social, cultural, scientific and 
aesthetic disciplines designed to promote personal academic 
development within the range of the student's needs and interest. 
These studies are treated in their own right and are not necessarily 
related to either Early Childhood curricula or to teaching method. 
General Studies programmes are offered for example, in Education 
(psychology), English, Industrial Arts (Craft), Languages, Multi
cultural Studies, Physical Education, Social Sciences and Special 
Education. 
In addition to the abovesubjects required in Professional or General 
Studies. a range of further Professional Studies modules is also 
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available for students to select according to their particular 
professional interests. These studies include specialized modules 
in innovations and parent involvement in Early Childhood pro
grammes, elementary administration, music and language. 

POST SERVICE COMPONENT OF COURSE 
After a minimum of one year or equivalent of professional 
employment experience, study in the fourth year is offered by the 
external mode of study. 
Studies in the fourth year build upon those undertaken in the pre
service component of the course and update earlier theoretical 
knowledge. 
Entry to the post-service component of the degree may be granted 
to students wishing to change their area of specialization to that of 
Early Childhood. Individual conversion programmes are available 
to enable such students to complete requirements for the award of 
Bachelor of Education (Early Childhood). These requirements may 
include an Early Childhood (0-5 years) block practice teaching 
period of four weeks duration. 
In the fourth year, students are also required to complete the module 
Project Preparation in Early Childhood before undertaking an 
individual research Project associated with their studies and 
experience within the Early Childhood field. 

Course Modules 
Descriptions of modules may be found on pages 114-168. 

, 

I 

~ 

BACHELOR OF EDUCATION - (EARLY CHILDHOOD) PRE-SERVICE COURSE OUTLINE 

A. PROFESSIONAL STUDIES - 122 credit points 

1. EDUCATIONAL STUDIES - 48 credit points c.p. 

ED1909 Orientation to Teaching 3 

ED2904 Introduction to Human Development 3 

ED3907 Child Development-Personality & 
Self Concept 3 

E03908 Child Development Intellectual 
Growth 3 

ED3301 School and Society 

TP100l Expository Teaching: Primary E.C. 3 

TP1002 Pupil Centred Teaching: Primary E.G. 3 

TP2005 Unit Planning: Early Childhood 3 

TP2006 Diagnostic Planning: Perceptual 
Motor Skills 3 

TP3001 Unit Planning for Multiple Groups 3 

BP1000 Teaching Experience: Prim/E.C. 6 

BP2001 Teaching Experience: E.C. 6 

BP3001 Teaching Experience: E.C. 6 

2. EARLY CHILDHOOD MAJOR - 21 credit points 

MS2020 Planning for Multicultural Curricula 
in Early Childhood 3 

ED2601 Philosophy & Curriculum in E.C. 3 

ED2602 Play in Early Childhood Education 3 

SE2000 Learning Problems in the Sci'YJol 
Recognition and Treatment 3 

ID2010 Child Health and Nutrition 3 

Students choose one module from Group A and one module 
from Group B 

ED3601 Innovations & Parent Involvement 

« in E.C. 3 

"-
v, 

::> ED3001 Modern Approaches to Classroom 
0 Music Orff and Kodaly Skills 3 a: 
(!J 

ED2011 Teaching English as a Second 
Language 3 

ED3602 Elementary Administration: PreSchool 
en in Early Q-lildhood 3 

"-
Story Telling andVStory Writing ::> EN3023 0 for E.C. 3 a: 

(!J 

Guitar for Early g~dhOOd MU1071 3 

# 
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PROFESSIONAL STUDIES (continued) 

3. EARLY CHILDHOOD SUBJECT STUDIES - 18 credit points 

PE1311 Movement Education 3 

MU1030 Early O1ildhood Music I 3 

SS1310 Social Studies - Early Childhood 3 

MAl 071 Mathematics Education I: Teaching 
for Numeracy 3 

EN1005 Language Development and Teaching 3 

EN2006 Reading 3 

4. INTEGRATED STUDIES - 15 credit points c.p. 

101603 Art/Craft 1 Integrated Studies 3 

102603 Art/Craft II Integrated Studies 3 

102014 Social Studies/Science 3 

102012 Mathematics!Science 3 

102011 Music/MovemenVDrama 3 

5. FOUNDATION STUDIES - 20 credit points 

EN1000 English Method (PreSchool-Grade 2) 2 

EN100l English Method (Grades 3-6) 2 

MAl 070 Mathematics 2 

AE1016 Art 2 

IA1602 Craft 2 

MU1051 Music 2 

PE1320 Physical Education 2 

MS1050 Multicultural Education & Community 
Languages 2 

SC1940 Science 2 

551320 Social Studies 2 

EN1900 Spelling 

B. GENERAL STUDIES - 9 credit points 

Computer Studies 1000 3 

1000 3 

2000 3 

#: This module to be taken in any of the General Studies areas 
available. The 2000 level module is chosen from either Computer 
Studies or the other 1 000 module area. This area continues in the 
post-service (Year IV) to total 5 modules or 15 cp in the General 
Studies major. 



BACHELOR OF EDUCATION DEGREE COURSE IN 
EARLY CHILDHOOD STUDIES 

2 POST-SERVICE COMPONENT - 39 credit pclnts 

A PROFESSIONAL STUDI ES (30 credit points) 

EDUCATIONAL STUDIES (12 credit points) 

ED4003 Project Preparation (E. C.) 3 

ED490t Recent Advances in Olild Development 3 

ED4 3 

ED4 3 

TP4 
un 3 

EARLY CHILDHOOD MAJOR (12 credit points) 

SE3004 Diagnosis and Assistance with 
Learning problems 3 

ED4601 Current Trends in Early Childhood 
Education 3 

EN4000 Advanced Language and Reading 3 

ED4602 Education Administration 3 

PROJECT (6 credit points) 

ED4006 Project in Early Childhood Education 6 

GENERAL STUDIES (9 credit points) :# 

3000 3 

4000 3 

4000 3 

# Continues General Studies area taken at 2000 level in Pre
service to total 15 credit points in major. 

EARLY CHILDHOOD SEQUENCE OF STUDIES 
FOR PRE-SERVICE COMPONENT 
(Common First Year with Primary) 

SEMESTER 1 Credit Points 
EN190D Dictation and Spelling a 
ED1909 Orientation to Teaching 3 
TPl 01 0 ExpoSitory Teaching 3 
EN1005 Language Development and Teaching 3 
MA1071 Mathematics Education 1 : Teaching for Numeracy 3 
EN1000 English Method (Pre-School Year II) 2 

FOUNDATION STUDIES (2cp each module) 
Students study 3 modules Semester 1, the other 
4 modules Semester 2, or vice versa 

MS1050 Multicultural Education and Community Language 
AE1016 Early Olildhood - Primary Art 
IA 1602 Early Olildhood - Primary Craft 
551320 Early Childhood - Primary Social Studies 
SC1940 Early Childhood - Primary Science 
PE1320 Early Childhood Primary 
MU1051 Early Childhood - Primary Music 

6 or 8 
TOTAL 20 or 22 
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SEMESTER 2 
ED2904 Introduction to Human Development 3 
TP1002 Pupil Centred Teaching 3 
EN2006 Reading 3 
EN1001 English Method Year 3-6 2 
MA1070 Early Childhood - Primary Mathematics 2 

FOUNDATION STLDJES (2cp each module) 
Students only 3 (or 4) remaining modules 

AE1016 
Early Olildhood - Primary Art 
IA 1 602 Early Olildhood - Primary Craft 
551320 Early Olildhood - Primary Social Studies 
SC1940 Early Childhood - Primary Science 
MU1051 Early Olildhood - Primary Music 
PE1320 Early Olildhood - Primary Physical Education 
MS1050 Multicultural Education and Community Language 

6 or 8 
TOTAL 19 or 21 

FULL YEAR 
BP1000 Teaching Experience: Prim/E.C. 6 

SEMESTER 3 Credit PoInts 
TP2005 OJrriculum Unit Planning for Early Olildhood 3 
ED3907 Olild Development - Personality and Self Concept 3 
ED2601 Philosophy and Curriculum in Early O1ildhood 3 
ED2602 Play in Early Childhood Ed 3 
PE1311 Movement Education 3 
101 603 ArtICraft I Integrated Studies 3 
MU1 030 Early Olildhood Music I __ 3 
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SEMESTER 4 Credit PoInts 
TP2006 Diagnostic Planning - Perceptual Motor Skills 3 
SE2000 Learning Problems Recognition and Treatment 3 
551310 Social Studies Early Childhood 3 
102011 Music/MovemenVDrama Integrated Studies 

General Studies Module (1 000 level) 3 
Students complete one module from Group A Alternatives 
-Group A Alternatives 
ED3601 Innovations and Parent Involvement in E.C. Ed 3 
MU3001 Music II - Early Childhood (Orff and Kodaly) 3 
EN2011 Teaching English as a Second Language I 3 
These Modules will be offered depending upon student demand 
and availability of staff. 
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FULL YEAR 
BP2001 Teaching Experience E.C. 6 

SEMESTER 5 Credit Points 
3 
3 
3 

TP3001 Unit Planning for Multiple Groups 
ED3908 Olild Development - Intellectual Growth 
102012 Maths!Science Integrated Studies 
102014 Social Sciences/Sciences Integrated Studies 

One General Studies (1 000 level or 2000 level) 
Students complete one module from Group B Alternatives 
-Group B Alternatives 
E03602 Elementary Administration - Pre-School 
EN3023 Story Telling and Story Writing in E.C. 
MU1071 Guitar for Early Childhood 

3 

3 
3 
3 
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SEMESTER 6 
E03301 School and Society 

Credit Points 
3 
3 
3 

MS2021 Planning for Multicultural OJrricula in E.C. Ed 
102010 Child Health and Nutrition 
102603 ArtICraft II Integrated Studies 

One General Studies (1 000 level or 2000 level) 3 
- PLUS any further selection of up to one Group A and Group B 
alternatives offering. 
- These modules will be offered depending upon student demand 
and availability of staff. 

15 to 21 
FULL YEAR 
BP3001 Teaching Experience E.C. 6 

Bachelor of Education 
(Engl ish/History) 

The Bachelorof Education (English/History) degree course requires 
the equivalent of four years of full-time study. 
In the pre-service component of the programme a student must 
successfully complete three years of full-time study and obtain a 
minimum of 131 credit points, toquaJityforthe Diplomain Teaching 
(English/History). 
Following the equivalent of at least one year's teaching experience, 
the current Diploma graduate may re-enrol and complete the 

Bachelor of Education (English/History) course by extemal study, 
usually over a two-year period, through the Department of Extemal 
Studies. This post-service component of the programme requires 
that the student obtains atteast 44 credit points, giving a total of 175 
credit points necessary to qualify for the award of the degree of 
Bachelor of Education (Engtish/History). 
A student completing the degree course will have teaching com
petence in subjects normally taught in Departments of English and 
History in N.S.W. secondary schools. The programme allows for a 
major emphasis in either English or History, and a minor emphasis 
on the subject not chosen for a major emphasis. 
Descriptions of the various modules available in 1985 appear 
elsewhere in this Caiendarund9l'"the section Module Deacriptlons. 
The flow-chart which follows indicates the likely placement of 
modules over the full four years of the course. Credit point ratings 
follow each module. 

COURSE CONTENT AND REQUIREMENTS 

Required 
Credit POints 

Study Area 
Education and Educationat Studies 

Year 1-3 Year 4 Modules and Specific Requirements 
15 9 

Special Education 

Major Academic Study 

Minor Academic Study 

Ntethodology associated with Academic Studies 

Computer and Statistical Uteracy 

Problems in Teaching Uteracy and Numeracy 

Electives 

Principles and Practices of Teaching 

Practice Teaching 

3 

27 

24 

18 

3 

3 

3 

17 

18 

TOTALS 131 

FLOWCHART 
Semester I: 
- EN1150 - Secondary English Teaching I 
- EN1155 - Understanding Poetry 

551240 • History Teaching Method I 
551440 - The Ancient Near-East and Early Greece 
E01909 - Orientation of Teaching 
TS1005 - Expository Teaching (E/H) 
MA 1021 - Computer-8tatistics Uteracy 

Semester II 
- EN1156 - Uterature for Adolescents 

551450 - Britain 1815-1914 
101100 - ProblemsinTeachingUteracyandNumeracy 
ED2901 - Adolescent Development 
SE2006 - Oassroom Management for Slow Leaners in 

the Secondary Classroom 
TS1006 - Pupil-Centred Teaching (E/H) 
BP1005 - Practice Teaching 

Semester III 
- EN2150 - Secondary English Teaching II 
- EN2158 - Drama I 

552240 - History Teaching Method II 
552450 - East Asia: A Historical Study of the Cultural 

Background 
ED2902 - Teaching and Learning in the Mainstream 

Class I 
TS2041 - Teaching Strategies (E/H) 

3 cp 
3 cp 
3 cp 
3 cp 
3 cp 
2 cp 
3 cp 

3 cp 
3 cp 
3cp 
3 cp 

3 cp 
3 cp 
6 cp 

3 cp 
3 cp 
3 cp 

3 cp 

3 cp 
3 cp 

+ 
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24 English OR History 

8 English OR History 

3 

175 

Semester IV 
- EN2155 - Shakespeare 3cp 
- One of 

EN3158 - Drama II 3 cp 
OR 

EN3159 - Popular Fiction 3 cp 
552460 - Olina: An Emerging Third Super-Power 
552470 - Greece, Rome and Early Medieval Europe 3 cp 
ED2903 - TeachingandieamingintheMainstreamCIassll3cp 
TS2006 - DeSign and Construction of Instructional 

Resources 
BP2005 - Practice Teaching 

3 cp 
6 cp 

Semester V 
- EN3150 - Secondary English Teaching III 3 cp 
- EN3155 - Understanding Language 3 cp 

553240 - History Teaching Method III 3 cp 
EN3160 - Mass Media and Popular Culture 3 cp 

OR 
SS3470 - Renaissance and Reformation 3 cp 
SS3450 - Australia from Foundation to World War I: A 

Practical Study (Part I) 3 cp 
Bective Module 3 cp 

TS3005 - Approaches to Unit Planning (E/H) 3 cp 

Semester VI 
- EN3157 - Issues in 19th and Early 20th Century Australian 

Literature 3 cp 



EN3156 - Film Appreciation 3 cp 
OR 

883460 - U.8.A. 1787-1917 3 cp 
SS3450 - Australia from Foundation to World War I: A 

Practical Study (Part II) 3 cp 
ED3301 - School and Society 3 cp 
TS3006 - Oassroom Management and Discipline (E/H) 3 cp 
SP3005 - Practice Teaching 6 cp 

ONE YEAR'S TEACHING EXPERIENCE 

Semester VII 
* EN4155 - Uterature for the Seni()( School 8 cp 

SS4421 - Europe and the Middle East Since 1945 8 cp 
Education module (1) - selected (depending on offerings) from: 

ED4802 - Situation Based Curriculum 3 cp 
ED4804 - Current Issues in Education 3 cp 
ED4806 - Leadership 3 cp 
ED4815 - Assessment Procedures in the Secondary 

School 3 cp 
ED4822 - Aims and Values of Australian Education 3 cp 
ED4824 - The Adolescent and Education 3 cp 

General Study module (1) - selected from available offerings 3 cp 

Semester VIff 
Studies (I 6 cp) in either English or History as the major - chosen 
from: 

EN4159 - Research in English Education 8 cp 
EN4156 - Contemporary Australian Uterature 4 cp 
EN4157 - Language 4cp 
EN4158 - Drama 4 cp 
EN4160 - Contemporary World Literature 4 cp 
SS4240 - History Teaching Method N - (Compulsory for 

History major plus one other History module from 
those listed below) 8 cp 

SS4400 - Asia Since World War II 8 cp 
SS4450 - The Impact of Technology 8 cp 
SS4460 - Ideas in the Ancient and Medieval World 8 cp 
SS4470 - Australia Since World War I 8 cp 

Education modules (2) - selected (depending on offerings) from 
the above list. 

* Asterisks indicate modules that provide the compuslory core for 
major or minor English sequences. 

Cour.e Module. 
Description of modules may be found on pages 114-168. 
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Bachelor of Education 
(Home Economics) 

The Bachelor of Education (Home Economics) programme is a 
degree course of four years duration and students must attain a 
minimum of 172 credit points to qualify for this award. Subjects are 
divided into the broad categories of Education and Educational 
Studies, Subject Cootent Studies, General Subject Content 
Studies, Professional Preparation and Practicum. 
Studies in Education establish a general awareness of teaching 
and learning situations in Secondary schools while Educational 
Studiesemphasise the specific contribution of Home Economics in 
the educational process. 
Subject Content Studies establish a body of knowledge, skills and 
aHitudes relating specifically to Home Economics in the schools 
and the community. 
General Subject Content Studies aim to broaden the students' 
knowledge of subject content both within and without their area of 
specialization. 
Professional Preparation and Practicum equip the students to plan 
and implement the practical and theoretical components of the 
course in the teaching situation. 
The aim of the course is to produce teachers well prepared in the 
theoretical and practical aspects of Home Economics, who will 
actively seek to impart their knowledge not only to the individuals 
they teach, but to the community at large. 
At the end of Year III of the Bachelor of Education (Home 
Economics) candidates may elect to terminate their course with the 
award of Diploma in Teaching (Secondary) - Home Economics. 
Students must aHain a minimun of 126 credit points for this award. 
Students who have graduated with the Diploma in Teaching 
(Secondary) - Home Economics may complete course require
ments forthe Bachelor of Education (Home Economics)byextemal 
study. Information on this option can be found in the Extemal 
Studies section of this calendar. 

SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS 
0) Education and Educational StlKiies 

Education: a minimum of 15 credit points, to include 6 credit 
points at 3000 level. 
Educational Studies: a minimum of 9 credit points at 4000 
level. 
Modules may include: 
ED1909 Orientation to Teaching 
ED2901 Adolescent Development 
ED2905 Teaching & Leaming in SecondarySchools 
ED3301 School and Society 

One (ED3302 Measurement & Evaluation in the School 
of (ED3303 Personal/Mental Health 

ED4802 Situation Based Curriculum Development 
(ED4804 Current Issues in Education 

Two (ED481 2 Curriculum and Groups with Special Needs 
of (ED4822 Aims and Values of Australian Education 

(TS4112 Analysis of Personal Teaching Style 
Oil Subject Content Studies 

A minimum of 85 credit points, to consist of: 
1 sl (1000) LEVEL (24 cp) 
KTl1 30 Science of Foods and Nutrition 
KT1230 Food and Fibre Science 
KT1330 Foods 
KT1430 Contemporary Australian Family 
KT1530 Consumer Behaviour 
KT1630 Consumer Textiles 
HT1730 Basic Design 
HT1830 Fashion Design - Clothing Construction 
2nd (2000) LEVEL (18 cp) 

3 cp 
3 cp 
3cp 
3 cp 
3 cp 
3 cp 
3 cp 
3 cp 
3cp 
3 cp 
3 cp 

3 cp 
3 cp 
3 cp 
3 cp 
3 cp 
3 cp 
3 cp 
3 cp 

Six modules (Nutrition and Food Science compulsory and at 
least two modules from the areas of Family and Textiles) 
KT2130 Nutrition 3 cp 
KT2230 Food Science 3 cp 
KT2430 Family in History 3 cp 
KT2530 Homes and Housing 3 cp 

l 

I ,. , 

;. 

/. 

KT2531 Family Decision Making and Management 3cp 
KT2630 Textile Technology 3 cp 
HT2730 Yams 3 cp 
HT2830 Fashion Design 3 cp 
3rd (3000) LEVEL (1 2 cp) 
Four modules (at least one module to be selected from each 
of the areas Foods, Family and Textiles) 
HT3l30 Nutrition 3 cp 
HT3230 Food Science 3 cp 
KT3333 Australian Foods: A Historical and Cultural 

Perspective 3 cp 
KT3430 The Family and Social Institutions 3 cp 
HT3530 The Family as a Consumer 3 cp 
HT3630 Textile Science 3 cp 
KT3730 Weaving and Dyeing 3 cp 
KT3830 Fashion Design - Tailoring 3 cp 
41h (4000) LEVEL (16 cp) 
Four modules to be selected from 
HT4140 Nutrition 4cp 
HT4240 Food Science 4 cp 
KT 4440 Current Issues and the Family 4 cp 
KT 4540 Consumer Education 4 cp 
KT4640 Textile Performance 4 cp 
HT 4 7 40 Design Research 4 cp 
6 cp from above modules at 2nd-3rd level (not previously 
studied) 
Graduation Project: 
KT 4930 Research Methods 3 cp 
HT 4960 Research Project 6 cp 

Oii) General Subject Content Studies 
A minimum of 18 credit points, to consist of: 
MS321 5 Designing and Implementing Curricula in a 

Multicultural School 3 cp 
One Elective 3 cp 
3 cp from Special Subject Content or Special Education 
3 cp from English 
6 cp from Education, Educational Studies, Subject Content 
Studies (Home Economics) or General Electives. 

Ov) Professional Preparation 
A minimum of 21 credit points, to consist of: 

(a) General Theory of Teaching - 15 cp 
TS1111 Expository Teaching Home Economics 3 cp 
TS1112 Interactive Teaching Home Economics 3 cp 
TS2113 Creative Teaching Resources: Home 

Economics 3 cp 
TS2114 Qassroom Management and Discipline:Home 

Economics 3 cp 
TS3111 Curriculum Design and Implementation: 

Home Economics 3 cp 
(b) Specific Home Economics - 6 cp 
HT2931 Textiles and Design Teaching Methodology 3cp 
HT2930 Home Science Teaching Methodology 3 cp 
HT3933 Methodology Home Economics 3 cp 

(v) Practicum 
A Minimum of 24 credit points to consist of: 
BP1011 Teaching Experience: Home Economics 6 cp 
SP2011 Teaching Experience: Home Economics 6 cp 
BP3011 Teaching Experience: Home Economics 6 cp 
BP4011 Teaching Experience: Home Economics 6 cp 

Cour.e Module. 
Description of modules may be found on pages 114-1 68. 
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Bachelor of Education 
(Industrial Arts) 

The Bachelor of Education (Industriallvts) programme is a degree 
course of fouryears duration and students must attain a minimum of 
175 credit points to qualifyfor this award. Subjects are divided into 
the broad categories of Education. Educational Studies. Subject 
Content Studies, General Subject Content Studies and Specialised 
Industrial Ms Vocational Preparation. 
Studies in Education establish a general awareness of teaching 
and learning situations in Secondary schools while Educational 
Studies emphasise the specific contribution of Industrial Arts in the 
educational process. 
Subject Content Studies establish a body of knowledge r~lating 
specifically to the materials, skills an~ pr~e~es the Industnal Arts 
teacher will draw upon in the teaching situation. 
General Subject Content Studies broadens the student's know
ledge of subject content outside their area of ~pecial!sation. 
Specialised Industrial Arts Vooationai Prepara~on eqUIPS students 
to plan and implement the practical and theoretical components of 
the course in a classroom situation. 
The aim of the course is to produce a teacherwho is well prepared in 
the theoretical and practical aspects of industrial arts and who will 
actively seek to impart their knowledge to the individuals they tea?h. 
Candidates at the end of Year II of the Bachelor of Education 
(Industrial Arts) programme may el7ct to t~rminate: their course at 
the end of Year III with the award of Diploma In Teaching (Secondarx) 
- Industrial Arts. Students must attain a minimum of 130 credit 
points for this award. All alternative third year programme !S 
provided on the accompanying ffow chart to accommodate thiS 
option. 
Students who have graduated with the Diploma in Teaching 
(Secondary) -Industrail Arts may complete course requirements for 
the Bachelor of Education (Industrial Arts) by extemal study. 
Information on this option can be found in the External Studies 
Section of this Calendar. 
NOTE: The academic structure of the Industrial Arts degree course 
is currently under review and any changes will be notified in 1985. 

PART A: GENERAL PREPARATION (124 credit points) 
0) Education - at least 15 credit pOin.ts which mu~t incl~de 3 

credit points in each of the follOWing areas: Onentatlon to 
Teaching, Adolescent Development, Teaching and Learning 
in Secondary Schools, School and Society Students must 
also gain 6 credit points at 3rd level. 

Oil Educational Studies - 9 credit points at 4th level 
Oii) Project - 6 credit points IA4566 Project in Industrial Arts 

Education 
(IV) Subject Content Stud'les - 94 credit poi.nts . 

(a) Special Subject Content (Industrial Arts) - 76 credit 
points 
1 st LEVEL: (21 credit points) 
IA 1103 - Descriptive Geometry 
IA 1123 - Functional Design in Technology 
IA 1203 - Woodworking Practices 
IA1213 - Timber Fabrication 
IA 1303 - Metalworking Practices 
IA1313 - Metal Forming 
IA 1403 - Materials of Industry 
2nd LEVEL: (15 credit points) 
1A2103 - Engineering Drawing Design 
IA2203 - Cabinetmaking 
1A2303 - Applied Metals 
1A2403 - Materials: Properties and Structure 
1A2433 - Engineering Mechanics 
3rd LEVEL: (12 credit points) 
Minimum of 12 credit points from 1A3033, 3043, 31 03, 
3133,3203,3213,3303,3313,3333,3403,3433, 
3443 
4th LEVEL: (19 credit points) 
IA4533 - Project Development in Industrial Arts 
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Minimum of 8 credit points from, IA4014, 41 08, 4208, 
4214, 4224, 4308, 4314, 4324 and a minimum of 8 
credit points selected from IA4408, 4414, 4424,4438, 
4444,4454 
3rd - 4th LEVEL: (Min 6 credit points) 
Minimum of 6 credit points from 1A3033, 3043, 31 03, 
3133,3203,3213,3303,3313,3333,3403,3433, 
3443,4014,4108,4208,4214,4224,4308,4314, 
4324,4408,4414,4424,4438,4444,4454 
2nd - 3rd LEVEL: (3 credit points) 
Minimum of 3 credit points selected from 1A2053, 
2063,2073,2123,2223,2243,2313,2323,2333, 
3033,3043,3103,3133,3203,3213,3303,3313, 
3333,3403,3433,3443 

(h) General Subject Content - 18 credit points 
To include at least: 
3 credit points in English 
3 credit points in Social Science 
6 credit points in Mathematics and/or Science 
The remainder being elected from any module offering 
in the College. 

PART B: VOCATIONAL PREPARATION (51 credit points) 
0) Special Theory - 27 credit points . 

(a) General Theory of Teaching (12 credit points) 
TS1015 - Theory and Practice of Teaching 
TS2015 - Theory and Practice of Teaching 
TS3015 - Theory and Practice of Teaching 
TS4015 - Theory and Practice of Teaching 

(b) Theory Specific to Subject (15 credit points) 
IA 1 503 - Introduction to Industrial Arts Education 
IA1513 - Teaching Technical Drawing 
1A2503 - Teaching Technics 
1A2513 - Teaching Junior School Industrial Arts 

DeSign 
1A3513 - Teaching Senior School Industrial Arts 

Oi) Practical Teaching Experience - 24 credit points 
Four weeks block practice (6 credit points) in each of years 1 , 
2 and 3. 
Four weeks (or equivalent) experience in an atypical situation 
with a report from students in year 4* (6 credit points) 
·Practising teachers are required to substitute 3 credit points 
in General Subject Content. in lieu of the year 4 practical 
experience . 

Course Modules 
Descriptions of modules may be found on pages 114-168. 
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Bachelor of Education 
(Mathematics) 

The Bachelor of Education (Mathematics) programme is a degree 
course requiring the equivalent offouryears of fulHime study .In the 
pre-service component of the course, students must successfully 
complete three years of full-time study and obtain aminimum of 1 31 
credit points to qualify for the Diploma in Teaching (Mathematics). 
Following alleast one year teaching experience, students may re
enrol and complete the Bachelor of Education (Mathematics) 
degree programme by external study through the College's 
Department of External Studies. The external portion of the course 
requires students to obtain at least 44 credit points, giving a total of 
1 75 credit points necessary to qualify for the award of Bachelor of 
Education (Mathematics). 

The aim of the course is to produce a teacher of Mathematics who 
has: 

• • 
• 
• 
• 
• 

an appreciation of the various branches of pure mathematics. 
an understanding of their interdependence and co
development. 
an awareness of the nature and seepeof applied mathematics 
with a clear understanding of the applied values of those 
aspects of mathematics contained in school syllabuses. 
a sensitivity to the development of mathematical thought and 
methods. 
a mastery of mathematics to support leadership in program
ming mathematical studies and decision making in curriculum 
design and syllabus construction . 
a divergent approach to problem solving extending beyond 
the use of standard techniques and models. 

COURSE CONTENT AND REQUIREMENTS 

Study Area 
Education and Educational Studies 

Major Academic Study 

Minor Academic Study 

Methodology and Content 
Associated with Academic Studies 

Problems in Teaching Uteracy and Numeracy 

Computing and Statistical Literacy 

Electives 

Principles and Practices of Teaching 

Practice Teaching 

Course Modules 

Required 
Credit Points 

Year 1-3 Year 4 
18 9 

24 

24 

18 

3 

3 

9 

14 

18 
TOTAL 1a1 

32 

3 

Description of modules may be found on pages 114-168 . 
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Modules and Specific Requirements 
Years 1-3 must include one module from Special' 
Education. 

Covers content areas outside the major and minor 
sequence. 

At least one 3 cp module must be outside area of 
specialisation. 
At least one 3 cp module must be a vocational elective 
e.g. Personal Development, Health Education, Ethnic 
Studies, Special Education. 



SEMESTER 

EDUCATION 

MATHEMATICS 
(Major Study) 

MATHEMATICS 
(Minor Study) 

MATHS TEACHING 
METHOD 

NUMERACY /LITERACY 

COMPUTER/STATISTICAL 
LITERACY 

PRINCIPLES AND 
PRACTICES OF 

EACHING 

ELECTIVES 

PRACTICE TEACHING 

SEMESTER 

EDUCATION 

MATHEMATICS 
(Major Study) 

MATHEMATICS 
(Minor Study) 

MATHS TEACHING 
METHOD 

NUMERACY /LiTERACY 

COMPUTER/STATISTICAL 
LITERACY 

PRINCIPLES AND 
PAACTICEOF 
TEACHING 

ELECTIVES 

PRACTICE TEACHING 

TYPICAL PROGRAMME FOR BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (MATHEMATICS) 

I II III IV 
ED1909 Orientation to E02901 Adolescent 1 x 3 cp Module 1 x 3 cp Module 

Teaching (3 cp) Development 
(3 cp) 

MAl 025 Mathematics MAl 026 Mathematics MA2025 Mathematics IIA (6 cp) 
IA: Part A (3 cp) IA: Part B (3 cp) 

MAl 027 Mathematics 18 (6 cp) MA2026 Mathematics liB (6 cp) 
MA2027 Mathematics lie (6 cp) 

MAl 075 Maths Ed: MA2075 Maths Ed: MA2076 Maths Ed: MA3076 Maths Ed: 
Junior Secondary I Junior Secondary Senior Secondary I Senior Secondary 

(3 cp) II (3 cp) (3 cp) II (3 cp 

101100 Problems in 
Teaching Uteracy 
and Numeracy 

(3 cp) 

MA1021 Computer and 
Statistical 
Literacy (3 cp) 

TS1021 Expository TS1022 Pupil Centred T82021 Design and T82022 Strategies of 
Teaching: Maths Learning Production of Teaching Maths 

(3 cp) (3 cp) Instructional (3 cp) 
Resources 

(3 cp) 

1 x 3 cp Module 1 x 3 cp Module 

BP1020 Teaching Experience (6 cp) BP2020 Teaching Experience (6 cp) 

V VI VII VIII TOTAL CREDIT POINTS 

1 x 3 cp Module 1 x 3 cp Module x 6 cp Module 1 x 3 cp Module 27 

MA3025 Mathematics lilA (6 cp) MA4025 Mathematics WA (8 cp) 
MA3026 Mathematics tllB (6 cp) MA4026 Mathematics WB (8 cp) 56 

MA4027 Mathematics IVC (8 cp) 
MA4028 Mathematics IVD (8 cp) 

MA3027 Mathematics IIfC (6 cp) 
24 

MA3075 Maths for MA3077 Computer 
Non Assisted 
Average Instruction 
Secondary in Maths 

(3 cp) (3 cp) 18 

3 

3 

TS3021 Approaches TS3022 Classroom 
to Unit Management 
Planning and Discipline 

(3 cp) (3 cp) 18 
1 x 3 cp Module 1 x 3 cp Module 12 

BP3020 Teaching Experience 18 
TOTAL 179 
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Bachelor of Education 
(Modern Languages) 

This course not only offers a student training to help him/her 
become a competent teacher of both French and German but 
allows an opJX>!1unity to choose one of these subjects as an area of 
special interest. Students will study some modules which give an 
adequate background knowledge of the content of both subjects. 
In French, the choice for the first three years includes modules such 
as Language and Civilisation (I, II, IIA, tuB, rtlG) Film and Song, 
Reading and Literature, Twentieth Century Novel and Drama. 
In the final year (year IV), more advanced modules include 
Ovilisation: .Advanced Studies, Language: .Advanced Studies, 
Seventeenth Cent. Drama, Eighteenth Cent. Literature, Nineteenth 
Cent. Poetry, AppJied Linguistics and Audio Visual Language 
Learning, Research Project. 
In German, the modules available in the first three years include: 
German Life and Culture (I, II, lit), German Life and Language, 
Modern Song, Film and Drama, Introduction to German Literature, 
Twentieth Cent. German Lit. In the final year (year IV) German 
modules include Nineteenth Century Novelle, Life and Language II, 
German Poetry, German Drama. 
Other modules will introduce students to the teaching methods of 
the subjects. To put theory into practice you will be involved in a 
school experienced programme as well as having a period of block 
practice in each of the first three years. In these areas students will 
become aware of new teaching techniques and curriculum 
developments and will also gain practice in using audio-visual. 
Mer three years successful full-time study students will be awarded 
the Diploma in Teaching (Secondary Education). (Each year of 
studies is divided intotwo semesters in which either 6 or 7 modules 
are taken.) 
The remaining modules needed to qualify for the award of the 
Bachelor of Education are studied after students have had the 
equivalent of one year's teaching experience. Students may study 
these modules over a one year full-time programme or a two year 
part-time programme. 
Students will be able to choose either a French or a German major 
orientation to their degree. In the first three years nine modules are 
taken in the chosen major and seven in the minor. This major 
orientatioo continues in Year IV where six modules are taken in the 
major and two in the minor. 
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Bachelor of Music 
Education 
Four years full-time study. 

The course is jointly presented by Newcastle College of Advanced 
Education and the Newcastle Branch of the N.S.W. State Conser
vatorium of Music and is designed to provide general and vocational 
preparation for prospective music teachers. The aim of the course is 
to prepare for entry into the teaching service candidates who, with 
experience, should become skilled teaching practitioners with a 
sound understanding of educational principles and procedures, 
and who will possess expert knowledge in the specialist field of 
Music Education. 
Ail example of a normal sequence of study for a Bachelor of Music 
Education student is provided in the Flow Chart following the Profile 
of the course. 

.Admission requirements are set out on page 
To qualify for the degree of a Bachelor of Music Education students 
are required to gain 145 credit points in accordance with the 
following distribution pattern:-

Module Descriptions 
Description of modules may be found on pages 114-168. 



Required 
Credit Modules/ 

Study Area 
PART A: GENERAL PREPARATION 

Points Subjects 

0) Education 18 From those 
offered by 
Department 
of Education in 
appropriate 
semesters 

Oil Educational Studies 9 Interdisciplinary 
approach: 
modules offered 
jointly by Oep. of 
Music and Dep. 
of Ed. where 
appropriate 

~ii) Project and 6 
Educational Inquiry 3 

Ov) Elective Studies 9 From complete 
range of modules 
offered by the 
College or the 
Conservatorium 
for which pre-
requisites are 
held. 
N.B. May be 
chosen outside 
vocational 
specialization 

(v) Subject Content Studies From those 
modules offered 
by the 
Conservatorium 

(a) Major Study 24 Major study: 
any approved 
instrument 

(b) Minor Study 6 
including voice 
Students not 
majoring in 
piano must take 
a keyboard 
instrument. 
Others may 
select any 
approved 
instrument 

(e) Vocal Study 
including voice 

2 
OR OR 

Vocal Reper:toire 1 

(d) Group Instrumental Classes 3 Guitar Class 
OR Woodwind Class 

4 Brass Class 

(e) Harmony 
Strings Class 

12 
U) History of Music 6 
(g) Orchestration 6 
(h) General Studies 8 Includes choir 

and Orchestra 

PART B: PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION 
0) Special Theory 

(a) Principles and Practice of Teaching 9 From those 
required by 
Dep. of Profess-
ional Studies 

(b) Special to Subject 18 From those 
offered by the 
Dep. of Music 

~i) Practice Teaching Experience 6 

TOTAL CREDIT POINTS 145 

" 
Specific credit points/level Requirements 

Of the total (16), six credit points must be at 3000 level. 
Must include 3 credit points: Olild Development, 
Procedures in Curriculum Development, School and 
Society. 

9 credit points at 4000 level. 

6 credit points at 4000 level 
3 credit points at 3000 level 

The three modules may be at ~ level for which 
prerequisites are held. 

24 credit points, six at each level (1 000 to 4000) Level? 
required for 4000 level. 

6 credit points, two at each level (2+2+2) 
(1000-3000 level) 

Compulsory for students not selecting voice as major/ 
minor study. 
Compulsory for all students selecting voice as a major/ 
minor study. 
* Students selecting voice as major/minor study 4 

credit points. Must take all four instrumental classes. 
"Other students select three out of the four, not 

duplicating work covered in major/minor study. 
1 000-3000: 4 credit points at each level 
1000-3000; 2 credit points at each level 
1000-3000: 2 credit points at each level 
1000-4000: 2 credit points at each level 

3 credit points at each level (1000-3000) 

6 credit points at 1000 level 
6 credit points at 2000 level 
6 credit points at 3000 level 

1 credit point at 1000 level 
2 credit points at 2000 level 
1 credit point at 3000 level 
2 credit p::>ints at 4000 level 

PROFILE OF THE BACHELOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION COURSE 
(145 credit points) 

A GENERAL PREPARATION v. SUBJECT CONTENT STUDIES 

i. EDUCATION (18 ep) a. Major Study (24 cp) 

ED1902 Olild Development (Adolescence) 3 1000 

ED1801 Basic Issues in Education 3 2000 

ED2906 Procedures in Curriculum Development 3 3000 

ED2801 The Teaching/Learning Process 4000 
(Adolescence) 3 b. Minor Study (6 cp) 

ED3301 School and Society 3 1000 
ED3802 Innovations in Secondary E;ducation 3 

ED3303 
0,.' 

3 Personality and Mental Health 

2000 

3000 

e. Vocal Study (2 cp) 

Compulsory for students not selecting voice as 

ii. EDUCATIONAL STUDIES (9 ep) Major/Minor 
OR 

Three of the following: Vocal Repertoire (1 cp) 
ED4816 Curriculum Development and Research 3 Compulsory for students selecting voice as 

ED4807 Comparative Education 3 MajorIMinor 

ED4819 Interpersonal Relations and d. Group Instrumental Classes (3 or 4) 

Communication Skills 3 Guitar Class 

ED4820 Educational Administration 3 Woodwind Class 

ED4818 Objectives and Evaluation in Education 3 Brass Class 

ED4817 The Application of Organisational String Class 
Theory to Education 3 N.B. Students selecting voice as Major/Minor 

study must take all four Instrumental Classes 
Other students select three out of four, not 
duplicating work covered in Major/Minor Study. 

iii. INTEGRATING PROJECT e. Harmony (12 cp) 
ED4826 Educational Inquiry 3 1000 
MU4001 Integrating Project 6 2000 

3000 

f. History of Music (6 cp) 
iV. ELECntES (9 ep) 

1000 
Note: These may be chosen from the range of 
modules at the Conservatorium and the College 2000 

Select three modules at any level tor which pre- 3000 
requisites are held 
1. 3 

g. Orchestration (6 cp) 

2. 3 1000 

3. 3 2000 

3000 

h. General Studies (8 cp) 

1000 

2000 

3000 

4000 
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6 

6 

6 

6 

2 

2 

2 

2 
OR 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

4 

4 

4 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 



B. PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION 

i. SPECIAL THEORY 

(a) Principals and Practices of Teaching (9 cp) 
TS1025 Principles and Practices of Teaching: 

Music 3 

TS2025 Principles and Practices of Teaching: 
Music 3 

T84025 Principles and Practices of Teaching: 
Music 3 

(b) SPECIAL TO SUBJECT 
MUSIC EDUCATION (18 cp) 

MU1040 Music Teaching in the Junior Secondary 
School A 3 

MU1041 Music Teaching in the Junior Secondary 
School B 3 

MU2040 Secondary Music Teaching-Elective 
Oasses A 3 

MU2041 Music Education in the Secondary School-
Elective aasses B 3 

MU3040 Secondary Teaching - Senior Classes A 3 

MU3041 Secondary Music Teaching - Senior 
Classes B 3 

Ii. PRACTICE TEACHING (6 cp) 

BPI 025 Teaching Experience: Music 1 

BP2025 Teaching Experience: Music 2 

BP3025 Teaching Experience: Music 1 

BP4025 Teaching Experience: Music 2 

TOTAL CREDrr POINTS 145 
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BACHELOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION· FLOW CHART 
Example of Normal Sequence of Study for Student Taking Instrumental and Major and Minor 

SEMESTER 1 C.P. SEMESTER 2 C.P SEMESTER 3 C.P. SEMESTER 4 C.P. 
Part A 

f L ED1801 Basic Issues 3 i. E01902 Child i ED2906 Procedures in ED2801 The Teaching 
in Ed. Development Curriculum Learning Process 

N (Adolescence) 3 Development 3 (Adolescence) 3 
T iv Major Study - level 4 6 iv Major Study - level 5 6 
E Minor Study - level 1 2 Minor Study - level 2 2 
N Vocal Study - level 1 2 Instrumental class eg 1 
T Harmony 4 woodwind 

History of Music 2 Harmony 4 
Orchestration 2 History of Music 2 
General Studies Orchestration 2 

including choir/ 2 General Studies 2 
orchestra including choir/ 

orchestra 2 
v ELECTIVES - may be taken in any semester but must total nine credit points (3 electives at any level) 3 

P 
R 
0 
F 

P 
R 
E 
P 

P 

C 
0 
N 
T 
E 
N 
T 

Part 8 
i Special Theory MU1041 Music 

TS1025 Principles and Teaching in the Junio TS2025 Principals and MU2041 Music 
Practices of Teaching Secondary SchO~1 B 3 Practices of Teaching: Education in the 
Music 3 Music 3 Secondary School -

ii MUI 040 Music Teaching ii MU2040 Secondary Elective Qasses B 
in the Junior Secondruy Music Teaching -
School A 3 Elective Classes A 3 

BPI 025 Teaching Experience: Music 1 BP2025 Teaching Experience: Music 

Year Total 36 Year Total 

SEMESTER 5 C.P. SEMESTER 6 C.P SEMESTER 7 C.P. SEMESTER 8 
Part A ii Educational Studies - any 
i ED3301 School & iii ED4826 Educational 2 of: ii Educational Study: 

Society (Compulsory) 3 Inquiry 3 ED481 6 Curriculum Anyone from those 
ED3802 Innovations in Development and listed in Semester 7 
Secondary Ed Research 3 

OR ED4807 Comparative 
ED3303 Personality Education 3 
Development & Mental ED4819 Interpersonal 
Health 3 Relations 

iv Major Study - level 6 6 ED4820 Educational 
Minor Study - level 3 2 Administration 
Instrumental Qass eg E04818 Objectives and 

brass 1 Evaluation in Education 
Harmony 4 ED481 7 The Application of 
History of Music 2 Organisational Theory 
Orchestration 2 to Education 
General Studies iii MU4001 Integrating 

including choir/ Project 
orchestra 2 iv Instrumental class - eg 

guitar 
v Major Study 

General Studies 
including choir/ 
orchestra 

ELECTIVES· 3 May be taken in any semester but must total nine credit points by end of Semester 8 

Part B 
ii MU3040 Secondary ·MU3041 Secondary 

Teaching - Senior Teaching - Senior 
Qasses A 3 Classes B 

BP3025 Teaching Experience: Music 

Year Total 

1 

35 

i TS4025 Principals and *MU3041 Secondary 
Practices of Teaching: Teaching - Senior 
Music 3 Classes B 

BP4025 Teaching Experience: Music 

Year Total 
Course Total 

II MU3041 can be taken in either Semester 6 or Semester 8, depending on departmental offering. 
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3 

2 

39 

C.P. 

6 

1 
6 

2 

3 

3 

2 

35 
145 



C 
0 
N· 
T 
E 
N 
T 

BACHELOR OF MUSIC EOUCATION • FLOW CHART 
Example of Normal Sequence of Study for Student Taking Voice as a Major or Minor Study 

(Vocal repertolr plus four instrumental clas.ea) 

SEMESTER 1 C.P. SEMESTER 2 C.P. SEMESTER 3 C.P. SEMESTER 4 

Part A 
i. ED1801 Basic Issues 3 i. ED1902 Olild i ED2906 Procedures in ED2801 The Teaching 

in Ed. Development Curriculum Learning Process 
(Adolescence) 3 Development 3 (Adolescence) 

iv Major Study - level 4 6 iv Major Study - level 5 
Minor Study - level 1 2 Minor Study - level 2 
Instrumental class - eg 1 Instrumental class e9 

siring woodwind 
Harmony 4 Vocal Repertoire 
History of Music 2 History of Music 
Orchestration 2 Orchestration 
General Studies General Studies 

including choir! including choirl 
orchestra 2 orchestra 

C.P. 

3 
6 
2 
1 

1 
2 
2 

2 

v ELECTNES- May be taken in any semester but must total nine credit points (3 electives at any level) 3 

P 
R 
0 
F 

P 
R 
E 

P 

Part B 
i TS1025 Principles and MU1041 Music 

Practices of Teaching Teaching in the Junia TS2025 Principals and MU2041 Music 
Music 3 Secondary School B 3 Practices of Teaching: Education in the 

ii MUl 040 Teachin in the Music 3 Secondary School· 
Junior Secondary ii MU2040 Secondary Elective Classes B 
School A 3 Music Teaching· 

Elective Classes A 3 

BPl 025 Teaching Experience: Music 1 BP2025 Teaching Experience: Music 

Year Total 35 Year Total 

SEMESTER 5 C.P. SEMESTERS C.P. SEMESTER 7 C.P. SEMESTER 8 

Part A ii Educational Studies· any 
i ED3301 School & iii ED4826 Educational 2 of: ii Educational Study: 

Society (Compulsory) 3 Inquiry 3 E04816 Curriculum Anyone from those 
E03802 Innovations in Development and listed in Semester 7 
Secondary Education Research 3 

OR E04807 Comparative 
ED3303 Personality Education 3 
Development & Mental ED4819 Interpersonal 
Health 3 Relations 

iv Major Study· level 6 6 E04820 Educational 
Minor Study· level 3 2 Administration 
Instrumental Oass eg ED4818 Objectives and 

brass 1 Evaluation in Education 
Harmony 4 ED4817 The Application of 
History of Music 2 Organisational Theory 
Orchestration 2 to Education 
General Studies iii MU4001 Integrating 

including choir/ Project 
orchestra 2 iv Instrumental class· eg 

guitar 
v Major Study 

General Studies 
including choir/ 
orchestra 

ELECTIVES· 3 May be taken in any semester but must total nine credit points (3 electives at any level) 

Part B 
ii MU3040 Secondary "'MU3041 Secondary 

Teaching· Senior Teaching· Senior 
Qasses A 3 Classes B 

BP3025 Teaching Experience: Music 

Year Total 

1 

35 

i TS4025 Principals and "'MU3041 Secondary 
Practices of Teaching: Teaching· Senior 
Music 3 Classes B 

BP4025 Teaching Experience: Music 

Year Total 
Course Total 

'" MU3041 can be taken in either Semester 6 or Semester 8, depending on departmental offering. 
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3 

2 

40 

C.P. 

3 

6 

1 
6 

2 

3 

3 
2 

35 
145 

Bachelor of Education 
(Physical Education) 

The Bachelor of Education (Physical Education) programme is a 
degree course of four years duration and students must attain a 
minimum of 168 credit points to quality lor this award. Subjects are 
divided into the broad categories of Education and Educational 
Studies, Specialist Studies, General Studies, Professional 
Preparation and Practicum. 
Studies in Education establish a general awareness of teaching 
and learning situations in Secondary schools while Educational 
Studies emphasise the specific contribution of Physical Education 
in the educational process. 
Special Studies establish a body of knowledge, skills and anitudes 
relating specifically to physical education in the schools and the 
community. 
General Studies aim to broaden the students knowledge of subject 
content both within and without their area of specialization. 
Professional Preparation and Practicum include experiences at 
Primruy and Secondary Schools and equip the students to ptan and 
implement the practical and theoretical components of the course 
in the teaching situation. 
The aim of the course is to produce teachers well prepared in the 
theoretical and practical aspects of physical education, who will 
actively seek to impart their knowledge not only to the individuals 
they teach, but to the community at large. 
At the end of Year III of the Bachelor of Education (physical 
Education) candidates may elect to terminate their course with the 
award of Diploma in Teaching (Secondary) . Physicat Education. 
Students must attain a minimum of 126 credit points for this award. 
Students who have graduated with the Diploma in Teaching 
(Secondary) . Physical Education may complete course require· 
ments for the Bachelor of Education (Physical Education) by 
external study. Information on this option can be found in the 
External Studies section of this calendar. 

GRADUATION PROJECT 
The Project will: 
0) assess hypotheses at an appropriate level of specificity, e.g. 

(a) a statement of the usefulness of a teaching aid or 
teaching procedure for given groups of pupils, 

or 
(h) a statement of the influence of pupil and/or teacher 

variables on pupil and/or teacher peiformance using 
case study or group obsefVation techniques; 

Oil report student obsefVations of contemporary phenomena or 
historical phenomena, e.g. 
(a) SUfVey the attitudes or opinions or behaviours of differ· 

ent groups or persons, 
or 
(h) a description of the development over some period of 

time of particular educational theory or practice with, 
essentially, some view of the future. 

Approval of Topics and Supervision 
The Department of Education and the Department of PhYSical 
Education are joinlly responsible for the Project. 
A Committee of the School Board receives the student's proposal 
for a topic and gives approval. 
The Committee also approves supervisors from the two Depart· 
ments. Students are encouraged to discuss their early ideas lor 
Projects with staff members, and to request particular lecturers as 
supefVisorsfrom both Departments, though the Committee may not 
be able to confirm every request. 
After the topiC has been approved and the supervisors have been 
agreed upon, the student's contact is with the particutarsupefVisors. 

NOTE: The academic structure of the Physical Education degree 
course is currenlly under review and any changes will be notified in 
1985. 
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SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS 
0) Education and Educational Studies 

A minimum of 24 credit points which must include 6 credit 
points at 3000 level and a minimum of 9 credit points at 4000 
level. Compulsory modules include: 
ED1909 Orientation to Teaching 3 cp 
E02901 Adolescent Development 3 cp 
E02902 Teaching and Leaming in Mainstream Class 3 CD 
ED3301 School and Society 3 CD 
ED3905 Teaching and Learning in the Secondary 

School 3 CD 
and three of: 

ED4804 Current Issues in Education 3 CD 
E04806 Leadership 3 CD 
E04807 Comparative Education 3 CD 
ED4816 Curriculum Development and Research 3 CD 

NOTE: 
SE2009 Oassroom Management for slow learners may be 

substituted for anyone elected Education module. 
Oil Specialist Studies 
A minimum of 72 credit points which must include a minimum of 1 2 
credit points at 4000 level and the Project Preparation (3 cp) and 
Graduation Project (6 cp) modules. 
Compulsory modules include: 

PE1500 Basics of Physical Education 3 cp 
PE1561 Physical Education Activities I 9 cp 
PE2501 Personal Health 3 CD 
PE2502 Recreation Planning 3 cp 
PE2505 Tests and Measurement in Physical Education 3 CD 
PE2506 InlroductiontoAdaptedPhysical Education 3CD 

One (PE3501 Community Health 3 CD 
of: (PE3502 Leisure Leadership and Management 3 CD 

(PE3506 Adapted Physical Education Activities III 3 CD 
PE3503 Motor Learning and Sports Performance 3 CD 
PE4500 International Physical Education 3 cp 
(PE4501 School Health Education 3 cp 
(PE4503 Sports Technology 3 cp 

Four (PE4506 Adapted Physical Education Planning 3 CD 
of: (PE4561 Physical Activity IV ·SportsSpecialisation 3 CD 

(PE4508 Coaching 01 Sport, Dance and Gymnastics 3 cp 
Graduation Project: 

PE4003 Project Preparatory Module 3 CD 
PE4590 Physical Education Research 6 CD 

Oii) General Studies 
A minimum of 24 credit points. Compulsory modules include: 

MA1021 Computer and Statistical Uteracy 3 cp 
SC1 740 Biomechanics 3 cp 
SCi 741 Biology for Physical Education 3 CD 
SC2741 Human Anatomy and Physiology 3 cp 

One (SC3245 Sports Medicine 3 cp 
of: (SC3248 Physiology ( . Exercise 3 cp 

Ov) Professional Preparation 
A minimum of 24 credit points. Compulsory modules include: 

TS1031 Expository Teaching 3 cp 
PE1560 Skill Acquisition 3 cp 
TS2031 Management and Discipline 3 cp 
TS2032 Approaches to Unit Planning 3 cp 
T83032 Strategies in Sports Coaching 3 cp 
PE3507 Coaching of Sport 3 cp 
PE3500 Administration 3 CD 
TS4012 Analysis of Personal Teaching Style 3 CD 

(v) Practicum 
A minimum of 24 credit points. Compulsory modules are: 

BP1030 Teaching Experience: Physical Education 6 cp 
BP2030 Teaching Experience: Physical Education 6 cp 
BP3030 Teaching Experience: Physical Education 6 cp 
BP4030 Teaching Experience: Physical Education 6 cp 

Course Modules 
Description of modules may be found on pages 11 4·168. 
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0. Bachelor of Education U 

'" (Primary Education) 

The Bachelor of Education (Primary Education) programme is a 

'" '" degree course of four years duration. The pre-selVice component 
~ 

..-
requires a student to study full-time for three years and to attain a 

~ minimum of 131 credit points to be awarded a Diploma of Teaching 
in Primary Education. Before proceeding to the degree component 

5 of the programme, a student is then required to gain a year of 

J 
teaching experience (the 'E' component) or its equivalent. Thepost-
service component aflhe programme isonlyoffered by the external 
mode of study and requires a student to gain a further 39 credit 
points, making a minimum of 170 credit points to obtain the 
Bachelor of Education (Primary Education) award. 

0. The aim of the course is to produce a teacher who is well prepared in U 

'" the theoretical and practical aspects in the range of Primary and 
Infants Education. The teacher will assist in the development of 
pupils by ensuring high standards of teaching at the levels of the 
classroom, the school and the educational community. 
Subjects in the course are divided into the broad categories of 
Professional Studies (comprising Educational Studies, Foundation 

'" 
Studies and Primary Studies) and General Studies. .. 

0. ~ U ~ PART k. PROFESSIONAL. STUDIES 

"" jl! " Educational Studies introduce the student to the teaching-Ieaming 
0 '" .£ 
~ ~ process and classroom practice. They include modules in 
ell "' ~ "" Education, Special Education, Multicultural Studies, Principles and 

'" :" Practices of Teaching and Practice Teaching. In each year of the 
il 0. 

I 
~ U £ course students are required to complete a four week block 

C 
'" practice teaching period in a school. Students are required to ° '" Q 

'* 
~ complete two compulsory modules in Special Education, at least 
C 

~ 

~ ~ one module chosen from Multicultural Studies al)d English as a 
j!! 

~ 
Second Language and a further single option from the modules 

0. W m 
U " .~ Health Education, Social Awareness and Principles and Practices 

'" 
~ >- m of Teaching. 8 ~ e- 1ii Foundation Studies equip students with the knowledge and skills to 

~ 
c 6 teach subjects in the infant and primary school. Students have 
0 
ai ~ 

obligatory studies in the nine subject areas: English, Mathematics, 
~ U Art, Craft, Music, Physical Education, Multicultural Education and 
~ 

~ u: 
"0 

~ Community Languages, Science and Social Sciences. Before W 
£ completing the course, students must also pass the module in m '6 

.~ .£ Dictation and Spelling. '" is .. >-
~ 

W Primary Studies build on the Foundation Studies and extend ~ 

-1l a. subject knowledge and process skills for the Infant/Primary school 

~ ~ <l 
~ 

together with the development and implementation of curriculum ::; 
aims and objectives. ell "0 

~~ c 

'" 8 PART B: GENERAL STUDIES m Z§ "0 !1l. Students are required to take the module in Computer and c 
° Statistical Uteracy as well as study in social, cultural, scientific and U 0> 

Jl .£ aesthetic disciplines designed to promote personal academic 
~ 
U development within the range of the student's needs and interests. 

0. ~ U 

'" .£ POST SERVICE COMPONENT OF COURSE 
m After a minimum of one year or equivalent of professional employ-
E ment experience, study in the fourth year is offered by the external Q 
0. mode of study over a minimum of a further two years. 
0 Studies in the fourth year build upon those undertaken in the pre-

service component of the course and update earlier theoretical 

'" knowledge. In addition students in the fourth year are also required .. to complete the module Project Preparation in Primary, before 
undertaking an individual research project associated with their 
studies and experience within the Infants/Primary field . 

"8 
~ Course Module. U en Descriptions of modules may be found on pages 114-168. 
iij 
E 
if 

~ m. 0:;-
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PROFILE OF THE BACHELOR OF EDUCATION 
DEGREE COURSE IN PRIMARY EDUCATION 

(170 credit points, 
PART 1. PRE·SERVICE: 131-134 credit point. 

A. PROFESSIONAL STUDIES - 122 credit points 

1. EDUCATIONAL STUDIES - 60 credit points c.p. 

ED1909 Orientation to Teaching 3 

ED2904 Introduction to Human Development 3 

ED2902 Teach/Learning in Mainstream Oass I 3 

ED2903 Teach/Learning in Mainstream Oass II 3 

ED3906 Teaching/leaming in Mainstream Class III 3 

ED3301 School and Society 3 

SE2000 Leaming Problems in the School: 
Recognition and Treatment 3 

TP1001 Expository Teaching: Primary/E.C. 3 

TP1002 Pupil Centred Teaching: Primary/E.C. 3 

TP2001 Diagnostic and Remedial Teaching 3 

TP2002 Unit Planning - Primary 3 

TP3001 Unit Planning for Multiple. Groups 3 

BP1000 Block Practice Teaching Year 1 6 

BP2000 Block Practice Teaching Year 2 6 

BP3000 Block Practice Teaching Year 3 6 

Two of the following (one to be either MS2050 Or EN2011) 

MS2050 Planning for Multicultural Curricula 
in Primary 3 

EN2011 Teaching English as a Second Language 3 

102803 Health Education 3 

102805 Social Awareness 3 

TP3012 Classroom Management and Discipline 3 

TP3014 Beginning to Teach 3 

2. FOUNDATION STUDIES - 20 credit points 

EN1000 English Method (PreSchool-Grade 2) 2 

EN1001 English Method (Grade 3-6) 2 

MA1070 Mathematics 2 

AE1016 Art 2 

IA1602 Craft 2 

MU1041 Music 2 

PE13:1p Physical Education 2 

MS1050 Multicultural Educn. & Community 
Lang. 2 

SC1940 Science 2 

SS1320 Social Studies 2 

EN1900 Spellir:g 0 



3. PRIMARY STUDIES - 42-45 credit points c.p. 

NOTE: 
(i) The four modules indicated with an asterisk (*) are 

compulsory. 
(ii) Students must take subjects from all nine Primary Studies 

Areas: 
English, Mathematics, Art, Craft, Languages, Music, 
Physical Education, Science, Social Science. 

1. ENGLISH 2 MODULE SEQUENCE 

*EN1005 Language Development and Teaching 3 

*EN2006 Reading 3 

2. MATHEMATICS 2 MODULE SEQUENCE 

*MA1071 Mathematics Educn. I - Teaching for 
Numeracy 3 

*MA2071 Mathematics Educn. 11- Growth of 
Maths Concepts 3 

3. ELECTWE 2 MODULE SEQUENCE 

1000 3 

2000 3 

4. ELECTIVE/OR 2 MODULE SEQUENCE 

1000 3 

#2000 3 

:# Optional - may be completed as an open elective in post-
service component of course. 

2 x 3000 level modules (from 2 different Primary Studies Areas 
above) at least one to be English or Mathematics. 

3000 3 

3000 3 
THE OTHER 5 PRIMARY SUBJECTS 

5. 1000 3 

6. 1000 3 

7. 1000 3 

8. 1000 3 

9. 1000 3 

B. GENERAL STUDIES - 9 credIt pomts 

MA1021 Computer and Statistical 
uteracy 1000 3 

1000 3 

2000 3 

Notes on General Studies: 
~) Computer Studies are compulsory. 
~i) S1udents also choose a different General Studies at 1000 

leveL 
(iii) Students decide between the two areas to continue at 2000 

level in the pre-service and post-service (for a total of 5 
modules or 15 credit points in the same discipline area). 
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PROFILE OF THE BACHELOR OF EDUCATION 
DEGREE COURSE IN PRIMARY EDUCATION 

(170 credit points) 
PART 2: POST-SERVICE COMPONENTS 

(36-39 credit points) 

A PROFESSIONAL STUDIES - 27 credit points 

1. EDUCATIONAL STUDIES - (12 credit points) 

ED4802 Situation Based Curriculum 3 

ED4013 Project Preparation (Primary) 3 

ED4 4000 

TP4 0 4000 3 

SE3010 Assessment for Remediation in P.S. 3 

2. PRIMARY STUDIES - (9 credit points) * 

3000 3 

4000 3 

4000 3 

* Student continues in one of the sub-major emphasis to complete 
a major emphasis (18 cp) 

PROJECT - (6 credit points) 

ED4016 Project in Primary Education 6 

Project is taken in Education and a Primary Studies area or 
Multicultural Education or Special Education. 

B. GENERAL STUDIES - (9 credit points) # 

3000 3 

4000 3 

4000 3 

:# Continues in the same area of the 2000 level General Studies in 
the pre-servicecomponenl. Student completes a total of 5 modules 
Q( 15 cp in the same discipline. 

C. ELECTIVE - 3 credit points ** 

ANY AREA ANY LEVEL 3 

** May be elected from available Educational Studies. Primary 
S1udies, General Studies or Early Childhood Studies for which 
student has appropriate prerequisites. This elective module is not 
required if a student has completed the optional 2000 level Primary 
Studies module in the Pre-service component of the course. 

PRIMARY SEQUENCE OF STUDIES FOR PRE-SERVICE 
COMPONENT OF COURSE 

(Common first year with Early Childhood Students) 

SEMESTER 1 Credit Points 
Educational Studies 
ED1909 Orientation to Teaching 3 
TP100l Expository Teaching 3 
EN1005 Language Development and Teaching 3 
MA1071 Mathematics Education I - Teaching for Numeracy 3 

Foundation Studies (2 c.p. each module) 
ENl 000 English Method (Pre-school Grade 2) 2 
EN1900 Dictation and Spelling a 
* Students study three modules in Semester I, the other four 
modules Semester II, or vice versa. 
*MU1051 Primary and Early Childhood Music Teaching 2 
*IA1602 Primary/Early Olildhood Craft 2 
*SC1940 Primary/Early Olildhood Science K-6 Method 2 
*MS1050 Multicultural Education and Community 

Languages 2 
*SS1320 Primary/Early Olildhood Social Studies 2 
*PE1320 Primary/Early Olildhood Physical Education 2 
*AE1016 Primary/Early Childhood Art 2 

SEMESTER II 
Educational Studies 
ED2904 Introduction to Human Development 
TP1002 Pupil Centred Teaching 
EN2006 Reading 

Foundation Studies (2 C.p. each module) 

Total 20 or 22 

3 
3 
3 

ENl 00 1 English Method Grade 3-6 2 
MAl 070 Early Olildhood - Primary Mathematics 2 
* Students study only 3 (or 4) remaining modules not completed in 
Semester I. 
*MU1051 Primary and Early Childhood Music Teaching 2 
*IA1602 Primary/Early Childhood Craft 2 
*SC1940 Primary/Early Olildhood K-6 Method 2 
*MS1050 Multicultural Education and Community 

Languages 2 
*SS1320 Primary/Early Childhood Social Sciences 2 
*PE1320 Primary/Early Childhood Physical Education 2 
*AE1016 Primary/Early Childhood Art 2 

FULL YEAR 
Educational Studies 

Total 19 or 21 

BPi 000 Teaching Experience: Primary/Early Childhood 6 
Total 47 

SEMESTER 111 Credit Points 
Educational Studies 

E02904 Introduction to Human Development 3 
TP2001 Diagnostic and Remedial Teaching: Primary 3 

Primary Studies 
One (SC1990 Environmental Science 
of {MA2071 Mathematics Education II: Growth of Maths 3 

Concepts 
(other module to be completed next Semester) 
Three modules in Primary Studies at the 1000 Jevel 9 

SEMESTER IV Credit Pointe 
Educational Studies 

E02903 Teaching/Leaming in the Mainstream Qass II 3 
TP2002 Unit Planning: Primary 3 
(MS2050 Planning for Multicultural Curricula in Primary 

One (EN2011 Teaching English and a Second Language I 3 
of (102803 Health Education 

(102805 Social Awareness 

Primary Studies 
One (SC1990 Environmental Science 3 
of {MA2071 Mathematics Education II: Growth of Maths 
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Concepts 3 
(Other module not completed in Semester III) 
Two or three modules in Primary Studies at 1000 level 

6or9 
(third module may be completed in Post-Service 
component of course) 

FULL YEAR 
Education StudieS 

BP2000 Teaching Experience: Primary 6 
Total 42 and 45 

SEMESTER V Credit Points 
Educational Studies 

ED3906 Teaching Leaming in the Mainstream Class III 3 
TP3001 Unit Planning for Multiple Groups 3 

Primary Studies 
Two modules in Primary Studies at the 2000 level 6 

General Studies 
MA1021 Computer and Statistical Literacy 3 
One elective module in General Studies at 1 000 level 3 

SEMESTER VI Credit Points 
Educational Studies 

E03301 School and Society (degree) 3 
SE2000 Leaming Problems in the School: 

Recognition and Treatment 3 
{MS2050 Planning for Multicultural Curricula in Primary 
(EN2011 Teaching English as a Second Language I 

One (102803 Health Education 3 
of (102805 Social Awareness 

(fP30l2 Classroom Management and Discipline 
(TP3014 Beginning to Teach 

Primary Studies 
Two modules in Primary Studies at the 3000 level, 
one of which must be in English or Mathematics 6 

General Studies 
One elective module in General Studies at 2000 level 3 

FULL YEAR 
Education Studies 

BP3000 Teaching Experience: Primary 6 
Total 42 

Grant Total 131 or 134 



Bachelor of Education 
(Social Sciences) 

The Bachelor of Education (Social Sciences) programme is a 
degree course requiring the equivalent of four years of fun~time 
study. In the pre-service component of the course, students must 
successfully complete three years of full-time study and obtain a 
minimum of 131 credit points to qualifyforthe Diploma in Teaching 
(Social Sciences). 
Following at least one year of teaching experience students may re
enrol and complete the Bachelor of Education (Social Sciences) 
degree programme by external study through the College's 
Department of External Studies. The external portion of the course 
requires students to obtain at least 45 credit points, giving a total of 
1 76 credit points necessary to qualify for the award of Bachelor of 
Education (Social Sciences). 

A student completing the Bachelor of Education (Social Sciences) 
course will have teaching competence in subjects normally taught 
in Departments of Social Sciences in N.S.w. Secondary Schools. 
Descriptions of the content of the various modules available in 
1985 appear in the section Module Description. in this 
Calendar. 
The flow-chart which follows indicates the placement of modules 
over the full four years of the course. 
Availability of modules may be dependent upon staff and student 
numbers. 

Course Module. 
Descriptions of modules may be found on pages 114-168. 

BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (SOCIAL SCIENCES) 
COURSE CONTENT AND REQUIREMENTS 

Required 
Credit Point. 

Study Area 

Education and Educational Studies 

Special Education 

Major Academic Study 

Minor Academic Study 

Supplementary Academic Studies 

Methodology associated with Academic Studies 

Computer and Statistical Literacy 

Problems in Teaching Literacy and Numeracy 

Electives 

Principles and Practice~ of Teaching 

Practice Teaching 

Yeara 1-3 Year 4 

15 6·9 

3 

24 

21 

9 

12 

3 

3 

6 

17 

18 

20 

8 

8 

0·3 

TOTAL 131 + 45 
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Module. and Specific Requirements 
(See flow chart for placement of Specified Modules) 
Year 4: Students may complete the third Education/ 
Educational Studies Module OR TS4041 

Geography 

Economics 

Asian Studies and Social Anthropology 

Year 4: Students may complete either TS4041 OR a 
third 3 c.p. Education/Educational Studies Modules. 

" 176 

1 

2 

3' 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

TYPICAL FLOW THROUGH THE MODULAR STRUCTURE 
for the 

DIPLOMA IN TEACHING (SOCIAL SCIENCES) 
and the 

BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (SOCIAL SCIENCES) 
SOCIAL SCIENCES· B.ED. FLOW CHART 

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 
SEMESTER 1 SEMESTER 2 SEMESTER 1 SEMESTER 2 

SS1640 3 c.p. SS2650 3 c.p. SS2670 3 c.p. 
Skills of the Geographer Urban Geography II Economic Geography 

SS1630 3 c.p. SS2630 3 c.p. 
Physical Geography I Physical Geography II 

SSI 540 3 c.p. SS1560 3 c.p. SS2560 3 C.p. 
Consumer and Studies I Economics in Society I Economics in Society II 

SS1550 3 c.p. SS2530 3 c.p. 
Accounting and Economics of Income 
Financial Studies & Employment 

SS1840 3 c.p. SS1780 3 c.p. 
Social Anthropology Asian Studies 

SS1250 2 c.p. SSI 270 2 c.p. SS2250 2 c.p. SS1280 2 c.p. 
Teaching Geography I Teaching Economics Teaching Geography II Teaching Commerce 

ED1909 3 c.p. ED2901 3 c.p. ED2902 3 c.p. SE3026 3 c.p. 
Orientation to Teaching Adolescent Development Teaching and Learning Learning Difficulties 

in the Mainstrearn in the Secondary 
Class (I) Oassroom 

MAl 021 3 c.p. 101100 3 c.p. 
Computer and Problems in Teaching 
Statistical Literacy Literacy and Numeracy 

TSl041 2 c.p. TS1042 3 c.p. TS2041 3 c.p. TS2042 3 c.p. 
ExpOSitory Teaching: Pupil-Centred Teaching; Strategies of Teaching: Design and Construction 
Social Sciences Social Sciences Social Sciences of Instructional Resources 

BP1040 6 c.p. BP2040 6 c.p. 
TEACHING EXPERIENCE TEACHING EXPERIENCE 

6 modules 19 c.p. 6 modules 20 c.p. 7 modules 23 C.p. 7 modules 23 c.p. 
17 h.p.w. 17 h.p.w. 20 h.p.w. 20 h.p.w. 
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SOCIAL SCIENCES· FLOW CHART (Cont.) 

YEAR 3 YEAR 4 
SEMESTER 1 SEMESTER 2 PART A PARTB 

SS2660 3 c.p. SS3660 3 c.p. SS461 0 4 c.p. SS4630 4 c.p. 
Regional Geography I Regional Geography II Regional Development Changing Resources & 

Contrasts & Technology, & the Patterns 
Consequences on the Land 

1 
SS3640 3 c.p. SS4620 4 c.p. SS4640 4 c.p. 
Physical Geography III Urban Growth & Changing Man in a 

Renewal Changing World 

SS465() 4 c.p. 
Geography Research Project 

SS3560 3 c.p. SS451 a 4 c.p. SS4500 4 C.p. 
Economics in Society III International Economics Structural Change & AUstralia's 

2 SS3520 3 c.p. Role in the World Economy 
Public Finance OR 

SS4530 4 c.p. 
Economics of Public Welfare 

SS2840 3 c.p. SS4700 4 c.p. 
3 Social Anthropology II Asian Studies 

Studies IVA 

554710 4 c.p. 
Asian Studies IVB 

SS1260 2 c.p. SS3220 2 c.p. 
4 Teaching Social Science Teaching Asian Social 

Studies 

ED2905 3 c.p. ED3301 3 c,p. EDUCATION 3 C.p. EDUCATION 3 C.p. 
5 Teaching and Learning School and Society EDUCATION 3 C.p. 

in the Secondary School 

6 BP3040 6 C.p. OR 
TEACHING EXPERIENCE 

7 TS3041 3 C.p. TS3042 3 c.p. TS4041 3 c.p. 
Approaches to Classroom Management Analysis of Personal 
Unit Planning and Discipline Teaching Style 

8 Elective Module 3 C.p. Elective Module 3 C.p. 

7 Modules 23 c.p. 7 Modules 23 C.p. 6 Modules 23 C.p. 6 Modules 22 C.p. 
20 h.p.w. 20 h.p.w. 23 h.p.w. 20 h.p.w. 
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Bachelor of Education 
(Science) 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

In the first year students must select 8 mooules (4 in each 
semester) from: 

Sell71 - Biological Science 
SCll 72 - Human Biology 
SC1141 - Olemistry IA 
SC1142 - Olemistry IB 
SC1151 . Geology IA 
SC1152 . Gee>ogy IB 
Mathematics IA, Parts' A-B 
SCll31 - Mechanics I 
SC1132 - Direct OJrrent Electricity 

The fOllowing modules are compulsory in this first year: 
SC1141 
SC1142 
SC1131 
SC1132 

In the second year, the following modules are compulsory: 
8C2141 - Olemical Bonding 
8C2142 - Energy and Chemical Reactions 
8C2131 - Mechanics II 
SC2132· Optics 

In the second year students must select 2 other modules from those 
offered in biology, geology or mathematics. 
At the conclusion of his second year the student will choose two 
sciences as minor studies. 
At the conclusion of his third year the student will choose one 
science as a major study. 
The mcx:lule SC2040 School Based o.miculum Development is 
compulsory as are all three modules in Principles and Practices Of 
Science Teaching. 

BIOLOGY MODULES 
1st LEVEL 

SCl171 • Biological Science 
SC1172 • Human Bie>ogy 

Credit points 
3 
3 

2nd LEVEL 
SC2171 - ECOlogy and Ecosystem Studies 
8(2172 • Cell Chemistry and Physiology 

3rd LEVEL 
SC3171 . Microbiology 
SC3172 . Regulation and Response in Organisms 

4th LEVEL 
SCA 171 . Man and Environment 
SC4172 - Industrial Microbiology 
SC4173 • Applied Ecology 
SC4174 • Developmental and Comparative Anatomy 

CHEMISTRY MODULES 
1st LEVEL 

SC1141 • Olemistry IA
SCl142 • Olemistry 18 

2nd LEVEL 
8C2141 . Chemical Bonding 
8C2142 - Energy and Chemical Reactions 

3rd LEVEL 
8C3141 . Electronic Effects in Molecules 
SC3142 . Olemical Kinetics 
SC3146 • Transition Metal Chemistry 
SC3147 • Polymer Chemistry 

4th LEVEL 
SC4141 • Physical Methods in Olemistry 
SC4142· Olemistryof Natural Resources 
SC4143 . Natural Product Chemistry 

3 
3 

6 
6 

8 
8 
B 
B 

3 
3 

3 
3 

3 
3 
3 
3 

B 
4 
4 
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SC4144 • Bioinorganic Olemistry 8 
SCA 145 • Biochemistry 4 
SC4146 . Environmental and Consumer Chemistry 4 

GEOLOGY MODULES 
1st LEVEL 

SC1151 • Geology IA 3 
SC11 52 • Geology IB 3 

2nd LEVEL 
SC2151 . Geology IIA 3 
SC2152 . Geology liB 3 

3rd LEVEL 
SC3151 • Geology iliA 6 
SC3152· Geology IIIB 6 

4th LEVEL 
SC4151 - Geological Resources and Society 8 
8C4152 . Geological Problems 8 
SC4153 • Hydrology 4 
SC4142 - O"Iemistry of Natural Resources 4 
SC4154 • Applied Geology B 

PHYSICS MODULES 
1st LEVEL 

8C1131 . Mechanics I 3 
SC1132 . Direct Current Electricity 3 

2nd LEVEL . 
8C2131 • Mechanics II 3 
SC2132 • Optics 3 

3rd LEVEL 
SC3131 . Atoms and Nuclei 3 
SC3132 . Electromagnetic Theory and Radiation Physics 3 
SC3133 • AC and Devices 3 
SC3134 • Electric Orcuits 3 
8C3135 - Astronomy 3 
8C3136 • Energy: Nuclear and Alternative Sources 3 

4th LEVEL 
SC4132 . Electric Systems 4 
SC4134 . Calculator and Minicomputer Programming 8 
8C4135 . Physics: Technology, Philosophy and System 

Thinking 8 

Course Modules 
Descriptions of modules may be found on pages 114·168. 



MAJOR CHEMISTRY/MINOR BIOLOGY (AN EXAMPLE OF A COURSE STRUCTURE) 

Semeaterl Total Credit 
Subject I II III IV V VI VII VIII Point. 
Elology 4 (3) 4 (3) 4 (3) 4 (3) 6 (6) 6 (6) 24 

O1emistry 4 (3) 4 (3) 4 (3) 4 (3) 6 (6) 6 (6) 12 (16) 12 (16) 56 

IA IB 
Get>ogy 4 (3) 4 (3) 6 

IA IB 
Maths 

Physics 4 (3) 4 (3) 4 (3) 4 (3) 12 

Sc. Method 3 (3) 3 

M. Method 

UVNum 3 (3) 3 

Comp/Stat 3(3) 3 

PPT 2 (2) 2 (2) 2 (2) 2 (2) 3 (3) 3 (3) 14 

Electives 3(3) 3 (3) 3 (3) 9 

Education 3 (3) 3 (3) 3 (3) 3 (3) 3 (3) 3 (3) 3 (3) 6 (6) .27 

Prac 6 6 6 t8 

Total Hours 21 I 2t 23 I 24 2t I 21 15 18 175 cp 

, FLOW CHART' PREREOUISITES 
SCI 171 Elological ~ SC2171 Ecology & SC4173 Applied Ecology 

B 1 Science ~ Ecosystem Studies 
SC3171 Microbiology----=; 

SC4171 Man & Environment 
I SC4172 Industrial Microbiology 
0 SC3172 Regulation &~ 
L Response in Organisms 8C4174 Development and 
0 SC1172 Human SC2172 Cell Olemistry Comparative Anatomy 
G Elology and Physiology y 

SC1142 Olemistry SC3141 Electronic~ 8C4145 Biochemistry 
IB 

8C2141 Chemical ~ Effects in Molecules SC4141 Physical Methods in 
C 

OC,," ~"'"\ 
SC3142 Olemical Olem. 

H Bonding ~ Kinetics SC4143 Natural Product Chem. 
E SC3146 Transition ~ SC4144 Bioinorganic Chemist~ 
M Metal Chemistry 
I 

SC2142 Energy and L SC3147 Polymer SC4146 Environmental & 
S Olemistry Consumer O1emistry 
T ..... SC4142 Olemistry of Natural 
R Olemical Reactions Resources y 

SCll 51 Geology IA ) SC2151 GeologyllA~ SC3151 Geology lilA 0iJ, SC41 51 Geological Resources 
G 

~ 
~., and Society 

E ,,~ 
~ SC41 52 Geological Problems 

r SC41 53 Hydrology 0 

SC2152 Geology liB OR ~ SC4142 Olemistry of Natural L 
0 SCl152 Geology IB~ SC3152 Geology IIIB Resources 
G SC4154 Applied Geology 
y 

SC1131 Mechanics I~ SC2131 Mechanics II~ 8C3131 AtOmSand~ SC4131 Astronomy 

P ~ 
Nucleii SC41 33 Energy: Nuclear and 
SC3132 Electromagnetic Altemate Sources H Theory & Radiation Physics SC41 34 Calculator and Mini-y 

SCll 32 Direct OR ) SC2132 OptiCS~ SC3136 Energy: Nuclear II.D computer Programming S OJrrent Electricity & Altemative Sources SC4135 Physics: Technology, I SC3133 AC & Devices My Philosophy and System Thinkin~ C t 12 S PIs SC41 32 Electric Systems 
SC3134 Electric .,. 
Orcuits 

SC3135 Astronomy 
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Graduate Diploma in 
Education (Primary 
Education) 

Theone-yearfull-time Diploma in Education in Primary Education is 
available to persons who have been admined to a relevant degree 
at a recognised tertiary institution or who hold a three-year diploma 
in a field other than teacher education from a recognised tertiaIY 
institution. 

Modifications to this programme may occur in 1985. Students will 
be advised of any changes upon enrolment. 

SEMESTER 1 
Credit Hours 

Module 
ENl 900 Dictation and Spelling 
IM652 Oaft Method Dip.Ed 
SS4100 Social Studies IVP 

Point. per week 
o 
2 2 
2 2 

SEMESTER 2 
AE407t Art IVP 
MU4140 Music Education in the Primary 

Schools 
PE4314 Health and Physical Education IV? 

Full Vea, 
ED4909 Education IV (Primary) 
EN4501 English and Reading IVP 
MA4053 Mathematics Education Primary 

OJrriculum Studies 
SC43QO Natural Science IVP 
TP40QO Teaching Skills; Primary Dip.Ed 
ED4823 t Essay 
BP4001 * Teaching Experience: Primary 

(Q;p.Ed) 

2 
2 

2 

10 
4 
4 

2 
2 
2 

Total Credit Points = 34 

Graduate Diploma in 
Education (Secondary 
Education) 

Module 

All * Principles and Practices of Teaching 
Students 

Art AE4073 
Education 
Students AE4075 
only 

AE4077 

CKawing and Design Method 

Painting and Printmaking 

Programming, Syllabus, OJrriculum 
Studies 

AE4079 .Art History 

Art 
Education 
Students 
only 

Three Dimensional .Art 

Rim, Video and Photography 

2 
2 t Asubstantial essay is required of all candidates forthe Diploma in 

Education (Primary Education). The topic chosen must relate to the 
2 field of Education. Theessaytopic must be approved by the Head of 

the Department of Education and the essay must be submitted to 
him prior to the end of lectures in Semester II. 

6 
2 * Candidates will generally be required to undertake five weeks of 
2 continuous Practice Teaching between semesters and a further 

period of three weeks Practice Teaching in Semester II. 
2 

Cour.e Module. 
DeSCription of modules may be found on pages 114-168. 

The one year full-time Diploma in Education in Secondary 
Education is available to persons who have been admined to a 
relevant degree at a recognised tertiary institution or who hold a 
three year diploma in a field other than teacher education from a 
recognised tertiary institution. 

Credit 
Points 

SEMESTER 1 
2 

2 

2 

3 

2 

SEMESTER 2 
2 

2 

Hours Comments 
per Week 

3 A further component may be required in 
Semester 2. 

2 

2 

3 

2 

AE4074 

AE4076 

AE4078 Philosophy of .Art Education, School 3 

2 

2 

3 
Organisation and Administration 
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FULL YEAR 
All Two of the following: 
Students EN4511 English rYA 8 3 Students who wish to uOdertake studies in 
except more than one Method e.g. English and 
Art EN4512 English IVB 8 3 History, History and Languages, should 
Education consult Heads of Departments for advice 

EN4513 English lYe 8 3 before selecting modules. 

LM511 French IV 8 3 Students wishing to undertake English and 
another Method should enrol in EN451 3 as 

LM521 German IV 8 3 their English Method module. 

SS4220 History IV 8 3 

#IM508 Industrial Arts rv A 8 6 

#IM518 Industrial Arts IVB 8 6 

MA4054 Mathematics WA 8 3 

MM055 Mathematics IVB 8 3 

MU4230 Music Education in the Secondary 8 3 
School 

MU4240 Music Education in the Secondary 8 4 
School 

PE4450 Physical Education rv A 6 3 :# Students may be required to enrol in a 
qualifying subject or subjects. Industrial 

PE4451 Physical Education IVB 6 3 Ms students may be required to enrol in 
IM522 - Industrial Arts lYe. Science 

#SC4210 Science IVA 8 3 students should consult with the Head of 
the Science Department. 

#SC4220 Science IVB 8 3 

SS4200 Social Sciences filA 8 3 

SS4210 Social Sciences IVB 8 3 

All ED4908 Education N (Secondary) 10 6 The Essay topic must relate to either the 
Students field of specialisation or Education and 

PE4401 Health and PE NS 4 2 must be approved by the Principal Lecturer 
in Education. 

ED4823 Essay 2 Exemption may be granted if an additional 
qualifying subject is being undertaken. 

* Teaching Experience 2 Students will be required to undertake 
eight weeks of practice teaching. 

Total credit points· 36 

* Students should enrol in the module relevant to their field of specialisation. 
Descriptions of modules may be found on pages 114-168. 

NOTE: Some methods may be offered jointly with the University of 
Newcastle in 1985. Further information will be available in 1985. 
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Graduate Diploma in 
Education in Technical 
and Further Education 
Candidates forthe Graduate Diploma in Education in Technical and 
Further Education should hold a university degree or other 
appropriate tertiary qualification, or hold a qualification deemed 
equivalent e.g. membership by examination of a professional 
association for which degree qualifications are a normal require
ment and be employed for concurrent teaching in technical and 
further education. Applicants who have completed all requirements 
for a degree of a diploma, save one module may be admitted to 
candidature. Candidates admitted under this regulation are 
required to complete the course necessary to fulfil the requirements 
of their degree or diploma concurrently with their candidature forthe 
Graduate Diploma in Education. 

The subjects offered to candidates for the Graduate Diploma in 
Education in Technical and Further Education are generally those 
available to candidates for the Diploma in Teaching in Technical 
and Further Education since neither group of students is expected 
to have had previous extensive experience in education. Graduate 

Graduate Diploma in 
Educational Studies 
(Advanced Teaching 
Method) 

CLASS HOURS 

Diploma in Education students, however, are expected to read 
more widely and to demonstrate a more critical evaluation of 
educational theories and research evidence. This distinction is 
implicit within all module approaches and assessments. 

In order to qualify for the award of the Graduate Diploma in 
Education in Technical and Further Education candidates must 
follow a part-time course of study of two years duration and gain a 
total of 60 credit points in components of the course which 
contribute to their general and professional preparation as 
prospective teachffiS. 

Core Programme 
All candidates are required to undertake the following areas of study 
over two years. 

Credit Points 
Education 18 
Theory of Teaching 18 
General Studies 6 
Practical Experience 12 
Special Method 6 
TOTAL CREDIT POINTS 60 
For details of programmes see Diploma in Teaching (T AFE) - Core 
Programme (In-service) on page 52 of this Calendar. 

Course Modules 
Descriptions of modules may be found on pages 114-1 68 of this 
Calendar. 
At the time of publication the above course was under review and 
content may change for 1985. Student should contact the Course 
Director for possible changes. 

In general, the tasks of teaching basic skills subjects would be the 
principal responsibilities of graduates of the Advanced Teaching 
~thod Programme. 
Teachers who complete the course will have their teaching 
competencies increased to deal more effectively with children, in 
mainstream classrooms, who do not achieve as well as their peers. 

CREDIT POINTS TEACHING DEPARTMENT SEMESTER 

MODULE I-P::;E::;R=W:;:E:;:E;-;;K=TO:;:T=A~L:+':P:::E:::R-:S""U:;:B;-;J:::E:=C=TT=O==T=A;-;-/L 
(See Module Description 
for Prerequisite) 

SE4006 Data Based Instructionl 
Behaviour Management 

104203 a.miculum and 
Community Resources 

ED4911 Individual Differences 
in Development and 
Leaming 

EN4401 language and Reading 

TP4020 Strategies for Teaching I 

SE4007 casewOJK Practicum 

SE4008 OevelopmenVLeaming 
Disabilities 

MA4001 Mathematics 

EN4402 Casework Practicum 

TP4021 Strategies for Teaching II 

ED4912 Teaching the Gifted Child 

MA4002 casework Practicum 

TOTALS. 

4 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

6 

6 

4 

4 

6 

3 

3 

3 

3 

2 

3 

3 

2 

3 

3 

2 

36 
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9 

11 

8 

8 

36 

Special Education} 

Interdisciplinary 

Education 

English 

Professional Studies 

Special Education J 

Special Education } Mathematics 

English 

ProfesSional Studle} 

Education 

Mathematics 

2 

3 

4 



Graduate Diploma in 
Educational Studies 
(Computer Education) 

Thecourse is designed to provide trained Prlmary/EarlyChildhood, 
Secondary, and TAFE teachers with.aimowledge of computer 
technology, its educational and social implications and its 
applicability in the educational environment, and to assist them in 
planning for, and using, computers in their teaching, and across the 
curriculum. 
Accordingly, the course is designed to produce graduates who will 
be: 
• competent in using computers and computer-based tech

nologies in the classroom; 
• skilled in selecting and evaluating software appropriate to 

specific educational tasks; 
• capable of implementing and advising on curricular 

applications of computers; 
• capable of utilising and advising on administrative functions 

and management aspects of the computer in the educational 
setting 

• able to teach computer awareness, and computer literacy 
courses at appropriate levels; 

• aware of the extensive social implications of computer 
technologies, and the need to keep abreast of continuing 
developments. 

The course is normally offered over two years of part-time study and 
comprises thirly-six credit points of academic study across three 
strands, with provision for course coherence through linked topics 
in modules and an integrating student - centred project. 
a) Computer Education Strand 
b) Computer Applications 
c) Computer Studies Strand 
d) Computer Education Project 

12 cp 
9 cp 
9 cp 
~ 

36 cp 
The course is mainly prescriptive with various student emphases 
accommodated through student selected applications in assigned 
work, an alternate module depending on the student's area of 
specialization, and in the project. 
The pattern which it is expected that students would normally follow 
is shown below, with each module requiring two hours of face-to
face lectures per week thus allowing greater flexibility to empJoythe 
"hands-on" approach to learning in workshops and computer 
laboratory sessions. 

Course Modules 
Descriptions of modules may be found on pages 114-16B. 

COURSE PATTERN FOR GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES (COMPUTER EDUCATION) 

SEMESTER I SEMESTER II SEMESTER III SEMESTER IV 

Computer E04413 Philosophy and E04423 Computer 104443 Computer 104453 Principles of 
EdUcation Computing in Education Learning and Education Managed Learning Development and Evaluation 
Strand Theory of Educational Materials 

Computer MC2120 Introduction MC3120 Computer MC4120 LOGO as a 104463 Project 
~Pllcations to Computing Programming Concepts Learning Tool S rand 

Computer 104413 Computers 104423 Information 104433 Computers in 104463 Project 
Studies in Society Technology the Classroom (A) 
Strand 

OR 
Computers in the 
Classroom (8) 
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Graduate Diploma in 
Educational Studies 
(Curriculum Development) 

The course of study leading to the award of the Postgradua~e 
Diploma in Educational Studies in Curriculum Development IS 
designedforpeoptelikelyto~.involved.i~~urri?UI~mdeveIOpment 
at either a regional level or Within aspeclfic InstitutiOn. Such people 
are likely to include: . . 
• practising teachers, subject masters, deputy pnnclpals, 

principals, advisers and inspectors i.n sta!e m:'d ~or:state 
schools, and teachers and lecturers In tertiary Institutions; 

• members of the community interested in curriculum develop
ment and implementation programmes. 

The course aims: 
• to increase the participanfs awareness and understanding of 

the cultural context within which schools operate and 
curriculums are developed; 

• to increase the professional expertise of persons engaged in 
developing curriculums at all levels of schooling and in 
various situations; 

• to provide a basis for the on-going processes of decision
making related to curriculum evaluation, modification and 
innovation; 

• to apply a knowledge of appropriate theory and research to 
the designing of a curriculum.. . . . 

Students undertaking the course, depending on qualifications and 
previous experience, may ~ req~ired to und~rtake. some pre
liminary studies. These studies Will be preSCribed In terms of 
individual needs in consultation between students and staff. 
In order to qualify for the award of the Diploma candidates ~ 
required to gain a total of 36 credit points in core and elective 
modules and a dissertation which is anticipated will demonstrate 
the candidate's approach to curriculum procedures in which the 
decision processes are associated with analysiS and planning as 
applied to a specific situation. 

The Core programme (33 credit points) consists of: 
ED4902 - OJrriculum Theory and Development 6 cp 
ED4903 - Culture, Change and the School: 6 cp 
ED4904 - Modes of Inquiry 3 cp 
ED4907 - OJrriculum Evaluation: 6 cp 
ED4811 - Learning and the Designing of Learning Experiences: 

3 cp 
ED4905 - Dissertation: 9 cp 
A preparation of the Dissertation will be undertaken with staff 
guidance before Dissertation is commenced. 

Electives (3 credit points, will be available In: 
ED4822 - Aims and Values of Australian Education: 3 cp 
ED481 0 - Current Research on Teaching and Curriculum: 3 cp 
ED4812 - The Curriculum and Groups with Special Needs: 3 cp 
ED4806 - Leadership: 3 cp 
It will also be possible for students to take electives in specialist 
areas olthe school curriculum related to recent curriculum develop
ments. These studies shoulGl be developed in consultation with 
subject specialists on the staff. 

A possible programme for a part-time student might be as follows: 

FIRST YEAR 
Code Module Semester I Semester II 

ED4902 o'miculum Theory 
and Development 

ED4903 OJlture, Olange and 
the School 

x x 

x x 

ED4811 Learning and the 
Designing of 
Learning 
Experiences 

x 

ED4904 Modes of Inquiry X 
9 hrs. 9 hrs. 

SECOND YEAR 
Code Module Semester I Semester II 

ED4907 OJrriculum Evaluation X X 

Elective X 

ED4905 Preparation and X + X 
Dissertation 

9 hrs. 9 hrs. 

Course Modules 
Descriptions of modules may be found on pages 11 4-168. 

Graduate Diploma in 
Educational Studies 
(Educational Drama) 
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The course aims to develop stimulating and creative expertise in 
educational drama for practising teachers and other qualified 
people working with children and young adults.. . 
The main emphasis of the course will be on uSing practical 
workshop experience to integrate the elements of the theory ~a 
history of drama, psychology, music, dance, literatu.re, theatncal 
production and education. A. major rea~on for thiS approach, 
especially in relation to creative drama, IS that bv: ~avl~g ea?h 
student experience personally the h?pes, ~e~rs, dlffl~ultles, diS
appointments and joys of such creative. actiVity, he ~II be better 
able to empathise with children undergOing that experience under 
his direction. 
Other reasons include the need to reinforce the inseparable inter
relationship between actor and audience and betwe~n theory and 
practice in the theatre. Visits to competent preductl.ons of pl~YS 
being examined in the course and to Theatre-In-Ed,-!catlon 
productions will be requirements of the course. All mate(l~1 and 
experiences in the course will be related as closely as posslb!e to 
the professional needs of the practising teacher or youth worker. 
The course is offered on a two year part-time basis and the four 
modules of study are all compulsory. Thefirst two module~, Dra~a I 
and Drama II, form a common foundation for all students In the first 
two semesters. In Semester Three, Drama III requires the student to 
specialise in either Creative qrlJ!Tla o~ Thea.lrecraft .. Dram~ rv 
requires the student to work with children In a maJorpra.ct~cal prOject 
designed to meet his individual needs, interests, speCialisation and 
work situation. 
The modules are designed to be done in sequence, and each 
module is a prerequisite for the one succeeding it. 

Modules: 
Semester I - Drama I (Compulsory) 
Semester II . Drama II (Compulsory) 
Semester II - Drama 111- either Strand A (Theatrecraft) or 

Strand B (Creative Drama) 
Semester IV· Drama 



Graduate Diploma in 
Educational Studies 
(Special Education) 

The Postgraduate Diploma in Educational Studies (Special 
Educatio) has been designed to prepare experienced teachers 
professionally to work as a resource/consultant teacher in the 
primary or secondary school; to teach in special class situations, or 
teach young developmentally disabled children. 
Two-year trained teachers complete a variation of this course a a 
Diploma in Special Education. 

COURSE OUTLINE: 
A: Core Modules 
Semester I 
SE4Q09 - Developmental Disabilities I: 3 cp 
SE4005 - Behaviour ManagemenVOata-Based Instruction: 6 cp 
SE4QOl - Assessment. Diagnosis & Remediation I: 3 cp 
SE4D18 - o'nriculum Resource Development (provision for 

Prim/Sec emphasis): 2 cp 
Semester II 
SE4001 - Assessment, Diagnosis & 

Remediation II: 2 cp 
SE401 7 - Issues/Interdisciplinary 

Aspects of Children with Development & 
Learning Problems: 2 cp 

SE4004 - Communication Disorders: 2 cp 
B: Core Electives 
Semester II 

O.AJResource Emphasis 
SE4014 - Programming for Remediation: 4 cp 

OR 
Severe Development Disabilities Emphasis 

SE4015 - Programming for Developmental 
Disabilities: 4 cp 

C: Electives 
Semester I 
One of: 

SE4016 - Parent Training/Consultative Skills: 2 cp 
EN2304 - Studies in Reading Education: 2 cp 
MS4330 - Education in the Multicultural Classroom: 2 cp 
MA3073 - Maths Ed. and the Slow Leamer: 2 cp 

Semester II 
One at: 

PE3625 - Physical Education 
Elective: Special Ed.: 2 cp 

E03101 - The School & Society: 2 cp 
EN3305 - Teaching English as a Second language: 2 cp 
IA4662 - Craft for Special Ed.: 2 cp 
MS4330 - Education in the Multicultural classroom: 2 cp 

O.AJResource Emphasis 
(Electives will be offered subject to availability of staff and viable 
group numbers) 
D: Practical Teaching Experience 
Semester I 
SE401 3 - Clinical & School Practicum (12 hpw) 
Semester II 
SE4013 - Clinical & School Practicum (12 hpw) 
Semesters I & II: 9 cp 
Each trainee completes three ten-week practicum rotations in a 
variation of situations, with at least one of the Special Education 
Centre and one in a regularschool as a resource teacher orspecial
class situation. 
E: Research 
SE4000 - Research Essay: 9 cp 

Course Modules 
Descriptions of modules may be found on pages 114-168. 

Any module may bechanged if deemed appropriate by the Board of 
Studies in Special Education. 
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Master of Special 
Education 
The degree is jointly offered by the University of Newcastle and the 
Newcastle College of Advanced Education. 
The course contains five units of advanced work chosen from those 
listed below and a thesis. Each requires attendance at lectures. 
seminars and tutorials. which will generally take place at either the 
University or the College. Candidates may be full-time or part-time. 
but no guarantee can be given that any particular candidate Will 
have the opportunity of taking all five coursework units In anyone 
year. The programme should be completed in not less than 21 
months and not more than five years. 
Units proposed for 1985 are: 
A. COMPULSORY 
1. Trends in Special Education 
Community attitudes towards those who are restricted In their 
capacity to participate in the educational system are changmg 
rapidly, stimulating controversy at aHlevels of society. This unit will 
consider certain social, ethical, educational and philosophical 
issues which have arisen in recent years 

2. Research Methodology or Advanced Research 
Methodology 

This unit aims to introduce the student to some research techniques 
used in educational inquiry. The content includes basic statistics 
the use of statistical packages with the Vax B computer and the 
completion of a small scale research project 

3. Practlcum 
The Practicum consists of ten hours per week for one year for ful'
time students and five hours per week over a two year penod for 
part-time students. The unit will involve the total organization, 
implementation, evaluation and reporting of two projects In Special 
Education. 

B. TWO TO BE CHOSEN FROM: 
1. Mental Retardation/Developmental Disabilities 
The unit deals initiaUywith the assessment of retardation, using both 
traditional methods and more recent procedures based on theories 
of cognitive processing. Characteristics of the retarded Will be 
considered, necessarily covering a wide range from mild to 
profOund retardation. Education, training and rehabilitation options 
are important areas of studies. The unit will also deal with the 
broader concept of developmental disabilities. and examine recent 
approaches to identification and treatment of the developmentally 
disabled. 

2. Learning Disabilities 
This advanced seminar unit reviews current research on the 
psychology of leaming disability. A variety of theoretical viewpoints 
are considered together with their implications for remediation 

3. Behaviour Disorders 
This unit investigates the characteristics and theoretical per
spectives of behavioural disorders_ Through a study of manage
ment techniques and associated research, students Will also have 
opportunities to enhance their skills in the delivery of services 

C. ONE TO BE CHOSEN FROM: 
1. Advanced Research Methodology 

2. The Education 01 Exceptional Children 

3. Aboriginal Education 

4. The Education 01 Gifted and Talented Children 

5. Communication Disorders 

The Faculty of Education at the University of Newcastle IS respon
sible for all administrative procedures associated With the degree 

The School of Paramedical 
and Community Welfare 
Studies 

Courses of Study 

Diploma of Applied Science (Nursing) 

Diploma in Administration (Nursing) 

Diploma In Teaching (Nursing) 

Associate Diploma in Automated Information 
Processing 

Associate Diploma In Diagnostic Medical 
Radiography 

Associate Diploma In Police Studies 

Associate Diploma in Social Welfare 

Graduate Diploma In Multicultural Studies 
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School of Paramedical 
and Community Welfare 
Studies 

The School of Paramedical and Community Welfare Studies Qffers 
courses leading to the following undergraduate awards: 

Diploma of Applied Science (Nursing) 
Diploma in Teaching (Nursing) 

Diploma in Administration (Nursing) 
Associate Diploma in Automated Information Processing 
Associate Diploma in Diagnostic Medical Radiography 

Associate Diploma in Police Studies 
Associate Diploma in Social Welfare 

Graduate Diploma in Multicultural Studies 

The Diploma of Applied Science (Nursing) is a course 
offered at the UG2 level designed to train individuals to become 
practicing comprehensive registered nurses. 

The Diploma course comprises three years of full-time study that is 
both wellness and disease oriented. Students at Newcastle will 
become involved in a wide range of health care, including general, 
psychiatric, developmental disability and geriatric nursing as well 
as community health. 

The aim of the course is to facilitate the development of skills in the 
student to enable her/him to be eligible to register as a qualified 
nurse. In general, the course leading to registration deals with the 
development of skills in the promotion, maintenance and restor
ation of health, the prevention of disease and support of the dying. It 
provides opportunities for the care of patients and clients of all ages 
in a variety of settings. 

An important factor of the Diploma course at Newcastle CAE. is 
that the theory component and the practical component will be fully 
integrated. The course will contain approximately 1500 hours of 
clinical work during the three years and this will include two days per 
fortnight in ahospital!health care agency as well as two one'1Tlonth 
block periods each year. Students will be required to undertake their 

. clinical experience in city and country hospitals and health care 
agencies in the Newcastle/Hunter region, lNhich extends from 
Marisset in the south to Taree in the north and north-west to Scone. 

In essence, the student who enrols in the course will not just be 
sitting at a desk and learning health theory - they'lI be learning in a 
hospital or agel)cy as well as the College. The course will involve 
computer assisted learning and the supervision of students by 
College staff in the clinical situation. 

The Diploma course has four major strands for study: 
Strand A - Health and Health Breakdown 
Strand B - Man-Woman 
Strand C - Society and its Institutions 
Strand 0 - The Intervention Process: Nursing 

The Diploma In Teaching (Nuralng) is a course at the UG2 
level designed to assist the nurse educator to acquire a more 
advanced degree of clinical competence; to teach within the 
dynamics of changing health needs; to develop teaching skills 
which match a wide range of learning needs; to plan, implement 
and evaluate clinical and classroom curricula and to contribute to 
the developmental needs of an evolving profession. 

The Diploma In Administration (Nursing) isacourseatUG2 
level designed to contribute to personal and professional growth of 
the student specialising in administration at different levels of 
nursing within the health service. The long term aim of this course is 
to bring about changes in nursing practice which will ultimately help 
to raise the standard of Health Care in Australia. 
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In particular, it will assist the health administrator to understand and 
to apply the theory of organisations and management to the health 
system generally, and specifically to the realities of the day-to-day 
work-force situations. In addition, it will enable the student health 
administrator to develop and use those specific management 
competencies which utilise resources effectively and therefore 
facilitate the planning, detivery and evaluation of quality care. 
Special attention is paid to the individual as a member of an 
organisation such as exists in the health system. 

The Aaaoclate Dlpfoma In Automated Information 
Proceaalng has a strong commercial orientation, with particular 
emphasis placed on the preparation of the student for employment 
in the private or public sectors of the business world. The course 
which is specifically designed to integrate the appropriate mathe
matical and scientific content into the areas of their application, 
such as Data Processing, may be completed in two years of full
time study, or its part-time equivalent. Within the first year, pro
gramme studies are so sequenced as to enable the student to 
benefit fully from the work experience which is a Significant part of 
the second year of the course. 

The course will produce graduates who are able not only to 
participate responsibly in the project team of larger finns but also to 
undertake with reasonable competence the challenge of using 
microcomputing in small businesses. The College is proposing to 
upgrade this course to Diploma level in 1985/86. 

The course of study for the Associate Diploma In Diagnostic 
Medical Radiography is designed to produce a radiographer 
who has an adequate knowledge of his patient, both psychologically 
and anatomically; the equipment required by the profession and its 
use and maintenance; the nature of the radiation used; the hazards 
involved and relevant safety requirements; the basics of patient 
handling and care; and complementary diagnostic techniques. 

The overall plan for the course structure contains two major 
sections; general theoretical preparation and professional pre· 
paration. The attendance pattern of the course is one year full-time 
attendance followed by two years parHime attendance. Students 
will be required to attend College full-time for the first two semesters 
of the course. This will include one day per week of the subject 
Techniques and Surface Anatomy. Between these two semesters 
students will attend a practicum involving attendance at a hospital 
or clinic to observe radiographic techniques in practice. 

At the time of publication students in Semesters 3-6 inclusive 
should be employed in the field, with some release for lectures at 
College and for Techniques and Surface Anatomy at Royal 
Newcastle Hospital. However, this is under review and employment 
is not guaranteed. 

The Anoclate Diploma In Police Studies is a four year 
course covering topics designed to develop abilities in under
standing personal relationships, effective communication and 
problem solving. 

The work will cover such topics as Behavioural Science, Multi
cultural Studies, Administration and Inquiry Methods. 
Candidates will study part-time for approximately six hours per 
week. 

The course of study for the Associate Diploma In SOCial 
Welfare is aimed at creating an experience based welfare 
education which allows students torelate its theoretical component 
to their own practical experience in the field. 
Within the course structure students undertake studies in social 
welfare which have the general aim of providing a broad coverage 
of general social welfare and a more concentrated coverage on 
speCialised areas of social welfare; field practice which is intended 
to provide students with educational experiences designed to 
develop general and specialist practice skills; vocational forum, 
which has the aim of providing an opportunity for students to 
integrate field practice with the theoretical components taken in 
social welfare studies. 
The course may be completed in two years of full-time study or 
longer for part-time study. 

MUALI:.,J 1.1 tsKAK T 

The graduate course in multicultural studies is a two year part-time 
course leading to the award of Graduate Diploma In Multl
cuttural Studies. It is designed to increase the knowledge and 
skills of people working with migrants and in the area of multi
culturalism in general. 

The course is designed to attract students from a wide range of 
occupations both paid and in a voluntruy capacity. Students may 
come from ethnic groLPS themselves or may enter because they 
are professionals working in the area. Students undertake courses 
including those on the nature of Australian society, community 
support systems and interpersonal skills development, under
standing of language learning and language maintenance, and are 
expected to undertake field research in an area of their own interest. 
Opportunities within the course are given for people to mix with 
those from ethnic groups other than their own, and to learn about a 
wide range of problems and experiences of ethnic groups in 
Australian SOCiety. The intention of the course is to provide both a 
theoretical background to the approach of multicultural studies and 
practical skills for those involved in the field. 

Ccurse modules offered with the School may be of one semester's 
duration or two semesters' duration. Those modules over one 
semester generally carry a credit point rating of three, although 
some differ. The modules are placed at levels ranging from 1 st to 
3rd in the undergraduate programmes to indicate relative levels of 
difficulty. 

Diploma of Applied 
Science (Nursing) 

The Diploma of Applied Science (Nursing) programme is of 3 years 
duration and students must attain 1 08 credit points toqualifyforthis 
award. These are 4 major strands of study, these being: 

STRAND A - HEALTH AND HEALTH BREAKDOWN 
ConSists of studies of the concepts of health, factors which 
i~ffluence a state of well being and precipitate health breakdown, 
disease processes. the consequences of health breakdown and 
management strategies for assisting individuals to achieve an 
optimal state of health. 

STRAND B - MAN-WOMAN 
Involves two major areas of study, namely: human life sciences 
which includes biomedical science and human anatomy and 
physiology; and psychosocial studies which includes the study of 
nonnal and abnonnal aspects of human behaviour. 

STRAND C - SOCIETY AND ITS INSTITUTIONS 
This strand is designed to assist the nurse to view nursing in its 
social context and to explore the influences exerted on the planning 
and delivery of health care and the health care needs of various 
individuals and groups. 

STRAND 0 - THE INTERVENTION PROCESS: NURSING 
This strand is central to the course and consists of an ongoing 
series of studies. 
Three distinct though interrelated areas of study are undertaken, 
namely: nursing theory; practice principles and skills; and pro
cessing and enquiry skills. 
The clinical practicum is also an essential part of the strand and is 
mandatory to allow the development of competence in nursing 
practice. 
The aim of the course is to facilitate the development of skills in the 
student to enable her/him to be eligible to register as a qualified 
nurse. In general, the course leading to registration deals with the 
development of skills in the promotion, maintenance and restoration 
of health, the prevention of disease and support of the dying. It 
provides opp,ortunities for the care of patients and clients of all ages 
In a variety of settings. . 
Integration of theory and clinical practice is a major feature of the 
course and a total of 1 500 hours of supervised clinical practicum in 
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various hospitals and health agencies in the Hunter Region over the 
3 years of the course is compulsory. Students will experience early 
contact with clients or patients as clinical practicums are organised 
on an on-going basis of 2 days each fortnight. In addition, there are 
2 one-month block practicum periods each year. 
On completion of the course astudentwill be eligible to register and 
practice in the areas of general, psychiatric and developmental 
disability care nursing. 

Course Content and Requirements 
As mentioned, the Oiplomacourse is organised int04 strands, each 
of which provides a serles of major studies over 3 years. Adetailed 
Information Bookletwill be provided atthe commencement of each 
series of study, and a student may not progress in the course 
without fulfilling the previous semester or year requirements. The 
bfeak-down of module titles and credit points is:-

Credit Points 
STRAND A HEALTH AND HEALTH BREAKDOWN 
NS1 01 0 Heal1h I 
NS1020 Health Breakdown I 
NS2010 Heal1h II 
NS2020 Health Breakdown II 
NS3010 Heallh III 
NS3020 Health Breakdown III 

STRAND B MAN-WOMAN 
Human Life Sciences 

SC1061 Applied PhySical Science in Nursing 
SC1062 Introductory Biomedical Sciences 
SC2063 Human Anatomy and Physiology I 
SC3063 Human Anatomy and Physiology II 

PsychOSOCial Studies 
ED1001 Psychosocial Studies in Nursing IA 
E01002 Psychosocial Studies in Nursing IB 
E02001 Psychosocial Studies in Nursing IIA 
ED2002 Psychosocial Studies in Nursing liB 
E03001 Psychosocial Studies in Nursing iliA 
ED3002 Psychosocial Studies in Nursing IIIB 

4 
3 
2 
5 
2 
6 

TOTAL---zi 

2 
3 
4 
5 

TOTAL~ 

2 
3 
2 
3 
2 
3 

TOTAL~ 
STRAND C SOCIETY AND ITS INSTITUTIONS 
NS1090 Sociology of Health Care IA 2 
NS1091 Sociology of Health Care IB 2 
NS2090 Sociology of Health Care II 2 
NS2091 Legal Sludies 2 
NS3090 Sociology of Health Care III 3 

TOTAL--1-1 
STRANDDTHE INTERVENTION PROCESS: NURSING 
NS1030 Nursing Theory I 2 
NS1040 Practice Principles and Skills I 4 
NS1050 Enquiry and Processing Skills I 2 
NS2030 Nursing Theory ]I 2 
NS2040 Practice PrinCiples and Skills II 4 
NS2050 Enquiry and Processing Skills II 2 
NS3030 Nursing Theory III 2 
NS3040 Practice PrinCiples and Skills III 2 
NS3050 Enquiry and Processing Skills III 2 

NS1060 Oinical Practicum IA 
NS1061 Oinical Practicum IB 
NS1062 Oinical Practicum IC 
NS1063 Oinical Practicum 10 
NS2070 Oinical Practicum 2A 
NS2071 Oinical Practicum 2B 
NS2072 Oinical Practicum 2C 
NS2073 Oinical Practicum 20 
NS30BO Oinical Practicum 3A 
NS30B1 Oinical Practicum 3B 
NS3082 Oinical Practicum 3C 
NS3083. Oinical Practicum 3D 

Course Module. 

TOTAL---zi 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

TOTAL~ 
AWARD TOTAL---wa 

Descriptions of modules may be found on pages 114-168. 



STRAND 

A HEALTH AND 
HEALTH 
BREAKDOWN 

B. MAN-WOMAN 

C. SOCIETY AND ITS 
INSTrruTIONS 

D. THE INTERVENTION 
PROCESS: 
NURSING 

FLOW THROUGH THE MODULAR STRUCTURE 
OF THE DIPLOMA OF APPLIED SCIENCE (NURSING) 

YEAR I YEAR II 

NSl 01 0 Health I NS2010 Health II 
NS1020 Health Bleakdown I NS2020 Health Breakdown II 

SC1061 Applied Physical SC2063 Human Anatomy and 
Sciences in Nursing Physiology A 

SC1062 Introductory Biomedical 
Sciences 

ED1001 Psychosocial Studies in ED2001 Psychosocial Studies in 
Nursing IA Nursing IIA 

ED1002 Psychosocial Studies in ED20Q2 Psychosocial Studies in 
Nursing IB Nursing liB 

NS1090 Sociology of Health NS2090 Sociology of Health 
Care IA Care II 

NS1091 Sociology of Health NS2091 Legal Studies 
Care IB 

N$1030 Nursing Theory J NS2030 Nursing Theory II 
NS1040 Practice Principles and NS2040 Practice Principles and 

Skills I Skills II 
NS1050 Enquiry and Processing NS2050 Enquiry and Processing 

Skills I Skills I 
NS1060 Clinical Practicum IA NS2070 Clinical Practicum 2A 
NS1061 Clinical Practicum 18 NS2071 Clinical Practicum 28 
NS1062 Clinical Practicum IC NS2072 Clinical Practicum 2C 
NS1063 Clinical Practicum 10 NS2073 Clinical Practicum 20 
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YEAR III 

NS3010 Health III 
NS3020 Health Breakdown III 

SC3063 Human Anatomy and 
Physiology B 

ED3001 Psychosocial Studies in 
Nursing iliA 

ED3002 Psychosocial Studies in 
Nursing IIIB 

NS3090 Sociology of Health 
Gare III 

NS3030 Nursing Theory III 
NS3040 Practice Principles and 

S~lIs III 
NS3050 Enquiry and Processing 

Skills III 
NS30BO Clinical Practicum 3A 
NS3081 Clinical Practicum 38 
NS3082 Clinical Practicum 3C 
NS3083 Clinical Practicum 3D 

Diploma in Administration 
(Nursing) 

The Diploma in Administration (Nursing), isa UG2 course which has 
been designed to contribute to the personal and professional 
growth of the nurse specialising in administration at different levels 
within the health service. 
In order to qualify for the award of the Diploma in Administration 
(Nursing), a candidate must gain a total of 1 08 credit points. The 
course is composed of modules which are grouped into seven 
strands namely: nursing; administrative studies; psycho social 
~pects; society and its institutions; communication; field experi
ence and electives. 

Within the strands: Introductory modules are designated 'i' 
(see note on standing); 

I 

Core (compulsory) modules are designated 'c'; 
and 

Elective modules are deSignated 'e'. 

NURSING STUDIES 
HSl11 a The Historical DeveloPment of Nursing 
HSlll1 Professional Adjustments and Ethics 
HSl11 2 Concepts and Strategies in Nursing Practice 

i HSll1 3 Philosophy of Nursing 
c HS2110 Nursing Studies I 
c HS2113 Nursing Studies 18 
c HS3111 Introduction to Research and Measurement 

SCIENCE 
SC1261 Bic-medical Sciences 

ADMINISTRATIVE STUDIES 

c HSl140 Administration and Organisational Theory I 
c HS2140 Administration and Organisational Theory II 
c HS3140 Administration and Organisational Theory III 

c HS2141 Administration Strategies I 
c HS3141 Administration Strategies II 
e HS3130 Health of the Workers 
e HS3131 Health Planning 
e HS3132 Health Economics 

PSYCHOSOCIAL ASPECTS 
i ED191 0 Psychosocial Aspects of Illness 
c ED1904 Human Behaviour - Man as an Individual 
c ED2912 Ufe Span Development 
c ED2913 Motivation and Morale 
c ED3904 Self/Awareness and Interpersonal Relation-

ship Skills 
e ED3801 Counselling 

COMMUNICATION 
c EN1317 Effective Communication 
c EN2317 Formal Communication: Skills and 

Conventions 
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SOCIETY AND ITS INSTITUTIONS 
i HSll 52 Health 
i HS1153 Disease 
c HSl151 Sociology 
c HS21 50 Legal Studies 
c HS2151 Political and Health 03.re Systems t - Their 

Influences on Patient care, and Nurse 
Education 

c HS3151 Political and Health Care Systems 11- Their 
Influences on Patient care, Management 
Policies and Nurse Education 

e 1-iS3150 Community Health and Health Issues and 
Services 

FIELD EXPERIENCE 
Reid Experience is a core component of the course and will 
involve ongoing observation and assessment of various 
administrative settings as well as practical experience in two 
four·week blocks (or the equivalenij. 
The experiences will bestructured in keeping with the belief thaI 
theory must be relevant to practice, and that it is essential for the 
student to apply what has been learned and to correlate theory 
with actual practice. 
Placements for Reid Experience will be arranged in consult· 
ation with the lecturer but the following proposed pattem may 
be taken as a guide. 

HS2142 Field Experience I 
Week 1 IA own hospital 
Week 2 *business observation 
Week 3 another hospital 
Week 4 18 community health/another hospital 

HS3142 Field Experience II 
Week 1 IIA central and regional health 

administration 
Weeks2,3.4 118 *action research in nursing 

administration 

* Must be undertaken in College practicum period. 

ELECTIVES 
Candidates are required to undertake three electives. Students will 
be informed of the appropriate elective modules available each 
year. 
ADVANCED STANDING 
Mvanced standing is assessed on an individual basis, taking into 
consideration such factors as the level and scope of any previous 
tertiary studies and familiarity with current nursing theory and 
practice. 
01 this basis, currently practising registered nurses maybe granted 
28 credit points advanced standing in the introductory modules, 
and currently practising nurses who hold a UG3 award in Nursing 
Education or Nursing Aclministration may be eligible for further 
advanced standing in the course requirements, 
COURSE DURATION 
Completion of the full course would require three years of fulHime 
study orthe equivalent. However, a candidate with 28 credit points 
advanced standing could complete the remaining requirements of 
the course in the following time: 
2 years: if undertaking the maximum recommended equivalent of 

fulHime 
OR 

3 years: if undertaking a modified load which maybe taken in terms 
of the study release policy. 

PROGRAMMES 
The following charts outline recommended programmes for two 
year, three year and four year students. 

Cour.e Modules 
Descriptions of modules may be found on pages 114-168. 
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DIPLOMA IN ADMINISTRATION (NURSING) 
TYPICAL PROGRAMME· TWO YEAR ATTENDANCE WITH 28 CREDIT POINTS ADVANCED STANDING 

DIPLOMA IN ADMINISTRATION (NURSING) 
TYPICAL PROGRAMME· FOUR YEAR ATTENDANCE WITH 28 CREDIT POINTS ADVANCED STANDING 

Semester 1 Semelt.r2 Semellte,3 S.",.eter 4 Sem .... r 1 Sem .... r2 Bem .... r3 Sem .... r4 Sem .... rS Bem .... re Sem .... r7 Sem .... rS 

~:g 
HS2110 Nursing H53111 Introduction 

'~'6 S1udies I 3 cp to Research and 
~~ HS2113 Nursing Measurement 3 cp 
Zoo Studies 18 3 cp 

HS1140 Admin. & HS2140 Admin. & HS3140 Admin. & HS3141 Admin. 
.~ II) Organ. Theory I Organ. Theory II Organ. Theory III Strategies 11 4 cp 
.5 ~.~ 3 cp 4 cp 4 cp 
E~-g HS2141 Admin. )ijgoo 

Strategies I 4 cp 

.i>-tl 
E01904 Human ED2912 Life Span ED3904 Self 
Behaviour - Man Development 3 cp Awareness & Inler-

iU as an Individual ED2913 Motivation personal Relation-
3 cp & Morale 2 cp ship Skills 3 cp 

Ie 
~ EN1317 Effective EN2317 Formal 
~.~ Communication 3 cp Communications 3 cp 
8.2 
l!l HSl151 Sociology HS2151 Political HS3151 Political & 

"'8 3 cp & Health Care I Health Care Systems 
"'.~ 3 cp II 3 cp .!P .3 HS2150 legal Studies 
S~ 3 cp 

~~ 
HS2110 Nursing HS2113 Nursing HS3111 Inlro-
Studies I Studies IB duction to n 3cp 3 cp Research & 

~! 3cp 

• HS1140 Admin. HS2140 Mmin. HS3140~r:; HS2141 Admin. HS3141 Admin. 
"l~ & O'gan. Theory & Organ. Theory & Organ. Th Stralegies I Strategies II ho; ! 3cp " 4cp III 4cp 4cp 4 cp 

" 
EDl904 Htman ED2912 life ED3904 Se" 

Ii 
Behaviour 3cp Span Develop- A_ & 

men! 3cp "Ierpersonal 
ED2913 Motiv- Relationship 
alion & Morale Skills 3cp 

2cp 

> EN1317 EHecl- EN2317 Formal Jj iveCommul"lic- O:>mmunicalion 
alion 3cp 3cp 

~UJ HS1151 HS21 50 Legal HS3151 Polil-

~.§ Sociology 3cp Studies 3cp ical & Health 
HS2151 Polit- Gare II 3cp 

U ical & Health 
Cae! 3cp 

~ Elective One 8ective Two Elective Three 

"' ! Elective One Elective Two Elective Three 

iii ~U HS2142 Field Experience I 6cp HS3142 Field Experience II Bcp 

_ u uf 
~ .~ 

HS2142 Field Experience I 6 cp HS3142 Field Experience II 8 cp 

-Semesters I & II: Tertiary Study Skills for those notified al selection. 

DIPLOMA IN ADMINISTRATION (NURSING) 
TYPICAL PROGRAMME· THREE YEAR ATTENDANCE WITH 28 CREDIT POINTS ADVANCED STANDING 

Semester I Semester 2 Semester 3 Semester 4 SemesterS Semeatere 

.~.~ HS2110 Nursing HS211 3 Nursing HS3111 Introduction 
~-g Studies I 3 cp Studies IB 3 cp to Research and 
~U5 Measurement 3 cp 

.h fI) HSl140 Admin! HS2140 Admin. and HS3140 Admin. and HS2141 Admin. HS3141 Admin. 

.~.~~ Organ. Theory J Organ. Theory II Organ. Theory 111 S1rategies I 4 cp Strategies II 4 cp 
)ii!~ 3 cp 4 cp 4 cp _00 

6 .. ED1904 Human ED2912 Ule Span ED3904 Self Awarene" 
.c- & Behaviour - Man Development 3 cp ~ Interpersonal o.!:!i! 

H.:l' as an Individual ED2913 Motivation Relationship Skills 
3 cp & Morale 2 cp 3 cp 

C 
~ EN1317 Effective EN2317 Formal EC 
E2 Communication 3 cp Comm.unications 3cp 
8.~ 
.~ fI) 

HSl151 HS2151 Political HS3151 Political 

"'8 Sociology 3 cp & Health Care I & Health Care II 

.¥~ 3 cp 3 cp 
HS2150 Legal 

S~ Studies 3 cp 

i Elective One Elective Two Elective Three 

&l 
ID 
U 
C 
ID 

HS2142 Field Experience I 6 cp HS3142 Field Experience II 8 cp d 
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Diploma in Teaching 
(Nursing) 

The Diploma in Teaching (Nursing) is a UG2 course for experienced 
registered nurses who wish to become Nurse Educators in their 
respective fields. 

In order to qualify for the award of Diploma in Teaching (Nursing), a 
candidate must gain a total of 108 credit points. The course is 
composed of modules which are grouped into six strands, namely, 
Nursing Studies, Teaching and Learning in Nursing, Psychosocial 
Aspects, Integrated Bio-medical Sciences, Society and its 
Institutions and Field Experience. 
Introductory modules are designated 'j', 

Core (Compulsory) modules are designated 'c', 
Elective modules are designated 'e'. 

NURSING STUDIES 
i HS1110 The Historical Development of 

twrsing 2cp 
i HS1111 Professional Adjustments and 

Ethics 2cp 
i HSll12 Concepts and Strategies in 

Nursing Practice 3 cp 
i HSll13 Philosophy of Nursing 3cp 
i HSl152 HeaJth 3cp 
i HSl153 assase 6cp 
c HS2110 Nursing Studies I: 

Professional Development of the 
!'tIrse Practitioner 

c HS2111 Nursing Studies II: 3cp 
ainical Teaching - Needs and 
Opportunities 

c HS2112 Nursing Studies III: 3cp 
Problem-solving in Practice 

e HS3110 Nursing Studies IV: 3 cp 
Evaluation of Clinical Practice 

c HS3111 Introduction to Research and 
Measurement 3 cp 

TEACHING AND LEARNING IN NURSING 
c HSl120 Teaching and Learning in 

!'tIrsing II\: 
Introduction to Teaching Basics 

c HS1121 Teaching and Learning in 
Nursing 18: 
Method and Nursing Knowledge 1 

c HS2120 Teaching and Nursing in 
Nursing III\: 
Verbal and Interaction Skills 

c HS2121 Teaching and Learning in 
Nursing liB: 
Method and Nursing Knowledge 2 

c HS3120 Teaching and Learning in 

c HS2122 
e HS3122 
e HS3123 
c EN1317 

Nursing III 
OJrriculum I 
OJrriculum IIA 
OJrriculum liB 
Effective Communication 

2cp 

2 cp 

2cp 

2cp 

3 cp 
3cp 
3 cp 
3 cp 
3 cp 
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PSYCHOSOCIAL ASPECTS 
i ED1910 PsychOSOCial Aspects of Illness 3cp 
c ED1904 Human Behaviour - Man as an 

Individual 3cp 
c ED2912 ute Span Development 3cp 
c ED2913 Motivation and Morale 2cp 
c ED3904 Self Awareness and Interpersonal 

Relationships Skills 3cp 
e ED3801 Counselling 3cp 

INTEGRATED BIQ-MEDICAL SCIENCES 
i SC1261 Bic:rmedical Sciences 6cp 
c SC1262 Nutrition 2 cp 
c SC1263 Microbiology and Introduction 

to Pathology 2 cp 
c SC2261 Anatomy and Physiology 6cp 

SOCIETY AND ITS INSTITUTIONS 
c HSl151 Sociology 3cp 
c HS2150 LegaJ Studies 3cp 
c HS2151 Political and Health care Sysrems 1 

- Their Influences on Patient Gare 
and Nurse Education 3cp 

e HS3150 Community Health - Issues and 
Services 3cp 

FIELD EXPERIENCE 
Reid experience is a core component of the course and will be 
gained both by Otrgoing practice teaching and during 'block' 
practice periods. 
StlXfents will complete three units offield experience. Each unit 
comprises two modules: one from the studenfs major-study 
and one from her/his minor-study. 
Students must complete either a major or a minor in aassroom 
teaching, and may elect to specialise in aassroom, ainical 
or Community teaching. The alternatives are: 
1. Classroom Major and Clinical Minor 
2. Classroom Major and Community Minor 
3. Clincial Major and Classroom Minor 
4. Community Major and ClaSSfoom Minor. 
Following are the module combinations for each unit of field 
experience 

FIELD EXPERIENCE 1 
1. HSll60 Reid Experience 1 

- Classroom Major 
and 

HSl171 Reid Experience 1 
- Clinical Minor 

OR 
2. HSl160 Reid Experience 1 -

Oassmom Major 
and 

1-\51181 Reid Experience 1 -
Community Minor 

OR 
3. 1-\51170 Reid Experience 1 -

Clinical Major 
and 

HS1161 Reid Experience 1 -
ClaSSfoom Minor 

OR 
4. 1-\51180 Reid Experience 1 -

Community Major 
and 

1-\51161 Reid Experience 1 -
OaSSfoom Minor 

3cp 

2 cp 

3 cp 

2 cp 

3 cp 

2 cp 

3 cp 

2 cp 

r 
I 

FIELD EXPERIENCE 2 
1. HS2160 Reid Experience 2 -

Oassroom Major 
and 

HS2171 Reid Experience 2 -
Clincial Minor 

OR 
2. HS2160 Reid Experience 2 -

aassroom Major 
and 

HS2181 Reid Experience 2 -
Community Minor 

OR 
3. HS21 70 Reid Experience 2 -

ainical Major 
and 

HS2161 Reid Experience 2 -
Oassroom Minor 

OR 
4. HS2180 Reid Experience 2 -

Community Major 
and 

HS2161 Reid Experience 2 -
OaSSfoom Minor 

FIELD EXPERIENCE 3 
1. HS3160 Reid Experience 3 -

Oassroom Major 
and 

HS3111 Reid Experience 3 -
Clinical Minor 

OR 
2. HS3160 Reid Experience 3 -

Oassroom Major 
and 

HS3181 Reid Experience 3 -
Community Minor 

OR 
3. HS3170 Reid Experience 3 -

ainical Major 
and 

HS3161 Reid Experience 3 -
aassroom Minor 

OR 
4. HS3180 ReId Experience 3 -

Community Major 
and 

HS3161 Reid Experience 3 -
Classroom Minor 

ELECTIVES 

3cp 

2 cp 

3 cp 

2 cp 

3 cp 

2cp 

3 cp 

2cp 

3 cp 

2cp 

3 cp 

2 cp 

3 cp 

2cp 

3 cp 

2 cp 

Candidates undertake three elective modules, from those selected 
for this course. These modules will include: 
HS3110 Nursing Studies IV: Evaluation of Clincial Practice 
(This is a core module for students doing a Clinical Major) 
HS3122 OJrriculum JlA 
HS3123 OJrriculum 118 
ED3801 Counselling . 
HS3150 Community Health - Issues and Services 
Other modules appropriate to this course will be included. Details of 
prerequisites may be found with module oullines. 

ADVANCED STANDING 
Advanced standing is assessed on an individual basis, taking into 
consideration such factors as the level and scope of any previous 
tertiary studies and familiarity with current nursing theory and 
practice. 
On this basis, currently practising registered nurses may be granted 
28 credit points advanced standing in the introductory modules, 
and currently practising nurses who hold a UG3 award in Nursing 
Education or Nursing Administration may be eligible for further 
advanced standing in up to 50% of the course requirements. 
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COURSE DURATION 
Completion of the full course would require three years of full-time 
study or the equivalent. However, a candidate with 28 credit points 
advanced standing could complete the remaining requirements of 
the course in the following time: 2 years full-time OR 3 years part
time OR 4 years part-time. 

PROGRAMMES 
The following charts oulline recommended programmes for two
year, three-year and four-year students. 

Course Modules 
Descriptions of modules may be found on pages 11 4-168. 



DIPLOMA IN TEACHING (NURSING) 
TYPICAL PROGRAMME· TWO YEAR ATTENDANCE WITH 28 CREDIT POINTS ADVANCED STANDING DIPLOMA IN TEACHING (NURSING) 

TYPICAL PROGRAMME· THREE YEAR ATTENDANCE WITH 28 CREDIT POINTS ADVANCED STANDING 
semester 1 SemeBter2 Sam •• ter3 Semester 4 

HS211 0 Nursing Studies I: HS2111 Nursing Studies II: HS3111 Introduction to HS2112 Nursing Studies III: "., Professional Clinical Teaching - Research and Problem Solving in 
Zw Development of the Needs and Measurement 3 cp Practice 3 cp ino Nurse Practitioner Opportunities 3cp HS3110 Nursing Studies IV t--0:::> 
::>1- 3 cp Clinical Evaluation: 
z., Problems & 

Semester 1 I Semester 2 Semester 3 Semester 4 SemesterS SemesterS 

lilll 
~~e:::~ ::'lUOl8S H~{Cli~~~i~~ ~~~~~~:: ~:l&fri~~~~= 

=~~Ihe ""'" "'" Praclice 3 cp Problems and Process 
-Ii Opportunities 

I~ 
3", 3", 

HS3111 Introduction to 
Research and 

Process 3 cp ............... , 3,. 

" 
H51120 Teaching and HS2120 Teaching HS3120 Teaching and 

Z Learning in Learning in Learning in 

Z Nursing IA: Nursing IIA: Nursing lit 
0: Introduction to Verbal and 3 cp 

~" Teaching Basics Interaction Skills 
oJ! 2 cp 2 cp 

0B! HSl121 Teaching and HS2121 Teaching and 
z::> Learning in Learning in 
C z Nursing 18: Nursing liB: 
"z Method and Method and !- Nursing Nursing :z: Knowledge 1 2cp Knowledge 2 2cp !;l EN1317 Effective w Communication HS2122 Curriculum I I-

3 cp 3 cp 

li ~~~~:l~~ Hf~~~~~ ~~~~~ 3cp mcUII.MTlj cp H::>;i~~ e::~~:r" 
ai fA: Introduction to IrA: Vema! and '. Teaching Basics Interaction Skills 
z" 2 '. 2,. 
~Z 1-151121 Teaching lWld HS2121 Teaching 5ld 

~! Learring in Nursing Learning in NlNSing liB" 
IB: Method and Method lWld I'bsing :" Nursing Knowledge I Knowledge 2 2 cp II! 2,. 

l!!iI! 
~ 

i~ 
cUS::~~~as '" "'~~fnt~=ness 
. an Individual 3 '. 

E~9~~me:li! cp Relationships Skills 

"'" M<><aIe 2"" 3,. 

I ~~ 
..J E01904 Human Behaviour - E0291 2 Ufe Span E03904 Self Awareness 
:!! Man as an Development 3cp and Interpersonal 

8E Individual 3 cp E02913 Motivation and Relationships 

"w Morale 2 cp Skills 3 cp 0,,-:z:., 
~C 
II! 

oil 
::.\j 1 ~tl;l NUlnlion 

~~~~iont/ _u .. - ~261 Malomy lWld Physiology .z 
a" 
§~ 

6", 

"3 :!a 
z" -,. 

6:ll SC1262 Nutrition 2 cp SCl 263 Microbiology and 

-0 Introduction to 
IOZ Pathology 2 cp 
OW SC2261 Anatomy and Physiology 6cp w-
1- 0 

1i!~ 
,,0( 
w!:! 
1-" Zw 
-IE 

I!!., HSl151 Sociology 3 cp HS2151 Political and HS2150 Legal Studies 
-z Health Care 3 cp 
0 0 Systems 1 - Their z_ 

Influences on 0(1-

~E Patient Care and 
Nurse Education !!!t; 3 cp 

~! 
ELECTIVE (S) ELECTIVE (S) 

HS1160 aasSfoom Major HS2160 Qassroom Major HS3160 aassroom Major 
3 cp 3 cp 3 cp 

lEI" ~"" """"""'" 3,. n;x~th~~~S '1"'<" I;JV Lega, "'3': 
aZ 1 - Their lnlluences on 

~i 
Palieol Care and 
Nutse Education 

~-
"./ "./ 

""n"'u ... oom~"" ~l tjlJ uassroom ~ cp ""'''''' uT" ""'" 
"'" HS3160 Oassroom Major HS3170 Oinical Major 

1-151171 Oincial Minor "'" 3,. 
2"" HS3171 Oinical Major ond 

"" 2"" HS3161 Oassroom Mihof 

" HS1160 Oassroom MajQf "" 2,. 
U 3,. HS3160 Oassroom MajQr "" Z .... 3, • HS3180 Commooity Mafcp 
" HS1181 Corrmooity Minor HS3160 Oas:gon Major iii 2"" "'" If "" HS3161 Commooity Minor HS3161 Oassroom Minor 
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HS1170 Oinical MajoI' 2"" 2,. 3,. "" 9 ond 1-152170 Oinlcal Major 

w HS1161 Oassroom f"tnor 3,. 
0: 2,. "'" "" 1-153161 Oassroom Minor 

HSII80 CorrvTlISlity MaP' "" 3,. HS2180 Commooity Maj9t 

"'" 3,. 
HS1161 Oassroom Minor "'" and and and 2,. 1-153161 Oassroom Minor 

HSl171 Clinical Minor HS2171 ainical Minor HS3171 ainical Minor 
2 cp 2 cp 2 cp 

OR OR OR 
w HS1160 Qassroom Major HS2160 Qassroom Major HS3160 aasSfoom Major 

0 3 cp 3 cp 3 cp 
Z and and and and 
w HS1180 Community Minor HS2181 Community Minor HS3181 Community Minor 
i 2 cp 2 cp 2 cp w 
"- OR OR OR 
>< HS1170 Qinical Major HS2170 ainical Major HS3170 ainical Major w 
0 3 cp 3 cp 3 cp 
..J and and and w HS1161 Qassroom Minor HS2161 Qassroom Minor HS3161 Qassroom Minor ii: 2 cp 2 cp 2 cp 

OR OR OR 
HS1180 Community Major HS2180 Community Major HS3180 Community Major 

3 cp 3 cp 3 cp 
and and and 

HSl161 aasSfoom Minor HS2161 Qassroom Minor HS3161 Qassroom Minor 
2 cp 2 cp 2 cp 
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Associate Diploma in. 
Automated Information 
Processing 

DURATION 
It is planned that students will have the opportunity to follow their 
studies on full-time or part-time basis, however this opportunity is 
dependent on the overall student numbers. 
For the average student studying on a full-time basis the award will 
take two years to complete. 
For the average student, not in EDP employment, studying on a 
part-time ,basis the award will take four years to complete. 
Intending applicants should note that the schedules listed below 
are designed to complete the course in minimum time. If other 
arrangements are desired, the applicant should contact the Head of 
Department of Mathematics and Computing Studies. 

COURSE 
This course is designed to provide a source of integrated training for 
suitably qualified applicants to enable them to enter a vigorously 
growing profession producing graduates who: STRUCTURE 

The detailed course structure is given below. The intendingstudent 
should recognise that the design includes 

are able to enter the workforce maturely as competent contri
butors to an EOP; 

1. intensive theOfetical studies essential to those intending to 
enter the computing profession. Many of these studies involve 
the student in programming and terminal time which is 
additional to the lecture allocation. The time intmvals given in 
the structure relate to lecture periods, 

are academically qualified for membership of the Australian 
Computer Society; 
are ready to undertake specialist studies in order to quality for 
higher positions. 

Semester I 
(16 weeks) 

MA1034 
PASCAL·TQ-COBOL 
6 hr per wk. 
6 credit points 

MA1032 
DATA PROCESSING I 
3 hr per wk. 
3 credit points 

MA1033 
OPERATING SYSTEMS 
3 hr per wk. 
3 credit points 

MA1031 
COMPUTER 
ARCHITECTURE 
3 hr per wk. 
3 credit points 

SS1580 
BUSINESS STUDIES I 
3 hr per wk. 
3 credit points 

2. a work experience programme to provide the student with a 
realistic concept of the professional.demands of the vocation. 

3. a major project involving systems analysis, systems design, 
programming and testing together with the associated group
work, interview situations, reporting and evaluation to marry the 
content of the course with a practical EDP problem. 

Course Modules 
Descriptions of modules may be found on pages 114-168, 

DIAGRAM 1 
COURSE STRUCTURE FULL-TIME STUDENTS 

Semester II 
(18 weeks) 

MA2030 
COBOL II 
6 hr per wk. 
6 credit points 

MA2031 
DATA PROCESSING II 
3 hr per wk. 
3 credit points 

MA2033 
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 
3 hr per 'Nk. 
3 credit point~ 

MA1030 
BASIC 
3 hr per 'Nk. 
3 credit points 

SS2580 
BUSINESS STUDIES II 
3 hr per wk. 
3 credit points 

Semester III 
(18 weeks) 

EN1390 
EFFECTIVE 
COMMUNICATION 
2 hr per 'Nk. 
3 credit points 

Semester IV 
(14 weeks) 

MA3031 
DATA PROCESSING III 
3 hr per wk. 
3 credit points 

MA3033 MA3032 
SYSTEMS DESIGN INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
2 hr per wk. 3 hr per 'Nk. 
3 credit points 3 credit points 

MA3035 MA3035 
PROJECT PROJECT 
2 semester hr PLUS 3 semester hr 
6 credit points over two semesters 

MA2001 
WORK 
EXPERIENCE 

MA2034 
TECHNICAL APPLICATIONS 
3 hr per wk. 
3 credit points 

MA3036 4 days per \0\"1<.. 
for semester 
9 credit points 

CURRENT APPLICATONS and ADVANCES IN 
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY 
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1 % hr per 'Nk. 
1 % credit points 

MA2014 

ELECntE 

MA2032 
FORTRAN AND FINITE MATHEMATICS 

APPLIED TO BUSINESS 
STUDIES 

OR TECHNICAL 

4% hr per wk. 
4Y2 credit points 

APPLICATIONS 



II 
1Sweeks 1Sw .. ks 

PASCAL·TO<XlBOL 
3 hr/wk 6 cr pts 

OPERATING 
SYSTEMS 
3 hr per wk 
3 cr pIS 

COMPUTER 
ARCHrrEC· 
TURE 
3 hr per wk 
3 cr pIS 

DATA BUSINESS 
PROCESSING STUDIES I 
I 3hrperwk 
3 Iy per wi< 3 cr pts 
3 cr pts 

DIAGRAM 2 
COURSE STRUCTURE PART·TIME STUDENTS 

III IV 
1Sweeks 1Gw.eka 

COBOL II 
3 hr/wk 6 cr pts 

DATA SYSTEMS 
PROCESSING ANALYSIS 
II 3 hr per wi< 
3 hr per wk 3 cr pts 
3 cr pts 

BASIC 
3 hr per wi< 
3 cr pIS 

BUSINESS 
STUDIES II 
3 hr per wi< 
3 cr PiS 

V 
18 week. 

EFFECTIVE 
COMMUNICATION 
2 hr/Wk 
3 cr pIS 

SYSTEMS 
DESIGN 
2 hr per wi< 
3 cr pIS 

TECHNICAL 
APPUCATIONS 
2 hr perwk 
3 Cf PiS 
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w 
o 

VI 
14weeka 

DAY 
R E 
K X:. 

P 
E 
R 
I 
E 
N 
C 
E 
9 cr pIS 

VII 
14 weekI 

VIII 
14w •• ka 

PROJECT 
3 semester hours per wi< over two 

semesters 
6 cr. pis. 

INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS 
3 hr per wk 
3 Cf pIs 

FORTRAN and 
APPUCATION 
OR 
RNTE 
MATHEMATICS 

_____ APPUED TO 
BUSINESS STUDIES 

_____ CURRENT 4% hr per wk 
APPLICATIONS 4Y2 cr pIs 

EVENING and ADVANCES 
DATA IN COMPUTER 
PROCESSING III TECHNOLOGY 
3 hr per wi< 1% hr per wk. 
3crpts l%crpts 

I Associate Diploma in 
Diagnostic Medical 
Radiography 

The Associated Diploma in Diagnostic Medical Radiography is a 
three year course covering the theoretical and practical aspects of 
training for the profession. candidates undertake one year of full
time study followed by two years of part-time study during YAlich 
they must be employed as trainee radiographers. 
In their first year of studies candidates must enrol in the following 
programme: 

Hours Credit 
Seme .. er I per Week Points 
SC1901 Physics for Radiographers 4 4 
SC1902 Uving Anatomy and 4 4 

Physiology A 
SC1911 Radiographic Anatomy A 1 1 
SC1904 Equipment A 3 3 
HS1906 Hospital Practice 2 2 
SC1913 Techniques and Surface 5 4 

Anatomy A 

Hours Credit 
Seme"er II Per Week Points 
SC2901 Radiation Physics 5 5 
SC1903 Uving Anatomy and 3 3 

Physiology B 
SC1912 Radiographic Anatomy B 1 1 
SC1905 Equipment B 2 2 
ED1905 Psychology' Understanding 3 3 

Human Behaviour 
SC1914 Techniques and Surface 5 4 

Anatomy B 

Candidates undertake practicums between semester.: 

In their second year of studies candidates must enrol in: 

Hours Credit 
Seme .. er. per Week Points 
ED1906 Interpersonal Behaviour 2 3 
SC2911 Radiographic Anatomy C 1 1 
SC2902 Uving Anatomy and 3 3 

Physiology C 
SC2913 Techniques and Surface 5 4 

lVlatomyC 

Hours Credit 
Seme .. er II per Week Points 
SC2921 Pathology A 2 3 
SC2912 Radiographic Anatomy D 1 1 
SC2903 Uving lVlatomy and 3 3 

Physiology D 
SC2914 Techniques and Surface 5 4 

Anatomy D 

A.l1 candidates will be expected to undertake clinical practice in their 
second year of studies. 

In their third year of studies candidates must enrol in: 

Semeater I 
SC2922 Pathology B 
SC2923 Complementary Techniques 
SC2904 Equipment C 
&::2915 Techniques and Surface 

lVlatomy E 

Hours 
per Week 

2 
1 
2 
5 

Credit 
Polntl 

3 
1 
2 
4 
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Seme .. er II 
SC2934 Radiographic Appreciation 
SC2905 Equipment D 
SC2916 Techniques and Sl.Iface 

.Anatomy F 
SC2917 Oinical, Practice 

Hours 
per Week 

1 
2 
5 

Credit 
Points 

1 
2 
4 

3 

D.Jring the year some lectures on medical legal aspects will be 
included. 

All candidates will be expected to undertake clinical practice in their 
third year of studies. 

Course Module. 
Descriptions of course modules may be found on pages 114-168. 

NOTE: This course is currently under review. My changes to the 
structure of the course will be notified upon enrolment in 1985. 



Associate Diploma in 
Police Studies 

THE COURSE 
The Associate Diploma in Police Studies is designed to develop 
abilities in three main areas: 
• , understanding personal relationships 
• effective communication 
• problem solving. 
It recognises that police officers are called upon to perform asocial 
function of the highest importance, of which dealing with crime is 
only a part 

The course wasdeveloped with the assistance of senior police and 
officers of the Police Association. Topics covered include human 

YEAR SEMESTER MODULE 

1 1 ED1903 Behavioural Studies I 
1 & 2 EN1302 Communication 

2 ED2909 Behavioural Studies II 

2 1 ID1801 Administration I 
1 SS2851 Multicultural Studies I 

behaviour, administration, spoken and written communication, 
social welfare and the multicultural nature of our society. Later in the 
course students will plan and follow some unit of study for 
themselves. 

DURATION 
The course will be offered on a part-time basis over four years and 
will require attendance at lectures and tutorials for about six hours a 
week Suitable lecture times will be decided after consultation with 
students. 
Mertwoyears acertificateof achievement will beavailable to those 
who have completed half of the course. If officers are transferred 
from the Newcastle area before completing the course they will be 
able to complete it on an external basis. 

Before enrolling for the Associate Diploma in Police Studies a 
candidate should: 
(a) haveaminimumtwo-yearstatusasapermanentmemberofthe 

NSW Police Force, or 
(b) be deemed to have achieved asimilar level and twe of training. 

Course Modute. 
Descriptions of modules may be found on page 114-168. 

WEEKLY 
POINTS HOURS 

4 3 
9 3 
4 3 

4 3 
4 3 

2 SC1805 Material Hazards and Safety Procedures 4 3 
2 SW1801 Social Welfare I 4 3 

3 1 SW2802 Social Welfare II 4 3 
1 MA1806 Sampling Techniques and Basic Statistics 4 3 
2 SS2852 Multicultural Studies II 4 3 
2 SC2806 Enquiry Methods and Problem Solving 4 3 

4 
EITHER 1 Elective A 3 3 

A 1 SS1850 Police and Society in N.S.W. 4 3 
1&2 SC2807 Research 8 3 

2 ID2802 Administrators II 4 3 
2 ED291 0 Behavioural Studies III 4 3 

OR 1 Elective A 3 3 
B 1 SS1850 Police and Society in N.SW. 4 3 

1 SC2808 Depth Study 5 3 
2 Elective B 3 3 
2 ID2802 Administration II 4 3 
2 ED291 0 Behavioural Studies II 4 3 
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Associate Diploma in 
Social Welfare 

The Associate Diploma in Social Welfare is a course of vocational 
study and training lasting two years full-time, or longer part-time. 
Emphasis is placed on the integration of practical skills with 
theoretical knowledge. 
The course comprises three main strands of study: social welfare 
studies, field experience and vocational forum. 

STRUCTURE 
Full-time Studies - the total full-time Social Welfare programme is 
made up the following modules; 

Hours Credit 
per Week Points 

Semester I 
SW1501 Social Welfare 3 3 
ED1908 Psychology for Social Welfare 4 4 
SS1820 Sociology 4 4 
SW1502 Biosocial Problems 3 3 
SW1503 Development Through Ufe and 3 3 

Community Services I 

Semester II 
SW1504 Welfare Practice I 3 3 
&51830 Multicultural Studies 3 3 
SW1505 Social Welfare Administration 3 3 
SW1506 Welfare Practice II 3 3 
SW1507 Development Through Ute and 3 3 

Community Services II 

Semester III 
SW2501 Welfare Practice III 3 3 
SW2502 Social Policy 3 3 
SW2503 Vocational Forum I 3 3 
SW2504 Reid Practice I (217 hr) 11 

Semester IV 
SW2505 law and Welfare 3 3 
SW2506 SpeciaHty Studies 3 3 
SW2507 Vocational Forum II 3 3 
SW2508 Reid Practice II (217 hr) 11 
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Modules may be offered during the day or during the evening in 
conjunction with part-time studies. 

Social Welfare Academic Studies 
Social Welfare kademic Studies is comprised of all COlXSe 
modules except those taken in field experience and vocational 
forum strands. 

Field Proctlce 
ReId Practice is intended to provide students with educational 
experiences designed to develOp practice skills through working in 
more than one social welfare setting. Some field observation visits 
take place during the first semester. Reid placements tor full-time 
students begin dr..ring the second semester when students spend 
one day per week or equivalent working in a social welfare setting 
underthe supervision of agency staff. During the third semesterfield 
experience accolXlts for 168 hours. This is usually made up 01 two 
days per week but is subject to variation. A similar period takes 
place during the fourth semester. Placements will normally take 
place during the academic semester and students are required to 
continue placements during school holidays. Variations to this 
schedule may be granted. 
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Vocational Forum 
Vocational Forum is taken in conjunction with field practice and has 
the chief aim of providing an opportunity for students to integrate 
field practice with other social welfare modules. 

Part-time Studle. 
The part-time course is designed to take place during the evening 
over eight semesters. /ls a general rule, students take either two 
modules or three modules depending on the semesters. Part-time 
students may take additional modules with the approval of the Head 
of Department. Reid placements may take place during the day or 
during the evening. 

Course Module. 
DeSCriptions of course modules may be found on pages 114-1 66. 



Graduate Diploma in 
Multicultural Studies 

The Graduate Diploma in Multicultural Studies is a two year Part 
time diploma Ylhich focuses both on theoretical knowledge in the 
area and the provision of skills ......nich enable those working in the 
field to perform more effectively. 

The course comprises a compulsory module core, an elective 
strand of two modules and a field project. 

STRUCTURE OF THE COURSE 
Students take up to 9 credit points per semester. This generally 
means6 hours/weekof contact timewilh the remainderspentin the 
field or in the library. Modules are: 

Hours Credit 
per week Points 

MS4901 Australia as a Multicultural 2 6 
Society (Core) (lull year) 

MS4902 Interpersonal Relationships 2 3 
and Communication Skills (Core) 

MS4903 Community Support Systems 2 3 
(Core) 

MS4904 Ethnic OJltures in .A.ustralian 2 3 
Society (Core) 

MS4905 Effective OJrriculum in a 2 3 
Multicultural Society (Core) 

MS4906 English Across the Curriculum 2 3 
(Eleclive) 

MS4907 Politics and Welfare in Multi- 2 3 
cultural Australia (Elective) 

'MS4908 Experiential Learning Through 2 3 
Other Language Programmes 
(Core) 

'MS4909 Aboriginal Society (Elective) 2 3 
MS491 0 Intensive Mother-Tongue 2 3 

Maintenance (Elective) 
MS4911 Reid Study individual 9 

FIELD STUDY 
The field study in the second year ofthe course, is designed to allow 
students to work under contract in an area which interests them. 
Theywill be supervised by appropriate College staff and/or outside 
supervisors, where necessary, and be expected to take part in 
seminars on research design and project progress. 
1< Please refer to module descriptions. 

In 1985 the following modules will be offered subject to staff 
availability with students choosing up to 9 credit points dependent 
on the stage of their programmes. 

Semester I 
MS4901 
MS4902 
MS4904 

Semester II 
MS4901 
MS4903 
MS4908 

Course Modules 
Descriptions of modules may be found on pages 114-168. 
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The School of Visual 
and Performing Arts 

The School of Visual and Performing Arts is developing further 
important study opportunities in the creative. expressive and 
communicative arts. 
New buildings and extensive studio and workshop facilities have 
been erected since 1981 for the promotion of a broad range of 
studies. These facilities have greatly improved study opportunities. 
The philosophy of this School endorses the notion that personal 
creative development is considered a most vital aspect in the 
education of an artist/craftsman. 
It is an objective of this School that graduates should be able to 
utilise their knowledge and creative abilities in practise as an 
individual professional artist/craftsman or to work collectively in 
one of the many creative art professions. 
Amajor development within the School is the introduction (proposed 
for 1985) of a Bachelor of Arts (Communication Studies) course 
which aims to produce graduates equipped with skills, knowledge 
and understanding for a range of jobs within the communications 
industry. 
Graduates will have basic competence in techniques and pro
cedures across a broad spectrum of industry tasks and preprofes
sional competence in at least one maj()( area. Theywill understand 
the relationship between media theories and practices and will be 
informed and perceptive in their attitudes towards the 'cultural and 
commercial place of communications in our society. 

Undergraduate Courses. 
Associate Diploma in Creative Arts and Crafts. 
Bachelor of Arts - Visual Arts 
*Bachelor of Arts - Communication Studies. 
(*Subject to Higher Education Board Approval). f()( introduction in 
1985. 

Graduate Course 
Graduate Diploma in Art. 
Majors in Painting, 

Sculpture, 
Printmaking. 
Illustration (Plant and Wildlife) 
Ceramics 
Photography 

Textiles/Fibre Arts. 

The School's current and projected study areas include the 
following: 
Painting 
Sculpture 
Printmaking 
Illustration (Plant & Wildlife) 
Ceramics 
Textiles 
Photography 
RlmMdeo 
Art History 
Visual Arts Theory 
tJ.edia Studies 
OJltural Studies 
Rne Arts Conservation 

Theatre Studies 
Theatre Technology 
Dance 
Music 
Industrial Design 
Graphic Design 
Furniture Design 
Jewellery Design 
Interior Design 
Design History 
Design Theory 
Metal Craft 
Word Craft 
Leather Craft 

Associate Diploma in 
Creative Arts and Crafts 

The .o.ssociate Diploma in Creative Arts and Oafts will be offered in 
1985 both as a four year part-time evening course and a full-time 
day course according to demand. Each year will consist of two 
semesters of fifteen weeks. Part-time attendance will be six hoursof 
face-ta-face lectures per week and full-time twelve hours per week. 
This course is intended as a community access course and a 
student will not necessarily have to complete the course in two or 
four consecutive years, but may study over a longer period if he or 
she wishes, taking time off in between units. The .o.ssociate Diploma 
will be awarded on completion of the total four units of the course. 
The aims of the course are designed to: 
(1 ) encourage creative experimentation 
(Ii) develop an awareness of aesthetics and the social and 

artistic contexts of the medium 
(Iii) enhance the acquisition of creative skills, attitudes and 

abilities. 
(Iv) expand knowledge of the creative application of the medium 
(v) impart an understanding of the essential concepts involved in 

problem solving in art and design 
(vi) assist the student in identifying with one or more aspects of 

the creative arts and crafts. 
(vii) provide a forum for the interaction of disparate groups and 

individuals in the region interested in the creative arts and 
crafts and thereby provide an initiative f()( continuing com
munity activities. 

(viii) raise the understanding of the creative arts and crafts by 
imparti~g a deeper insight into the philosophy of their nature 
and place in the community. 

The course is structured to enable the student to build upon 
previous knowledge and technical ability so that a large proportion 
of the available study time may be devoted to experimentation and 
exploration of the subject in terms of its creative potential. Each 
specialist subject unit includes the necessary supporting, con
textual, historical and philosophical studies so that the student may 
gain a perspective of the possible creative applications which are 
identified as a result of the experimentation and imaginative 
approaches adopted. 
The following subjects in the specialist area will be offered in 1965 
subject to demand; 

Ceramics 
Painting and Drawing 
Photography 
Textiles - weaving 
Television and Video 

Each of the above subjects is available in 4 one-year units, one at 
basic level and three at advanced level. 

The following is a diagram of possible study pattern. 

1. I A BASICHA MN. I HA ADV. II H"~"'A"'D"'V". 1"'111 

or 
2. IA BASlcHA AD\/, I He. BASIC He. ArN. II 
or 
3. IA BASlCHB BASlcHB. MN. I HB MN.III 
or 
4. IA BASICHe. BASlcHc. BASlcHc ADV.II 

Plus thirty (30) hours face to face of the Art/Craft Forum component 
each semester for the first two years. 
In addition to the specialist subjects in the last two years, the student 
is required to elect one or both of the following resource seminars: 

Commerce Kit for Artists and Craftsmen 
Theoretical Perspectives 

The subjects must bestudiedfor one hour per week per semester in 
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the final two years of the course. 
All units are offered subject to there being a viable number of 
students interested in taking them. 
HOURS SUMMARY: 

(pari-time) 

Specialist subject (face to face) 
Specialist subject (studio practice) 
Art Craft Forum (face to face) 
Art Craft Forum (research) 

(or Resource Units in latter part of course) 
Personal Development (four units of contract 

work on existing or new subject) 

Credit Points 
Total Course Allocation 
Breakdown 

Each Studio Unit 
Each Theory Unit 

Course Modules 

Hours 
por 

week 
5 
7 
1 
4 

3 

TOTAL: 20 

80 cp 

15 cp 
5 ep 

Descriptions of modules may be found on pages 114-166. 

Diploma in Art 

The three year Diploma in Art has been superseded by the Bachelor 
of Arts (Visual Arts). Reference to this course may be found in the 
1961 Calendar held in the library. 

Bachelor of Arts 
(Communication Studies) 

The Bachelor of Arts (Communication Studies) programme is a 
degree course of three years duration and students must attain a 
minimum of 90 credit points to qualify forth is award. The course has 
two major strands known as Core Studies and Workshop Practices, 
and a minor strand of Elective Studies. 
The Core Studies strand consists of fourteen compulsory 
modules. Three modules will be undertaken in each of Semesters I 
and II after which two modules will be taken in each Semesters III to 
VI. The intention of this strand is to provide a broad academic and 
theoretical base to complement the more skill oriented Workshop 
Practices. More specifically Core Studies will: 
0) provide students with a thorough grounding in media theories 

and an understanding of the structures and processes of the 
media industry; 

Oil provide students with an understanding of a range of cultural 
theories with an emphasis on the relationships among the 
media, culture and society. 

Oii) offer students background knowledge on Australian social 
history. 

Workshop Practices: This strand will consist of sequences of 
modules covering a range of practical, industry oriented com
munication skills. It has been divided into 
(I) media production, consisting of video, sound, film and 

photography and 
(ii) communication workshops containing profeSSional writing, 

graphics, computing and research methodology. 
Workshop Practices begin in Semesters I and II with a base of four 
compulsory modules. These modules will offer short introductory 
sessions to the eight areas listed above under media production 
and communication workshops. The intention of this system is to 
provide students with basic knowledge of the various subject areas 
in which they may later specialise. 
In Semester III students may elect from one of the four subject areas 
in media production and one of the four in communication work
shops. They may elect to study a module in a third area by using the 
elective space available in Elective Studies. 
It is expected that, by the end of Semester III. students will have a 
clear idea of the area in VoIhich they most wish to specialise. 
During Semember IV to VI students may undertake two modules per 
semester in an elected area. Each three hour module unit is worth 
three credit points. Graduates will normally be expected to have at 
least fifteen credit points inone area of specialisation in eithermedia 
production or in communication workshops. 
While students will be encouraged to specialise in only one subject 
area from Semesters IV to VI. allowance is made for those who 
wish to generalise. Each semester there will be aone modulespace 
within the Elective Studies strand where students may elect another 
workshop module as a minor study. This one module space may 
also be used for further specialisation if a suitable module is 
available. 
Note: It is expected, particularly in the early years of the course, 
that not all Workshop Practice areas may be offered. Some 
modules in this strand will beviable onlyif sufficientsfudents elect to 
study them and qualified staff are available. 

Elective Studies: This strand consists of one module per 
semesterfOf'Semesters III to VI. Students have achoice. They may: 
may: 
(a) elect to do an approved module from another College degree 

course; or 
(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
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elect to do an additional module for their workshop major (If 
available); or 
elect to do a module from any other available workshop area; 
or 
elect to do an industrial experience programme. 



The intention of selection (a) above is to offer liberal arts units which 
will broaden the student'sgeneral education and complement work 
done in the other strands. It will cover a diverse group of modules 
allowing the student to make a selection according to personal 
interest or vocational intention. Manyofthese modules are currently 
being taught as elements in the Bachelor of Arts (Visual Arts) or 
Bachelor of Education courses. lNhile it is intended to offer a wide 
choice in this strand, modules in Art Business, Interpersonal 
Communication and Perception Psychology will be especially 
recommended. 
This course aims to produce graduates equipped with skills, 
knowledge and understanding for a range of jobs within the 
communications industry. They will have basic competence in 
techniques and procedures across a broad spectrum of industry 
tasks and preprofessional competence in at least one major area. 
Graduates will understand the relationship between media theories 
and practices and will be informed and perceptive in their altitudes 
towards the cultural and commercial place of communications in 
our society. 

NOTe I: A typical flow chart for the Bachelor of Arts (Com
munications Studies) course will be presented to students at 
enrolment. 
NOTe II: The introduction of this course in 1985 is subject to 
approval of the N.S.w. Higher Education Board. 

Course Module. 
Descriptions of modules may be found on pages 114-168. 

Bachelor of Arts 
(Visual Arts) 

The course of study forthe Bachelorof Arts (Visual Arts) is designed 
to prepare graduates for careers as professional artists/craftsmen 
or in art-related fields. 
The course is structured around the following categories. 
~) Studio Se8.lon. 

This is art practice time spent within various professional 
studies. 

Oil Studio Seminars 
Seminars conducted to discuss aspects of art practice. 

Oii) VI.ual Arts Theory 
The student is timetabled to participate in lecture/seminar 
situations where historical and theoretical aspects of visual 
arts and culture are explored with specific reference to art 
practice. 

BA (VISUAL ARTS) MODULES. 
Module. 
Seme.ter 1 Credit Points 
VA1241 Studio sessions 
VA1251 Studio Seminars 
VA1271 Visual Arts Theory 
Semester 2 
VA2241 Studio Sessions 
VA2251 Studio Seminars 
VA2271 Visual Arts Theory 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS (1984 INTAKES) 

15 
1 
3 

15 
1 
3 

Module. Credit Points 
Seme.ter 1 
VA1241 Studio Sessions 15 
VA1251 Studio Seminars 1 
VA1271 Visual Arts Theory 3 
Semester 2 
VA2241 Studio sessions 15 
VA2251 Studio Seminar 1 
VA2271 Visual Arts Theory 3 
Semester 3 
VA3241 StudiO sessions 15 
VA3271 Visual Arts Theory 3 
VA4271 Visual Arts Theory 3 
Seme.ter4 
VA4241 Studio Sessions 15 
VA4271 Visual Arts Theory 3 
VA4281 Visual Arts Theory 3 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS (1983 INTAKE) 
SEMESTERS 5 AND 8 ONLY 
$emesterS 
VA5241 Studio SeSSions 18 
VA5271 Visual Arts Theory 3 
SS3580 .Art Business 2 
Seme.tere 
VA6241 Studio Sessions 18 
VA6271 Visual Arts Theory 3 

Part-time students must arrange their study patterns with the 
Course Director. 

Course Module. 
Descriptions of course modules may be found on pages 114-168. 
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INDEPENDENT STUDIO PRACTICE 

Throughout the course students are expected to extend their 
experience in continuous studio practice. Studiospace is available 
for their purpose. It is expected that as students proceed in the 
course they increase their independent studio practice in their 
specialist studies. 

A.se •• ment 
Students are formally assessed in all modules of study. The 
requirements of a specific module as determined by the lecturer(s) 
and endorsed by the department must be met. 
Extensions of work time for specific assignments for projects may 
be granted by the lecturer(s). Extensions of time beyond a final 
assessment date may be granted by the Course Director. Students 
must apply in writing for such extensions, outlining the reasons for 
the application. 

Reviews 
A mid semester review is held in certain studies. Students are 
required to present work in progress and/or completed works for 
review by staff. The reviews are not assessments but they do 
indicate students progress in meeting the requirements of specific 
modules. Review requirements and details are provided by 
lecturers. 

Firat Vear Stud Ie. 
The programme of studies for the First Year of the BA (Visual Arts) is 
designed to expose the student to a broad range of creative art 
experiences. Studio workshops are conducted to allow the student 
to select study areas relevant to the needs of the individual student. 
This gives the student an opportunity to explore problems within 
specific studio areas of the Department of Art. The relationships 
between creative art practice, theory and art history are explored. A 
student may select studio studies from the following art practice 
areas: 
Painting 
Sculpture 
Printmaking 
Illustration (Plant & Wildlife) 
Ceramics 

Textiles 
Photography 
RIm and Video 

""It should be noted that Graphics is only available as a support 
study in the course. 
Visual Arts Theory is a compulsory component of the course. 

Course Module. 
Descriptions of modules may be found on pages 114-168. 
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Graduate Diploma in Art 

MAJOR STRANDS ARE SUBJECT TO STUDENT 
DEMAND 
The Graduate Diploma in Art course is designed toenablestudents 
to achieve high levels of artistic competence which are not normally 
anticipated within undergraduate programmes. Studies include 
historical, theoretical and critical considerations within a studio
oriented experience. 
Each student has access to studios, laboratories and workshops 
and must demonstrate a capacity for independent, self-motivated 
work. Personal development is reinforced by tutorial and seminar 
situatiOfls. A guest lecture programme is an integral part of this 
course. 
Each student is exposed to many stylistic and aesthetic positions in 
the Cootextual Studies programme which examines current art 
practice. 
At all times stress is placed upon individual achievement and to this 
end, formal contact is kept to a minimum of seven hours per week 
(average) when lectures and seminars take place. The student is 
expected to participate through the interchange of ideas. 
An important aspect of the course is the one hour personal tutorial 
where the individual student and members of staff discuss work in 
progress examining problems arising from the work. 

DURATION 
The course is conducted over two semesters of full time study, each 
of 15 weeks duration. 
Average course hour distribution is as follows: 

Contextual Studle. 
3 hours per week (lecture or seminar) 
90 course hours 

Major Strand 
0) 4 hours per week comprising: 

(a) 3 hours group seminar 
(b) 1 hour personal tutorial 
(total 120 course hours) 

Oil studio practice - 23 hours per week 
(total 690 course hours) 

Total 900 course hours. 

Formal Student Time Commitment 
Average 40 hours per week to include all individual tutorials, 
seminars, lectures and studio practice. 

Major Strands 
Major strands are available in the following disciplines in 1985. 

Painting 
Sculpture 
Printmaking 
Illustration (Plant and Wildlife) 
Ceramics 
Photography 
Textiles/Rbre .Arts 

Asse.sment 
An exhibition of selected work is mounted by the student at the end 
of the course. This work is assessed by a panel which includes 
specialist academic staff and an external professional. 
All working studies are made available at this assessment. 

Credit Points 
This course has been allocated the following credit points: 

Total course allocation 36 cp 
Breakdown: 
Course Unit 1 - Contextual Studies 
Course Unit II - Major Strand 

4 cp 
32 cp 



VF5520 PAINTING 

This major strand is designed to encourage the student to develop 
professional attitudes to painting. 
The student is expected to achieve high levels of artistic com
petence which are not normally anticipated in undergraduate 
programmes. Studies include historical, theoretical and critical 
considerations within a studio-oriented experience. The student is 
required to demonstrate the capacityfor independent. self-motivated 
studies and a high degree of creative and imaginative work is 
expected. 
Current art practice is examined and contact with professional 
painters is organised. 

W5530 SCULPTURE 

This major strand is designed to encourage individual creative 
development in sculpture with expert guidance from staff and 
visiting specialists. 
The main objective of this strand is the attainment of high prdes
sional slanclards in sculpture, building upon previous experience 
and studies. Coupled with this is an examinatin of thee on text within 
which the sculptor works in society. 
It is expected that the student wiJl already have formed ideas 
conceming their intended direction and what they expect to 
achieve. 
Contact with professional sculptors is organised. 

VF5540 PRINTMAKING 

This major strand is designed to encourage the student to extend 
studies through one or various print media so that a high profes
sional standard will be achieved while still enjoying the freedom to 
pursue individual directions. 
Emphasis is placed upon the development of a conceptual and 
technical synthesis, individual endeavour, personal research and 
the development of critical attitudes towards self-evaluation, 
current art practices and the context within which the printmaker is 
working. 
Contact with profesSional printmakers and print suppliers is 
organised. 

VC5560 ILLUSTRATION (PLANT AND WILDLIFE) 

Newcastle and the Hunter Valley Region is unique within this 
country in the variety and abundance of native flora and fauna and 
most is readily accessible to the student. 
This major strand enables the student to extend undergraduate 
studies in illustration with supporting work in photography, graphics, 
painting and printmaking. 
Students holding a Science degree in an allied field are also 
admined to the course in which scientific and taxonomic illustration 
may be studied. 
The primary objective is to develop a high degree of professional 
practice. This is accomplished through the freedom to follow an 
individual direction supported by the ·best professional advice 
available. 
An involvement with the community and appropriate research 
institutions is encouraged. 
Current illustration work is examined and contact with profeSSional 
illustrators is organised. 

W5550 CERAMICS 

This major strand is designed to encourage individual creative work 
in ceramics. 
The main objective of the course is the attainment of high 
professional standards. This is approached through the develop
ment of individual research and self-evaluation processes. 
Contemporary art practices in ceramics is studied through contact 
with professionals and critical evaluation sessions. 
I! is expected that the student will already have formulated ideas 
concerning individual study areas. 

VC5570 PHOTOGRAPHY 

This major strand is designed to encourage individual creative 
development through photographic media 
The main objective is the anainment of high profeSSional standards 
in photography. This is achieved by further extending under

'graduate experiences. Personal research and self--evalualiOn 
processes are maintained. 
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The student will study historical, theoretical and critical attitudes 
within the major strand. 
Contact with professional photographers is organised 

W5590 TEXTILES/FIBRE 

This major strand is designed to encourage self-initiated concepts 
through individual creative projects. 
The primary objective is to develop a high degree at professional 
practice. 
An involvement with the community is encouraged and contact with 
profesSional artists and craftsmen is organised. The student will 
pursue historicat, theoretical and critical aspects of textiles 

.,.' 
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Module Descriptions 

Information 
The information contained herein is correct as at October, 1984 
however some changes may be effected after this date. 

Coding of Modules 
Modules are given a letter code to indicate the department offering 
the module and a number code, the first number of which indicates 
the level of study of the module. The remaining numbers are for 
departmental and computer identification. For example: 
LA 1150 MA3207 
LA - Languages MA - Mathematics 
1 - 1 SI level 3 - 3rd level 
150 - departmental and 207 - departmental and 

computer ident. computer ident. 

Pie ••• Note: The College is changing its coding system to four 
digits from three digits. A number of three digit modules remain in 
the Calendaras some continuing students are studying underthree 
digit modules. 

Nature and Availability of Modules 
The following lettering and numbering system is designed to assist 
the student in assessing hours of study, credit point rating etc of 
modules. 
A before brackets indicates Automated Information 

Processing 
C before brackets indicates Communication Studies 
E before brackets indicates Early Childhood 
F before brackets indicates Foundation Studies 
G before brackets indicates Generally available 
P before brackets indicates Primary 
PC before brackets indicates Police Studies 
PE before brackets indicates Physical Education 
S before brackets indicates Secondary 
SW before brackets indicates Social Welfare 
T before brackets indicates TAF.E. (Technical and 

Further Education) 
NA indicates that the module is I\bt available in 1984 
(3:0) indicates 3 hours per week in Semester I 
(0:3) indicates 3 hours per week in Semester II 
(3:3) indicates 3 hours per week in Semester I or II 
(3+3) indicates 3 hours per week for one year 
(2+4) indicates 2 hoursperweekSemester I and 4 hours per week 

Semester II 
( )3 indicates the module attracts 3 credit points 
hpw indicates hours per week 
Prerequisite -Where a particular module is cited the code number is 
used otherwise the following abbreviations are used: 
3cp1 indicates '3 credit points at 1 st level 
3E02 indicates 3 credit points in Education at 2nd level 
6AEl indicates 6 credit points in .All Education at 1 st level 
3SS indicates 3 credit points in Social Science modules at any 

level 
E after the prerequisite indicates Equivalent studies 
R after the prerequisite indicates Recommended 
CoreOlJisite - Where a corequisite module is cited the code number 
is used. The corequisite is located adjacent to the prerequisite. 

Listing of Modules 
AT .All (for Art Education Students) 

Advanced Teaching Method 
AE .All Education 

.AIls and Crafts 
Bachelor of .AIls (Communication Studies) 
Bachelor of .AIls (Visual Arts) 
Computer Education (Postgraduate course) 
Diploma of Applied Science (Nursing) 

ED Education 
ET Education TAF.E. 
EN English 
HS Health Studies 
Hf Home Economics 
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IA 
ID 
LA 
MA 
MS 
MU 
PE 

•• 
•• 
SC 
SS 

SE 

Industrial .AIls 
Interdepartmental 
Languages 
Mathematics and Computer Studies 
Multicultural Studies 
Music Education 
Physical Education 
Police Studies 
Professional Studies 
Teaching Experiences 
Radiography 
Science Education 
Social Sciences 
Social Welfare 
Special Education 

Modules in those courses marked with 9. dash (-) are offered by a 
variety of departments. 

Professional ~tudies modules and Teaching Experience are 
offered on an Interdepartmental basis. Students should refer to 
Pages 1 53-157 for the detail codes appropriate to their course. 

P.E. LEGEND 
First and second letters indicate the subject of Physical Education. 
First numeral indicates the level and the second numeral indicates 
the following: 
o ~ Open 
9 = Primary, Foundation Studies, Early Childhood 
8 = Foundation courses - External Study only 
7 - Courses, Levels 1 and 2 common to Dip. Teach P.E., B.Ed 

P.E. 
6 = Education (general) 
5 = Non-teaching 
4 = Secondary 
3 = Primary 
2;;0 Degree courses 
1 ;;0 Diploma courses 
Third and fourth numerals indicate module name. 
Forexample, PE4206 is Mapt~ Physical Education programming 
a fourth level degree module WIth the pre-requisite ofPE3206 (itself 
adegree module). It would therefore be available mainly to Physical 
Education specialist students only. 

, 

Advanced Teaching 
Method 

ED4911 INDNIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN DEVELOPMENT AND 
LEARNING 

(0:2)3 
Through reviewing recent research on child development and 
through designing learning experiences in which children become 
involved, students in this course will become increasingly aware of 
individual differences and of the possibility of planning for these in a 
mainstream class. 

ED491 2 TEACHING THE GIFTED CHILD 
(0.2)3 
Teachers need to be knowledgeable about the gifted and talented 
children in their classes. The identification of these children is 
considered and their needs recognised. A variety of appropriate 
programmes are examined. 

EN4401 LANGUAGE AND READING: ASSESSMENT, DLAGNOSS 
AND INTERVENTION 

(0:2)3 
This module will present the student with information on the ways in 
which children gain competency in language and reading. The 
problems of the slow and advanced learner will be considered. 
t-Aethods of evaluation and diagnosis will be discussed and 
techniques of teacher intervention to assist language and reading 
development for children achieving at all levels. 

EN4402 CASEWORK PRACTICUM 
(Semester 1)0 
This ~odule will provide student with an opportunity to develop 
practical skills in working with individual children with special needs 
in language and reading, in a normal classroom. A written case 
study will record a specially designed programme, devised by the 
student. 

1D4203 CURRICULUM COMMUNITY RESOURCES 
(2:0)3 . 
This module will contribute to developing: 
... a more advanced degree of competence in assessing 

children and planning for teaching in mainslreamed classes. 
• an extended knowledge of the range of teaching strategies to 

enable to select, adapt and devise new strategies as deter
mined by diagnosed needs. 

MA4001 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION ADV. TEACH. METHOD 
(2:0)3 
The aim is to develop skills and competencies required in the 
regular classroom for diagnosis in mathematics and for the con
struction of appropriate remediation and enrichment programmes. 
The nature of mathematics, theories associated with the 
psychology of learning mathematics, as well as contemporary 
approaches to the teaching of mathematics will be examined with 
the view to establishing effective strategies for the successful 
implementation of these programmes. 

MA4002 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION ADV. TEACH. METHODS 
PRACTICUM 

(0:2)3 
The aim of this module is to allow the student to examine and 
evaluate the theoretical content of the mathematics module 
MM001, through application to his own teaching situation. In this 
way the student has the opportunity to consider the theoretical 
perspective in terms of the day-tCH:Iay teaching demands of the 
classroom. 

SE4006 DATA BASED INSTRUCTIION/BEHAVIOUR 
MANAGEMENT 

(4:0)6 
This module is designed to focus the teacher's attention on 
methods for assessing the effectiveness of teaching programmes 
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and for implementing techniques which effect classroom manage
ment procedures conducive to classroom harmony and teaching 
success. 

SE4007 CASEWDRK PRACTICUM 
( )2 

SE4008 DEVELOPMENT AND LEARNING DISABILITIES 
(2:0)3 
This module aims to review current research about development 
learning disabilities so that the graduate will acquire a high level of 
awareness to the needs of the individual child and an increased 
sensitivity to development problems. 

TP4020 STRATEGIES FOR TEACHING I 
(0:2)3 
Teaching strategies using information processing models of 
teaching will be studied in their theoretical context and then 
practised in actual classroom settings. 

TP4021 STRATEGIES FOR TEACHING II 
(0:2)3 TP4020 
Teaching strategies using social interaction models and personal 
models of teaching will be studied in their theoretical context and 
then practised in actual classroom settings. 

Art Education 

AE1001 ART MEDIA WORKSHOP I 
P(3:3)3 
The student will gain introductory experience in practical art 
activities of his or her choice by working in an open structure studio 
atmosphere. Students may select from such subjects as two 
dimensional studies, three dimensional studies, printmaking 
technique and applied design. 

AE1004 ART EDUCATION: 2D ART 
P(3:3)3 
Opportunity to develop personal art ability through a range of 20 art 
experiences which might include drawing, painting, design, 
photography, printmaking, silk screen printing or graphic arts. 

AE1005 THREE DIMENSIONAL ART 
P(3:3)3 
Opportunity to develop personal art ability through a range of 3D art 
experiences which might include sculptural processes in a variety 
of media, jewellery making and fibre construction. 

AE1015 ART, ARTISTS AND VISUAL EDUCATION I PRIMARY 
STUDIES 

(2:2)3 
This module will bring the student to a heightened awareness of the 
visual arts through a study of concepts. influences, materials and 
styles while maintaining a method emphasiS by concentrating upon 
classroom application. 

AE1016 FOUNDATION STUDIES: EARLY CHILDHOOD PRIMARY 
ART 

(2:2)2 
A compulsory methOd module designed to equip the student with a 
basic introduction to the teaching of artattheelementarylevel. llwill 
involve a study of child development. 

AE1052 FILM AND VIDEOTAPES I 
S(0:3)3 
The planning, production and presentation of videotaped and 
filmed material using basic techniques. 



AE1 53 STRUCTURED ART EXPERIENCES FOR PRQGRESSfllE 
DEVELOPMENT 

S(0:3)2 
A comparative analysis of art curricula and consideration of the 
needs and requirements for planning lessons and organising 
progressive programmes of art activities suitable for the needs of 
children. 

AE156 CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNIQUES IN THE 
TEACHING OF TWO DIMENSIONAL ART FORMS 

S(3:3)3 
The study of art methodology as a means of presenting subject 
content to children with varying levels of skill and intellectual 
development. Students will be assisted to: 
0) identify and analyse the difficulties of individuals in both 

conceptual and practical experiences in art so that step· 
development programmes of work can be organised to 
satisfy special needs. 

Oil understand processes and concepts related to art experience 
so that appropriate materials, methods and practices can be 
applied at the child's level of experience. 

Oii) develop a language of vision to enable children to com
municate and express their personal experiences. 

Ov) develop creative and critical approaches to art production 
including an awareness of environmental and social aspects 
of the community in relation to their artistic development. 

AE158 PRINTMAKING TECHNIQUES IN RELATION TO 
TEACHING VARIOUS PROCESSES AND IDEAS AS ART 
MEDIA IN THE SCHOOL SITUATION 

8(3:3)2 
The encouragement of the use of printmaking as creative art media 
in the schools. 
Various techniques and materials suitable for schools amd different 
age groups to be explored. 
Details of the limitations and possibilities of autographic processes 
in relation to methods adopted by children in preparing art work for 
printing. 

AE2006 TWO DIMENSIONAL ART 
P(3:3)3 AE1 004 
To further develop some of the 2Dconcepts and skills gained in the 
AE1 004 module and to encourage students to attempt some self
initiated Oecturer approved) projects. 

AE2007 THREE DIMENSIONAL ART 
P(0:3)3 AE1 005 
Students develop some of the 3D concepts and skills gained in the 
AE1 005 module and are encouraged to attempt some self-initiated 
Oecturer approved) projects. 

AE2015 ART, ARTISTS AND VISUAL EDUCATION II 
(3:3)3 
To bring the student to a heightened awareness of the visual arts 
through a study of concepts, influences, materials and styles while 
maintaining a method emphasis by concentrating upon classroom 
application.! 

AE252 FILM AND VIDEOTAPES II 
8(3:3)3 AE152 
Experiments in the nature of film-making, following specific limit
ations. will enable the student to respond expressively to the 
moving image created at an individual level. 
Consideration of cinema and television as expressions of art and 
society will be incorporated asameansofestablishing aperceptual 
awareness of the cinematic styles of the mass media. 

AE257 CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNIQUES IN 
THREE DIMENSIONAL ART FORMS 

S(4:4)3 5AE1 
Procedures necessary to initiate and develop in students the 
capacity to be able to foster in their pupils the ability to conceive. 
clarify and produce their own three dimensional art forms. 

AE258 TEACHING METHODOLOGY RELATIVE TO 
PHOTOGRAPHY AND FILM-MAKING 

S(3:3)2 5AE1 
Experiences designed to make future art educators aware of 
photography used as an art media. Basically itwill deal with 35mm
still photography (prints, slides etc.) and super 8 movie-making. 
Oeative and innovative techniques will be employed in producing 
animated drawings and objects. Educational films for the use in 
visual communication and in general creative art productions. 

AE259 METHODS OF TEACHING ART HISTORY: A RATIONALE 
S(3:3)2 5AE1 
Designed to assist the student in understanding the variety of 
methods and approaches for teaching the History of Art content to 
children in the school. 

AE3004 ART IIiP 
(3-3)6 
Basic introduction to the teaching of art at primary school level. The 
visual characteristics of child art and relevant teaching strategies. 
Methods, techniques and media in the classroom. 

AE3006 TWO DIMENSIONAL ART 
G(0:3)3 AE2006 
A student in this module is expected to plan and present for 
approval an individual programme of 2D work in his!her area of 
expertise or interest. The full semester is devoted to developing 
projects ~Iated to the approved theme/so 

AE3007 THREE DIMENSIONAL ART 
G(0:3)3 AE2007 
A student in this module is expected to plan and present for 
approval an individual programme of 3D work in his/her area of 
expertise or interest. The full semester is devoted to developing 
projects related to the approved theme/so 

AE3015 ART, ARTISTS AND VISUAL EDUCATION III 
(3:3)3 
Advanced knowledge of the visual arts and its relation to teaching. 
Analytical and critical awareness of the visual arts. 

AE3016 STRUCTURED ART STUDIES AND PROGRAM 
INFANT/PRIM 

(3:3)3 
Programming for progressive development in implementation of 
the primary visual arts curriculum. To be able to understand and 
develop meaningful art experiences for children in the infant! 
primary schools. 

AE352 FILM AND VIDEOTAPES III 
S(3:3)3 AE252 
The structure of movie-making as a personal experiment will be 
explored; and individualised responses to the cinema and television 
will be examined in the light of current film theory. An aesthetic for 
film, both vie'vVed and produced, should be established or developed 
by philosophical and practical investigation of film form. 

AE355 UTILISATION OF RESOURCES IN TEACHING ART 
8(3:0)2 5AE2 
To stimulate creative and innovative procedures in the use of 
resource materials for teaching art. The resources of creative use of 
environment, utilisation of natural materials, scrap materials, audio
visual equipment. photocopiers and duplicating equipment as well 
as development of improved environment through art and environ
ment design will be studied. 

AE357 CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNIQUES IN 
TEACHING APPLIED THREE DIMENSIONAL FORMS 

8(3:0)3 5AE2 ' 
To initiate and develop in students the capacity to be abletoforster 
in their pupils the ability to conceive, clarify and produce their own 
three dimensional art forms relative to applied three dimensional 
design, viz. model making, jewellery, home planning, interior and 
exterior design and furniture design. 
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AE358 THE ART EDUCATOR: PROFESSIONAL 
RESPONSIBILrTlES AND PRACTICE 

S(0:3)2 5AE2 
To make further art educators aware of their professional res
ponsibilities in the field of Art Education. 

AE359 ADVANCED METHODS OF TEACHING ART HISTORY 
8(0:3)3 5AE2 
Aspects to assist students develop their ability to devise and 
implement a conceptually framed approach to the teaching of ARt 
History and to investigate a variety of philosophical approaches to 
the content of Art History at Secondary School level. 

AE400 PROJECT 
( )9 
An investigation into an aspect of Secondary School Education 
through the arts. 

AE4071 ART fliP: ART CURRICULUM STUDIES 
8(3:0)3 
A basic introcluction to the skills, materials, resources,· thought 
processes and objectives of education through art Students will 
gain an insight into the nature of child growth in relationship to the 
child's visual and tactile expression. 
The planning of appropriate activities designed to facilities con
tinued development in child art will be covered. 

AE4073 SECONDARY ART EDUCATION: DRAWING AND 
DESIGN 

8(2:0)2 
Methodology appropriate for high schools relevant to the teaching 
of drawing and design. 

AE4074 SECONDARY ART EDUCATION - THE TEACHING OF 
THREE DIMENSIONAL ART FORMS 

8(0:2)2 
Teaching methodology and educational goals in relation to 
sculpture, ceramics, fibre construction. 

AE4075 SECONDARY ART EDUCATION - PAINTING AND 
PRINTMAKING 

S(2:0)2 
Application of concepts, processes and techniques th~ough 
relevant materials. methods and practices to the child's level of 
experience. 

AE4076 SECONDARY ART EDUCATION - FILMNIDEO AND 
PHOTOGRAPHY 

S(0:2)2 
Directions for possibilities for the expressive potential of the 
medium through experimentation at the secondary school level. 

AE4077 SECONDARY ART EDUCATION: PROGRAMMING, 
SYLLABUS, CURRICULUM STUDIES 

S(3:0)3 
Introduction to the concepts and procedures involved in the 
planning of study units in art for high schools. 

AE4078 SECONDARY ART EDUCATION: PHILOSOPHY OF ART 
EDUCATION, SCHOOL ORGANISATION AND 
ADMINISTRATION 

8(0:3)3 
Introduction to the philosophy of Art Education with reference to 
developments in Australia, America. U.K., and Europe. 
The study aspects of school organisation and art administration 
and develop awareness of issues of profeSSional responsibility in 
art education. 

AE4079 SECONDARY ART EDUCATION: ART HISTORY 
8(2:0)2 
To provide an understanding of the basic methodological options 
for approaching art history and the integration of art history/art 
appreciation with practical areas of the curriculum. 

AE4083 ART THERAPY (B.Ed.Ar1) 
S(0:3)3 SE409 
To identify significant differences in child art development between 
the products of a normal child, the exceptional child and children 
with various types of abnormality. Students will also research in the 
field of art used as a form of therapy. 

AE4084 EDUCATIONAL STUDIES: EDUCATION AND THE 
INTERNATIONALISATION OF ART 

8(3:3)3 
An examination of certain problems facing art education of today. 

AE4085 VISUAL EDUCATION (B.Ed.Ar1) 
8(3:0)3 AE 
To examine aspects of the board spectrum of visual communic
ations, analyse the media employed and focus in particular on the 
evaluation of visual teaching aids and their use. Practical work 
includes the production of visuals. 

AE4086 GROWTH DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH IN ART 
EDUCATION (B.Ed.Ar1) 

S(0:3)3 AE 
A study of the growth and development of Art Education with 
specific attention to the English, European, American and Australian 
situations. 
Major trends will be isolated to form a foundation for the deSign of 
future practice and research in art education. 
Students will relate the work of particular educators and sign~icant 
research in art education. 

AE484 EDUCATIONAL STUDIES: EDUCATION AND THE 
INTERNATIONALISATION OF ART 

S(3:3)3 
An examination of certain problems facing Art Education of today. 
Major trends will be isolated to form a foundation for the design of 
future practice and research in art education. 
Students will relate the work of particular educators and significant 
research in art education. 

AE484 EDUCATIONAL STUDIES: EDUCATION AND THE 
INTERNATIONALISATION OF ART 

S(3:3)3 
An examination of certain problems facing Art Education of today. 

Arts and Crafts 

Code 
(5-7) denote 5 hrs face-ta-face with 7 hrs studio practice per week. 

VA1101 GENERAL FORUM I 
(1-4)5 
Provides a forum for discussion for all students of the course and 
equips them with the basic knowledge of the history of the art forms 
they are studying. Stress will be placed upon appreciation and 
analysis. 

VA1102 GENERAL FORUM II 
(1-4)5 PrereqJisiteVA1101 
Provides a forum for discussion for all students of the course and 
equips them with the basic knowledge of the history of the art forms 
they are studying. Stress will be placed upon appreciation and 
analysis. 

VF1120 PAJNTING AND DRAWiNG - BASIC 
(5-7)15 
Provides a basis for personal express·lon and skills related to the 
expression of an idea or feeling. 
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VF11 21 PAINTING AND DRAWING - ADV I 
(5-7)5 Prerequisite VA1120 
Initiates development of personal ideas and feelings in painting and 
drawing. Develops skills related to the student's personal expression 
of an idea or feeling. 

W11 50 CERAMICS - BASIC 
(5-7)15 
Heightens students awareness of ceramics as a means of creative 
expression. Exposes students to the broad technological field of 
ceramics, so that they may execute their intentions successfully in 
clay. To examine contemporary theory and related art forms with a 
view to perceiving new ceramic works in the tradition of clay. 

W1151 CERAMICS - ADV I 
(5-7)15 PrerequisiteVA1150 
Converges skill and expression in a creative situation. Continues 
the analysis of the history of ceramics. Relates drawing and design 
to the decoration of ceramics. 
VC1170 PHOTOGRAPHY - BASIC 
(5-7)15 
Introduces photography as a creative art form. Provides a basic 
understanding of the potential of photography as a medium of 
expressive communication. 

VC1171 PHOTOGRAPHY - ADV I 
(5-7)15 PrerequisiteVAl170 
Develops further an understanding of the potential of photography 
as a creative medium. Extends the student's knowledge of the 
aesthetic traditions of photography through an examiantion of 
classic works. 

VC1180 TELEVISION AND VIDEO - BASIC 
(5-7)15 
Makes the student aware of the distinctive features of video 
communication and the history of television broadcasting in 
Australia, the U.K. and the U.S.A. and its social impact in those 
countries. The student will be taught to design and produce a range 
of video messages and will have an understanding of the basic 
conceptual limits of the medium and its creative and innovative 
PJssibilities. 

VC1181 TELEVISION AND VIDEO - ADV I 
(5-7)15 Prerequisite VAl180 
The student will be taught to write a usuable script for video and will 
be made aware of organisational principles as applied to a closed 
circuit television studio. Emphasis will be upon innovation in video. 

W1190 TEXTILES - APPLIED DECORATION - BASIC 
(5-7)15 
Develops the essential anitudes and understanding related to 
applied decoration of fabric and fibre through study of traditional 
and contemporary techniques of European textiles. 

W1191 TEXTILES APPLIED DECORATION - ADV I 
(5-7)15 PrerequisiteVAl190 
Develops an appreciation of the essential qualities of fibre and 
fabric preparation, applied decoration and dye techniques through 
the study of traditional and contemporary South East Asian textiles. 

W1195 SPINNING AND WEAVING - BASIC 
(5-7)15 
Develops practical basic skills over a wide range of production 
techniques. Explores the design possibilities of this medium and 
develops sensitivity to and awareness of aesthetic considerations. 

W1196 SPINNING AND WEAVING - ADV I 
(5-7)15 PrerequisiteVA1195 
Extends techniques and concepts in weaving and elementary 
knowledge and practical experience in handweaving and panern 
designing. Provides a sound understanding of aesthetics. design 
and craftsmanship. 

VA2106 ART AND CRAFT: THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES I 
(1-4)5 
Extends understanding of the basic theoretical substructures for art 

and craft from a psychological. philosophical and sociological 
viewpoint. 

VF2120 PNNTING AND DRAWING - ADV II 
(5-7)15 PrerequisiteVAl121 
Develops the students ability to assess and analyse their work and 
imparts an understanding of the sociology of art as a helpful 
background to the students development as an individual painter 
and draughtsman. 

VF2121 PNNTING AND DRAWING - ADV III 
(5-7)15 Prerequisite VA2120 
Further refines the students' ability to assess and analyse their 
painting and drawing. Encourages an indepth involvement with a 
theme. 

W2150 CERAMICS - ADV II 
(5-7)15 PrerequisiteVAl151 
Presents to students contemporary approaches to ceramics as an 
art form. Develops individual directions utilising drawing and 
design. Refines technology used and kiln buHd'lng in the service of 
conceptual development. 

W2151 CERAMICS ADV III 
(5-7)15 Prerequisite VA2150 
Enables students to pursue independent study. experimentation 
and development of skills using clay as a medium for creative 
expression and communication. Develops creative potential by 
independent study and analysis of individual progress. 

VC2170 PHOTOGRAPHY - ADV II 
(5-7)15 PrerequisiteVAl171 
Develops and explores further the photographic process by 
establishing a relationship between concepts and the final photo
graphic image. 
Imparts an awareness of photographic aesthetics. 
Includes an introduction to the principles and theories of colour 
vision and reproduction. 

VC2171 PHOTOGRAPHY - ADV II 
(5-7)15 Prerequisite VA2170 
Further establishes standard of profeSSional excellence in both 
black and white and colo.ur photography. It also establishes the 
interrelationship between histOfy of photography and art. 

VC2180 TELEVISION AND VIDEO - ADV II 
(5-7)15 Prerequisite VA1181 
Develops an awareness of a broad range of experimental video and 
of the necessary funding of video production. Also creates an 
awareness of marketing and distribution strategies of video products 
and gives the necessary information and understanding to enabla 
file students to produce video. products which demonstrate a 
degree of originality. 

VC2181 TELEVISION AND VIDEO - ADV III 
(5-7)15 Prerequisite VA2180 
Expands on current trends in television and video. Refers to 
children's television and the role of television in society and further 
encourages creative experimentation. 

W2190 TEXTILES - APPLIED DECORATION - ADV II 
(5-7)15 PrerequisiteVAl191 
Affords the student practical experience and furthers his/her 
knowledge and understanding of art and craft techniques and the 
relationship between function and design as used by other cultures. 
Particular anention is given to applied decoration of P.sian origin. 

W2191 TEXTILES - APPLIED DECORATIONS - ADV III 
(5-7)15 Prerequisite VA2190 
Develops further the appreciation of the essential qualities of fibre 
and fabric preparation and applied decoration relative to the study 
of traditional and contemporary textiles. 

W2195 SPINNING AND WEAVING - ADV II 
(5-7)15 PrerequisiteVAl196 
Develops skills and commitment in, and awareness of the creative 
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potential of this area. Enables a wide range of skills and aesthetic 
. issues to be considered in the context of practical project work. 

W2196 SPINNING AND WEAVING - ADV III 
(5-7)15 PrerequiSite VA2195 
Develops further skills and commitment in. and awareness Of. the 
creative potential of this area. Extends the techniques and creative 
possibilities of weaving processes, design and research. 

SS2590 COMMERCIAL KIT FOR ARTISTS AND CRAFTSMEN I 
(2+2)5 Arts and Crafts students only 
This module identifies the problem areas associated with the sale of 
art and craft works and provides guidelines for their successful 
marketing. It provides a foundation in small art and craft business 
management. 

Bachelor of Arts 
(Communication Studies) 
Firat year modules only are printed In the 1985 Calendar. 

CORE STUDIES 

EN1401 A BACKGROUND TO MEDIA STUDIES IN AUSTRALIA 
C(3:0)3 
The social, political and economic contexts within which the 
Australian media work. 

EN1402 MASS COMMUNICATION AND SOCIETY 
C(0:3)3 EN1401 
The various theories relating the media and society. Also treats 
media imperialism. 

EN1403 POPUlAR CULTURE 
C(3:0)3 
Approaches to file study of popular culture. The analysis and 
description of PJpular culture texts. 

EN1404 lANGUAGE AND MEANING 
C(0:3)3 
The nature of communication interaction and the part played in it by 
language. Semantic theories, discourse analysis and narrative 
structure. 

EN1405 AUSTRALIAN CULTURAL STUDIES I 
C(3:0)3 
An introduction to three major strands of Australian cultural pro
duction.literature, visual arts and film. Based within the social and 
historical context of the period 1783 to 1939. 

EN1406 AUSTRAUAN CULTURAL STUDIES II 
C(0:3)3 EN1405 
An introduction to Australian literature, visual arts and film in the 
period 1939 to the present. 

WORKSHOP PRACTICES 

VC1481 MEDIA PRODUCTION I (VIDEO AND SOUND) 
C(3:0)3 . 
Intensive basic training in the technical practices of video pro
duction and sound recording. 

VC2491 MEDIA PRODUCTION II (FILM AND PHOTOGRAPHY) 
C(0:3)3 
Intensive basic training in the technical practices of film production 
and photography. 

VA1451 COMMUNICATION WORKSHOPS I (PROFESSIONAL 
WRITING AND GRAPHICS) 

C(3:0)3 
Introductions to codes and practices of writing. 
Introduction to the language, methods and materials of graphic art. 

VA2451 COMMUNICATION WORKSHOPS II (COMPUTING AND 
RESEARCH) 

C(0:3)3 VA1451 
Introduction to comput9f' systems and software. Competence in 
USing a keyboard. 
Introduction to main considerations in conducting and assessing 
research. 

B.A. Visual Arts 

VA1241 STUDIO SESSIONS 
(15-15)15 Sl (Full Year for Part-Time Students) 
This module encourages the student to select studio/workshop 
sessions that will meet the creative and technical needs of the 
individual student. Selections can be made from sessions pre
sented in the following areas: painting, sculpture, printmaking, 
ceramics, textiles, illustration (plant and wildlife) and photography. 

VA1251 STUDIO SEMINARS 
(1-1)1 SI 
This module establishes the student's studio work pattem. 
Problems are discussed. Students prepare seminar papers on 
subjects of interest and concem and present these to peer groups. 

VA1271 VISUAL ARTS THEORY 
(3-3)3 SI 
A contemporaty survey of twentieth century visual arts examining 
the nature, sources, influences and Ihecontext of the art and craft of 
this period. 

VA2241 STUDIO SESSIONS 
(15-1 5)15 SIl (Full Year for Part-Time Students) 

Prerequisite VA1241 
A further extension of Semester I. Module VA1241 with selection 
more specifically from: painting. sculpture. printmaking, ceramics, 
textiles, illustration (plant and wildlife) and photography. 

VA2251 STUDIO SEMINARS 
(1-1)1 SI 
An extension of the studio work pattern. Students discuss seminar 
papers or aspects of concem in the visual arts. 

VA2271 VISUAL ARTS THEORY 
(3-3)3 SI1 Prerequisite VA1271 
A continuation of study undertaken in Semester I in VA1271. 

VA3241 STUDIO SESSION 
(12/3-1 5)15 SI (Full Year for Part Time Students) 

Prerequisite VA2241 
An exploration of creative and technical possibilities within Studio 
practice. By this time the student is expected to have limited ' 
selection to more specific areas for detailed study. Areas available 
are: painting, sculpture. printmaking, ceramics, textiles, illustration 
(plant and wildlife) and photography. 

VA3251 STUDIO SEMINAR 
(1-1)1 SI, SII 
This module is related to studio art practice. Aspects of interest and 
concem are presented through seminar papers. 

VA3271 VISUAL ARTS THEORY 
(2-3)3 SI Prerequisite VA2.271 
Select one oolion from: 

1 . Australian Art 
2. Australian Cultural Studies 
3. Women in Art. 
4. Museology 
5. Art, Perception and Aesthetics 
6. Social Issues in 20th Century Australian Crafts 
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7. Popular Culture 
8. Art since 1945 
9. Renaissance Studies 

10. Contemporary Graphic, Illustrative and Photographic Imagery 
* Note: The presentation of these options will depend upondemand 
and resources. 

VA3281 VISUAL ARTS THEORY 
(2-3)3 SI Prerequisite VfJ.2.271 
Select one option from this list not already studied. 

1 . Australian Art 
2. Australian Cultural Studies 
3. Women in Art 
4. Museology 
5. Art, Perception and Aesthetics 
6. Social Issues in 20th Century Australian Crafts 
7. Popular Culture 
8. Art since 1945 
9. Renaissance Studies 

10. Contemporary Graphic, Illustrative and Photographic Imagery 
* Note: The presentation of these options will depend upon demand 
and resources. 

VM241 STUDIO SESSIONS 
(9/6-15)15 SII Full Year for Part Time Students 

Prerequisite VA3241 
Further exploration of creative and technical possibilities within 
Studio practice. Areas available are: painting, sculpture, print
making, ceramics, textiles, iIIustru.!ion (plant and wildlife) and 
pholography. 

VM271 VISUAL ARTS THEORY 
(2-3)3 SII Prerequisite VA3271 
Select one option excluding the options undertaken in VA3271 and 
VA3281. 

1 . Australian Art 
2. Australian Cultural Studies 
3. Women in Art 
4. Museology 
5. Art, Perception and Aesthetics 
6. Social Issues in 20th Century Australian Crafts 
7. Popular Culture 
8. Art since 1945 
9. Renaissance Studies 

10. Contemporary Graphic, Illustrative and Photographic Imagery 
* Note: The presentation of these options will depend upon demand 
and resources. 

VM281 VISUAL ARTS THEORY 
(2-3)3 SII Prerequisite VA3281 
Select one option excluding the options undertaken in VA3271. 
VA3281 and VA427 I 

1 . Australian Art 
2. Australian Cultural Studies 
3. Women in M 
4. Museology 
5. .Art, Perception and Aesthetics 
6. Social Issues in 20th Century Australian Crafts 
7. Popular Culture 
8. Art since 1945 
9. Renaissance Studies 

10. Contemporary Graphic, Illustrative and Photographic Imagery 
* Note: Thepresentalion oftheseoptions will depend upon demand 
and resources. 

VA524 I STUDIO SESSIONS 
(12-15)15 SI (Full Year for Part Time Students) 

Prerequisite VA4241 
A continuation of the studio study area undertaken in VA4241 . 

VA527 I VISUAL ARTS THEORY 
(14)3 SI Prerequisite VA4271 or VM281 
The preparation of material for the dissertation. All aspect of the 
history, theory of art practice within the visual arts may be selected.' 

VA6241 STUDIO SESSIONS 
(919-18)18 SII (Full Year for Part Time Students) 

Prerequisite VA5241 
A continuation of the studio study selected under VA5241 

VA6271 VISUAL· ARTS THEORY 
(2-2)2 SII Prerequisite VA5271 
Contemporary art issues including presentation of dissertation to 
peer group. 

Computer Education 
(Graduate Course only) 

ED44 13 PHILOSOPHY AND COMPUTING IN EDUCATION· 
(2:0)3 
This module takes a generalised view of computer education by 
examining underlying philosophies, introducing the student to 
current uses of computers in education, both in Australia and 
overseas. A questioning of the place of computers in schools is 
made, including benefits, drawbacks, possible future applications. 
The role of various governmental and other bodies is examined. 

ED4423 COMPUTER LEARNING AND EDUCATIONAL THEORY 
(0:2)3 ED44 13 
All opportunity is provided for the student to examine theoretical 
educational assumptions and relate these to computer leaming 
and the computer in education. 

1D4443 COMPUTER MANAGED LEARNING 
( )3 ED4423 
The student will leam the fundamentals of a computer-managed 
learning system, and the uses of the computer for some Simple 
house-keeping tasks in the classroom. 

1D4453 PRINCIPLES OF DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF 
EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS 

( )3 ID4443 
This module leads students towards competence in evalualing 
educational packages for specifiC applications and investigates 
development criteria for successful CAl packages, including the 
necessity for integrating personal skills with a team-work approach. 

MC2120 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTING 
(2:0)3 
The student is provided with sufficient understanding of the 
programming language BASIC, and associated programming 
skills, such that relevant usage may be made of it in the student's 
classroom. All introduction to hardware is also included. 

MC3120 COMPUTER PROGRAMMING CONCEPTS 
(0:2)3 MC21 20 
This module builds on the Introduction to Computing module to 
provide greater competence and assurance in the development 
and use of structured programming concepts. Particular usage is 
made of micro computers and associated peripherals as may be 
found in the educational environment. -

MC4120 LOGO AS A LEARNING TOOL 
( )3 MC3120 
The student is provided with an understanding of the usefulness of a 
high-level language in developing childrens thinking skills. Skills in 
constructing activities suitable for effective leaming in different 
curriculum areas will also be developed by the student. 

1D4413 COMPUTERS IN SOCIETY 
(2:0)3 
The usage of computers in education. commerce, industry and the 
home are reviewed and examined. Implications of computer usage 
on society are examined with an emphasis on social issues. The 
scale of global technological changes and future applications of 
such knowledge is investigated. 
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1D4423 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
(0:2)3 
The computer revolution and its effects on Information Technology 
are considered. The notion of information as a resource and 
information transfer are examined as evolutionary processes. 

1D4433 COMPUTERS IN THE CLASSROOM (A) AND (B) 
( )3 
Computers in the Oassroom (A) has been designed for Early 
Childhood and Primaryschoolspecialisations, while the (8) module 
is for secondary and T AFE specialisations. In general, the module 
will assist the development of the effective usage by the student of 
computer applications in their classrooms. 

1D4463 COMPUTER EDUCATION PROJECT 
( )6 2 of MC21 20, MC31 20, MC4 120 
This is a six credit point project involving the student in an 
undertaking of suitable worth and relevance in the general area of 
Computer Assisted Instruction or Computer Assisted Learning, as 
developed in consultation with a project supervisor. 

Diploma in Applied 
Science (Nursing) 

Students enrolled in the Diplomaof AppliedScience (Nursing) study 
a set pattern of modules and therefore have no choice of elective 
modules. First year modules only are printed in the 1985 Calendar. 

NS10l0 HEALTH AND HEALTH BREAKDOWN: HEALTH I 
(4+1)4 
The module has been designed toestablish health as acentral goal 
in nursing practice in order that disease and other breakdown 
processes may be seen in perspective. The foundation concepts 
also provide for the development of an understanding of the 
principles of intervention in the health care field. 

NSI020 HEALTH AND HEALTH BREAKDOWN: HEALTH 
BREAKDOWN I 

(0:3)3 NSI 01 0 
This module has been designed to follow on NS1 01 a to orient the 
student to concepts inherent in health breakdown which include the 
disease process but which also extend beyond these limits to an 
examination of the consequences of health breakdown across 
each domain whether they occur concurrently with an initial 
breakdown or subsequent to it. It is intended to consider these 
consequences in terms of their capacity to influence significantly 
the activities of daily living, in different contexts, across the age 
continuum and disorder categories. 

SCI061 APPLIED PHYSICAL SCIENCE IN NURSING 
(3:3)2 
The physical sciences provide a basis from which concepts in both 
physiology and nursing practice may subsequently be developed. 
Thus the module is designed to provide an introduction to key 
concepts of physical science which are important in these areas. To 
this end, both the topics and their sequence were chosen to 
integrate with the introductory nursing skills programme. 

SC1062 INTRODUCTORY BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES 
(3:3)3 SCI 061 
This integrated module is designed topreparethe student for further 
studies in anatomy and physiology and in addition, to provide a 
baSis for aspects of the Health and Health-Breakdown strand to be 
studied in the Semester III. Aspects of the module cover funda
mental concepts which have a wide application in biological 
processes, together with an introduction tothe organisation of body 
systems. 
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ED1001 PSYCHOSOCIAL STUDIES IN NURSING IA 
(3:3)2 
The purpose of Component A of this module is to provide the 
student with a beginning understanding of human beings. The 
focus is on normal human behaviour; it is normal human behaviour 
that is examined so as to provide a yardstick by which other 
behaviour may be determined as abnormal, but also so as to 
provide the student-nurse with a comprehension that normal 
behaviours can exist even within a sick person and that such normal 
behaviours need to be supported. 
The purposes of Component 8 are to heighten the student's 
awareness of the importance of perception in the nursing process, 
to provide them with knowledge about the perceptual process and 
factors which may influence it. and to provide opportunities for 
students to develop their skills in apprehending relevant data and in 
describing and reporting it. 

EDI002 PSYCHOSOCIAL STUDIES IN NURSING IB 
(3:3)3 ED100l 
The purpose of Component A is to provide the student with 
knowledge about the psychosocial aspects of human development 
so that she/he may come to understand better, and develop 
appropriate attitudes towards, the overt and covert behaviour of the 
persons with whom he deals in the nursing context. 
The nurse also needs to be aware that part of the process that links 
the people in the health care matrix together is communication, the 
transmission and reception of thoughts and feelings and of 
demands and influences. In addition to such an awareness, the 
nurse needs to know how to make effective use of communication 
techniques and so requires opportunities to develop and refine 
her/his skills in this process. The purpose of Component 8 is to 
encourage this awareness and forster the development of com
munication skills. 

NSI090 SOCIETY AND ITS INSTITUTIONS: SOCIOLOGY OF 
HEALTH CARE IA (A History Perspective) 

(2:2)2 
The abititytosee medical and nursing developments in an historical 
perspective is essential for a full understanding of present day 
realities, problems and opportunities. 
The contours of modern nursing practice and of our Australian 
health system were shaped by historical factors that continue to 
exert influences today. A sociological perspective on health care is 
born from an informed, analytical understanding of the past. 

NS1091 SDCIETY AND ITS INSTITUTIONS: SOCIOLOGY OF 
HEALTH CARE 18 (Theories and Contexts) 

(2:2)2 NSI090 
It is well recognised that the society we live in sets the parameters 
for our health needs, problems and services. To be able to 
understand the Australian health system, it is necessary to come to 
terms with the significant features of Australian society. These 
include: key social institutions; social movements; employment. 
distribution and consumption patterns; the changing nature of 
work. 
It is within this dynamic social context that health care services are 
conceived of and delivered. 

NSI030 THE INTERVENTION PROCESS: - NURSING THEORY I 
(an overview) 

(1+1)2 
It is believed that presenting an overview of the practice of nursing 
and the factors which influence it will allow the student to develop a 
framework against which subsequent studies can be considered. 
Thus the module has been designed to orient the student to the 
nature of nursing and its relationship to health care and to the 
concepts inherent in the intervention process. 

NSI 040 THE INTERVENTION PROCESS: PRACTICE PRINCIPLES 
AND SKILLS I 

(2+2)4 
It is intended to explore the concepts inherent in assessment, 
communication and care initiation along with the theoretical 
concepts and principles underlying associated competencies 
and/or skills. This will involve discussions and demonstrations by 
nurse teachers and practice of these competencies by students in 
simulated situations. The ongoing and block practice experiences 



will provide opportunities for students to transfer learning in the 
practice of these competencies in real situations. 

NS1050 THE INTERVENTION PROCESS: ENQUIRY AND 
PROCESSING SKILLS I 

(1+1)2 
This year~length module is the first in a series of three, and assuch it 
lays the basic foundations by developing general enquiry and 
reporting skills. This will enable the student to engage in those self~ 
directed aspects of the course which have as their basis problem~ 
solving and the generation of knowledge. In the second year the 
skills will be applied in the taking upof an epidemiological approach 
to enquiry and in the third year extended further in introductory 
applied research studies. 

NS1060 THE INTERVENTION PROCESS: CLINICAL PRACTICUM 
IA 

(60 hours Semester 1)2 
The ongoing practicum allows the students to, not only practise 
skills as acquired in a reality situation, but to exarnine and apply 
selected theoretical concepts and principles from each of the 
strands of study. By comparison during the block practice, the 
opportunity will be given to consolidate, integrate and ultimately to 
operationalise what has been learnt in classroom and laboratory. 
The changing emphasis in these two types of experiences is 
reflected in the objectives set. 

NS1061 THE INTERVENTION PROCESS: CLINICAL PRACTICUM 
IB 

(160 hours Semester 1)2 NS1060 
It is intended that the block of clinical practice provides the 
opportunity for the student to consolidate and integrate theoretical 
concepts and clinical aspects of nursing intervention which are 
directed towards maintaining and supporting health. The block of 
planned continuous and repeated clinical experiences, under the 
supervision of the registered nurse will facilitate increased con~ 
fidence and competence in the performance of selected nursing 
care activities. At the same time the student will become further 
socialised into the nursing role whilst observing role models, 
working in reality situations and interacting with other members of 
the health team. 

NS1062 THE INTERVENTION PROCESS: CLINICAL PRACTICUM 
IC 

(96 hours Semester 1)2 NSI 060 NS1061 
This ongoing clinical practicum will continue to provide oppor~ 
tunities for the student to consolidate leaming through the exarnin~ 
ation and application of selected theoretical concepts and principles 
from each of the strands of study, particularly in relation to the 
consequences of health breakdown on the abitity of patients/clients 
to perform activities of daily living. 
Opportunities to practise. selected nursing care activities also 
extend the range of skills that the student requires in order to 
perform effectivelY those nursing functions which are directed 
towards the maintenance, support and restoration of health and the 
prevention of disease. 

NS1063 THE INTERVENTION PROCESS: CLINICAL PRACTICUM 
ID 

(160 hours Semesler 11)2 NS1060, NSl 061, NSl 062 
This block of clinical practice will provide the opportunity for the 
student to further consolidate and integrate theoretical concepts 
and skills acquired throughout Semester II. 
Under the supervision of the registered nurse, opportunities to 
practise selected nursing activities and provide care for selected 
patients in a context of total patient care will enable the student to 
increase skills in problems solving, acquire competence and 
confidence in periormance of those functions which are directed 
towards the maintenance, support and restoration of health and the 
prevention of breakdown. Further development will also occur in 
understanding concepts and processes involved in health break~ 
down and the prOVision of holistic care. 
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Education 

Students who commenced a course before 1 981 should refer to the 
relevant calendar for module details. 

ED1701 SENSITIVITY TO OTHERS 
G(3:3)3 
The student will develop personal techniques to understand self, to 
cope with emotions, and to interact with others. 

ED1801 BASIC ISSUES IN EDUCATION 
G(3:0)3 
Definition of concepts related to the educational process and 
critical analysis of controversial educational issues, with a view to 
students clarifying their own educational philosophy. 

ED1802 PLANNING & PRODUCING AUDIO-VISUAL 
TECHNIQUES 

( )3 
The contents of the above module will be presented at enrolment. 

ED1902 CHILD DEVELOPMENT (ADOLESCENCE) 
(0:3)3 
The biological, social, cognitive and emotional factors which 
interact in the development of adolescents are considered. 

ED1904 HUMAN BEHAVIOUR - MAN AS AN INDIVIDUAL 
(2:0)3 
This module provides an introduction to the study of human 
behaviour complementing psychological and sociological studies. 

ED190B PSYCHOLOGY FOR SOCIAL WELFARE 
SW(4:0)4 
This course gives emphasis to the psychology of human relation~ 
ships and communication. In addition it conveys something of the 
scientific basis of the study of human nature. 

ED1909 ORIENTATION TO TEACHING 
G(3:0)3 
This course will assist students to prepare for their initial practice 
teaching session by introducing them to some basic ideas on 
lesson planning, classroom teaching techniques and claSSl"oom 
management in general. 

ED1910 PSYCHOSOCIAL ASPECTS OF ILLNESS 
(2:2)3 
This module is designed to cause the nurse to consider the 
implicationsofillnessand/orhospitalisationfortheindividualwhois 
ill and for hisJherfamily with respect to the psychosocial aspects of 
life. In addition, the health agencies and/or modes of support are 
examined. 

ED2501 CAREERS EDUCATION ACTIVITIES 
G(3:3)3 
This will embrace the practical application of theoretical concepts 
concerned with entry into the workforce and a knowledge of 
relevant referral agencies. 

ED2601 PHILOSOPHY AND CURRICULUM IN EARLY 
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 

EC(3:0)3 
This module is concerned with theoretical foundations for cur~ 
riculum development. Practice will be given in designing approp
riate programmes. 

ED2602 PLAY IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
EC{3:0)3 
This study is concerned with the development of play and ils 
functions in the physical, social, cognitive, emotional and language 
growth of the child. 

ED2701 STRESS AND GROWING 
G(3:0)3 
Students will gain an understanding of factors associated with 
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stress generally and in the context of the school. Study will also 
focuS on procedures to minimise stress. 

ED2702 DEVELOPMENT THROUGH LIFE 
(3:3)3 
The student will gain an increase understanding of the factors 
affecting the interaction between persons and the social environ~ 
ment. 

ED2BOl THE TEACHING/LEARNING PROCESS 
(ADOLESCENCE) 

S(3:3)3 EDl 
Psychological and educational principles which affect the efficiency 
of students' learning in the secondary years of schooling. 

ED2802 ClASSROOM PROCESSES 
G(3:3)3 EDl 
The processes of teaching and their relationship to learning 
outcomes in the classroom are studied by an examination of the 
major phases of the teaching process and the roles of the teacher 
and learner in this process. 

ED2B03 ISSUES AND PATIERNS IN CURRICULUM 
DEVELOPMENT 

G(3:3)3 EDl 
Qmiculum development theory provides a basis for practical 
exercises undertaken in areas of specialisation. 

ED2B05 CRITICAL PROBLEMS FOR THE ClASSROOM 
TEACHER 

G(0:3)3 EDl 
This module is intended as a practical extension of the theoretical 
ideas given in the Child Development modules and a desirable 
corollary to the first and second practicum. 

ED2901 ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT 
(3:3)3 
An examination of the basic principles of human development will 
be used as a foundation for a study of the adolescent problems 
generally and in the school. 

ED2902 TEACHING/LEARNING IN THE M!lJN STREAM CLASS I 
G(3:3)3 
Students will be involved in experiences associated with the 
design, implementation and assessment of teaching strategies. 

ED2903 TEACHING/LEARNING IN THE M!lJN STREAM ClASS II 
G(3:3)3 
This course will provide students with some knowledge of the 
nature and range of differences likely to occur among children in the 
regular class and of a variety of alternative approaches to cater for 
these differences. 

ED2904 INTRODUCTION TO HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
(0:3)3 
The student will make a psychological study for human life span 
development with special emphaSis on the period associated with 
pre-primary and infant pupils and primary pupils. 

ED2905 TEACHING AND LEARNING IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
8(3:3)3 
The student will gain an understanding of the planning, techniques 
and resources needed to promote effective pupil learning and of the 
need to cater for individual differences among pupils. 

ED2906 PROCEDURES IN CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 
G(3:3)3 EDl 
Abasic understanding of the factors to be considered in curriculum 
design will be used in developing a curriculum plan. 

ED2912 LIFE SPAN DEVELOPMENT (NURSE EDUCATION) 
(0:3)3 
Increased understanding of individual development continuing 
throughout the life span is seen as contributing to understanding of 
the self. In this way the module will contribute to the development of 
a healthy self concept and assist the establishment of satisfying 
interpersonal relationships. 
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ED2913 MOTIVATION AND MORALE 
(0:2)2 ED1904 
This module will examine the meaning of the conceptsofmotivation 
and morale, the determinants and complexity of human motivation 
and the application of these to theories of management. Special 
examination will be made of the questions of the relevance of 
motivation and morale to selected professional practice. 

ED3101 SCHOOL & SOCIETY (DIPLOMA) 

ED3102 MEASUREMENT & EVALUATION IN THE SCHOOL 
(DIPLOMA) 

ED3103 PERSONALITY AND MENTAL HEALTH (DIPLOMA) 

ED3104 TECHNOLOGY OF EDUCATION (DIPLOMA) 

ED3201 SCHOOL & SOCIETY (EXTENSION) 

ED3202 MEASUREMENT & EVALUATIOJN IN THE SCHOOL 
(EXTENSION) 

ED3203 PERSONALITY AND MENTAL HEALTH (EXTENSION) 

ED3204 TECHNOLOGY OF EDUCATION (EXTENSION) 

ED3300 EDUCATION TODAY 
The contents of the above 9 modules will be presented at 
enrolment. 

ED3301 SCHOOL AND SOCIETY (DEGREE) 
G(3:3)3 ED2 only available to stage 5 or stage 6 students 
Students will develop an understanding of basic sociological 
concepts, and the process of the socialisation of the individual in an 
educational context. 

ED3302 MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION IN THE 
CLASSROOM 

G(3:3)3 ED2 
This study provides the student with an insight into the basic 
methods, practices and problems associated with educational 
measurement. 

ED3303 PERSONALITY AND MENTAL HEALTH 
G(3:3)3 
Factors contributing to the making and changing of personality will 
be discussed together with the concept of the "inadequate" 
personality. This will lead to a study of mental health in the schools. 

ED3304 TECHNOLOGY OF EDUCATION 
G(3:3)3 ED2 
The relationship of the media of instruction to the whole process 01 
instruction is explored in practical situations. 

ED3601 INNOVATIONS AND PARENT INVOLVEMENT IN EARLY 
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 

EC(0:3)3 
Students will develop a theoretical knowledge of parental involve
ment in Early Childhood Education and associated innovative 
concepts. Students will also gain practical experience in design, 
implementation and evaluation of related programmes. 

ED3602 ELEMENTARY ADMINISTRATION 
EC(3:3)3 
Emphasis is placed on the development of knowledge relating to 
practical administrative procedures in Early Childhood work. this 
module is particularly recommended for persons intending to teach 
or direct preschool activities. 

ED3701 MIND AND BODY 
(3:0)3 
A study of this module will give some understanding of the 
psychological findings related to normal and altered states of 
consciousness. Supporting study will focus on the usefulness of 
scientific method to obtain relevant data. 



ED3702 TECHNIQUES IN EDUCATIONAL PERSUASION 
( )3 
The contents of the above module will be presented on enrolment. 

ED3703 INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIP AND 
COMMUNICATION SKILLS 

(0:3)3 
The factors underlying the development of communication skill will 
be examined and opportunity given to the student to improve his 
abilities to communicate and to enhance his relationships with 
others. 

ED3704 PERSONALrTY AND HUMAN MOTIVATION 
(0:3)3 
Students will examine the interacting influences which move 
persons to behave in particular ways. In this study, students will also 
gain a deeper awareness of self. 

ED3801 COUNSELLING 
(0:3)3 
This module is designed to extend the interpersonal and 
counselling-rated skills of any person whose functions include 
aspects of counselling. It will accomplish this by developing a 
knowledge of the phitosophical and scientific bases of the counsel~ 
ling process and skills in relevant rx8ctices. 

ED3802 INNOVATIONS IN PRIMARY/SECONDARY EDUCATION 
G(3:3)3 ED2 
Students to select either Primary or Secondary. 
This module provides an understanding of the theoretical issues 
involved in educational innovation. n examines in detail examples 
of innovative practices in Australia and in other countries. 

ED3901 EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION 
(2+2)4 
M examination of such dimensions of administration in education 
as leadership, decision making, group behaviour and com
munication in an organisational setting. 

ED3902 SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION 
(2+2)4 
M analysis of the teacher and the pupil as individuals and as group 
members in the social system within the school and of the influence 
of society on each. 

ED3904 SELF AWARENESS/INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIP 
SKILLS 

(3:0)3 
The provision of an environment conducive to and supportive of 
leaming is greatly dependent on maintaining meaningful inter
personal relationships. Such an environment is also essential to 
quality patient care, perSQflal growth of health team members and 
facilitation of the aims of the organisation. This module is designed 
to foster a realistit: self image by providing experiences which 
enhance self awareness and promote self esteem and to build on 
this awareness and understanding in developing competence in 
establishing and maintaining meaningful relationships with others. 

ED3906 TEACHING/LEARNING INTHE MAIN STREAM CLASS III 
G(3:3)3 
This module wilt examine the interactions among all the persons 
within a school. 

ED3907 CHILD DEVELOPMENT - PERSONALrTY AND SELF 
CONCEPT 

(3:0)3 
The student will make an indepth study of some aspects of 
personality and self concept in the context of life span development 
but with special emphasis on the years from 0 to 8. 

ED3908 CHILD DEVELOPMENT - INTELLECTUAL GROWTH 
(3:0)3 
This module will examine some theories relating to the growth of 
intellectual abilities with emphasis on the years from 0 to 8. 

ED4003 PROJECT PREPARATION (EARLY CHILDHOOD) 
E( )3 
The contents of the above module will be presented at enrolment. 

ED4006 PROJECT IN EARLY CHILDHOOD 
E(3+3)6 
The student will undertake a project with some practical application 
approved by the Early Childhood Course Director. The project will 
be supervised by a lecturer from the Department of Education and 
one from the relevant subject discipline. 

ED4013 PROJECT PREPARATION IN PRIMARY 
E( )3 
The contents of the above module wilt be presented at enrolment. 

ED4016 PROJECT 
P(3+3)6 
The student will undertake a project with some practical application 
and some pesonal relevance under the jurisdiction of the Depart
ment of Education and the department offering the students major 
emphasis in Primary Studies. 

ED4200 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH 

ED4304 EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY 
The contents of the above 2 modules wilt be presented at 
enrolment. 

ED4601 CURRENT TRENDS AND ISSUES IN EARLY 
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 

EC( )3 
This module will enable the student to gain some experience in 
creating and evaluting practical programmes in early chijdhood 
education in accOfdance with recent developments. 

ED4602 EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION (E.C.) 
EC( )3 
Thiscourse witt focus on administrative theory and relevant practice 
in Early Childhood Education. 

ED4701 THE HELPING RELATIONSHIP AND THE 
INTERVIEWING PROCESS 

(3:3)3 
This study is intended to develop an understanding of the nature of 
helping relationships and some competency in making helpful 
contacts. Practical aspects will also be considered. 

ED4702 MOTIVATION 
(3:3)3 
A study of this module will assist the student to understand and 
interpret human behaviour. 

ED4703 PSYCHOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES/CONSUMER 
PERSUASION 

( )3 
The contents of the above module witt be presented at enrolment. 

ED4704 CHANGING ATTrTUDES AND BEHAVIOUR BY 
INDIViDUAL INFLUENCE 

(3:3)3 
The student will study factors concerned in the development of 
attitudes. Individual influence in changing aHitudes will be examined 
in a variety of contexts. 

ED4706 PSYCHOLOGY AND WORK 
(3:3)3 
This module witt promote an awareness of the possible outcomes 
arising from the interaction of the work environment and associated 
persons. 

ED4707 CHANGING ATIITUDES AND BEHAViOUR BY GROUP 
INFLUENCE 

(3:3)3 
This module considers the effects of different kinds of social groups 
in changing the behaviour of the individual. Groups will include 
advertisers in the media, peer groups in the educational context and 
community groups. 
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ED4708 PARENTS. CHILDREN AND THE COMMUNrTY 
(3:3)3 
The student wilt develop an awareness of the abilities and values of 
persons from different life styles and especially from life styles 
moulded by misfortune. 

ED4709 DEVELOPMENT OF OCCUPATIONAL AWARENESS 
(3:3)3 
Thestudent wilt develop techniques to assist school pupils to gain a 
realistic view of the world of work and to gain skills in evaluating 
information from the employment sources. 

ED4801 PSYCHOLOGY AND THE ATHLETE 
8(3:3)3 
A study of this module wilt lead to an understanding of the 
contributions of the behavioural scientist to the development of 
proficiency in sport. 

ED4802 SITUATION BASED CURRICULUM 
G(3:3)3 
After the development of some initial concepts in curriculum 
structure, students wilt design and begin to implement and evaluate 
a curriculum that is personalty useful and satisfying. 

ED4803 EDUCATIONAL INQUIRY 
G()3 
This module is designed to enable the student to develop simple 
research skills and an interest in carrying out action research. 

ED4804 CURRENT ISSUES IN EDUCATION 
G(3:3)3 
Opportunitywlll be given to debate freely a number of critical issues 
of current importance in education. 

ED4806 LEADERSHIP 
G(3:3)3 
The student will examine theories relating to leadership, the 
decision making process, styles of organizational behaviour, 
supervisory techniques, staff morale and organizational climate. 

ED4807 COMPARATIVE EDUCATION 
G( )3 
The student will contrast the education systems in several countries 
with the NSW education system. 

ED4808 THE TEACHING OF READING: A PSYCHOLOGICAL 
ANALYSIS 

G( )3 
This study uses an information-processing model to facilitate the 
evaluation of alternative methods of teaching reading generally at 
the infants and early primary stages. 

ED4809 THE PSYCHOLOGY OF READING DISABILITIES 
G(3:3)3 
A study wilt be made of the psychological principles underlying the 
development of reading skills aoo factors which impede such 
development. 

ED4810 CURRENT RESEARCH ON TEACHING AND 
CURRICULUM 

G(3:3)3 
Elective module. ExplOfes current research on teaching and 
curriculum. Extensive use of ERIC will be made. 

ED4811 LEARNING AND THE DESIGNING OF LEARNING 
EXPERIENCES 

G(3:3)3 
Core module for PG1. Reviews evidence of processes and 
development of leaming. Students will relate educational objectives 
to the selection and organisation of learning experiences and 
evaluate the process in a practical context. 

ED481 2 THE CURRICULUM AND GROUPS WrrH SPECIAL 
NEEDS 

G(3:0)3 
Elective module. Looks at designing curriculum for less able, gifted, 
IX>Of and reluctant readers, first and second phase migrant children 

and physically handicapped children. Students may opt to 
specialise. 

ED4815 ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES IN THE SECONDARY 
SCHOOL 

8(3:3)3 
Modern school assessment techniques are studied, together with 
the rationale for testing. Emphasis is placed on the development of 
practical skills for students in alt discplines. 

ED4816 CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH 
(3:3)3 
A study is made of the basic principles and practices of curriculum 
development in the specific area of interest. 

ED4817 THE APPLICATION OF ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY TO 
EDUCATION 

(3:3)3 
A study of this topic is intended to make the potential educational 
adminislrator more sensitive to the problems of school adminis
tration and to provide a theoretical background conducive to their 
solution. 

ED4818 OBJECTIVES AND EVALUATION IN EDUCATION 
(3:3)3 15 cp ED including 3 cp 3 
Skills are developed in the identification of valid reasons for the 
assessment of learning, the creation of appropriate tests and the 
interpretation and reporting of test results. 

ED4819 INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS & COMMUNICATION 
SKILL 

The contents of the above module will be presented at enrolment. 

ED4820 EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION 
( )3 
An analysiS wilt be made of administrative systems in education and 
associated innovations. 

ED4821 PHILOSOPHIES OF EDUCATION 
The contents of the above module will be presented at enrolment. 

ED4822 AJMS AND VALUES OF AUSTRALIAN EDUCATION 
(3:3)3 
The student wilt develop an understanding of the aims and values 
that have shaped Australian education in the past and of the effects 
of these in curriculum development. 

ED4823 ESSAY 
( )2 
The Essay topic wilt relate to either the field of specialization or to 
Education and will be completed over 2 semesters. 

ED4824 THE ADOLESCENT AND EDUCATION 
(3:3)3 
An examination wilt be made of the basic prinCiples of human 
development through life. These principles will also be considered 
in the context of the school through practical observations and case 
studies. 

ED4825 PERCEPTION 
G(2:2)3 
The physiology of the five senses, particularly sight and hearing are 
related to the psychology of the individual and the environment. 

ED4826 EDUCATIONAL INQUIRY 
G(O:3)3 ED2000 or equiv. 
This module aims to prepare the student to develop a research 
proposal and to undertake useful and personalty meaningful 
classroom research. 

ED4901 RECENT ADVANCES IN CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
EC( )3 
This module will introouce the student to a variety of topics of 
current research interests. Compulsoryfor B.Ed. (Early Childhood). 
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ED4902 aJRRICULUM THEORY AND DEVELOPMENT 
G(3+3)6 
Core module for PGl. Deals with theoretical and practical issues 
involved in curriculum making. Work is done in groups and by 
contract. Various curriculum projects such as ASEP, SEMP, 
MACOS are examined, adn their use and limitations explored. 

ED4903 aJLTURE. CHANGE AND SCHOOL 
G(3+3)6 
Core module for PGl. Module looks at contemporary Australian 
society and the forces shaping the culture. Examines the role of 
school. family and policy and the effect on curricula of cultural and 
social changes. 

ED4904 MODES OF INQUIRY 
G(0:3)3 
Core modules for PG1. Explores the different modes of inquiry 
underlying the acquisition of knowledge. As well as theoretical 
considerations, students opt to examine the modes of inquiry of two 
subject disciplines of their cnoice. 

ED4905 PREPARATION AND DISSERTATION 
(3+3)9 
Core modulafor PGl . Explores the nature of curriculum evaluation. 
Students will initiate, develop and construct an evaluation of a 
curriculum provided by a local school or institution. 

ED4908 EDUCATION rJ (SECONDARy) 
5(3+3)10 
PART PI.. Perspective in Education 
Issues facing education in Australia. 
Strand A - Functions and philosophies - including a search for 
definition, the purpose of schools, the economy, politics and 
education. 
Strand B - Classroom and curriculum - including classroom 
management, the leamer, the teacher, curriculum design -
influences, effects and application. 
PART B: Students must undertake one of: 
~) Educational Psychology 
~i) The Exceptional Child 
~ii) The Sociology of Education 
~) Educational Psychology 

Astudy of important psychological factors likely to exercise a 
significant influence in the classroom. These will include 
genetic, home and cultural factors and teacher skills. 

~i) The Exceptional Child 
The following two modules will be offered. one module to be 
completed in each semester. 
Semester 1 
Developmental disabilities in children (e.g. mental retardation, 
learning disabilities, emotionally disturbed, communication 
disorders, etc.) especially disabilities commonly encountered 
in normal classrooms, and recent trends in special education. 
Semester 2 
Behaviour management principles and their practical 
application in dealing with a variety of behaviour and learning 
problems in the classroom or home setting. 

~ii) The Sociology of Education 
Semester 1 
The School and Society: Basic concepts regarding society 
and culture, the socialisation process, the agencies of 
socialisation, the functions of education in society, the 
teacher in society. 
Semester 2 
The Sociology of Education: The school as an organisation, 
group processes in the classroom, attitude and attitude 
change, the teacher in the school system, local education 
systems. 

ED4909 EDUCATION rJ (PRIMARy) 
P(3+3)10 
PART A: Perspective in Education 
Teacher effectiveness. Qassroom management and discipline. 
Principles of development and the development characteristics of 
primary school children. Theories of learning (Bruner, Ausubel, 
Gagne, Piaget). The functioning classroom (curriculum, syllabus, 
school policy, Departmental Regulations, etc.). 

PART B: Sociology of Education 
Semester 1 School and Society 
This covers the basic concepts of society, culture, socialisation and 
its agencies, thefunctionsofeducation in society, andthe roleofthe 
teacher in society. 
Semester 2 The School as an Organisation 
An examination of the school as an organisation. Detailed analysis 
of group processes in the classroom and of the role of teacher and 
pupil in the school system. 

Education - T.A.F.E. 
(Technical and Further 
Education) 
ON CAMPUS MODULES' 

ET2000 SPECIAL METHOD 1 IN·SERVICE 
T(2+2)4 
Special Method Courses are conducted to meet the requirements 
of the individuals' subject specialisation. 

ET2020 PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE 2 PRE·SERVICE 
T(3+3)4 
Ongoing supervised practice teaching conducted in a fashion 
classroom. 

ET2025 PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE 1 IN-SERVICE 
T(12:12)6 
Ongoing supervised practice teaching conducted in the trainee 
teacher's classroom. 

ET2026 PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE 2 IN-SERVICE 
T(16:16)6 
Ongoing supervised practice teaching conducted in the trainee 
teacher's classroom. 

ET2050 SPECIAL METHOD 2 
T(1+1)2 
See ET2000 above for module description. 

ET2110 PLANNING SKILLS 
T(2:2)3 
Students will develop competence in systematic procedures for 
lesson planning and will be expected to apply these to their on
going teaching. 

ET2120 EVALUATION SKILLS 
T(2:2)3 
Students will critically examine assessment as it affects the 
individual teacher's role within particular schools in technical and 
further education. Students will also develop appropriate test 
instruments and will acquire proficiency in methods employed in 
test item validation. 

ET2130 STUDENTS AND TEACHERS IN TAF.E. 
T(2:2)3 
This module will examine the special characteristics and diversity of 
students in TAF.E. It will particularly develop an understanding of 
the young worker at college and the predicament of students in the 
context of continuing education. The course will also address itself 
to the requirements of recentTAF.E. provisions for special groups. 
e.g. pre-apprenticeship student; minorities. 

ET2150 ISSUES IN TAF.E. A 
T(2:2)3 
This module will examine the major concerns of TAF.E. in the 80's 
and the systems responsiveness to change. It will seek to chart 
directions for development and students will be encouraged to 
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exPlore, through comparative study, the potential of general trends, 
e.g. off the job provision. 

ET21 70 aJRRICULUM STUDIES 
T(2:2)3 
A number of curriculum models are examined in the context of their 
particular applicability to the TAF.E. situation. A curriculum 
evaluation exercise is undertaken after consideration of the various 
theories of curriculum assessment. Students are required to suggest 
altemative modes of curriculum implementation, following upon 
their curriculum evaluation. 

ET2250 TEACHING SKILLS 1 
T(2:2)3 
Thefocus on this module is exposition as an approach to teaching. 
Teaching skills treated include introduction, questioning and 
demonstration, etc. 

ET2260 INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA 1 
T(2:2)3 
AA introduction to basic instructional materials, preparation and 
usage. Includes: chalkboard; overhead transparencies; visualis
ation and lettering techniques; mounting; transparency design and 
production; basic-photography, audio and videotape recording; 
movie film production; the role of the computer in education, etc. 

ET2270 TEACHING SKILLS 2 
T(2:2)3 ET2250 
This module examines ways to increase the quality and quantity of 
student participation when teaching. Teaching skills treated 
include basic and higher order questioning and responding. 

ET2280 INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA 2 
T(2:2)3 ET2260 
This module is designed to extend the basic skills of media 
selection and production and utilisetheseskills to design, produce, 
use and evaluate instructional media packages appropriate to the 
student's particular field of specialisation. 

ET3140 PROCESSES OF LEARNING 
T(2:2)3 
The learning process will be explored with regard to the requirements 
and need of TAF.E. teaching. The course will be complementary 
to ET2130. 

ET3160 ISSUES IN TAF.E. B 
T(2:2)3 
This module promotes an awareness of the sociological factors 
which influence student perfonnance and the social forces which 
help to shape the aims and operation of T.A.F.E., particularly the 
functional relationship between individuals in such organisations. It 
should provide a structure forthe development of insights gained in 
ET2130, ET2140 and ET2150. 

ET3300 ALTERNATIVE TEACHING STRATEGIES 
T(2:2)3 ET2250 - ET2270 
In this module, teaching skills mastered in earlier modules are used 
as a basis for developing various teaching strategies. Strategies 
include lecturing, discussion. laboratory, workshop and learning 
resource approaches to teaching. 

ET3620 TAF.E. TEACHER DECISION MAKING 
T(2:2)4 
Students analyse problem situations which arise in TAF.E. teach
ing, develop a variety of solutions to problems and evaluate the 
effects of decisions made in the T.A.F.E. teaching context. 

ET3640 STUDENT DIFFICULTIES IN TAF.E. 
T(3:3)4 
This module provides teachers with an increased awareness of 
problems that are confronted in the Technical and Further Education 
setting. The psychological detenninants related to such difficulties 
are explored, providing the student with greater awareness, under
standing and methods of class control. 

ET3650 MEDIA. TECHNOLOGY AND TAF.E. 
T(3:3)4 
Students will develop an awareness of the operation, potential. and 
limitations of state-of-the art media technologies including video, 
satellite and computer. The curriculum implications of emerging 
and converging media technologies are examined. Mediated 
courseware applicable to the T.A.F.E. teaching-learning context is 
planned, developed and evaluated by each student. 

it Students undertake these modules studies intemally at Newcastle 
College of Advanced Education campus. 

EXTERNAL/OFF CAMPUS MODULES •• 

ET2609 SPECIAL METHOD 1 A AND BIN-SERVICE 
T( )4 
Special Method Courses are conducted to meet the requirements 
of the individuals' subject specialisation. 

ET2610 PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE IA AND B IN-SERVICE 
T( )6 
Ongoing supervised practice teaching conducted in the trainee 
teacher's classroom. 

ET2619 SPECIAL METHOD 2A AND BIN-SERVICE 
T( )2 
Special Method Courses are conducted to meet the requirements 
of the individuals' subject specialisation. 

ET2620 PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE 2A AND BIN-SERVICE 
T( )6 
Ongoing supervised practice teaching conducted in the trainee 
teacher's classroom. 

ET2621 SKILLS TO ASSIST EXTERNAL STUDY 
T( )2 
This module examines various study skills required by students for 
external mode study. 11 particularly develops the skills of assign
ment writing and literary usage. 

ET2622 COMMUNICATION SKILLS 
T( )2 
This module examines verbal and non-verbal communication in 
college. classroom and within the T.A.F.E. system generally. 

ET2623 STUDENT LEARNING OBJECTrJES 
T( )2 
Students are required to devise appropriate learning objectives for 
their students in various T.A.F.E. teaching situations. 

ET2624 PLANNING A LESSON 
T( )2 
This module provides students with strategies required for planning 
lessons for TAF.E. classroom use. 

ET2625 LESSON PRESENTATION 
T( )2 
This module provides students with approaches for presenting 
lessons in TAFE. colleges. 

ET2626 DEVELOPING A aJRRlaJLUM 
. T( )1 . 

This module involves the examination of procedures used in 
curriculum development and the organisation of learning experi
ences in order to implement the curriculum and TAF.E. syllabus. 

ET2627 AN INTRODUCTION TO TEACHING 
T( )2 
Students examine various in and out of class activities TAF.E. 
teachers perform in their day to day duties. 

ET2628 TEACHING TO ASSIMILATE LEARNING 
T( )2 
Students explore various teaching skills such as explaining, 
questioning, gaining feedback, etc. used in college classroom 
teaching. 
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ET2629 EXPLAINING 
T( )2 
Students examine the teaching skill of explaining and its use in 
college teaching. 

ET2630 GUIDELINES FOR COLLEGE OBSERVATIONS 
T( )2 
Students explore the process of observing and evaluating college 
staff and students behaviour in a variety of clasSfoom/Workshop 
situations. 

ET2631 INTRODUCTION TO TEACHING STRATEGIES 
T( )2 
This module examines various day to day teaching methods used 
in the classroom and workshop viz. demonstration, lecture, work
shop, praclicaillaboratory lessons, etc. 

ET2632 ALTERNATNE TEACHING STRATEGIES 
T( )1 
The purpose of this module is to provide the student with a range of 
altemative teaching strategies directed at broadening his/her 
repetoire for lAF.E. college leaching. 

ET2633 INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA 
T( )1 
Nt introduction to the range of instructional materials used in the 
TAF.E. context, e.g. chalkboard. a.H.p" basic photography, etc. 

ET2634 PREPARING INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES AND CLASS 
MATERIALS 

T( )1 
This module offers the student a basic introduction to the construc
tion and practical implementation of educational technology and 
instructional material needs for T.A.F.E. classroom use. 

ET2635 DEVELOPING PROGRAMMED LEARNING MATERIALS 
T( )1 
The production and use of programmed learning materials for 
college classroom use. 

ET2636 MEDIA PACKAGE CONSTRUCTION 
T( )1 
The construction and practical implementation of a media package 
for TAF.E. classroom use. 

ET2637 THE TAF.E. ENVIRONMENT 
T( )1 
This module examines the physical and social environment of the 
T.A.F.E. college viz. teacher duties, administrative tasks, physical 
resources, etc. 

ET2638 THE PROCESS OF LEARNING 
T( )1 
This module introouces students to the process of learning skills, 
information and attitudes in a college context. 

ET2639 PERSONAL FACTORS IN TEACHING 
T( )1 
Students study personal aspects of classroom behaviour for both 
students and teachers, viz; intelligence, motivation, interest. etc. 

ET2640 CLASS MANAGEMENT AND ORGANISATION 
T( )1 
Students recognize and suggest ideas and strategies for dealing 
with basic class management problems which may confront the 
T.A.F.E. teacher. 

ET2641 CURRENT MEASURE OF ASSESSMENT 
T( )1 
Students learn how to assess the leaming/teaching process in 
college and classroom situations. 

ET2642 DEVELOPING AND USING ASSESSMENT MEASURES 
T( )1 
Students will be expected to develop and use assessment 
-measures for college and classroom use. 

ET2643 PREPARING A MODULE FOR TAF.E. TEACHING A 
T( )1 
This subject involves: 
0) The preparation of teaching materials for sections of a 

TAF.E. course (either new or in existence) 
Oil The trialling or assessment of these tcaching/learning 

materiats in a TAF.E. college. 

ET2645 LOCAL ISSUES IN T.A.F.E. 
T( )1 
In this module key local issues in TAF.E. will be examined, 
contrasted and compared. 

ET2646 NATIONAL ISSUES IN TAF.E. 
T( )1 
In this module key issues in T.A.F.E. will beidentifiedand compared 
with systems in various states of Australia. 

ET2647 COMPARATIVE TAF.E. ISSUES 
T( )1 
In this subject key issues in TAF.E. will be identified and compared 
with systems in various states of Austratia and overseas. 

ET2648 SOCIAL ISSUES RELATED TO TAF.E. 
T( )1 
The objectives and implications within the T.A.F.E. system will be 
examined in relation to social and technological change as if effects 
industry, commerce and the community generally. 

ET3526 DEVELOPING A CURRICULUM 
T( )1 
This module involves the examination of procedures used in 
curriculum development and the organisation of learning experi
ences in order to implement the curriculum and TAF.E. syllabus. 

ET3532 ALTERNATNE TEACHING STRATEGIES 
T( )1 
The purpose of this module is to provide the student with a range of 
alternative teaching strategies directed at broadening his/her 
repetoire for TAF.E. college teaching. 

ET3534 PREPARING INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES AND CLASS 
MATERIALS 

T( )1 
This module offers the student a basic introduction to the con
struction and practical implementation of educational technology 
and instructional material needs for T.A.F.E. classroom use. 

ET3535 DEVELOPING PROGRAMMED LEARNING MATERIALS 
T( )1 
The production and use of programmed learning materials for 
college classroom use. 

ET3536 MEDIA PACKAGE CONSTRUCTION 
T( )1 
The construction and practical implementation of a media package 
for TAF.E. college and classroom use. 

ET3537 THE TAFE ENNIRONMENT 
T( )1 
This module examines the physical and social environment of the 
TAF.E. college, viz. teacher duties, administrative tasks, physical 
resources, etc. 

ET3538 THE PROCESS OF LEARNING 
T( )1 
This module introduces students to the process of learning skills, 
information and attitudes in a college context. 

ET3539 PERSONAL FACTORS IN TEACHING 
T( )1 
Students study personal aspects of classroom behaviour for both 
students and teachers, viz. intelligence, motivation, interest. etc. 

ET3540 CLASS MANAGEMENT AND ORGANISATION 
T( )1 
Students recognize and suggest ideas and strategies for dealing 
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with basic class management problems which may confront the 
TAF.E. teacher. 

ET3541 CURRENT MEASURES OF ASSESSMENT 
T()1 
Students learn how to assess the learning/teaching process in 
college and classroom situations. 

ET3542 DEVELOPING AND USING ASSESSMENT MEASURES 
T( )1 
Students will be expected to develop and use assessment 
measures for college and classroom use. 

ET3543 PREPARING A MODULE FOR TAF.E. TEACHING A 
T( )1 
This subject involves: 
Q) The preparation of teaching materials for sections of a 

TAF.E. course (either new or in existence) 
Oil The trialling of assessment of these teaching/learning 

materials in a T.A.F.E. college. 

ET3545 LOCAL ISSUES IN TAF.E. 
T( )1 
In this module key local issues in TAF.E. will be examined, 
contrasted and compared. 

ET3546 NATIONAL ISSUES IN TAF.E. 
T( )1 
In this module key issues in T.A.F.E. will be identified and compared 
with systems in various states of Australia. 

ET3547 COMPARATNE TAF.E. ISSUES 
T( )1 In this subject key issues in TAF.E. will be identified and 

compared with systems in various states of Australia and 

ET3547 COMPARATNE T.A.F.E. ISSUES 
T( )1 
In this subject key issues in T.A.F.E. will be identified and compared 
with systems in various states of Australia and overseas. 

ET3548 SOCIAL ISSUES RELATED TO TAF.E. 
T( )1 
The objectives and implications within the T.A.F.E. system will be 
examined in relation to social and technological change as it effects 
industry, commerce and the community generally. 

** Students undertake these modular studies in either a part 
time/external (i.e. externally, with outface to face instruction) or part 
time/off campus situation (with face to face instruction in a non 
metropolitan area of N.S.w.) 

English 

EN1900 DICTATION AND SPELLING 
A compulsory qualifying unit.to assess competence of all primary/ 
early childhood and all secondary students specialising in English. 
The unit attracts no credit points. 

FOUNDATION STUDIES 
EN1000 FOUNDATION STUDIES ENGLISH METHOD 

(PRE-SCHOOL TO GRADE 2) 
EP(2:0)2 
Teaching strategies for promoting children's oral communication 
and the early skills of literacy. 

EN1001 FOUNDATION STUDIES ENGLISH METHOD 
(GRADE 3-6) 

EP(0:2)2 
Teaching techniques for promoting children's abilities in oral and 
written language. 

PRIMARY STUDIES 
EN1005 LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT AND TEACHING 
EP(3:0)3 
Core for Primary and Early Childhood 
A study of varied aspects of language use and their implications for 
teaching. 

EN2006 READING 
EP(0:3)3 EN1 
Core for Primary and Early Childhood 
The nature of the reading process. Approachesto teaching reading 
at different stages. 

EN2011 TEACHING ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE I 
P(3:3)3 
Current methods, materials and problems associated with the 
teaching of English as a second language to migrants. 

EN3000lNTEGRATINGLEARNINGTHROUGHLANGUAGEAND 
READING 

E(0:3)3 
Core for Early Childhood: Not available in Primary. 
Theories and methods of developing children's language and 
reading competencies at the early childhood level. 

EN3006 READING STUDIES 
P(3:3)3 EN2 
Core for Primary 
Theories and approaches in organising the class, selecting relevant 
materials and dealing with reading materials. 

EN3007 TEACHING LITERATURE TO CHILDREN 
P(3:3)3 EN2 
Core for Primary 
A critical study of children's literature. The implications for the 
teaching situation. 

EN3009 ADVANCED STUDIES IN INFANT ENGLISH 
P( )3 EN2 
Theories and approaches in the teaching of English to young 
children. 

EN3010 TEACHING THE MASS MEDIA K-6 
P( )3 
Theories and practices in media teaching. (Pending School Board 
approval) 

EN3011 TEACHING ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE II 
( )3 
Evaluation of existing levels of English language ability of migrants. 
Construction of individual programs in E S L and practical teaching. 

EN3023 STORY TELLING AND STORY WRITING FOR EARLY 
CHILDHOOD 

E(3:3)3 EN2 
Core for Early Childhood 
Studying and creating stories and poems for young children. 

EN4000 ADVANCED LANGUAGE AND READING 
( )3 
This module deals with the theories and methods for developing 
children's language competency, including reading at the E.G. 
level 

EN4006 READING RESEARCH K-12 CLASSROOMAPPUCATlON 
P( )3 6EN3 
Teaching reading - theories, approaches and research studies. 

EN4007 TEACHING LITERATURE ADVANCED STUDIES K - 12 
P( )36EN3 
Working with literature and assessing response - theories, 
approaches and research studies. 

EN4009 INFANT ENGLISH NEW PERSPECTNES 
P( )3 EN3 
Research, theory and approach in fostering the language and 
reading competence of young children. 
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EN4010 MASS MEDIA EDUCATION 
P( )3 EN3 " 
Research controversy and classroom procedures In mass media 
education. 

GENERAL STUDIES 
EN1218 CHILDREN'S LITERATURE - MODES AND THEMES 
G(0:3)3 " 
Children's literature - types. themes, and techmquesof presentation. 

EN1219 DRAMA I 
G(0:4)3 " ' 
Knowledge and skills In theatrical productIOn. 

EN2214 AUSTRALIAN LITERATURE 
G(0:3)3 
Themes and approaches in Australian Literature from the 19th to 
the 20th century. (Pending School Board approval) 

EN2215 MASS MEDIA AND POPULAR CULTURE 
G(3:0)3 
Theories of Media, Society, Culture and Control. 

EN3217 LANGUAGE 
G(0:3)3 , , 
The language development of children and its implications for 
classroom work. 

EN3218 CHILDREN'S LITERATURE - AUSTRALIAN CHILDREN'S 
LITERATURE 

G(3:0)3 
Themes and styles in literature for children, with a focus on 
Australian authors. 

EN4214 AUSTRALIAN LITERATURE NOW 
G(3:0)3 
Themes and approaches in current Australian literature from the 
late 70's to the 80's. (Pending School Board approval) 

EN421 5 MASS MEDIA AND POPULAR CULTURE IV 
~A , 
Purposes and approaches in particular fields of media com
munications. 

EN4216 LITERATURE IV - FAMOUS WRITERS 

~A ' 
Purposes and approaches in particular fields of media com-
munications. 

EN4217 LANGUAGE STUDIES 
G(A 
A specialist linguistic study of particular areas of language. 

EN4218 CHILDREN'S LITERATURE - MAJOR CHILDREN'S 
WRITERS OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY 

G( )3 "d' '" f The contribution of some majOr wnters to tren s In wn Ing or 
children. 

SECONDARY STUDIES 
EN1150 SECONDARY ENGLISH TEACHING I 
S(3:0)3 , 
Objectives, lessons, activities. and resources in the teaching of 
English. 

EN2150 SECONDARY ENGLISH TEACHING II 
8(3:0)3 E " , 
Teaching language skills, literature, and the media integrating 
lessons. 

EN3150 SECONDARY ENGLISH TEACHING III 
S(3:0)3 , , 
Principles practices and organisation in teaching English. SpeCial 
emphasis on the Senior School level. 

EN11 55 UNDERSTANDING POETRY 
S(3:0)3 
Responding to themes and techniques in poetry of different periods 
and countries. 

EN1156 LITERATURE FOR ADOLESCENTS 
8(0:3)3 
Themes and approaches in various types of adolescent fiction. 

EN2155 SHAKESPEARE 
8( )3 
An extension study of some of Shakespeare's works. 

EN2158 DRAMA I 
8(4:0)3 
The nature of drama and the development of theatre. Abilities in 
improvisation. 

EN3155 UNDERSTANDING LANGUAGE 
S(0:3)3 
Studies in language variation and literacy. Relationship to develop
ing language abilities in the classroom. 

EN3156 FILM APPRECIATION 
S(0:3)3 
A study of film and film criticism. 

EN3157 ISSUES IN NINETEENTH AND EARLY TWENTIETH 
CENTURY AUSTRALIAN LITERATURE 

8(0:3)3 
Developments in literary forms. VariatiOns on recurring themes. 

EN3158 DRAMA 
S(4:0)3 , 
Knowledge and skills in theatrical production. 

EN3159 POPULAR RCTION 
S(3:0)3 , 
Popular fiction - thematic and structural patterns. Developments In 
science, epsionage, and crime fiction. 

EN3160 MASS MEDIA AND POPULAR CULTURE 

8(3:0)3 .. .. ' 
Purposes and approaches of journalism mfllm, teleVision radiO and 
print. 

EN4155 LITERATURE FOR THE SENIOR SCHOOL 

8()8 "--Se' A focus on works and authors commonly studied In nil::' mor 
School. 

EN4156 CONTEMPORARY AUSTRALIAN LITERATURE 

~:ary perceptions of Australia. Australians, the overseas world, 
and the human condition. 

EN4157 LANGUAGE 
S( )4 
Language across the curriculum. Grammatical considerations. 
Language in Uterature. 

EN41 58 DRAMA 

8(" " 
The educational functions of drama as scnpt and/or action. 

EN4159 RESEARCH IN ENGLISH EDUCATKlN 

~~es of existing research and the selection of a particular area for 
research. 

EN4160 CONTEMPORARY WORLD LITERATURE 

S( " , " ' " d th Contemporary authors - their view d partlc .... ar socle les an e 
human condition. 

EN2312 LANGUAGE AND READING INTEGRATED STUDIES 
(INDUSTRIAL ARTS) 

8(3:3)3 
The centrality of language in the learning process. Approaches to 
language "across the curriculum". Evaluating language and read
ing. 
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EN2317 FORMAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS AND 
CONVENTIONS (NURSE ADMINISTRATKlN) 

(O'2A 
F~rther development olthe theoretical and practical skills gained in 
Effective Communication with particular emphasiS on formal 
spoken and written English, including meeting procedure. 

Health Studies 

HS1110 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF NURSING 
(2 hpw for 1 sem)2 
Studies in this module are designed to broaden the perspective of 
nurses by enabling them to consider present day practice in an 
historical context and to engage in comparative studies country-by
country. 

HS1111 PROFESSIONAL ADJUSTMENTS AND ETHICS 
(2 hpw for 1 sem)2 
Studies in this module cause the student to examine the actual 
implications of day-to-day realities of profeSSional practice for 
personal development, nursing practice and/or education. 

HS1112 CONCEPTS AND STRATEGIES IN NURSING PRACTICE 
(2 hpw for 1 sem)3 
This module is designed to cause the nurse teacher, administrator 
and/or practioner to consider issues of significance currently 
debated in nursing circles, the beliefs about which will influence 
practice and educational outcomes. 

HS1120 TEACHING AND LEARNING IA 
INTRODUCTION TO TEACHING BASICS 

(2:0)2 
The purpose of this module is to introduce the nurse teacher to 
some of the professional and practical aspects of teaching and 
learning. This will be done through an examination of selected 
curriculum and educational principles - the philosophical and 
psychological aspects of learning, as well as the Significance of a 
discipline's inherent structure for the way in which it is learned. 
Further, certain skills associated with the planning and implement· 
ing of effective lessons will. be introduced. 

HS1121 TEACHING AND LEARNING IB 
METHOD AND NURSING KNOWLEDGE I 

(2:0)2 
This module will assist the nurse teacher to apply specific teaching 
skills by developing familiarity with content and its organisation. 
This will be done through an analysis of specific content organis
ation in relation to teaching method and learning theories. 

HS1140 ADMINISTRATION AND ORGANISATIONAL THEORY I 
(3:0)3 Corequisite HS1151 
An introduction to the structural and functional aspects of organis
ations at a basic theoretical level and the examination of these 
theories and concepts in relation to health institutions. 

HS1151 SOClOLOGY 
(3:0)3 
This module is designed to introduce the student to man as a social 
being and is complementary to the module ED1904 Man as an 
Individual. Through the examination of man as amember of society, 
an understanding of the contextual influences on nursing practice, 
health services in general and education will be enhanced. 

HS1152 HEALTH 
(2 hpw for 1 sem)3 . 
The module is designed to enable the nurse to explore the concept 
of health in today's society, identifying such characteristics as 
relatively and adaptability, and the factors which influence health 
status. I! seeks to develop a more positive attitude to preventive and 
maintenance measures. 
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HS1153 ~SEASE 
(2 hpw for 2 sem)6 
This module is designed to allow an analysis of the disease 
process, causal factors and the role of the nurse in respect of the 
caring and curing processes. 

HS1160 FIELD EXPERIENCE (TEACHING) I - CLASSROOM 
MAJOR 

Corequisite HS1171 or HSl181 
This module forms the major-study component of Field Experience 
I for those students specialising in classroom teaching. It will involve 
3 lesson observations and 1 lesson in the student's first semester. 
(1 credit point) 

HS1161 FIELD EXPERIENCE (TEACHING) I - CLASSROOM 
MINOR 

Corequisite HS1170 or HS1180 
Students doing a minor-study in classroom teaching wiU complete 
this module as part of Field Experience I. It will involve 3 lesson 
observations and 1 lesson in semester I. (2 credit points) 

HS11 70 FIELD EXPERIENCE (TEACHING) 1-CLINICAL MAJOR 
Corequisite HS1161 
This module forms the major-studycomponent of Field Experience I 
for students specialiSing in clinical teaching. Students will be 
required to teach 3 lessons in the first sememster. (I credit point) 

HS1171 FIELD EXPERIENCE (TEACHING) 1-CLINICAL MINOR 
Corequisite HS1160 
Students doing a minor-studyin Clinical teaching will complete this 
module as part of Field Experience I. I! will involve 3 lessons during 
semester 1. (2 credit points) 

HS1180 FIELD EXPERIENCE (TEACHING) I - COMMUNITY 
MAJOR 

Corequisite HS 11 61 
This modu!eforms the major-study component of Field Experience I 
for students electing to specialise in community teaching. Students 
will be required to teach 3 lessons in their first semester. (1 credit 
point) 

HS1181 FIELD EXPERIENCE (TEACHING) 1- COMMUNITY 
MINOR ' 

Corequisite HS 11 60 
Students doing a minor-studyin community teaching will complete 
this module as part of Field Experience I. It will involve 3 lessons 
during semester I. (2 credit points) 

HS2110 NURSING STUDIES I - PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE NURSE PRACTITIONER 

(3:0)3 
This moduleenabies the nurse teacher and administratortoexplore 
and develop those concepts which form the theoretical and 
philosophical bases of nursing practice and education pro
grammes. 

HS2111 NURSING STUDIES II - CLINICAL TEACHING-NEEDS 
AND OPPORTUNITIES 

(0:3)3 HS1120, HS1121 or HS211 0 Corequisite HS2122 
This module is deSigned to illustrate the value of a theoretical 
analysis of a work: situation to the development and implementation 
of clinical teaching programmes. With such an orientation, it sets 
out to draw on and complement the Field Experience and Qinical 
Teaching modules and the Curriculum module. It focuses attention 
on the dual nature of the role of the clinical teacher who through 
practice as a nurse and a teacher, ensures both learner develop
ment and patient safety and well-being. 

HS2112 NURSING STUDIES III - PROBLEMS SOLVING IN 
PRACTICE 

NA HS2111 
This module has been designed to enable the nurse teacher to 
identify the implications of a problem solving module of nursing 
practice for nursing education. Specific attention is paid to concept 
formation and the identification of principles of practice and 
management strategies which are generalisable to various per
formance skills. 



HS2113 PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE NURSE 
PRACTITIONER IB 

(3:0)3 Pre or Corequisite HS1151 , HS211 0, HS1140 
The module provies an understanding of the effective manage
ment of nursing staff relationships between patient needs and 
nursing staff, and of the effect of alternative patient care delivery 
systems on the department of staff. 

HS2120 TEACHING AND LEARNING IIA 
VERBAL AND INTERACTION SKILLS 

(0:2)2 HS1120, HS1121 Corequisite HS2121 
This module is designed to extend the nurse teacher's theoretical 
knowledge and understanding of the teachinglleaming processes 
particularly those processes related to the basic teaching skills 
being developed in this module. The focus of the module is directed 
towards 'Inquiry and Problem Solving' approaches. 

HS2121 TEACHING AND LEARNING liB 
METHOD AND NURSING KNOWLEDGE 2 

(0:2)2 HSl120. HSl121 Corequisite HS2120 
This module continues the exploration of the relationship between 
content structure. teaching method and learning theories begun in 
HSl121 

HS2122 CURRICULUM I 
(0:3)3 HSl120. HSl121. HS211 0 
The purpose of this module is to introduce the nurse teacher to 
some of the basic theoretical constructs, research studies and 
practical considerations which affec the development and imple
mentation of curricula. It builds on and extends the ideas introduced 
in HS211 0, HSl120 and HS1121. 

HS2140 ADMINISTRATION AND ORGANISATIONAL1THEORY II 
(0:4)4 HSl151. HSl140 
Theories of the structure and function of organisation are applied to 
the concepts of organisational development and renewal. 

HS2141 ADMINISTRATION STRATEGIES I 
(0:4)4 HSl151. HSl140 
This module focusses on the development of techniques of 
infonnation acquisition, recording, retrieval and utilisation, with 
attention to budget preparation, accounting and to the setting of 
goals and priorities. 

HS2142 FIELD EXPERIENCE (ADMINISTRATION) I 
6cp HSl140, HS2140 
This 4 week block of field experience will allow the student to 
transfer and apply to practice the theory of administrative structures 
and functions by identification of groups and their roles within the 
institution, by investigation of the ways in which the institution 
updates its policies, goals and standards and by consideration of 
the leadership style of its senior administrators. 

HS2150 LEGAL STUDIES 
NA 
This module is designed to introduce the student to those aspects 
of the taw which would allow recognition of the legal implications of 
a given situation and the taking of appropriate initial action. 

HS2151 POLITICAL AND HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS I 
(0:2)3 HSl151 
This module is designed to assist the nurse teacher and health 
administrator to view nursing in its social context, and toexpfore the 
influences exerted on the planning and delivery of health care and 
nurse education by influential institutions of society. It is com
plementary to the module HS2150 Legal Studies. 

HS2160 FIELD EXPERIENCE (TEACHING) 2 - CLASSROOM 
MAJOR 

Corequisite HS2171 or HS2181 
This module forms the major-study component of Field Experience 
2 for those students specialising in classroom teaching. Students 
completing the course in two years will undertake 4 weeks of btock 
practice in their first year and 3 lessons in their second semester, 
while students taking three years will complete 2 weeks of block 
practice in each of Years 1 and 2 and 3 lessons in their second 
semester. (4 credit points) 

HS2161 RELD EXPERIENCE (TEACHING) 2 - CLASSROOM 
MINOR 

Corequisite HS2170 or HS2180 
Students doing a minor-study in classroom teaching will complete 
this mooule as part of Field Experience 2. Those students com
pleting the course in two years will undertake 2 weeks of block 
practice in their first year and 3 lessons during their second 
semester. Students taking three years will complete 7 days of block 
practice in their first year and 3 lessons in their second sememster. 
(2 credit points) 

HS2170 FIELDEXPERIENCE(TEACHING)2-CLINICALMAJOR 
Corequisite HS2161 
This module forms the major-study component of Field Experience 
2 for students specialising in clinical teaching. Studentscompleting 
the course in two years will undertake 2 weeks of block practice in 
Year 1 and 3 lessons during semester 2, while students taking 3 
years will complete 3 lessons during each of semesters 2 and 3. (4 
credit points). 

HS2171 RELD EXPERIENCE (TEACHING)2 -CLINICAL MINOR 
Corequisite HS2160 
Students doing a minor-study in clinical teaching will complete this 
module as part of Field Experience 2. Itwill involve 3 lessons during 
semester 2 (or a later semester for students completing in the 
course in three years). (2 credit points) 

HS2180 FIELD EXPERIENCE (TEACHING) 2 - OOMMUNITY 
MAJOR 

Corequisite HS2161 
This module forms the major-study component of Field Experience 
2 for those students electing to specialise in community teaching. 
Students completing the course in twoyearswill undertake 2 weeks 
of block practice in their first year and 3 lessons during their second 
semester. Students taking three years wilt complete 3 lessons 
during each of their second and third semesters. (4 credit points) 

HS2181 RELD EXPERIENCE (TEACHING) 2 - OOMMUNITY 
MINOR 

Corequisite HS2160 
Students doing a minor-study in community teaching will complete 
this module as part of Field Experience 2. It will involve 3 lessons 
during semester 2 (or a later semester for students completing the 
course in three years). (2 credit points) 
HS3110 NURSING STUDIES IV - EVALUATION OF CLINICAL 

PRACTICE 
NA HS211 O. HS2111. HSl120. HSl121. HS2120. HS2121. 
HS2122. Prefer HS2112, HS3111 
This module is designed to introduce the nurse teacher to the 
problems and process of clinical evaluation and, in so doing, to 
demonstrate the relationship between evaluation and the quality of 
care and leaming. Further, the module is designed to illustrate 
curriculum principles and to reinforce leaming from other modules 
e.g. Teaching and Leaming and Nursing Studies. 

HS3111 INTRODUCTION TO RESEARCH AND MEASUREMENT 
(3:0)3 
The purpose of this module is to introduce the registered nurse to 
research method in order that she/he will be able to evaluate 
research reports and judge their worth to nursing practice, educ
ationand for administration. In addition to graduate of the course will 
be able to engage in small projects in the capacity of an assis
tant. 

HS3120 TEACHING AND LEARNING IN NURSING III 
NA HS1120, HS1121, HS2120, HS2121 Pre or Corequisite 
ED3904 
This module is deSigned to focus the teacher's attention more fully 
on the leamer's responsive behaviour and to cause the teacher to 
be more aware of the effect he/she is having on the leamer's 
performance. As such, this module can be identified as a 'student 
performance models' and 'Ieaming approach models'. 

HS3122 CURRICULUM IIA 
NA HS2122 
This module has been designed to allow students with specific 
interest and skill in curriculum to obtain in-depth insight and 
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experience in curriculum development by direct involvement in a 
project. 

HS3123 OURRICULUM liB 
(3)3 HS2122. HS3122 
Students who have completed the curriculum planning of HS31 22 
may continue to process whereby the pro~sed conceptual 
framework is expanded into a proposal suitable for implementation. 

HS3130 HEALTH OF THE WORKERS 
NA3 cp 
This elective module further develops the administrator's skills in 
staffcontroJ and development by focussing on methods of develop
ing a positive attitude to the health of staff. 

HS3131 HEALTH PLANNING 
NA3 cp HS2140. HS3141 
This elective module provides insights into the complexities of 
health planning and requires an examination of the variables which 
affect health care planning. 

HS3132 HEALTH EOONOMICS 
NA3 cp 
This elective module· will enable the student to understand how 
economics have approached health service problems and to 
identify areas of health care where economic analysis is relevant. 

HS3140 ADMINISTRATION AND ORGANISATIONAL THEORY III 
(4:0)4 HSl151. HS2140. ED1904 NA 
Theories of the structure and function of organisations are related to 
staff development and other resource utilisation. 

HS3141 ADMINISTRATION STRATEGIES II 
(4:0)4 HS2140. HS2141 
Toextend the administrator's competencies in action management 
this module focusses on the strategies involved in resource 
planning and utilisation by examining the concept of management 
by objectives. 

HS3142 RELD EXPERIENCE (ADMINISTRATION) II 
8 cp HS3140. HS3141 
This 4 week period of field experience will require the student to 
apply management theory to institutions in the areas of resource 
availability and identification of staff development and of leadership. 

HS3150 OOMMUNITY HEALTH - ISSUES AND SERVICES 
NAHSl151. ED1904 
This module is designed to enlarge the nurse teacher'S and health 
administrator's concept of the role of the nurse in health care,. and 
to illustrate and apply theoretical concepts developed in other 
modules, e.g. HS1151 Sociology, ED2912 UfeSpan Development. 
It will do this specifically by directing the student to examine the 
parameters of health and health services, the concepts of com
munity and social influences on health, and the roles of the nurse, 
health administrator and nurse teacher. 

HS3151 POLITICAL AND HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS II 
(0:3)3 HS2151 
This module is designed to extend the student administrator's 
understanding of the influence of political climate upon the health 
care system. 

HS3160 FIELD EXPERIENCE (TEACHING) 3 - CLASSROOM 
MAJOR 

Corequisite HS3171 or HS3181 
This module forms the major-study component of Field Experience 
3 for those students specialiSing in classroom teaching. Two-year 
students will complete 4 weeks of block practice in their second 
year and 3 lessons during their third semester. Three-year students 
will complete 2 weeks of block practice in their third year and 3 
lessons during each of semesters 3, 4, 5 and 6 of their course. (4 
credit points) 

HS3161 RELD EXPERIENCE (TEACHING) 3 - CLASSROOM 
MINOR 

Corequisite HS3170 or HS3180 
Students doing a minor-study in classroom teaching will complete 
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this module as part of Field Experience 3. Two-year students will 
complete 2 weeks of block practice in Year 2 and 3 lessons during 
semester 3. Three-year students will complete 7 days of block 
practice in each of Year 2 and 3, and 3 lessons during semester 3. 
(2 credit points) 

HS3170 RELD EXPERIENCES (TEACHING) 3 - CLINICAL 
MAJOR 

Corequisite HS3161 
This module forms the major-study component of Field Experience 
3 for student speCialising in clinical teaching . Two-year students will 
complete 2 weeks of block practice in their second year and 3 
lessons during their third semester. Three-year students will 
complete 3 lessons during each of their fourth and fifth semesters. 
(4 credit points) 

HS31 71 RELD EXPERIENCE (TEACHING) 3 - CLINICAL MINOR 
Corequisite HS3160 
Students doing a minor-study in clinical teaching will complete this 
module as part of Field Experience 3. !twill involve 3 lessons during 
semester 3 (or a later semester for three-year students). (2 credit 
points) 

HS3180 FIELD EXPERIENCE (TEACHING) 3 - OOMMUNITY 
MAJOR 

Corequisite HS3161 
This modulefonns the major-study component of Reid Experience 
3 for students who elect to specialise in community teaching. Two
year students will complete 2 weeks of block practice in Year 2 and 
3 lessons during semester 3, while three-year students will 
complete 3 lessons during each of semesters 4 and 5. (4 credit 
points) 

HS3181 RELD EXPERIENCE (TEACHING) 3 - OOMMUNITY 
MINOR 

Corequisite HS3160 
Students doing a minor-study in community teaching will complete 
this module as part of Field Experience 3. It will involve 3 lessons 
during semester 3 (or a later semester for three-year students). (2 
credit points) 

Home Economics 
Education 

HTl130 SCIENCE OF FOODS AND NUTRITION 
(0:4)3 
An introduction to the study of the science of food and nutrition of 
the foods eaten by man-production, handling, storage, preservation, 
preparation, service and their functions within the body. 

HT1230 FOOD AND FIBRE SCIENCE 
(0:4)3 
A study of the structures and properties of the fundamental 
components of foods and fibres. 

HT1330 FOODS 
(4:0)3 
The application and management of specific Home Science skills 
and demonstration techniques. Through demonstrations and 
practical exercises the student develops expertise in food prepar
ation involving the 6 nutrients. 

HT1430 OONTEMPORARY AUSTRALIAN FAMILY 
(3:0)3 
Scientific method as a tool of research. Research structure as 
applied to laboratory and field studies. 
Kinship and interpersonal relationships. Sociental influences on 
lifestyles of families through history culminating in tlie 1'8tl1 century. 



HT1530 CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR 
(0:3)3 
The influence of the determinants of human behaviour, and social. 
societal and cultural dimensions on the consumer behaviour 
process. Communication and consumer behaviour. 

HT1538 CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR EXT [TAFE) 

()6 beh 0 d °aJ The influence of the determinants of human aVlour an SOCI 
societal and cultural dimensions on the consumer behaviour 
process. Communication and consumer behaviour. 

HT1630 CONSUMER TEXTILES 
(4:0)3 0 

A study of the structures of properties of fibres, yams and fabncs. 

HT1730 BASIC DESIGN 
(0:4)3 
The elements and principles of design applied to textile products 
and the home. 

HT1770 RBRE ARTS 
(4:0)3 for B.Ed(Art) and Dip. Teach. (TAFE) only. . 
Development of an appreciation and working knowledge of fibre 
and yam characteristics, early looms and construction fibre and 
yam characteristics, early looms and construction .techniqu~. off
loom construction and dyeing through a systematic exploration of 
techniques since ancient times. 

HT1830 FASHION DESIGN - CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION 
(4:0)3 
A study of the aesthetics of fashion and the basic ooncepts of 
design applied to fashion. The student wilt experiment ~ith 
methods of manipulating design to create and construct fashron 
styles. 

HT2130 NUTRITION 
(0:4)3 HTl130 
Development of a basic understanding of the physico-chemicat 
nature, digestion, absorption and metabolism of food nutrients. 
Introduction to the role of carbohydrates. lipids. proteins, vitamins 
and minerals in human nutrition. 

HT2230 FOOD SCIENCE 
(0:4)3 HT1230 
The physical and chemical composition of the f~ nutrients ~nd 
the changes which take place in these foods dunng processrng. 
storage. preservation, preparation and presentation. with further 
study of colloidal systems. 

HT2430 FAMILY IN HISTORY 
(0:3)3 HT1430 
The Australian family in historical perspective. A cross cultural 
comparison of .eithm the tribal family as found in the Pacific Islands 
or traditional family found in other cultures such as Greece, Italy. 
Yugoslavia, Turkey or Asia. 

HT2530 HOMES AND HOUSING 
(0:3)3 HT1530 
Homes are viewed from two perspective: 
(a) the needs of the dwellers 
(b) the architectural structure, plan and interior design. Emphasis 

is placed on energy conservation by efficient management of 
both material and human resources. 

HT2531 FAMILY DECISION MAKING & MANAGEMENT 
(3:0)3 HT1430 
A view of the family as a management unit undertaking decisions 
both within the family and in terms of decisions in the society. An 
understanding that the principles skills of management apply 
across the range of areas encompassed by the field of home 
science/textiles thereby facilitating the resolution of conflict and the 
achievement of goals. 

HT2630 TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY 
(4:0)3 HT1630 
Thedesign and production of fibres. yams, fabrics and garmentsfor 

mass consumption. 

HT2730 YARNS 
(4:0)3 HT1730 
Spinning fibre into yam. Designing with yarns to make looped and 
knotted fabrics. utilising yams in traditional and creative embmidery. 

HT2770 RBRE ARTS 
(0:4)3 HTl770 0 0 0 0 

Emphasis on individual work to demonstrate skill· In manlpulatrng 
formal principles of design; in assessing textile materials for 
suitability as design medium; in determining appropriate can· 
struction and finishing techniques for textile design project. 

HT2830 FASHION DESIGN 
(0:4)3 HT1830 
Development of an appreciation of the basic concepts of fashion 
design. The student experiments with the interpretation of design 
lines in relation to fibre, texture and weight. and applies knowledge 
of the properties of sheer fabrics to fashion design and construction. 

HT2930 HOME SClENCE TEACHING METHODOLOGY 
(0:4)3 
To develop expertise in skills involved with demonstrations and 
practical Home Science classes. 

HT2931 TEXTILES & DESIGN TEACHING METHODOLOGY 
(0:4)3 
To develop expertise in the skills involved with demonstrations and 
practical Textiles lessons. 

HT3100 NUTRITION 
A degree extension unit designed to facilitate the conversion of a 
3000 diploma level study in nutrition to a3000 degree level study in 
nutrition. 

HT3130 NUTRITION 
(4:0)3 HT2130 
Introduction to the biochemistry of amino acids. peptides and 
proteins. Digestion and absorption of proteins. Nitrogen 
metabolism. In vivo and vitro assessment of protein quality. The 
nutritional quality of various protein foods. protein supplementation 
and protein-energy malnutrition. Nucleic acids and protein bio· 
syntheis, gout. The water soluble vitamins. Overview of human 
nutritional requirements. 

HT3200 FOOD SCIENCE 
A degree extension module designed to facilitate the conversion of 
a 3000 level diploma study in food science to a 3000 level degree 
study in food science. 

HT3230 FOOD SCIENCE 
(4:0)3 HT2230 
Investigation by application and experiment of the major protein 
foods and their reactions within colloidal food systems. A study of 
production and use of alternative protein foods. Importance of 
hygiene in food handling, food labelling and packaging • 
government regulations. Olemical. physical and biological raising 
agents. 

HT3333 AUSTRALIAN FOODS - A HISTORICAL AND 
CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE 

(0:4)3 HT2330 or HT2230 
Development of the aspect of food as a means of communication, 
by expressing hospitality, celebrating, commemorating and 
relating to new cultures; the art of demonstration and presentation 
offood; techniques applied by the media in associating concepts of 
family goals and standards with the desirable in advertising. 

HT3400 FAMILY AND SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS 
A degree extension unit designed to facilitate the conversion of a 
3000 level diploma study in family and culture to a 3000 level 
degree study of family and social institutions. 

HT3430 THE FAMILY AND SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS 
(0:3)3 HT2430 
The composition of the household. interdependency of household 
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nuclear family unit. Family life cycle. Organisation within the 
household; management skills in areas of finance. home purchase. 
soc·ral responsibilities incurred in parenthood and legal and social 
aid. 

HT3530 THE FAMILY AS A CONSUMER 
(0:3)3 HT2430 
COnsumer behaviour and management of family resources. 

HT3538 THE FAMILY AS A CONSUMER EXT [TAFEl 

~~~ilY as an economic unit. Family needs and the life cycle. Other 
influences (marketing legislation) on family consumption. 

HT3600 TEXTILE SCIENCE 
A degree extension unit designed to facilitate the conversion of an 
accredited 3000 diploma level study in textile science to a 3000 
degree level study in textile science. 

HT3630 TEXTILE SCIENCE 
(0:4)3 HT2630 
Applied study of textile dyeing and finishing. Emphasis on the 
science of processing natural fibre fabrics. 

HT3700 WEAVING & DYEING 
A degree extension unit designed to facilitate the conversion of an 
accredited 3000 diploma level study in the textile arts to a 3000 
degree level study in weaving and dyeing. 

HT3730 WEAVING & DYEING 
(4:0)3 HT2730 
Development of sensitivity towards the principles underlying 
shapes and patterns found in nature and technology, and explor
ation of these sources for design material that will translate into 
textile form. 

HT3738 WEAVING & DYEING EXT [TAFEl 
( )3 
Development of sensitivity towards the principles underlying 
shapes and patterns found in native ortechnology. and exploration 
of there sources for design material that will translate into textile 
form. 

HT3780 CREATIVE EMBROIDERY [TAFE) 
(4+4)8 
An experimental approach to the elements and principles of design 
applied to the techniques of embroidery. 

HT3830 FASHION DESIGN 
(4:0)3 HT2830 
Development of creative ability through an experimental study of 
new fabrics and fashion trends; tailored design and construction 
techniques; adapt ion of current commercial patterns to the 
individual. 

HT3933 METHODOLOGY HOME ECONOMICS 
S{0:3)3 
This module aims to acquaint the student with philosophies, 
procedures, practices, organisation and administration of Home 
Science/Textiles Departments through simulation exercises, 
school visits. discussion and seminars. 

HT4140 NUTRITION 
(0:4)4 HT3130 or HT31 00 0 

An advanced study of nutrition incorporating enzyme kinetics, 
biochemistry of metabolism. current research and development in 
nutrition and nutrition related disciplines. 

HT 4240 FOOD SCIENCE 
(4:0)3 HT3230 or HT3200 
Advanced study of food science with an emphasis on microbiology 
(principles and practice) for food preservation techniques in con· 
temporary Australia. 

HT4440 CURRENT ISSUES AND THE FAMILY 
(3:0)4 HT3430 or HT3400 or HT3530 
~rrent issues affecting families in contemporary western society, 

reactions of individuals and groups to such issues self~elp 
strategies. For the family. external assistance for families. 

HT4540 CONSUMER EDUCATION 
(0:3)4 HT3530 or HT3430 
Knowledge and skills for effective consumer behaviour including 
management of information systems and finances. Decision based 
strategies and consumer action. Consumer movements and con
sumer reform. 

HT 4640 TEXTILE PERFORMANCE 
(0:4)4 HT3630 or HT3600 
Testing the evaluate textile products designing for textile perform· 
ance. Advances in textile science and technologies. 

HT4740 DESIGN RESEARCH 
(4:0)4 HT3730 or HT3830 
Concepts interpretation in design patterns in native architecture, art 
history, cultures, wild life, theatre expression of design concepts 
througt textile medium. 

HT4930 RESEARCH METHODS 
(0:3)3 
An introduction to experimental design. methods, tools and data 
analysis. 

HT 4960 RESEARCH PROJECT 
(3+3)6 HT4930 
Students will conduct and report a research study into an._area of 
home science/textiles education in one of schools, industry. or 
service institutions. 
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Industrial Arts and Craft 
Education 

IA 1103 DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY 
S(2+2)3 
This study aims at giving the student an opportunity to gain 
experience in Descriptive Geometry in order to achieve the follow
ing objective; to develop further powers of visualisation and the 
COflCept of spatial relationship. 

IA 11 23 FUNCTIONAL DESIGN IN TECHNOLOGY 
S{2+2)3 
Functional design is studied as it applies to a variety of materials 
and applied processes together with a study of the elements and 
principles of design and their inter-relationship. Students will 
investigate the limitations imposed on the deSign of products by the 
physical properties of the materials involved. Experience in design· 
ing and the construction of products from a variety of materials such 
as paper, cardboard. wood, metal, plastic, leather and clay will be 
encouraged. 

IA 1203 WOODWORKING PRACTICES 
S(+2)3 
Students will acquire a fundamental knowledge of woodworking 
processes and an understanding of the prinCiples associated with 
the practical work attempted. The safe operation of appropriate 
woodworking machines and hand tools will bestressed as students 
acquire a foundation of technical skills. upon which future 
experiences will be structured. 

IA1213 TIMBER FABRICATION 
S{2+2)3 
The module aims to develop an appreciation of creativity. quality in 
design and craftsmanship by experiencing the properties and uses 
of materials suitable for framed fabrication and turning on thewood 
lathe. 



IA 1303 METALWORKING PRACTICES 
S{4:0)3 
This module will assist the student to develop personal skills in the 
safe use of metalworking tools and machines. In addition the 
student will acquire specialised knowledge in metalworking 
processes and recognised laboratory procedures. 

IA1313 METAL FORMING 
S{4:0)3 
The intention is to broaden concepts of metalcraft design whilst 
increasing knowledge and skill in the shaping, joining and finishing 
of metals. This is to be achieved through direct experience in the 
use of tools, appliances and machines. 

IA1403 MATERIALS OF INDUSTRY 
S(2+2)3 
This study is designed to broaden the students knowledge of the 
broad spectrum of material and manufacturing techniques used in 
Industry. 
The specific combinations of materials and manufacturing pro
cesses used for a range of commercial objects will be examined in 
()(der to determine their advantages and limitations to the manu
facturer. Possible altemate combinations will be considered in the 
light of new developments and changes in availability of materials. 

IA1503 INTRODUCTION TO INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION 
S(2+2)3 
This module is designed to assist intending Industrial Arts teachers 
to develop a conceptual understanding of Industrial Arts through a 
consideration of the range of subjects, the facilities and the 
organisation necessary to support those offerings. 

IA 1 513 TEACHING TECHNICAL DRAWING 
S{2+2)3 
This module acquaints students with teaching technical drawing in 
the variety of industrial arts subjects and develops an under
standing of programming procedures, topic selection, lesson 
preparation and evaluation of pupil performance. 

IA1602 CRAFT - FOUNDATION STUDIES 
F(2:2)2 
AA examination of the nature and role of craft in the education of 
children from three to twelve years of age. Through a programme of 
demonstrations and practical experiences, students will be intro
duced to a range of craft skills and processes. In addition, aspects 
of classroom organisation and management peculiar to the imple
mentation of craft activities will be discussed. 

IA 1613 CRAFT IN PRIMARY EDUCATION 
P(4:4)3 
Designed to expand the students knowledge of the role played by 
traditional and contemporary craft skills in the education of children 
in Primary grades. this module will place emphasis on the student's 
involvement in 'a programme of practical experiences which will 
lead to the acquisition of skills and an appreciation of the materials 
encountered. Students will develop approaches to the design and 
implementation of a range of craft activities suitable for use in a 
variety of classroom situations. 

IA 1633 CRAFT DESIGN 
EP(4:4)3 
Students will develop a sound understanding of the elements and 
prinCiples of design and the relationship of these elements to a 
range of contemporary and traditional crafts. 
Aesthetic and functional requirements, which influence the design 
process, will be examined and related to a programme of practical 
problem solving experiences in a variety of media. 
The specific crafts covered will vary from time to time, but will be 
based on the use of materials such as paper, leather, wood, metal, 
ceramics, plastics, fabrics, fibres and environmental materials. 

IA1703 MOTOR MECHANICS 
G(4:0)3 
Through a study of fuels, power sources, developing units, trans
mission devices and applications, the student will develop a 
perspective of power technology in society. The study will embrace 
formal lectures. research assignments. group discussions and 
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practical experiences of sample items in both laboratory and 
community situations. 

IA1713 TECHNICAL DRAWING 
G(4:0)3 
This course introduces the student to the fundamentals of engineer
ing drawing. Basic concepts relating to projections are studied 
together with current Australian Drawing Standards. 
This knowledge is then applied to drawing eXf!rcises which range 
from views of simple solids to more complex workshop drawings. 
Drawing office techniques including tracings and reproductions are 
also studied. 
Other projections incorporated in the programme include isometric, 
oblique. axonometric etc. 

IA 1 723 BASIC WOODWORK 
G(4:4)3 
AA introductory module aiming to provide individuals with a 
fundamental knowledge of processes in working wood and allied 
materials. 
Students will develop practical skills through development of 
manual dexterity and be aware of proper use and care of hand and 
machine tools used in woodwork. 

IA1733 BASIC METALWORK 
G(0:4)3 
By gaining a knowledge of various metals and working techniques 
appropriate to creative metalcraft, students should develop basic 
concepts of metalcraft design in its aesthetic, structural and 
industrial context. 
Through individual expression of design in jewellery, copperware 
and enamelling, it is intended to develop skill and confidence in 
applying this knowledge to practical achievement. 

IA1743 ODNCEPTS OF MANUFACTURING 
G(4:0)3 
This subject aims at examining the factors involved in the manu
facture or construction of a wide variety of articles. 
The objectives are to develop the ability to critically evaluate 
manufactured articles considering such diverse factors as function
alism, aesthetics, mechanical properties and sociological impli
cations and to be better prepared for the role of a consumer by the 
application of skills gained in the selection of well designed items of 
suitable materials. 

IA1753 PLASTIC CRAFT 
G(4:0)3 
This module is suited to students of Art who wish to pursue studies 
in Art that require the use of basic skills in utilising wood. paint, 
polymers and reinforced plastics. 

IA1763 CRAFTS IN THE COMMUNITY 
G(4:4)3 
The specific crafts studied will vary from time to time, but could 
include, paper crafts, leatherwork, ceramics, printing weaving etc. 
Students will become aware of the techniques involved in the 
mastery of beginning skills in a number of crafts and to appreciate 
the recreational and educational applications of these craft within 
the community. The student will be required to investigate current 
trends in craft activities and to recognise the social factors which 
influence these trends. 

IAl773 LEATHERCRAFT I 
G(4:4)3 
This mooule is intended to develop an appreciation of theaesthetic 
and functional qualities of leather, and will introduce students to a 
range of skills and processes appropriate to the construction of a 
variety of practical projects in leather. 

1A2053 PLASTICS TECHNOLOGY 
S(4:4)3 ANy IA1000 subjec1 
Plastics (polymers) will be reviewed with respect to their role in our 
technological society in the past, present and future. Various 
common polymers will be studied in detail to assist students in 
developing a concept of molecular structures, classifications. 
mechanical properties and specific applications. 
The applications of plastics to industrial problems will be invest-

igated and reference made to common industrial high and low rate 
production techniques. A large part of the course will deal with 
plastiCS as a creative medium, where through practical experience 
students will develop a greater understanding of particular plastics 
and production methoos. 
The environmental and social implications of plastics technology 
will be reviewed and safety aspects stressed. 

1A2063 GRAFHIC ODMMUNICATION 
S(4:4)3 MY IA1 000 subjec1 
This course will provide the student with an understanding of the 
various forms of graphic communication and through them, a 
realisation of its place as a tool of communication in past, present 
and future societies. Content will involve the investigation of the 
production printed words, pictures, graphics and maps through the 
process of drawing, printing, publishing and photography. 

1A2073 LEATHERCRAFT 
S{4:4)3IAl123 
This module will extend the students technical skill and knowledge 
of leathercraft and in particular will place emphasis on individual 
research and innovation. 

1A2103 ENGINEERING DESIGN DRAWING 
S{2+2)3IA1103 or IAl123 
This study is designed to broaden experiences in Engineering 
Drawing through conceptual design, as well as introducing the 
student to design procedures. Specific objectives are: to produce a 
student who is conversant with the basic prinCiples and techniques 
of Engineering Drawing; to give the student a foundation in design 
procedures and conceptual design; to allow the student to follow 
through adesign to the prototype stage in either of the technologies. 

1A2123 APPLIED DESIGN IN TECHNOLOGY 
S{2+2)3IAl123 
This module provides students with the opportunity of fostering and 
developing their knowledge of design by the application of design 
principles to the development of products in a number of materials. 

1A2203 CABINETMAKING 
S(2+2)3 IA1203 or IA1213 
This module further develops bench and machine skills to agreater 
extend than previously experienced. Areas covered include 
cabinet making skills, tool maintenance. marquetry, woodturning 
(between centres and cup chuck), free form carving and wood 
finishing techniques. 

1A2223 SPACE FRAME DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 
S{0:4)3 1A2203 
This module aims to equip students with a fundamental knowledge 
of the scope and variety of skills required in constructing residential 
dwellings and working spaces. 
Additionally, face plate tuming. carcase construction and pro
fessional techniques in operating general power machinery and 
power tools associated with the woodworking industry is experi
enced. 

1A2243 POWER TOOL WOODWORKING 
S{2+2)3IA1213 
This subject aims to equip students with profeSSional techniques in 
correctly setting, operating a,nd maintaining woodworking power 
tools. Rxed and portable power tools will be used extensive to 
incorporate current timber fabricating techniques in practical pro
jects undertaken by students. 

1A2303 AFPLlED METALS 
S{2+2)3IA1303 
Students attempting this subject are expected to further investigate 
the practical problems of working metals by hand or machine and to 
realise how problems encountered influence the working plan, the 
selection of materials and the techniques employed. This will be 
achieved by the student designing and constructing articles using 
techniques applied to art metalwork, electricity and machining. 

1A2313 ART METALWORK 
S(0:4)3IA1303 and IA1313 
A variety of constructional and decorative techniques will be 

examined as the student develops specialised knowledge in the 
field of art metalwork and an understanding of how this can be 
applied to education. 

1A2323 POWER TECHNOLOGY 
S(4:0)3 IA1303 or IA1313 
Through group learning, consultation with lecturers and individual 
research and development, students will examine in depth a 
selected power source or related technology of hamessing and 
application. 
Practical experience in the construction of illustrative models 
should enhance appreciation of the chosen area while drawing 
attention to the broad importance of power in modem civilisation. 

1A2333 AFPLlED ELECTRICITY 
S(0:4)3 
This module will cultivate an interest in and understanding of the 
fundamental principles of electrical applications and circuits. 
Students will also be exposed to teaching strategies and projects 
appropriate for secondary school Industrial Arts. 

1A2403 MATERIALS: PROPERTIES AND STRUCTURES 
S(2+2)3IA1403 
This mooule will provide a close examination of the fundamental 
prinCiples which control the properties ora wide variety of materials, 
particularly those related to their structure at atomic, microscopic 
and macroscopic levels. 
Students will investigate various mechanical testing procedures 
used to determine qualitative and empirical properties of materials 
on both a theoretical and experimental level. 

1A2433 ENGINEERING MECHANICS 
S(2+2)3IA1403 
This subject aims to provide specialist content in Engineering 
Mechanics so as to develop expertise in the solution ofengineering 
problems based on the assumptions of coplanar force systems with 
constnat acceleration. Specific objectives are: 
To broaden the student's knowledge of the fundamentals of 
Engineering Mechanics. 
To provide a sound base on which the analysis phase of the design 
process can be built. 

1A2503 TEACHING TECHNICS 
S(2+2)3 IA1203 or IA1303 
This module will expose students to a range of leaching strategies 
appropriate in a multimedia activity laboratory. Students will be· 
come aware of the educational significance of developing suitable 
techniques for group or class instruction and will analyse the 
demonstration of practical skills to isolate points which need 
special emphasis. 

1A2513 TEACHING JUNIOR SCHOOL INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
(DESIGN) 

S(2+2)3IAl123 
Through an evaluation of the design process, students will be 
encouraged to heighten their own design skills; to appreciate the 
creative skills of others, and to implement strategies which will 
encourage children, in a school situation, to develop problem 
solving approaches to design briefs. 

1A2613 AFPLlED CRAFT DESIGN 
G(4:4)3IA1633 
Based on an analysis of the design process, students will engage in 
a series of problem solving projects which will require the applic
alion of various craft design skills. The limitations and possibilities of 
design potential, which results from an understanding of the 
physical properties of the materials being used, will be investigated, 
and students will be encouraged to foster creativity and innovation 
in applying design skills to the various craft projects. projects will be 
based on the use of materials such as paper. leather, wood, metal, 
ceramics, plastics. fabrics, fibres and environmental materials. 

1A2633 INTEGRATED CRAFT ACTIVITIES 
P(4:4)3IA1613 
This modulewill assist students in the planning and implementation 
of a range of practical craft activities designed to facilitate the 
integration of craft skills with subject content drawn from a variety of 
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learning experiences. 

1A2713 TECHNICAL DRAWING AND GRAPHICAL 
REPRESENTATION 

G(2+2)3 IA1713 
This course is forthe student who has completed IA 17130r IA 1513 
and wishes to become more proficient in technical drawing. 
Advanced drawings in architecture, machine components, pictorial 
representation etc. are undertaken, in addition to plans and 
specifications of domestic dwellings. 

1A2733 ART METALWORK 
G(2+2) IA1733 
The student is challenged to extend his own boundaries in the 
process of designing in melal as well as to appreciate work in metal 
by others. Emphasis is given to the further development of latent 
creative talents by applying the design process to art metalwork. 

1A2773 LEATHERCRAFT II 
G(4:4)3IA1773 
This module will extend the students technical skill and knowledge 
of leathercraft and in particular will place emphasis on individual 
research and innovation. 

1A3033 DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNOLOGY 
S{4:0)3 My 1A2000 
This subject aims to develop an understanding of the impact of 
technological charge and its place within history. The objectives is 
to foster an awareness of the importance of social change and how 
the level of technological knowledge has influenced social 
structure. 

1A3043 INTEGRATED WORKSHOP PRACTICES 
S(2+2)3 My 01 1A2043, 1A2053, 1A2203, 1A2223, 1A2243 or 

1A2303 
This module will provide opportunities for the acquisition of experi
ence using various media, tools and machines. This will be 
achieved by applying knowtedge of materials and production 
methods to the design and construction of articles using a 
combination of media. In addition students will be encouraged to 
develop an understanding of the relationships between properties 
of materials and limitations on design construction. 

1A3056 TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE AND FUTURES 
FORECASTING 

T(3+3)6 
To review the gradual evolutionary process evident in man's 
habitation of earth and identify the technological significance of 
change. Anumber of case studies will provide examples of modem 
industrial development. In addition consideration will begiven tothe 
possibilities of technological, educational and social change by the 
year 2001 and implic,ations relative to future leisure activities. 

1A3103 ENGINEERING DESIGN 
S(2+2)3 
1A2103 or 1A2433 
This is the analytical component of the engineering design process. 
It covers mechanical properties of materials, effects of loadings. 
stresses etc. and includes design 01 beams, shafting, etc. It serves 
as an introduction to 400 level design. 

1A3133 ADVANCED GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION 
S{2+2)3 1A2103 
This module aims to give students an insight into modern drafting 
techniques so as to ensure that students are well grounded in the 
traditional drawing approach to orthogonal and pictorial projection, 
and to consider possible future developments in technical drawing 
and graphics. 

1A3203 WOOD TURNING AND BOAT BUILDING 
S{4:0)3 1A2203, 1A2223 or 1A2243 
Through participation in this module students will acquire individual 
experience in the design, planning and construction of boat 
building projects. In addition students will extend their experience in 
wood turning and develop specific expertise in selected skills. 
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1A3213 ADVANCED FURNITURE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 
S{0:4)3 1A2203, 1A2223 or 1A2243 
A full study will be made of the materials used and the techniques 
employed in modem fumiture construction. The practical com
ponents of this aspect olthe course, will be developed on the basis 
of a design brief and students are expected to construct a projectto 
meet their individual needs. 

1A3303 ADVANCED METAL PROCESSING 
S{4:0) 1A2303 
This module will prepare students for project development, 
organised along the lines of design and its application. 
Through the development of new skills, attitudes and approaches 
to construction, and through an awareness of the industrial pro
cessing of metals and production organisation, students will 
demonstrate their ability to apply this knowledge to selected 
projects. In addition students will prepare a paper, with appropriate 
visual support, on an agreed topic independently researched. 

1A3313 METAL PROJECT 
S{0:4)3 1A3303 
Students will be required to complete an individual project in metal 
and allied materials. It is to be determined in consultation with the 
lecturer and must involve a high expectation level at research and 
problem-solving. Emphasis on instructional design value. Students 
will be required to submit a comprehensive written report on the 
project and meet the requirements of related theoretical studies. 

1A3333 ELECTRONICS 
S(4:0)3 1A2333 
Students will acquire knowledge in the field of electronics and 
electricity which will enable them to develop appropriate projects 
for secondary schools, as well as appreciating the nature of this 
aspect of technology. 

1A3403 MATERIALS: PROCESSES AND APPLICATIONS 
S{2+2)3 1A2403 
Students will gain an understanding of the mechanisms where by 
materials SOlidify, and apply this knowtedge to a study of materials 
joining techniques. 
Thereading and interpretation of binary equilibrium diagrams will be 
examined, together with methods used in the non destructive 
testing of materials. In addition students will relate the content of this 
knowtedge to the teaching of Technology nd Engineering Science 
in secondary schools. 

1A3433 APPUED MECHANICS 
S{2+2)3 1A2433 
This module broadens the application of the principles developed, 
in engineering mechanics by investigating and exploring the 
mechanics of technological systems in the context of the 
environment and society. 
Students will be aware of the mechanism and consequent 
economic implications of force transfer and energy conservation'in 
our technological society; will have developed personal attitudes 
towards the environment and technological issues confronting our 
society; and will be capable of disseminating knowledge and 
attitudes related to the interaction of applied mechanics, techw 

nology and society. 

1A3443 EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS IN MECHANICS 
S{2+2)3 1A2433 
This subject aims to reinforce the concepts of Engineering 
Mechanics established in 1A243 through laboratory experiences. 
The specific objectives are to develop skills in the use of scientific 
method of observation and deduction, to develop the application of 
statistical analysis to engineering problems, and to further develop 
experience in computer programming through its application to 
experimental analysis. 

1A3503 INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION 
S(3:0)3 
Students will become familiar with various philosophical pOSitions 
in industrial arts. They will develop the ability toanalyse and critique 
statements of philosophical positions in industrial arts and invest
igate and analyse curriculum development in thisareaoleducation. 

1A3513 TEACHING SENIOR SCHOOL INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
S{2+2)3 1A2403 or 1A2433 
Students will analyse the senior high school syllabuses in Industrial 
Arts in order to determine the areas and depth of stu,dy required to 
adequately cover the subject content in the classroom. An exam
ination will be made of various teaching techniques, appropriate to 
the needs of a specialist teaching area. In addition, students will 
investigate various programmes of study, including those of an 
integrated nature, and develop related teaching units and resource 
material. 

1A3523 CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
EDUCATION 

S(3:0)3 9 cp in Education 
The aim of this modules is to facilitate the opportunity of investigating 
determinants of industrial arts curriculum and examining how these 
elements can be used in revising and evaluating curriculum. 
Students will investigate designs. problems and trends in past and 
current curriculum, with a view to determine procedures used in 
revising and evaluating industrial arts curriculum. 

1A3533 INNOVATION IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION 
8(0:3)3 9 cp in Education 
Students will be expected to relate Industrial Arts curricula 
developments to the principles and practice of curriculum theory. 
They will identify the philosophy, aims and objectives of current 
Industrial Arts curricula with particular reference to Australia, 
Europe and North America; and they will investigate the mechan
isms of curriculum development in innovative Industrial Arts 
programmes. 

1A3543 HISTORY OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION 
8(3:0)3 9 cp in Education 
This module will provide an understanding of the historical back
ground to the development of Industrial Arts education in N.SW. In 
addition the English, North American and European systems of 
education will be examined to isolate significant historical contri
butions to the development of Industrial Arts education. 

1A3603 CURRICULUM INTEGRATION THROUGH CRAFT 
P(4:4)3 1A2603 
Through participation in this module, students will establish an 
awareness of the avenues through which subject integration can be 
achieved by relating craft activities to a variety of mainstream 
learning processes. Drawing on knowledge and experience gained 
from other subject areas, students will develop a range of craft 
activities designed to facilitate curriculum integration and accom
modate the diNerent abilities and levels of maturation of mainstream 
grades. 

1A3613 INNOVATIVE CRAFT 
P(4:4)3 1A2603 
Designed as a module to promote the development of the students' 
inventiveness and creativity. Innovative Oafts will afford opport
unities for experimentation with new and traditional materials in the 
development of new approaches to the implementation of craft 
activities. Students will be encouraged to identify areas of special 
emphasis and experiment with programme development and 
classroom application within the selected area of emphasis. 

1A3633 CRAFT AND SOCIETY 
EP(4:4)3 1A2613 
This module is aimed at expanding the students knowledge of Craft 
in contemporary society and its role as an educational, recreational 
and vocational pursuit. Students will be required to compile a 
detailed report based on an investigation of factors such as; the 
impact of technology on craft through the developmental materials 
and equipment; cottage industry craft and the self employed 
craftsman; display, presentation and marketing of crafts; crafts 
which have contributed to the cultural heritage of the local and 
national community; and multi-cultural crafts:- an investigation of 
crafts which have had their origins in other countries and the 
assimilation of these crafts into Australian society. 

1A4014 CRAFT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
S{3:0)4 My IA3000 
Explore a selected area of Craft Education and develop pro-

grammes of activities for a variety of educational situations. 

1A4108 DRAWING AND DESIGN IV 
S{4+4)8 1A3103 
A module designed to integrate the students' knowledge of 
Mathematics, Mechanics and Mechanical Drawing in the process 
of designing structures, machine components and machines. 
Students will investigate the effect of different materials on the 
design process and will establish an awareness of the role played 
by standard codes in the design of machine elements. 

1A4208 FOREST AND WOOD TECHNOLOGY IV 
S(4+4)8 My 1A3000 plus one of 1A2203, 1A2223 or 1A2243 
Wood and other materials derived from forestry activities will be 
treated as products of living organisms and natural systems being 
consumed and controlled in the service of man. Students will 
examine the extent to which man can utilise and control these 
renewable resources and be stimulated into critical appraisal of the 
problems created by the multiple use of forest eco systems in 
providing recreation, wild life refuge and national income. 
Opportunities will be oNered to discover and develop suitable plans 
to meet the special demands placed on lorest products. Wood 
growth, structure and wood derivatives will be examined from the 
biological and physical stand points based on industrial visits, field 
excursions and laboratory work. 

1A4214 PROPERTIES AND USES OF WOOD 
S(4:0)4 Any IA3000 plus one of 1A2203, 1A2223 or 1A2243 
Reldwork sample collection, supported by audio visual demon
strations. lecture descriptions and the use of practical laboratory 
and workshop techniques, will form the basis upon which students 
will be able to describe, utilise and identify trees and timber. 
Proficiency in collecting data about observed characters, used of 
sorting keys and other aids and skill in final interpretation will be 
encouraged by having each student present a number of identified 
samples and reports. 

1A4224 COMMERCIAL FORESTRY 
S(0:4)4 My 1A3000 plus one of 1A2203, 1A2223 or 1A2243 
Through close contact with the timber industry and observation of 
production techniques, the students will be able to evaluate the 
problems created by multiple use ot forest resources and be able to 
administer forest product workshops and laboratories. 
The importance of the planning role in silviculture. harvesting and 
utilisation wilt be stressed and thoroughly examined to show how 
man will have a sound goveming role in luture timber production. 

1A4308 INDUSTRIAL DESIGN IV 
S(4+4)8 My 1A3044, IA3203, IA3213, IA3303 0' IA3313 
Theprocess of Industrial Design is to be fully investigated in order to 
provide experience in constructive analysis of the deSign problem, 
development of the working or proto-type model and eventual 
satisfactory achievement of the design product. 
It will be necessary to consider aspects of consumer demand, the 
economics of industry, problems of creativity, adaption as a 
requirement of product development, the role 01 the laboratory and 
the historical development of modem design. 

1A4314 INDUSTRIAL DESIGN A 
S(4:0)4 My IA3044, IA3203, IA3213, IA3303 or IA3313 
This module intends to develop an understanding of design for 
industry. The specific objective is to investigate the industrial 
process in order to provide experience in constructive analysis of 
the design problem and the preparation of a design brief. 

1A4324 INDUSTRIAL DESIGN B 
S(0:4)4 1A4314 
The aim of this module is to apply the principles consistent with 
accepted industrial design methodology. Students will proceed 
with the design brief established in Industrial Design A and prepare 
the product for industrial production. 

IA4408 MATERIALS SCIENCE IV 
S(4+4)81A3403 
Students will be expected to extend their knowledge of materials in 
the areas of non equilibrium treatments of more complex materials 
and the various diagrams and mechanisms associated with such 
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treatments; together with the theoretical and practical aspects of 
materials behaviour in actual service. 

1A4414 MATERIALS MODIFICATION 
S(4:0)4 1A3403 
A module designed to further develop the concept of the relation
ship between the structure of materials and their properties with 
specific reference being made to the reaction to variations of 
heating and cooling rates and subsequent modification of structure. 
Both practical and theoretical studies will becarried out in this area. 

1A4424 MATERIALS IN SERVICE 
S(0:4)4 1A3403 
A module designed to extend the range of materials studied to 
encompas the classification of composite materials. The be
haviour of materials at high and low temperatures, and their 
resistance to oxidation and degredation from a number of sources 
will be considered from both a theortical and practical point of view. 

1A4438 MECHANICS W 
S(4+4)8 IA3433 or 1A3443 
Designed to accommodate the needs of students wOO desire to 
study advanced topics in Engineering Mechanics, this module will 
overview the concepts of statistics and dynamics with freedom 
from restrictive assumptions, and will develop expertise in the 
solution of engineering problems associated with applied 
mechanics. Laboratory experiences will be provided to support and 
extend the application of principles developed. 

1A4444 EXPERIMENTAL MECHANICS 
S(2+2)4 IA3433 or 1A3443 
A module designed to produce laboratory skills which can assist in 
the development of creativity in experimental mechanics. On 
completion of the modules students will be able to displa,ycomplex 
engineering phenomena using transducers and photaelastic 
apparatus and show evidence of the use of scientific method of 
observation and deduction in practical experiments. 

1A4454 ADVANCED MECHANICS 
S(2+2)4 1A3433 or 1A3443 
A module designed to overview the concepts of statics and 
dynamiCS with freedom from restrictive assumptions. This will be 
done by investigating the equilibrium, of spatial force systems and 
studying the dynamics of variable force systems. 

1A4508 INDUSTRIAL ARTS IVA - TEACHING TECHNICS 
S(4+4)8 
A module designed to provide students with a fundamental 
knowledge of metalworking and woodworking processes associ
ated with technics. Practical or laboratory work undertaken will 
place emphasis upon developing skills in teaching practical 
subjects in secondary schools. 

1A4518 INDUSTRIAL ARTS IVB - TEACHING ENGINEERING 
TECHNOLOGY 

S(4+4)8 
A module designed to develop competence in content and 
teaching methods related to engineering technology. Specific 
consideration will be given to content, lesson preparation. organ
isation of leaming experiences. programming, sequencing and 
processes 01 evaluation related to teaching engineering materials, 
engineering mechanics and drawing and deSign. 

1A4522 INDUSTRIAL ARTS WC (Qualifying) 
S(4+4)2 
A module which provides additional skills and knowledge in the 
practical laboratory situation for students whose undergraduate 
backgrounds indicate weaknesses in subject content. 

1A4533 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
EDUCATION 

S(0:3)3 Enrolment in stage III of the IA course 
Through participation in this module, students will acquire an 
understanding 01 scientific method and the fundamental concepts 
and procedures for Industrial Arts Education research. Students 
wishing to undertake the project in Industriat Arts Education must 
take this module as a prerequisite or corequisite study. 

1A4566 PROJECT IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION 
S(3+3)6 Enrolment in Stage IV of IA course 

Pre or Corequisite IA4533 
The research project will allow students to gain basic skills in 
subjective and objective measurement and evaluation techniques 
relevant to Industrial ARts in a broad sense. 
Students will investigate an areaol Industrial Arts, drawing from their 
previous studies, school experiences and the principles dealt with 
in class to arrive at a solution. The range of problems is large, 
involving the entire range of the SUbject area. 
Siudents must have their proposed projects approved prior to 
commencemenl and upon completion three bound copies of the 
final report are required for assessment purposes. 

1A4603 TECHNOLOGY FOR CHILDREN 
P(4:4)3 IA3603. IA3613 
Students will experience a blend of practical and theoretical studies 
in establishijng an appreciation of the various influences con
temporary technological society exerts on Crafts and Craft 
Education. From an understanding of this knowledge. students will 
develop a programme of experiences, suitable for implementation 
in a classroom, which will generate in Primary age children agreater 
understanding of the role technology plays in modern society. 

1A4613 CRAFT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
P(4:4)3 IA3603. 1A3613 
The content of this module has been developed around the student 
identifying a spe£:ific area of study, conducting research and 
experimentation within the chosen area, and establishing a com
prehensive report on the findings of their work. Individual topics will 
be determined in consultation with the lecturers concemed. 
Howeve, areas to be examined may include: Historical develop
ments in craft education; technological changes in materials and 
equipment; the relationship of design to craft education; and craft 
education as an aid to physical and intellectual development. 

1A4623 COMPARATIVE STUDIES IN CRAFT EDUCATION 
P(4:4)3 1A3603. IA3613 
The comparison of craft curricula in each state of Australia will form 
a basis for the study of international approaches in the field of Craft 
Education. Working in consultation with the participating lecturer, 
students will identify the various philosophies, objectives. content 
and teaching methods of a number of craft programmes in Australia 
and a selection of overseas countries. A detailed report on their 
findings will establish a comparison of factors which relate to the 
various programmes and identify those elements considered to be 
the most significant in the implementation of effective Craft 
Education. 

1A4633 CRAFT HISTORY 
EP(4:4)3 1A3633. 1A3623 
To accommodate the special interests of industrial students, the 
subjectorganisationofthismodulehasbeendevelopedaroundthe 
student, in consultation with an academic advisor. identifying a 
specific area of study from within the field of traditional crafts and 
craftstmanship, researching information relared in this chosen area 
and developing a detailed account, which sets out in chronological 
order. the stages of development in the historical growth of the 
selected area. 

1A4643 CRAFT RESEARCH 
EP(4:4)3 IA3623. IA3633 
At an advanced level. this module requires the student to thoroughly 
research a specific area of Craft, the area being es1ablished in 
consultation with an academic advisor. and to prepare a detailed 
account of their findings. The findings of the investigation should 
indicate why various trends have occurred rather than summarise 
events. Factors such as the influence of environmental sur
roundings, technological influences. the impact of science on the 
development or modification of materials, economic factors such 
as marketing, tourism, labour costs and the influence of other 
craftsmen, should be considered. 

1A4652 CRAFT METHOD DIP. ED. 
P(2:0)2 
This module gives a fundamental knowledge of the principles 
involved in various aspects of craft. 
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TopiCS include: the role of craft in education, child growth and 
development through craft activities, developing a craft curriculum, 
classroom management in the implementation of craft activities, 
craft skills which involve the modification of materials with a variety 
of tools and processes, the display and presentation of craft 
activities. 

1A4662 CRAFT FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION 
S:SE(0:2)2 
Elective for Graduate Diploma in Educational Studies. 
Thismoduleexaminesarangeofcraftprocessesdesignedtoassist 
persons with physical and sensory defects, intellectual handicaps 
and learning disabilities. 
The specific materials and processes examined will vary from time 
to time, but will be established through an analysis of the specific 
needs associated with the various difficulties or handicaps. 
Topics indicative of the areas to be covered include: manipulative 
skill development through the modification of solid and plastic 
materials, constructional processes using assorted materials and 
basic printing techniques on fabrics and paper. 

Interdepartmental 

101100 PROBLEMS IN TEACHING LITERACY AND NUMERACY 
S(0:3)3 
The study is designed to provide all teachers. regardless of 
discipline with some expertise in recognising, identifying and 
assisting pupils who fail to meet acceptable standards of numeracy 
and literacy. 

101 603 ART - CRAFT I - INTEGRATED STUDIES 
E(4:0)3IA1602 
Through participation in this module,' students will develop an 
understanding of the relationship between Art and Craft activities 
and the innate ability of young children to learn from practical 
experiences. students will be encouraged to recognise the stages 
of creatiVe development through which young children pass and to 
establish a sound knowledge of a range of Art and Craft experiences 
and activities appropriate to the special needs of early childhood 
education. With this development students will be equipped to 
facilitatethecrealive, intellectual, social and physical development 
of young children. 
In addition, students will be encouraged to develop personal 
competence in Art and Craft activities through the acquisition of 
skills. techniques and related knowledge. 

102000 HUMAN SEXUALITY 
(0:3)3 
Thedevelopment of knowledge and understanding of the human as 
a sexual being. 

102001 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT CURRICULUM AND 
PROGRAMME 

(0:3)3 
The acquisition of knowledge concerning the resources available in 
N.S.w. schools for use in presenting personal development 
courses. 

102002 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT OVERVIEW 
For deSCription of module refer to Physical Education Department. 

102010 CHILDHOOD HEALTH AND NUTRITION 
3 cp 
This module covers the topics of nutrition in child health, dietary 
goals for Australians, common health problems, treatments used. 
commonsense classroom approaches. food hygiene and food 
budgeting. 
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102011 INTEGRATED STUDIES - MUSIC MOVEMENT & DRAMA 
(0:3)3 
Students will: 

identify principles of movement/music drama integration 
understand curriculum planning approaches to integrated 
themes 
demonstrate an understanding of creative, integrative 
approaches to a variety of classroom activities. 

102012 INTEGRATED STUDIES MATHEMATICS& SCIENCE EC 
For description of module refer to Mathematics and Science 
Departments. 

102014 INTEGRATED STUDIES - SOCIAL SCIENCES & SCIENCE 
For description of module refer to Social Sciences and Science 
Departments. 

102603 ART - CRAFT II - INTEGRATED STUDIES 
E(0:4)3 101603 
Teaching procedures and motivational techniques, designed to 
integrate Art and Craft activities with other learning experiences and 
to heighten the children's awareness of the environment as a 
source of ideas and sensory stimulation, will form the basis of this 
module. 
Students will also gain additional knowledge of the skills, techniques 
and processes which enable young children to give visual or tactile 
form to the ideas and information drawn from other learning 
experiences. 

102803 HEALTH EDUCATION 
(3:3)3 
The evaluation of one's own goals and personal needs relative to 
oneself as a primary school educator facing social pressures and 
values. The focus of attention on the formUlation of a professional
personal code of health behaviour. 

102805 SOCIAL AWARENESS 
(0:3)3 
An interdisciplinary module in which the student's awareness of 
his/her own identity and the interaction and interdependence of 
people in relation to social institutions is developed. 

104001 DRAMA I 
(8:0)9 
The student will: 

develop an integrated understanding of the theory and 
practice of drama and theatre; 
develop skills in improvised drama and drama created from a 
variety of source material; 
be able to relate his understanding and skills to work with 
children and young adults at levels appropriate to their 
different stages of development. 

104002 DRAMA II 
(0:8)9 
The student will: 

develop to a higher level than in Drama I an understanding of 
the nature. concerns and forms of theatre. 
develop further skills in the creation of drama and its pertorm
ance; 
be able to discriminate among the leading theorists and 
practitioners of educational drama to find the approaches and 
methods most appropriate to his own situation. 

104003 DRAMA IliA 
(8:0)9 
The student will: 

build upon the experience gained in Drama I and Drama II in 
order 10; 
develop a wider and deeper understanding of the nature and 
mechanics of theatre; 
develop further the skills of theatrical production, especially 
with regard to plays suitable for children; 
develop further his ability to illuminate the theatrical qualities 
of scripted plays in the classroom. 



104004 DRAMA IIIB 
(8:0)9 
The student will: . 
_ build upon the experience gained in Drama I and Drama II In 

order to; . I . 
develop greater expertise in the theory and practice 0 major 
exponents of educational drama; . 
develop greater expertise in the use of drama In the areas and 
as an experience in itself; 
prepare teachers to make the best use d the available and 
often very limited drama facilities in schools; 
see drama in perspective educationally and as one of a 
number of related arts. 

104005 DRAMA r.t 
(0:8)9 
The student will: 
_ be able to apply the theory and the pract~ce th.Bt he has 

experienced in Drama I, 11 and III in work with children and 
young adults; . 
be aware of developments in educational drama In .schoo!s 
and other educational institutions throughout Australia and In 
Great Britain, Canada and the United States of America; 
be able to plan drama curricula for use in the schools or other 
educational institutions. 

Languages 

LA 1005 TEACHING LANGUAGES OTHER THAN ENGLISH IN 
THE PRIMARY SCHOOL I 

P(0:3)3 
Core for Language. tntroduction to General. Methodology of 
teaching tanguages other than English in the pnmary school and 
content material of an appropriate language. 

LA1215 FRENCH: LANGUAGE AND Cr.tILiSATION I 
G(NA)3 Contract S.C.F.E. .' 
Knowledge of modern French civilisation and extenSion of oral skills 
through lV, taple, adult audio-visual material. 

LA1216 INTRODUCTION TO TWENTIETH CENTURY GERMAN 
LrrERATURE 

G(NA)3 Contracl S·.C.G.E. .. 
Development of fluency in German reading and Interest In German 
literature and style. 

LA1256 FRENCH LANGUAGE AND SOCIETY I 
G(0:3)3 
Beginning French: a tourist~style spoken French learnt through TV, 
tapes and text. 

LA2005 TEACHING LANGUAGES OTHER THAN ENGLISH IN 
THE PRIMARY SCHOOL II 

P(3:0)3LA1005E 
Core for Languages In-school implementation of programmes for 
teaching languages other than English. Extension of knowledge of 
an appropriate language. 

LA2215 FRENCH: LANGUAGE AND Cr.tILiSATION II 
G(NA)3 LAl015 or LA2056 E 
Extension of speakingllistening and investigation of modern French 
society through TV, radio, film, slides. tapes. 

LA2216 GERMAN LANGUAGE AND SOCIETY 
G(NA)3 LA Gl E 
Extension of spoken and written German and knowledge of 
German society. 

LA2256 FRENCH LANGUAGE AND SOCIETY II 
G(3:0)3 LA 1256E . . . 
Continuation of beginning French (LA 1256), With basiC reading 
extension. 

LA3005 TEACHING LANGUAGES OTHER THAN ENGLISH IN 
THE PRIMARY SCHOOL III 

P(0:3)3 LA2005E . . . 
Core for Languages. Audio-visual, audlo-hngual, pattern practice, 
resources, testing techniques: programming and content for the 
appropriate language. In-school application. 

LA3006 APPLIED LINGUISTICS AND AUDIO-VISUAL 
LANGUAGE LEARNING 

P(NA)3 LA2005E .. 
Core for Languages. Nature of I~nguag~ and forelgnJcommun~ty 
language acquisition - psychological, ~oclal and cultural factors, In
depth theory and practice in audiO-Visual approaches. 

LA3255 FRENCH LANGUAGE AND Cr.tILiSATION III 
G(0:3)3 LA F2 E . 
Extension of languageskills to intelligent directed conversallOnand 
specifiC format writing skills. 

LA3261 TWENTIETH CENTURY FRENCH LrrERATURE (Exlemal) 

G(0:3)3 LA F2 E . . 
Uterary appreciation of major writers Including Camus, Gide, 
Sartre. 

LA3274 GERMAN LIFE AND LANGUAGE 
G(NA)3 LA G2 E 
Consolidation of oral/written language and knowledge of con~ 
temporary German society. 

LA3275 TWENTIETH CENTURY GERMAN LITERATURE 
G(NA)3 LA G2 E . . . 
Expression, Realism, Neoroman\lclsm, Symbolism, Modern 
Trends, including Mann, Kafka, Brecht, Hesse, Boll. 

LA3276 MODERN GERMAN FILM AND DRAMA 
G(NA)3 LA G2 E . 
Film and dramatic representation of SOCial, philosophical and 
political comment in Germany. 

LA4005 LANGUAGE OTHER THAN ENGLISH EDUCATION: 
THEORIES AND THEORISTS 

P(NA)3 LA3005 and LA3006 . 
Theoretical approaches to foreign language education. 

LA4008 RESEARCH IN LANGUAGES OTHER THAN ENGLISH 
EDUCATION 

P(NA)3 LA3005 and LA3006 .. 
Investigation of research and its relevance In teaching modem 
languages. 

LA4009 RESEARCH PROJECT IN LANGUAGES OTHER THAN 
ENGLISH EDUCATION 

P(NA)3 LA4005 and LA4008 . . 
Student designs and implements a research study prolect In 
languages other than English education in the Primary School. 

LA4216 GERMAN LANGUAGE AND SOCIETY 
G(NA)3 LA G3 E . 
Expansion of oral/written German and youthful German society. 

LA4218 EIGHTEENTH CENTURY FRENCH LITERATURE 
G(NA)3 LA F3 E . 
Historical, social, philosophical background to eighteenth century. 
Selected works or extracts of Prevost, Voltaire, Rousseau. 
Beaumarchais. 

LA4220 NINETEENTH CENTURY GERMAN NOVELLE 
G(NA)3 LA G3 E 
Themes and styles in the German Novelle. 
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LA4255 FRENCH Cr.tILiSATION: ADVANCED STUDIES 
G()3LAF3E 
Development of rapid reading and oral0.Wi~en ~mmunication 
ability for inquiry purposes. Research faCIlity En reading for under
standing of French SOCiety and thought. 

LA4265 NINETEENTH CENTURY FRENCH POETRY 
G( )3LAF3 E 
Romanticism: Lamartine, Vigny, Hugo, Musset; Le Pamasse; 
Idealism and Symbolism: Baudelaire, Rimbaud, Verlaine, Mallarme. 

LA4278 MORALITY AND MATERIALISM IN THE TWENTIETH 
CENTURY 

G(NA)3 LA G3 E 
Modem German dramatists: Brecht, Durrenmatt, Frisch, 
Hofmannsthal, Weiss. 

LA4511 FRENCH r.t 
S(3-3)8 
Method and curriculum study for secondary language teachers. 

LA4521 GERMAN IV 
S(3+3)8 
Method and curriculum study for secondary language teachers. 

Mathematics and 
Computer Studies 
COMPUTER STUDIES 

MA1021 COMPUTER AND STATISTICAL LITERACY 
G(3:0)3 
The study is designed to produce a student literate in the scope and 
applications of statistics and computing. The 'Apple' micro
computer will mainly be used to provide "hands on" experience. 

MAl 030 BASIC 
G(3:3)3 
The formulation of algorithms to solve elementary problems. The 
application of programming principles and techniques to such 
algorithms. Theproductionofcomputing programs in basic utilising 
the preceding methods. 

MA1031 COMPUTER ARCHrrECTURE 
A(3:3)3 
This module seeks to provide an overall view of computing systems 
leading to an understanding of the numerical theories required for 
efficient encoding and decoding, the algebraic theories behind the 
problem of designing efficient circuits and the programming of 
simple manipulative tasks using machine code. 

MA1032 DATA PROCESSING I 
A(3:3)3 
The different kinds of information processing systems. The benefits 
of machine processing of infermation using a variety of input forms. 
Infonnation as a product of computers. The choosing of the most 
appropriate type of machine-processing system for specific 
buSiness applications. 

MAl 033 OPERATING SYSTEMS 
A(3:3)3 
The general principles of operating systems. The details of the 
primos operating system. The effective utilisation of the primos 
operating system. The examination of other operating systems. 

MAl 034 PASCAL TO COBOL 
G(6:0)6 
The construction, testing and evaluation of data structure 
management programs using the structured approach supported 

by the pascal language. Team and individual transfer of these 
programs into a complete subset of the cobol language. The 
construction of a complete, self-contained commercial program 
using cobol. 

MA2001 WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAMME AlP 
A( )9 
Student is attached to a host' firm for 4 days a week foronesemester 
(slightly varied for part-time students) to gain a realistic concept of 
the professional demands and expectancies of the vocation. 

MA2030 COBOL II 
G(0:6)6 
The construction, testing and documenting of efficient cobol 
programs. The investigation and understanding of how cobol is 
used effectively in commercial applications. The development of a 
logical approach to the creation of sophisticated programs incobol. 

MA2031 DATA PROCESSING II 
A(3:3)3 
The underlying concepts of electronic file organisation. The relative 
merits of sequential and random file handling tasks. The 
implementation of standard commercial applications. Theproblems 
associated with the economics of data storage and methods of 
access. 

MA2032 FORTRAN AND TECHNICAL APPLICATIONS 
G(O:4%)4% 
The details of the fortran programming language. The construction 
testing and evaluation of efficient programs using fortran. The 
application of fortran to technical and scientific problems. 

MA2033 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 
A(0:3)3 
The objects of a current real-life system. The investigation and 
analysis of the existing procedures of this system. The analysis of 
the recorded data associated with the system. The construction of 
reports to management involving case studies of commercial 
applications. 

MA2034 TECHNICAL APPLICATIONS 
G(3:0)3 
The application of computer methods in the technical and scientific 
fields. The application to the problems involved in real~life situations. 
The uses of computer graphics and computer simulation for 
modelling procedures. 

MA3031 DATA PROCESSING III 
A(0:3)3 
The organisation of the daily operations of a data processing 
installation. The problems associated with effective man-machine 
communications. Software packages and their tailoring. The 
responsibilities of privileged users and security. The place of 
professional integrity. 

MA3032 INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
A(3:3)3 
The basic requirements of databases and the features required in a 
database. The operation of adatabase and the associated methods 
of access. The total database and its query language. 

MA3033 SYSTEMS DESIGN 
A(3:0)3 
The design and appraisal of a new, computerised system. The 
documentation. implementation and maintenance of the new 
system. The determination of the controls required for this system. 
The future development and methods of updating such systems in 
commercial practice. 

MA3035 PROJECT 
A( )6 
A major project involving systems analysis, systems design, 
programming and testing together with the associated group-work, 
interview situation, reporting and evaluation to marry the content of 
the course with a practical E.D.P. problem. 
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MA3036 CURRENT APPLICATIONS AND ADVANCES IN 
ODMPUTER TECHNOLOGY 

A(O:l %)1 Y2 
This module will reflect changes in methods, hardware etc. in the 
E.O.P. industry as reported in currentjoumals and newsheets. 

MATHEMATICS 

MAl 025 MATHEMATICS lA, PART A 
(4:0)3 
An integrated study in Algebra and Calculus designed to provide a 
useful foundation for later studies and to produce general com
petency in the related calculating skills. 

MAl 026 MATHEMATICS lA, PART B 
(0:4)3 MAl 025 
An integrated study in Algebra, Calculus and Geometry which 
expands the foundation base initiated in MA125. The central aim 
concerns competency in the concepts and application of complex 
numbers; 2 x 2 matrices; circular, logarithmic and exponential 
functions; standard applications of the integral calculus; the 
geomet of plane conic sections. 

MAl 027 MATHEMATICS IB 
(4+4)6 
The two lobes central to this study are Euclidean Geometry and 
Mathematical Navigation and Astronomy. Euclidean geometry will 
be deductically examined using traditional, vector, transformation 
and algebraic techniques. Emphasis will be within the common 
properties of circles, triangles and quadrilaterals, however, some 
examination will be madeof the properties of radical axis, centres of 
similitude, involution and inversion. Astronomy will involve some 
pi"actical observations and the time for this practice will be directed 
to Semester I to capitalise on the Autumn skies. Navigation will 
include some cartography but concentrate on the techniques 
applicable to small craft coastal navigation. 

MA2014 RNITE MATHEMATICS APPLIED TO BUSINESS 
STUDIES 

(0:4%)4% 
The role of mathematics in business studies. Elementary linear 
systems. Decision making matrices. Time series and trend analysis. 
Net works and critical path analysis. 

MA2025 MATHEMATICS IIA 
S(4+4)6 MAl 026 
The Algebra component of this module considers the properties 
and applications of n x n matrices, leading to a consideration of 
elementary linear algebra. The calculus component continues the 
development of this aspect of mathematics to the concepts and 
applications of bi and tri variate functions. The geometry con
sidered makes manipulative use of the developed matrix theory and 
relates vector ~elationships to the linear algebra results. 

MA2026 MATHEMATICS liB 
S(4+4)6 MA2025 (Pre/Co-requisite) 
Through examples involving classical applied mathematics and 3-
dimensional geometry this study aims at promoting a physical 
understanding of various applications of calculus, vectors and 
transformation. 

MA2027 MATHEMATICS IIC 
S(4+4)6 MAl 021 MA1026 
Real analysis forms one of the two major lobes of this module by 
which an examination of the important concepts of set topology are 
used to study in greater detail the concepts of limits, continuity, 
differentiability and integrability. The second major lobe consists of 
studies in computing techniques using the BASIC language and 
applying such studies to CAl.; simulations; network problems. 

MA3025 MATHEMATICS iliA 
S(4+4)6 MA 2025 
Through studies in Unear Algebra, Group Theory and Complex 
Variables students will conSOlidate the concepts associated with 
algebraic structures; with analyses applied to linear spaces and 
complex variables and with calculus techniques extended to 
include function of the complex variable. 
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MA3026 MATHEMATICS IIiB 
S(4+4)6 MA2026 
This module nurtures the development of mathematical models by 
considering Plane Projective Geometry and Probability and 
Statistics from a modelling viewpoint. The study also examines the 
historical background of some aspects of mathematics which 
include consideration of modelling. 

MA3027 MATHEMATICS IIiC 
S(4+4)6 MA3025 (Pre!Co-requisite) 
This module seeks to encourage the solution of sophisticated 
problems using chosen algorithmic forms. S1udies are directed 
towards applications involving the solutions of differential equations 
and numerical methods as well as applications involving the 
extension of calculus to vector calculus. 

MA3028 MATHEMATICS IIiD HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS 
This module combines a study of the history of numeration, and the 
subsequent applications of early societies with the history and 
development of particular branches of pure and applied 
mathematics. 

MA3029 MATHEMATICS IIIE ADVANCED STUDIES IN MATHS 
The student is required to study one or more of the following 
themes: 
THEME 1; Linear algebra, inner product spaces, orthogonality, 
linear operators, similarity, eigenalues and eigenspaces, ortho
gonal and unitary transformations, quadratic forms, spectral 
decomposition applications. 
THEME 2: Complex variables. Complex numbers, functions or a 
complex variable, analutic functions, integration, power series, 
residues, confOrmal mapping. 
THEME 3: Projective geometry. Plan projective geometry is intro
duced informally. The geometry of points and lines is developed to 
permit of the consideration of conics. Some emphasis is placed 
upon the working of exercises. 
THEME 4: Probability and statistics. Elementary probability theory. 
Random variables, probability function, distribution functions (dis
crete and continuous). Some special probability distributions: 
Binomial, poisson, normal. Statistical inference: Random sampling, 
estimation. Tests of hypotheses. 
THEME 5: Differential equations. This study is mainly concemed 
with methods of solution of second order linear equations. 
Appropriate theory is developed and where possible, links with 
linear algebra are made. 
THEME 6: Numerical methods for solving linear and non-linear 
systems of equations, involving use of programmable calculators 
and of high speed computers incorporating basic language. 
THEME 7: From the definition of a mathematical group particular 
sets forming groups are studied leading to the development of 
group properties and examination of specialised groups. 

MA3030 MATHEMATICS liE 
The student is required to study one more of the following themes: 
THEME 1: Linear algebra. Inner products spaces, orthogonality, 
linear operators, similarity, eigenvalues and eigenspaces, 
orthogonal and unitary transformations, quadratic forms, spectral 
decomposition applications. 
THEME 2: Complex variables. Complex numbers, functions of a 
complex variable, analytic functions, integration, power series, 
residues, conformal mapping. 
THEME 3: Projective geometry. Plane projective geometry is 
introduced informally. Thegeometry of points and lines is developed 
to permit of the consideration of conics. Some emphasis is placed 
upon the working of exercises. 
THEME 4: Probability and statistics. Elementary probability theory. 
Random variables, probability functions, distribution functions 
(discrete and continuous). Some special probability distributions: 
Binomial, pOiSSon, normal. Statistical inference: Random sampling, 
estimation. Tests of hypotheses. 
THEME 5: Differential equations. This study is mainly concemed 
with methods of solution of second order linear equations. 
Appropriate theory is developed and where possible, links with 
linear algebra are made. 
THEME 6: Numerical methods for solving linear and non-linear 
systems of equations, involving use of programmable calculators 
and of high speed computers incorporating basic language. 

THEME 7: From the definition of a mathematical group particular 
sets 'forming groups are studied leading to the development of 
group properties and examination of specialiSed groups. 

MA4025 MATHEMATICS rvA 
S(4+4)8 MA3025 
This module is functional analysis considers the properties, 
structures and relations previously developed through a consider
ation of abstract sets. The study allows the development of the 
Lebesque integral and considers its relationship to the Reimann 
integraL The concept of distance is generalised and applied in an 
analytic context. 

MA4026 MATHEMATICS rvB 
S(4+4)8 MA3026 
This module considers an axiomatic development, expressed in 
transformation concepts, of Euclidean Geometry linking this 
development where appropriate to the history of geometry. 
secondary studies include some modern aspectsofnumbertheory 
and the history of calculus. 

MA4027 MATHEMATICS rvc 
(NA)8 For prerequisites see individual strands. 

MA4028 MATHEMATICS rvD 
(NA)8 For prerequisite see individual strands 

These modules each pennit the student of mathematics to continue 
his studies in mathematics, as well as expanding his interest in 
some aspect of mathematics, by engaging in any two of the six 
strands listed below. That is students taking MA4027 and MA4028 
will select four strands. The pertinent strands are: 
Strand (a): Unear Programming and Its Applications MA3025 
Strand (b): Aspects of Operations Research Strand (a) 
Strand (c): Groups, Rings and Fields MA3025 
Strand (d): An Introduction to Combinational Theory MA3025 
Strand (e): Probability and Statistics MA3026 
Strand (0: Numerical AnalySis MA3027 

MATHEMATICS EDUCATION 

MA1070 FOUNDATION STUDIES EARLY CHILDHOOD! 
PRIMARY MATHEMATICS 

EP(0:2)2 
This module is compulsory for all B.Ed. (Primary/Early Olildhood) 
candidates. 

MA1071 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION I - TEACHING FOR 
NUMERACY 

EP(2:0)3 
This modUle is compulsory for all B.Ed. (Primary/Early Childhood) 
candidates. This module counts towards a main/minor in primary 
studies mathematics. 

MAl 073 MATHEMATICS FOR T.A.F.E. TEACHERS I 
T(0:2)3 
Art overview of elementary mathematical concepts which cause 
difficulty. Methods of teaching basic mathematics are discussed 
and procedures for diagnosis and remediation are developed. 

MAl 075 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION JUNIOR SEODNDARY 
CURRICULUM STUDIES I 

S(3:0)3 
This module emphasises the knowledge, skills and understanding 
relevant to the junior secondary mathematics curricula. Thestudent 
on satisfactory completion of the study, will have undertaken 
relevant professional reading will have progressed towards a 
professional anitude to teaching and will be familiar with the 
resources which are appropriate to the development of instructional 
programmes. 

MA2071 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION II - GROWTH OF MATHS 
ODNCEPTS 

P(3:3)3 MA1071 
~is COurse is a compulsary primary studies modUle for all B.Ed. 
primary candidates and counts towards a major/minor in primary 
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studies mathematics. 

MA2073 MATHEMATICS FOR T.A.F.E. TEACHERS 2 
T( )3 
This subject is a follow-up to module MA1073. Further mathe
matics topic occurring in the TAF.E. courses are discussed and 
teaching procedures developed. 

MA2075 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION: JUNIOR SEODNDARY 
UJRRICULUM STUDIES II 

S(0:3)3 MAl 075 
On completion of this module the student will have acquired a broad 
background knowledge of the teaching of selected topics in 
mathematics, will be sensitised to the differences between 
particular groups of children, will have studied the integration of 
mathematics and other appropriate subject areas and will have 
developed professional attitudes and ethics towards his teaching 
role. 

MA2076 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION: SENIOR SEODNDARY 
CURRICULUM STUDIES I 

S(3:0)3 MAl 075 or MA2075 
This module seeks to make the student aware of the problems 
associated with the teaching of mathematics in the senior 
secondary school and some possible modes of solutions. Con
sideration will be limited to the 2 Unit and 2 Unit A syllabuses. 

MA3054 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION: THE SLOW LEARNER 
S( )2 MA254 
The student is acquainted with a range of materials and a variety of 
methods deSigned to assist the mathematically less able high 
school pupil. Emphasis is placed upon individualisation of 
instructions and on the applicability of selected mathematics 
topics. 

MA3071 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION iliA PROGRAMMING 
AND RESOURCES 

EP(0:3)3 MA2071 E 
This course is a Core Primary Studies module. Students Wishing to 
complete a Primary Studies Major in Mathematics must do this 
module. S1udents wishing to complete a Primary Studies Minor in 
Mathematics will elect to do either MA3071 to MA3072. 

MA3072 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION IIIB: MATHS 
COMPLEMENTARY TO PRIMARY CURRICULUM 

EP(3:0)3 MA2071 E 
This course is a core Primary Studies module. Students wishing to 
complete a Primary Studies Major in Mathematics must do this 
module. Students wishing to complete a Primary Studies Minor in 
Mathematics will elect to do either MA3071 or MA3072 

MA3075 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION: MATHEMATICS FOR 
THE NON-AVERAGE PUPIL IN THE SEODNDARY 
SCHOOL 

S(3:0)3 MA2075 
This module considers the identification of pupils of nen-average 
ability and the measuring devices which assist this identification. 
Identification leads to the isolation of problems faced by such pupils 
and to the production of appropriate programmes of mathmematics. 

MA3076 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION: SENIOR SECONDARY 
CURRICULUM STUDIES II 

S(0:3)3 MA2076 
This study concentrates on the 3 Unit, and 4 Unit mathematics 
curricula and examines in detail the teaching of a variety of topics 
with bias to the mathematicallytalenled child. Some examination in 
mode experimental approaches to the teaching of senior 
mathematics. 

MA3077 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION: ODMPUTER ASSISTED 
INSTRUCTION IN MATHEMATICS 

S(0:3)3 MA2027 
Following appropriate theoretical considerations this study 
involves the design, testing and evaluation of programmed teach
ing units, utilising micro-processors, selected from each of the 
junior secondary curricula and the 2 Unit A curriculum. 



MM053 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION PRIMARY CURRICULUM 
STUDIES 

P(2+2)4 
This module involves the study and discussion of methods of 
developing number and mathematical concepts in infant and 
primary grades. The classroom use of environmental and structural 
materials is examined in lectures supplemented by practical work
shops. 

MA4054 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION JUNKlR CURRICULUM 
STUDIES 

This strand investigates the primary school background of Year 7 
pupils and general principles of claSSfoom procedures. In addition 
a detailed study of selected curriculum topics is undertaken. 

MM055 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION SENIOR CURRICULUM 
STUDIES 

8(3+3)8 
This strand investigates the organisation of Mathematics courses 
for Years 11, 12 and the teaching of selected syllabus topics. 

MA4072 MATHS ED4B: RESEARCH INTOTEACHINGOFMATHS 
( )3 
This module is compulsory for all students working to complete a 
primary studies major in mathematics to fulfil the requirements of 
the B.Ed. (primary) award. To qualify for enrolment in this course a 
candidate must have passed MA3071 or a course deemed 
equivalent. 

MM073 MATHS ED IVC: ASSESS DIAG AND INTERVENTKlN 
( )3 
This module is compulsory for all students wishing to complete a 
primary studies major in mathematics to fulfil the requirements of 
the B.Ed. (Primary) award. To qualify for enrolment in this course a 
candidate must have passed MA3071 or a course deemed 
equivalent. 

MA4075 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION: ISSUES IN THE 
TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS IN THE SECONDARY 
SCHOOL 

8(NA)3 MA3075, MA3076, MA3077 
This study fosters an awareness of current issues pertaining to the 
teaching of mathematics in the secondary school. The examination 
of the issues chosen embraces an analysis of the pertinent research 
evidence. translation of the issue to the classroom and the design 
and implementation of an associated classroom-centred research 
unit. 

Multicultural Studies 

MA1050 MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION AND COMMUNfTY 
LANGUAGES (Foundation Studies) 

P/E(2:2)2 
Foundation Study. Nature of the multicultural classroom, social. 
emotional and linguistic factors, role of peer groups, family and 
community, community languages, E.S.L., Aboriginal society and 
language. 

MS121 0 MULTICULTURALISM IN AUSTRALIA (General Sludies) 
G(3:3)3 
Development of Multicultural Australia, the concept of multicultur
alism and its relevance for contemporary Australia and the future. 
Study includes Australian and international examples. 

MS1300 MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION AND COMMUNfTY 
LANGUAGES (Educational Studies) 

8ec(0:3)3 
Nature of the multicultural classroom, social, emotional and 

linguistic factors, role of peer groups. family and community. 
community languages, E.S.L.. Aboriginal society and language. 

MS2020 PLANNING FOR MULTICULTURAL CURRICULA IN 
EARLY CHILDHOOD (CONVERSION) (Extemal) 

E(3:3)3 
A composite transition module for B.Ed. Conversion (Early 
Olildhood). Nature and significance of multiculturalism in Australia, 
multicultural curriculum design, resources. language maintenance, 
E.S.l. 

MS2021 PLANNING FOR MULTICULTURAL CURRICULA IN 
EARLY CHILDHOOD 

E.C.(3:3)3 MS1050 E 
Considerations for designing a multicultural curriculum - situational 
analysiS. objectives, teaching strategies for multiculturalism in the 
early childhood domain. 

MS2050 PLANNING FOR MULTICULTURAL CURRICULA IN 
PRIMARY (Educational Studies) 

Pr.(3:3)3 MS1050 E 
Considerations for designing a multicultural curriculum 
situational analysis, objectives, teaching strategies for the multi
cultural primary school. 

MS2051 MULTICULTURAL CONVERSION (ExternalO 
P(3:3)3 
A composite transition module for B.Ed. Conversion (Primary). 
Nature of multiculturalism, significance for Australian society. 
multicultural curriculum design, resources, language maintenance 
and E.S.l. 

MS221 0 ETHNIC MINORmES IN THE COMMUNITY AND 
SCHOOL (General Studies) (Internal/External) 

G(3:0)3 MS121 0 
Practical appreciation of the major aspects of significant ethnic 
groups in Australia with respect to language, culture and education. 

MS2300 PLANNING FOR MULTICULTURAL CURRICULUM IN 
SECONDARY 

Sec(NA)3 MS1300 E 
Considerations fordesigning a multicultural curriculum - situational 
analysis, objectives, teaching strategies for the multicultural 
secondary school. 

MS321 0 FAMILIES IN MODERN AUSTRALIAN SOCIETY 
(General Studies) (Internal/External) 

G(0:3)3 MS221 0 
Investigation of the diverse nature of families in Australia. including 
expectations, norms and values of different ethnic and Aboriginal 
groups. The impact of change in families is examined. 

MS3215 DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING CURRICULA IN THE 
MULTICUL ruRAL SCHOOL (General Studies and Home 
SciencefTextiles) (Internal/External) 

G(3:0)3 MS321 0 
Teaching and designing multicultural curricula for the classroom. 
whether all Anglo-Saxon or an Aboriginal/ethnicl Anglo-Saxon mix. 
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MS3232 EASTERN EUROPEAN CULTURES 
(General Studies) (External) 

G(NA)3 MS221 0 
The module enables students to understand cultural diff8fences 
between pupils. It investigates problems associated with refugee 
migration to Australia with particular reference to the cultural 
backgrounds of the Jews. Poles and Yugoslavs. 

MS4220 LANGUAGE PROBLEMS OF ETHNIC MINORITIES 
(General Studies) (External) 

G(1Y,+1 Y,)3 MS3210, MS3215 or MS3232 
Language patterns of major ethnic groups in Australia, areas of 
linguistic conflict in learning English, socio-linguistic factors, in
depth investigation of one major ethnic group's linguistic problems. 

MS4230 MEDITERRANEAN/MIDDLE EASTERN CULTURES I 
(General Sludies) (External) 

G(NA)3 MS3210, MS321 5 or MS3232 
Historical, geographical, socio-economic and political perspec
tiveS of the region, settlement pattems in Australia, cultural back
grounds, life-style and aspirations, case study: Italians. 

MS4235 ABORIGINAL AUSTRAlIANS I (General Sludies) 
(Extemal) 

G(NA)3 MS3210, MS3215 Of MS3232 
Prehistory of Australian Aborigines, cultural and language features, 
case study of the traditional Walbiri community (economic, social 
and religious features), case study of the Tiwi-cultural and linguistic 
differences. 

MS4901 AUSTRALIA />s A MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY 
(2+2)6 
The module examines the sources of power in Australia. and the 
position of ethnic groups in Australian society and deals with 
prejudice and racism and stratification. Core module for PGI 
multicultural studies. 

MS4902 INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS AND COMMUNIC 
SKILLS 

(2:0)3 
The module enables students to develop awareness of themselves 
and their sensitivity in relation to others. Emphasis is placed on 
students' improving their communication skills in a multicultural 
context. Core module for PGI multicultural studies. 

MS4903 COMMUNITY SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
(0:2)3 
The module aims to enable students to develop an understanding 
the aims and organisation of the welfare network in New South 
Wales, and to be aware of the attitudes. expectations and problems 
of ethnic groups in the welfare context. Core module for PGI 
multicultural studies. 

MS4904 ETHNIC CULTURES IN AUSTRALIAN SOCIETY 
(2:0)3 
The module develops a framework for examining ethnic cultures in 
Australia, in general and details specific cultural groups in Australia. 
Core module for PGI multicultural studies. 

MS4905 EFFECTIVE CURRICULUM IN MULTICULTURAL 
SOCIETY 

(NA)3 
Themodule enables students to design and implement curricula for 
use in a multicultural society in both a teaching and community 
context. Core module for PGI multicultural studies. 

MS4906 ENGLISH ACROSS THE CURRICULUM 
(NA)3 
The module explores techniques of teaching English in Non
English speakers, allows students to appraise characteristics of 
first, second and third phase English language learners and 
examines the implementation of English across the curriculum. 
Elective for PGI multicultural studies. 

MS4907 POLITICS AND WELFARE IN MULTICULTURAL 
AUSTRALIA 

(NA)3 
The module examines the relationship between politicsandwelfare 
in Australia, particularly as relevant to ethnic groups. Self-help 
groups and pressure groups, social change and delivery services 
are among topics explorted. Core module for PGI multicultural 
studies. 

MS490B EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING THROUGH OTHER 
LANGUAGES 

(0:2)3 
The module aims to allow experience of negotfating in a new 
language and to give cognitive and affective insights of the. 
linguistic, psychological, emotional and social facets of contact in a 
new culture. Required module for students who do not have a 
second language in PGI multicultural studies. 
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MS4909 ABORIGINAL SOCIETY 
(NA)3 
The module seeks to develop an awareness of the diversity that 
exists in modem aboriginal society and to analyse the interaction 
between aboriginal arid non-aboriginal groups in Australian society. 
Elective module for PGI multicultural studies. 

MS4910 INTENSIVE MOTHER TONGUE MAINTENANCE 
(NA)3 
The module aims to provide students with a knowledge of the theory 
and practice involved in maintaining the mother tongue of ethnic 
groups. Elective module for second language speakers in PGI 
multicultural studies. 

MS4911 MULTICULTURAL FIELD STUDY 
(NA)9 
The module is a student chosen, staff supervised field project in an 
area of interest in multicultural studies. It is intended as the 
culmination of the course and should add to material in the field of 
study, seminars and progress reports will be required and students 
will contract the extent of work. 

Music Education 

MU1 007 GUITAR MELODIC PERCUSSION 
p(3:3)3 
A practical introduction to playing the guitar which combines 
group instruction in folk and classical styles and simple ensemble 
playing. Caters for both the beginner and the student with some 
previous experience. 

MU1 009 RECORDER AND RENAISSANCE WIND 
INSTRUMENTS I 

P(3:0)3 
A practical introduction to playing recorders and renaissance wind 
instruments which includes group instruction in basic technique 
and simple ensemble performance of music from Elizabethtimesto 
the modem jazz era. 

MU1030 EARLY CHILDHOOD MUSIC I 
E(3:0)3 
• Early responses to musical stimuli. 
• Sources of materials and teaching strategies employed in pre 

pl"esenting music to very young children. 
• Development of musical perception through active partici

pation in practical music making. 
• The nature and development of basic musical concepts e.g. 

pitch and rhythm, through planned sequencing of musical 
experiences. 

• Integration of music with other fields of activity. 

MU1 040 MUSIC TEACHING IN THE JUNIOR SECONDARY 
SCHOOL A 

S(3:0)3 
• The development of creative, listening and performing skills 

which are basic to the educative processes olthe primary and 
junior secondary child. 

• The adaptation and application of the educational philo
sophies of Kodaly and Orff to Junior Secondary Education. 

• Approaches to the development of perception, and the use of 
non-traditional graphic notation in teaching concepts of pitch, 
time, dynamics and timber. 

• Learning outcomes associated with instrumental perlorm
ance on pitched instruments. 

MU1041 MUSIC TEACHING IN THE JUNIOR SECONDARY 
SCHOOL B 

S(0:3)3 MU1040 
• Programme planning to allow the integrated development of 



visual and aural skills in music for the Junior Secondary 
SchOO. 

• The composite approach. 
• Application of instrumental study (recorder, gui!ar, ~uned 

percession) to the Junior Secondary classroom sltua~lon. 
• An extension of the interdisciplinary approach, e.g. musIc and 

speech, music and movement, and musiC theatre. 
• Instrumental and vocal arrangement suitable for Junior 

Secondary classes. 
• The study of selected listening works. 

MU1051 PRIMARY AND EARLY CHILDHOOD MUSICTEACHING 
p(2:2)2 . 
The development of a basic understanding of the knowledge 
necessary for primary and early childhood music teaching. 
Sequential development of rhythm and pitch skills. Development of 
skills in teaching singing, listening and musical creativity. 

MU1070 LEARNING GUJT AR 
G(3:3)3 
A practical introduction to playing the guitar which combines gr~up 
instruction infolk and classical styles and simple ensemble plaYing. 
caters for both the beginner and the student with some previous 
experience. 

MU1071 ELEMENTARY GUJTAR FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD 
E(0:3)3 
A practical introduction to playing the guitar which combines group 
instruction in folk and classical styles. The emphasis will be on 
development of accompaniment skills, and repertoire suitable for 
early childhood. 

MUl 080 VOCAL PERFORMANCE I 
G(3:3)3 
The voice will be developed in conjunction with a wide variety of 
vocal repertoire associated with ensemble singing and group 
performance. Attention will also be given to singing material related 
to guitar repertoire. 

MU1090 RECORDER AND RENAISSANCE WIND 
INSTRUMENTS I 

G(3:0)3 
A practical introduction to playing recorders and renaissance wind 
instruments which includes group instruction in basic technique 
and simple ensemble performance of music from Elizabeth times to 
the modem jazz era. 

MU1710 MUSIC FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
S(0:3)3 
The fundamentals of music which contribute to sport movements, 
dance and gymnastics are studied and applied to consolidate 
knowledge and appreciation of rhythmic pattems and musiC form. 

MU2007 GUn:AR VOCAL 
p(3:3)3 MU1007 
Continues to develop skills and basic performance techniques. A 
variety of folk accompaniment styles will be explored and work on 
classical repertoire will be extended. 

MU2009 RECORDER AND RENAISSANCE WIND 
INSTRUMENTS II 

P(0:3)3 MU1009 
Continues to develop basic techniques, performance skills and 
musicianship. Repertoire in both solo and ensemble playing will be 
extended. 

MU2040 SECONDARY MUSIC TEACHING - ELECTIVE 
CLASSES A 

S(3:0)3 MU1041 
• Curriculum planning and the development of an integrated 

music programme for elective classes in year 8 - 10. 
• Ustening repertoire, including the use of score reading as an 

aid in developing analytical skills, harmonic and melodic 
perception, tone colour discrimination and knowledge of 
orchestral techniques. 

• Simple orchestration for school instrumental groups. 
• Repertoire suitable for various instrumental and vocal 

ensembles, including recorder consorts, tuned and untuned 
percussion groups, choral groups. 

MU2041 MUSIC EDUCATION IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL -
ELECTIVE CLASSES B 

8(0:3)3 MU2040 
• Teaching techniques and further examination of suitable 

repertoire for instrumental and vocal ensemble in elective 
classes. The application of group music making to the 
teaching of style, music history and harmony. 

• Planning aOO integration of aural activities. 
• MelodiC invention, and simple melodic improvisation. 
• Experimental composition using improvisation and graphic 

notation. 
• Preparation of examination materials. 
• Assessment procedures. 

MU2070 LEARNING GUJT AR 
G(3:3)3 MU1070 
Continues to develop skills and basic performance techniques. A 
variety of folk accompaniment styles will be explored and work on 
classical repertoire will be extended. 

MU2090 RECORDER AND RENAISSANCE WIND 
INSTRUMENTS II 

G(0:3)3 MU1009 
Continues to develop basic techniques, performance skills and 
musicianship. Repertoire in both solo and ensemble playing will be 
extended. 

MU3001 MODERN APPROACHES TO CLASSROOM MUSIC: 
ORFF AND KODALY SKILLS 

P( )3 MU2007 External Study only 
The use of music devices to heighten understanding and aware
ness of rhythmic groupings and intervals through a detailed study of 
()rff and Kodaly materials. Groups composition through speech 
and instrumental percussion ensemble. 

MU3007 GUJTAR CREATIVE MUSIC MAKING 
(0:3)3 MU2007 . . 
Extension of skills and musicianship acquired in Learning GUitar. 
Aspects of technique and musical interpretation will be discussed 
and demonstrated during class and individual instruction. 

MU3009 RECORDER AND RENAISSANCE WIND 
INSTRUMENTS III 

(NA)3 MU2009 
Extension of skills aOO musicianship acquired in MU209. Aspects 
of technique and interpretation will be discussed during class and 
individual performance. 

MU3040 SECONDARY TEACHING - SENIOR CLASSES A 
8(3:0)3 MU2041 or MU241 
Development of musical creativity and knowledge through an 
integrated treatment of the following from c1300 to c1900: melody 
writing and harmonisation, aural perception; orchestration; 
techniques of composition; listening to variety of recorded works 
and live performances; score reading and analysis; examination 
requirements of School Certificate and Higher School Certificate, 
regulations, assessments and gradings. Examination, develop
ment and evaluation of teaching procedures associated with the 
above topics as appropriate to senior elective classes. Princ'lples 
and practice of conducting. 

MU3041 SECONDARY MUSIC TEACHING - SENIOR CLASSES B 
8(0:3)3 MU3040 or MU340 
Development of music creativity and knowledge through an 
integrated treatment of the following from the period c1900 to the 
present: melody writing and harmonisation; aural perception, 
orchestration; techniques of composition; listening to a variety of 
recorded works; score reading and analysis', tests of musical ability; 
curriculum development and programme sequencing. Examin
ation, development and evaluation of teaching procedures 
associated with the above topics as appropriate to senior elective 
classes. Programming and examining musical material for senior 
elective classes. Examination and evaluation of selected 
innovatory schemes in Music Education. 
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MU3070 LEARNING GUJT AR 
G(3:3)3 MU2070 
Extension of skills and musicianship acquired in Learning Guitar. 
Aspects of technique and musical interpretation will be discussed 
and demonstrated during class and individual instruction. 

MU3090 RECORDER AND RENAISSANCE WIND 
INSTRUMENTS III 

G(0:3)3 MU2090 
Extension of skills and musicianship acquired in MU209. Aspects 
of technique and interpretation will be discUSSed during class and 
individual performance. 

MU4001 INTEGRATING PROJECT 
S(3+3)6 ED4826 
All investigation, proposed and researched by the student, into 
some aspect of music education. Thetopic chose must have some 
application to teaching. The prime objective is toenable the student 
to develop skills in research, design, data collection, report writing 
and evaluation of information. 

MU4025 ASPECT OF MEDIEVAL AND RENAISSANCE MUSIC A 
P{ )3 MU3015 External Study only 
Ustening, performing and researching aspects of music from 
twelfth, thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. Music of Troubadours 
troveres. Popular music in England to 1500. 

MU4026 ASPECTS OF MEDIEVAL AND RENAISSANCE MUSIC B 
P( )3 MU3015 Extemal Study only 
Instrumental music in Britain, France, Italy, Spain in the fifteenth and 
sixteenth centuries. Early Renaissance song. Spread of music 
making as a recreation. 

MU4140 MUSIC EDUCATION IN THE PRIMARY SCHOOLS 
P(0:2)2 
The establishment of basic rhythm skills through movement, 
speech and performance. 
The development of pitch perception, pitch control and aural 
awareness. 
A comparative study of the approaches of Carl Orff and Zoltan 
Kodaly. 

MU4230 MUSIC EDUCATION IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL: 
JUNIOR CLASSES 

8(3+3)8 
The educational philosophies of Carl Orff and Zoltan Kodaly. 
The applicability of the Orff and Kodaly approaches in junior 
secondary school. 
Instrumental and vocal arrangements. 
Selected listening works. 
Programming with emphasis upon integrated aural development. 

MU4240 MUSIC EDUCATION IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL: 
SENIOR CLASSES 

8(4+4)8 
Development of musical creativity and knowledge through an 
Integated treatment of the following from C1 300 to C1900: 
melody and writing and harmonisation 
aural perception 
orchestration 
techniques of composition 
listening to a variety of recorded works 
score reading and analysis. 
Programming and examining music materials for senior elective 
classes. 
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PhYSical Education 
Rrst year modules listed below areforthe 1985 intake. 2nd, 3rd and 
4th year modules are for previous years intakes. 

PE1024 SPORT IN THE SCHOOL 
(3:0)3 
Students examine the theoretical and practical foundations of 
sports recreation in the secondary and/or primary school . .Analysis 
will enable students to organise orsupervise sports programmes as 
offered in the primary or secondary schools. 

PE1311 MOVEMENT EDUCATION 
E(3:0)3 
This module is a compulsory Early Childhood subject study for all 
B.Ed. (Early Childhood) students. Strategiesin movement education 
are examined through the study of functional and expressive 
movement, a problem-solving approach to physical education in 
early childhood. 

PE1312 MOVEMENT IN THE PRIMARY SCHOOL 
P(3:3)3 
This module develops the principles of movement education in lhe 
areas of dance and gymnastics. It is the 1 000 level core moduletor 
students developing amajor/minoremphasis in physical education 
for B.Ed. (Primary Education). 

PE1320 EARLY CHILDHOOD - PRIMARY P.E. 
(ELEMENTS OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION) 

F.EP(2:2)2 
The development of a basic understanding of the knowledge 
necessary for teaching primary and early childhood physical 
education. Skills in teaching games, gymnastics and dance are 
introduced. 

PE1500 BASICS OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
(3:0)3 
The study of the theoretical issues relative to physical education, 
both as an academic discipline and a profeSSional area of 
education. The examination of the student's appreciation of 
physical education through critical review of its development in 
Australia. It is available to B.Ed. (Primary/Early Childhood 
Education) students as a general study. 

PE1540 DANCE FOR ART IITAF.E. I 
(0:3)3 
A composite course of folk, social and creative dance. 

PE1560 SKILL ACOUISITION 
(3:0)3 
The examination of fundamental motor patterns associated with 
basic skills and the practical components of motor skill learning. 

PE1561 PHYSICAL ACTIVJTY I 
(6:6)9 
AA analysiS of the components of basic movement and skills and 
their relevance of teaching games, dance and gymnastiCS. 

PE1702 COMMUNITY RECREATION 
(3:0)3 
This module undertakes a theoretical consideration of the structure, 
functions and processes of leisure, and examines the social context 
of recreation planning and policy making in Australia. 

PE1765/1768 TEACHING OF GAMES I, II, III, IV 
(4:4)3 
Skills, rules, offensive and defensive tactics, teaching methods and 
techniques in each of the following selections: 
Cricket, netball, softball, hockey, basketball, football, volleyball, 
soccer, tennis. 
NB: For student selection from above sports see Programme 
Co-ordinator. 

PE2046 RECREATIONAL ACTIVJTlES IN AUSTRALIAN 
SCHOOLS 

G(3:3)3 PE specialists require PE1702, non specialists require one 



(1) 1st level PE module. PlimlllY B.Ed. students require PEI700. 
This module seeks to develop basic skills and teaching strategies 
which could be applied in presenting the following activities in the 
school situation. 
(A) ArcheJY 
(8) Badminton 
(C) Bowls 
(D) Go~ 
(E) Orienteering 
(F) Squash 

PE231 2 DEVELOPING GAMES IN THE PRIMARY SCHOOL 
p(3:0)3 PE1312 
This course is devoted to analysis of games, skills practices, minor 
games and lead-up games including learrr-to-swim activities and a 
general introduction to aquatics. h is the 2000 level core module for 
students developing a major Iminor emphasis in physical education 
for B. Ed. (Primary Education), 

PE2501 PERSONAL HEALTH 
(0:3)3 
The development althe students' knowledge and understanding in 
the areas of: hygiene, human sexuality, drugs, nutrition and mental 
health. 

PE2700 STRUCTURES IN PHYSICAL EDUCATlON 
(0:3)3 or PE1700 
The study and critical evaluation of physical education. health 
education and recreation curricula and the examination of the 
foundations of curriculum development in physical education. 

PE2701 FACTORS INFLUENCE HEALTH 
(3:0)3 PE1701 
The development olthe student's knowledge and understanding of 
nutrition and drugs so as to develop and maintain physical health. 

PE2702 RECREATION PLANNING 
G{O:3)3 PE1702 or PE1700 (for Primary students) 
This course is based on developing an understanding of the 
principles and practices involved in planning and programming for 
recreation in Australian communities. It is available to B.Ed. 
(primary Education) students as a General Study. 

PE2705 TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS IN PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION 

G(0:3)3 3SCI +3PEI 
The investigation of the implications of testing in the motor domain 
and the development of knowledge and skill in the conducting of 
testing in physical fitness and sports. 

PE2706 INTRODUCTION TO ADAPTED PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION 

G{3:3)3 PE1761 orPE1700 (for Primary students) 
Students will be introduced to the range of developmental abilities, 
emotionally disturbed, sensory and neurological handicaps. It is 
available to B.Ed. (Primary Education) students as a General Study. 

PE2707 OOACHING OF SPORTS, DANCE, GYMNASTICS I 
(3:0)33 cp in 1st level relevant coaching area 
Discusses the Skill, fitness, physiological and behavioural factors of 
individuals involved in sport; encourages students to appreciate the 
combinations of these factors involved in coaching athletics and 
teams. 

PE2708 OOACHING OF SPORTS. DANCE, GYMNASTICS II 
(0:3)3 PE2707 
This course is an extension of PE2707 and looks atthe relationship 
between the coach and his athletes or teams, together with 
influences from spectators, club officials, parents and peers. It will 
concentrate on the practical application of the principles involved in 
effective coaching. 

PE2761 TEACHlNG OF DANCE/GYMNASTICS II 
(4:0)3 PE1762 
This course provides the student with practical experience and 
teaching expertise in selected specialist areas of dance and 
gymnastics. 
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PE2762 TEACHING OF DANCE III 
(0:3)3 PE2761 
Theoretical and practical aspects of dance; the development of 
activities suitable for the school and the community; social, ethnic, 
jazz, choreography and dance production. 

PE2763 TEACHING OF GYMNASTICS III 
(3:0)3 PE2761 
This course develops the theoretical base of gymnastics and 
examines the scope and relationship of gymnastics to the pupil, the 
school and the community. Students will also be involved in 
selected practical and teaching areas. 

PE2764 TEACHING OF ATHLETICS 
(0:3)3 PE176t 
Biomechanical analyses, teaching points and progreSSions for 
selected track and field events appropriate to the secondary track 
and field events appropriate to the secondary school programme. 

PE2765 TEACHING OF AQUATICS 
(0:3)3 PE1761 +PEI762+PEI763 
This module focuses on the teaching of aquatic skills, learn toswim 
techniques, stroke analysis and fault correctioo, life saving activities, 
aquatic games, teaching methods and activities appropriate to the 
school programme. 

PE3200 ADMINISTRATIVE PRACTICES IN PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION, HEALTH AND RECREATION (Degree) 

(3:0)3 PE2 
The investigation of the organisation and administration of physical 
education, health and recreation, to provide the specialist student 
with the experience of construct and administer changes of 
administrative and organisational skills in secondary and tertiary 
education. 

PE3201 MENTAL AND OOMMUNITY HEALTH (Degree) 
(0:3)3 PE2 
The development of the student's knowledge and understanding in 
the areas of mental and community health. 

PE3202 RECREATION LEADERSHIP (Degree) 
(3:0)3 PE2 
The development of an understanding of basic human needs and 
how they affect choices of leisure-time experience; the develop
ment of an understanding of leadership methods in specific 
recreational activities. This module is available to B.Ed. (Primary 
Education) students as a General Study. 

PE3203 MOTOR LEARNING (Degree) 
(3:0)3 3ED2-3PE2 
A critical appreciation of the theoretic and physical problems in 
motor skill acquisition, and attended research. This module is 
available to B.Ed. (Primary Education) students as a General Study. 

PE3206 ADAPTED PHYSICAL EDUCATION (Degree) 
(0:3)3 PE2 
The assessment of adapted programmes; the construction of 
specific remedial activities in adapted physical education. This 
module is available to B.Ed. (Primary Education) students as a 
General Study. 

PE3310 PERSPECTIVE IN PHySICAL EDUCATION, HEALTH 
AND RECREATION IN THE PRIMARY SCHOOL 

EP(0:3)3 - 3PE2 
The appreciation of modem changes in Primary School Physical 
J!jllcation programmes and sports recreations and the determin
ation of appropriate settings for Primary school physical education 
and sports. Available in the external study mode for B.Ed. (Primary 
and Early Childhood) students. 

PE331 2 PRELIMINARY WORKSHOP PROCESSES IN MOTOR 
SKILL ANALYSIS 

p(0:3)3 PE2312 
This module utilizes a workshop approach to examination and 
evaluation of scientific "good form" and an understanding of the 
mechanical principles of sports movement, dance and gymnastics. 
h is a 3000 level core module for students developing a major/minor 

emphasis in physical education for B.Ed. (Primary Education). 

PE3652 PHYSICAL EDUCATION ELECTIVE - SPEOAL 
EDUCATION 

(0:2)2 
Students will be introduced to the range ofdevelopmentdisabilities. 
emotionally disturbed, sensory and neurological handicaps. 

PE3800 ADMINISTRATION PRACTICES IN HEALTH, PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION AND RECREATION (FOUNDATlON) 

( )0 PE2700 
The investigation of the organisation and administration of physical 
education, health and recreation. to introduce the external student 
in his foundation year with the experience to construct and 
administer changes of administrative and organisational skills in 
secondary and tertiary education. (This course is offered solely to 
external students in the foundation year of the B.Ed. (P.E.) coo
version course). 

PE3801 MENTAL AND OOMMUNITY HEALTH (FOUNDATION) 
( )0 PE2701 
The introduction of the student to the knowledge and the under
standing of mental and community health. (This course is offered 
solely to extemal students in the foundation year of the B.Ed. (P.E.) 
conversion course.) 

PE3802 RECREATIONAL LEADERSHIP (FOUNDATION) 
( )0 PE2702 
The development of an understanding of basic human needs and 
how they affect choices of leisure-time experience. The develop
ment of an understanding of leadership methods in specific 
recreational activities. (This course is offered solely to extemal 
students in the foundation year of the B.Ed. (P.E.) conversion 
course.) 

PE4003 PROJECT PREPARATION 
(0:3)3 4th Level Standing B.Ed. (P.E.) 
The examinatioo of research of personal values and special 
relevance to health, physical education and recreation in the 
context of school and classroom and the provision of the setting in 
which students plan their proposal for the co-requisite Project 
(PE 4290) 

PE4200 OOMPARATIVE PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
(0:3)3 PE3200 (Degree) Primary 4th level standing in B.Ed. 
Primary 
The review of political, social. economic and cultural influences and 
the development of physical education throughout modem civilis
ation with special emphasis on selected countries including 
;..uStraiia with predictions for future trends. This module is available 
externally to -B. Ed. (Primary Education) students as a General 
Study. 

PE4202 RECREATION MANAGEMENT 
(3:0)3 4th Level Standing B.Ed. (P.E.) 
This course seeks to apply basic management principles to the 
tasks involved in planning and administering recreation pro
grammes both in school and in other leisure organisations. 

PE4203 SPORTS TECHNOLOGY 
(0:3)3 (SC2740+SC3248) 
The development of a critical appreciation of the application of 
recent scientific research findingsto coaching and peformance in a 
variety of sports. 

PE4206 ADAPTED PHYSICAL EDUCATlON PROGRAMMING 
(3:0)3 4th Level Standing B.Ed. (P.E.) 
Organisationof integrated and segregated programmesofphysical 
education and recreation in special disability categories. 

PE4207 OONTEMPORARY STRATEGIES IN HEALTH 
INSTRUCTION AND CURRICULUM OONSTRUCTION 

(0:3)3 4th Level Standing B.Ed. (P.E.) 
To develop the student's expertise in presenting lessons in health 
edocation and in determining the content of health courses in 
secondary schools. 
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PE4290 PHYSICAL EDUCATION RESEARCH PROJECT 
(3+3)6 4th Level Standing B.Ed. (P.E.) 
A project initiated and researched by the individual student reflect
ing the intefest, capabilities and selected research technology of 
the student. 

PE431 2 ADVANCED WORKSHOP LABORATORY PROCESSES 
IN SKILLED MOTOR PERFORMANCE 

p(3:0)3 4th Level Standing in B.Ed. (Primary) 
M introduction to research methodology in primary school physical 
edocation, health education and sports recreation. This module is 
available to students who have pursued a major emphasis in 
physical education at the pre-service level. 

PE4313 PRIMARY SCHOOL PHYSICAL EDUCATION, HEALTH 
AND RECREATION: RESEARCH METHODS 

p(0:3)3 4th level standing in B.Ed. (Primary) 
M introduction to research methodology in primary school 
physical education, health and sports recreation. This module is 
available to students who have pursued a major emphasis in 
physicaJ education at the pre-service level. 

PE4314 HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION IVP 
P(2:2)2 Graduate Status 
M overview is made of personal health and physical fitness of the 
primary school child; the theory and practices in teaching motor 
skills; personal physical recreation activities employed in primary 
school sport and physical education. 

PE4401 HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION IVS 
(2+2)4 Graduate Status 
An overview is made of secondary school sport and physical 
education; the personal health and phYSical fitness of the 
secondary school child; personal physical recreation of the 
secondary school child and the teacher. 

PE4450 PHYSICAL EDUCATION IVA: ADMINISTRATION OF 
PlHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORT (SEOONDARy) 

(3+3)6 
A detailed study of the theoretical issues relating to administrationof 
physical education and sports recreation offered in the secondary 
school system. 

PE4451 PHYSICAL EDUCATION IVB: ADVANCED PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION TEACHING 

(3+3)6 
Consideration of professional aspects of teaching physical 
education. Examination of innovative theoretical and practical 
presentations in health education, physical education and recre
ation, related to scondary school. 

PE4455 HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUATION 
(2+2)4 
Related to the theory and practice of teaching physical education in 
the secondary school system, this module affords the student 
opportunities for development of specific teaching skills and 
strategies. 

Police Studies 

ED1903 BEHAVIOURAL STUDIES I - POUCE STUDIES 
(3:0)4 
A study to promote an awareness of: 
• the various stage of transition during the life cycle. 
• the physical, psychological and SOCiological aspects of 

childhood adolescence, adulthood and old age. 
• appreciate the nature of social categorisation of age during 

life, and how it may influence behaviour. 
• to criUcally examine the structure and functions of family in 

contemporary society. 



ED2909 BEHAVIOURAL STUDIES 11- POUCE STUDIES 
(0:3)4 ED1903 
A study to promote an awareness of: 
• the problems of growing up in contemporary society. 
• the differences between youth groups and youth culture. 
• the variations in sub-cultures and mainstream culture. 
• the importance of work on life styles. 
• social change, employmenVunemployment and dislocation. 
• the process of differentiation in teons of culture and work. 

ED2910 BEHAVIOURAL STUDIES III - POUCE STUDIES 
(NA)4 ED1903 ED2909 
A study to promote an awareness of: 
• the various features of community life and interaction. 
• the commonality of themes in all behavioural studies units, 

namely the processes of differentiation. 
• the continuance of social panems. and social change. 
• the factors influencing individuals and groups in a changing 

society. 

EN1302 EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION FOR POUCE OFRCERS 
(3+3)9 
This two semester module will enhance the student's ability to: 
• communicate using verbal, non-verbal and written com

munication skills. 
• evaluate his own effectiveness as a communicator. 
• use audio-visual aids in communication. 

ID1801 ADMINISTRATION I 
(3:0)4 
In this module, students will; 
• study the nature of organisations in society. 
• investigate organisational theory in general. 
• become aware of the problems faced by individuals and 

groups in organisations. 

102802 ADMINISTRA TlON II 
(0:3)4 ID1801 
In this module, the student will: 
• study the organisation in which he works and be aware of the 

duties associated with various offices. 
• learn to apply good principles of management to specific 

situations. 
• develop the ability to relate to colleagues and public easily 

and harmoniously. 

MA 1806 SAMPLING TECHNIQUES AND BASIC STATISTICS 
(3:0)4 
On completion of this module the student will: 
• have an understanding of computers, their values and short

comings. 
• have the knowledge to devise elementary programmes. 
• have an underStanding of sampling techniques and be able to 

apply those techniques to social data. 
• have an understanding of the organisation and presentation 

of data to generate hypothesiS. 
• have an appreciation ofthe limitations of hypothesis related to 

the nature of the data base. 
• be able to effect standard hypothesis testing techniques. 

MS2851 MULTICULTURAL STUDIES I 
(0:3)3 
M analysis is made of the nature of multicultural Australia in the 
1980's. It involves the exploration of the cultura I values of Australia's 
past and present, and the examination of cultural differences and 
their consequence for members of this society. Case studies of 
selected ethnic groups provide theopportunityforindepth analysis. 
Students may accept the opportunity provided to make personal 
contact with members of other ethnic groups. 

MS2852 MULTICULTURAL STUDIES II 
(3:0)3 
This is astudy of Australian society's response to cultural difference, 
with special emphasis on Government policy and it's impact on 
institutions and individuals. It includes an examination of the 
experiences of migrants and Aborigine in the areas of school, work, 
health andthe law. The policy of multiculturalism is analysed and it's 

future prospects are explored. 

SC1805 MATERIAL HAZARDS AND SAFETY PROCEDURES 
(0:3)4 
This module is based on the premise that a police officer is 
frequently the first person called to handle emergency situations 
and he is required to assess the problem, take emergency steps 
and bring specialised services into operation. In the period in which 
he isthe "on-site" authority, his initial assessment and action can be 
of critical importance to property and persons (including the officer) 
in the vicinity. His actions will reduce the extent of a hazard situation, 
facilitate and rescue and assist subsequent medical treatment. 

SC2806 ENQUIRY METHODS AND PROBLEM SOLVING 
(0:3)4 MA1806 
This module will enhance the student's ability to recognise the 
necessary psychological tension involved in solving complex 
problems, and learn how to reduce the tension and therefore: 
• approach complex problems with confidence. 
• understand the differences between convergent and diver

gent thinking and the conditions under which either may 
occur. 

• recognise the importance of the 'incubation' of ideas in 
problem solving. 

• use analogy (often physical analogy) in problem solving. 
• confidently use techniques of 'brainstorming' individually and 

in groups. 
• clearly distinguish between inference and observation. 
• confront change with confidence. 

SC2807 RESEARCH I AND RESEARCH II 
(3+3)8 MA1806, SC2806 
The student will be assisted to: 
• identify felt needs or problems associated with police work. 
• through observation and data gathering, describe the needs 

or problems in objective ways (deduction). 
• suggest a variety of solutions and select the most likely to be 

successful for a particular need or problem (Induction). 
• reason out the consequences of the suggested solution and 

test the consequences against further observations and data 
(deduction). 

• produce a warranted conclusion and/or cfarification of the 
need or problem. 

SC2808 DEPTH STUDY 
(3:0)5 EN1302 SC2806 
The police officer will select a topic for in-depth study. The topic will 
be related to police work and may be concerned with, for example, 
behavioural science, administration, social welfare, hazards, 
history or the multicultural society. 
Major objectives for the student will be: 
• critically analyse the information and ideas relevant to his 

topic. 
• organise ideas and information in a meaningful manner and 

use logical argument to arrive at substantive conclusions 
and/or to suggest hypotheses for research. 

• accept responsibility for independent investigation, after an 
initial period of instruction. 

SW1801 SOCIAL WELFARE I 
(3:0)4 
In this module the student will develop his understanding of: 
• the development, context and dimensions of social welfare. 
• the roles of social welfare personnel. 
• the police officer as a social welfare worker. 
• the ethics and values of social welfare practice. 
• the slructure and nature of social welfare organ'lsat'lons and 

delivery systems. 
• the nature, advantages and limitations of such intervention 

processes as casework, group work and community work. 

SW2802 SOCIAL WELFARE II 
(0:3)4 ED1903, SW1801 , SC2806 
In this module the student will develop his understanding of: 
• the needs of people in crisis situations. 
• the community support services available to people. 
• how to make appropriate referrals to community support 
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services. 
• the need for additional community support services. 
• the police officer's role in crisis intervention and resolution. 
• how he might make contributions towards the development 

of existing and additional support services. 

Professional Studies -
Primary/Early Childhood 

TI'1001 EXPOSITORY TEACHING: PRIMARY/EARLY 
CHILDHOOD 

EP(3:0)3 
Thefocusof this module is a teacher-directed approach toteaching 
with related teaching skills. Skills treated include Basic Questioning, 
Explaining and Variability. These skiJls are developed in micro
teaching and macro-teaching settings at school base. 

TP1002 PUPIL CENTRED TEACHING: PRIMARY/EARLY 
CHILDHOOD 

EP(0:3)3 
The focus of this module is a pupil-centred approach to teaching 
with related teaching skills. Skills treated include Reinforcement, 
Higher Order Questioning and Teacher Response Behaviour 
designed to increase the amount and level of pupil partiCipation. 
These skills are developed in micro-teaching and macro-teahcing 
settings at school base. 

TP2001 DIAGNOSTIC AND REMEDIAL TEACHING: PRIMARY 
P(3:0)3 TP1 001 or TP1 002 
This module focuses on the diagnosis of pupil-learning strengths 
and weaknesses at school base. The formulation, implementation 
of a development programme in Reading and Mathematics is 
required. 

TP2002 UNIT PLANNING: PRIMARY 
P(0:3)3 TP1001 or TP1002 
This programme aims to develop skills in curriculum planning at 
school base using both subject centred and experience centred 
approaches to curriculum development. Having designed the 
programmes of work students will berequiredto teach and evaluate 
them. 

TP2005 UNIT PLANNING: EARLY CHILDHOOD 
E(3:0)3 TP1 001 or TP1 002 
This programme aims to develop skills in writing units of work at 
school base using bolh product and process approaches to 
curriculum development. Having designed the units of work, 
students will be required to teach and evaluate the units in a pre
school environment. 

TI'2006 DIAGNOSTIC PLANNING IN PERCEPTUAL MOTOR 
SKILLS: EARLY CHILDHOOD 

E(0:3)3 TP1 001 or TP1 002 
This module focuses on the diagnosis of pupil-learning strengths 
and weaknesses of pre-school and kindergarten pupils. Students 
will develop an obselVation checklist for perceptual-motor 
developmnt. They will plan for, teach and evaluate individual 
programmes in the College gymnasium and at school base. 

TP3001 UNIT PLANNING FOR MULTIPLE GROUPS 
EP(3:0)3 TP2002 or TP2005 
In schools with different social environments this module aims to 
develop competences in teaching multiple groups in the class
room. Students are required to develop appropriate units of work 
USing the skills acquired in the 2nd level modules, to teach these 
units and to evaluate the success of this teaching. 

Students will also gain familiarity with the administration of stand
ardised tests and the interpretation of the results of this adminis
tration. 

TP3002 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF TEACHING: 
PRIMARY CONVERSION 

EP(3:3)3 
Basic teaching skills programme for students converting from a 
Diploma to a Degree programme. 

TP3003 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF TEACHING: EARLY 
CHILDHOOD CONVERSION 

EP(3:3)3 
Basic teaching skills programme for students converting from a 
Diploma to a Degree programme 

TP3012 CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT AND DISCIPLINE 
EP(0:3)3 
This module provides opportunities to apply theoretical ideas on 
classroom management and discipline in a school situation. 

TP3014 BEGINNING TO TEACH 
EP(0:3)3 
This module provides opportunities for students to make actual 
decisions about issues that they will confront when they first enter 
the teaching profession. 

TP4000 TEACHING SKILLS: PRIMARY DIP.ED. 
P(3:0)2 
This module emphasises teacher-directed and pupil-centred 
approaches to teaching with related skills. Teaching skills treated 
include Variability, Explaining, Basic Questioning, Teacher 
Response and Higher Order Questioning. 

TP4011 SUPERVISION IN PRACTICE 
EP(3:3)3 External in 1985 
This module provides opportunities for the acquisition of the 
understandings and skills which facilitate the adoption of a super
visory role by a member of the school staff. Experiences will be both 
College and school based. 

TP4012 THE ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL TEACHING STYLE 
EP(3:3)3 External in 1985 
This module provides for examination and analysis of your 
approach to teaching through the development of classroom 
observation instruments and their use in a school setting. 

TP4016 TECHNIQUES FOR IMPROVING THE LEVEL OF 
CLASSROOM INTERACTION 

EP(3:3)3 External in 1985 
This module provides opportunities for the development of specific 
techniques for improving the level of classroom interaction. 

Art Education 
PS101 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF TEACHING: ART 

EDUCATION 
S(3:0)2 
The objective of this module is to provide each student with an 
opportunity to identify and acquire specific teaching skills and 
behaviour. Students will be presented with an opportunity to 
practice these skills in the reality of a school situation. 

PS201 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF TEACHING: ART 
EDUCATION 

PS(3:0)2 PS101 
The objective of this module is to provide each student with an 
opportunity to identify and acquire specific teaching ski lis. Students 
will be presented with an opportunity to practise these skills in the 
reality of a school situation and implement a programme of work. 
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PS301 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF TEACHING: ART 
EDUCATION 

8(3:0)2 PS201 
The aim of this course is to be present to students a spectrum of 
teaching styles identifying a basic repertoire of teaching strategies 
and to relate these to teaching situations. 

TS4000 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF TEACHING: ART 
EDUCATK)N (Dip.Ed.) 

( )2 
The focus of this module is on several basic teaching skills and to 
practice these skills by teaching Art to small groups of secondary 
pupils. 

English/History 
TS1005 EXPOSITORY TEACHING: ENGLISH/HISTORY 
8(3:0)3 
Students will be provided with opportunities to acquire specific 
teacher-centred behaviours and skills through a programme of 
micro-teaching in a secondary school. Teaching skills introduced 
will include Basic Ouestioning, Variability, Explaining, Introductory 
procedures and Closure. 

TS1006 PUPIL CENTRED TEACHING: ENGLISH/HISTORY 
8(0:3)3 
S1udents will be provided with opportunities to acquire specific 
pupil-centred behaviours and skills through a programme of micro 
teaching in a secondary school. Teaching skills introduced will 
include Teacher Response, Reinforcement and Advanced 
Questioning. 

TS2005 DESIGN AND PRODUCTION OF INSTRUCTK)NAL 
RESOURCES: ENGLISH/HISTORY 

S(0:3)3 
Students will be provided with opportunities to acquire basic 
competencies in using instructional materials. This will involve the 
development of planning, design and productionskills to make and 
use media and materials to achieve specific leamer outcomes. 

TS2006 TEACHING STRATEGIES: ENGLISH/HISTORY 
8(3:0)3 
This module focuses on the theory and practice of teaching 
strategies for English and History in the secondary school. The 
structure incorporates a theoretical base and practical application 
in classroom teaching. 

TS3005 APPROACHES TO UNIT PLANNING: ENGLISH/HISTORY 
8(3:0)3 TS2006 . 
This module offers a comprehensive and integrated series of 
practical experiences at school base to complement the theoretical 
studies in curriculum undertaken at College. 

TS3006 CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT AND DISCIPLINE: 
ENGLISH/HISTORY 

8(0:3)3 TS2006 
This module provides opportunities to apply theoretical ideas on 
classroom management and discipline in a school situation. 

T84005 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF TEACHING: 
ENGLISH-ENGLISH/HISTORY (Dip. Ed.) 

8(3:0)2 
The focus of this module is on several basic teaching skills and to 
practise these skills by teaching English or English and History to 
small groups of secondary pupils. 

TS4042 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF TEACHING: HISTORY 
(Dip.Ed.) 

S(3:0)2 
The focus of this module is on several teaching skills such as 
Narration, Explanation, Questioning, Introductory/Closing Pro
cedures and Variability and to practise these skills with small groups 
of secondary pupils. 
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Home Economics 
TS1111 EXPOSITORY TEACHING: HOME ECONOMICS 
8(3:0)3 
Students will be provided with opportunities to acquire specific 
teacher-centred behaviours and skills through a programme of 
micro teaching in a secondary school. Teaching skills introduced 
will include Basic Questioning, Variability, Explaining, Introduction 
procedures and Closure. 

TS111 2 INTERACTIVE TEACHING: HOME ECONOMICS 
8(0:3)3 
Students will be provided with opportunities to acquire specific 
pupil-centred behaviours and skills through a programme of micro 
teaching in a secondary school. Teaching skills introduced will 
include Teacher Response, Reinforcement and Advanced 
Ouestioning. 

TS2113 CREATING TEACHING RESOURCES: HOME 
ECONOMICS 

8(0:3)3 
Students will be provided with opportunities to acquire basic 
competencies in using instructional materials. This will involve the 
development of planning, design and production skills to make and 
use media and materials to achieve specific leamer outcomes. 

TS2114 CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT AND DISCIPLINE: 
HOME ECONOMICS 

8(0:3)3 Pre-requisite provided on enrolment 
This module provides opportunities to apply theoretical ideas on 
classroom management and discipline in a school situation. 

TS3111 CURRICULUM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION: 
HOME ECONOMICS 

S(3:0)3 TS2114 
This module provides for a series of workshops, guest speakers, 
seminars and school visits to prepare the student for working in a 
Home Economics Department. Units and other material prepared 
during the module will be used during the Stage III Teaching 
Experience. 

T84112 THE ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL TEACHING STYLE: 
HOME ECONOMICS 

8(0:3)3 Extemal only in 1985 
This module provides fa examination and analysis of your approach 
to teaching through the development of classroom observation 
instruments and their use in a school setting. 

Industrial Arts 
TS1015 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF TEACHING: 

INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
S(3:0)3 
This module is designed to provide each student with an opport
unity to acquire specific teaching skills in practical situations. 

TS2015 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF TEACHING: 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS 

8(0:3)3 
Students will be provided with opportunities to acquire speCific 
pupil-centred behaviours and skills through a programme of micro
teaching in a secondary school. Teaching skills introduced will 
include Teacher Response. Reinforcement and Advanced 
Questioning. 

TS3015 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF TEACHING iliA: 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS 

S(0:3)3 TS1 015 
This module provides opportunities to apply theoretical ideas on 
management and discipline in a school situation. 

T TS3016 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF TEACHING IIIB: 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS 

8(3:0)3 
This module is to provide the intending teacher of Industrial Arts with 
an understanding of Industrial Arts curriculum development and 
application through a series of simulated exercises and school 
experience. 

TS401 5 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF TEACHING: 

8(3:0)3 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS (B.Ed.) 

The module provides students with an opportunity to acquire 
specific teaching behaviours or skills, to feed into practice some of 
the theory acquired in other subjects and to orient himself to the 
realities of the school situation with particular emphasis on Industrial 
Arts. 

TS4016 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF TEACHING: 

S(3:0)2 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS (Dip. Ed.) 

The module provides students with an opportunity to acquire 
specific teaching behaviours or skills, to feed into practice some of 
the theory acquired in other subjects and to orient himself to the 
realities of the school situation with particular emphasis on Industrial 
Arts. 

Languages 
TS1051 EXPOSITORY TEACHING: LANGUAGES 
8(3:0)3 
Students will be provided with opportunities to acquire specific 
teacher-centred behaviours and skills through a programme of 
micro teaching in a secondary school. Teaching skills introduced 
will include Basic Questioning, Variability, Explaining, Introductory 
Procedures and Closure. 

TS10532PUPIL CENTRED TEACHING: LANGUAGES 
8(0:3)3 
Students will be provided with opportunities to acquire specific 
pupil-centred behaviours and skills through a programme of micro
~eaching in a secondary school. Teaching skills introduced will 
Include Teacher Response, Reinforcement and Advanced 
Questioning. 

T84051 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF TEACHING: 
LANGUAGES (Dip. Ed.) 

S(3:0)2 
This module focuses on the development of some basic skills of 
teaching with practical application to improve competence. Analysis 
of teacher-pupil behaviour will allow teaching strategies to be 
appropriately modified. 

Mathematics 
TS1021 EXPOSITORY TEACHING: MATHEMATICS 
8(3:0)3 
Students will be provided with opportunities to acquire specific 
te~cher-cen!red. behaviours and skills through a programme of 
m.'c~o teaching In a secondary school. Teaching skills introduced 
Will Include Basic Ouestioning, Variability, Explaining, Introductory 
procedures and Closure. 

TS1022 PUPIL CENTRED TEACHING: MATHEMATICS 
8(0:3)3 
St~ents will be provided with opportunities of acquire specific 
puPII~en~red behaviours and skills through a programme of micro 
~eachlng In a secondary school. Teaching skills introduced will 
Include Teacher Response, Reinforcement and Advanced 
Ouestioning. 
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TS2021 DESIGN AND PRODUCTK)N OF INSTRUCTIONAL 
RESOURCES: MATHEMATICS 

8(3:0)3 
Students will be provided with opportunities to acquire basic 
competencies in using instructional materials. This will involve the 
development of planning, design and productionskiJIs to make and 
use media and materials to achieve specific leamer outcomes. 

TS2022 STRATEGIES OF TEACHING: MATHEMATICS 
8(0:3)3 TS1 021 
This course aims to develop skills associated with the teaching of 
mathematics. Students are given an opportunity to demonstrate a 
variety of strategies, lesson types and learning aids. Lessons are 
recorded for post lesson evaluation. 

T83021 APPROACHES TO UNIT PLANNING: MATHEMATICS 
8(3:0)3 TS2022 
This module offers a comprehensive and integrated series of 
pl"actical experiences at school base to complement the theoretical 
studies in curriculum undertaken at College. 

TS3022 CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT AND DISCIPLINE: 
MATHEMATICS 

8(0:3)3 TS2022 
This module provides opportunities to apply theoretical ideas on 
classroom management and discipline in a school situation. 

T84021 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF TEACHING: 
MATHEMATICS (Dip. Ed.) 

8(3:0)2 
This programme is deSigned to identify and analyse pertinent skills 
of effective teaching. It includes the practical development of each 
skill in a micro-teaching situation at school base. Lessons are 
video-recorded for post lesson evaluation. 

Music 
TS1025 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF TEACHING: MUSIC 
8(3:0)3 
This module focuses on several basic teaching skills and 0PSXlrlunity 
is provided for practising these skills by teaching music to school 
pupils. 

TS2025 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF TEACHING: MUSIC 
8(3:3)3 
This module em phasisesthe classroom management anddiscipline 
teaching skills. Opportunity is provided to practise these skills by 
teaching Music to secondary school pupils. 

T84025 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF TEACHING: MUSIC 
(B.Mus. Ed.) 

S(3:0)3 Corequisite MU3041 
Strategies of Teaching. The planning and implementation of a 
variety of lesson types directed towards specific learning outcomes 
and the evaluation of pupiJ performance. Planning a unit of work to 
be implemented in a school based programme emphasiSing an 
integrated approach to the development of skills and insights in 
pupils. 

T84027 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF TEACHING: MUSIC 
(Dip. Ed.) 

8(3:0)2 
This module emphasises various approachestoteachingwith skills 
which include Variability, Explaining, Basic Questioning, Teacher 
Response and Higher Order Questioning. 



Physical Education 
TS1031 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF TEACHING: 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION I 
S(3:0)2 
In this module students undertake lectures in teaching strategies, 
content, lesson preparation and presentation techniques. Ini~ially 
the programme involves peer group teaching followed by micro· 
teaching in the primary school. 

TS2031 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF TEACHING: 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION II 

S(3:0)2 TS1 031 . . . 
In this module students are given the opportunity to gain teaching 
experience in the secondary schO?I. The program~e comprises 
preparation lectures, demonstrations and teaching .o! lower 
secondary pupils in small groups initially, with the proVisions for 
increasing numbers of pupils. 

TS3031 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF TEACHING 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION III 

S(3·0)2 TS2031 
1hi~ module provides an opportunity for students to design and 
implement coaching programmes with pupilS who fail to make 
grade sporting teams. 

Science 
TS1035 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF TEACHING: 

SCIENCE 
(pREPARATION FOR PRACTICE TEACHING) 

S(2:0)2 
Preparation for practice teaching through schoOl. based demon· 
slrations. seminars on objectives, lesson preparation, control and 
safety. Followed by peer group teac~ing, mic~teaching, and half 
day school experiences at the proc:tlce teaching school. 

TS1036 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF TEACHING: 
SCIENCE 
(MICRO-TEACHING) 

S(0:2)2 .... 
Theoretical treatment and micro-teaching practice of the skills of 
Reinforcement, Basic Questioning and Variability. 

TS2035 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF TEACHING: 
SCIENCE 
(TEACHING STRATEGIES) 

S(2:0)2 TS1 036 .. 
Theoretical treatment and macro-teaching practice of the Advance 
Organiser Model{Ausubel) the Concept Attainment Model (Bruner) 
and the Inquiry Training Model (Suchman). 

TS2036 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF TEACHING: 
SCIENCE 
(INFLUENCING ATiiTUDES) 

S(0:2)2 TS2035 .. 
Theoretical treatment, testing and macro-teaching, concemlng 
scientific attitudes, attitudes to science, and attitudes to con
servation and personal and community health. 

T53035 PRINCIPLESANDPRACTICESOFTEACHINGSCIENCE 
(FOR YEAR 11 AND 12) 

S(3:0)3 TS2036 . 
Detailed study of aims and objectives and content of senior 
syllabuses. Through macro-teaching, stude.nts ",?II develop a 
beginning competence in the teaching of 2 U~lt A sCIe:nce and one 
2 unit science chosen from Chemistry, PhYSICS or Biology. 

TS3036 PRINClPLES AND PRACTICES OF TEACHING: 
SCIENCE (CHILDREN WrrH SPECIAL NEEDS) 

S(0:3)3 TS3035 . . . 
Ethnic and social awareness programme. Mentocratlc selection, 
social class selection, ethnic selection, school children as clients. 

TS4035 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF TEACHING: 
SCIENCE (Dip. Ed.) 

S(3:0)2 
The course is divided into two semester units, initially, students 
experience a gradual intrcx:luction to teaching through attendin~ 
demonstrations, seminars, micro-teaching and half day experr
ences. Later, strategies of teaching designed for different outcomes 
are studied and practised. 

Social Sciences 
TS1041 EXPOSrrORY TEACHING: SOCIAL SCIENCES 
S(3:0)3 . .. 
Students will be provided with opportunities to acquire specific 
teacher-centred behaviours and skills through a programme of 
micro-teaching in a secondary school. Teaching skills introduced 
will include Basic Questioning, Variability, Explaining, Introductory 
Procedures and Closure. 

TS1042 PUPIL CENTRED TEACHING: SOClAL SCIENCES 
5(0:3)3 .. .. 
Students will be provided with opportunities to acquire specifiC 
pup~-centred behaviours and skills through a programme of micr~
teaching in a secondary school. Teaching skills introduced Will 
include Teacher Response, Reinforcement and Advanced 
Questioning. 

TS2041 STRATEGIES OF TEACHING: SOCIAL STUDIES 
S(3:0)3 TS1041 .. .. .. 
The purpose of the mcx:lule is to ~romote: partlclpatr~n In ~peclflc 
teaching strategies identified as berng baSIC to the Socl.al Sclen~es, 
including (a) Simulation/Role Play/Socio-drama; (b) Field Studies, 
(c) Programmed Instruction; (d) Case Studies. 

TS2042 DESIGN AND PRODUCTION OF INSTRUCTIONAL 
RESOURCES: SOCIAL SCIENCES 

S(0:3)3 
Students will be provided with opportunities to acquire basic 
competencies in using instructional materials. This will involve the 
development of planning, design and production skills to make and 
use media and materials to achieve specific leamer outcomes. 

TS3041 APPROACHES TO UNIT PLANNING: SOCIAL SCIENCES 
5(3:0)3 TS2042 
This module offers a comprehensive and integrated series of 
practical experiences at school base to com plement the theoretical 
studies in curriculum undertaken at College. 

TS3042 CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT AND DISCIPLINE: 
SOCIAL SClENCE 

5(0:3)3 TS2042 
This module provides opportunities to apply theoretical ideas on 
classroom management and disc"rpline in a school situation. 

T54040 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF TEACHING SOCIAL 
SCIENCES (Dip.Ed.) 

S(3:0)2 . . 
This module focuses on the development of some baSIC skills of 
teaching with practical application to improve competence. 
Analysis ofteacher-pupil behaviour will allow teaching strategies to 
be appropriately modified. 
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i Advanced Teaching 
Method 
TP4020 STRATEGIES FOR TEACHING ~NFORMATION 

PROCESSING MODELS) 
(0:3)3 
Students will be provided with opportunities to acquire specific 
teaching strategies using information processing models 
developed by Bruner, Suchman, Ausubel and Taba. 

TP4021 STRATEGIES FOR TEACHING II (SOCIAL AND 
PERSONAL MODELS) 

(0:3)3 
Students will be provided with opportunities to acquire specific 
teaching strategies using social and personal models developed 
by Glasser, Shaftel, Gordon, Rogers and others. 

Teaching Experience 

Teaching Experience consists continuous teaching at school 
bases. 

BP1000 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: PRIMARY/EARLY 
CHILDHOOD 6 cp 

PT108 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: ART EDUCATION 2 cp 
BP1005 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: ENGLISH/HISTORY 6 cp 
BP1001 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: HOME ECONOMICS 6cp 
BP1 015 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: INDUSTRIAL ARTS 6 cp 
BP1020 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: MATHEMATICS 6 cp 
BP1025 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: MUSIC 1 cp 
BP1030 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: PHYSICAL EDUCATION 2 cp 
BP1035 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: SCIENCE 6 cp 
BP1040 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: SOCIAL SCIENCES 6 cp 
BP2000 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: PRIMARY 6 cp 
BP2001 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: EARLY CHILDHOOD 6 cp 
PT208 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: ART EDUCATION 2 cp 
BP2005 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: ENGLISH/HISTORY 6 cp 
BP2011 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: HOME ECONOMICS 6 cp 
BP2015 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: INDUSTRIAL ARTS 6 cp 
BP2020 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: MATHEMATICS 6 cp 
BP2025 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: MUSIC 2 cp 
BP2030 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: PHYSICAL EDUCATION 2cp 
BP2035 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: SCIENCE 6 cp 
BP2040 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: SOClAL SCIENCES 6 cp 
BP3000 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: PRIMARY 6 cp 
BP3001 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: EARLY CHILDHOOD 6 cp 
BP3002 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: PRIMARY 

CONVERSION 6 cp 
BP3003 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: EARLY CHILDHOOD 

CONVERSION 6 cp 
BP3005 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: ENGLISH/HISTORY 6 cp 
BP3011 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: HOME ECONOMICS 6 cp 
BP3015 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: INDUSTRIAL ARTS 3 cp 
BP3020 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: MATHEMATICS 6 cp 
BP3025 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: MUSIC 1 cp 
BP3030 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: PHYSICAL EDUCATION 2 cp 
BP3035 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: SCIENCE 6 cp 
BP3040 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: SOCIAL SCIENCES 6 cp 
BP4001 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: PRIMARY (Dip. Ed.) 2 cp 
PT408 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: ART EDUCATION 

(B.Ed.) 2 cp 
BP4007 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: ENGLISH/HISTORY 

(Dip.Ed.) 2 cp 
BP4009 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: ART EDUCATION 

(Dip. Ed.) 2 cp 
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BP4011 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: HOME ECONOMICS 
(REd.) 6 cp 

BP4015 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
(B.Ed.) 6 cp 

BP4016 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
(Dip.Ed.) 2 cp 

BP4021 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: MATHEMATICS 
(Dip. Ed.) 2 cp 

BP4025 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: MUSIC (B.Mus.Ed.) 2 cp 
BP4027 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: MUSIC (Oip.Ed.) 2 cp 
BP4036 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: SCIENCE (Dip. Ed.) 2 cp 
BP4041 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: SOCIAL SCIENCES 

(Dip. Ed.) 2 cp 
BP4051 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: LANGUAGES 

(Dip. Ed.) 2 cp 
BP4060 TEACHING EXPERIENCE: TEACHER 

UBRARIANSHIP (Oip.Ed.) 2 cp 

Radiography 

ED1905 PSYCHOLOGY: UNDERSTANDING HUMAN 
BEHAVIOUR 

(0:3)3 
This module aims to assist the student to an understanding of the 
individual human being. The module treats such topics as human 
growth and development, socialisation, motivation, perception and 
the sell. 

ED1906 INTERPERSONAL BEHAVIOUR 
(2:0)2 
This module aims to help the student develop an understanding of 
self and others and to develop competence in making helpful and 
reassuring contacts with others. The modulefreatssuch aspects as 
perception of one person by another and verbal and non-verbal 
aspects of communication. 

HS1906 HOSprrAL PRACTICE 
(2:0)2 
Basic hospital organisations: relevant nursing procedures; Patient 
care; observation; measurement; procedure. First aid. 

SC1901 PHYSICS FOR RADIOGRAPHERS 
(4:0)4 
An introductory study of basic physical concepts to provide a 
background for further work. 

SC1902 LIVING ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY A 
(4:0)4 
A sequential treatment of the complete human anatomy and 
physiology as required by radiogaphers under general headings: 
Cell and Tissue biology; Systems Anatomy and Physiology; 
Skeletal; Muscular Visceral; Vascular and lymphatic; Nervous and 
Ventricular, Special senses, ears, eyes and nose. Introduce cells, 
tissues, upper and lower limbs, respiratory system. 

SC1903 LIVING ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY B 
(0:3)3 
Introduces vertebral column, skull, neck. Overview of neuroanatomy 
and physiology. 

SC1904 EQUIPMENT A 
(3:0)3 
Radiographic photography, film. screens, cassettes, processors, 
sensitometers, densitometers, subtractions and copying. 

SC1905 EOUIPMENT B 
(0:2)2 
The total radiographic equipment will be studied in sequence, X-



Ray tube. transformers. safety devices, timers. Dosemeters. 
Protection. special procedures equipment. 

SC1911 RADIOGRAPHIC ANATOMY A 
(1 :0)1 
Positions of patients will be integrated with the living anatomy 
relevant to that positioning. 

SC1912 RADIOGRAPHIC ANATOMY B 
0:1)1 
Positions of patients will be integrated with the living anatomy 
relevant to that positioning. 

SC1913 TECHNIQUES AND SURFACE ANATOMY A 
(5:0)4 
A study will be made of the following: 
Radiographic terminology; Protection and dark room procedures. 
Techniques and surface anatomy of: 
Basic skeletal systems, extremities and chest. 
Respiratory system and thorax routine. 

SC1914 TECHNIQUES AND SURFACE ANATOMY B 
(0:5)4 
A study of the technique and surface anatomy of: 
skull and vertebral column. sinuses. teeth and abdomen. 

SC2901 RADIATION PHYSICS 
(0:5)5 
A detailed study of electromagnetic and radiation physics under 
general headings: Electronmagnetism; A.C.; Nature of Matter; 
Radioactivity; X-Rays; Basic Electronics. 

SC2902 LrvlNG ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY C , 
(3:0)3 
Introduces Digestive Tract, Urinary system, Male and Female 
pelviS. 

SC2903 LIVING ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY D 
(0:3)3 
Introduces vascular system, speCial senses and more detailed 
anatomy. 

SC2904 EQUIPMENT C 
(2:0)2 
A study of equipment associated with the X-Ray machine, timers. 
image intensifiers, fuses, safety circuits. maintenance together with 
a further study of biological effects of radiation. cumulative 
exposure, dosemeters and other measuring devices. 

SC2905 EQUIPMENT D 
(0:2)2 
A study of equipment associated with tomography, angiography. 
Mobile units photofluorography. Mammography and automatic 
exposure systelJl. Some work on Law and the Radiographerwlll be 
included. 

SC2911 RADIOGRAPHIC ANATOMY C 
(1 :0)1 
Positions of patients will be integrated with the living-anatomy 
relevant to that positioning. 

SC2912 RDIOGRAPHIC ANATOMY D 
(0:1)1 
Positions of patients will be integrated with the living-anatomy 
relevant to that positioning. 

SC2913 TECHNIQUES AND SURFACE ANATOMY C 
(5:0)4 
The technique and surface anatomy of the various tracts, 
alimentary, Biliary, Genito-Urinary together with bronchography. 

SC2914 TECHNIQUES AND SURFACE ANATOMY D 
(0:5)4 
The technique and surface anatomy of the lacrimal and salivary 
systems. 
Operative procedures includ'ing Retrograde Pyelogram. 
Operative Cholangiogram. orthopaedic procedures with and 

without image intenSifications. exposed kidneys. etc. 

SC2915 TECHNIQUES AND SURFACE ANATOMY E 
(5:0)4 
This module will cover catheter preparation, immobilisation, angio
graphy and special investigation techn'lques for examining veins, 
the spleen, liver and brain. 

SC2916 TECHNIQUES AND SURFACE ANATOMY F 
(0:5)4 
This module will cover mylography. discography, tomography, 
cineradiography. localisation of foreign bodies (methods etc.) and 
specialised procedures relating to soft tissues. 

SC2917 CLINICAl PRACTICE 
3 cp 
This module recognises the successful completion of the Year 1 
practicum and Clinical Practice in Vear 2 and Year3. Full details are 
supplied by the Course Co-ordinator. 

SC2921 PATHOLOGY A 
(0:2)3 
This module covers inflammation, infection, trauma diseases of 
circulation and diseases affecting growth and development. Viral 
infection, parasitic diseases, allergies and anaphylaxis, Neoplasms. 

SC2922 PATHOLOGY B 
(2:0)3 
This module covers pathology d the circulatory respiratory, 
alimentary, genito urinary. skeletal central nervous, endocrine, 
haemopoietic and reticuloendothial systems, together with the 
pathology of the tissues of the head and neck. 

SC2923 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNIQUES 
(1 :0)1 
This module investigates other imaging systems computerised 
axial Tomography. Ultra sound electrocardiography, electro
encephiolography and zerography. 

SC2934 RADIOGRAPHIC APPRECIATION 
(0:1)1 
This module covers radiographs of various anatomical systems 
illustrating pathological abnormalities. Rad'lographic case stud'les 
will be examined. 

Science Education 

SCl131 MECHANICS I 
S(4:0)3 
Topics dealt with include linear and rotational kinematics. statics 
and dynamics of a particle and of extended bodies, conservation of 
energy and momentum, coefficient of restitution, examination of the 
value of application of principles of mechanic to the study of 
thermodynamics. 

SCl132 DIRECT CURRENT ELECTRICITY 
S(0:4)3 
This module will give an understanding of basic direct current 
electricity and magnetism with an introduction to electrostatics, 
semi-conductor diodes and altemating current. 

SCll 41 CHEMISTRY IA 
S(4:0)4 
Basic aspects of chemistry both from a theoretical and practical 
approach. Topics include: atomic theory. periodic properties, 
bonding and physical properties, equilibria, energy Changes, 
electron transfer processes. 
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SCl142 CHEMISTRY IB 
S(0:4)3 
Aspects of chemistry which find particular application in biological 
systems. Topics include: introcluctQfYorganicchemislry; functional 
groups; stereOisomerism. carbohydrates, lipids and pl'Oteins, 
enzymes. buffer systems. nucleic acids. metal ions in biological 
systems. 

SC1151 GEOLOGY IA 
S(4:0)3 
An introduction to the structure and compoSition of the Earth, rock 
forming minerals, Origin and nature of major rock types. The 
influence of plate tectonics on the crust is examined. 

SCl152 GEOLOGY IB 
S(0:4)3 
Surface alteration processes of the Earth are studied using regional 
and Australian examples. Strategraphic prinCiples are applied 10 
the study of geologic time. Man's geologic role is reviewed. 

SCl171 BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE 
S{4:0)3 
Fundamental biological principles and processes. Living systems, 
from cell to ecosystem. Major biological concepts and theories. 
Qassification. Diversity of living organisms. The angiosperm. The 
mammal. 

SCl172 HUMAN BIOLOGY 
S{0:4)3 
Structure and function in the human body. A systems approach to 
bodily processes. Homeostasis. III-health: causes, prevention and 
cure. Heredity and environment. Genetics and evolution. 

SC1261 BIG-MEDICAL SCIENCES (NURSE EDUCATION) 
(3+3)6 
Studies in this module are designed to provide a foundation for 
more advanced and applied leaming in later modules, and in so 
doing to demonstrate the value of knowledge in these sciences 
through their specific application to nursing practice. 

SC1262 NUTRITION (NURSE EDUCATION) 
(0:2)2 
This module is designed to enable the nurse teacher to examine 
nutrition through the concept of the way food intake affects the 
health of the human body. In particular, the role of nutrition in energy 
production, in supplying buHding and protective materials, and the 
dependence of the body on factors external to itwill be emphasised. 

SC1263 MICROBIOLOGY AND INTRODUCTION TO 
PATHOLOGY (NURSE EDUCATION) 

(0:2)2 
This module is designed to enable the nurse teacher to view the 
study of microbiology as essential to an understanding of man as a 
bilogical being interacting with his environment. This interaction is 
seen as being both essential to the maintenance of normal health 
and life itself, as well as being responsible for speCific disease 
processes. 

SC1370 DIRECT CURRENT ELECTRICITY 
(0:4)3 
To establish a basic knowledge and understanding of direct current 
electriCity and basic magnetism. 
The student will: . 

demonstrate the ability to handle direct current equipment; 
plan, executive and evaluate experiments in this area. 
demonstrate the ability to handle numerical problems based 
on concepts studies; 
master the structure of knowledge within the discipline; 
develop effective problem-solving and discovery methods 
and to adopt appropriate scientific aHitudes; 
develop effective communication techniques. 

SC1470 BASIC CONCEPTS OF CHEMISTRY 
(4:0)3 
This module wHi provide the student with knowledge of some basic 
aspects of chemistry. Practical work as an essential part of this 
module and students will develop practical skills from the laboratory 

programme. 
The student will be assisted to: 

master the structure of knowledge within the discipline; 
develop effective problem-solving and discovery methods 
and adopt appropriate scientific att'ltudes; 
become proficient in the experimental techniques of the 
discipline; 
develop effective communication techniques; 
understand the limitations of SCientific investigations. 

SC17 40 BIOMECHANICS I 
S(3:0)3 
The student is introduced to fundamental concepts of mechanics 
such as the forces, vectors. centre of gravity, equilibrium, rotational 
motion, flotation and the mag nus effect and a biomechanical 
analysis of track and field events. 

SC1741 BIOLOGY FOR PHYSICAl EDUCATION 
S(O:3)3 
Students study the Origin of living cells and examine the basic cell 
structure and cell inclusions. The chemistry of the cell precedes the 
study of the evolution of specialised cells and organisms. 

SC1930 PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR NON-8C1ENTlSTS (GENERAl 
STUDIES) 

P(0:4)3 
Observing, classifying. measuring and other processes. Waves 
and wave phenomena. Forces, motion and energy. Gaseous and 
crystalline states of matter. Electricity and electrical phenomena
charges, Simple circuits and simple electrochemistry. Particles of 
matter - atoms. molecules. ions. and the structure of maHer. 

SC1940 EARLY CHILDHOOD: PRIMARY SCIENCE K-6 METHOD 
(PRIMARY STUDIES) 

P(2:2)2 
Identification and development of science process skills in 
elementary education. New programmes for science teaching 
such as Science 5/13, S.C.I.S., and New Zealand Units. Practical 
aspects of making acurriculum - units and themes and integration 
of science with other subjects; use of local resources. Learning 
theories and their application to the development of learning 
environments and teaching procedures. 

SC1950 SCIENCE AND THE PHYSICAL WORLD (PRIMARY 
STUDIES) 

P(4:0)3 
The nature of forces and machines. Types of energy and energy 
transformations. Electricity and magnetism. Teaching science with 
toys. 
SC2040 SCHOOL BASED CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 
S{3:0)3 
Systems analysiS and development of curricula in secondary 
science. 

SC2131 MECHANICS II 
S(0:4)3 SCl131 
Topics include rotational dynamics. rotational kinetic energy and 
angular momentum. moment of inertia. Simple Harmonic Motion, 
the sinUSOidal wave equation and its application to the study of 
interference. Special relativity is dealt with in terms of the Lorentz 
transformation equations, time dilation, length contraction, 
relativistic addition of velocities and relativistic momentum. 

SC2132 OPTICS 
S(0:4)3 
The nature of light and its velOCity. Huygens prinCiple and its 
application. The physical and geometrical optics of spherical 
lenses, mirrors and optical systems. The eye is an optional system; 
defects of the eye and use of lenses for correction of defects. 
Interference and diffraction; the diffraction grating and polarisation. 
Laboratory work based on the above topics. 

SC2141 CHEMICAL BONDING 
S{4:0)3 SCl141 
A more detailed consideration of atomic structure and models of 
chemical bonding including: covalent. iOllic. metallic and van der 
Waals bonds. Relation of bonding modelslophysical and chemical 
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pi"operties of compounds. Application of bonding ""!od~ls to 
physical and chemical properties of compounds. Application of 
bonding models to physical methods used in modem industry. 

SC2142 ENERGY AND CHEMICAL REACTIONS 
S(0:4)3 SC1141 
Energy relationships in the study of chemical changes is con
sidered with an aim to: 
(1) use energy relationships to examin~ the predic)~bility of 

chemical reactions and the effect of different ConditionS and 
(2) develop an appreciation of the imP?r1anc~ of ene~gy c?n

siderations in chemical reactions of Industrial and biological 
importance. 

SC2151 GEOLOGY IIA 
S(4:0)3 SC1151 
Elements of crystallography. Structure and composition of rock
forming minerals and their optical properties in thin section. 
Petrology of igneous rocks. 

SC2152 GEOLOGY liB 
S(0:4)3 Either SCl151 or SCl152 . . . .. 
Economic minerals and fuels: their nature, ongln and significances. 
IVl introduction to palaeontology. Geological and history of New 
South Wales. LabOl'"atory and field stud·led. 

SC2171 ECOLOGY AND ECOSYSTEM STUDIES 
8(4:0)3 SC1171 
Ecology and the nature of ecosystems. Energy flo.w ~nd bio
geochemical cycles. Population ecology. OrganisatIOn ~nd 
dynamics of ecological communities. Ec?'ogy and ma~. Field 
techniques and procedures. Glasshouse tnals. Conservation and 
wildlife studies. 

SC2172 CELL CHEMISTRY AND PHYSIOLOGY 
S(0:4)3 SC1171 . 
The cellular basis of life. Plant and animal cells. Procaryotic and 
encaryotic cells. Cell specialisation. Cell u.'trastruct~re .. Bio,ogica!'y 
important molecules. Cellular bioenergetics. Protein biosynthesIs. 
Ageing of cells. 

SC2261 ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY NURSE 
S(3+3)6 
The majOl'" purpose of this module is to cause th~ nurse te~cher to 
recognise the systematic organisation of facts In the major con
cepts of physiology and in the principles of anat0'!lY' Thes.e a~e 
presented and interpreted in such a way that nurstng prac~lce IS 
made mOfe effective and meaningful, and therefore rewarding. 

SC2370 ALTERNATING CURRENT DEVICES 
(0:4)3 Prerequisite SC1370 .' 
The student will be able to describe the generation of alternating 
currents and analyse alternating current circuits. 
The student will' be able to describe the operation of electronic 
devices, measure selected parameters and use the devices in 
circuits, and . . . 
_ master the structure of knowledge within the discipline; 

develop effective problem-solving and discovery methods 
and to adopt appropriate scientific attitudes; 
become proficient in the experimental techniques of the 
discipline; 
develop effective communication techniques; 
study the historical development ?f the subject; . . 
understand the constraints and Influences which society 
exerts on scientists; 
examine the interplay between economic and scientific pro
gress; 
understand the limitations of scientific investigations. 

SC2380 ELECTRONIC CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES 
(0:4)3 Prerequisite SC1470 
- To apply the subject matter of courses in electronics and 

Industrial Arts to the production of electronic devices, and to 
the use of materials and test instruments. 
To develop proficiency in the interpretation and use of circuit 
diagrams and other symbolic representations. 
To develop proficiency in laboratory and workshop manage-

ment. 

SC2470 CHEMICAL BONDING 
(0:4)3 Prerequisite SC1470 
Students will study a number of models of chemical bonding. The 
advantages, limitations and applications of each model will be 
emphasised. 
The student will be assisted to: 

master the structure of knowledge within the discipline; 
develop effective problem-solving and discovery techniques 
and adopt appropriate scientific attitudes; 
become proficient in experimental techniques; 
develop effective communication techniques; 
trace the historical development of the subject; 
realise the limitations of scientific investigations. 

SC2740 BIOMECHANICS II 
S(0:3)3 SC1740 
Students examine the coefficient of restitution. Reynold's number 
magnus effect, effect of humidity of flight F balls, conservation of 
rotational energy and momentum, free body diagrams, estimation 
of segmental masses, mathematical models of the human body, 
electromyography and uses of the force plate. 

SC2741 ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY A 
8(3:0)3 SC1741 
This module examines the musculo-skeletal system; the nervous 
system and aspects of the cardiovascular and respiratory systems. 

SC2742 ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY B 
8(0:3)3 SC2741 
In addition to extending the cardiovascular and respiratory systems 
discussed in SC2741 ,other systems studied include theecdocrine, 
reproductive, digestive and urinary systems. Fluid and electrolyte 
balance are also examined. 

SC2743 BIOCHEMISTRY I 
S(NA)3 SC17 41 
Introduction to the chemistry of carbohydrates, lipids and proteins, 
enzymes and elementary kinetics, bioenergetics. Glycolysis, TCA 
cycle and oxidative phosphoryloation; B - oxidation of fatty acids. 
Nitrogen metabolism and excretion. Gluconeogenesis. Vitamins 
and co-enzymes. Composition, structure and contraction of musle 
types. Muscular adaptations to aerobic and anaerobic training. 

SC2920 INNOVATIONS IN K-6 CURRICULA(PRIMARY STUDIES) 
P(0:3)3 PNA3 SC1950 
Overview of intellectual development of children. lVlalysis of 
models of teaching. Examination of new curricula and study of new 
curriculum materials prepared in N.SW. 

SC2930 HUMAN BIOSCIENCE (GENERAL STUDIES) 
P(0:4)3 
A study of selected fundamental scientific, technological and 
medical advances which are affecting all aspects of present-day 
human life; genetic and environmental perspectives; changing 
lifestyle; human development from a biological viewpoint. 

SC2940 ENVIRONMENTAL AND CONSUMER CHEMISTRY 
(GENERAL STUDIES) 

P(4:0)3 SC1930 
Olemistry of specific pollutants in air, water. Solid wastes. Com
position of consumer products, food additives and uses. 

SC2950 SCIENCE AND THE LIVING WORLD (PRIMARY STUDIES) 
P(NA)3 
Olaracteristics of living things. Uses of energy. Reproduction and 
change. Evolution Cell physiology. Teaching strategies for the 
classroom. 

SC3080 ENV SCIENCE T AFE 
T(0:2)3 
Aims to explore the application of scientific concepts, principles 
and methodology to the analysis of environmental phenomena. 
Includes air and water quality, ecosystems and the impact of man, 
occupational health and safety, attitudes and beliefs about the 
environment, the EIS phenomenon, resources, soils and fertilizers, 
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radi~tion and nuclear chemistry, energy resources. 

SC3131 ATOMS AND NUQEII 
8(NA)3 SC2131 
Basic concepts: Michelson-Morley Experiment; Lorentz Trans
formations; Simultaneity; Relativistic Mechanics; General Relativity; 
Quantum Theory of Light; X-ray cflffraction; Gravitational Red Shift; 
De Broglie Waves; Phase and Group Velocities; Applications of the 
Uncertainty Principle; Wave-Particle Duality. 
Atomic models: Alpha-particle scattering; Atomic spectra; Energy 
levels and spectra; Correspondence Principle; Schrodinger's 
Equation; Particle in a box; Quantum theory of the hydrogen atom; 
Magnetic quantum number; Electron probability density; Crystal 
structure, Band Theory of Solids. 
AtomiC masses; Nuclear electrons; Nuclear sizes: The deuteron; 
Mason theory of Nuclear forces; Models of the nucleus; Radio
active series; Decay; Nuclear reaction; Elementary particles; 
Symmetries and conservation principles. 

SC3132 ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY AND RADIATION 
PHYSICS 

S(NA)3 SC2131 
Coulomb's Law; electric field; flux; Gauss Law; electrical potential; 
electrical potential energy; capacitance; current density; resistivity; 
magnetic field; magnetic force on a current; torque on a loop; Hall 
effect; Cyclatron; Ampere's Law; Biot-Savart Law; Faraday's Law; 
Time varying magnetic fields; Maxwell's equations; basic radio 
theory; atomic models; elementary quantum theory; uncertainty; 
waves and particles; cosmic rays. A major research project and 
seminar work will be undertaken. A stooy will also be made of the 
generation and uses of X-rays as an example of Electromagnetic 
radiations. 

SC3133 ALTERNATING CURRENT AND DEVICES 
8(NA)3 SC1132 
The nature of an a.c. supply. Resistors, capacitors and inductOl'"s 
separately and incombination in d.c. and a.c. circuits. The j notation 
and vector methods for circuit analysis. Resonant circuits. Trans
formers: Introduction to solid state electronics; conduction, diodes 
of different kinds, transistors and other solid state devices. The 
vacuum tubes: its history and principles of operation. Laboratory 
work based on these topics. 

SC3134 ELECTRIC CIRCUITS 
S(NA)3 SC3133 
Rectification of a.c. in single and multi phase circuits. Voltage 
multiplier/rectifiers. Riter and regulation circuits. Detection circuits. 
The transistOl'" and thef.e.t. in circuits. lVlalysis of circuits containing 
these elements. Oscillators, amplifiers and multivibrators. The 
opamp as a circuit element. Wave shaping circuits. Laboratory 
work based on above topiCS. 

SC3135 ASTRONOMY 
S(NA)3 SC2132 
Historical aspects of astronomy reviewed. The tools and methods 
of astronomy. The solar system. Stars and star systems. The sun as 
a typical star. Cosnological concepts. 

SC3136 ENERGY: NUCLEAR AND ALTERNATE SOURCES 
8(NA)3 SC2131 
Introduction. Interactions of neutrons with matter, effects of neutrons 
in various energy ranges, (n- ), (n- ), (n - p), (n - n) reactions, stable 
and unstable nuclei, quantum-mechanical theory of emission of 
alpha particles, radioactive decay constant. 
Nuclear Fission. Olain reaction process and products, neutron 
capture, critical size, reproduction factor. Thermal reactors, inter
mediate reactors, fast reactors, heterogeneous reactor and 
homogeneous reactor. Modertors, fast fission factor, resonance 
escape probability, thermal utilisation factor. 
Types of Reactors. Boiling-reactor power plants, pressurised water 
reactors, and power plants gas cooled reactors. The fast-breeder 
reactor-nuclear reaction in fast-breeder reactors conversion 
(breeding) ratio, doublin time, safety aspects of fast reactors. Fluid 
fuelled reactors. Organic cooled and moderated reactors. 

SC3141 ELECTRONIC EFFECTS IN MOLECULES 
8(NA)3 SC1142 and SC2141 
A study of electronic effects in organic molecules and the con
sequent effect on the properties of compounds. These effects will 
be used to consider the mechanism of a number of reaction types. 

SC3142 CHEMICAL KINETICS 
8(NA)3 SC2141 
An introduction to chemical studies including experimental 
methods and applications in areas of social and industrial import
ance. 
SC3143 BIOCHEMISTRY II (DIPLOMA) 
S(NA)3 SC2743 
This module applies the biochemical concepts introduced in the 
prequisite module SC2743 to areas of interest to the specialist 
students of physical education. Included will be those topics related 
to the biochemical adaptions of particular tissues in an athlete's 
00dy in response to different forms of physical exercise. Slightly 
less vigorous approach to modules as that undertaken by degree 
students. 

SC3145 SPORTS MEDICINE (DIPLOMA) 
S(0:3)3 SC2741 
Review of relevant physiology and psychology. Effects on per
formance of training, environment conditions, nutritioo, drugs, 
travel, illness, age, handicap. Effects of ' exercise on training. 
Medical screening. Basic medical concepts including inflamation, 
infection, repair. Injuries to bone and soft tissues. First aid. Methods 
and techniques for prevention and treatment of injuries. 

SC3146 TRANSITION METAL CHEMISTRY 
8(0:4)3 SC2141 
Electronic structure of transition elements. Co-ordination com
pounds, bonding, stereochemistry, ligand field theory, colour. 
Relevance of co-ordination chemistry to analytical, environmental, 
biological and industrial issues. 

SC3148 PHYSIOLOGY OF EXERCISE I (DIPLOMA) 
S(3:0)3 SC2741 
Emphasis is placed on increasing understanding of nerves and 
muscles, metabolism and the cardio vascular system and the 
whole body effects of exercise. The theory is put into practice by 
measuring such parameters as V02MAX. 
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SC3149 POLYMER CHEMISTRY 
8(0:4)3 SC2141 and SC3142 
A study of synthetic and natural polymers. Their properties and 
characterisations. Manufacture of polymers. Social and environ
mental problems caused by polymers. 

SC3151 GEOLOGY lilA 
8(NA)6 SC2151 
Sed'lmentary processes and structures. Classification and descrip
tion of sedimentary rocks. Metamorphic processes and products. 
Oassification and description of metamorphic rocks. Micro
petrology of sedimentruy and metamorphic rocks. 

SC3152 GEOLOGY IIIB 
S(NA)6 Either SC2151 or SC2152 
Stratigraphy of the Sydney Basin. The Earth's gravitational and 
magnetic fields. Principles and applications of radiometric dating. 
Structural geology and its influence on geomorphology. 

SC3171 MICROBIOLOGY 
8(NA)6 SC21 72 
Oassification and general properties of micro-organisms. The 
ubiquity of micro-organisms in air, water, soil. Techniques of 
microscopy, pure culture, staining. Cultivation of bacteria and fungi. 
Effects of chemical and physical agents. Role of micro-organisms 
in nature systems and agriculture. 

SC3172 REGULATION AND RESPONSE IN ORGANISMS 
S(NA)6 SC2172 
Organism response and regulation from cellular-molecular and 
integrated organ-system viewpoints. Homeostasis as a unifying 
theme. Animal behaviour from biochemical and ethological view
points. Metabolic regulation. Enzymes. Hormones. Neural inte-



gration. Functional organisation of the vertebrate. Ethology: stereo
typed behaviour. leaming. social behaviour. 

SC3243 BIOCHEMISTRY II (DEGREE) 
S(NA)3 SC2743 
This module applies to biochemical concepts introduced in the 
prerequisite module SC2743 to areas of interest to the specialist 
students of physical education. Included will bethosetopics related 
to the biochemical adaptions of particular tissueS in an anthlete's 
body in response to different forms of physical exercise. 
Diploma Level 
S( )3 SC2743 
Slightly less vigorous approach to module as that undertaken by 
degree students. 

SC3245 SPORTS MEDICINE I (DEGREE) 
S(0:3)3 SC2741 (SC2742 also prele"ad) 
Review of relevant physiology and psychology. Effects on per
formance of training, environmental conditions, nutrition, drugs, 
travel, illness, age. handicap. Effects of exercise on training. 
Medical screening. Basic medical concepts including inllamation, 
infection, repair. Injuries to bone and soft tissues. First aid. Methods 
and techniques for prevention and treatment of injuries. 

SC3246 BIOMECHANICS III 
S(0:3)3 SC2740 
The contents of this module will be presented at enrolment. 

SC3248 PHYSIOLOGY OF EXERCISE I (DEGREE) 
S(0:3)3 SC2741 
Emphasis is placed on increasing understanding of neNes and 
muscles, metabolism and the cardio vascular system and the 
whole body effects of exercise. The theory is put into practice by 
measuring such parameters as V02MAX. 

SC3910 SCIENCE AND THE UNrvERSE (PRIMARY STUDIES) 
P(NA)3 SC2950 or SC2920 
The earth in the solar system. The moving earth. Earth Materials. 
The Oceans. The changing face of the earth. The atmosphere. 
Teaching strategies. 

SC3920 OOMPAAA TIVE STUDIES IN K-6 SCIENCE CURRICULA 
(pRIMARY STUDIES) 

P(NA)3 SC2950 or SC2920 
Models of teaching suited to science teaching. Study of innovative 
science curricula from around the world. Implementing and 
evaluating a program of work. 

SC3930 ENVIRONMENT BIOSCIENCE (GENERAL STUDIES) 
P(NA)3 SC2930 
An analytic overview of man's place in the biosphere by means of an 
ecological approach to issues of population, energy, natural 
resources and environinental quality. A systematic treatment of 
natural ecosystems and the impact of a technological society upon 
these systems. 

SC3940 ENVIRONMENTAL GEOSCIENCE (GENERAL STUDIES) 
P(NA)3 SC2930 or SC2940 
In this module students will study the processes at work on the 
planet and human interaction with these processes and the energy 
flows of the atmosphere and the lethosphere. In addition a study of 
the deeper seated earth processes will be made. 

SC41 32 ELECTRIC SYSTEMS 
S(NA)4 SC3134 
The integrated circuit concept. The i.c. opamp and its uses. The i.c. 
timer and its uses. Logic gates, digital systems, analogue systems 
and D/A or NO conversions. A.M. and F.M. receivers and trans
mitters. 

SC4134 APPLICATION OF CALCULATOR AND MINI OOMPUTER 
PROGRAMMING TO SCIENCE LABORATORY 
EXERCISES 

S(NA)8 
Computers in Science 
Thestudentwill research the type of tasks which lend themselves to 
computer application, the advantages gained by using the com-

puter is science and study the effct of experience with computers 
upon attitude to computers and "the loss of privacy" controversy. 
Brief consideration of computer assisted instruction and of ways of 
introducing computer use into science. 
Programming 
Howtowrite programsfOl" a programmable calculator. Students will 
write and store on cards many useful programs. 
How to write basic programs for the computer at N.CAE. and for 
use on Apple computers. 

Testing of Models 
A large number of programs will be written to provide predicted 
values of quantities which are produced by the application of 
certain models used by scientists. 
Evaluation of Computer Application in Science Laboratory 
Exercises. 
By conducting experiments to produce the quantities related to 
models studied in the previous topic, the student determines the 
degree to which the program has aided clarification of the value of 
the model under study. 
Simulation of Complex Experimental Procedures 
Programs will be written to clarify the operation of models which 
make predictions which cannot readily be tested, because they 
relate to unavailable complex equipment, or because producing 
the predicted quantities takes a huge period of time in which to 
operate. 

SC4135 PHYSICS TECHNOLOGY. PHILOSOPHY AND SYSTEM 
THINKING 

S(NA)8 SC3131. SC3132 
This module has two parts. In the first a study is made of the 
relationships of Physics to Technology and Philosophy together 
with the application of Physics to the Third World and a guess at the 
future. The second part takes problem solving by the systems or 
models approach. The students individually choose their own 
problems. 

SC4141 PHYSICAL METHODS IN CHEMISTRY 
S(NA)8 SC3141 
Basic theory, instrumentation. sampling and interpretation of data 
with respect to; UV-VIS, IR, NMR and mass spectroscopy. X-ray 
methods and specific ion electrodes. 

SC4142 CHEMISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
S(NA)4 SC2142 
A study of the origin, distribution, extraction and use of resoorce for 
the production of energy. metals and non-metals. Problems 
associated with resource usage, waste disposal and recycling. 
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SC4143 NATURAL PRODUCT CHEMISTRY 
S(NA)4 SC3141 
Composition and properties of gylcerides, waxes, carbohydrates, 
proteins, and steroids. Instrumental methods used to elucidate 
composition and structure. 

SC4144 BIOINORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
SINA)8 SC3141 SC3143 
A study of metalloproteins and other metal containing biological 
molecules. HydrolytiC metallo - and metal - activated enzymes. 
Oxygen carriers. The alkali metal and alkaline earth metal cations in 
Biology. Metal ions and chelating agents in medicine. 

SC4145 BIOCHEMISTRY 
S(NA)4 SC3141 
Topics include; 
• the cell structure, electrolytes and active transport 
• equilibrium thermodYMmics 
• classification of enzymes, chemical nature and kinetics 
• the penlose phosphate pathway 
• photosynthesis; the glyoxylate cycle 
• muscle biochemistry 
• breakdown and elimination of nitrogen and sulphur com

pounds. 

SC4146 ENVIRONMENTAL AND OONSUMER CHEMISTRY 
S(NA)4 SC2142 and SC3141 
• The chemistry of specific pollutants, their formation, effects, 

detection/estimation and possible control measures. 
• A study of the compoSition of various consumer products -

reasons whytheyare used in the product formulations and the 
consequences of their presence both directly to the con
sumer and to the environment in general. 

SC4151 GEOLOGICAL RESOURCES AND SOCIETY 
S(NA)8 SC3151 or SC3152 
A study d the origin and use of energy, metal and non-metal 
resources, problems associated with resource usage and waste 
disposal. 

SC4152 GEOLOGICAL PROBLEMS 
S(NA)8 SC3151 or SC3152 
A critical approach to theories of the origin and evolution of the 
Earth. global tectonics, palaeontological evolution, and to the 
development of some of these as examples of the evolution of 
scientific ideas. 

SC4153 HYDROLOGY 
S(NA)4 SC3151 or SC3152 
The hydrological cycle, fluvial and ground water movements. 
Stream gauging and data analysis. Water chemistry and pollution. 
Australian water resources. 

SC4154 APPLIED GEOLOGY 
S(NA)8 SC31 51 or SC3152 
Geological hazards - earthquakes, tsunami, volcanism, and 
monitoring problems. Engineering applications and problems such 
as earth slips, floods and shoreline changes and mining. 

SC4171 MAN AND ENVIRONMENT 
S(NA)8 SC2171 
PhilOSOphy and rationale of environmental impact assessment and 
of resource utilisation. The E.I.S. (Environment Impact Study) 
technique. Methods of data collection. Role of government 
departments and instrumentalities, such as the Pollution Control 
Commission. Environmental monitoring and control. Conceptual 
models and simulation techniques. Case studies of various major 
developmental projects. Preparation, presentation and evaluation 
of reports. 

SC41 72 INDUSTRIAL MICROBIOLOGY 
S(NA)8 SC31 71 
Batch and continuous culture systems in industry. Manufacture of 
microbial products. Microorganisms in food processing. Micro
biological aspects of plant cleansing and sterilisation. Develop
ment of microbiological standards. Statutory requirements. 
Standard tests in pollution studies. Role of microbiology in agri
culture, forestry and fishing industries. 

SC4173 APPLIED EOOLOGY 
S(NA)8 SC2171 
Factors limiting distribution and diversity of organisms. Environ
mental parameters in population ecology. Applied problems in 
productivity and population studies. Biological control. Community 
studies. Field techniques for terrestrial and acqua\ic studies. 
Assessment of the status of existing ecosystems and prediction of 
change effects due to forestry. agriculture, mining and industrial 
activities. 

SC4174 DEVELOPMENT AND COMPARATrvE ANATOMY 
S(NA) SC2172 
Comparative anatomy and physiology in relation to the function of ~ 
various systems, including skeletal, muscular, respiratory, cardio
vascular, nervous systems. Integration 01 systems; metabolism, 
temperature control. Gametogenesis. Embryology. Differentiation 
and growth. Reproduction. OntogenetiC development. Structure 
and function in animals, with particular emphasis upon the human. 

SC4210 SCIENCE IVA: SENIOR EDUCATION 
S(3+3)8 
This module is concerned with the teaching of science to pupils in 
years 11 and 12 in Australian schools. Understanding of topics 
treated in Junior Science Education is assumed. Topics include 
syllabus evaluation, aims and objectives, classroom techniques, 
evaluation, literature sources, laboratory organisation. 
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SC4220 SCIENCE rvB: JUNIOR SCIENCE EDUCATION 
S(3+3)8 
This module is concerned with the teaching of general science to 
pupils in years 7-1 0 in Australian schools. Topics include aims and 
objectives, teaching strategies, curriculum planning, remedial 
teaching, evaluation, laboratory and field activities. laboratory 
Ol"ganisation and safety. 

SC4245 SPORTS MEDICINE II 
S(3:0)3 SC3245 
This course aims to develOp an understanding of the sequence of 
injury through to repair and factors that may be of influence. Some 
common injuries and conditions will be discussed and the P.E. 
teacher's role in such Situations established. 

SC4248 PHYSIOLOGY OF EXERCISE II 
S(0:3)3 SC3248 
This course continues to further build up the student's knowledge 
and understanding of physiology and exercise and areas such as 
neuromuscular physiology and age changes and exercise will be 
identified. The emphasis will be on developing areas of research 
and practical application. 

SC4300 NATURAL SCIENCE rvp: SCIENCE FOR THE PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 

P(0:2)2 
This module enables students to gain an understanding of the role 
of Science in the Primary school and introduces a variety 01 
teaching procedures for use in schools. Topics include the aims of 
Science teaching in the Primary school, behavioural objectives in 
teaching, the nature and processes of Science and their relation to 
teaching of Science, classroom techniques of teaching Science, 
including models of teaching procedures, the use of teaching aids 
in the classroom, leaming and teaching outside the classroom 
including the projects, excursions, fieldwork covering speciment 
collections and natural phenomena. 

SC4920 SCIENCE AND NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 
The contents of this module will be presented at enrolment. 

SC4930 SCIENCE EDUCATION AND URBAN ENVIRONMENT 
The contents of this module will be presented at enrolment. 

Social Sciences 
Education 

SS1240 HISTORY TEACHING METHOD I 
S(3:0)3 
A review of the nature and value of History leads to consideration of 
basic historical skills and methods of teaching the subject. Attention 
is also focused on the Syllabus of Years 7 - 10 and on various 
evaluative procedures. 

SS1250 TEACHING GEOGRAPHY I 
S(2:0)2 
Basic teaching techniques in Geography are analysed and prac
tised. Emphasis is placed on the value and methods of using audio
visual aids, the organisation of teaching space, the need for and 
examples of variety, and methods of pupil-evaluation. 

SS1260 TEACHING SOCIAL SCIENCE 
S(2:0)2 
Current trends and issues in social education are examined with 
special reference to N.SW. secondary schools. Particular skills 
considered are expository techniques. instructional media. 
Programming and unit construction. 



SS1270 TEACHING ECCNOMICS 
S{O:2)2 
An examination of the Economics Syllabus leads to the develop
ment of programmed units of work and to the construction, 
implementation and evaluation of specific teaching strategies. M 
in-school experience component is developed on a competency
based programme. 

SS1310 EARLY CHILDHOOD SOCIAL STUDIES 
E(0:3)3 
A study is made of the various inquiry processes as applied to 
Social Studies, including Taba's inductive approach. Practice in the 
collection and organisation of data is complemented by the 
examination and creation of resource materials used in valuing, 
feeling and acting exercises. 

SS1320 EARLY CHILDHOOD/PRIMARY SOCIAL STUDIES 
EP(2:2)2 
Consideration is given to the application of inductive and deductive 
methods to Social Studies, and to specific teaching strategies 
involving observation, study, conceptualising, generalising and 
oral communication. o'JITiculum Guidelines are reviewed, and an 
examination of the nature and useof resources is complemented by 
the production of appropriate materials. 

SS1330 INOUIRY SOCIAL STUDIES 
P(3:3)3 
A review of the various inquiring processes includes an examination 
of T aba's inductive approach. Practice in collecting, organising and 
analysing data leads to an investigation of cognitive and skill 
development in Social Studies, and to a consideration of basic 
inquiry strategies such as role-play, simulation activities and 
problem solving. I 

SS1430 THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE 
G(0:3)3 
Technology is considered as an extension of man's capacity for 
work. Focal points include the bases oftechnology such as energy, 
mechanics, electricity and electronics. Particular attention is also 
given to technology as it relates to man's way of life and to 
development of societies. 

SS1440 THE ANCIENT NEAR EAST AND EARLY GREECE 
G(3:0)3 
A survey of the beginnings 01 civilisation and of early Egyptian, 
Minoan, Mycenaean and Mesopotamian history leads to a closer 
examination of the Hebrews and the Babylonians to the 6th Century 
B.G. A study of the establishment of the Persian Empire and the 
Hebrew restoration precedes an investigation 01 Greek city-states, 
(notably Athens and Sparta) incorporating a review of forms of 
society and of colonisation, trade and religion. 

SS1450 BRITAIN 1815-1914 
G(0:3)3 
A major interest is Britain's development and achievement in the 
technological, economic, political and social fields between 
Waterloo and World War I. She is also seen in the international 
context, especially in tenns of growing competition for world 
leadership in the military and economic arenas. 

SS1540 CCNSUMER STUDIES I 
G(3:0)3 
M introduction to consumer activities leads to a review of social 
influence, power contexts, modes of communication with the 
consumer and consumer socialisation. Consideration of percep
tion, brand loyalty, consumer needs and motivation promotes an 
understanding models of consumer behaviour. 

SS1550 ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL STUDIES 
G(0:3)3 
Accounting is introduced as an important element of the total 
business information system in a financial environment. It is 
considered in terms of its nature, development and value as an aid 
to management, with an emphasis on its recording, reporting, 
interpreting and budgeting functions. 

SS1560 ECCNOMICS IN SOCIETY I 
G(0:3)3 
In order to develop an awareness of economic methods and skills 
within a social organisation, there is a review of the framework of 
economic analysis and of rational human behaviour. An intro
duction of micro-economics considers choice, markets and 
demand theories. At the macro level. there is a survey of social 
order, capitalism, public sector rationale and thus the reasons for 
government intervention, and comparative economic systems. 

SS1580 BUSINESS STUDIES I 
A(3:3)3 
Initially the module is designed to develop an understanding of the 
political and economic environment of business. Later sections 
focus on some major systems of management, viz. accounting, 
finance and marketing, so that students gain an appreciation of 
management's need for rapid, clear and accurate inlonnation. 

SS1630 PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY I 
G(3:0)3 
This introduces the variety of elements in the physical environment 
and the skills needed in the study of physical processes. The earth 
in space is the starting point, from which there is a study of crustal 
structure, rocks, soil, climate and flora, with a final brief survey of the 
relationships among these elements. 

SS1640 THE SKILLS OF THE GEOGRAPHER 
G(3:0)3 
Basic skills introduced here are developed in later systematic 
studies. Emphasis is upon the use of topographic maps in both 
workshop and field. There are studies of scale, distance, location, 
relief, patterns of distribution and land use, and as with mapping 
work the studies are supported by statistic, aerial photographs and 
field surveys. 

SS1650 URBAN GEOGRAPHY I 
G(0:3)3 
Students develop an appreciation of varied urban environments 
and of world growth in urbanism. The dynamic nature of urban 
character in the developed and developing world is emphasized. A 
case study of Newcastle is undertaken to illustrate principles of 
urban character and to practise field skills in urban geography. 

SS1780 ASIAN STUDIES I 
G(0:3)3 
This introduction is designed to show the variety in physical 
environments, historic and religious influences, social structures, 
government and demographic factors in Asia. 

SS1820 SOCIOLOGY: AUSTRALIA - A CHANGING SOCIETY 
SW(4:0)4 
A survey of Australia's social development and heritage leads to a 
sociological review of Australian culture, of the individual and 
society, and of socialisation processes and agencies. Welfare 
policies are related to perceived prospects in contemporruy 
Australian Society. 

SS1821 SOCIOLOGY: DIVERSITY AND DIFFERENTIATION IN 
AUSTRALIAN SOCIETY 

SW(0:3)3 
Social Stratification a differentation, on the basis of class, status, 
power, age, sex and race are introduced as features of a diverse 
Australian Society. Special emphasiS is given to the lifestyles and 
opportunities of the aged, women and ethnic groups in terms of the 
effects of differentation on their access to health services, 
education, work and the law. 

SS1850 POLICE AND SOCIETY IN NEW SOUTH WALES 
PC(3:0)4 
This module will give an awareness of: 
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• how the attitudes of society to crime and punishment have 
changed or fluctuated. 

• how police roles and expertise have expanded. 
• how police and society have viewed police rotes. 
• how significant personnel and events have influenced the 

nature, the image and the operation of the police force in NEw 
South Wales. 

SS2240 HISTORY TEACHING METHOD II 
S(3:0)3 SS1240 E 
M initial focus on the selection and organisation of content and 
teaching strategies according to pupils' needs leads to a consider
ation oftheconstruction and use of resource materials, the essay as 
evidence of acquired historical skills, literature and film in History 
teaching, and programme construction. A review of the Syllabuses 
for Year 11 and 12 develops students' concepts of their roles as 
teachers of History. 

SS2330 NEW TRENDS IN SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION 
P(3:0)3 SS1330 E 
Astudy of the students' value judgements and of the perceived role 
of the school in inculcating values is complemented by consider
ation of Kohlbert's stages of moral development and their applic
ation to Social Studies in the Primary School, and by the examin
ation and creation 01 resource materials used in valuing, feeling and 
acting exercises. Fraenkel's pattem of strategies for integrated 
sequencing serves as a theoretical base for writing objectives and 
strategies for an integrated sequence of lessons. 

SS2450 EAST ASIA: A HISTORICAL STUDY OFTHE CULTURAL 
BACKGROUND 

G(3:0)3 3 SSI HE 
In order that students become aware of religious beliefs, customs 
and artistic fonns in Asian societies, studies are made of religions, 
lifestyles, cultural bases, attitudes to the land and historical back
ground in major Asian communities, such as India, China and 
Japan. 

SS2460 CHINA: AN EMERGINGTHIRDWORLDSUPER-POWER 
G(0:3)3 3 SSI HE 
To appreciate the f()(ces leading to the continuing Chinese 
Revolu~ion an initial study is m~de of the Imperial Government, the 
ConfUCian Mandate and the Mlng Dynasty to 1912, followed by a 
review of China's response to foreign ideas and of the struggle 
among forces such as imperialism, nationalism and communism. A 
subsequent focus is on facets of Chinese society such as the family, 
law, religion, the land and the village. 

SS2470 GREECE, ROME AND EARLY MEDIEVAL EUROPE 
G(0:3)3 3 SSI HE 
From a study of democracy in Greece the focus moves to the 
breakdown of the city-state and the rise of Hellenism. The history of 
Rome to the fall of the Roman Empire is follOWed by a study of the 
Eastern Roman Empire and the Islamic invasion. Medieval history 
includes feudalism and society, the Church and the Crusades. 

SS2571 ECONOMICS FOR HOME ECCNOMICS STUDENTS 
S(3:0)3 (for Home Economics students only) 
The module aims to develop an overview of economic theory by 
applying the methods of economic analysis to the Australian 
economy in general and to problems and issues relevant to Home 
Economics students' needs and interests in particular. 

SS2580 BUSINESS STUDIES II 
A(3:3)3 SS1580 
This is an examination of the organisational and administrative 
functions of common business systems is undertaken. The role of 
the automated information profeSSional in the effective manage
ment of business systems is explained. Particular emphasis is 
placed on the application aspects of particular systems, supported 
by guest managerial speakers and visits to select E.D.P. sites. 

SS2590 CCMMERCIAL KIT FOR ARTISTS AND CRAFTSMEN I 
(2+2)5 Arts and Oafts students only 
This module identifies the problem areas associated with the sale of 
art and craft works and provides guidelines for their successful 
marketing. It provides a foundation in small art and craft business 
management. 

SS2630 PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY II 
G(0:3)3 SS1630 E 
Specific processes, such as fluvial, glacial, shoreline, volcanic and 
arid areas, are examined in terms of the distinctive surface features 
produced in each case. Fluvial and coastal processes and land
fonns are studied in the field. 
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SS2820 CCNTEMPORARY AUSTRALIAN SOCIETY A 
G(3:3)3 3 cp I E 
Contemporary Australian society is studied from several points of 
view: its geographical and historical setting, its cultural structure in 
terms of ethnic, social, economic, religious and political factors; the 
origin and nature of the Australian life-style; minority groups such as 
the under-privileged, the aged, migrants and Aborigines. Additional 
emphasis is given to the problems of the individual in the complex 
modern community. 

SS3330 INTEGRATED UNIT WRITING 
P(0:3)3 SS2330 E 
A principal objective is competence in the skills involved in the 
construction of integrated units of work. Analysis of overseas and 
local studies leads to scrutiny of the role of skills in creative school 
programmes and to practice in skills leading to the construction of 
creative integrated curriculum units. 

SS3580 ART BUSINESS 
(2:0)2 VA2222BA Visual Arts students only 
This module analyses the legal, financial and marketing problems 
associated with the sale and promotion of artwork. It provides a 
foundation for successful self-employment in the visual arts and 
crafts. 

SS4100 SOCIAL STUDIES IVP 
P(2:0)2 (Dip. Ed.) 
The structure provides a varied approach to the teaching of Social 
Studies by focusing on a wide range of traditional and enquiry 
techniques and on preparing students for the planning of the 
integrated units. Theoretical planning and practical application in 
the classroom of appropriate strategies are features of the 
approach. 

SS4200 SOCIAL SCIENCES IVA 
S(3+3)8 (Dip.Ed.) 
Emphasis is on what is taught about man and society, and trends in 
Social Sciences education and inter-cultural-based curricula. 
Programming, teaching units, resources and assessment pro
cedures for these subjects are studied, while the major metho
dological focus is on inquiry procedures. 
Note: Students with inadequate background in Accounting must 
also complete the Accounting portion of Strand A of Social 
Sciences IVB if they are not doing that subject in its entirety. 

SS4210 SOCIAL SCIENCES IVB 
S(3+3)8 (Dip.Ed.) 
Strand A - Economics and Commerce Education 
The focus is on the consumer education movement and trends in 
Economics Education. Methodology covers traditional techniques 
of teaching Commerce and Economics, and advanced teaching 
procedures. Accounting matters are included for any student with 
inadequate background. 
Strand B - Geography Education 
The emphasis here is on trends in teaching Geography, and its 
place in the Social Sciences. There is a review of teaching methods 
common to Social Sciences with an emphasis on geographic 
learning experiences. 

SS4220 HISTORY IV: THE TEACHING OF HISTORY 
S(3+3)8 (Dip. Ed.) 
The concentration is upon basic teaching procedures, including 
oral presentation, observation and study techniques, the use and 
construction of aids and resources, literature, inquiry activities and 
role playing. EmphaSis is also given to syllabus and programme 
construction, organisation olmaterials and sources, and innovation 
in History teaching. 

SS4530 ECCNOMICS OF PUBLIC WELFARE 
( )4 SS3520, SS3570 
For description of module refer to Social Sciences Department. 



Social Welfare 

'/ED1908 PSYCHOLOGY FOR SOCIAL WELFARE 
SW(4:0)4 
This course gives emphasis to the psychology of human relation
ships and communication. In addition it conveys something of the 
scientific basis of the study of human nature. 

j SS1820 SOCIOLOGY: AUSTRALIA - A CHANGING SOCIETY 
SW(4:0)4 
Basic SOCiological concepts are introduced through the study of the 
development of Australian society. A practical strand involves the 
use of sociological inquiry techniques. 

flS1830 MULTICULTURAL STUDIES 
SW(0:3)3 
This is a study of the multicultural nature of Australiansociety and its 
consequences. It includes an analysis of ethnic group structures 
and processes as related to the welfare needs of the members of 
such groups. 

SW1501 SOCIAL WELFARE 
SW(3:0)3 
This module aims to provide an introduction to the basic concept 
areas of knowledge and skills necessary to the practice of social 
welfare. It will attempt to introduce students to material covered in 
depth throughout the entire course by integrating it into a view of 
how social welfare is practised. 

SW1502 BIOSOCIAL PROBLEMS 
SW(3:0)3 
This module is an introduction to the relationship between social 
welfare and biology. Many of the biologically related social pro~ 
blems such as genetics, alcoholism, drug addictior:J environmental 
pollution, sexuality and fertility will be approached through a 
general sociological perspective of social problems. 

SW1503 DEVELOPMENT THROUGH LIFE AND COMMUNITY 
SERVICES I 

SW(3:0)3 
This is the first of two interdisciplinary (psychology and social 
welfare) modules which focus on development through life in the 
context of Australian society. In each module the issues of 
continuity and discontinuity, the bends of transition possible within 
the current ecology of the person and the process of learning will be 
considered. This module examines development from birth toearly 
Childhood. Problems associated with this period and transitioin 
within it are reviewed and community services which have involved 
to assist the child and his family, theadolescentand the young adult 
are considered. 

SW1504 WELFARE PRACTICE I 
SW(0:3)3 
This module has been deSigned as a basic introduction to social 
welfare. The historical developments, social division, service 
delivery methods conceptual models, ethics and values, means by 
which poverty and need have been measured and the major 
intervention skills used by welfare workers will be briefly covered. 
VVhenever possible, examples will be drawn from the Newcastle 
area. 

SW1505 SOCIAL WELFARE ADMINISTRATION 
SW(0:3)3 
This module is designed to equip students with a knowledge and 
understanding of the organisation of social welfare services and 
their administrative systems and the practical skills necessary to 
establiSh, maintain and improve organisational efficiency and 
direction. It is also intended to develop in students an awareness of 
the functions and dysfunctions of social welfare organisations. 

SW1506 WELFARE PRACTICE II 
SW(0:3)3 
This module is designed to provide the student with a basic 
understanding of the prinCiples and practice of social casework 

together with the acquisition of elementary casework skills. Hroadly 
much of what is known as casework will be covered from a critical 
social/interaction perspective. Besides the theoretical content of 
this module, considerable emphaSis will be placed on practical skill 
development, using modem audio-visual aids. The interface with 
other social welfare methods will be emphasised. 

SW1S07 DEVELOPMENT THROUGH LIFE 4 COMMUN 
SERVICES II 

SW(0:3)3 
This is the second of two interdisciplinary (psychology and social 
welfare) modules which focus on development through life in the 
context of Australian society. This module examines development 
through adulthood. 

SW2201 WELFARE PRACTICE III: 
SW(3:0)3 SS1820 
The goal of this module is to provide students with knowledge and 
understanding about the various strategies, practice levels and 
orientations of communitywork.ltis also expected that students will 
acquire some basic skills in community work practice. 

SW2204 VOCATIONAL FORUM II 
SW(3:0)3 
This is concerned with discussing: 
---how course theOf)' relates to field practice 
-any issues arising in field practice 
-new and emerging topics in social welfare. 

SW2205 FIELD PRACTICE II 
SW( )8 ED2907, SW1104, SW11 05, SW1106CotequislteSW220S 
To continue elevelo pment as a welfare worker through practice in an 
agency under supervision from the agency and the College. The 
students should develop further skill in welfare practice and further 
relate theory to practice. 

SW2207 SPECIALITY STUDIES· 
SW(0:3)3 Prerequisite: Completion of modules ofsernesters 1 ,2,3 
~ull time) or equivalent 
The purpose of this module is to provide students with the 
opportunity to extend their knowledge in asocial welfare study area 
in which they have a special interest. Topics will be submined for 
approval to staff advisers. 

SW2209 VOCATIONAL FORUM III 
SW(O:3)3 Corequisite SW221 0 
See SW2204 for module desCription. 

SW221 0 RELD PRACTICE III 
SW( )9 SW2201 SW2203 SW2204 SW220S 
See SW220S for module description. 

SW2502 SOCIAL POLICY 
SW(3:0)3 SS1820 SW1505 
The aim of this module is to elevelop an understanding of the 
relationship among ideologies, Political phenomena and social 
policy as welf as an appreciation of the constraints upon implement~ 
ation of social policy. A development of an awareness of the 
potential roles Of social welfare workers in influencing social policy 
development and its implementation. 

SW2S03 VOCATIONAL FORUM I 
SW(3:0)3 Corequisite SW2S04 
This is concemed with discussing: 
-how course theory relates to field practice 
-any issues arising in field practice 
-new and emergill;J topics in social welfare. 

SW2504 FIELD PRACTICE I 
SW{ )10 217 HR minimum Corequisite SW2S03 
This is concerned with understanding how a particular community 
agency associated with social welfare operates and with under
standing how Course subjects relate to practical experience. 

SW2S05 LAW ANO WELFARE 
SW(0:3)3 
A selective presentation of existing law is provided emphaSising 
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those areas where client need has tended tobegreatest. The role of 
the legal profeSSion, court officials and enforcement agencies is 
explained. Legal processes are outlined. 

SW2506 SPECIALITY STUDIES 
SW(0:3)3 All semesters 3 (full time) modules 
The purpose of this module is to provide students with the 
opportunity to extend their knowledge in asocial welfare study area 
in which they have a special interest. Topics will be submined for 
approval to staff advisers. 

SW2507 VOCATIONAL FORUM II 
SW(0:3)3 SW2501 SW2502 SW2503 Corequislte SW2S05 
The objective of this module is to further develop and consolidate 
skills required of the social welfare workers. 

SW2508 FIELD PRACTICE II 
SW( )11 217 HR minimum SW2S01 SW2S03 SW2S04 
Corequisite SW2S07 
To continuedevelopmentasa welfare worker through practice in an 
agency under supervision from the agency and the college. The 
students should develop further skill in relating theory to practice. 

SpeCial Education 

SE1001 INTRODUCTION TO SPECIAL EDUCATION 
EP(3:3)ED101 or ED1801 
This module will emphaSise those disabilities commonly en~ 
countered in regular classrooms, and recent trends in special 
education to integrate children into the regular classroom where 
possible. 

SE2000 LEARNING PROBLEMS IN THE SCHOOL: 
RECOGNITION AND TREATMENT 

EP(3:3)3 3 ED1 
This module provides a basic knowledge of children's learning 
problems. Strategies designed to help the classroom teacher to 
overcome these problems are discussed. These focus on the 
regular classroom and cover testing, diagnostic teaching and 
organisation for small groups and individual children. 

SE2002 SPECIAL EDUCATION IN EARLY CHILDHOOD 
E(3:0)3 SE1 001 
This module is designed for students involved in early childhood 
education. It examines the characteristics of children whose 
~velopr:nent is delayed or appears likely to be delayed. Students 
WIll be Introduced to techniques of assessing and assisting 
children's development. Observations of preschool and babies 
enrolled in programme at the Special Education Centre will be a 
feature of the modUle. • 

SE2006 CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT FOR SLOW LEARNERS 
IN THE SECONDARY CLASSROOM 

8(0:3)3 3 ED1 
This module provides an intrOduction to the problems and needs of 
slow learners in the regular secondary classroom. Topics include: 
1 . diagnosis of learning difficulties in the basic skills (reading, 

spelling, mathematics) 
2. standardised testing and the slow learner 
3. methods of asseSSing instructional levels of teaching 

materials 
4. assessment of materials currently available in subject areas 

and the methods of adapting them to meet the needs of slow 
learners 

S. the application of behaviour management principles to 
secondary classrooms. 
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SE2007 EMOTIONAL AND BEHAVIOURAL PROBLEMS IN THE 
CiLASSROOM 

P(3:0)3 SE1001 
The objectives of this module is to make students aware of 
disturbing behaviours wtlch manifest themselves in the classroom 
and the possible home or school factors which contribute to them. 
Students will also be introduced to means of planning and imple
menting behavioural management programmes designed to 
increase, maintain, establish or reduce behaviour. 

SE3009 LEARNING DISABIUTIES 
EP(0:3)3 SE2002 or SE2007 
Educational objectives broken down into three component parts (A) 
cognitive (S) affective (C) psychomotor; will be the framework for 
understanding children who exhibit leaming disabilities. This 
module will provide an extension to SE1 001 giving students check 
lists to identify and methodology to remediate. 

SE3026 PROGRAMMING FOR LEARNING DlFFICUL TIES IN THE 
SECONDARY CLASSROOM 

S(3:3)3 SE2006 
This module provides an in-depth analysis of techniques for 
catering for the slow leamer in the secondary classroom. Built on 
the introduction provided in SE2006, this module requires the 
student to develop an in-depth unit of work in their subject area to 
specifically cater forthe needs ofslowleamers. The units developed 
will reflect an understanding of diagnostic, planning material 
adaption and evaluation skills. This module will be offered by 
contract only. 

SE4000 RESEARCH ESSAY 
( )9 
This module Provides an opportunity to engage in individual 
research and the presentation of the results of research. The 
module covers an introduction to research and research designed 
together with basic statistical analYSis. A project outline will be 
developed and research conducted reflecting the interests, 
capabilities and research technology of the students. 

SE4001 ASSESSMENT, DIAGNOSIS AND REMEDIATION I AND 
II 

(3+2)5 
Module for Graduate Diploma in Education Studies. 
The aim is to give students a critical overview of the literature related 
to the identification of reading and mathematics problems, their 
diagnosis and the forms remedial education should take. 

SE4004 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS 
(0:2)2 
Core module for Graduate Diploma in Educational studies. 
EmphaSis will be placed on knowledge of the variety of com~ 
munication disorders, training in early recognition and screening, 
knowledge of referral personnel and the remedial methods they 
employ, knowledge of materials and techniques for continual 
assistance in the regular classroom. Disorders would include deaf 
and hearing impaired, speech difficulties, developmental language 
delay and autistic behaviour. 

SE4005 BEHAVIOUR MANAGEMENT/DATA BASED 
INSTRUCTION 

(3+3)6 
Core module for Graduate Diploma in Educational Studies. 
This module will train students in precise techniques of behavioural 
analysis and instructional programming together with skills in the 
implementation of behavioural principles in classroom manage
ment. 

SE4009 DEVELOPMENT DISABILITIES I 
(3:0)3 
To demonstrate knowledge of traditional categories handicap and 
the major diagnostic criteria for labelling each category. To be 
competent to relatedevelopmental disabilities to theories of normal 
developmental profiles in the cognitive, affective and psychomotor 
areas. 



SE4013 CLINICAL PRACTICUM 
( )12 
Aseries of practica is arranged involving students in the application 
of data based instruction behaviour management procedures, 
assessment diagnosis and remedial exercises. 

SE4014 PROGRAMME FOR REMEDIATION 
(4:0)4 
To provide and examination of approaches to remediation 
programmes both within the resource model and the special class. 
Emphasis will be placed on organisational and planning skills in 
each approach. 

SE4015 PROGRAMME FOR DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES 
(4:0)4 
To enable teachers to establish effective instructional programmes 
for children with moderate and severe developmental disabilities. 

SE4016 PARENT TRNNING/CONSULTATIVE SKILLS 
(2:0)2 
To provide teachers with fundamental training in Dreikusian 
techniques of family counselling to provide them with specific 
strategies for treating behaviour problems in the home and class-
room. . 

SE4017 ISSUES/INTERDISCIPLINARY ASPECTSOFCHILDREN 
WITH DEVELOPMENT DISABILITIES 

(0:2)2 
To study and analyse controversial issues in the field of special 
education and to inform student of the contributions of professionals 
involved with the developmentally disabled children and their 
families. 

SE4018 CURRICULUM RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
(2:0)2 
This module is designed to provide resource and special class 
teachers with specific skills in the evaluation, adaption and con
struction of resource materials for special education. Emphasis is 
placed on those skills and techniques that will strengthen the 
teacher's consultancy skills. Topics include: 
(A) Knowledge of specialist resource available 
(8) The evaluation and adaptation of commercial materials 
(C) The design and construction of resource materials 
(0) The establishment of resource banks 
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Colleges of Advanced 
Education Act, 1975 

i'ct No. 11,1975 (1), as amended by i'ct No. 47, 1975 (2); i'ct No. 
24,1980 (3); i'ct No. 196, 1980 (4); and i'ct No. 87,1981 (5). 
M Act with respect to the constitution of new colleges of advanced 
education and the continuation of established careges of 
advanced education; to enlarge the powers, authorities, duties and 
functions of colleges of advanced education; to amend the Higher 
Education Act, 1969, and certain other Acts; and for purposes 
connected therewith. 
BE it enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with 
the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative 
Assemblyof New South Wares in Parliament assembled, and by the 
authority of the same, as 101lm-V8:-
Short title 
1. This,Act may be cited as the "Colleges of Advanced 

Education Act, 1975". 
Commencement 
2. (1) This section and sections 1 and 3 commence on the 

date of assent to this Act. 
(2) Except as provided in subsection(1), this Act shall 

commence on such day as may be appointed by the 
Governor in respect thereof and as may be notified by 
proclamation published in the Gazette. 

Interpretation 
3. (1) In this Act, except to the extent that the context or 

subject-matter otherwise indicates or requires
"advanced education course" means acourse of study 
approved under the Higher Education Act, 1975, as an 
advanced education course; 
"appointed day" means the day appointed and notified 
lrtder section 2 (2); 
"Board" means the New South Wales Higher Education 
I?oard constituted under the Higher Education Act. 
1975; 
"college" means-
(a) an institution declared under section 4 to be a 

college of advanced education; and 
(b) a college of advanced education constituted 

under section 5; 
"corporate college" means a college of advanced 
education constituted under section 5; 
"regulations" means regulations made under this Act. 

(2) A reference in this Act, express or implied, to by-laws in 
relation to a corporate college is a reference to by-laws 
made by that college. 

College within a Department of the Government 
4. (I) The Minister may, by order published in the Gazette-

(a) declare any educational institution that forms part 
of a Department of the Government to be a 
college of advanced education with the name 
specified in the order; and 

(b) specify the Department of which it forms part. 
(2) Vl/here the Minister wholly revokes an order published 

under subsection (1), he may constitute a corporate 
college to take the place of the college to which the 
revoked order related. 

(3) The Minister shall not exercise his powers under this 
section in respect of an institution that forms part of a 
DepartmentoftheGovemment not administered by him 
except with the concurrence of the Minister administer
ing that Department. 

Incorporation as college of advanced education 
5. (I) The Minister may, by notification published in the 

Gazette-
(a) constitute a corporation that is a college of 

advanced education with the corporate name 
specified in the notification; and 

(b) appoint the first council of that corporate college 
being a council constituted as provided by 
section 6. 

(2) The members of a corporation constituted under sub
section (I) consist of the persons who are, for the time 
being-
(a) members of the council of tre college; 
(b) servants of the college; 
(c) students at the college; 
(d) graduates of the college; and 
(e) within any other class of persons specified in the 

by-laws of the college as members of the 
corporation, 

unless, in the case of a person referred to in paragraph 
(b), (e), (d) or (e), he ·IS exempted by the council of the 
college, on grounds of conscience, from membership 
of the corporation. 

(3) The governing bodyof a corporate college is its council 
v.tlich shall act in such manner as to it appears best 
calculated to promote the purposes and interests of the 
college. 

(4) Adecisionsupportedbyamajorityofvotesatameeting 
of the council of a corporate college at which a quorum 
is present is a decision of the corporation of which it is 
the governing body. 

(5) The Minister may, by notification published in the 
Gazette, change the corporate name of a corporate 
college. 

(6) A change under subsection (5) in the name of a 
corporate college does not affect the identity of the 
corporation or any rights or obligations of the corpor
ation or render defective any legal proceedings that 
might have been continued or commenced by or 
against it by its former name may be continued by or 
against it by its new name. 

(7) Except as provided by subsection (8), a corporate 
college shall not alienate, mortgage, charge or demise 
any land or interest in land except with the consent in 
'Miting of the Minister. 

(8) A corporate college may, without the consent in writing 
of the Minister, demise any land where-
(a) the term of the lease does not exceed 21 years; 

and 
(b) subject to sLbsection (9) (b), there is reserved fOl'" 

the whole of the term the best rent that may 
reasonably be obtained without fine. 

(9) A lease by a corporate college for the purposes of an 
affiliated residential college shall-
(a) be for a term not exceeding 99 years; 
(b) be at a nominal rent; 
(c) include a condition providing for forfeiture of the 

lease and re-entry by the lessor if the lease is 
assigned; and 

(d) include such other conditions, and such coven
ants, as the college approves. 

Dissolution of corporate college 
5A Schedule 2 has effect in respect of the dissolution of a 

corporate college. 
Placing of corporate college under control of 
administrator 
5B. Schedule 3 has effect in respect of the plaCing of a corporate 

college under the control of an administrator. 
First council of corporate college 
6. (1) The first council of a cOl'"porate college appointed by a 

notification under section 5 (1) shall consist of not more 
than twenty-five persons. 

(2) The members of the first council of a cOl'"porate college 
shall, subject to subsection (3), hold office for such 
period as the Minister specifies in the notification by 
v.tlich they are appointed. 

(3) The Minister may, by notification published in the 
Gazette, from time to time extend the period for which 
the members of the first comcil of a corporate cdlege 
specified in the notification hold office. 

Council {other than first council) of a corporate college. 
7. (1) Mer the expiration of the term of office of the members 

of the first council of a cOrpDl'"ate college, the council of 
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the college shall be reconstituted to consist of-
(a) not more than twenty-five members; or 
(b) 'NIlerethecdlege is a college in respect of which 

the regulations specify a greater number of 
members-not mOl'"e than that greater number of 
members, 

as provided by this section. 
(2) The council of a college shall consist of-

(a) official members, comprising-
(i) the principal officer of the college; and 
M a full-time servant of the college who is the 

holder of the office, 01'" the full-time servants 
of the college who are the holders of the 
offices (not exceeding two), in the college 
prescribed by the by-laws for the purposes 
of this paragraph; 

(b) members elected in the manner and (except in 
the case of sub-paragraph (iii) ) by the persons 
prescribed by the by-laws in respect of each class 
of member, comprising-
(i) aservant of the college classified by the by

laws as a full-time servant and having the 
qualifications and experience prescribed 
by the by-laws Of, where the by-laws so 
provide, not more than a specified greater 
number (not exceeding three) of servants of 
the college (including at least one member 
of the non-academic staff) soclassified and 
having the qualifications and experience 
prescribed by the by-laws for all of them or 
having the different qualifications and 
experience so prescribed for each or any of 
them; 

(ii) a student of the college having the qualific
ations and experience prescribed by the 
by-Iaws or, 'NIlere the by-laws so provide, 
two students of the college soqualified and 
experienced; and 

Oii) 'NIleretheby-laws provideforthe election of 
an additional member, or two additional 
members, by the other members of the 
council-a person or, as the case may be, 
two persons so elected; and 

(c) appointed members, being persons (other than 
servants or students of the college) appointed by 
the Minister as far as practicable from the follow
ing categories:-
(il persons experienced in the field of 

ec!ucation; 
(ii) persons experienced in industry or 

commerce; 
(iii) persons who are practising, Of have prac

tised, a profession; 
(iv) persons associated with trade unions; 
(v) persons having such other qualifications 

and experience as the Minister thinks 
appropriate. 

(3) A person may not be elected or appointed under sub
section (2) if he is of 01'" above the age of seventy years. 

(4) Subject to this Act, a member (other than an official 
member) of a council holds office-
(a) in the case of an elected member, until-

0) the expiration of such period (not exceed
ing four years) after he takes office as is 
prescribed by the by-laws in respect of that 
member; or 

(Ii) the accession to office of his successor, 
'Nhichever is the later; and 

(b) in the case of an appointed member-for a period 
of four years, 

and any elected or appointed member is, if otherwise 
qualified, eligible for re-election or re-appointment, as 
the case may be. 

(5) Notwithstanding subsection (4) (b), 'Nhere the number 
of appointed members of a council is less than the 
maximum number of those members permitted by 
subsection (I), any member subsequently appointed 
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LIlder subsection (2) (c) otherwise than to fill a casual 
vacancy holds office fOf the period specified in the 
instrument of his appointment. 

(6) f\btwithstanding subsection (4), section 30 of the 
Interpretation Act, 1 897, applies to and in respect of an 
appointment made under subsection (2) (c). 

Vacation of office of member of a council. 
8. (1) Amember (other than an official member) of the council 

of a corporate college vacates his office, and there is a 
casual vacancy in his office, if-
(a) he attains the age of seventy years; 
(b) he dies; 
(c) he becomes a temporary patient, a continued 

treatment patient, a protected person or an 
incapable person within the meaning of the Mental 
H:!alth Act, 1958, or a person under detention 
under Part VII of that Act; 

(d) he becomes bankrupt, applies to take the benefit 
of any law for the relief of bankrupt or insolvent 
debtors, compounds with his creditors or makes 
an assignment of his estate for their benefit; 

(e) he is convicted in New South Wales of a felony OJ 
of a misdemeanour punishable by imprisonment 
for twelve months 01'" longer, 01'" if he is convicted 
outside New South Wales of an offence which, if 
committed in New South Wales, would be a 
felony or misdemeanour so punishable; 

(f) he reSigns his office by writing under his hand 
addressed, in the case of an appointed member, 
to the Minister or, in the case of an elected 
member, to the principal officer of the college; 

(g) he is absent from three consecutive meetings of 
the council of which reasonable notice has been 
given to him personallyor in theordinarycourseof 
jX>St and is not, within six weeks after the last of 
those meetings, excused by the council for his 
absence; 

(h) being a member elected under section 7 (2) (b) (i) 
heceases to be a servant of the college classified 
by the by-laws as a full-time servant; or 

0) being a member elected under section 7 (2) (b) (ii) 
he ceases to be a student of the college. 

(2) Where a casual vacancy occurs in the office of a 
member of the council (inCluding the first council) of a 
corporate college, the vacancy shall be filled by the 
appointment or election of a member-
(a) in the manner provided by the by-laws; or 
(b) 'NIlere no provision is made by the by-laws-in 

the same manner as his predecessor in office. 
(3) A member elected or appointed to fill a casual vacancy 

holds office for the balance of the term of office of his 
predecessor but is eligible for re-election or re
appointment, as the case may be. 

Meetings of council of corporate college 
9. (1) The procedure for calling meetings of the council of a 

corporate college and the procedure at those meetings 
shall, subject to the by-laws, be such as it determined 
by the council. 

(2) A quorum at a meeting of the council of a corporate 
college shall be the number prescribed by the by-Iavvs 
01'" anuniJer calculated in the manner prescribed by the 
by-laws. 

Powers, etc., of corporate college. 
10. (1) Subject to this /l.et and the regulations, a corporate 

college-
(a) has, by its council, the control and management 

of any real or personal property vested in or 
acquired by the college and is, by its council 
responsible for its maintenance; 

(b) shall, at such place as is, or such places as are, 
approved by the Minister in respect of the college, 
provide such advanced education courses asare 
approved by the Board by an order relating to that 
college; 

(c) may confer academic awards and grant and 
issue certificates evidencing those awards in 
respect of the classes of students or other 



persons eligible under the by-laW'S; 
(d) may acquire any property for the purposes of this 

/let by gift, devise ()( bequest and may, by its 
council, agree to carry out the conditions of any 
such gift, devise or bequest; 

(e) may, within such limits, to such extent and upon 
such conditions (as to security or otherwise) as 
the Govem()( upon the recommendation of the 
Treasurer approves, borrow money for the pur
pose of carrying out and pe/forming any of its 
p:lW8rs, authorities, duties or functions, the 
renewal of loans or the discharge of any 
indebtedness to a bank; 

(f) may invest any funds belonging to orvested in the 
cdlege in any manner-
(i) for the time being authorised for the invest

ment of trust funds; or 
Oil approved by the Governor, upon the 

recommendation of the Treasurer, either 
generally or in a particular case, or in a 
particular class of cases; 

(g) may, under conditions acceptable to the 
Board; provide courses or programmes of 
study that are not advanced education 
courses; 

(g) shall, at such times as may be required by the 
B:lard, forward to the Board such estimates as 
are specified by the Board as to the financial and 
other needs of the college, and such other 
information as the Board requires in order to 
discharge its responsibilities. 

(2) The rule of law against remoteness of vesting does not 
apply to or in respect of any condition of a gift, devise or 
bequest to INhich a corporate college has agreed. 

(3) VVhere a college is not a corporate college -
(a) subsection (1) (c) applies to it as if it were a 

corporate college; and 
(b) the Minister or other person administering the 

college shall cause subsections (1) m and (1) (h) 
to be complied with as if the college were a 
corporate college. 

Delegation of powers, etc. 
11. (1) The council of a corporate college may, by resolution, 

delegate to-
(a) a member of the college; 
(b) a servant of the college; 
(c) the holderf()(thetime being of aspecified office in 

the service of the college; or 
(d) a committee appointed by the council, 
the exercise or performance, in any specified case or 
specified class of cases, of any power, authority, dutyor 
function of the college otherthan this power of delegation 
and any power conferred on it under section 23. 

(2) A delegation by the council of a corporate college 
pursuant to subsection (1 l-
(a) may be revoked by a resolution of the council; 

and 
(b) does not prevent the exercise or performance by 

the college of the power, authority, dutyorfunction 
delegated. 

Servants of corporate college. 
12. (1) Subject to subsection (2), a corporate college may not 

appoint a person as a member of its academic staff 
unless the position to which he is appointed iswithinthe 
academicstaffestablishmentofthecollegedeterrnined 
by the Board. 

(2) To the extent to which a corporate college may, 
pursuant to a delegation under section 11 (5) of the 
Higher Education .Act, 1975, determine its own 
academic staff establishment, it may appoint a person 
as a member of its academic staff as if its determination 
were a determination of the Board. 

(3) Subject to subsection (4), a corporate college may not 
employ a person as a member Of the staff (other than 
academic staff) of the college unless the position in 
which he is to beemployed is within the staff (other than 
academic staff) establishment of the college deter-

mined by the Public Service Board. 
(4) To the extent to INhich a corporate college may, 

pursuant to a delegation under subsection (9), deter
mine its own staff (other than academic staff) establish
ment, it may appoint a person as a member of its staff 
(other than academic staff) as if its determination were a 
determination of the Public Service Board. 

(5) Subject to this Act, a corporate college may-
(a) determine what p"omotions may be made, 

whether ()( not of academic staff; 
(b) determine the qualifications required of persons 

to be appointed or promoted within the academic 
staff of the college; 

(c) in accordance with the by-lam, discipline ser
vants of the college INhether or not they are 
members of the academic staff; and 

(d) in accordance with the by-laW'S, impose penalties 
for any such breaches of discipline. 

(6) Except in so far as provisions is otherwise made bylaw, 
the conditions of employment (including salary, wages 
or remuneration) of servants of a corporate college shall 
be such as are from time to time determined by the 
council of the college after consultation with, and with 
the concurrence of, the Public Service Board. 

(7) In any proceedings before a tribunal having power to 
deal with industrial matters within the meaning of the 
Industrial Arbitration .Act, 1940, the Public Service 
Board shall act for a corporate college in so far as the 
p"oceedings involve a matter in respect of INhich 
subsection (6) confers power on a college. 

(8) A corporate college shall give effect to any order or 
determination made in respect of the college by a 
tribunal referred to in subsection (7). 

(9) To the extent to which the Public Service Board may, 
under section 35 of the Public Service .Act, 1979, 
delegate any po'N8r, authority, duty or function to a 
C"epartment Head, within the meaning of that Act, it 
may, under that section, delegate the power, authority, 
duty or function to corporate college or to a servant of a 
corporate college. 

(10) To the extent to which a C"epartment Head, within the 
meaning of the Public Service Act, 1979, may, under 
section 48 of that Act, delegate any power, authority, 
duty or function to any officer of the Department, within 
the meaning of that .Act, he may, under that section, 
delegate the po'N8r, authority, duty or function to a 
corporate college or to a servant of a corporate college. 

Transfer of certain persons to staff of corporate college 
13. (1) In this section "superannuation scheme" means a 

scheme, fund or arrangement under INhich any super
annuation or retirement benefits are provided and 
INhich is established by or under an Act. 
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(2) Where the Minister constitutes a corporate college he 
may, in the notification that constitutes the college or in 
another notification published in the Gazette with 
respecttothe college, specifythenamesof members of 
the PubliC Service and of a Teaching Service who are to 
be transferred to the service of the college, but he shall 
not so specify the name of a person unless that 
person-
(a) is a member of the Public Service or Teaching 

Service employed in connection with the pro
vision of the courses or programmes of study 
p"ovided or to be provided by the college; and 

(b) agrees in writing to the inclusion of his name in the 
notification. 

(3) Where, immediately befOre the day on which a notific
ation referred to in subsection (2) is published, a person 
wtK:lse name is specified in the notification was a 
member of the Public Service or a Teaching Service, 
that person becomes on th:;K day a servant of the 
college to which the notification relates. 

(4) A person INho, pursuant to subsection (3), becomes a 
servant of a college shall be paid salary or wages at a 
rate not less than the rate that was payable to him 
immediately before he became a servant of the college, 
subject to any adjustment necessary to give effect to 

any fluctuation in the basic wage for adult males, ()( 
adult females, as the case maybe, for the time being in 
force within the meaning of Part V of the Industrial 
.Aibitration Act, 1940, unlil his salary is, or his wages 
are, varied in accordance with law. 

(5) VVhere any condition of employment of a person who, 
pursuant to subsection (3), becomes a servant of a 
college was, immediately before he became such a 
servant, regulated by an award or industrial agreement, 
or an agreement made under the PubliC Service Act, 
1902, or the Education Commission.Act, 1980, that 
condition shall continue to be so regulated until an 
award or industrial agreement regulating that condition 
and binding on the college is made by a competent 
tribunal. 

(6) Subject to subsection (7), a person who, pursuant to 
subsection (3), becomes a servant of a college-
(a) retains any rights accrued or accruing to him as 

a member of the Public Service or a Teaching 
Service as the case may be; 

(b) maycontinuetocontributetoanysuperannuation 
scheme to which he was a contributor immediately 
before becoming a servant of a corporate 
college; and 

(c) isentitledtoreceive annual, sick and long service 
leave and any payment, pension or gratuity, 

as if he had continUed to be a member of the Public 
Service ()( the Teaching Service, as the case may be, 
and-
(d) his service as a servant of the college shall be 

deemed to be service as a member of the Public 
Service ()(the Teaching Service, as the case may 
be, for the purposes of any law under which those 
rights accrued or were accruing, under INhich he 
continues to contribute or by which that entitle
ment is conferred; and 

(e) he shall be deemed to be a member of the Public 
Service orthe Teaching Service, as the case may 
be, for the purposes of any superannuation 
scheme to INhich, by the operation of this sub
section, he is entitled to contribute. 

(7) Apersonwho, butforthissubsection, WQuld be entitled 
under subsection (6) to contribute to a superannuation 
scheme or to receive any payrnent, pension or gratuity 
ooder that scheme shall not be so entitled upon his 
becoming a contributor to any other superannuation 
scheme, and the provisions of subsection (6) (e) cease 
to apply to or in respect of him in any case INhere he 
becomes a contributor to another superannuation 
scheme. 

(8) Subsection (7) does not prevent the payment to a 
servant of a college, upon his ceasing to be a contri
butor to a superannuation scheme, of such amount as 
\M)uld have been payable to him if he had ceased, by 
reason of resignation, to be such a contributor. 

(9) V\lhere, pursuant to subsection (6) (b), a person con
tinues to contribute to a superannuation scheme, the 
college shall contribute to the superannuation scheme 
the same amount as would have been payable by the 
Government of New South Wales if that person had 
remained a member of the PublicServiceor a Teaching 
Service, as the case may be, and been paid salary or 
wages at the rate paid to him by the college. 

(10) A person INho, pursuant to subsection (3), becomes a 
servant of a college is not entitled to claim, both under 
this Act and any other .Act, benefits in respect of the 
same period of service. 

(11) Nothing in this section affects the operation of the 
industrial Arbitration .Act, 1940. 

Acquisition of land 
14. (1) The Governor may, on the recommendation of the 

Minister, resume or appropriate any land under Division 
1 of Part V of the Public Works .Act, 1912, for the 
purposes of a corporate college. 

(2) The Minister shall not make a recommendation for the 
purposes of subsection (1) unless he is satisfied that 
adequate provision has been or will be made for the 

payment, by the college for the purposes of which the 
resumption or appropriation is to be effected, of 
compensation for the resumption or appropriation and 
of all necessary charges and expenses incidental to the 
resumption or appropriation. 

(3) A resumption or appropriation effected pursuant to 
subsection (1) shall be deemed to be for an authorised 
'NO/"K within the meaning of the Public Works Act, 1912, 
and the Ministershall, in relation to that authorised work, 
be deemed to be the Constructing Authority within the 
meaning of that .Act. 

(4) Sections 34, 35, 36 and 37 of the Public Works Act, 
1912, do not. but section 38 of that Act does, apply in 
relation to a resumption or appropriation under this 
section. 

Grant or transfer of certain land to corporate college 
15. (1) I/v'here land on which a corporate college is conducted 

is vested in the Oown or a Minister of the Crown 
(INhether as Constructing Authority or otherwise) the 
land may-
(a) where it is vested in the Crown-be transferred to 

the college subject to such trusts, conditions, 
covenants, provisions, exemptions and reser
vations as the Minister administering the Oown 
Lands Consolidation .Act, 1913, thinks fit; or 

(b) INhere it is vested in a Minister of the Oown-be 
conveyed or transferred to the college for such 
estate, and subject to such trusts and rights of 
way or other easements, as the Ministerthinksfit. 

(2) Aconveyance, transferor other instrument executed for 
the purposes of subsection (1)-
(a) is not liable to be stamped with stamp duty under 

the Stamp [)Jties .Act, 1920; and 
(b) may be registered under any Act without fee. 

Control of academic awards 
16. Acollege shall not confer any academic award in respect of a 

course or programme of study conducted by it unless the 
award is of a nomenclature approved by the Board. 

Fees 
17. (1) Subject to this section, the Minister may fix 

the fees to be charged by a college. 
(2) Subsection (1) does not authorise or require 

the Minister to fix the tees to be charged
(a) In respectofresldentlalfacilltlesprovlded 

by a college; or 
(b) in respect of courses or programmes of 

study other than advanced education 
courses. 

(3) Before he fixes fees under subsection (1) In 
respect of a college that forms part of a 
Department of the Government, the Minister 
shall take into consideration any represent
ations with respect to those fees made by the 
Minister administering that Department or 
made by a person or body nominated by him 
for the purpose. 

(4) Where any fees have been fixed under this 
section In respect of any matter, a college 
shall not makeanycharge, otherthanthefees 
so fixed, In respect of that matter. 

Certificate of academic award. 
is: A certificate evidencing any academic award conferred by a 

corporate college shall be under the seal of the college. 
Accounts 
19. (1 ) Acorporate college shall cause to be kept proper books 

of account in relation to all oOts operations and shall, so 
soon as practicable after the thirty-first dayof December 
in each year, prepare and transmit to the Minister for 
p-esentation to Parliament astatement of accounts in a 
form approved by the Auditor-General exhibiting a true 
and correct view of the financial position and trans
actions of the college. 

(2) The Minister shall cause each statement of accounts 
transmitted to him under subsection (1) to be laid before 
Parliament within fourteen sitting days if Parliament is in 
session and, if not, within fourteen sitting days afterthe 
commencement of the next session. 
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Audit 
20. (1) The accounts of acorporate college shall be audited by 

the Auditor-General whoshall have in respect thereof all 
the powers conferred on the Auditor-General in relation 
to the audit of public accounts. 

(2) The Audit I\ct, 1902, applies to the members of the 
council of a cOrpol'"ate college, and to the servants of a 
corporate college, in the same way as it applies to 
accounting officers of a public department. 

Annual report of college. 
21 . Acollege and anyotherinstitution that conducts an advanced 

education COurse shall, as soon as practicable and not later 
than the thirty-first dayol March in each year cause a repartan 
its work and activities in relation to advanced education 
courses during the year that ended on the last preceding 
thirty-first day of December to be prepared and shall-
(a) cause a copy of the report to be forwarded to the 

Minister; and 
(b) where the college forms part of a Department of the 

Government not administered by the Minister-also 
cause acopy to beforwarded to the Minister administer
ing that Department. 

Political or religious discrimination prohibited. 
22. No political or religious test shall be administered to any 

person in order to entitle him to be admitted as a student at a 
college, or to hold office therein, orto be eligible to receive any 
academic award or to enjoy any benefit, advantage or 
pivilege thereof. 

By-Iaws 
23. (1) A corporate college may, by its council, make by-laws 

for or with respect to-
(a) all matters that by this Act are required or permitted 

to be prescribed by by-laws or are nece:?S8ry or 
convenient for the purpose of giving effect to this 
kt· 

(b) the 'discipline of servants of the college and the 
imposition of penalties for breaches of discipline 
by servants of the college; 

(c) the management and good govemment of the 
college, the discipline of students at the college 
and the imposition of penalties for breaches of 
discipline by those students; 

(d) the use and custody of the common seal of the 
college: 

(e) the conduct of meetings of the council of the 
college; 

(f) theelection of the elected members of the council 
of the college and their accession to office; 

(g) the person entitled to preside at a meeting of the 
COlHlcil of the college and his voting powers at 
such a meeting; 

(h) the constitution of a quorum at a meeting of the 
colllcil of the college; 

(i)a the membership and method of appointment of 
committees and boards of the college and of the 
council of the college and the quorum, po'Ners 
and duties of any such committee or board; 

OJ the manner of appointment, promotion and dis
missal of servants of the college; 

(1<) the qualifications for admission and continuation 
as a student of the college; 

0) the examinations for, and the conferring of, avvards 
and the attendance of candidates therefore; 

(m) the examinations for, and the granting of, fellow
ships, scholarships, bursaries aoo prizes; 

(n) the admission of students of other educational 
institutions to any status within the college; 

(0) the conferring on graduates of other educational 
institutions, or on other persons, of academic 
awards without examination; 

(P) the establishment of residential colleges and 
halls of residence and their conduct, and the 
affiliation of residential colleges within the college; 

(q) the affiliation with the college of an educational or 
research establishment; 

(r) the payment of out-of-pocket expenses to 
members of the council; 

(s) the powers, authorities, duties and functions of 
the principal officer of the college; 

(t) the establishment and membership of a con
vocation. 

(2) The by-laws may provide for empowering the councilor 
pincipal officer of the college, subject to any restrictions 
and conditions specified in the by-laws, to make rules 
(not inconsistent with this Act or a by-law) for regulating, 
or providing for the regulation of, a specified matter that 
is a matter with respect to which by-laws may be made 
or for carrying out and giving effect to the by-lam, and 
any such rule has the same force and effect as a by-law. 

(3) A by-law made by the council of a college shall be 
sealed with the seal of the college and submitted for the 
consideration and approval of the Governor. 

(4) A by-law made by a college may be proved by the 
po-oouction of a verified copy under the seal of the 
colleged or by the production of a document purporting 
to be a copy of the by-law and to be printed by the 
Government Printer. 

Regulations 
24. (1 ) The Govemor may make regulations for orwith respect 
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to
(a) any matter with respect to which by-laws may be 

made by a corporate college; 
(b) the keeping of records and accounts by cor

fXlrate colleges and the supply to the Board of 
information relating to those colleges and to 
advanced education courses; 

(c) 
(d) 

the administration and functions of colleges; 
prescribing aU matters that, by this Act, are 
required or permitted to be prescribed by regul-
ations or which are necessary or convenient for 
carrying out or giving effect to thiS h:t. 

(2) Aregulation made under subsection (1) may apply toall 
corporate colleges ortoacorporatecollegespecified in 
the regulation and shall, to the extent of any incon
sistency with any by-law made by a corporate college 
to which it applies, prevail over that by-law. 

Savings and tranSitional provisions 
25. Schedule 1 has effect. 
Amendment of Act No. 41, 1919 
26. (The amending provision relating to the Local 

Government Act, 1919, is not reprinted: RelXints Act, 
1972, s. 6.) 

Amendment of Act No. SO, 1924 
27. (The amending provision relating to the Metropolitan Water, 

Sewerage, and Drainage Act, 1924, is not reprinted: 
Reprints Act, 1972, s. 6.) 

Amendment of Act No. 11, 1938 
28. (The amending provision relating to the Hunter District 

Water, Sewerage and Drainage Act, 1938, is not reprinted: 
Reprints Act, 1972, s. 6.) 

SCHEDULE 1 
Interpretation 
1 . In this Schedule

(Sec. 25) 

"established college" means acollegeof advanced education 
Oncluding a corporate college of advanced education) 
established under the Higher Education Act, 1969, and in 
existence immediately before the appointed day; 
"established corporate college" means a corporate college 
d advanced education established under the Higher 
Education Act, 1969, and in existence immediately before 
the appointed day. 

Application of Act to certain colleges 
2. This Act applies to and in respect of an established college 

(other than an established corporate college) as if-
(a) this Act had been in force on the day on which the 

notification by which the college was constituted was 
published: and 

(b) that notification had been an order under section 4. 
Reconstitution of certain corporate colleges 
3. 01 the appointed day, an established corporate college is 

hereby reconstituted as a corporation having as its members 
the persons referred to in section 5 (2). 

Continuation of reconstituted colleges 
4. M established corfXlrate college continues on and after the 

apfXlinted day as reconstituted by clause 3 and its continuity 
as acorporation is not affected by that reconstitution or by any 
amendments effected by this Act. 

Application of Act to established corporate colleges 
5. Subject to this Schedule, this Act applies to and in respect of 

an established corporate college as if-
(a) this Act had been in force on the day on which the 

notification by vAlich the college was constituted was 
p!..t)lished; and 

(b) that notification had been a notification under section 5 
(1) 

Council of established corporate college 
6. (1 ) The members of a body corporate compriSing an 

established corporate college constituted under section 
16 (1), or reconstituted under section 16 (7), of the 
Higher Education Act, 1969, who held office immedi
ately before the appointed day continue on and after 
that day as the council of that corporate college to the 
extent provided by this clause. 

(2) 'Mlere a body corporate referred to in subclause (1 ) had 
not, before the appointed day, been reconstituted 
under section 16 (7) of the Higher Education Act, 
1969-
(a) the members of the body corporate holding office 

immediately before the appointed day shall be 
deemed to be the members of the first council of 
the college holding office pursuant to section 5 
(1); and 

(b) any notification with respect to those members 
published under section 16 (6) of the Higher 
Education .Act, 1969, shall be deemed to be a 
notification published urder section 6 (2) of th·ls 
kt. 

(3) Vv'here a body corporate referred to in subclause (1) 
had, before the appointed day, been reconstituted 
under section 16 (7) of the Higher Education .Act, 
1969-
(a) the members of the body corporate holding office 

immediately before the appointed day shall be 
deemed to be the council of the college as 
reconstituted under section 7; 

(b) the persons who, immediately before the 
appointed day, were official members of that 
body corporate hold office, subject to this h:t, on 
andfromtheappointeddayasofficialmembersof 
the council, as so reconstituted; 

(c) the persons who immediately before that day, 
were elected members of that body corporate 
hold office, subject to this Act, on and from the 
apfXlinted day as elected members of the council, 
as so reconstituted, for the balance of the term of 
office for which they were last appointed as 
members of that body corporate; and 

(d) the persons who, immediately before that day, 
were nominated members of that body corporate 
hold office, subject to this .Act, on and from the 
appointed day as appointed members of the 
council, as so reconstituted, for the balance ofthe 
term of office fOf which they were last appointed 
as members of that body corporate and so hold 
that office as if they had been appointed thereto 
by the Minister under section 7 (2) (c). 

Certain determinations continue to have effect 
7. Totheextenttowhichadeterminationmadeundersection 18 

of the Higher Education Act, 1969, was in force immediately 
before the appointed day, the determination-
(a) shall, where it was made under section 18 (1) (a) of that 

Act, be deemed to have been made under section 12 
(1): 

(b) shall, where it was made under section 18 (1) (b) of that 
Act, be deemed to have been made under section 12 
(3); and 

(c) shall, where it was made under §ection 18 (3) of that 
Act, be deemed to have been made by the council of 
the college to which it relates under section 12 (6). 

Saving of certain rights of servants 
8. Section 13 applies to and in respect of a servant of a college 

to whom section 19 of the Higher Education Act, 1969, 
applied immediately before the appointed day in the same 
lNay as it would apply to him if-
(a) his employment as such a servant had been-

0) where, before he became such a servant, he was 
amember of the Public Service--employment as 
a member of the Public Service; cr 

Oil where, before he became such a servant, he was 
amember of the Teaching Service--employment 
as a member of the Teaching Service; and 

(b) he had, pursuant to section 13 (3), been transferred to 
the service of the college on the appointed day. 

Fees to continue 
. 9. My fees that, immediately before the appointed day, were in 

force under section 22 of the Higher Education h:t, 1969, 
shall be deemed to have been fixed on that day under section 
17. 

Saving of by· laws 
10. To the extent to which a by-law made under the Higher 

Education kt, 1969, would, but for this clause, have ceased 
on the appointed day to have any force or effect but could 
have taken effect on that day had it been made underthis.Act, 
the by-law shall be deemed to have been made under this.Act 
and to have taken effect on that day. 

Construction of cross-references 
11. A reference in any other Act, Or in any by-law, regulation Of 

statutory instrument, or in any other instrument, shall be 
construed-
(a) where the reference is to a college of advanced 

education constituted under the Higher Education Act, 
1969-as including a reference to a college; 

(b) where the reference is to a corporate college of 
advanced education constituted under the Higher 
Education .Act, 1969-as including a reference to a 
corporate college; 

(c) where the reference is to a college of advanced 
education constituted under this .Act-,as including a 
reference to an established college; and 

(d) wtlere the reference is to a corporate college of 
advanced education constituted under this Act-as 
including a reference to an established corporate 
college. 

Delegations by council of corporate college 
12. To the extent to which a delegation by an established 

corporated college under section 21 of the Higher Education 
kt, 1969, was in fcree immediately before the appointed 
day, it shall bedeemed to be a delegation under section 11 by 
resolution of the council of that college. 

Interpretation Act, 1897 
13. Nothing in this Schedule affects any saving effected by the 

Interpretations Act, 1897. 
SCHEDULE 2 

[)SSOLUTION OF CORPORATE COLLEGE 
Interpretation: Sch. 2. (Sec. 5A.) 
1. In this Schedule-

"appointed day", in relation to a dissolved college, means the 
day upon which the college is dissolved; 
"appointed person", in relation to a dissolved college, means, 
except to such extent and for such purposes, if any, as a 
corporate college is specified in the order by which the 
college is dissolved as being the appointed person, the 
corporation; 
"corporation" means the corporation constituted by clause 7 
(1); 
"dissolved college" means a college dissolved by an order 
under clause 5 (1); 
"superannuation scheme" means a scheme, fund or 
arrangement under 'Nilich any superannuation or retirement 
benefits are provided and which is established by or under an 
kt; 
"transferred servant" means a servant of a corporate college 
vtlo becomes-
(a) a servant of another college; 
(b) an officer or temporary employee of the Public Service; 

or 
(c) a member of a Teaching Service, 
in accordance with clause 8 (1). 
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Minister may recommend dissolution 
2. (1) 'MIere the Minister is of the opinion-

(a) that a corporate college is unable to meet its 
debts as they fall due; 

(b) that a corporate college lacks sufficient funds to 
perform its functions adequately; 

(c) that there has been such a substantial decrease 
in the demand for the advanced education 
courses provided by a corporate college that the 
college has lost its viability; 

(d) that it would be more efficient or economical, or 
both, to dissolve a corporate college; or 

(e) that population changes Of movements or other 
changes in the community or community needs 
require the transfer or relocation of resources 
employed in the provision of advanced education 
COIXseS by a corporate college, 

he may recommend to the Governor that the corporate 
college be dissolved. 
(2) The Minister shall not make a recommendation under 

subclause (1) in relation to a corporated college 
1Il1ess-
(a) he is satisfied that the dissolution of the college is 

in the best interests of the State; 
(b) he has consulted with the college regarding the 

proposed recommendation; and 
(c) he has considered the interests of the staff and 

students of the college. 
Arrangements relating to staff 
3. (1) Before a corporate college is dissolved, the Minister-

(a) may, in consultation with the Board, persons 
appointed in accordance with the regulations as 
representatives of the servants of the college, the 
cotJ1cils or governing bodies of such other 
colleges or eaL,'cationai institutions as may be 
concerned and, as the case may require, the 
Public Service Board and the Education Com
mission of New South Wales, make arrange
ments for a servant of the college (not being a 
casual employee), upon its dissolution, to be 
transferred to a position in-
(i) another college; 
Oil the Public Service; or 
Oii) a Teaching Service; and 

(b) shall notify the servant of the arrangements refer
red to in paragraph (a) that have been made for his 
transfer. 

(2) Nothing in this clause authorises the transfer of a person 
to a position in-
(a) another college without the concurrence of the 

council of that college; 
(b) the Public Service without the concurrence of the 

Public Service Board; or 
(c) 'a Teaching Service without the concurrence of 

the Education Commission of New South Wales. 
(3) The arrangements, referred to in subclause (1) (a), for 

the transfer of a servant of a college may be made in 
respect 01 the servant personally or by reference to a 
class or description of servants to which the servant 
belongs. 

(4) A servant of a college shall be deemed to have been 
notified of the arrangements, referred to in subclause (1) 
(a), for his transfer if the arrangements are specified in 
the order by which the college is dissolved. 

Arrangements relating to students 
4. (1) Before a corporate college is dissolved, the Minister 

shall-
(a) in consultation with the Board, persons appointed 

in accordance with the regulations as represent
atives of the students of the college, the councils 
or goveming bodies of such other colleges or 
educational institutions as may be concerned 
and, if the case so requires, the Education Com
mission of New South Wales, make arrange
ments for each student enrolled in an advanced 
education course provided by the college, upon 
its dissolution, to be transferred to a course or 

programme of study provided by-
(i) another college; or 
Oil sorne other educational institution, 
being a course or programme of study that is, in 
theopinionofthe Minister, substantiallythesame, 
in academic content. as the advanced education 
course in which the student is enrolled at the 
college to be dissolved; and 

(b) notify each student of the college of the arrange
ments relerred to in paragraph (a) that have been 
made for this transfer. 

(2) The arrangements, referred to in subclause (1) (a), for 
the transfer of each student enrolled in an advanced 
education course may be made in respect of a student 
personally or by reference to a class or description of 
students to which the student belongs. 

(3) A student of a college shall be deemed to have been 
notified of the arrangements, referred to in subclause (1) 
(a), for his transfer if the arrangements are specified in 
the order by which the college is dissolved. 

Governor may dissolve college 
5. (1) The Governor may, on the recommendation of the 

tv1inister under clause 2 (1), by order published in the 
Gazette, dissolve a corporate college. 

(2) M order under subclause (1)-
(a) shall specify the date on which the college to 

VIklich the order relates is dissolved; and 
(b) may specify, in relation to that college-

0) that a corporate college be the appointed 
person to such extent and for such pur
poses as may be specified in the order; 

Oil the arrangements made under clause 3 (1 ) 
(a) in respect of servants; 

Oii) the arrangements made under clause 4 (1) 
(a) in respect of students; and 

Ov) a person for the purposes of clause 9. 
Transfer of assets, etc., of dissolved college 
6. (1) 01 and from the appointed day for a dissolved college, 

subject to and in accordance with any provision of the 
order bywhichthe college is dissolved and by which a 
corporate college is specified in that order as being the 
appointed person-
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(a) all real and personal property and all right and 
interest therein and all management and control 
thereof that, immediately before that day, was 
vested in or belonged to the dissolved college 
shall vest in and belong to the appointed person; 

(b) all money and liquidated and unliquidated claims 
that, immediately before that day, were payable to 
or recoverable by the dissolved cottege shall be 
money and liquidated and unliquidated claims 
payable to or recoverable by the appointed per
son; 

(c) all proceedings pending immediately before that 
day at the suit of the dissolved college shall be 
deemedtobeproceedingspendingonthatdayat 
the suit of the appointed person and all pro
ceedings so pending at that suit of any persons 
against the dissolved college shalt be deemed to 
be proceedings pending at the suit of that person 
against the appointed person; 

(d) all contracts, ageements, arrangements and 
lIldertakings (not being a contract of employ
ment or a contract, agreement, arrangement or 
oodertaking entered into by a student with respect 
to the provision to the student of an advanced 
education course or some other course or pro
gramme of study) entered into with, and all 
securities lawfully given to or by, the dissolved 
college and in force immediately before that day 
shall be deemed to be contracts, agreements, 
arrangements and undertakings entered into with 
and securities given to or by the appointed 
persoo; 

(e) theappointedpersonmaY,inadditiontopursuing 
any other remedies or exercising any other 
pcIINers that may be available to it, pursue the 

same remedies for the recovery of money and 
claims referred to in this subclause and for the 
prosecution of proceedings so referred to as the 
dissolved college might have done but for its 
dissolution; 

(f) the appointed person may enforce and realise 
any security or charge existing immediately 
before that day in favour of the dissolved college 
and may exercise any powers thereby conferred 
00 the dissolved college as if the security or 
charge were a security or charge in favour of the 
appointed persoo; 

(g) all debts, money and claims, liquidated and 
1Illiquidated, that, immediately before that day, 
were due or payable by, or recoverable against, 
the dissolved college shall be debts due by, 
money payable by and claims recoverable 
against, the appointed person; 

(h) all liquidated and unliquidated claims for which 
the dissolved college WOUld, but for its dissolution, 
have been liable shall be liquidated and unliquid
ated claims for which the appointed person shall 
be liable; and 

0) a reference in any other .Act, or in any regulation, 
by-law or other statutory instrument to the dis
solved college shall be read and construed as a 
reference to the appointed person. 

(2) Subject to this.Act and any order by which a corporate 
college is dissolved, any act, matter or thing done or 
emitted to be done before the appointed day for a 
dissolved college by, to or in respect of the dissolved 
college shall, to the extent that, but for the dissolution of 
the college, that act, matter or thing would on or after 
that day have had any force or effect or been in 
operation, be deemed to have been done or omitted to 
be done by, to or in respect of the appointed person. 

(3) No attornment to the appointed person bya lessee (not 
being the lessee under a lease to which subclause (4) 
relates) from a dissolved college shall be required. 

(4) Notwithstanding any other provision of this clause, on 
the appointed day for a dissolved college a lease in 
force immediately before the appointed day, being a 
lease of a kind referred to in section 5 (9) granted by the 
dissolved college, is terminated. 

Minister to be corporation sole for certain purposes 
7. (1) The Minister is, for the purpose of exercising or per

forming any po'Ner, authority, duty or Mction expressed 
to be conferred or imposed on him as the appointed 
person or the corporation by or under this .Act, hereby 
incorporated as a corporation sole with the corporated 
name "Minister administering the Collegesof Mvanced 
Education .Act, 1975". 

(2) The corporation-
(a) has perpetual succession; 
(b) shall have an official seal; 
(c) may take proceedings, andbeproceeded against, 

in its corporate name; 
(d) may do and suffer all other things that a body 

corporate generally may, by law, do and suffer; 
and 

(e) is, for the purpose of any Act, a statutory body 
representing the OO'Ml. 

(3) The seal of the corporation shall not be affixed to any 
instrument or document except in the presence of the 
Minister, or an officer of the Board for the time being 
authorised by him for the purpose, who shall attest by 
his signature thelact and date of the affixing of the seal. 

(4) .AJI courts and persons acting judicially-
(a) shall take judicial notice of the seal of the cor

poration that has been affixed to any instrument or 
document; and 

(b) shall, until the contrary is proved, presume that 
the seal was properly affixed. 

(5) Property vested in the corporation pursuant to clause 6 
(1~ may be disposed of in accordance with subclauses 
(6) and (7). 

(6) The Governor may, by notification published in the 
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Gazette, divest the corporation of any real property and 
vest any such property in such corporate college or 
other person as may be specified in the notification. 

(7) The corporation may transfer any personal property 
vested in it to such corporate colleges or other persons 
as the corporation may determine. 

(8) Oaims and proceedings that, pursuant to clause 6 (1), 
are claims and proceedings against the corporation are 
claims and proceedings against it as nominal defendant. 

Transferred staff 
8. (1) A person who, immediately before the appointed day 

fore a dissolved college, was a servant of that college 
andwllo-
(a) presents himself for work, on the appointed day, 

in the position to which he is, on that day, in 
accordance with the arrangements referred to in 
clause 3 (1) (a), to be transferred; or 

(b) has, in the opinion of the Minister, a reasonable 
excuse for not presenting himself for work, on the 
appointed day, in the position to which he is, on 
that day, in accordance with the arrangements 
referred to in clause 3 (1) (a), to be transferred but 
presents himself for work in that position as soon 
as practicable after that day. 

shall, upon presenting himselfforwork under paragraph 
(a) or (b), as the case may be, become-
(cl a servant of another College; 
(d) an officer or temporary employee of the Public 

Service; or 
(e) a member of a Teaching Service, 
as the case may require. 

(2) A transferred servant shall be paid salary or wages, and 
allowances, at a rate not less than the rate that was 
payable to him immediately before the appointed day 
for the college of which he was, immediately before that 
day, a servant, subject, inthecaseofsataryorwages, to 
any adjustment necessary to give effect to any fluctu
ation in the basic wage for adult males, oradultfemales, 
as the case may be, forthe time being inforcewithin the 
meaning of Part V of the Industrial Arbitration.Act, 1940, 
until his salary is, orhiswages or allowances are, varied 
or altered by an award of a competent tribunal, an 
industrial agreement, the employer to which he is 
transferred or otherwise in accordance with law. 

(3) Subject to subclause (4), V>ihere a transferred selVant 
was, immediately before the appointed day for the 
college of which he was, immediately before that day, a 
servant, a contributor to a superannuation scheme, 
he-
(a) shall retain any rights accrued or accruing to him 

as such a contributor; and 
(b) rnaycontinueto contribute to any superannuation 

scheme to V>ihich he was a contributor immedi
ately before the appointed day, 

as if he had continued to be a servant of the dissolved 
college during his service with the employer to which he 
is transferred, and-
(c) his service with the employer 10 which he is 

transferred shall be deemed to be selVice with the 
dissolved college for the purposes of any law 
under which those rights accrued or were accru
ing or under which he continues to contribute; 
and 

(d) he shall be deemed to be a servant of the 
dissolved college for the purposes of any super
annuation scheme to which, by the operation of 
this subclause, he is entitled to contribute. 

(4) A person who, but for this subclause, would be entitled 
under subclause (3) to contribute to a superannuation 
scheme shall not be so entitled upon his becoming a 
contributor to any other superannuation scheme, and 
the provisions of suoclause (3) (d) cease to apply to or in 
respect of him in any case where he becomes a 
contributor to another superannuation scheme. 

(5) Subclause (4) does not prevent the payment to a 
transferred servant, upon his ceasing to be acontributor 
to a superannuation scheme, of such amount as would 



have been payable to him if he had ceased, by reason 
d resignation, to be a contributor. 

(6) IMlere, pursuanl 10 subclause (3) (b), a transferred 
servant continues to contribute to a superannuation 
scheme, the emp/oyer to which he is transferred shall 
contribute to that superannuation scheme the same 
amount as would have been payable by the dissolved 
college if that person had remained a servant of the 
dissolved college and been paid salary orwagesat the 
rate paid to him by the employer to which he is 
transferred. 

(7) For the purposes of sick leave, long service leave or 
leave in the nature of long service leave, service of a 
transferred servant with a dissolved college shall, if not 
so deemed by section 13 (6), be deemed to be service 
INith the employer to which he is transferred. 

(8) For the purpose of calculating the entitlement of a 
transferred servant to long service leave or leave in the 
nature of long service leave at any time, there shall be 
deducted from the amount of long service leave or 
leave in the nature of long service leave to which, but for 
Ihissul:clause, the transferred servant 'M)tJld beentiHed
(a) any long service leave or le.ave in the nature of 

long service leave: and 
(b) the equivalent, in long service leave or leave in the 

nature of long service leave, ofanybenefit instead 
of long service leave or leave in "the nature of long 
service leave, 

taken or received by the transferred servant before that 
time. 

(9) Subject to subclause (10), a transferred servant shall 
retain any right to annual leave accrued to him in 
respect of his service with the dissolved college. 

(10) A person who becomes a member of a Teaching 
Service pursuant to subclause (1) shall not retain any 
right to annual leave accrued to him as a servant of a 
dissolved college but shall, instead of that right, be 
entitled to compensation. 

(11) The amount of compensation to which a person is 
entitled pursuant to subclause (10) is the monetary 
equivalent of the annual leave the right to which he 
WOUld, but fOf that subclause, retain, calculated by 
reference to the salary or wages payable to him 
immediately before the appointed dayforthe college of 
wtlich he was, immediately before that day, a selVant. 

(12) The compensation to which a person is entitled pur
suant to subclause (10) is recoverable from the 
Government of New South Wales and shall be paid out 
of the Consolidated Revenue Fund which, to the 
necessary extent, is hereby appropriated accordingly. 

(13) A transferred selVant is not entitled to claim, both under 
this Act and any other Act, benefits in respect of the 
same period of service. 

(14) Nothing in this clause affects the operation of the 
Industrial Arbitration Act, 1940. 

Superannuation-employer's liability 
9. 'M1ere, before the appointed day fOf a dissolved college, a 

person died or retired orwas retrenched and the person was, 
at the date of his death, retirement or retrenchment, aservant 
d the dissolved college, which college was, at that date, fOf 
the purposes of any superannuation scheme, his employer, 
then, for the purposes of the Act by or under which that 
scheme is established, the Government of New South Wales 
cr, wtlere the order by which the college is dissolved so 
specifies, a person specified in that order for the purposes of 
this clause shall, on and after the appointed day, be deemed 
to be the employer in the service of whom that person was 
employed at the date of his death, retirement or retrenchment 
for the purposes of any prOvision in that Act under which 
payments may be required to be made by that employer in 
respect of the superannuation scheme. 

Students 
10. (1) V\lhere a student enrols in the course or programme of 

study in respect of which arrangements for his transfer 
have been made pursuant to clause 4 (1) (a), the college 
cr institution to which he has transferred-
(a) shall, as far as it may practicably do so, give him 

credit in that course or programme for any subject 
cr work completed by him in the advanced 
education course from which he has transferred; 
and 

(b) where-
(i) before the comp/etion of that course or 

p-ogramme the student requests the 
council orgoveming body of that college or 
institution to confer or'l him, on completion 
d that course or programme, an academic 
ClINard under the seal of the dissolved 
college; 

(ii) in the opinion of that councilor governing 
body the student has completed such part 
cI his course or programme at the dissolved 
college as to warrant his academic award 
being conferred under the seal of the dis
solved college; and 

Oii) the student satisfactorily completes the 
course or programme in which he has 
enrolled at the college or institution towhich 
he has transferred, 

shall confer that academic award on the student 
lJ1der the seal of the dissolved college. 

(2) Aperson having custody or possession of the common 
seal of the dissolved college shall make the common 
seal available to a college or educational institution 
requiring the common seal for the purposes of sub
clause (1) (b). 

(3) W1ere a person completes an advanced education 
course provided by a corporated college but the 
college is dissolved before an academic award has 
been conferred on the person in respect of the course, 
the appointed person shall confer the academic award 
on the person underthe common seal of the dissolved 
college. 

Regulations 
11 . (1) The Governor may make regulations containing other 

jXovisions of a savings or transitional nature con
sequent on the dissolution of a corporate college. 

(2) A provision made under subclause (1) may take effect 
as from the appointed day for a dissolved college or a 
later day. 

(3) To the extent to which a prOVision referred to in 
subclause (1) takes effect from adate that is earlier than 
the date of its publication in the Gazette, the provision 
cbes not operate so as-
(a) to affect, in a manner prejudicial to any person 

(other than the State Of an authOrity of the State), 
the rights of that person existing before the date of 
its publication therein; or 

(b) to impose liabilities on any person (other than the 
State or an authority of the State) in respect of 
ooything done or omitted to be done before the 
date of its publication therein. 

(4) A provision made under subclause (1) shall, if the 
regulations under this clause so provide, have effect 
notwithstanding any other clause of this Schedule. 

SCHEDULE 3 
CORPORATE COLLEGE UNDER CONTROL OF ADMINISTRATOR 
Interpretation: Sch. 3. (Sec. 58.) 
1 . In this Schedule-

"administrator", in relation to a corporate college, means the 
person appointed as administrator of that college pursuant to 
dause 4; 
"appointed day" , in relation to acorporate college, means the 
day upon which an administrator is appointed for the COf
perate college; 
"Department" means a Departmentwithin the meaning of the 
Pllblic Service Act, 1979; 
"Department Head", in relation to a Department, means the 
D9partment Head within the meaning of the Public Service 
/>ct, 1979, in relation to that Department; 
"higher education" has the meaning ascribed thereto in 
section 4 of the Higher Education Act, 1975. 

Minister may recommend appointment of administrator 
2. W1ere the Minister is of the opinion-
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(a) that a corporate college is unable to meet its debts as 
they fall due; 

(b) that a corporate college lacks sufficient funds to per
form its functions adequately; or 

(c) that there has been such a substantial decrease in the 
demand for the advanced education courses provided 
l'f a COIpOfate college that the college has lost its 
viability, 

he may recommend to the Governor that an administrator of 
the college be appointed. 

Admlnlstrator-quallflcatlons 
3. A person shall not be appointed as the administrator of a 

college unless he is, in the opinion of the Minister, experi
enced in, or has qualifications which are relevant to, the 
ooministration of higher education in New South Wales. 

Governor may appoint administrator 
4. The Governor may, on the recommendation of the Minister 

lJ1derclause 2, by order published inthe Gazette, appoint, on 
adate specified in the order, a person to be the administrator 
of a corporate college. 

Transfer of functions to administrator 
5. On and from the appointed day for a corporate college-

(a) the administrator shalJ (until the order by wtlich he was 
appointed is revoked) have and may exercise and 
perform all the powers, authorities, duties andfunctions 
d the college and the council of the college: and 

(b) the members of the council of the college shall cease to 
hold office as such. 

Remuneration 
6. (1) W1ere an officer of a Department is appointed as an 

administrator, there is payable, in respect of the period 
of his appointment as administrator, by the cdlege to 
the Department Head, for transmission to the Con
solidatd Revenue Fund, such costs and expenses in 
respect of the administration as the Minister determines. 

(2) VVhere a person who is not an officer of a Department is 
appointed as an administrator, there is payable, in 
respect of the period of his appointment as administ
rator, by the college to him such remuneration and 
expenses in respect of the administration as the 
Minister determines. 

Regulations 
7. The regulations may make provision for or with respect to the 

functions of an admin·lstrator and, in particular, for or with 
respect to-
(a) the accommodation, if any, to be provided at or by the 

college for the administrator: and 
(b) requiring servants of the college-

0) to render all necessary assistance to theadminis
trator in the exercise or periormance of his powers, 
authorities, duties or functions in accordance with 
his appointment; and 

(ii) not to obstruct the administratOf in the exercise or 
performance of his powers, authorities, duties or 
fulctions. 

Reconstitution of council 
8. The Minister may, upon the revocation of the order by which 

an administrator was appointed, appoint, by notification 
published in the Gazette, acounciJ of a corporate college as if 
it were, for the purposes of this Act, the first council of the 
college. 
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Newcastle College of 
Advanced Education 
By-Law 

CHAPTER 1 
PRELIMINARY 

1. This By-law may be cited as the "Newcastle College 01 
A:ivanced Education By-law". 

2. This By-Law applies to and in respect of Newcastle Collegeof 
.Advanced Education. 

3. This By-Law is divided as follows: 
CHAPTER I PRELIMINARY 
CHAPTER II INTERPRETATION 
CHAPTER III THE COUNCIL 

Division 1 Preliminary 
Division 2 Composition - Official and Elected 

Division 3 
Division 4 

CHAPTER ~ 

CHAPTER V 
Division 1 
Division 2 

CHAPTER ~ 
CHAPTERVfI 
CHAPTERVfIl 

Division 1 
Division 2 
Division 3 

CHAPTER IX 
Division 1 

Division 2 
CHAPTER X 

Division 1 
Division 2 

CHAPTER XI 

CHAPTERXfI 

CHAPTERXfIi 
CHAPTER XIV 
CHAPTER XV 
CHAPTER XVI 

Members 
Conduct of Council Elections Generally 
General Provisions Relating to the 
Council 
THE PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT 
OF THE COUNCIL 
COMMrrTEES AND BOARDS 
General ProviSions 
The Academic Board 
CONDUcr OF MEETINGS 
THE COMMON SEAL 
THE PRINCIPAL AND OTHER OFRCERS 
The Principal 
The Assistant PrinCipal 
The Secretary 
STAFF MAnERS 
Appointment, Tenure and Conditions of 
Service 
The Conduct and Discipline of Officers 
SruDENT CONDUCT AND DISCIPLINE 
General Provisions 
The Discipline Committee 
COURSES OF SruDY, AWARDS AND 
ENROLMENT OF STUDENTS 
AFFILIATION OF EDUCATIONAL AND 
RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENTS AND 
RESIDENTIAL COLLEGES 
FEES 
ACADEMIC DRESS 
REGULATION OF TRAFRC 
CONVOCATION, ASSOCIATIONS AND 
SOCIETIES OF THE COLLEGE 

CHAPTER XVII CONGREGATIONS 
CHAPTER XVIII RULES 

SCHEDULE 1. COUNTING OF VOTES 
SCHEDULE 2. TEMPORARY PROVISIONS APPLYING TO THE 

CHAJRMAN AND DEPUTY CHAJRMAN OF THE 
RRST COUNCIL. 

CHAPTER II 
INTERPRETATION 

1. (1) In this By-Law and in arule, except in sofar as the context 
or subject-matter otherwise indicates or requires
"Assistant PrinCipal" means the person duly acting in that 

position in the College; 
"Olapter" means Chapter of this By-Law; 
"College" means Newcastle College of Advanced Education; 
"Council" means Council of the College; 
"officer" means servant of the College; 
"permanent staff" means any member of staff appointed to a 

full-time pOSition in the approved establishment of the 
College with normal expectancy of continued employment 



in the College until the normal retiring age as specified in Division 2 - Composition - Official 
any determination made under the Act or this By-Law; and Elected Members 

"Praelector" means the person appointed to that office by the 2. (1) For the purposes of section 7 (2) (a) of the Act the 
Council; prescribed offices are the office of Assistant Principal and the 

"President" means President of the Council; office of Praelector. 
"Principal" means principal officer of the College; (2) The Council may make rules for or with respect to the 
"regulation" means regulation made under the Act; appointment of a person to the office of Praelector. 
"rule" means rule made under this By-Law; 3. (1) For the purposes of section 7 (2) (b) (i) of the Act, the 
"Secretary" means the person duly acting as secretary of the specified number is 3. 

College; (2) Of the members of the CounCil referred to in section 7 (2) 
"student" means student of the College; (b) (i) of 1he Ac1-
"the Act" means the Colleges of Advanced Education Act, (a) 2 shall be members of the staff of the College, 

1975; each of whom is enrolled on the Roll of Academic 
"Vice President" means Vice President of the Council Staff; and 
(2) Except in safar as the context or subject-matter otherwise (b) one shall be a member of the staff, other than 
indicates or requires, a reference in a Olapter to a clause is a academic staff, of the College, who is enrolled on 
reference to a clause of that Chapter. the Roll of Non-academic Staff. 

2. Except in so far as the context or subject-matter otherwise 4. (1) For the purposes of section 7 (2) (b) (ii) of the Act, 2 
indicates or requires, a reference in a clause or rule to an students of the College shall be members of the Council. 
authority, officer or office shall be construed as a reference to (2) The members of the Council referred to in subclause (1) 
that authority, officer or office in or of the College. shall be students of the College each ofwhom is not classified 

3. VVhere a clause or rule confers a power or imposes adutyon lIlder clause II as a full-time servant. 
the holder of an office as such, then except in so far as a 5. (1) For the purposes of section 7 (2) (b) (iii) of the Act, 2 
contrary intention appears, the power may be exercised and additional members of the Council shall be elected by the 
the duty shall be performed by the person for the time being other members of the Council. 
acting in the office. (2) The Council may make rules for or with respect to the 

4. VVhere a clause or rule provides for the appointment of a election of additional members of the Council referred to in 
person to an office in the College byvirtueof some other office subclause (1). 
held by him, whether in the College or elsewhere, that person 6. For the purposes of section 7 (4) (a) (i) of the Act, an elected 
shall, except in so far asa contrary intention appears, hold the member of the Council holds office until the expiration of the 
appointment ex officio, and in the absence of that person, period of 2 years after he takes office. 
such other person as may for the time being be acting in that 7. VVhere a casual vacancy occurs in the office of an elected 
ctfice shall hold that appointment ex officio unless the Council member of the Council the Secretary shall conduct an 
resolves otherwise. election to fill the vacant office in accordance with Division 3. 

5. A person appointed or elected under a clause or rule to an 
office in the College for a term shall, on ceasing to hold that Division 3 - Conduct of Council 
office, except in so far as a contrary intention appears, be Elections Generally 
eligible for re-appointment or re-election to that office. 8. This Division applies to and in respect of an election for 

6. VVhere a clause or rule refers to a senior academic officer of elected members of the Council other than additional 
the College the reference is to an officer designated by the members referred to in section 7 (2) (b) (iii) of the P.ct. 
Council as a senior academic officer of the College. 9. The Secretary shall keep separately-

7. VVhere any vacancy occurs in the office of any person (a) a roll of selV8nts of the College, containing the 
appointed or elected under a clause or rule and no provision is names of the officers entitled to be enrolled as 
made for the filling thered, the CounCil may direct that a members of the academic staff of the College; 
person be appointed or elected to the vacant office and may (b) a roll of servants of the College, containing the 
direct that any election shall be held in the same manner as names of the officers entitled to be enrolled as 
that in which the person whose poSition is vacant was members of the staff, other than academic staff, of 
elected, adn the person so appointed or elected shall hold the College; and 
ctfice for the residue of his predecessor's term of office. (e) a roll of students of the College 

8. Any notice or other doc:umentwhich is authorised or required 10. (1) For the purpose of clause 9(a), an officer of the College-
to be served on a person by a clause or rule maybe served in (a) who is within the academic staff establishment of 
anyone of the follOwing manners:- the College; 

(a) by delivering it to that person personally; (b) whose appointment is to a position with tenure in 
(b) . where that person is resident at or has an office at excess of one year and who has been in the 

the College, by forwarding it to him through the service of the College forthe 6 months preceding 
intemal mail of the College; or the day of publication of the notice referred to in 

(e) by forwarding it by pre-paid post to that person's clause 1 5; and 
address as last known to the Secretary. (e) who is classified as a full-time servant under 

clause II, 
is entitled to be enrolled on the Roll of Academic Staff. 

CHAPTER III (2) For the purpose of the clause 9 (b), an officer of the 
1tIE aJUNCIL College-

Division 1 - Preliminary (a) who is not within the acadaemic staff establish-
1. In this Chapter- ment of the College; 

"academic staff member" means a member of the Council (b) whose appointment is to a position with tenure in 
referred to in clause 3 (2) (a); excess of one yeard and who has been in the 

"non-academic staff member" means the member of the service of the Collegefor the 6 months preceding 
CounCil referred to in clause 3 (2) (b); the day of publication of the notice referred to in 

"Roll of Academic Staff" means the roll kept under clause 9 clause 15; and 
(a); (e) who is classified as a full-time servant under 

"Roll of Non-academic Staff" means the roll kept under clause 11, 
clause 9 (b); is entitled to be enrolled on the Roll of Non-academic Staff. 
"Roll of Students" means the roll kept under clause 9 (c); 11. For the purposes of section 7 (2) (b) (i) d theP.ct, an officerd 
"student member" meansamemberofthe Council referred to the College, other than an officer whose service with the 
in clause 4. College is, by the terms of his appointment by, or contract with 

the College, stated to be part-time service, is classified as a 
full-time servant. 
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12. For the purposes of Section 7 (2) (b) of the Act-
(a) the persons enrolled on the Roll of AcademicStaff 

are prescribed as the persons to elect an 
academic staff member; 

(b) the persons enrolled on the Roll of Non-academic 
Staff are prescribed as the persons to elect the 
non-academic staff member; and 

(e) the persons enrolled on the Roll of Students are 
prescribed as the persons to elect a student 
member, 

being persons so enrolled as at 5.00 p.m. on the date 
specified in the notice referred to in clause 15 as the date by 
.....nich nominations in relation totheelection mustbe received 
by the Secretary. 

13. (1) An election to wh'lch his Division applies shall be 
conducted by the Secretary. 
(2) The Secretary shall conduct every election to which this 
Ovision applies in accordance with this Division. 
(3) The Secretary may appoint such presiding officers and 
other persons to assist him as he deems necessary. 
(4) Subject to this Ovision, the Secretary shall have full power 
and authority to determine all procedural matters relating to 
an election to which this Division applies. 

14. In the conduct of an election to which this Division applies, the 
Secretary shall allow the intervals specified hereunder:-

(a) between the publication of a notice of an election 
and the date specified therein as the ,date by 
which nominations must be received by the 
Secretary - not less than 14 days nor more than 
28 days; 

(b) between the date specified in that notice as the 
date by which nominations must be received by 
the Secretary and the issue of ballot-paper - not 
more than 28 days; and 

(e) between the issue of bal1ot-papers and the date 

15. 

by which ballot-papers must reach the Secretary 
- not less than 14 days nor more than 28 days. 

When an election to which this Division applies is to be held, 
the Secretary shall publish on such notice-boards as the 
Council nominates as official notice-boards on the premises 
d the College and by such other means, if any, as he deems 
desirable, a notice, which shall -

(a) state-
Ol that an elecflon to which this Division 

applies is to be held; 
(ii) the position or positions to be filled; and 
(iii) the number of persons to be elected; 

(b) invite nominations of persons for election and 
specify the form in which nominations must be 
made; 

(e) specify a date and time by which nominations 

(d) 
must be received by the Secretary; 
specify a date and time by which ballot-papers 

(e) 
must reach the Secretary; and 
specify a date or dates on which, and the places 
and hours during which, a pall will beconducted. 

16. (1) Anomination of a candidate shall be made by delivering a 
nomination paper in the form specified in the notice under 
clause 15 (b) to the Secretary at his office on or before the date 
and time specified in the notice referred to in clause 15 (c). 
(2) A nomination paper shall be signed by the candidate and 
by 2 persons enrolled on the same roll as that on which the 
candidate is enrolled. 
(3) Only one candidate may be nominated on the one 
nomination paper. 
(4) After the time specified 'in clause 15 (c) a nomination may 
not be withdrawn. 

17. The secretary shall reject any nomination paper if he is 
satisfied that-

(a) the nomination is not duly made; or 
(b) the person nominated is not eligible to be elected. 

18. (1 ) If atthecloseof nominations the number of vacancies to be 
an election does not exceed the number of vacancies to be 
filled, the Secretary shall declare the person or persons 
nomihafed to be elected. 
(2) If at theclose.of nominations thenumberofnominationsfor 
an election exceeds the number of vacancies to befilledthere 

19. 

20. 
21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 
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shall be a ballot. 
A candidate may nominate one scrutineer who shall be 
entitled to observe the counting of votes. 
Voting shall be by secret ballot. 
(1) Each ballot-paper shall contain the names of the can
didates in random order determined by lot by the Secretary 
and shall be initialled by the Secretary or by a presiding officer. 
(2) In this clause, "determined by lot" means determined in 
accordance with the following direction:-

The names of the candidates concemed having been 
'Mitten on separate and similar slips of paper, and the 
slipS having been folded so as to prevent identification 
and mixed and drawn at ranoom, the first name drawn 
shall be the first name appearing on the voting paper, 
the second name drawn shall be the second name so 
appearing and the process shall be continued until all 
the names have been drawn. 

(1) Where there is to be a ballot in an election to which this 
Division applies the Secretary shall deliver to any person 
qualified to vote in that election who makes application to him 
for a postal vote before the date and time the ballot-paper 
must reach him-

(a) a ballot-paper; 
(b) anoticesettingoutthemannerinwhichtheballot-

paper is to be complted and stating the date and 
time by which and the manner in which ballot
papers must reach the Secretary; 

(c) a form of declaration of identity and of entitlement 
to vote; and 

(d) 2 envelopes, one marked "Ballot-paper" and the 
other addressed to the Secretary. 

and shall place a mark against the name of that person in the 
Roll for that election. 
(2) An election shall not be invalid because a person who has 
applied under subclause (1) did not receive a ballot-paper. 
VVhere there is to be a ballot in an election to which this 
Division applies, on the day or any of the days specified in a 
notice referred toin clause 15 (e), the Secretary shall cause a 
polling place or places to be set up where the Secretary or a 
presiding officer shall, upon being satisfied that a person 
applying to him for a ballot-paper is qualified to vote at that 
election, place a mark against the name of that person in the 
Roll for that ejection and issue to him a ballot-paper is to be 
completed and stating the date, time and manner by which 
ballot-papers must reach the Secretary. 
(1) Where there is to be a ballot in an election to which this 
Division applies, each voter shall mark his vote on the ballot
paper by placing for figure "I" in the square opposite the 
name of the candidate to whom he desires to give his first 
preference vote and by placing consecutive figures (com
mencing with the figure "2") in the squares opposite the 
names of the remaining candidates, so as to indicate by 
numerical sequence the order of his preference for them. 
(2) A voter completing a postal vote may enclose the 
competed ballot-paper in the envelope marked "Ballot
paper" and enclose that envelope and declaration of identity 
duly completed and signed in the envelOpe addressed to the 
Secretary and deliver it to the Secretary by the date and time 
by which ballot-papers must reach him. 
(3) A voter voting at a polling place referred to in clause 23 
may deposit the completed ballot-paper in a baJlot-box 
provided for the election by the Secretary. 
(4) A voter shall not before or after voting permit a ballot-paper 
issued to him to be used by any other person. 
The Secretary may, on written application made to him and if 
he is satisfied that a ballot-paper has been lost or destroyed, 
supply a duplicate ballot-paper to the person towhornthe lost 
or destroyed ballot-paper was delivered or was to have been 
delivered. 
Forthwith after the date and time by which ballot-papers must 
reach the Secretary, the Secretaryshall ascertain the result of 
the ballot in the manner specified in Schedule 1/ 
(1) A ballot-paper shall be rejected as being informal if-

(a) the ballot-paper isnot initialled bytheSecretaryor 
a presiding officer; 

(b) the ballot-paper contains any means bywhich the 
~ter may be identified; 



(c) the ballot-paper is not completed in accordance 
with the instructions printed on or issued with the 
ballot-paper; 

(d) being a postal vote, it is not enclosed in an 
envelope marked "BaIlot-paper" and that 
envelope and declaration of identity duly com
pleted and signed are not enclosed in another 
envelope addressed to the Secretary; or 

(e) being a vote other than a postal vote, it is not 
delivered to the Secretary in accordance with the 
instructions referred to in clause 23. 

(2) A ballot-paper shall not be inforrnal for any reason other 
than a reason specified in subclause (1), and shall be given 
effect to according to the voter's intention as far as that 
intention is clear. 
(3) The Secretary's decision as to the validity or regularity of 
any ballot-paper shall be final. 

28. Mer the end of counting the Secretary shall place in one 
packet all the ballot-papers together with any other papers or 
OOcumentssigled ormarked byavoter anda marked copyof 
the Roll signed by the Secretary and keep the packet safelyfor 
12 months, after which time the Secretary may destroy it. 

29. The Secretary shall prepare a statement signed by himself 
and counter-signed by such 01 the scrutineers as may wish to 
00 5Ocontaining the namesofthecandidatesand thenumber 
of the votes received by each candidate and a declaration of 
the names of the candidates who have been elected and 
place that statement and declaration in the packet referred to 
in clause 28. 

30. The Secretary shall report the result of the pallot to the 
CounCil, advise each candidate of the result and publish, 
within 14 days after the closing of the ballot, the result on such 
notice-boards as the Council nominates as official notice
boards on the premises of the College. 

31. The Secretary or any scrutineer or other person concerned 
with the conduct of an election shall not in anywaydiscloseor 
aid in disclosing in what manner any voter voted. 

DIvision 4 - General Provisions Relating 
to the Council 

32. M ordinary meeting of the Council shall be held at least once 
in every 2 months. 

33. (1) A special meeting of the Council-
(a) may be convened by-

(i) the President or in the absence of the 
President, the Vice President; 
()( 

(ii) the Principal, 
for the consideration of any urgent business; 
()( 

(b) shall be convened by the Secretary upon the 
written request of 5 members setting forth the 
purpose for which the meeting is required to be 
convened. 

(2) A special meeting required to be convened under sub
clause (1) (b) shall be held within 14 days after the receipt of 
the request for that special meeting. 

34. A member of the Council shall not initiate any matter for 
discussion, or move any motion in respect of that matter, ata 
meeting of the CounCil unless-

(a) notice in writing has been given to the Secretary, 
in the case of an ordinary meeting, not less than 
14 daysbeforethe date of the meeting, and, inthe 
case of a special meeting, not less than 10 days 
before the date of the meeting, that the matter will 
be so initiated ora motion moved in respect of that 
matter; or 

(b) the Council by resolution of El majority of the 
members present otherwise permits. 

35. (1) Notice of the time and place of a meeting of the Council 
and a copy of the business papers accompanied by support
ing statements shall be posted or delivered by the Secretary 
to each member of the Council at least 7 days prior to the 
meeting, but, by a further notice so posted or delivered not 
less than 4 days prior to the meeting, the Secretary may 
advise of supplementary business to be put before the 
meeting. 

(2) Nothing in subclause (i) prevents the initiation of a matter 
for discussion or the moving of any motion, with the per
mission of the Council as referred to in clause 34 (b), 
notwithstanding that subclause (1) has not been complied 
with. 
(3) Proceedings of a meeting of the CounCil shall be deemed 
to have been validly transacted notwithstanding the 
accidental failure by the Secretary to comply with subclause 
(i) in any respect or the non-rece~pt of a notice or papers and 
statements referred to in subclause (1) by a member. 

36. N. any meeting oftha council, the quorum shall be one-half of 
its members for the time being, but, if one-half is not a whole 
number, shall be the next higher whole number. 

37. (1) At any meeting of the Council a question shall be decided 
by a majority of the members present. 
(2) The person presiding at any meeting of the Council (other 
than the Secretary presiding under clause 6 (1) of Chapter IV) 
shall have a deliberative vote but not a casting vote. 
(3) In the event 01 an equality of votes, the motion shall lapse. 

38. A meeting of the Council may be adjourned to a later time or 
date by resolution of a majority of members present. 

39. N. each ordinary meeting of the Council there shall be 
p-esented a report from the Academic Board prepared by the 
Secretary. 

40. The Council may make rules for or with respect to the 
paYment of out-of-pocket expenses to members of the 
Council. 

41. the Council may make rules for Carrying out and giving effect 
to this Olapter. 

O1APTER IV 
THE PRESIDENT AND VlCE PRESIDENT OF THE 

COUNClL 
1. (1) This Chapter, subclause (2) excepted, applies after the 

reconstitution of the CounCil pursuant to section 7 of the Act. 
(2) Schedule 2 applies in respect of the Olairman of the 
Council and the Deputy Olairman of the Council be10re the 
reconstitution of the CounCil pursuant to section 7 of the Act. 

2. Thereshall bea Presidentand a Vice President elected by the 
Council from among the members referred to in section 7 (2) 
(b) (iii) and section 7 (2) (e) of the Act. 

3. (1) Subject to this clause, the person elected to be the 
President and the person elected to be Vice President shall 
each hold office for 2 years and if otherwise qualified shall 
each be eligible for re-election. 
(2) The person elected to be President or Vice President shall 
ceaseto hold officeas slXh if he resignshisofficeorceases to 
be a member of the Council. 

4. (1) All election to fill a casual vacancy in the office of the 
President or the Vice President shall be held as a meeting of 
the council within 2 months after the vacancy occurs. 
(2) Aperson elected to fill acasual vacancy in the office of the 
President or the Vice President shall hold office for the residue 
of his predecessor's term of office. 

5. (1) A nomination for election as the President or the Vice 
President shall be -

(a) in writing; 
(b) endorsed with the signatures of the person nom

inated and 2 other members; and 
(c) delivered to the Secretary before the meeting at 

.....nich the election is to be held. 
(2) There shall be a separate nomination paper for each 
candidate. 

6. (1 ) The Secretaryshall bethe Retuming Officerfortheelection 
of the President and Vice President and shall preside at that 
part of the meeting at which an election is held. 
(2) INhere both a President and a Vice President are to be 
elected at a meeting, the election of the President shall be 
held first. 

7. The following provisions shall have effect in respect of an 
election under this Olapter:-
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(a) " only one nomination isdulymadeanddelivered, 
the Secretary shall declare the candidate so 
nominated to be elected. 

(b) "2 or more nominations are duly made and 
delivered, each member shall be entitled to vote 
at a secret ballot to determine which candidate 

8. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5 

6. 

shall be elected. 
(c) Each ballot-papershall be prepared in the manner 

p-escribed in clause 21 of Olapter III. 
(d) ~ch voter shall mark his vote on the ballot-paper 

In the manner prescribed in clause 24 (1) of 
O1apter lit. 

(e) Mer the votes have been cast the Secretaryshall 
count the votes marked on the ballot-papers and 
~rtain the result of the ballot, in the manner 
p-escribed in Schedule 1. 

(1) The President shall preside at any meeting of the Council 
at which he is present unless he elects not to do 50. 
(2) Where at a meeting of the Council the President-

(a) is absent; 
(b) elects not to preside; or 
(c) is unable to preside, 

or the office of President is vacant. the Vice President shall 
preside. 
(3) In the absence of the President and Vice President from a 
meeting of the Council the members present shall elect oneof 
their number to preside at that meeting. 
(4) The proviSions of this clause have effect subject to clause 
6(1). 

O1APTERV 
COMMITIEES AND BOARDS 

Division 1 - General ProviSions 
&Jbject to this By-Law law-

(a) the CouncH may appoint such committees and 
boards as it thinks fit; 

(b) committees and boards appointed by the Council 
may include persons who are members of the 
CounCil, officers or students of the College and 
other persons and shall exercise and perform 
such PO'N8fS, authorities, duties and functions as 
the Council may from time to time determine' 
~d . 

(c) the Council may determine the time at and the 
man~er in which committees and boards may be 
reqUITed to make reports to the Council. 

Except in the case of the DiSCipline Committee constituted 
wder clause 8 (1) of Chapter X, the President or, in his 
absence, the Vice President shall, by virtue of his office be a 
member of any committee orboard aPlXlinted byorun~rthis 
By-Law or under any rule or resolution of the Council. 
Unless otherwise specified in this By-Law or in a rule the 
quorum at any meeting of a committee or board shall be ~ne
half of its members for the time being, but, if onl7half is not 
Vvi10le number, shall be the next higher whole number. 

Division 2 - The Academic Board 
(1) There shall be an .A.cademic Board of the College 
consisting of-

(a) the Principal; 
(b) the Assistant Principal; 
(c) such senior academic officers as the Council 

shall from time to time determine; 
(d) the Secret"'Y; 
(e) the College Ubrarian; 
(f) the Senior Student Counsellor, and 
(g) such elected staff and student members and 

such other persons appointed by the Council as 
the qauncil, subject to such conditions as it may 
specify, shalJ determine from time to time in rules 
made under this By-Law. 

(2) Schedule 1 shall apply in respect of the election of persons 
referred to in subclause (1) (g). 
(1) The Principal, or in his absence, the Assistant Principal 
shall be the Chairman of the Academic Board. ' 
(2) In the absence of both the Principal and the Assistant 
Principal from a meeting of the Academic Board, the Board 
shall elect achairman from among its members present atthe 
meeting. 
At least 7 days' notice of any meeting shall be given in writing 
to t~ '!lembe,,:> of the .A.cademic Board by the Secretary, 
specifying the time, place and agenda of the meeting. 
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7. The .A.cademic Board may determine how frequently it shall 
~t and maV fix the dates of its meetings but it shall meet in 
ordinary session not less than 8 times in each year. 

8. (1 ) A special meeting of the Academic Board-
(a) may be conveyed by the Principal or, in the 

absence of the Principal, by the Assistant 
Principal; or 

(b) shalt be convened by the Secret"'Y upon the 
'MItten request of 5 members of the Academic 
Board setting forth the purpose for which the 
meeting is required to be convened. 

(2) A special meeting required to be convened ooder sub
clause (1) (b) shall be held within 14 days after the receipt of 
the request referred to therein. 

9. All matters which come before the Academic Board shall be 
decided by a majority of the members present at the meeting, 
an~ the. member presiding at the meeting shall have a 
deh'?Bfatlve vote and in the case of an equality of votes, a 
casting vote. 

10. &Jbjec.t to this By-Law, any regulation, any rule or any 
resolution of the Council, the .A.cademic Board-

(a) is the principal academic adviSOfy board to the 
Council on matters concemed with the educa
tional work of the College; 

(b) shall consider any matter referred to it by the 
Council; 

(c) may consider any matter affecting the policy and 
activities of the College as a whole, and may 
make recommendations thereon to the Council 
or to any other board, committee or authority 
within the College; 

(d) may refer matters to other boards or committees 
responsible to itfor consideration and report; and 

(e) shall exercise such other powers and functions 
and perform such duties as may be determined 
by the Council from time to time. 

11 . The .A.cademic Board may establish such committees as it 
deems fit with such. membership as it deems appropriate fOf 
the purpose for 'Nhlch any such committee is established. 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

1. 

2. 

a-tAPTERVt 
CONClJCT OF MEETINGS 

The ~uncil may make rules for or with respect to the 
convenmg and conduct of meetings of the Council. 
The minutes of a meeting shall be entered in a minute book. 
Ateach meeting the minutes of the preceding meeting shall-

(a) be read, unless copies thereof have been pre
viously circulated to members; 

(b) be confirmed or confirmed as amended' and 
(c) be signed by the person presiding at the ~eeting 

as confirmed with or without amendment. 
Noques:tionshallbedecidedatameetingunlessthequorum, 
appropriate to the meeting, is present. 
If the quorum appropriate to a meeting is not present within 
half an hour after the time appointed for the meeting to 
commence all bUsiness which should have been transacted 
at that meeting shall stand over until the next ordinary meeting 
and shall take precedence thereat unless a special meeting is 
summoned in the meantime for the transaction of that 
txJsiness. 
At a meeting, not being a meeting of the Council or the 
kademic Board, unless otherwise specified in this By-Law 
or in a rule-

(a) a question shall be decided a majority of members 
p-esent; and 

(b) the chairman shall have a deliberative vote and in 
the case of an equality of votes, a casting vote. 

O1APTERVII 
THE COMMON SEAL 

The Common Seal of the College shall be kept in the custody 
of the Secretary, and shall not be used except as resolved by 
the Councilor as provided in the Act orthis By-Law orin rules 
made under this By-Law. 
The Common Seal of the College shall be affixed to docu-



3. 

4. 

5. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

ments which are required by lawto be under seal and to such 
other documents as the CounCil approves that the Common 
Seal be affixed. 
The affixing of the Common Seal of the College to any 
document shall be attested on that document by-

(a) the Presidentorinhisabsence, theVicePresident; 
(b) the Principal or in his absence, the Assistant 

Principal; and 
(c) the Secretary. 

In the absence of the Secretary for any reason, his respons
ibilities in respect of the affixing and attesting to the affixing of 
the O:>mmon Seal of the College may be exercised by a 
person approved by resolution of the Council to do so on 
behalf of the Secretary. 
A register of the use of the Common Seal of the College shall 
be maintained by the Secretaryaoo in it shalt be recorded the 
authorityfor the affixing of the Common Seal. the nature althe 
document to which the Common Seal is affixed, the date of 
attestation of the document and the names of the signatures 
to the document. 

CHAPrER VIII 
THE PRINClPAL AND OTHER OFFICERS 

Division 1 - The Principal 
Subjectto the Act. this By~Law, any regulation, any rule or any 
resolution of the Council, the Principal-

(a) is charged with the duty of promoting and main
taining the interests and furthering the develop-
ment of the College; , 

(b) is responsible for the conduct of the academic 
administrative, financial and other business of the 
College; and 

(c) shall exercise general supervision over all officers 
of the College and overthe welfare and discipline 
of students. 

Subject to the Act, this By~Law, any regulation and to any 
rules made by the Council, the Principal may make rules for 
the maintenance of good order and discipline in the College. 
(1) The Principal is ex~officio a member of every committee or 
OOard constituted by or under this By~Lawor a rule and may, if 
he so desires, preside atany meeting of acommittee or board 
other than the Council or committees of Council, but the 
Council may appoint the Principal chairman of any such 
committee or board. 
(2) The authority of the Principat to preside at a meeting of a 
committee or board shall not extend toa meeting at which the 
President or Vice President is present if the President or Vice 
President desires to preside. 
VVtJenever the Council is satisfied that the Principal is unable 
to perform his duties because of his absence or because of iU~ 
health, the Council ,may appoint an Acting Principal. 

Division 2 - The Assistant Principal 
(1) The Council may appoint aperson to the office of Assistant 
Principal of the College. 
(2) The Assistant Principal has the authority of the Principal 
during any period of absence of the Principal. 
Subject to the provisions of Olapter X, the Assistant Principal 
shall assist the Principal in such matters as the Principal may 
from time to time determine. 
(1) Whenever the Council is satisfied that the Assistant 
Principal is unable to perform his duties because of his 
absence or because of ill~health, the Council may appoint an 
acting Assistant Principal. 
(2) M acting Assistant Principal has the authority of the 
Assistant Principal during any period of absence of the 
Assist PrinCipal. 

DivisIon 3 - The Secretary 
(1) The Secretary shall be the secretary to the CounCil and all 
committees of the Council and shall keep the records of the 
CounCil and its committees. 
(2) The Secretary may nominate some other person in writing 
to act in his place as secretary to the CounCil or to a 
committee of the Council and that person shall be responsible 
for keeping the records of the Council or of that committee, as 

the case may be. 
9. Subject to the direction of the Principal, the Secretary shall-

(a) be responsible for the administrative functions of 
lhe College; 

(b) be the secretary or nominate some other person 
to be the secretary to any committee or board 
constituted by or under this 8y~Law or a rule: 

(cl keep the registers and financial records of the 
College; 

(d) conduct the correspondence of the College; 
(e) be responsible for the management and super

vision of the examinations of the College and the 
maintenance of proper academic records; and 

(f) be responsible for the conduct of elections for a 
committee or a board constituted by or under this 
By-law or a rule. 

CHAPrER IX 
STAFF MAnERS 

Division 1 - Appointment, Tenure and 
Conditions of Service 

1. (1) The Council may make an appointment to the staff of the 
College after invitation, or by promotion or transfer within the 
College, or after open advertisement as detennined in each 
case by the Council. 
(2) Officers shall be notified of and be eligible to apply for all 
vacant positions. 

2. In making any appointment to the staff of the College the 
Council shall take into consideration the recommendation of 
any Selection Committee appointed as specified in rules 
made under this By-law. 

3. (1) Subject to the provisions of the Act and any regulation 
refating to the determination of conditions of employment of 
servants of a corporate college, the Council shall determine 
thetenure of office and emolUments of officers of the College. 
(2) The determination by the Council conceming tenure of 
dfice and emoluments referred to in subclause (1) shall be 
conveyed tothe selected applicant for any position and shall, 
subject to any agreement between the College and the 
applicant and any action in respect of a disciplinary matter, 
become binding upon the College and the applicant upon 
acceptance of the appointment. 
(3) All permanent staff appointed to a full-time position in the 
approved establishment of the College who elect to transfer 
to the service of the College pursuant to section 13 (3) of the 
/let continue in that capacity upon transfer to the service of the 
College. 

4. The Council may make rules for orwith respect to the manner 
ct promotion of officers and their progression on salary 
scales. 

5. Subject to the provisions of the Act. the conditions of service 
and resignation of officers of the College shall be determined 
by the Council in rules made under this By~law. 

6. (1) AA officer who feels himself aggrieved in any matter of 
promotion, or progression or transfer within the College, may 
appeal to the Council, which may appoint such committees 
as it deems fit to deal with any such appeal. 
(2) The Council may make rules for or with respect to the 
appointment of, membership of and procedures to be fol
towed by, a committee referred to in subclause (1). 

Division 2 - The Conduct and Discipline of Officers 
7. (1) In this Division-
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"appropriate staff association" means, where a complaint is 
made in respect of an officer who is a member of-

(a) the academic staff - the staff association or 
union that, inthe opinion of the Council, represents 
the interest of the majority of members of the 
academic staff; Of 

(b) the non-academic staff-the staff association or 
union that, intheopinionofthe Council, represents 
the interests of the majority of the members of the 
non-academic staff; 

"good cause" means-
(a) the commission of a breach of any regulation or 

any provision of this By-law or a rule; 

(b) the wilful diSObe~ience or disregard of any lawful 
crder made or given under the Act a regulation 
this By~law or a rule; , , 

(e) gross negligence or gross inefficiency in a 
person's performance of his duties as an officer 
()( , 

(d) conduct 'Nhich the Councif considers is such as 
to render the officer unfit to continue to hold his 
<:lfOCe; 

"investigating committee" means a committee constituted in 
accordance with subclause (3). 
(2) VVhere the CounCil. receiv~ a complaint that it should, for 
gJOd cause, take action agrunst an officer the Council may 
thereupon consider the complaint and-

(a) take no action ~ the complaint; 
(b) refer the complaint to the Principal for a report as 

to the r'!l~tter contained in the complaint; or 
(c) whe~e It IS of the opinion, formed either upon 

receipt of the complaint or after the receipt of a 
report referred to in paragraph (b), that it is 
necessary to make further inquiries into thematter 
contained in the complaint constitute a com~ 

. ":1itt~ to investigate that CO~plaint. 
(3) Ail Investigating committee shall consist of-

(a) the President or the Vice President who shall be 
chairman; 

(b) 2 members of the Council nominated by the 
Council; and 

(c) (c) not mo~e than 2 persons nominated by the 
appmpnate staff association. 

(4) For the purposes of constituting an investigating com
mittee .the Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after the 
OJuncl~ p~es .a resolution that it is necessary to make 
further InqUlnes IOta ~he matter contained in a complaint, 
f0fW8rd.to the approp~a!e staff association a notice in writing 
requesting that a~latlon to advise him in writing, within 28 
clays after the receipt by that association of that notice, of the 
name~ <:,"d addresses of the persons nominated by that 
assOCiation as membe':5 of the investigating committee. 
(5) Where the appropnate staff association referred to in 
subclause (4) fails to comply with the notice referred to in that 
SUbclause, t~e investigating committee shall be deemed to 
bedulyconStituted bythemembersspecified in subclause (3) 
(a) and (b). 

8. (1). t:s soon as practicable after the Secretary is advised in 
'v\11tlngofthe~ames and addresses of the persons nominated 
as ~eferre<;l t~ In su~tause (4) ?r, where the Secretaryisnotso 
ootl~e~ Within the. time specified in that subclause, upon the 
e~lratlon of that. time, the Secretaryshall, by notice in writing, 
notify the officer In respect of whom the complaint was made 
and the members of the investigating committee of the time 
and place at which the investigating committee shall con
vene. 
(2) Ail officer in respect of whom a complaint is made-

(a) ~ay ~ represented at an inquiry referred to in this 
IlVlSlon by any person' and 

(b) is enti.tled .to a record of the proceedings of any 
. such InqUiry. 

9. M Investigating committee shall. as soon as practicable afte 
the compf~tion of its investigations, make a report thereon to 
the CounCIL 

10. '!he Council may, after conSidering a report made by an 
Investigating committee pursuant to clause 9, reduce in 
status,.suspend, censure or request the resignation of the 
dficer 10 respect of whom the complaint was made. 

11 . (1) Where in the.op!nion of the PrinCipal the circumstances so 
.warr~nt, the PrinCipal may suspend an officer pending an 
InqUiry. 
(2) Where the Principal suspends an officer under subclause 
(I) he shalf forthwith report the matter to the Council 
(3) Where ar:' officer suspended by the Principal' under 
~bcl~use (1) IS subsequently restored to his normal duties he 
IS e:ntilled to the salary for the period of suspension and all 
entitlements shall be restored to him. 

12. The Counci.1 may d~tel!'lljne 'Whether an officer, because of 
pe.rmanent IncapaCity, IS unable to pelform the duties of his 
office. 
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13. Where the Council determines-
(a) that an officer, becauseof his invalidityorphysical 

cr ~ntal .incapacity, is unable to perform the 
dJtres of hiS office; or 

(b) that the invalidity or incapacity of an officer is likely 
. to be of a permanent character. 
It may cause. the officer to be retired from the service of the 
<Allege o~, .Wlt~ the consent of the officer, transfer him to some 
other POSlt~C?" In the service of the College with salary and 
other COnd!tlOns of employment appropriate to that position. 

14. The Council m~y make rul~s for ?rwith respect to procedures 
t~ ~ adopted In Connection With matters ariSing under this 
OVISlon. 

CHAPTER X 

1. 

sruDENT CONDUCT AND DISCIPLINE 
Division 1 - General PrOVisions 

In. this O1apter "offence against discipline" means any 
~sconduct, ~ I?'each Of. good order and non-compfiance 
~th an~ prOVISion of thiS By-law, a regulation, a rule or 
dlsobed!ence of any lawful order of the PrinCipal or an officer. 
My ~Ctlon by a student which in the opinion of an officer 
constitutes an off~nce against diSCipline shalf forthwith be 
reported b~'. an officer to the Assistant Principal. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

(1) The Ass!sta~t Principal, upon receiving a report from any 
perso.n co:n.cemlng an offence against discipline shall cause 
such InqUtnes to be made concerning the circumstances of 
the offence as he deems necessary and may-

(a) take no action in the matter' 
(b) .censure the student; , 
(c) Impose a fine not exceeding such amount as is 

specified in a rule made for the purpose of this 
paragraph; 

(d) exclude the student from the College for a period 
not exceeding 4 weeks; 
()( 

(e) refer any matter relating to the conduct of the 
student to the Discipline Committee of the College 
and ~ay ex?lude that student from the College 
~d Its precincts until the matter has been deatt 
'Mth by the Discipline Committee. 

(2) Where the Assistant Principal takes any action under 
subclause (1) (e), (d) or (e), he shall forthwith send to that 
stu~n~ at h!~ address last known to the Assistant Principal, 
notice In wTltmg of his decision. 
A student who has been fined pursuant to clause 3 (1) (c) or 
VYf'lo has been ex<:luded from the College pursuant to clause 
3 (1) (~bythe AsSistant Principal may appeal to the Discipline 
Committee of the College. 
The Council may make rules for or with respect to the 
p-ocedures. for and the time or times within which notice of 
appeal against a deCision, notified by the Assistant PrinCipal 
pursuant to clause 3 (2), may be given. 
(1) In this clause, "area ~f the College" includes any place or 
places where a student IS present under the auspices of the 
College. 
(2) My member of the academic staff, the College Librarian 
the ~puty Librarian, the Secretary or any other office~ 
authonsed by the Principal may exclude a student for an 
~ence against discipline from that area of the College under 
hiS control. 
(3) If the exclusion under subclause (2) is for a period of more 
th~ .one day, the case shall be referred to the Assistant 
PrinCipaL 
(4) ~n ...mat is prima facie an offence against diSCipline 
occu~ 10 an area of the College which is not the location of an 
crganlsed College activity, any of the officers referred to in sub 
clause (2) who is present is, for the purpose of this Olapter, in 
dlarge of that area. 
Th~ CounCil may make rules empowering the College Librarian 
to Impose fines on students for failure to retum any material 
borrowed from the Library by the due date. 

Division 2 - The DiSCipline Committee 
(1) 'f!1e.re shall be a Discipline Committee of the College 
conSiSting of-



(a) the Principal, or in his absence a senior academic O1APTER XI (i) tuition; the Council may determine and shall be presided over by the 
officer nominated in writing by the President; aJURSES OF STUDY. AWAADS AND ENROLMENT (ii) the use of facilities of the College including President or in his absence by the Vice President or in the 

(b) 2 members of the Academic Board nominated by OF STUDENTS facilities associated with shxient residences absence of both a member of Council appointed by the 
the Academic Board; 1. The Council on the recommendation of the kademic Board and societies; Council. 

(c) one fulHime member of the academic staff, not may make rules fororwith respecttothe terms and conditions (iii) examinations; and 
being a member of the Academic Board, elected upon which astuclen! may beadmitled to any course of study Qv) the granting of degrees, diplomas or certi-
annuallybythefull-timemembersoftheacademic and the continuance by that sbJdent of any course of study. ficates; O1APTER XVIII 
staff; and 2. (1) The Council, of its ovvn motion or on the recommendation (b) the time at which such fees shall be due and RULES 

(d) a student nominated in writing annually by the d the Academic board, may make an award ad eundem payable; and 1. Nothing in this Chapter affects any other provision of this By-
students' College Association Council. gadumor honoriscausa toa person who, in!heopinion ofthe (c) discretionary action that may be taken for or with law empowering the making of rules. 

(2) The proceedings of a Discipline Committee shall not be Council, is eligible for or might proper1y be honoured by such respect to the collection of fees. 2. The councit may make rules prescribing any matter that is, 
invalidated bythefailureof any group to norninateor elect the CV1 award. 2. &Jbjectto the continuation in force of any arrangement made by any other Olapter of this By-law, required or permitted to 
rrembers specified in subclause (1) (b). (c) or Id). (2) The Council may make rules for or with respect to the lJlder any rule made pursuant to clause 1 (c), the PrinCipal be prescribed by rule made by the Council. 
(3) The Council may make rules for the conduct of the election matters referred to in subclause (1). rray- 3. A rule made under this By-law by the Council shall have full 
referred 10 in subclause (1) (c). 3. The Council on the recommendation of the Academic Board (a) exclude from any examinations; force and effect on and from the day on which it is promul-
(4) VVhere the student referred to in subclause (1) becomes may make rules for or with respect to- (b) exclude from any class or the use of any facilities gated in accordance with clause 4 or on and from such later 
the subject of a hearing by the Discipline Committee he shall (a) requirements for courses of study and for the of the College; dates as may be specified in the rule. 
cease to be a member of that Committee arKf the Students' awards of the College; (c) withhold the result of any examination, test or 4. A rule made under this By-law shall be promulgated by the 
College Association Council may nominate some other (b) examinations for, and the conferring of, award; other assessment of; or Secretary's affixing a copy of the rule to an offiCial notice-
student to hold office in his place. Ic) examinations for, and the granting of, fellowships, Id) take any action, being a combination of any two OOard on the premises of the College. 

9. The Principal or in his absence the senior academic officer scholarships, bursaries and prizes; and CI' all of the actions specified in paragraphs (a) to 
referred to in clause 8 (1) (a) shall be the chairman of the (d) the recognition of studies undertaken in another (c), both inclusive, against, any student who has 
Oscipline Committee. educational institution. not paid any fees due by him to the College. SCHEDULE 1 

10. The Discipline Committee shall- 4. The Council maylimitthe number of students in anysubjector MANNER OF ODUNTING VOTES AND ASCERTAINING 
(a) deal with any matter relating to the conduct of any course. RESULT OF BALLOT 

student referred to it by the Assistant Principal 5. (1) My student excluded on the grounds of unsatisfactory O1APTERXN 1. This Schedule only ap~iesto an elecflon to which this By-law 
Ulder clause 3 (1) Ie); and p-ogress from any course of the College under a rule made ACADEMIC DRESS or a rule specifies that this Schedule applies. 

(b) hear any appeal by a student against a decision p.Jrsuant to clause 1 may appeal to the Council. 1. The Council may make rules for or with respect to the nature of 2. In this Schedule--
notified by the Assistant PrinCipal pursuant to (2) My appeal referred to in subclause (1)- academic dress appropriate to-- "an absolute majority of votes" means a greater number than 
clause 3 (2). (a) shall be inVlll'iting addressed to the Secretary; and (a) the President, Vice President and members of the one-half of the total number of votes counted· 

11. Vv'hen the Discipline Committee hears an appeal against a (b) shall be dealt with in accordance with rules made Council; "continuing candidates" means a candidate not already 
decision of the Assistant Principal referred to in clause 1 0 (b) by the Council under this By-law. (b) officers of the College; elected or excluded from the count; and 
the Assistant Principal shall be entitled to be present but shall 6. The Council mayan the recommendation of the Academic (c) the holders of awards of the College; and "determine by lot" means determine in accordance with 
not participate in the decision of the DiSCipline Committee. Ebard determine the academic year, the commencement Id) students of the College. the following direction:-

12. Vv'hen the Discipline Committee hears an appeal or deals with and ending of terms or semesters and of lectures for any year The names of the ca~i~ates. concerned having been 
a matter referred to it, the student concemed- for the whole College, for any group of students or for any 'M1f!8n on separate and Similar slips of paper, and the slips 

(a) shall be notified in writing of the day oft he hearing, academic department as it may deem necessary. O1APTERXV haVIng been folded so as to prevent identification and mixed 
and where a matter is referred to it, of the terms of 7. Before being admitted as a student any candidate for admis- REGULATION OF TRAFRC and drawn at random, the candidate whose name is first 
the reference at least 7 days bef(J(e the time set sian shall meet whatever requirements are prescribed in rules 1. The Council maymake rules for regulating, or providing for the drawn shall be excluded. 
down for the hearing; made for the purpose of this clause and have signed an regulation of, traffic on any land under its control, and in 3. Vvhere there is only one vacancy to be filled, the candidate to 

(b) shall be entitled to make representations, either lJldertaking to comply with the By-IaVv'S and rules of the particular the driving, parking and using of vehicles on any be electe~ or, v-.tIere there are two vacancies to be filled, the 
orally or in writing or both; College. such land, the charges which the CounCil may impose in first candidate to be elected, shall be ascertained in the 

(c) shall be entitled to give and call evidence; and 8. The dates and form of and procedure for enrolment of respect thereof, the causing or allowing of vehicles and the following manner:-
(d) may at the sole discretion of the Discipline Com- students shall be determined and published in such ways as removal of vehides parked In breach of the rules, and the (a) The .Secretary or a person or persons appointed 

mitree be allcmed legal or other representation. the Council may deem fit. diSCiplining, in the manner specified in the rules and by such by him shall count the number of first preference 
13. Vv'hen the Discipline Committee hears an appeal against a persons as are therein specified, of any person who commits votes given for each candidate. 

decision of the Assistant Principal referred to in clause 1 0 (b) it a breach of those rules and of any person recorded in the (b) The candidate who has received the largest 
may vary, confirm or quash the Assistant Principal's decision O1APTERXII College's records as responsible for a vehicle which is number of first preference votes shall, if that 
and may in varying the decision increase or redoce anyfine or AFFILIATION OF EDUCATIONAL AND RESEAA01 involved in a breach of the rules. number constitutes an absolute majority ofvotes, 
period of exdusion or both. ESTABLISHMENTS AND RESIDENTIAL aJLLEGES 2. A bfeach of a rule made under clause 1 shall not be be declared elected. 

14. The Discipline Committee may be in respect of any matter 1. The Council may establish or assist in the establishment of construed as groundS for an inquiry into the conduct of a (c) H no candidate has received an absolute majority 
dealt with or any appeal heard by it under this Olapter impose residential colleges, INhetherornot sited on land vested in the member of staff under Division 2 of Olapter IX or as an offence d first preference votes, the Secretary shall make 
anyone or more of the following penalties- College, and may grant affiliation with the College toanysuch a<Jainst discipline under clause 1 of O1apter X. another count. 

(a) a fine not exceeding such amount as is specified residential college or any educational or research establish- (d) On that other count the candidates who has 
in a rule made for the purpose of clause 3 (1) (c); ment. received the fewest fi rst preference votes shall be 

(b) in the case of misconduct relating to an exam·ln- 2. The constitution of a residential college shall be approved by O1APTERXVI excluded, and each ballot-paper counted to him 
ation or other forms of assessment, the cancel- the CounCil and shall not be altered or amended without the aJNVOCATION. ASsoaATIONS AND SOCIETIES OF shall be counted to the candidate next in order of 
lation of the student's attempt to complete the prior approval of the Council. THEODLLEGE the voter's preference. 
subject or stage or a course; or 3. Hthe Council isof the opinion that good and sufficientreasons 1. The Council may establish a Convocation of the College, the Ie) H any candidate then has an absolute majority of 

(c) the exclusion of a student from the College exist to withdraw a grant affiliation with a residential college or 
2. 

constitution of which shall be as determined by Council. votes: he shall be declared elected, but if no 
permanently or for such period or periods as it an educational or research establishment it shall - The Council shall determine the categories of persons who candidate then has an absolute majority of votes, 
may determine. (a) give 2 months' notice of its intention to withdraw shall be entitled to membership of Convocation and the the process of excluding the candidates who has 

15. Every penalty imposed by the Discipline Committee shall be the grant of affiliation to the governing 00dy of the conditions upon which they shall be admitted to such the fewest votes and counting each of his ballot-
reportedbythatCommitteetothenextordinarymeetingofthe residential college or establishment concerned; membership. papers to the continuing candidate next in the 
Council. (b) consider any matter put to it by the governing 3. (1) The CounCil may approve by resolution of such other crder of the voter's preference shall be repeated 

16. The Council may make rules for or with respect to the Ixx:fy of that residential college or establishment associations or SOCieties of or within the College as it deems tfltil a candidate has received an absolute majority 
procedures for and the time ortimeswithin 'Nhich a meeting of ruring the period of notice; and fit and may make such rules as it deems necessary for the of votes. 
the Discipline Committee shall be held to consider a matter (c) if the Council is still of the same opinion after the conduct and management of soch aSSOCiations or societies. (Q The candidates 'Nho has received an absolute 
referred to it by the Assistant Principal pursuant to clause 3 (1) period of notice has elapsed, withdraw the grant (2) No association or SOCiety formed pursuant to subclause majority of votes shall be declared elected. 
(3) or an appeal lodged by a student pursuant to clause 4. d affiliation. (1) may use the name of the College without the approval of 4. Vvher.e there are two vacancies to be filled, the second 

17. (1) A student aggrieved by a decision of the Discipline the Council. candidate to be elected shall be ascertained in the follOwing 
Committee may appeal to the Council against that decision. manner:-
(2) An appeal to the Council made under subclause (1) shall O1APTER XIII la) The Secretary shall re-arrange all the ballot-
be dealt with by way of a rehearing. FEES O1APTERXVII papers under the names of the respective can-
(3) The Council may vary, confirm orquash the decision of the 1. Subject to the provisions of the Act, the Council may make aJNGREGATlONS didates in accordance with the first preference 
Oscipline Committee. rules for or with respect to-- 1. Congregations of the College for the conferring of awards of votes indicated thereon, except that each ballot-
(4) The Council may make rules for or with respect to the (a) the amount of any fees to be paid for- the Collegeorotherpurposesshall be held in such manner as paper on which a first preference for an elected 
matters referred to in this clause. 
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candidate is indicated shall be placed in the 
parcel of the candidate next in the order of the 
Y1Jter's preference. 

(b) The Secretary shall then count the ballot-papers 
in the parcel of each continuing candidated and 
so ascertain the total number of votes given for 
each such candidate. 

(c) If any such candidate then has an absolute 
majority of votes heshall bedeclared elected, but 
if no such candidate then has an absolute majority 
d votes the procedure shall be as provided in 
clause 3 (c), (d), (e) and (0. 

(d) In the application 01 clause 3 (c), (d), (e) and (0 a 
reference to the first preference votes shall be 
read as a reference to first preference votes shall 
be read asa reference to all the votes counted toa 
candidate in pursuance of photograph (b). 

5. Vllhere there are morethan two vacancies to be filled, the third 
and subsequent candidates to be elected shall be ascertained 
in the following manner:-

(a) The Secretary shall re-arrange all the ballot
papers under the names of the respective can
didates in accordance with the highest prefer
ence indicated thereon fora continuing candidate. 

(b) The procedureshall then be as provided in clause 
4(a), (b) and (c). 

(c) In the application of clause 4 (a), (b) and (c), a 
preference for an elected candidate shall be 
disregarded and the vote shall be allocated to the 
continuing candidate next in order of preference. 

6. Where on any count 2 or more candidates have an equal 
number of votes and one of them has to be excluded, the 
candidate to be excluded shall be determined as follo'NS:-

(a) 

(a) if the count is the first made in connection with the 
ballot, the Secretary shall determine by lot lNhich 
d those candidates shall be excluded; 

(b) if the count is the second or a subsequent count 
madein connection with the ballot, thatcandidate 
shall be excluded who had the least number of 
Y1Jtes among the candidates at the last count 
made in connection therewith at lNhich one of 
those candidates received fewer votes than each 
d the others; or 

(c) if that count is the second or a subsequent count 
made in connection with the ballot and if at all 
preceding counts made in connection therewith 
none of those candidates received fewer votes 
than each of the others, the Secretary shall 
determine by lot which of those candidates shall 
be exch.J(ied. 

7. The provisions of clause 6 shall extend to the case where the 
number of COl]linuing candidates is reduced to 2 and those 
candidates have an equal number of votes. 

SCHEDULE 2 
TEMPORARY PROVISIONS APPLYING TO THE 

CHAJRMAN AND DEPUTY CHAJRMAN OF THE FIRST 
ODUNCIL 

1. This &:hedule applies to and in respect of the first Council 
constituted under section 6 of the .Act. 

2. The Chairman of the Council shall be the member, and the 
Deputy Chairman of the CounCil shall bethe member, elected 
to hold that office respectively by the Council. 

3. The person elected to be the Chairman of the Council and the 
person elected to be Deputy Chairman of the Council shall 
each hold office untH his successor is elected or until the 
Council is reconstituted under section 7 of the .Act, whichever 
first occurs. 

4. The person elected to be Olairman of the Councilor Deputy 
Olairmanofthe Council shall cease to hold office as such ifhe 
resigns as such or ceases to be a member of the Council .. 

5. (1) AI any meeting of the Council, the Chairman of the Council 
shall preside, but if the Chairman of the Council from a 
meeting of the Council the members presentshall elect one of 
their number to preside at that meeting. 

6. The provisions of clause 33 of Olapter III apply to and in 
respect of the Council before the reconstitution of the Council 
pursuant to section 7 of the Act as if a reference in that clause 
to the President and Vice President were a reference to the 
Olairman and Deputy Chairman respectively. 

7. The provisions of clause 2 of Chapter V apply before the 
reconstitution of the Council pursuant to section 7 of the .Actto 
and in respect of committees and boards established by the 
Council as if a reference in that clause to the President and 
Vice President were a reference of the Chairman and Deputy 
Olairman respectively. 

8. The provisions of clause 7 of Chapter IX apply to and in 
respect of an investigating committee constituted before the 
reconstitution of the Council pursuant to section 7 of the.Act 
as if a reference in clause 7 (3) of that Chaptertothe President 
and Vice President were a reference to the Chairman and 
Deputy Chairman respectively. 

RULES MADE UNDER THE BY-LAW 
RULE 111/2/1 APPOINTMENT TO THE OFFICE OF 
PRAELECTOR 
1.1 Council shall appointtotheofficeofPraelectorthememberof 

the Academic Board of the College elected by Academic 
Board for appointment to the office. 

1 .2 The appointment shall be made for a period of two years, save 
that the first appointment shall be until 31.3.85. 

1 .3 Any member of the .Academic Board other than the PrinCipal 
and the Assistant Principal shall be eligible for election. 

1.4 A candidate shall be nominated by two members of the 
.Academic Board. 

1.5 The roll of electors shall consist of all members, for the time 
being, of the .Academic Board. 

1.6 There shall be no additional emolument associated with the 
office of Praelector. 

1 .7 'v\Ihere the term of appointment of Praelector and the term of 
office of Council members elected by the Academic Staff 
expire at the same time the election for appointment to the 
office of Praelector shall be held after the declaration of the 
result of the election of those members. 

1.8 The election for appointment as Praelector shall be held, as 
appropriate, under the provisions of the By-law, Chapter III, 
Division 3, clauses 13 to 31 inclusive, and Schedule 1 . 

RULE VIIi/2/1 RULES OF CONDUCT IN THE LIBRARY 
1 .1 Ouietness must be maintained in the Reading Rooms. 
1 .2 No eating or smoking is pemlitted in the Library. 
1 .3 Suitcases, briefcases, or similar bags MUST NOT be brought 

into the library. (Baggage racks are provided just outside the 
entrance, but the library cannot take responsibility for any
thing left there.) 

1 .4 Books and notebooks may be brought into the Library, but 
must be offered for inspection on leaving the library. 

1.5 Books and other library materials must not be marked or 
damaged in any way. 

1.6 Dress in the library must be such as not to offend others. 
Persons wearing socks or stockings may leave their shoes 
outside, but BARE FEET on thecarpetAJRE NOT PERMITIED. 
Nor are narrow or pointed heels which are likely to damage 
the carpet. 

RULE VIll/2/2 PHOTOCOPYING 
1 . "General Administrative Copying" means the copying of all 

material other than work which is subject to copyright. 
2. The photocopying of work which is subject to copyright is not 

permitted in the College other than in accordance with the 
provisions of the Copyright Act 1968-1980. 

3. Any copying for "Fair Dealing" (single copy) purposes as 
permitted under Section 40 of the Act shall becarried out only 
at the self-service photocopying machine provided for this 
purpose as an adjunct to the Library. 

4. All general administrative copying and any multiple copying 
of insubstantial portions of works (as permitted by Section 
53A of the Act) and any multiple copying of more than 
insubStantial portions of works under statutory licence (as 
permitted by Section 53B of the.Act) shall be carried out only 
at the machines provided in the College for these purposes. 
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5. All multiple copying of work to be carried out under Section 
53A and 53B of the.Act shall be authorised by a Head of 
Department or other authorised person in the form specified 
for this purpose. 

6. Discipline action will be taken for any breach of this Rule. Any 
offence may also render the user liable to civil action for 
breach of copyright 

RULE VIlI/2/3 GENERAL AND MULTIPLE COPYING 
(To be displayed at photocopying machines provided for general 
administrative copying and for multiple copying of work as per
mitted under Sections 53A and 53B of the Copyright .Act 1968-
1980). 
1. This photocopying machine may be used only for the 

purposes of general administrative copying and multiple 
copying, strictly accordance with the proviSions of Sections 
53Aand 5380ftheCopyrightAct 1968-1980, of work which 
is subject to copyright. 

2. Under no circumstances shall this machine be used for "Fair 
Dealing" (single copy) purposes as permitted under Section 
40 01 the Copyright Act. 

3. All Fair Dealing (single copy) photocopying as permitted 
under Section 40 of the .Act shall be carried out only at the self
service photocopying machine provided for this purpose as 
an adjunct to the library. 

4. Disciplinary action will be taken for any breach of this Rule. 
Any offence may also render the user liable to civil action for 
breach of copyright. 

RULE VIff/2/4 FAIR DEALING COPYING 
(To be displayed at self-service photocopying machine provided as 
an adjunct to the Library for Fair Dealing copying). 
1. This photocopying machine shall be used only for "Fair 

Dealing" (single copy) purposes under Section 40 of the 
Copyright Act 1968-1980. 

2. Under no circumstances shall copying of the following kinds 
be carried out on the photocopying machine provided for Fair 
Dealing (Singe copy) purposes: 

2.1 General administrative copying; 
2.2 multiple copying of insubstantial portions of works (as per

mitted by Section 53A of the Act); or 
2.3· multiple copying of more than insubstantial portions of works 

under statutory licence (a permitted by Section 538 of the 
Act). 

3. All general administrative photocopying and any multiple 
copying as pemlitted by Section 53Aand 53Bofthe Act shall 
be carried out only at the machines provided elsewhere in the 
College for these purposes. 

4. Disciplinary action will be taken for anybreachofthis rule. My 
offence may also render to user liable to civil actionfor breach 
of copyright. 

1X/5/1 OUTSIDE EARNINGS OF MEMBERS OF STAFF 
1 .1 Subject to the prior written consent of the Principal (INhich 

may be given on conditions) members of staff may undertake 
ootside work of a nature not incompatible with a staff 
member's employment for a fee or reward, and such fee or 
reward shall be disclosed to the Principal. 

1 .2 Provided also that in the event of the nett fees or rewards for all 
such work received in any financial year exceeding 25% of 
the gross salary of the said member of staff, all nett fees and 
rewards in excess of the said 25% shall be paid tothe College 
or to some other authority under the control of the Council of 
the College. 

1.3 Notwithstanding the requirement of Rule 1.2, the Principal 
may, for what he considers to be sufficient reason, detennine . 
that an amount greater than the said 25% may be retained by 
the member. 

RULE 1X/5/2 NOTICE ON RESIGNATION 
1 . Unless otherwise mutually agreed upon, and except insofar 

as provision is otherwise lawfully made, the following pro
visions shall apply for the notice to be given by officers of the 
College upon resignation. 

2. Officers, other than casual officers, shall be required to give 
the following periods of notice in writing of their intention to 
resign: 
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2.1 The Principal and Assistant Principal - a minimum of six 
rronths' notice. 

2.2 A Head of School- six months' notice, such that nonnally the 
last day of duty would be after the last day of a semester but 
before the beginning of the next ensuing semester. 

2.3 A member of the academic staff-a minimum of three months' 
notice, provided that normally the resignation would become 
effective on a date after the staff member has completed 
his/her teaching and examining responsibilities for the 
semester but before the beginning of the next ensuing 
semester. 

2.4 A member of the non-academic staff occupying a position 
above the Mministrative and Clerical Division Grade 8 
classification or equivalent - three months' notice. 

2.5 A member of the non-academic staff other than those 
included in 2.4 occupying a position at or equivalent to a 
classification of .ADministrative Ac;sistant or above (I.e. up to 
and including the Administrative and Clerical Division Grade 
8 classification or equivalent) - two months' notice. 

2.6 All other members of non-academic staff - two weeks' notice. 
3. M officer who is a casual officer shall give one week's notice 

of his/her intention to resign. 
4. Notice of intention to resignshall besubmitted in writing, in the 

case of a member of academic staff, to the PrinCipal and, in 
the case of a member of non-academiC staff, to the Registrar. 

RULE 1X/5/3 COPYRIGHTS, INVENTIONS AND 
PATENTS 
2.1 WHEREAS it is expedient, in relation to the organisation, 

management and good govemment of the College, to make 
provisions regarding copyright in course materials prepared 
by members of the staff of the College in the course of their 
duties and distributed to students of the College for purposes 
of their studies, and regarding inventions made by members 
of the staff and students of the College in the course of their 
duties or studies and applications for letters patent in respect 
of any such inventions -
Pursuant to Chapter IX, Clause 5 of the Newcastle College of 
Mvanced Education By-law, the Council makes the follow
ing Rule entitled RUle 1X/5/2 - Copyrights, Inventions and 
Patents. 

2.2 In this Rule-
"author" means a person by whom course materials are 
produced; 
"course materials" means any work, whether in written, 
broadcast. recorded or other form, including work being or in 
anyway relating to, orarising outof the use ordevelopment of 
computer software, produced by a member of the staff of the 
College in the course of his/her duties, specifically for use in, 
or in connection with a course offered or to be offered by the 
College; 
"invention" means any device, process, chemical orthe like, 
including any device, process, material orinformation relating 
to, or arising out of, the use or development of computer 
facilities including computer software invented or discovered 
by a member of the staff, or a student, of the College; and 
"inventor" means a member of the staff, or student, of the 
College by whom an invention is invented or discovered. 

2.3.1 Subject to clause 2.8 and to any existing copyright in 
material incorporated in course materials, the copyright in 
all course materials shall be the property of the College. 

2.3.2 Every member of the staff of the College by whom course 
materials are produced shall, if and INhen required by the 
Collegeand at its expense, do all such things, including the 
execution of documents, as may be or become necessary 
or expedient from time to time, to enable the College to 
exercise its rights over any such course materials. 

2.4 Save as to course materials as provided in clauses 2.3.1 and 
2.3.2, the College shall have no interest in work written or 
edited, including editing as a general or advisory editor to a 
series, by a member of the staff of the College. 

2.5.1 Subject to clause 2.8 lNhen a member of the staff, or a 
student, of the College has made an invention in the course 
of his/her College duties or studies, that invention shall be 
the property of the College. 

2.5.2 The College may by resolution of the CounCil appoint any 
person as its agent or nominee for the purpose of develop-



ing and exploiting any such invention, and may assign any 
or all of its rights therein to that nominee. 

2.5.3 The inventor shall, when required by the College and at its 
expense, formally assign his/her interest in that invention to 
the College or its nominee. 

2.5.4 My application for patent in respect of any such invention 
shall be flied in the name of the College, or its nominee, as 
the case maybe, and the member of the staff, or the student. 
who made the invention shall be named therein as inventor. 

2.5.5 The inventor shall not enter into any arrangement with any 
other person conceming the development or exploitation of 
the invention without the prior approval of the Council. 

2.6 Notwithstanding anything in clauses 2.5.1 to 2.5.5, where 
any person has sponsored research within the College 
leading to a patent. and a contract has been made between 
the College and that person as to the ownership of patents fl?' 
inventions made in the course of that research, the ownership 
of the patent shall be as agreed upon in that contract. 

2.7 VVhen an invention is made by a member of the staff, or a 
student. of the College, which in the opinion of the Council is 
not made in the course of his/her College duties or studies 
and to which the College (or any third party pursuant to any 
contract with the College) has not contributed substantially by 
way of funds, apparatus, facilities, supervision, or other 
means, the College shall have no interest in the invention. 

2.8 The College will forgo all of its rights under this Rule 'f-
(a) the College does not proceed to make an application 

for a provisional patent after a member of the staff, or a 
student, has notified that he/she has made a patentable 
invention; or 

(b) the College allo'NS a provisional patent to lapse. 
2.9 The College may waive in favour of the author or inventor any 

cr all of its rights, under this Rule or hO'NS08Ver derived, in 
relation to any copyright or invention or patent. 

2.10 All royalUes received in respect of anycopyrightorpatent held 
by the College or its nominee shall be shared as between the 
College or its nominee and the author or inventor as the 
Council may determine after negotiation with the author or 
inventor. 

2.11.1 The Council may make resolutions for or with respect to 
prescribing or providing for procedures or any matter or 
thing for which it is necessary to expedient to prescribe or 
provide for the purposes of the operation of this Rule; and 
may by later resolutions amend or revoke any such 
resolutions or procedures. 

2.11.2 Resolutions made by Council pursuant to this Rule shall be 
promulgated by being exhibited on the official notice 
boards of the College; and after being so promulgated they 
shall remain so exhibited for at least fourteen days, not 
counting days on which the College is on vacation. 

RULE 1X/6/1 APPEALS (STAFF) 
1. COMPOSITION OF AN APPEALS COMMmEE (STAFF) 
1.1 That the same Committee model be adopted for the con-

sideration of all forms of staff appeals, irrespective of whether 
they arise over a matter of termination of employment or over 
matters of appointment, promotion, progression or transfer in 
the College. 

1 .2 That the composition of an Appeals Committe (Staff) be as 
follo'NS -
(a) The PreSident of the Vice-President of Council, who 

shall be O1airman. 
(b) The President or the Vice-President of Council, who 

(b) Two members of the Council nominated by the CounCil. 
(c) Not more than two persons nominated by the staff 

association to which the appellant belongs or iseligible 
to belong. 

1.3 That a standing Appeals Committee be established and that 
this be effected by Council appointing for a period of two years 
the two members of the Council ard two alternates nominated 
by the Council. 

2. PROCEDURE FOR LODGING AN APPEAL AND 
COMMENCING PROCEEDINGS 

2.1 A right of appeal over a matter of appointment will exist for 
intemal applicants only. 

2.2 In any appeals by staff, whether the appeal is over a maHer of 
appointment or otherwise, an appellant be required to lodge, 
within two full working days after despatch of a notification in 
......,;ting of the decision in respect of his/her application/case, 
a notice of his/her intention to appeal. and to lodge within a 
further five days documents setting out the grounds of the 
appeal. 

2.3 The standing Appeals Committee shall commence its con
sideration of the appeal on a mutually acceptable date no 
later than twenty-eight days aher the interval allowed for an 
appellant to lodge the detailed documents setting out the 
grounds of his/her appeal. 

2.4 It shall bethe responsibility of the Principal to ensure that all of 
the information which formed the basis of the original decision 
relating to the staff member's case is placed before the 
Appeals Committee. 

3. POWER OF APPEALS COMMITIEES 
3.1 That an Appeal Committee (Staff) not be given any delegated 

po'N8rtodetermine a maHer which is the subject of an appeal. 
3.2 That if the Appeals Committee judges that an injustice may 

have occurred, or ascertains an apparent error in the pro
ceedings or in the conclusions reached by the body which 
made the decision in respect of the staff member, it shall refer 
these matters to that body with the request that it take 
cognisance of the matters raised by the Appeals Committee 
and review its decision inthe light of those factors. Thefactors 
shall be specified in an accompanying statement from the 
Appeals Committee of the reasons for its decision. 

3.3 The body to which the referral has been made (the original 
panel or committee or officer) shall, ahermakingsuch review, 
transmit to Council in ordinary or special meeting, the result of 
that review, with a statement of the reasons for its recom
mendations. Council shall also be provided with the state
ment of reasons prepared by the Appeals Committee. On the 
basis of these statements Council shall make the final 
determination with respect to the appeal. 

3.4 That minority reports from the Appeals Committee or from the 
original body acting in review shall be permissible and such 
minority reports shall be transmitted with the majority report. 

3.5 If the Appeals Committee concludes that no injustice has 
occurred and has been unable to ascertain any defect in the 
proceedings or conclusions reached by the body responsible 
for the original decision, it shall recommend to the Council 
that the appeal be dismissed. 

4. REIMBURSEMENT OF APPEALS WITNESSES 
4.1 That any claims for the reimbursement of expenses of 

witnesses called to attend appeals hearings be decided by 
the council, after receiving recommendations from the 
Appeals Committee. 

1X/14/1 THE CONDUCT AND DISCIPLINE OF OFFICERS 
1 .1 Every proceeding under this Rule shall be commenced by a 

written complaint served upon the Registrarforconsideration 
by the Council. 

1 .2 Should CounCil decide to act, in terms of Chapter IX, Division 
2, clause 7 (2) (b) or (c), the Registrar shall, as soon as 
practicable, serve on the officer complained against (herein
after referred to as the respondent) a notice setting out the 
complaint and informing him that Council has decided to act 
in terms of clause 7 (2) (b) or (c) and shall also inform the 
complainant of the decision of the Council. 

1 .3 If Council decides to act in terms of clause 7 (2) (b), the 
respondent shall be requested to present a written or oral 
response to the complaint upon the expiration of five working 
days aher the delivery by hand or by registered mail of the 
notice referred to in 1.2. 

1.4.1 If Council decides to act in terms of clause 7 (2) (c), such an 
action shall not be commenced until the expiration of 
fourteen days after service on the respondent of a notice 
specifying the complaint referred to in 1.1 and the name of 
the person lodging the complaint and a copy of the By-law 
and a copy of any Rule made meier the By-law for the 
conduct of an inquiry by an investigating committee. 

1.4.2 The Registrar shall give not less than seven days 
notice in writing to the complainant, the respondent and 
members of the investigating committee of the time, date 
and place of the initial meeting of the committee, being as 
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soon as practicable after the expiration of the period 
referred to in 1.4.1. 

2.1 M investigating committee constituted by Council under 
Olapter IX, Division 2, clause 7 shall conduct its investigation 
in accordance with the following: 

2.1 .1 The purpose atthe committee isto investigate the complaint 
and report to the Council so far as it is able to ascertain the 
circumstances from which the complaint arose and the 
evidence presented by and on behalf of the complainant, 
the respondent and by any other persons and upon 
documents of record considered pursuant to 2.2.9. 

2.1.2 My member of the commiHee may submit to Council a 
dissenting report on any part of the matter under invest
igation. 

2.2 The following procedures shall be adopted: 
2.2.1 In the exercise of its functions the investigating committee 

shall not be bound to follow strict legal procedures or to 
observe the rules of law governing the admission of 
evidence. 

2.2.2 The committee shall ensure that every party to the invest
igation is given a reasonable opportunity to present his case 
and, in particular, to inspect any documents to which the 
committee proposes to have regard in preparing its report 
to Council and to make submiSSions in relation to those 
documents. 

2.2.3 The complainant and the respondent may present his own 
case or nominate a person to present a case for him. INhere 
a person elects to conduct his own case he may be 
accompanied by another person. In either instance, the 
person chosen may be a legally qualified practitioner but 
shall not be a witness. 

2.2.4 ThecommiHeemaybelegallyadviseduponandduringthe 
performance of its functions. 

2.2.5 The complainant and the respondent and persons 
accompanying or representing them may be present while 
the committee is taking evidence, but shall not be present 
for any of the deliberations of the committee or for any 
period during which the committee may wish to deliberate 
in the course of the inQJiry. 

2.2.6 The complaint and the respondent may invite other persons 
to appear before the committee to present evidence 
relevant to the grounds of the complaint. 

2.2.7 The parties to the complaint will be responsible for arrang
ing for any witnesses they wish to call to be available and 
pesent at the inquiry at a time stipulated by the committee. 

2.2.8 The committee, independently of the other parties to the 
complaint, may invite any person to appear before itfor the 
purpose of giving evidence or verifying any of the inform
ation placed before the committee. 

2.2.9 All documents of record relating to the seNice of the 
respondent and, where relevant, those of the complainant, 
shall be available to the committee at its request after the 
taking of evidence has been completed. 

2.2.10 A record at the proceedings of the inquiry will be made and 
kept. The complainant and the respondent shall, on request. 
be provided with a record of the proceedings of the inquiry. 

2.2.11 The order of taking evidence shall be 
(a) the complainant; 
(b) witnesses called by the complainant; 
(c) the respondent; 
(d) witnesses called by the respondent; and 
(e) witnesses called by the committee. 
except that the commiHee may at its discretion permit or 
conduct the examination of any witness at any stage of the 
proceedings. 

2.2.12 Each of the complainant and the respondent may present a 
wriHen statement of his evidence which he shall read and 
thereafter may give oral evidence. 

2.2.13 Merthecomplainant has given evidence the respondent or 
his representative shall be entitled to ask the complainant 
(JJestions relating tothe complaint and after the respondent 
has given evidence the complainant shall be entitled to ask 
him questions relating to the complaint. 

2.2.14 Members at the committee may question the parties to the 
complaint or any witness as deemed appropriate by the 
committee. 

2.2.15 The Chairman ofthecommitteemaydisallowanyquestion. 
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2.2.16 Only one witness at a time will be admitted to the inquiry. 
2.2.17 No witness shall hear the evidence given by any other 

witness or by the complainant or by the respondent. 
2.2.18 Each witness may present his evidence supported, if he so 

deSires, by a written statement anclled, if he so desires, by 
the party by whom he has been called. The witness may 
then be questioned by the other party or parties and by the 
committee. 

2.2.19 The committee may question the complainant or the 
respondent again on the whole of the evidence after all of 
the 'Nitnesses have been heard. 

2.2.20 INhere either the respondent or the complainant can show 
cause why he is unable to attend, then the hearing shall be 
adjourned. 

2.2.21 It the respondent has not shown cause and does not 
appear, the investigating committee may 
(a) upon proof of service of the complaint on the 

respondent, or, where the hearing of the complaint 
has been adjourned, proceed to the hearing of the 
action on the part of the complainant only; 
or 

(b) adjourn the hearing. 
2.2.22 If the complainant has not shown cause and does not 

appear, the committee may adjourn the hearing or dismiss 
the complaint or proceed to investigate the complaint on 
such evidence as is available. 

2.2.23 VVhere a party to the inquiry or a witness satisfies the 
committee that he is unable to'be present at the invest
igation, the committee may accept as evidence a wriHen 
statement made by that person. Such astatementmaytake 
the form of a Statutory Declaration. 

2.2.24 Nry material presented by the complainant or person 
complained against during his evidence shall be recorded 
and marked and retained in thecustodyofthe Registraruntil 
completion of any action taken by the Council whereupon it 
shall be returned to the person who tendered it. 

2.2.25 The committee may adjourn proceedings from time to time. 
2.2.26 The Registrar shall act as Secretary of the committee. Itfor 

any reason the Registraris unable to act. the Principal shall 
appoint a Secretary to the commiHee. 

2.2.27 The College Council may reimburse the respondent for any 
expenditure incurred by him in securing such legal repre
sentation as is permitted by the Rule in accordance with 
guidelines established by the Council. 

2.3 Interpretation: 
2.3.1 The following words shall, unless the contrary intention 

appears, have the meanings respectively assigned to 
them:-
(a) words importing the masculine gender shall include 

the feminine gender; 
and 

(b) words in the singular shall include the plural and 
'WOfds in the plural shall include the singular. 

2.3.2 The time prescribed or allowed for the doing of a particular 
thing shall, unless the contrary intention appears, be taken 
to exclude the day of the act or event from or after which the 
time is to be reckoned but to include the day for the doing of 
that ting. 

2.3.3 Times prescribed by these rules shall exclude public 
holidays and such other holidays as determined by the 
College Council. 

RULE X/111 USE OF COLLEGE LIBRARY 
1 .1 All library material being taken out of the Ubrary must be 

recorded in the name of the peson taking it out. 
1 .2 Rnes and penalties, as from time to time approved by the 

Council of the College, will be imposed for the nQl"l-retum of 
oorrowed books or equipment or materials. 

1.3 Rnes, and amounts due for lost books etc., must be paid as 
soon, as possible after they have been imposed. 

1.4 11 fines, and amounts due for lost books etc., are not paid as 
soon as possible, the College Ubrarian may withdraw borrow
ing rights. 

1.5 My breach of the Rules by a reader may render him liable to 
the penalty prescribed in OlapterX, Division 1, clauses 2, 30r 
6 of the By-law, namely, to suspension from the Ubrary for a 
period up to twenty-four hours at the discretion of the College 



Ubrarian, or for a longer period at the discretion of the 
Assistant Principal of the College. 

1 .6 Rules pertaining to the conduct of students in the Library may 
be made by the Principal. 

RULE XI/3(b)/1 ASSESSMENT AND REVIEW OF 
GRADES AWARDED 
1.1 For the purpose of this Rule, subject or module refers to any 

assessable unit of a course, including a practicum r9Cluire
ment, for which the grade awarded in the subject ormodule is 
entered in the official transcript of a student's academic 
record; grade refers to a six-point scale comprising High 
[lslinclion (HD), Dslinclion (DIST), Credit (C), Pass (P), 
Terminating Pass (TP) and Fail (FF) or, in SOme instances, to a 
two-point scale comprising Ungraded Pass (UP) and Fail (FF); 
and result refers to the result given for classwork: or an 
assignment which is a component of the progressiveassess
ment of a subject or module. 

1.2 Students shall be advised, in writing, at the commencement 
of study in a subject or module of a course of the assessment 
'NBighting criteria, which may differ between subjects or 
modules, to be applied in assessing a student's work and in 
determining the final grades awarded in the subject or 
module. The assessment criteria and procedures shall be 
described in detail sufficient to enable a student to under
stand the academic r9Cluirements for each assessment or 
examination activity. 

1.3 It shall be the responsibility of the Departmental Board of the 
.Academic Department responsible for offering the subject or 
module to ensure that the assessment weighting criteria 
referred to in 1.2 is available to students in writing, and is 
adhered to by the lecturers responsible for teaching the 
subject or module in carrying out individual assessments and 
in determining the final grades awarded in the subject or 
module. 

1.4 At the same time as the assessment weighting criteria for a 
subject or module are made available to students, lecturers 
shall be r9Cluired to submit for filing within the Department 
responsible for the offering of the subject or module a copy of 
the assessment weighting criteria so published. The sub
mitted documents shall be kept on filefor aminimum period of 
j'M) years. 

1 .5 It shall be the responsibility of a student to ensure thathe/she 
has obtained a copy of the assessment weighting criteria 
made available for a subject or module in which the student is 
enrolled. 

1 .6 VVhere classwork or assignments during the year form part of 
the progressive assessment of a subject or module, students 
shall be made aware within a reasonable time by the lecturers 
responsible for the teaching of the subject or module of the 
results given for such classwork and aSSignments. 

1.7 My request by a. student for reconsideration of a result 
obtained for classwork or an assignment shall be madewithin 
a fortnight Of the retum of the work to the student by the 
lecturer responsible for assessing the classwork or assign
ment. The outcome of reconsideration of a result obtained for 
Glasswork or an assignment can be a better result, no change 
in result, or a worse result. 

1 .8 Astudent who is dissatisfied with the final grade awarded in a 
subject or module may apply for a review of the grade 
awarded. A review of a final grade awarded in a subject or 
module can result in a better grade, no change in grade, or 
a worse grade. 

1.9 M application for a review of a final grade awarded in a 
subject or module must be submitted to the Cashier on the 
appropriate form, together with the prescribed charge for a 
review, by the date listed on the "Notification of Examination 
Results" posted to the student. 

1 .10 Astudent who has sought a review of the final grade awarded 
in a subject or module and who considers that he/she has 
grounds for dissatisfaction with the decision reached as a 
consequence of the review may, within one month from 
despatch of notification of the decision, appeal to an 
.Academic Appeals Committee of the School in which the 
course is offered. The determination of an appeal by an 
Appeals Committee can result in a better grade, nochange in 
grade, or a worse grade. 

1 .11 The composition of the .AcademiC Appeals Committee 
established in each School shall be as approved by the 
.Academic Board from time to time and shall include at least 
me student member. 

1 .12 The procedures to be adopted for the hearing of an appeal 
aver a decision reached as a consequence of a review of 
the final grade awarded in a subject or module shall be the 
same as those for the hearing of student appeals against 
exclusion by the .Academic Progression Review Committee. 

RULE XV/I TRAFFIC AND PARKING RULES 
1. PREAMBLE 
1.1 The College campus is private property. It is a privilege to 

bring a vehicle onto the grounds. These Rules control that 
privilege. 

1.2 The College roads are deemed to be public roads for the 
purposes of the Motor Traffic .Act 1909 (N.SW.). 

2. PRELIMINARY AND DEFINITIONS 
2.1 These Rules may be cited as the "Newcastle College of 

.Advanced Education Traffic and Parking Rules", and are 
made in exercise of all the powers of the Council conferred by 
the Colleges of Advanced Education.Act. 1975 and the By
laws in force thereunder. 

2.2 In these Rules and for the purpose of these Rules: 
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"Attendant (Patrol)" means a person employed by the 
College as an Attendant (Patrol) and includes the Attendant 
(Caretaking and Patrol); 
"Bursar" means Bursar for the time being of the College and 
includes a reference to a person occupying the position of 
.Acting Bursar and during a period when there is no Bursar or 
.Acting Bursar on campus, to a person authorised by the 
Principal to exercise the powers conferred by these Rules 
upon the Bursar. 
"Campus" refers to the whole of the lands of the College and 
to any part thereof, or any premises used by the College at any 
time; 
"Infringement notice" means a piece of paper on 'Nhich 
particulars of an offence alleged to have been committed 
against the Rules are recorded and which is affixed to a 
vehicle pursuant to Rule 4.4; 
"Member of the College" includes a member of the staff of the 
College, INhetherfull-time or Part-time and whether academic 
or non-academic, INhether terured, fixed term, probationary 
(l" otherwise, and a student enrolled in any course or subject 
of the College whether as a candidate proceedingtoadegree 
(l" a diploma at the College or not; 
"Notice" means a written notification signed by the Bursar or 
by an Attendant (Patrol); 
"Parking permit" means a parking permit label issued under 
these Rules; 
"Principal" means Principal for the time being of the College 
and includes a reference to a person occupying the position 
of .Acting Principal; 
"Registered person responsible" means the person registered 
in the Register of Motor Vehicles Authorised to be Parked on 
Campus as responsible for a motor vehicle; 
"Register of Motor Vehicles Authorised to be Parked on 
Campus" means the register to be kept pursuant to Rule 3.3 
of these Rules. 
"Registrar" means Registrar for the time being of the College 
and includes a reference to a person occupying the position 
of .Acting Registrar. 
"Sign" means a notification in language or symbol erected, 
painted on or affixed to a building or structure or marked on the 
gound or otherwise displayed by authority of the Principal or 
the Bursar, and "Sign" includes markings which indicate a 
pedestrian crossing; 
"Vehicle" includes bicycle; 

2.3 The headings of and within these Rules shall be deemed part 
of the Rules. 

2.4 The Interpretation Act 1897 shall apply mutatis mutandis to 
and in respect of these Rules in the same manner as it applies 
to .Acts of Parliament. 

3. BRINGING OF VEHICLES ON TO CAMPUS 
3.1 The Bursar shall cause to be available forms of applicationfor 

the issue of parking permits in the form or forms prescribed 
from time to time by the Bursar for the purpose. 

3.2 My member of the College or person employed on the 
~pus (other than a pe~ so employed temporarilyorfor a 
partl~ulB! purpose or prOlect) may apply for a parking permit. 
.Application shall be made in the form prescribed duly 
completed and Signed by the applicant. 

3.3 

3.4 

3.5 

4. 
4.1 

4.2 
4.3 

4.4 

5. 
5.t 

There shall be a Register of Motor Vehicles Authorised to be 
Parked on Campus in Vv11ich shall be recorded particulars of 
every motor vehicle and motor cycle in respect of which a 
park!~ permit is issued and of the name, address and 
qualifying st~tus of ttx: ~plicant for such permit. A person to 
v.hom a pa~ng permit IS Issued shall notify the Collegeofany 
dlange In hls/her name, address or Qualifying status. 
A parking permit shall cease to be valid: 
(a) whenthemotorvehiclein respectofwhichitwasissued 

is disposed of so that it ceases to be owned or available 
to the person to whom the permit was issued; 

(b) ~n the person to whom the parking permit was 
ISSU~ ceases.to posses.s a Qualifying status by reason 
of ~Ich permit or permits of the category in question 
are ISSUed; 

(c) on the date on which the Principal orders that the permit 
be cancelled; 

(d) on ttx: date on wh~ch the P~ncipal orders that all parking 
permits or all parkmg penTiitsofthecategory inQuestion 
be cancelled; 

(e) . when the permit I~I is no longer clearly legible; 
o.Mllchever shall be the eanler. I/v'hen a parking permit ceases 
to be valid, the person to whom it was issued shall cause the 
label to be removed from the motor vehicle in respect of which 
it was issued . 
My member of the College or person employed on the 
~pus (other than a peTS?fl soemployed temporarily or for a 
particular purpose or proJect) who wishes to bring a motor 
vehicle on to the campus shall not do so unless therehas first 
been obtained i~ r~spect of the motorvehicleaparking permit 
~d such perm.lt IS currently valid aOO is displayed in the 
'NIndscreen or, In the case of a motor cycle, in a prominent 
place on the motor cycle. Motor vehicles/motor cycles 
'Nithout a parking pennit may be refused entry to the campus. 
PARKING OF VEHICLES 
No person shall park any vehicle on the campus except in a 
place.set aside for the parking Of vehicles of the category in 
(JJeStIOn. 
Parking of vehicles on access roads is forbidden. 
No person other than a bona fide visitor shall park any motor 
vehicle or motor cycle on the campus unless the vehicle 
bears .a p~ing perm~t rel.ating to the place or category of 
place In which the vehicle IS parked, being a place set aside 
fromtimetoti~forparkingofmotorvehiclesormotorcYCles 
or of motor v~lcles (l" motor cycles of a particular categay, 
or ~ motor vehicles or motor cycles belonging to persons of a 
particular category. 
I/v'here a vehicle is parked or left in a place in breach of these 
Rules or of any parking sign or parking direction, it shall be 
lawful for an infringement notice to be affixed to the vehicle by 
~ Atte~ant (P~trol). If the vehicle is causing obstruction or 
Inconvenience, It shall be lawful for an Attendant (PatrOl), with 
the concurrence of the Bursar, to move it or cause it to be 
moved. 
mAFFIC 
Aperson in charge of avehicleentering orupon anypart of the 
campus shall: 
(a) stop his/her vehicle on any part of the campus when 

si.Qnalled to do so by an Attendant (Patrol); 
(b) give to an Attendant (Patrol) such information as he/she 

may reasonably r9Cluire; 
(c) obey any dir~ti<?"S whi.ch an Attendant (Patrol) may 

reasonably give In relation to the driving, parking or 
moving of such vehicles; 

d) not drive at a speed greater than 30 km/h or such other 
speed as may be indicated by an appropriate sign as 
~e sPBE:d limit for the section of road or part of campus 
In Question; 

(e) not drive a vehicle or allow it to stand on any part of the 
campus in such a mannerorinsuchcircumstancesthat 
he/she would be guilty of an offence if the part of the 
carJ'l}Us were a public street and shall obey any Sign as 
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6. 
6.t 

6.2 

6.3 

6.4 

if it h~d ~ erected, painted, affixed, marked or 
othelWlse displayed on a public street'Nith the authority 
of the CommiSSioner of Police' 

(f) not drive, park or leave a vehicle on any lawn, grassed 
area, footpath, oval, garden, undeveloped area of the 
campus ~r builders' access road; 

(g) comply With all other directions relating to traffic indic
ated by appropri~e sig~s installed on the campus; 

(il) not ~~ve a vehicle o.Mllle the vehicle is in such a 
condition that unreasonable noise or inconvenience to 
other persons may be caused or may reasonably be 
expected to be caused; 

(i) comply wilh any prohibition of the Principal under Rule 
7.2. 

BREACH OF RULES AND ENFORCEMENT 
If a motor vehicle or motor cycle is involved in a breach of 
these Rules 8S: well as the person actually committing the 
tx"each, the registered person responsible for the vehicle or if 
there is no person so registered, the person registered und~r 
theMotorTrafficActI909(N.S.W.)astheownerOfthevehicle 
on the date of the breach, shall bedeemedforall the purposes 
of these Rules (and in particular but without limiting the 
generality of the foregOing, for the purpose of the category 
and degree of sanction to be imposed) to have committed the 
tx"each in question. 
I/v'here a breach of these Rules is alleged to have been 
corr:'mitted, notice specifying the breach alleged and the facts 
(l" circumstances. said to constitute the breach including the 
date, p~ace and time of the alleged breach shall be given to 
the registered person responsible or the person registered 
lJl~r the Motor Traffic.Act 1909 (N.S. w.) as the owner of the 
~Icle, as the case may be. Notice shall be deemed duly 
~ven to such person if the notice is affixed to the vehicle or if it 
IS sent t~ such person by registered or certified post addres
~ to hlm(her at the address registered in respect of him /her 
In the Register of Motor Vehicles Authorised to be Parked on 
Campus or in the records of the N.S.W. Departmentaf Motor 
Transport. Notice so affixed or posted shall be deemed to 
~ave ~n duly salVed on the third day follOWing but not 
Includmg the date of affixation or posting. 
Whe.re, after affC?'ding the person a period of seven days from 
the time of serving of the notice in \'\'hich to submit a written 
Slatementto tim/herthe Bursar is satisfied that the person is 
in breach of these Rules he/she may: 
(a) warn the person against committing anyfurtherbreach; 

0< 
(b) impose a fine; or 
(c) refer the matter to the Principal 
provided that a person o.MlO in his/her written statement 
requestS!o be heard in person by the Bursar shall be given an 
q>par1Unlty to be so heard before action is taken under the 
provisions of this Rule. The range of fines which may be 
Imposed by the Bursar in respect of various categories of 
creach shall be: 
Parking in areas not set aside for parking: up to $10 
Parking in special service areas, e.g. loading bays, by fire 

hydrants, etc.: up to $15 
Failing to display a valid parking permit: up to $1 0 
Diving offences - including speeding and dangerous driving: 

up 10 $30 
Failing to stop when signalled to do so by an Attendant 

(PatrOl): up 10 $30 
Refusing to give information to an Attendant (Patrol): up to 

$30. 
Failing to obey the directions of an Attendant (Patrol): up to 
$30. 
Notice of the Bursar's decision shall be given to the registered 
r;ers~ responsible or the person registered under the M::ltor 
Trafflc.Act 1909 (N.S.W.) as the owner of the vehicle as the 
case ~~~. Notice shall be deemed duly served On such 
~rson If It IS ~ on him/her personally or if it is sent to 
himlher by OI'dlnary POSt addressed to him/her at the address 
regi?tered in ~ of him/her in the Register of Motor 
Vehicles Authoflsed to be Parked on Campus or in the 
records of the N.S.W. Department of Motor Transport. Notice 
~ posted shall.be deemed to have been duly served on the 
third day follOWing but not including the date of posting. 



7. REFERENCES AND APPEALS 
7.1 From any decision of the Bursar in respect of an alleged 

breach 01 these Rules there is a right of appeal to the Principal 
exercisable in writing within fourteen days after the date of 
service of the notice of the decision appealed from. 

7.2 The Principal on a reference or an appeal to him/her under 
these Rules shall have all the powers of the Bursar under 
these Rules and, in addition, the power to ordef that a parking 
permit sticker be cancelled, the rmver to prohibit a person 
from driving ()( from driving a particular vehicle or category of 
vehicle on the campus or on any specified partthereof, and to 
exercise all such other powers as belong to him/her by virtue 
d his!her office. 

S. EXEMPTIONS 
8.1 Aparticularperson orvehicle orcategoryofpersonorvehicle 

maybe exempted from the application of any of the foregoing 
Rules for a particular time or purpose or in respect of a 
particular part of the campus and otherwise upon such 
conditions as may be specified. This power of exemption 
shall be exercisable by the Principal or the Bursar Of the 
Registrar. 

XVIIi/2!1 MAKING OF RULES 
1 .1 Notice of any proposed rule or amendment to an existing rule 

YJith the exception of rules made under clause 2 of O1aptElf 
VIII must be given to the Secretary in accordance with the 
provisions of clause 34 (a) of O1apter III, and be included in 
the notice sent to each member of the Council as prescribed 
in clause 35(1) of that O1apter. 

1.2 My rule or amendment to a rule decided at a meeting of the 
Council shall be left in abeyance and become effective <Xlly 
after confirmation by the Council at a subsequent meeting 
held not less than 28 days later. 

1.3 Rules Made by the Principal. 
1.31 Rules made by the Principal under clause 2 of O1aptElf 

VII shall become effective immediately following pub
lication on a notice-board on the premises of the 
College. 

1 .32 Such rules shall be tabled at the earliest available 
Council meeting. 

1.33 The Council may disallow or amend any such rule. 

XVIII/2/2 CONSULTATION IN FORMATION OF RULES 
2.1 As a matter of general principal Council undertakes to seek 

the advice of appropriate groups within the College before 
determining rules which affect such groups. 

2.2 In particular-
(a) itisexpected that rules relating to academic matterswill 

originate from or be referred to the Academic Board, 
(b) where rules relate to conditions of service of staff they 

will, in general, be referred to appropriate associations 
cA staff members; and 

(c) where rules relate to students they will, in general, be 
referred to the Students' Representative Council. 

2.3 Notwithstanding this general statement of intent, Council 
retains the right to proceed without such consultation or to 
seek advice from individuals or groups not specified in the 
examples given. 

(Examples are rules to be made-
Under 2.2(a), rules under Chapters V (Dv.2), X and XI; 
Under 2.2(b), rules under O1apter IX, Divisions 1 and 2; and 
U1der 2.2(c), rules under O1apter X, Divisions 1 and 2.) 
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Degrees and Diplomas 
Conferred in 1984 

Page 

Graduate Diploma in Education 
(Primary Education) 196 
Graduate Diploma in Education (Technical 
and Further Education) 196 
Graduate Diploma In Educational Studies 
(Advanced Teaching Method) 196 
Graduate Diploma in Educational Studies 
(Curriculum Development) 196 
Graduate Diploma in Educational Studies 
(Special Education) 196 
Bachelor of Education (Early Childhood 
Education) 196 
Bachelor of Education (Primary Education) 197 
Diploma in Teaching (Early Childhood 
Education) 197 
Diploma In Teaching (Primary Education) 197 
Diploma in Teaching (Technical and Further 
Education) 198 
Diploma in Special Education 198 
Diploma in Teaching Librarlanship 198 
Graduate Diploma In Art 198 
Bachelor of Arts (Visual Arts) 199 
Diploma in Art 199 
Associate Diploma in Creative Arts and Crafts 199 
Graduate Diploma in Education (Secondary 
Education) 199 
Bachelor of Education (Art Education) 200 
Bachelor of Education (Home Science! 
Textiles Education) 200 
Bachelor of Education (Industrial Arts 
Education) 200 
Bachelor of Education (PhYSical Education) 201 
Diploma in Teaching (Secondary Education) 201 
Graduate Diploma in Multicultural Studies 201 
Diploma in Teaching (Nursing Education) 201 
Diploma in Administration (Nursing) 202 
Associate Diploma In Diagnostic Medical 
Radiography 202 
Associate Diploma In Social Welfare 202 
Bachelor of Music Education 202 
Prizes 203 
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Graduate Diploma in 
Education (Primary 
Education) 

BOWER. Catherine Louise 
BRELl, Julie 
EDGAR, John Clarke 
HROMEK, Robyn Patricia 
JOUSIF, Unda Shereen 
PAYNE, Debra 
UNIOOMB, Nyrie Catherine 

Graduate Diploma in 
Education (Technical 
and Further Education) 
CALDWELL, Theresa 
CLARKE. Michael Cassin 
AELO, Bronwen Anne 
HIPWEll, Edwin John Wendell 
HUMPHRIS, Gregory John 
LOGUE, Anthony Norman 
MOON, Jonathan 
N8NTON,HmddEdwmd 
NICOLLE, Frank William 
FGLLOCK, David John 
RENAUD, Susan Mmy 
WEBB, Gmy Alan 

Graduate Diploma in 
Educational Studies 
(Advanced Teaching 
Method) 
BURGESS, Peter Ronald 
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Graduate Diploma in 
Educational Studies 
(Curriculum Development) 

A1NDERSON, Suzanne Helen 
BENSON, Debra Gail 
BIRKETT, James 
aJRRIE, Gordon Richmd 
ELLAWAY, Stanley Nicholas 
RNLAY, Rooert John 
INGRAM, George 
MILLER, Kimberly Watson 
SHAW, Kerrie Maxine 
SINCLAlR, Margaret Anne 

Graduate Diploma in 
Educational Studies 
(Special Education) 
BONNERN, David Ian 
BREWER, Canmel Kay 
aJRRIE, Peter Douglas 
DI LORENZO, Franco Mark 
FAY, Nancy Mary 
GIBSON, Suzanne Cecilia 
GINGES, Michael David 
I-OOKER. Jean Barbara 
LASECKI, Maximilian Anthony 
LAMING. Penelope Doreen 
MADDISON, Joan Carol 
MARTIN, Ulian Urquhart 
MEREDITH, Richard Fred 
~RG.AN, Maria 
MURPHY, Peter Michael 
PEARCE, Joyce Emily 
SEARL, Dianne Robyn 
SUESS, Helena 

Bachelor of Education 
(Early Childhood 
Education) 

DRAKE, Lesley Robyn 
JOHNS, Suzanne Lea 
JOHNSTON, Annette Joyce 
RYAN, Vicki Irene 

Bachelor of Education 
(Primary Education) 
BLYTH, Lynda 
BRISCOE, Julienne 
BROINN, Stuart Ernest 
CLAPHAM, Peter Leslie 
ELBRA, Jonathan James 
HENRY, Merryn Patricia 
HORNE, Norman John 
HUNTER, Odette Pearl 
KING, Gany 
UNCOLN, Pamela 
UNOOLN, RaYrTlOlld George 
LOVELAND, Maureen Ann 
McOONALD, Diane Maria 
McOONALD, Therese Kathleen (with distinction) 
McDONNELL, Marie Therese 
MONIN, Rosemary 
PATON, Kevin Joseph 
PEDDIE, Anne ElIzabeth 
POWER, John Francis 
PRrTCHARD, John Samuel 
RUFO, Duillo 
SPED DING, Susan Florence (with distinction) 
WATERS, Susan Ann 
WILEY, Kathryn Ann 
WILSON. Geoffrey John 

Diploma in Teaching 
(Early Childhood 
Education) 

ARCHER, Tracy Gabrielle 
BALDWIN, Kathleen Geraldine 
BAlNK5-SMrrH, Kim Louise 
BARNES,~cki~ree 
BARNEY, Grace Margaret Elizabeth 
CADDY, Helen Joan 
OOLQUHOUN, Anna Maree 
III SANTO, Maria 
DlAKAKIS, Frosi 
EDWAlRDS, Susan Bery1 
RELDlNG, Wendy Diane 
FORD, Roslyn Dawn 
FR()sT, Susan Jane 
GRIEVE, Helen Louise 
GURR. Margaret Therese 
HERN. Glynis Rosemary 
HOY, Dianne Michelle 
HOYLE, Romayne Amanda Hephzi-Bah 
IRElAND, Michele Louise 
JENSEN. Susan Louise 
JOHNSTON, Angela 
KIDD, Robert Warren 
LAUDADIO, Rina 
LEWIS, Karen Debbie 
McGUIRE. Donna Maria 
McLENNAN, Robyn Elizabeth 
MENZIES, Janelle Kaylene 
NEWMAN, Glenise Rila 
RAE, Elizabeth Karen 
ROBERTS, Michele Frances 
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ROSER, Suzanne Marie 
SANGER, Dianne Maree Frances 
SAUNDERS, Elizabeth 
SIMPSON, Catherine Elizabeth 
THOMPSON, Janine 
TRANTER, Debbie Lee 
lYLER, Susan Alice 
WALTERS, Michelle 
WEATHERBY, Leisa Irene 

Diploma in Teaching 
(Primary Education) 
ALLEN, Gillian 
BAILEY, Louise Mary 
BARNES, Kathleen Mary 
BASSETT, Melissa Alison 
BRISTOW, Debra Ann 
CAMPBELL, Ruth Louise 
rolliNS, Kristina 
COOPER, Catherine Jean 
DAVIES, Belinda 
DAVIS, Gregory Bruce 
DAVY. Lynette Gai 
DEACON. Graeme 
DETTRICK, Baine Dianne 
OOBSON, Rodney James 
EATON. Keme-Ann 
FAYLE, Susan Harris 
FLEMING, Annemarie 
FRAZER, Tracey Lee 
FULLAGAR, Heather Christine 
FYFE, Loraine McLellan 
GRAHAM, ...k:lanne Wendy 
GRAY, Kerrie Ann 
GRIFFIN, Elizabeth Ann 
GRIFFrrH, Bradley 
GUILFOYLE, Catherine 
t-lABRAKEN, Monica Anna Maria 
HAlG, Helen Caroline 
HAINSWORTH, Margaret .Ann 
HANCOCK, Susan Therese 
HARDWICK, Christopher Ian 
HOGARTH, Dianne ~ry 
HOLDSWORTH, Jane Susan 
HOLMES, Melissa Jane 
HOWARD, Janet Rosemarie 
HOWE, Karlene Lewise 
HVTa-tJSON, Coral Elsie 
HUnON, Keny John 
INNES, Holiace Anne 
vOHNSON. Rona Louise 
JOHNSTON, Cornelia Hendrica 
...kJNES, Andrew Raymond 
...kJNES. Leigh Elizabeth 
JONES, Michael John 
JUDGE, Louise Valma 
KERR, Karen Robem 
KOVAC, Angela Dora 
LANE, Jennifer Jean 
LAVIS, Lorraine 
LOCOCK, Christine Evelyn 
MACADAM, Frances Julia 
MARKHAM, Carmel Annette 
MARR, Kathryn Mary 
MARTIN. Kerri Lynn 
MARTIN, Tanya Mary 
MAnHEWS, Lyndal 



McARTHUR, Catherine Mary 
~CALDEN. Rooa Jean 
McSWEENEY, Lyne"e Noona 
MELlOWSHIP, Cathrine Irene 
MELNYK, Margaret Ann 
tv1OON. Terese Ruth 
MORGAN. Brenda Elizabeth 
MORRIS, Ellen-Louise 
NAGGS, Kim Yvette 
NICHOLS, Susan Michele 
OOTLEY, O1ristine Louise 
NO\lVl....ANO, Alma Ivnanda 
PAGE, Olristine Marie 
PAUL, Elizabeth Maree 
ClUINLIVAN, Sheree Ruth 
RAFTOS, Dimity Jane 
RANKINE, Robert David 
RASCHKE, Matthew John 
REECE, Helen Jean 
REES. Felicity Helen 
ROSS, Anne 
SIARKIEWICZ, Helen Alicia 
SIMONIT. Nilva Valentina 
SKINNER, Laura Gail 
SKINNER, Marrianne 
SMITH, Sandra Joy 
SMITH, Penelope tv1egan 
TAYLOR, Jillian Gai 
THOMAS, Barbara Kay 
THOMPSON, Steven Errol 
WALSH, Sally Beryt Anne 
WAAD, Leonie Robyn 
WASHINGTON, Margaret Rose 
WATSON, Rhonda Kay 
WERREN, Stephen John 
WESTBROOK, Julie-Anne 
WILKES, Julie Mne 
WRIGHT, Rosalyn Patricia 

Diploma in Teaching 
(Technical and Further 
Education) 

AlLEY, Barrie EdWard 
BAILEY, Robert Ernest 
BAlNRIDGE, Peter Joseph 
BARCLAY, Daphne Gail 
BENDEICH, Janette Loree 
aARKSON, Gail Maraget 
COUGHLIN, Richard John 
DAVEY, Helen Hamilton 
DICKER, Lawrence StanfOfd 
DUFF, Margaret Shirley 
ELLEM, Beny Mary 
EVANS, John Anthony 
RBBENS, Michael John William 
GIBSON. Michael Paul 
HARRIS, Robert James 
HART, Robert John 
HAYDEN, Bfett Sydney George 
HEATH, James Allan 
LAWRENCE, Da~ Peter 
LEMBKE, Kenneth William 
UDBURY, Ross 
LOARIMAN. Tony Francis 
LOVELL, Dlristopher Ian 
MARYSKA, Robin Margaret Louisa 

MASON, Geoffrey 
MATHER, Ian Douglas 
fv1cCLUSKEY, Warren Joseph 
MciNNES, Julie Ann 
MERHI, Susan 
MILLS, Marie Ann 
~RRISON, Geraldine t ~nce Elizabeth 
NOAKES, Robert Henry 
O'BRIEN, Robbie James 
PERKINS, Daniel Robert 
PRYOR. Elizabeth Louisa 
RENDALL, David Warren 
ROBERTS, Ronald Leslie 
SMITH, Jennifer Rae 
SPENCER, Douglas Keith 
SUMSKY, Suzanne 
WALTON, Beverly 
WHITE, Gerald Stephen 
IMCKENS, Peter Douglas 
WORGAN, Shaunagh Gay 

Diploma in Special 
Education 
BlJCKTON, Susan Elizabeth 
DALEY. Michael Gerard 
KEARNEY, Philippa Irene 
UETZAU, Lesley 
SHARKEY, Pamela Elizabeth 

Diploma in Teacher 
Librarianship 
OOREN, Janet Elizabeth 
DUNNE, Lyndell fv\aree 
FERRY, Margaret-Mary 
GORDON, Helen 
TAYLOR, Lynn Elizabeth 

Graduate Diploma in Art 
BRAY, Dallas Thomas 
BROOKER, Catherine Jill 
OONALD, Judith Ann 
FALKINER, Lynette Maree 
FRANQS, Stephen Jon 
GORDON, Wayne Albert 
GUMMER, Peter Francis 
HANNEn. Marianne Joy 
KRIX, David DIaries 
lAACHER, Michelle Ruth 
LAUCKT, Gary Emest 
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LEGOVlCH, Dean 
UDDIARD, Kerriann 
rv1CBRIDE, Margaret 
ROWE-FORREST, Sharon 
scon, Jane Louise 
TOTTERMAN, Ruth Ingegard 
WEBER, Gary 

Bachelor of Arts 
(Visual Arts) 
BARRON, Renae Therese 
BAUER, Katharina 
BlRT, Virginia Quinlan 
BROWN, AJlison 
BUNDER, Mark Ferdinand 
CARR, David 
QULOW, Colleen Gai 
CRAMP, Leanne 
CRAWFORD, Judith Louise 
DUNN, Brian Malcolm 
GIARDULLO, Ercole 
HENSEL, Nicola Dawn 
HEW, Ernest Dlee Fong 
lLETT, Michael 
JOHNSTON, ISobel Stewart 
KELLY, Francis Cecil 
lAIDLER, Graham John 
LEE, John Paul 
LOUGHLIN, Tracy Louise 
MAHONY, Frances Anne 
McOORMACK, Leanne Marie 
McIVOR, Katrina 
NORFOLK, Warwick Richard 
PELL, Anne Shirley 
PERRIN-CRUICKSHANK, Melody 
RINTOUL, Susan Leanne 
ROBINSON, Olristine Kay 
SCOTT, Kaye 
SHIELDS, Jodi Ann 
SINN, Karen Frances 
SPARKE, Tanya Therese 
STARDSIELCEW, Tamara 
llLLEY, Lezlie Margaret 
INlDOLF, Marie Therese 
'NILSON, Susan Elizabeth 
ZAKARAUSKAS, Valerie 

Diploma in Art 
BROMRELD, LOfetta Miriam 
CARTER, Diana Olristine Conway 
OAPHAM, Diana 
CROSDALE, Gail Priscilla 
DZURAK, Julie-Anne 
EMMERSON, Neil William 
lAACHER, Michelle Ruth 
MAHONEY, Jane Frances 
PASCOE, Lyndali Louise 
RODDENBY, Barbara 
THOMAS. Michael William 
WILLIAMS, Katie Irma 
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Associate Diploma in 
Creative Arts and Crafts 
ALLANSON, Mark Donald 
ARMSTRONG, Myrtle Joy 
BEARDWOOD, Judith Dawn 
BEll. Philip John 
CAVES, Raymond Cyril 
DUBRAWSKI, Jules Victor 
DUNKLEY, Stephen James 
FRIEND, John Stanley 
GRAY, Paul Thomas 
HEWlTI, Bfiana Janel 
HOllEY. Pamela Anne 
KINDLER, Narelle Mary 
KNIBB. WaUace Gilbert 
McCAFFERlY, Mark Robert 
McDONALD, Lyn Maree 
McGREW, Martin Mathew 
tv1cINTOSH, Geoffrey William 
McMAHON, Michael Patrick 
NIELSEN, Schelie 
PERCY, Geoffrey Bemard 
TAYLOR, Care; Joy 
WARD, Steven John 

Graduate Diploma in 
Education (Secondary 
Education) 

ARMSTRONG, Lesley Anne 
AUSllN. Helen Anne 
BARNES. Jennifer Elizabeth 
BAR\fo/ELL, Marguerite Janelle 
BEVERIDGE, Lee-Anne 
BlATT, Elizabeth 
BOROWSKI, Daria 
BRENNAN. Deirdre Maria 
BRIGGS, Ian James 
BROWN, Toni 
QANCY, Tania Marie 
OOOPER, Simon Frederick Arthur 
CRAIG, John Thomas 
CREE. Cynthia Elaine 
CROSBIE, Isabelle 
ClJLLEN, Anthony Gerard 
DlEZ, GlOria Ann 
EDELBROCK, Dorothy MarCia 
FLEMING, David John 
FURNISS, Barbara 
GIANNIOS, Christina 
GRACE, John Howard 
GRAHAM, Lauren Patricia 
GRIERSON, Thomas Bryon 
HMSNOOT, Peter John 
HILL, Fiona Joy 
I-fOFFMAN, Andrew James 
JOHNSON, Allan Francis 
JOSEPH, Karina 
KUNDlCEVlC, Helen Gwen 
LONERGAN, Joseph Patrick 
LONG, Grant Arnold 
MAGUIRE, Heather Joy 
tv1cCARTHY, Peter James 
McQURE, Mary Ellen 



McLEAN, Suellen 
MENllS, Anthony 
MILES, Olristopher John 
rvtONT ANARI, Daniela 
NELSON, Kathy Lyn 
NICOL, Ross 
O'KEEFE. Danny Robert Wayne 
OATES. Michael David 
ORMEROD, Derek Wayne 
PARROn, Coralie Ann 
ROBERTSON, Mark Ian 
scon, Megan Eleanor 
WPJ....LACE. Peter James 
WAlSH, Terri Jennifer 
WEBBER, Andrew John 
WHITE, Debra May 
WILLIAMS. Peter James 
WOOD, Darryl Raymond 

Bachelor of Education 
(Art Education) 
ALEXANDER, Sahy 
AYSHFORD, Marguerite Mary 
BOOTH, Ann Oairlena 
BOWMAN, Kelly Alison 
a-IINNEAY, Catherine Jane 
Q-IUDYK, Linda Kateryna 
aARK, Deborah Annene 
aJMMINGS, Belinda Joy 
DONNELLY, Annene Myee 
GONT, Loretta Maria 
HAGAN, Jennifer Ellen 
HODGSON, Anne Denise 
HOGAN, Melissa Ann 
JEFFOOAT, Kirsten Margaret 
UNDSAY, Adair 
LITCHFIELD, Deborah Ruth 
MITCHELL, Geoffrey Wallace 
MORRISON. Margaret Anne Veronica 
RASCHEPKIN, Kim Inez 
RHODES, Jennifer Margaret 
RICHARDSON. Susan Gal 
RYAN, Kayelene Alln 
SINANIS, Arthur 
SINANIS, Joanne 
STRACHAN, Sue Ellen 
WEATHERSTONE, Leon Norman 
WRIGHT, Usa .Anne 

Bachelor of Education 
(Home Science/T e>ctiles 
Education) 

Al1<INSON, Deborah Lee 
BAILLIE. Anne Patricia 
BLACKMORE, Rosemary Kathryn 
Q-IEW, Belinda Catherine 

a...EAL, Ondi Elizabeth 
DENT, Margo Ruth 
0000, Unda Ann 
FRY, Rhonda Ellen 
GLEN, Bronwen Louise 
GROSSKOPF. Helen Christine 
HIBBARD. Jennifer Louise 
HICKS. Sharina Lee 
JEFFERYS, Peta Sue . 
MATTHEWS Helen Claire (with distinction) 
tvtARSHALL.· Kristene Janet (with distinction) 
OAKES, Dianne 
PETERS. Lynda Lou-Anne 
ROBINSON, Artene Gayle 
ROBINSON. Kellie Ann 
STRAKOSCH. Gai Suzanne 
THURSTON, Unda Kay 
lUll<. Margaret Anne 
VILE. Margaret Irene 
WARD. Andrea Fay 
WlLUAMS. Maree (with di~tinction) 
YORKE, Deborah Stephanie 
YOUMAN, Megan Lee 

Bachelor of Education 
(Industrial Arts Education) 
ALLEN. Bruce Graham 
BENNETT, Derek Anthony 
BRABIN. Peter James 
BURNS, Robert Bruce 
CRAMP. John William 
DETIINO. Peter Francis 
DYBALL. Allan James 
flUS. Terrence George 
FULUCK. William John 
GLOVER, Noel Raymond 
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HALEY. O1ristopher Michael Peter 
HEGVOLD, Kim Scon 
I-OGAN, Stephen John 
IRvVlN, Stephen Samuel (with distinction) 
JOPSON. Brian Nell 
JOPSON. Gregory Hamilton9 
LAMB, Russell 
LAVIS. Leonard Raymond 
LAW. Kenneth George 
MAPSTONE, Stephen George 
fv1cKENZIE, Ian Richard 
PRATT. Phillip John 
ROBINSON, Peter 
SCHERER. Peter Leslie 
SCOTT. Ste~n James 
SHADLOW, James Robert (with distinction) 
SHIRM, John Edward 
SILKMAN, Robert James 
SMITH. Kerry David 
VOYCE. Trevor Arthur (with distinction) 
Wl-IITNALL, Frederick William James 

Bachelor of Education 
(Physical Education) 
APTHORPE. Paul 
BARTSCH. Jennifer Anne 
BLISS. Stephen William 
GATT, Peter John 
WLLEN, David Gordon (with distinction) . 
DESVAUX DE MARIGNY, Leon Charles Mano 
ETHERIDGE, Anita 
RSHER, Colin Ian 
RTZPATRICK, Brian Anthony 
HARRIS. Graeme Douglas 
HARTLEY, John Warren 
HENRY. Patricia O1ristine 
LONIE, Jan 
MOORE. Dale Raymond 
NEWMAN-WISE, Wendy 
PAUL, Stewart 
ROCHE. Dianne Frances 
ROWLES, Peter George 
SKIDMORE, Mark Arnold 
SKILLEN. Neil Kingston 
STAIR, Anthony Raymond 
mORNTON. Allan George (with distinction) 
TREW, Denise 
VRONT AKIS, Jenny Annene 
WlLSMORE. Margaret Olga 
YOUNG. Darleen Maree 

Diploma in Teaching 
(Secondary Education) 
AOCOa<. Meriwyn May 
ANDERSON, Joan Unda 
ARNOLD, Bren Oifford 
BAKEWELL. Sandra Therese 
BARBER, Peter Kenneth 
BARKLEY, Marinda Lee 
BELL, Stanley Harr>d 
SEM\JETT, Joanne Louise 
BENSLEY, Maxwell Henry 
BROWN, Scott Martin 
BURKE, Bethwyn Lee 
OOCHRANE, Peter Alan 
~EST, Leanne 
COUSINS, Robyn Anne 
COWELL, Tanya Maree 
DAVIES, Vickie Joy 
DEHN, Diane Lesley 
EDWARDS, Anthony Bruce 
FORWARD, Rona 
GALBRAITH, Lynda Joy 
GOWING, Edith May 
GRIFFIN, Vicki Maree 
GROTH, Michael John 
GUY, John Maxwell 
HANNAN, Margaret Mary 
HARROD, Joanne 
HARVEY, James Russell 
HEARNE, Wayne Frederick 
I-UGHES, Sharon Leanne 
IDE, Frances Elizabeth 
JACKSON. Sharon Maria 
JENKINS, Lynita Jane 
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KING, Marie Helen 
l..AJ\lDY, Rodney James 
MA=LL, David 
MANGAN, Mardi 
MANSAELD, Lynette June 
MARSHALL, Neil Undsay 
tJONTGOMERY. Olristine Margaret 
NEILSON, Graeme Chartes 
NEILSON, Helen Anne 
NEWELL, Jo-Anne Marie 
NOBES, Roslyn Gae 
NOBLE, Janine Adele 
O'NEILL Terence William 
OLNER, Trevor Raymond 
ORREll, Thomas Patrick 
PAYNE, Ouistine Ellen 
POWELL, Glenis Gaye 
PYLE, Matthew Graham 
ROBERTS, Gail Alison 
SMITH, Julie Anne 
SMITH, Neil Geoffrey 
SMYTH, Cassandra Jane 
STENNER, Brian James 
TAYLOR, Julianne 
VlTNELL, Gregory Paul 
WALSH, Maureen Ruth 
WEBBER, Maxine 
WHITE, Patricia Anne 
VVlLSON, Amanda Michelle 
WILTSHIRE, John Hilton 

Graduate Diploma in 
Multicultural Studies 

GlLUGAN, Kaisa-Tytti Markena 

Diploma in Teaching 
(Nursing Education) 
BERTRAM, Andrew John 
CLONAN, Jane Anne 
KUCERA, Robert Stanley 
NICHOLSON, AJan 
NOLTORP, Rhiannon Scott 



Diploma in Administration 
(Nursing) 
BARTLETT, Maxine Lynda 
CARPENTER, Sandra Lorraine 
(X)()K, Eiteen Frances 
DELAHUNTY, Glennice Alice 
OOW, Werdy Colleen 
ELLEM, Suzanne Mary 
RNCH, Nanette Elaine 
FREEMAN, Colin Uoyd 
FREEMAN, Dianne Sylvia 
GRAHAM, June Elizabeth 
HOWARD, Barbara Margaret 
~LE. Margaret Ann 
MILUON, Joan 
MONAGHAN, Lynn 
NICKOLAS. Helen Maria 
PAUL, Olenlyn 
QUINN, AIlthony John 
THOMPSON, Dorothy June 
WEET, Debra Lynette 
WOOLLEY, Fay Margaret 

Associate Diploma in 
Diagnostic Medical 
Radiography 
a...EARY, Maryanne Patricia 
KING, Dale Wesley 
LEES, Frances Judith 
SAMS, Jennifer Jane 
STEDMAN, Kathleen Maree 
WEATHERBURN, Julie Anne 
WRIGHT. Margo Helen 

Associate Diploma in 
Social Welfare 
AlAD, Joyce 
ATALLA, Nahid 
BAKER, Rebecca 
BEVERIDGE. Alexander Robert 
BOURKE, Dennis John 
CAMPBELL, Denise Patricia 
CHRISTIANSEN, Margaret Jill 
COLELOUGH, Unita Mary 
COLLISON, Crellyn AIln 
COOPER, George Thomas 
CRANEY, Doreen Winifred 
DAVIES, Barbara Violet 
DAVISON, Michael Robert 
DENNIS, Warren Reginald 
DRESCHER, Bronwyn Monique 
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ELDAIOGE, Jean Hasting 
GALLAGHER, Mark Joseph 
GRAHAME, AIln Prudence 
HARDY, Kay Amelia 
HICKEY, Debra 
HJLlIDAY, Margaret .Ada 
HURT, Dianne Helen 
KERSHAW, Elizabeth 
lAMBERT, Laurel Ann 
LETa-IFORD, Maree Annette 
LEUNG, Koon Ping 
MAGILL, Brian Leslie 
MAGILL, Kathenne AIlne 
MATIHEWS, Anthony James 
McOONALD, Brigid Mary 
rv'ORRISON, Margueritte May 
MURPHY, Keny Lynne 
O'CALLAGHAN, John Timothy 
PARMETER, Yvonne 
PAUL, Joyce Olene 
PHIUPPA, Christina 
RIGUTTI, Silva 
RYAN, Margaret June 
SAU .... lON, John David 
SJOSTEOT, Carolyn Bernice 
Tl-IOMPSON, Mane 
VAN BEEK, Irene Dina 
VVRIGHT, Michaela Mary 
WRIGHT, Trudyann 

Bachelor of Music 
Education 
The following persons were admitted to the degree of Bachelor of 
Music Educationataceremonyconductedinconjunctionwith the 
Newcastle Branch of the New South Wales State ConseNatorium 
of Music on 7th April, 1984. 

BALL Olristine Ruth 
OROSBlE, Rosemary 
FAlOONER, Deborah Ullian 
GLASSOP, Rodney Walter 
HILDER, Stephen Alan 
LLEWELLYN, Bronwyn Jane 
McLEOD, Roslyn Jill 
McVERNON, Brien Douglas 
MOON, Rowena Jane 
MJRRAY, Maria Majella 
O'HARA Vern AIldrew 
PARKINSON, Johnston 
RUDDER, AJexandra Michelle 
SQUIRES, Meredith Jane 

Prizes 
ART 
Sign()( A Dattilo Rubbo Prize - First in Final Year, Bachelor of Art 

(Visual Arts): TILLEY, Lezlie Margaret 
O:lllege Certificate for Associate Diploma in Creative .Arts and 

Crafts - Highest Grade in Final J\ssessment: HOLLEY, Pamela 
AIlne 

The Hunter Region Sculpture Prize - Most Promising Student in 
Sculpture: HEW, Ernest Chee Fang 

The John Anscombe Memorial Prize - Best CalVing, Sculpture or 
Construction in Wood: HEW, Emest 01ee Fang 

ART EDUCATION 
Fordel Prize - Best Student in Jewellery or Silversmithing or 

GoIdsmithing: RICHARDSOr\I, Susan Gai 
College Cer@cate lor Bachelor of Education (Art) - Outstanding 

Final Year Student: STRACf-LlI.N, Sue Ellen 

EDUCATION 
J.W. Staines Prize for Diploma in Education (Primary) -Outstanding 

Final Year Student: UNICOMB, Nyrie Catherine 
J.w. Staines Prize for Diploma in Education (Secoooary) -

Outstanding Final Year Student (kq): BLATI, Elizabeth, 
CROSBIE, Isabelle 

Cotlege Cemficate lor Bacheorof Education (POmary)- Outstanding 
Final Year Student: SPEDDlNG, Susan Rorence 

College Certificate for Diploma in Teaching (Primary) - Awarded on 
Grade Point Average - Five Awards: FYFE, L()(aine Mclellan, 
HOLMES, Melissa Jane, HOWARD, Janet Rosemarie, 
MELLOWSHIP, Cathenne Irene, RAFTOS, Dimity Jane 

College Certificate for Bachel()( of Education (Early Olildhood) -
Outstanding Final Year Student: DRAKE, Lesley Robyn 

O:lllege Certificate for Diploma in Teaching (Early Olildhood) -
Awardedon Grade PojntAverage-ThreeAwarcfs: COLQUHOUN, 
AI1neMaree, ROBERTS, MichetleFrances, SAUNDERS, Elizabeth 

ENGUSH 
i-lIldah Tumer Prize for English - Outstanding Final Year Student: 

MACADAM, Frances Julia 
George Hutchinson Memorial Prize for Drama - Outstanding Final 

Year Student: ROBERTS, Michelle Frances 

HEALTH STUDIES 
College of Nursing Australia (Central Northern Auxiliary, N.S.W.)

Prizes for Part-Time Nursing Education Graduates - Outstanding 
Final Year Student in Diploma in Administration (NurSing): 
FREEMAN, Dianne Sylvia 
Outstanding Rnal Year Student in Diploma in Teaching (Nursing): 
KUCERA Robert Stanley 

The New South Wales College d Nursing - Prizes of .Achievement
Diploma in Administration (Nursing): GRAHAM, June Elizabeth 
Diploma in Teaching (Nursing): KUCERA, Robert Stanley 

f\kJrse Teacher Practitioner Prize - Best Contribution of Theory to 
Qinical Practice Teaching: NICHOLSON, AJan 

HOME ECONOMICS 
Mabel Grady Prize - First across all subjects in Bachelor of 

Education (Extemal) degree: MATIHEWS, Helen aaire 
I-lInter Home Economics Teachers Association Prize - First across 

all. subjects in Bachelor of Education degree: MARSHALL, 
Kristene Janet 

D. Burton Prize - Rrst across all subject in Diploma of Teaching: 
MONTGOMERY, Olristine Margaret 

Frances Baker Prize - Rrsl in Home Science, Bachelor Education 
degree: MARSHALL, Kristene Janet 

Leila Whittle Prize - First in Textiles, Bachelor of Education degree: 
IMLUAMS, Maree 

O:lflege Prize for Home Economics - First in Family and Consumer 
Studies: MARSHAlL, Kristene Janet 

INDUSTRtAL ARTS 
Institute of Industrial Arts Prize - Industrials Arts Course Year JfI -

General Profici.ency: WILTSHIRE, John Hilton 
Institute of Industrial Arts Prize - Industrial Arts Course Year IV -
General Proficiency: OETTINO, Peter Francis 
Institute of Industrial Arts (Newcastle Blanch) Prize - Industrial Ms 

Course Year I - General Proficiency: TAR..dSENKO, Vladimir 
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Wally 
Institute of Industrial Arts (Newcastle Branch) Prize - looustrial Arts 

Course, Artisan Category - General Proficiency: WILLIAMS, 
Geoffrey AJlan 

MUStC 
The Keith Nooke Memorial Prize (Conservatorium of Music Prize): 

JOHNSTON, Par~nson 
O:lllege Prize for Music - Outstanding Final Year Student: MClON, 

Rowena Jane 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
The H.W. Gillard Prize for Physical Education - Outstanding Final 

Year Student: YOUNG, Darleen Maree 
RADIOGRAPHY 
.Australian Institute of Radiography N.S.W. - Newcastle and District 

Sub-Branch Prize - First Year Radiography (Prize donated by 
Kodak): KERR, Sardra Jayne 

.A.ustralasian Institute of Radiography N.S.W. - Newcastle and 
astrict Sub-Branch Prize - Second Year Radiography (Prize 

donated by Du Pont): CHAPMAN, Lisa Maree 
.AlJstraiasian Institute of Radiography N.S.W. - Newcastle and 

District Sub-Branch Prize - Third Year Radiography (Prize 
donated by Hanimex): WEATHERBURN, Julie Anne 

Kathy Rtzgerald Memorial Prize - Best Grade Point Average over 
Three Years of Course: STEDMAN, Kathleen Maree 

SOCIAL WELFARE 
Zonta Club of Newcastle Prize for Rnal Year Social Welfare - Best 

Academic Periormance (Aeo): THOMPSON, Mane, VAN BEEK, 
Irene Dina 

Australian Institute of Welfare Officers Prize - Best Contribution to 
Welfare by a Final Year Student: COOPER, George Thomas 

N.CAE. Social Welfare Staff Prize - Best Rnal Field Practice 
Performance: LAMBERT, Laurel Ann 

SPECIAL EDUCATION 
Rrstchance Prize fOf" Special Education - Outstanding Rnal Year 

Student: MARTIN, Ufian Urquhart 

TECHNtCAL AND FURTHER EDUCATtON 
O:lllege Certificate for Diploma in Teaching (TAFE) - Best Grade 

Point Average in On-Gampus Programme: FIBBENS, Michael 
John Wifliam 
Best Grade Point Average in Off-Campus Programme: 
CAMERON, Walter Kenneth Norton 

SPECIAL AWARDS 
The Business and ProfeSSional Women's Club of Newcastle Prize

Outstanding Final Year Woman StlXlent with regard to Otizenship, 
Scholarship and Leadership: WEATHERBURN, Julie Anne 

Newcastle aty Councif Local History Award - Original Research in 
Local History: PAUL, Stewart 



Art 

Modules available for Bachelor of Education (Art) students. 

All first year modules are subject to student demand. 
Code 
(3-1) indicates that the module requires3 hours perweekofface

to-face lecture or tutorial commitments and at least 1 hour 
per week of independent study 

(4"()) indicates that the module requires4 hours perweekofface
to-face lecture or tutorial commitments and no prescribed 
independent study commitments. 

(8-8) indicates that the module requires 8 hours per week of 
lecture or tutorial commitments and at least 8 hours per 
week of independent studio commitments 

cps credit points 
S Semester 
51 Semester I 
811 Semester II 
NA Not available 

AT10l HISTORY OF ART 
(3-1) 3 cps 
~ .. 
Acontemporary survey oflhe art of the twentieth century, examining 
the nature, sources, influences and context of the art of this period. 

ATl12 BASIC DESIGN 
(4-{)) 3 cps 
SI 
The development of a working knowledge of the fundamentals of 
structuring form and colour in 2 + 3 dimensions. 

AT113 BASIC DESIGN 
(4-{)) 3 cps 
SI, SII Prerequisite AT112 
M extension of ATl12. 

AT116 DRAWING 
(4-{)) 3 cps 
SI 
The development of basic perceptive and manipulative skills in 
using both technical and experimental approaches to drawing 
media. 

AT117 DRAWING 
(4-{)) 3 cps 
SI, SII Prerequisite AT116 
M extension of ATU 6 

AT122, AT123 PAINTING 
(4-{)), (4-{)) 3 cps per module 
SI, SII Prerequisite ATt 22 or AT123 
These modules are designed to develop perceptive and manipul
ative skills in painting through the examination of form, space, 
concepts and techniques from painting innovations. 

AT132,AT133 SCULPTURE 
(4-{)), (4-{)) 3 cps per module 
SI, SII Prerequisite AT132 for AT133 
A basic investigation of major sculptural areas and their related 
concepts. The investigations include historical and contemporary 
study of techniques and processes. Safety and care of equipment is 
emphasised. 

AT142, AT143 PRINTMAKING 
(4-{)), (4-{)) 3 cps per module 
SI, SII Prerequisite AT142 for AT143 
M exploration of the basic possibilities of various techniques 
related to printmaking: relief printing, intaglio, planographic, stencil, 
studio preparation of work, paper and print surface preparation. 
Printing procedures and presentation of wolf<. 
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AT152, AT153 CERAMICS 
(4-{)), (4-{)) 3 cps per module 
SI, SII Prerequisite AT152 for AT153 
These modules seek to develop a creative approach to the ceramic 
arts and investigate major areas of ceramics by project, including 
hand-building, throwing and kiln design. 

AT157, AT1S8 TEXTILES 
(4-{)), (4-{)) 3 cps per module 
SI SII Prerequisite AT15? for AT158 
The exploration of basic design and skills relevant to textite ~edia, 
emphasising properties of traditional and contemporary media and 
equipment. 

AT160, AT161 
(4-{)), (4-{)) 
SI, SII 

ILLUSTRATlON 
3 cps per module 
Prerequisite AT160 for AT161 
Corequisite Photography and one of 

Painting, Printmaking, 
Graphic Communication 

Students will be expected to develop basic skills within illustration 
andto develop an understanding of plant andwildlifeenvironments. 
Topics will include media and techniques in illustration, taxonomy, 
ecology, taxidermy and typography. Reid work is an important 
aspect of these modules. 

AT172, AT173 PHOTOGRAPHY 
(4-{)), (4-{)) 3 cps per module 
SI, SII Prerequisite ATl72 for AT1?3 
These modules explore the creative and communicative aspects of 
photography through selected focus techniques, selected themes, 
photograms and the study of Australian and intemational photo
graphers. 

AT187, AT188 JEWELLERY 
(3-1), (3-1) 3 cps per module 
SI, Sit Prerequisite AT18? for ATISS 
These modules seek to develop creative approaches to jewellery 
whilst investigating techniques and aspects of design. 

AT201 HISTORY OF ART 
(3-1) 3 cps 
SII Prerequisite ATI 01 
The content of this module will be presented at enrolment. 
AT216, AT217 DRAWING 
(4-{)), (4-{)) 3 cps per module 

Prerequisite ATll? for AT216 
AT216 for AT21? 

Development of the student's abitities in expressing specific 
concepts through drawing. Emphasis is placed on relatfng drawing 
to professional studies being undertaken. 

AT222, AT223 PAINTING 
(4-4),(4-4) 3cps per module 
SI, SII Prerequisite AT123 for AT222 

AT222 for AT223 
The establishment of the capacity to express a specific concept 
through painting by the development of individual concepts and 
research of natural and technological sources. 

AT232, AT233 SCULPTURE 
(4-4), (H) 3cps per module 
SI, SII Prerequisite AT133 for AT232 

AT232 for AT233 
These modules seek to provide an understanding of the visual, 
technical and formal sculpture problems encountered through 
construction, or mooelling and carving, in a variety of materials. 

AT242, AT243 PRINTMAKING 
(4-4),{4-4) 3 cps per module 
SI, SII Prerequisite AT143 for AT242 

AT242 for AT243 _ . 
AA intensive study of the processes related to aspeCts of paper 
printing technology and the exploration of Cfeative possi~ilities 
using one or more of the traditiqhal tlfId contemporary techniques: 
intaglio, pianographic, relief printLng. 

~ , 

AT252, AT253 CERAMICS 
(4-4),(4-4) 3 cps per module 
SI, SII Prerequisite AT152 for AT253 

AT252 for AT2S3 
The development of aspects of ceramics through studio, industrial 
and sculptural approaches. Kiln-building techniques are explained 
and tested and historical aspects of ceramics are explored. 
Oeative solutions to design problems are encouraged. 

AT301 HISTORY OF ART 
(3-1) 3 cps 
Sit Prerequisite AT201 
The content of this module will be presented at enrolment. 

AT322, AT323 PAINTING 
(4-Q)+{O-4) 3 cps per module 
SI Prerequisite AT223 

Corequisite AT322 for AT323 
These modules enable Bachelor of Education (Art) students to 
develop a professional level of competence in painting. Both 
modules may be undertaken Simultaneously, however, AT323 an 
independent studio module, is NOT compuslory, as confirmed by 
the B.Ed. (Art) course programme requirements. 

AT324 PAINTING 
(4-{)) 3 cps 
SII Prerequisite AT322 
AA extension of AT322 with an emphasis placed upon developing 
an active awareness of contemporary issues in painting. 

AT332, AT 333 SCULPTURE 
(4-0)+{O-4) 3 cps per module 
SI Prerequisite AT233 

Corequisite AT332 for AT333 
These modules enable Bachelor of Education (Art) students to 
develop a professional level of competence in Sculpture. Both 
modules may be undertaken simultaneously; however, AT333, an 
independent studio module, is NOT compulsory, as confirmed by 
the B.Ed.{Art) course programme requirements. 

AT334 SCULPTURE 
(4-{)) 3 cp 
Sit Prerequisite AT332 
AA extension of AT332. Full details from Course Co-ordinator. 

AT342, AT343 PRINTMAKING 
(4-0)+(0-4) 3 cps per module 
SI Prerequisite AT243 

Corequisite AT342 for AT343 
These modules enable Bachelor of Education (Art) students to 
develop a professional level of competence in printmaking. Both 
modules may be undertaken simultaneously; however, AT343, an 
independent studio module is NOT compulsory, as confirmed by 
the B.Ed.(Art) course programme requirements. 

AT344 PRINTMAKING 
(4-{)) 3 cps 
Sli PrerequiSite AT342 
AA extension of AT332 with an emphasis placed upon developing 
and sustaining technical and conceptual progression. 

AT352, AT353 CERAMICS 
(4-{))+(0-4) 3 cps per module 
SI Prerequisite AT253 

Corequisite AT352 for AT353 
These modules enable Bachelor of Education (Art) students to 
develop a professional level of competence in Ceramics. Both 
modules may be undertaken simultaneously, however, AT353, an 
independent studio module is NOT compulsory, as confirmed by 
the B.Ed.(Art) course programme requirements. 

AT354 ceramics 
(4-{)) 3 cps 
SII Prerequisite AT352 
All extension of AT352. Full detaits from Course Co-ordinator. 
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AT401 HISTORY OF ART 
(3-1) 3 cps 
S to be advised Prerequisite AT301 
The presentation of a major research project, this module requires 
students to consult regularly with the lecturer(s), rather than attend 
specific lectures. The lecturer(s) will guide students to appropriate 
research sources, assist in determining the research area(s) and 
generally supervise the development and presentation of the 
project The chosen research area(s) must be approved by the 
lecturer(s) before it is presented for assessment. 

AT422, AT423 PAINTING 
(4-{))~(}4) 3 cps per module 
SI Prerequisite AT324 for AT422 

Corequisite AT422 for AT423 
Undertaken simuhaneously, these modules provide the opportunity 
for Bachelor of Education (Art) candidates to sustain research and 
development in self-selected areas of painting. AT 422 is a face-to
face module. AT423 is a studio module. 

AT424, AT425 PAINTING 
(4-{))~(}4) 3 cps per module 
Sit Prerequisite AT423 for AT424 

Corequisite AT424 for AT425 
Bachelor of Education (Art) candidates have the opportunity to 
sustain a specialisation in painting by electing these modules; 
however, AT425 is NOT.a required module, as confirmed by the 
BEd.(Art) course programme requirements. AT424 is a face-to
face module. AT425 is a studio module. 

AT432, AT433 .. SCULPTURE 
(4-{))~0-4) 3 cps per module 
SI Prerequisite AT334 for AT432 

Corequisite AT432 for AT433 
Undertaken Simultaneously, these modules enable Bachelor of 
Education (Art) candidates to sustain research and development in 
chosen areas of scultpure. AT432 js a face-la-face module while 
AT433 is an independent studio module. 

AT434, AT435 SCULPTURE 
(4-{))~0-4) 3 cps per module 
Sit Prerequisite AT433 for AT434 

Corequisite AT434 for AT435 
Bachelorof Education(Art) candidatesmaysustainaspecialisation 
in sculpture by electing these modules; however, AT435 is NOT a 
required module as confirmed by the B. Ed.(Art) course programme 
requirements. AT434 is a face-to-face module while AT435 is an 
independent studio module. 

AT442, AT443 PRINTMAKING 
(4-{))~(}4) 3 cps per module 
SI Prerequisite AT344 for AT442 

Corequisite AT442 for AT443 
Undertaken simultaneously, these modules enable Bachelor of 
Education (Art) candidates to continue research and development 
in self-selected areas of printmaking. AT442 is a face-to-face 
module while AT443 is an independent studio module. 

AT444, AT445 PRINTMAKING 
(4-{))~0-4) 3 cps per module 
SII Prerequisite AT443 for AT444 

Corequisite AT444 for AT445 
Bachelor of Education (Art) candidates may continue a specialis
ation in printmaking by electing these modules; however, AT445, 
an independent studio module, is NOT a required module, as 
confirmed by the B.Ed.(Art) course requirements. AT444 is a face
to-face module with AT 445 is an independent studio module. 

AT452, AT453 CERAMICS 
(4-0)+(0-4) 3 cps per module 

Prerequisite AT454 for AT455 
Corequisite AT452 for AT453 

Undertaken simultaneously, these modules enable Bachelor of 
Education (Art) candidates to continue research and development 
in self-selected areas of ceramics. AT 452 is a face-to-face module 
while AT453 is an independent studio module. 



AT454, AT455 CERAMICS 
(4-0)+(0-4) 3 cps per module 

Prerequisfte AT453 for AT454 
Corequisite AT454 for AT455 

Bachelor of Education (Art) candidates may continue a specialis
ation in Ceramic by electing these modules: however, AT 455, an 
independent studio module, is NOT a required mod':lle, as con
firmed by the B.Ed.(Art) course requirements. AT454IS a face-to
face module while AT455 is an independent studio module. 
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